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Mans-ion-house-street, E.c.

ILittle, James Fulton,

Mutual Life Association of Aus-
tralasia, Perth, West Australia.

Low, George Macritchie, F.F.A.,

Scottish Equitable Life Assur,

Society, 28 St. Andrew-square,
Edinburgh.

Date of
becoming
a Fellow.

1899 fLutt, Harold Edward William,

1898

1874

1894

1883

1885

1907

1900

1901

1870

1890

1900

1902

1897

1906

1897

1905

Northern Assurance Company,
60 4' 61 London-tuall, E.c.

tilacaulay, Thomas Bassett, F.A.S.,

Sun Life Assurance Co. of
Cannda, Montreal, Canada.

McClintock, Emory, F.A.S.,

Mutual Life Lisurance Company

of Neio York, New York, U.S.A

.

fMcDonald, John,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.C

tMcGowau, James, B.A.,

The Treasury, Cape Town, South

Africa.

Mackenzie, Alexander George,

F.F.A.,

29 Chester-terrace, Regent's-

park, y.w.

fMackenzie, Michael Alexander,

University of Toronto, Toronto,

Canada.

fMacnaghten, Steuart Edye, A.C.A.,

Equity Sf Law Life Assur. Soc
18 Lincoln's-inn-fields, w.C.

fMacphail, Donald, F.F.A.,

fManly, Henrv William, F.A.S.

(PASTPEESrDENT,1898-1900j,
Glenthorne, 157 Highbury New-
park, N.

fMarks, Geoifrey (Libeaeian),
National Mutual Life Assur.Soc,
39 King-street, Cheapside, E.G.

tMarr, Vyvyan, F.F.A.,

Edinburgh Life Assurance Co.,

22 George-street, Edinburgh.

fMay, Basil,

British Equitable Assurance Co.,

Ltd.,1,2 4" 3 Queen Street-place,

E.c.

fMay, George Ernest,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.C.

fMay, Walter Thomas,
Liverpool and London and Globe
Insurance Co., 1 Cornhill, E.c

fMiller, Neville,

London Assurance Corporation,

7 Royal E.cchange, E.c

fMilligan, Charles Livingstone,

Alliance Ass. Co.,Ltd.(Providenf

Life Fund), 50 Regent-street, W.



VI

FELLOWS.

Those marked t fl'"c Fellows by Examination.

Date of
becomiug
a Fellow.

1893 tMiluer, John William,
Norfk British tf" Merca utileInsu r.

Co., 61 Threadneediestreet, E.G.

1892 t^lilton, Henry, M.A.,
Zioiv Dehentitre Corporation,

Ltd., 41 Threadneedle-street, E.C,

1899 tMoir, Henry, F.F.A., F.A.S.,

Provident Savings Life Assur.
Soc, 346 Broadway, New YorJc,

U.S.A.
1890 fMolyneux, Arthur Ernest,

Provident Clerks' and General
Mutual Life Assurance Assoc,
27 cf- 29 Moorgate-street, E.C.

1901 t^ioorliouse, Alfred,

Friends' Provident Institution,

Bradford, Yorkshire.

1897 fMoors, Elphinstone McMalion,
B.A.,

University of Sqdney, Australia
{Re-instated, 1907).

1896 fMoran, Joseph Fhick,

lieversionary Interest Society,

30 Coleman-street, E.c.

1900 fMorgan, Benjamin Charles, M.A.,
Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

24, 25 4' 26 CornhiU, E.C.

1895 t^I"ter, Percy,

New Zealand Government Life
Insurance Department, Wel-
lington, New Zealand.

1888 t^^asii, Willie Oscar,

Law Reversionary Interest Soc,
Limited, Thanet-house, 231 &
232 Strand {opposite the Lato
Courts), w.C.

1906 fNeill, Samuel Bennett,

China Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Shanghai, China.

1883 Neison, Francis G. P., F.S.S.,

\Q Alingdon-st., Westminster,S.yf.

1888 t^ewman, Philip Lewin, B.A.,

Yorkshire Insurance Co., York.

1865 Newton, Algernon, M.A.,

cjo London ^ WestminsterBank,
94 4' 96 High-st., Kensington, W.

1887 fNightingale, Harry Ethelston,

Royal Exchange Assurance Cor-

poration, Royal E.vchange, E.C.

1903 fNorris, Charles Arthur,

National Mutual Life Associa-

tion, of Australasia, Limited,

Jlelbourne, Australia.

1901 fNorton, William Ernest,

National Provident Institution,

48 Gracechurch-streef, E.C.

Date of
becoming
a Fellow.

1905 tOakley, Henry John Percy,

North British and Mercantile

Insurance Company, 61 Thread-

needle-street, E.C.

1899 fParker, Kobert Peter,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.C.

1864 Pearson, Arthur,

Betchworth-house, The Bank,
Highgate, N.

1905 fPenman, Williiim, Jr.,

Atlas Assurance Company, 92
Cheapside, e.g.

1891 fPhelps, AVilliain Peyton, M.A.,
Lquity and Law Life Assur. Soc,
18 Lincoln's-inn-fields, W.C.

Under Priestley, John George,

Charter. 44 St. German's-road, Forest-

hill, s.E.

1891 tPulley, WiUiam Pritcliard,

Norwich Union Life Insur. Soc,
71 i.f 72 Ki7ig William-st., E.G.

1903 fRae, Joseph,

Finance Department, Town-hall,
Upper-street, N.

1899 fRaisiu, Arthur Herbert,

Pelican and British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.c

1897 fRees, Martin,

Law Reversionary Interest Soc,
Limited, Thanet-house, 231 ^
232 Strand^ (opposite the Law
Courts), W.C.

1901 fEeeve, Charles Ernest,

Royal Exchange Assurance Cor-
poration, Royal Exchange, E.G.

1902 fRichmond, George William,

Scottish Widows' Fund and Life
Assur. Society, 9 St. Andretv-
square, Edinburgh.

1904 f Rietschel, Hermann Julius,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.C.

1898 fllobinson, George Frederick,

Legal and General Life Assur.
Society, 10 Fleet-street, e.g.

1905 fRobinson, Hugh Thomas Kay,
Clergy Mutual Assur. Soc, 2 tf* 3
The Sanctuary, S.W.

1888 fHiislier, Edward Arthur, F.S.S.,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.G.

1882 tRy:in, Gerald Heinmington,F.A.S.,
Pelican and British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.G.



vu

FELLOWS.

Tlioie marU'l t are Fellows by Examination.

Date of
Tjecoming
a Fellow.

1898 tSalmon, llicLard George, F.S.S.,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.C.

1883 Saunders, Han-is Charter Liiidon,

F.R.A.S.,

" Marq^uise," Ticickenham.

1886 tSchooling, Frederick, F.A.S.

(Vice-Pbesident),
Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.c.

1901 fSearle, George Morley,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.C.

1901 tShariuau, William Charles,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1905 fSherriff, Fi-ancis Henry,
Provident Clerks' and General
Mutual Life Assurance Assoc,
27 Sf 29 Jloorgate-street, E.C.

1896 tSini, William Abernethy, F.F.A.,

Scottish Union and Xational
Insurance Co., 35 Si. Andrew-
square, Edinburgh.

1875 tSmither, Arthur,

Green Sank, Leices.

1881 fSomerville, William Fiulay,

Liverpool and London and Globe
Insurance Co., 1 Dale-street,

Liverpool

.

1877 tSorley, James, F.S.S., F.R.S.E.,

82 Oiislow-gardens, S.W.

1898 tSpencer, John
(Sub-Editoe of JoUEXAl),

English and Scottish Law Life
Assurance Assoc, 12 Waterloo-
place, s.w.

1894 tSprague, Alfred Ernest, D.Sc,
M.A., F.F.A.,

Edinburgh Life Assurance Co.,

22 George-street, Edinburgh.

1857 Sprague, Thomas Bond, il.A.,

LL.I)., Hon. F.F.A., F.S.S.,

F.R.S.E. (Past Pbesident,
1882-86),

29 Buckingham-ter., Edinburgh.

19tj6 fSpurgeon, Ernest Frank,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-lars, B.C.

1896 fStahlschmidt, Louis,

St. John's College, Agra, India.

Date of
becoming
a Fellow.

Under
the

Charter

Stevens, Charles,

Aberdeen So., Preston, Brighton.

1888 Stewart, John, F.F.A.,

City of Glasgow Life Assur. Co.,

30 Eenfield-street, Glasgow.

1906 fStewart, Lionel William,

Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Bartholomew-lane, E.C.

1898 Stirling, Robei-t, F.F.A.,

Rock Life Assurance Company,
15 Sew Bridge-street, E.C.

1892 tSti-aker, Edward Robert,

Pelican and British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.C.

1878 +Straker, Frank Arthur,

Legal and General Life Assur.

Society, 10 Fleet-street, E.C.

1902 tStrong, William Richard,

London Guarantee 6( Accident

Co., 61 Moorgate-streef, E.C.

1884 tStuart, John Moody, F.F.A.,

Leeds Permanent Benefit Build-

ing Society, Victoria - buildings.

Park-lane, Leeds.

1900 tSutherland, John, M.A.,

Australasian Temperance and
General Mutual Life Assurance

Society, Swanston-streef, Mel-
bourne, Australia.

1906 -fSymmons, Frank Percy,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.G.

1SS9 fXarn, Arthur Wyndham,
Guardian Assurance Company,
28 King-street, Cocent-garden,

Vt.C.

1887 Teece, Richard, F.F.A., F.A.S.,

F.S.S.,

Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Sydney, Australia.

1872 Templeton, Col. John M., C.M.G.,

Xafional Mutual Life Associa-

tion of Australasia, Melbourne,

Australia.

1864 tTerry, James,
Sernlee, Lyme Regis, Dorset.

1889 fXhiselton, Herbert Cecil, F.F.A.,

F.A.S.,

Commercial Union Assurance
Co., 24, 25 .y 26 Cornhill, E.C.

1901 IThodey, Robert,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.



Vlll

FELLOWS.

Those marl:ed f are Fellows hy Exaimnatiov,

Date of
hecoiniu;,'

:i Fello-w.

1893 fThomas, Ernest Charles,

Gresham Life Assnrance Society,

St. llildred's-I/oiise, Poultry, E.C.

1899 fThomas, Robert Arthur Caradoc,
cjo Felican and British Empire

^
Life Office, 70 Lombard-street,
E.C.

1905 tThompson, Tlioiims Percy, B.A.,

Pelican and British JEmpire Life
Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.C.

1895 tThomson, Herbert Archer, B.A.,

Umberslade, Boscobel-road, St.

Leonard's-on- Sea.
1893 fThorne, Alfred Charles,

Equity Sf Law Life Assiir. Soc,
18 Lincoln's-inn-Jields, w.C.

1891 fTilt, Robert Ihithven,

General Seversionary tf' Lnrest-

ment Co., Ltd., 26 Pall-mall, s.w.

1902 tTinner, Thomas,
Comptroller's Depart., London
County Council, Spring-gardens

,

S.w.

1881 tTodd, George, M.A.
(Vice-President),

Econoni ic LifeAssurance Society,

6 New Bridge-street, E.c.

1894 fTodhuuter, Ralph, M.A.,
Universiti/ Life Assur. Soc,
25 Pall-mall, s.w.

1899 fTrouncer, Harold Moltke, M.A.
London Life Association, Ltd.,
81 King William-street, E.C.

1878 Tnrnbull, Andrew Hugh, F.F.A.,
F.R.S.E.,

18 WhitehoHse-loan, Edinburgh.

1889 Wallace, Thomas, P.F.A.,

North British S; Mercantile
Insurance Co., 61, Princes-street,

Edinburgh.

1905 fWandless, John Robert,
Canada Life Assurance Co.,

14- King William-street, e.c.

1906 tWares, Harold Wallace,
Yorkshire Insurance Company,
Bank-buildings, Princes-street,

E.C.

1888 tWarner,SamuelGcorge(HoN.SEC.),
Law Union 4" Crown Insur. Co.,

126 Chancery-lane, w.C
1893 fWatsoii, Alfred William,

Manchester Unity Friendly Soc,
Nottingham.

1895 fWatsoii, James Douglas, F.A.S.,

English S,~ Scottish Law Life Assr.
Assoc, 12 Waterloo-place, s.w.

Date of
becomiuK
a Fellow.

1904

1880

1905

1864

1888

Under
the

Charter.

1899

1897

1904

1884

1902

1902

1902

1875

1906

1874

t Weatherill, Henry,
National Debt Office, e.c.

fWhittall, Wm. Joseph Hutchings,
F.A.S.,

18 Airlie-gardens, Campden-
hill, w.

fWilson, John Sydney,
Aitstralian Widows' Fund Life
Assurance Society, Melbourne,
Australia.

Wilson, Robert,

44 Talfourd-rd., Camhertoell, s.e.

fWilson, Robert, Jr.,

General Assurance Company,
103 Cannon-street, e.c.

Winser,ThomasBoorman,F.R.G.S.,
F.R.N.S.,

81 Shooter's-hiU-road. Black-
heath, S.E.

fWinter, Arthur Thomas,
Pelican and British Empire Life
Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.G.

fWintle, Lancelot Andrevves,

Economic Life Assurance Soc,
6 New Bridge-.^treet, e.c.

t Wood, Arthur Barton, B.A., F.A.S.,

Sun Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Montreal, Canada.

fWoods, Ernest, F.A.S.
(Teeasueeb),

Guardian Assurance Company,
11 Lombard-street, E.C.

fWoolmer, Alfred Henry,
Star Life Assurance Society,

32 Moorgate-street, E.c

fWorkman, William Artliur,

Equitable Life Assur. Society,

Mansion-house-street, E.C

fWorthington, William,
Boyal Insur. Co., Ltd., Liverpool.

fWyatt, Frank Bertrand, F.A.S.
(Peesident),

Clergy Mutual Assurance Soc,
2 4- 3 T/ie Sanctuary, S.W.

tYoung, Arthur Stanley,

Metropolitan Life Assurance
Society, 13 Moorgate-street, e.c.

I'oung, Thomas Emley, B.A.,

F.R.A.S., F.A.S. (Past-Pees.,
1896-8),

108 Evering-road, Stoke New-
ington, a.



IX

ASSOCIATES.

Those marked 2 or 3 liu.ve passed two or three

Those marked (2) have been exempted iinder the Bye-

Date of
becoming an
Associate

1900 - Adains, Cecil Francis,

^ew Zealand Insurance Co..

Accident Sranch, Palmerston
North, New Zealand.

of the four Examinations of the Institute,

laws from the Exo.viinations in Parts I and II.

Date of
becomiiig an
Associate.

1901

- Adey, Theodore Henry,
Scottish Provident Institution,

3 Lombard-street , E.C.

* Ausell, George Frederic,

National Belt Office, E.C.

-Ashley, Charles Henry,
British TVidous' Assurance Co.,

1 Old-street, E.C.

- Ashley, John Geo., M.A.,
War Office, s.w.

- Asliton, William Eichard,

Commercial Union Asst'.r. Co.,

24, 25 Sc 26 Cornhill, E.C.

^ Atkins, Leonard George,
Law Union cf* Croivn Insurance
Co., 126 Chancery-lane, w.C.

- Ayling, Charles Stephen,

Commercial Union Asst'.r. Co.,

26 New Bridge-street, E.c.

- Bain, AVilliam Algernon,
Manufacturers'' Life Insurance
Co., Toronto, Canada.

-Ball, Sidnej' Rohertson,
English and Scottish Law Life
AssuranceAssociation, 12 Water-
loo-2)lace, s.w.

- Barford, Frederick William, M.A.,
Au-itrala-sian Temperance and
General Mutual Life Assurance
Society, Swaraton-st rect, Mel-
houme, Australia.

1904 - Barrett, William Goodsman,
United Kingdom Temperance
and General Provident Institu-

tion, 196 Strand, w.c.

1885 Barton, Arthur,
Royal Insurance Company, Ltd.,
Maidstone.

1894 =* Barton, Robert Whitchurch,
48 William -street, Montreal,
Canada.

1903 -Baxter, Edwin Herbert,

64 Alleville-road, Clapham-
park, s.w.

1869

1899

1904

1883

1901

1901

1881

1905

1903

1905

- Benjamin, Stanley 0.,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, AvMralia.

1881 Birks, Edmund Alfred,

Yorkshire Insurance Co., York.

1906 - Blake, Francis Seymour,
London County Council, Spring-
gardens, s.W.

1906 2Blehl, Ernest M., A.il., A.A.S.,

Philadelphia Life Insurance Co.,

North American Building^
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

1898 (•-' Blount, Edward Thos. J., F.F.A.,

F.S.S.,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,.

Shanghai, China.

1906 - Boag, Harold,
14 Avondale-terrace, Gateshead

.

1873 - Boon, Gerald Inglis,

United Legal Indemnity Insv.r,

Soc, Limited, 222 Strand, vr.c.

1906 - Bon-ap, Edward Joseph William,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-lars. E.C.

1889 <•-' Bremner,Thomas William, F.F.A.,

Mutual Life of New York
Building, Martin-place, Sydney,
Australia.

1905 (•-' Brodie, Robert Raynal, F.F.A.,

Scottish Provident Institution,

6 <SY. Andrew-sq., Edinburgh.

1907 - Brown, Arthur Ewart,
3Ietropolifan Life Assurance
Society, 13 Moorgate-street, E.C.

1896 '-' Brown, George Andrew,
Clerical, Medical <jj- General

Life Assurance Society, 1 King
William-street, E.c

1899 - Brown, Harold,

Scottish Union and National
Insurance Co., 3 King William-

street, E.C.

1886 Buckley, Thomas John Wesley,

9 St. Andrew-street, Molborn-
circus, E.C.

1882 Burke, David, F.S.S.,

Royal T'ictoria Life Insur. Co.,

3Iontreal, Canada.

1900 - Burnley, Isaac,

Australian Mutual Prov. Society,

Sydney, Australia.



ASSOCIATES.

Tliose marked 2 or 3 have passed tivo or three of the four Examinations oj the Institute.

Those ino.rked (2) have heen exempted xuider the Bije-lavss from the Examinations in Parts I and II.

Date of
beiioming an
Associate.

1906 - Burrows, George Eastoe,

Alliance Assvrance Co., Ltd.,

Bartholomew-lane, E.C.

1S95 3 Buttcrtiekl, William Thos., A.C.A.,

9 Market-street, Bradford,
Yorkshire.

1905 <-' Cameron, Fiulay James, F.F.A.,

Friends' Provident Institution,

Bradford, Yorkshire.

1S76 Carter, Eric Mackay,
33 Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

1906 - Carter, George Stanley,

Life Association of Scotland, 18
Bishopsgate-street- Within, E.C.

1904. *2) Cathles, Lawrence Maclagau,
F.F.A.,

Franklin Life Insurance Co.,

Springfield, III., U.S.A.
1905 - Chubb, William,

Sun Life Assurance Company of
Canada, Montreal, Canada.

1898 - Coates, Thomas Linnaeus,

Mutual Life Insur. Co. of New
York, 16, 17 S; 18 Cornhill, B.C.

1904 -Collier, Charles Aubrey,

6 Old Palace-gard, s.W.

1871 Cook, Arthur James, M.J.I.,

Victoria Mutual Assur. Society,

Farringdon-streel, B.C.

1899 » Cook, William Playfuir,

Guardian Assurance Company,
11 Lombard-street, B.C.

1897 - Coop, Charles Kowland,
United Kingdom Temperance and
General Provident In.ttitution,

28 High-street, Birmingham.
1905 - Cooper, John James,

Sun Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Montreal, Canada.

1S91 - Coote, Eruest Charles,

Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Bartholomew-lane, B.C.

1900 - Corbett, Edwin Sonierville,

Australasian Temperance and
General Mutual Life Assurance
Society, Sydney, Australia.

1871 Coutts, Edwin Arthur,

North British and Mercantile

Insurance Company, 12 Low-
pavement, Nottingham.

1900 - Covington, Oliver Henry,
Prudential Assurance Company^
Holborn-bars. B.C.

1907 '-'Cowan, Hugh Francis, F.F.A.,

Edinburgh Life Assurance Co.,

22 George-street, Edinburgh.

nate of
becoming an
Associate.

1884 Craig, Robert Alexander,

Abstainers' and General Assur.

Co., Edmund-street, Birmingham.
1904 ^ Daman, Gerard William, M.A.,

28 Oaklet) Street, Chelsea, S.W.

1906 = Davis, :Mervyn, B.A.,

Connecticut General Life Insur.

Co., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

1906 2 Defries, Frederick,

Union Life Branch of the

Commercial Union Assurance
Co., 1 & 2 Royal Exchange-
buildings, B.C.

1901 - Diamond, George Frederick,

City Mutual Life Assur. Society,

Hunter-st., Sydney, Australia.

1901 *-' Donald, Alexander Graham, M.A.,
F.F.A.,

Scottish Provident Institution,

6 St. Andretv-square, Edinburgh.

1881 Donaldson, John,
Australian Widows' Fund Life
Assurance Society, Collins-street-

west, Melbourne, Australia.

1899 -Dougharty, Harold, F.S.S.,

F.C.I.S.,

London and Lancashire Life
Assurance Company, 66 ^ 67
Cornhill, B.C.

1902 - Doust-Smith, Ernest Charles,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, B.C.

1881 Dovey, William lioadlv, F.F.A.,

F.A.S.,

62 Ti'eston-pjark, Crouch End, X.

1905 - Downes, Edward George,

1
Legal and General Life, Assur.

I Society, 10 Fleet-street, E.C.

I
1906 -Downes, Sidney Cecil,

j

Prudential Assurance Company,

I

Holborn-bars, B.C.

1870 Dowson, John,
Royal Insur. Co.,l.td., Liverpool.

1898 - Doyle, Arthur James,

I

54. Bourke-st., Sydney, Australia.

1901 - Earle, Arthur Percival,

Reliance Life Insurance Co.,

Farmers' Bank-buildings, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., U.S.A.

1868 Eaton, Henry William,

Liverpool tf London cf Globe
Insurance Company, William-

street, Neio York, U.S.A.



XI

ASSOCIATES.

JTiose marked 2 or 3 have passed two or three of the four Examinations of the Institute.

Those marked (2) have been exempted under the Bye-laws from the Examinations in Parts I and II.

Date of
;

becoming aa -

Associate.

1904 - Ecroyd, Cutbbert W.,
Friends' Provident lastitution, >

Ocean Chambers, 44 Waterloo- I

street, Birmingham.

190.5 - Elderton, Robert Lapidge,

Sational Prorident Institution,
'

48 Gracechurck-street, E.G.

1907 - Eldridge, Ernest Edward Booth,

National General Insurance Co.,

King's House, King-street, e.g.

1905 - Ellis, Reginald George Gregson,

12 Manson-pl., Queen's-gate, S.w. ,

1872 - Evans, William, F.F.A., F.R.S.E.,
i

38 Morningside-parlc, Edinburgh. '

1905 3 Falk, Oswald Toynbee,B.A.,F.S.S ,

yationaHMutual Life Assur.Soc,
39 King-street, Cheapside, E.G.

1905 - Farmer, Ernest Chattock,

London, Edinburgh Sf Glasgov
Insurance Co., Ltd., Insurance-
huildings, Farringdon-st., E.G.

1896 " Featherstouebaugh,William Irwin,

Commercial Union Assurance
|

Co., 24, 25 cV 26 Cornhill, B.C.

1903 - Fergnson, Colin C, B.A.,

Great West Life Asturance Co.,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

1906 - Fielder, William Crowhurst,
Atlas Assurance Company, Ltd.,

92 Cheapside, e.g.

1905 2 File, Lome K., B.A., F.A.S.,

Imperial Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Toronto, Canada.

1897 - Fiudlay,AlexauderWynaud,LL.D.,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, e.g.

1902 = FitzGerald, Charles R.,

State Mutual Life Assur. Co.,

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

1901 - FitzGerald, William George, B.A.,
143 Macpherson-arenue, Toronto,
Canada.

1890 '•-' Fox, Charles Edward, F.F.A.,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,

83 King JFilliam-street, B.C.

1886 Fox, MoiTis, F.A.S.,

Xew Zealand Gocernment Life
Insurance Dept., Wellington,
Xeio Zealand.

1894 - Frasei-, Thomas John,
Australian Alliance Assurance
Company, Melbourne, Australia.

Date of
Ijecoming an
Associate.

1907 - Fnlford, William John,
Prudential Assurance Comjmny,
Solhorn-bars, E.G.

1901 -I Gaff, William Robertson, C.A.,

F.F.A.,

54 yew Broad-street, e.g.

1873 - Gage, Uriah Woodard,
XorthBritish ^-Mercantile Insur.

Co., 61 Threadneediest., E.G.

1895 - Galwey, Charles Edmund,
New Zealand Government Life
Insurance Dept., Wellington,

New Zealand.

1893 - Gardiner, Robert Edward,
Sun Life Assurance Society, 63
Threadneedle-street, E.G.

1885 - Gayford, Herbert Stannard,

Northern Assurance Co., 60 4' 61

London-tcall, B.C.

1899 ^ Gibb, James Burnett, F.F.A.,

Penn Mutual Life Insce. Co. of
Philadelphia, 923 Chestnut-st.,

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

1S71 - Glennie, William Gordon,
Scottish Union ^- National Insur.

Co., 3 King William-street, E.G.

1897 - Goggs, Frank Sidney,

Scottish Metropolitan LifeAssur.

Co., Ltd., 25 St. Andreic-sq.,

Edinburgh.

1882 Goldman, Leopold, F.S.S.,

North American Life Assurance

Co., North American Life
Building, 112-118 King-street-

west, Toronto, Canada.

1904 3 Goodman, Gilbert,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.G.

1897 - Goodwyu, John,
Ocean Accident and Guarantee
Corporation Ltd., 131 Pitt-st.,

Sydney, Australia.

1905 - Gould, W. H., M.A.,

Annuity Company of Canada,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

1902 - Gray, Robert Alexander, B.A.,

324 Markham-gtreet, Toronto,

Canada.

1868 Greig, John Andrew,
Sun Life Assurance Society, 60
Charing-cross, s.w.
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ASSOCIATES.

Those marked 2 or 3 here passed iir) or three of the four E.myninations of the Institute.

Those marked (2) 7ifa-e hcen exempted under the Bye-lpACS from the Examinations iii Parts I and II.

Date of
becoming an
Assocjute.

1907 - Gunn'mghani, Sidney Joseph,

Ecclesiastical Commission, Mill-

lank, S.W.

1903 -Hall, Jobu Bertram, A.A.S.,

Dominion Life Assurance Co.,

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

1905 - Halluian, M. S., F.A.S.,

Mutual Life Assurance Company
of Canada, Waterloo, Ontario,

Canada.

1905 - Hammond, Reginald,

British LquitahleAssur. Co.,Ltd.,

1, 2 S,' 3 Qi'.een-street-place, E.C.

1869 Hann, Robert George, F.A.S.,

Lquitahle Life Assur. Soc. of
the United States, 120 Broadii-ay,

yew York.

189-4 -Hardcastle, Edward Edgington,

M.A., F.A.S.,

Union Central Life Office, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

1900 - Harding, Harry Burnard,
Commercial Union Assirr. Co.,

26 New Bridge-street, e.c.

1907 - Harris, Ernest Arthur,

40 Lambert-rd.,Brixton-hiU, S.TV.

1896 ^ Harris, Frederick Joseph,

Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Sydney, Australia.

1901- ^ Harriss, Walter James,

Law Life Assurance Society,

187 Fleet-street, e.c.

1897 - Hayeraft, William Melhuish,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-hars, E.C.

1897 - Hazell, James Stanley (ArcixoE),
National Provident Institution,

48 Gracechurch-street , E.c.

1895 - Heness, Leonard Thomas,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-hars, E.C

1878 Henry, Alfred, F.C.A.,

Thrugmortun-hov.se, Copthall-

avenue, K.c.

1900 ^ Hicks, Arthur Joseph,

Law Life Assurance Society,

187 Fleet-street, E.c.

1905 - Hitchins, William l'ichmond,B.A.,

F.A.S.,

336 Shaiv-.s:t., Toronto, Canada.

Date of
becomins .in

Associate.

1894 - Hollingworth, Albert Charles,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney. Australia.

1907 - Holness, Archibald Stephen,

Pelican and British Empire hife

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.c.

1883 Holt, Edward Hallett,

Lau: Life As-w.rance Society,.

187 Fleet-street, E.c.

1898 - Howell, Chas.Edward,B.A.,LL.D.,
Standard LifeAssurance Compy.,
59 Dawson-street, Dublin.

1899 ^ Hudson, Alfred James,
Northern Assurance Company,
60 ^" 61 London-wall, e.c.

1907 - Hughes, Tom, M.A.,
United Services College, St.

Mark's, Windsor.

1907 - Humpliry, Edmund William,

Life As.sociation of Scotland^
18 Bishopsgate-st.-Within, E.C.

1875 Hunt, Richard Aldington, F.S.S.,

Wesleyan tf" General Assur. Soc,
Steelhouse-lane, Birmingham.

1893 <-) Hunter, Arthur, F.F.A., F.A.S.,

F.S.S.

New York Life Insurance Co.,

346 4" 348 Broadway, Neiv York,
U.S.A.

1902 - Hunter, Robertson G., F.A.S.,

161 Devonshire-street, Boston,
U.S.A.

1887 - Hunter, Samuel,
66 St. Lawrence-road, Clonlarf,
Dublin.

1904 (-'Imrie, John Hamilton, M.A.,
F.F.A.,

Life Association of Scotland,

82 Princes-street, Edinburgh.

1889 '-' Jacobs, Frederick Job,
Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

1876 - James, George Trevelyan,

12 Waterloo-place, s.w.

1905 '-' Jamieson, Charles William Steele,

F.F.A.,

Scottish Amicable Life Assur.

Society, 1 Threadneedle-st ., E.C.



ASSOCIATES.

Those marked 2 or 3 have passed tico or three of the four Examinations of the Institute.

Those marked (2) hace bitii exempted under the Bye-laws froM the Kzaiulnations in Parts I and II.

Date of
iKKXiinirig an
Associate.

1905 - Jefferson, John Arthur,

Britannic Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Broad-st.-corner, Birmingham.

1871 Jellicoe, George llogers,

Eagle Insurance Company, 79
Pall-mall, s.w.

1883 Jerman, Richard,

Commercial Union Assurance
Company, Exeter.

1896 - Jobsou, Alexander,
Equitable Building, George-
street, Sydney, Australia.

1894 -Johnston, Frederick H., F.A.S.,

Prudential Life Insurance Co.

ofAmerica,Sewar1c,y.J., U.S.A.

1903 -Jones, Leonard Alexander Mouat,
Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

24, 25 4" 26 Cornhill, B.C.

1903 -Jones, Wallace Mouat,
General Seversionary Sf Invest-

ment Company, Limited, 26 Pall-

mall, s.w.

1898 = Kaufman, Heury N., A.A.S.,

PAcenix Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Hartford, Connecticut,

U.S.A.

1876 Kearry, Joseph,

44 C/iarIwood-street, Belgrace-
road, s.w.

1899 - Kelly, John Joseph,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

1897 - Kemp, Julian Ernest Sandford,

Eagle Insurance Company, 79
Pall-mall, S-W.

1902 -Kilgour, David Errett, M.A.,
F.A.S.,

North American Life Assurance
Co., Toronto, Canada.

1874 King, Arthur Thomas, I.S.O.,

Sational Belt Office, E.c.

1882 - King, William Alfred,

Northern Assurance Company,
60 ^ 61 London-wall, E.C.

1907 - Laiug, John ilorrison.

Mutual Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada.

1893 - Laing, William Claud,

North British and Mercantile
Insurance Company, 61 Thread-
needle-street, B.C.

Date of
becoming an
Associate

1897 - Lane, Arthur Vere, B.A.,

Legal ^ General Life Assur
ance Society, 217 West George-
street, Glasgow.

1905 ^ Langstaff, James Miles,

666 Bathurst-street, Toronto
Canada.

1907 - Langstaff, Milton Palmer,
Continental Life Insurance Co
Toronto, Canada.

1905 - Latham, Bertrand,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Melbourne, Australia,

1906 (-) Latta, Alexander, F.F.A.,

Guardian Assurance Company,
28 King-st., Covent-garden, w.c.

1899 - Lawton, George Herbert,

Clerical, Medical ^- General Life
AssuranceSociety,\o St. James's-

square, s.w.

1905 - Leigh, Samuel George,

Sefuge Assurance Co., Oxford-
street, Manchester.

1879 Leitch, Alexander,
Scottish Provident Institution,

3 Lombard-street, B.C.

1897 - Le Maitre, Frank William,
Sun Life Assurance Society, 63
Threadneedle-sfreet, B.C.

1885 Leveaux, Arthur Michael, F.S.S.,

Segistry of Friendly Societies,

Central Office, 28 Abingdon-
street, Westminster, s.w.

1907 - Levey, Ralph,
Priulential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1907 - Ley, James,

Office oftheActuaryfor Friendly
Societies, Melbourne, Australia.

1868 Litchfield, Edward,
92 .SY. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

1876 - Lucey, Herbert,
General Assurance Company,
103 Cannon-street, E.c.

1890 <•-» Lugton, Hugh, F.F.A. (Auditoe),
North British and Mercantile
Insurance Co., 61 Threadneedle-
street, B.C.

1900 ^ McArthur, Harry de C,
Box 282, Dunedin, New Zealand.

1867 Macdonald, William Rae, F.F.A.,

Scottish Metropolitan LifeAssur.
Co., Limited, 25 St. Andrew-
square, Edinburgh.



XIV

ASSOCIATES.

Those marked 2 or 3 hare passed two or three of the four Rcaminations of the Institute.

Those marked (2) have been exempted vnder the Bye-laws from the Examinations in Parts I and II.

Date of
Ijocoraing an
Associate.

1882 3 ]\rcDoiigald, Alfred,

Felican and British Empire Life

Office, Montreal, Canada.

1905 - Macfarlaiie, James Allan,

North American Life Assurance

Co., Toronto, Canada.

1884 Mackay, Alexander,

Lav Union J^- Crown Insttr. Co.,

126 Chancery-lane, w.C.

1905 ^ McKeelinie, James Baldwin, M. A.,

Manufactttrers Life Insurance

Companii, Toronto, Canada.

1896 -Macmillan, John Campbell,

British Club, Mexico.

1905 - McPliail, Frederick Charles,

Colonial Mutual Life Assurance
Soc, Ltd., Melbourne, Australia.

1883 " Makeham, William Reed,

Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.
(Imperial Life Assurance Fund),
47 Chancery-lane, w.C.

1905 - Makepeace, Francis Lucas, B.A.,

229 Noricood-rd., Herne-hill, S.E.

1883 Manuering, George Willsher,

London and Lancashire Life
Assnr. Co., 66 4*67 Cornhill,E.C.

1880 ilanwaring, Henry,
National Debt Office, E.G.

1896 - Martin, Sidney George,

National Mutual Life Assoc, of
Australasia, Ltd., 295 Queen-

street, Brisbane, Australia.

1897 - Mascall, Alfred John,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,

3 Pall-mall East, S.W.

1904 - Handling, Reginald G.,

London and Lancashire Life
Assur. Co., 66 4- 67 Cornhill, E.C.

1900 " Maunder, George Harvard,
National 3Iutual Life Assttr.

Society, 39 King-st., Cheapside,

E.C.

1902 '-• Maxwell, Benjamiu Bell, F.F.A.,

Scottish Equitable Life Assur.

Society, 28 St. Andrew-square,
Edinburgh.

1899 - Meade, Gerald Willoughby,

North British Sf Mercantile

Insurance Company, 61 Thread-
needle-street, E.C.

1907 ^ Melville, Henry Edward,
Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Bartholomeic-lane, B.C.

Date of
becoming an
Associate.

1896 - Merfield, Percy Henry,
Law Life Assurance Society,

187 Fleet-.'itreet, E.C.

1874 Miller, John W., F.S.S.,

Scottish Widows' Fund and Life
Assur. Soc, 28 Cornhill, E.C.

1905 - ^lonilaws, William Barrington,
Scottish Provident Institution,

3 Lombard-street, E.C.

1879 Monilaws, William Macgeorge,
Scottish Provident Institution,

3 Lombard-street, E.C.

1905 - Monkliouse, Charles Cosmo, B.A.,

Clerical, Medical and General
Life Assurance Society, 15 St.

James's-square, S.W.

1877 Moon, James, J. P.,

Prudential Assurance Company,
30 Dale-street, Liverpool.

1877 Moon, John,
ParA'hurst, Didsiury, Man-
chester.

1879 Moon, Sidney Norman Laming,
133 West \2%th-street, New
York, U.S.A.

1903 - Moore, George Cecil,

Imperial Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Toronto, Canada.

1905 -Moore, George Edward,
Australian Widows' Fund Life
A.isurance Society, Melbourne,
Australia.

1905 - Moore, Gerald Leslie, A.C.A.,

58 Ilosebery-road,Muswell -Anil's.

189S - Moore, Joseph Patrick,

Citizens' Life Assttrance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

1871 -Moore, Roderick Mackenzie,
United Kingdom Temperance and
General Provident Institution,

196 Strand, w.c.

1893 - Munro, Donald Alexander,
Brook-house, 10 Walbrook, E.C.

1900 - Nash, Alfred Charles,

Clerical, Medical and General
Life Assurance Society, 15 St.

James's-square, s.w.



ASSOCIATES.

Tkosc marked 2 or 3 have ixtssed tu-o or three of the four Examinations oj the Institute.

Those inarlced (2) have been exempted under the Bye-laws from the Examinations in Parts I and IT.

Date of
becoming an
Associate.

1897 - Newling, Sidney Wallis, B.A.,

WoodJeigh, South Woodford,
Essex.

1905 -Newnhaui, Ernest Whiffin,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-hars, E.C.

1907 (-»Nichol], Charles Carlyon,

B.A., F.F.A.

Royal Exchange Assce. Corp.,

Moyal Exchange, E.C.

1903 "NichoUs, Arthur William,

Av.stralian 3Iutval Provident

Societi/, Brishone, Australia.

1881 Nicoll, John, F.F.A.,

Life Association of Scotland,

82 Princes-street, Edinburgh

.

1883 Orr, Lewis P., F.F.A.,

Scottish Life Assur. Co., Ltd.,

19 St. Andrew-sq., Edinburgh.

1 906 '-I Padday, Percy King, F.F.A.,

Scottish Metropolitan Life
Assurance Co., Ltd., 8 King-st.,

Cheapside, E.C.

1895 - Pagden, Lionel King,
Union Life Branch of the Com-
mercial Union Assur. Co., 1 cf* 2
Royal Exchange-buildings, E.G.

1864 Panton, Edward Henry,
50 Wood-rale. Forest Hill, s.E.

1901 ^Pajjps, Percy Charles Herbert,

F.A.S.,

Mutual Benefit Life In.inr. Co.,

Newark, New Jersey, U.S.A.
1895 -Paradice, William Henry,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

1869 Park, David Francis, C.A., F.F.A.,

Credit Fonder of Manritius,
Ltd., 12 King William-st., E.C.

1907 " Parker, John George,
Imperial Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Toronto, Canada.

1905 - Paton, Albert George,
London Assurance Corporation,
7 Royal Exchange, E.C.

1898 P) Pearce, Henry John, F.F.A.,

ScottishAm icableL ifeAssurance
Society, 1 Threadneediest., E.C.

1899 " Peele, Thomas,
Universal Lisur. Loan ^- Invest-

ment Co., Ltd., New Briggate,
Leeds.

1900 - Peters, Charles Furness,

L'pool. Victoria Legal Friendly
Society, St. Andrew-street, E.c.

Date of
becoming an
Associate

1907 - Pliillips. Thomas Ashley,

New York Life Insurance Co.,

346 4- 348 Broadwai/, New York,
U.S.A.

1895 I-' Pierson, Israel Coriell, F.A.S.,

141 Broadway,New York, U.S.A.
1902 - Pigrome, George Davey,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, e.c.

1899 - Pipe, Sidney Herbert,

808 Temp'le Building, Toronto,
Canada.

1906 " Portch, Albert Garfield, A.A.S.,

Canada Life Assurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.
1890 = Powell, Alfred,

Alliance Assurance Company,
Limited, Bartholomew-lane, e.c.

1881 Price, William John,

Life Association of Scotland,

18 Bishopsqaiest.-Within, E.C
1869 Pringle, Janies, C.A., F.F.A.,

42 Drumsheugh-gardens, Edin-
burgh.

1884 Pullar, James, F.F.A.,

Colonial Mutual Life Assurance
Society, Melbourne, Australia.

1881 Purves, Thoma* Peter,

New York Life Insurance Com-
pany, Sifdnei/, Australia.

1904 <2» Rankin, '
Joiin Adam, F.F.A.

,

Edinburgh Life Assurance Co.,

22 George-street, Edinburgh.
1867 Eattray, Patrick, C.A.,

115 St. Yincentstreet, Glasgow.
1874 2 Ray, Charles Kichard,

Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

26 New Bridge-street, E.C
1905 ^ Raynes, Harold Ernest,

Legal and General Life Assur-
ance Society, 10 Fleet-street, E.c.

1885 Rea, Charles Herbert Edmund,
F.R.A.S., F.S.S.,

National Standard Assurance
Corporation, 149 LeadenhaU-st .,

e.c.

1898 " Reid, Edward E., B.A.,

London Life Insurance Co.,

London, Ontario, Canada.

1907 - Reynolds, William Daniel,

Prudential Assurance Company,
PLolborn-bars, E.C.

1901 - Rhodes, Francis, B.A.,

Royal Insurance Company, Ltd.

y

Liverpool.



ASSOCIATES.

Those VMrlced 2 or 3 have passed two or three of the four ExamiiMtions of the Institute.

Those marl:ed (2) have been exempted under the Bije-laws from the Exo.minations in Paris I and II.

Bate of
becojsnng an
ABSociate.

1887 Richardson, Josephus Hargreaves,
F.F.A., F.A.S.,

2ieio Zealand Government Life
Insurance Department, Wel-
lington, 3'e"' Zealand.

1879 Roberts, Thomas B.,

Australian Alliance Assurance
Company, Collins-street, Mel-
bourne, Atistralia.

1904 * Robertson, Frederick William,
F.F.A.,

Caledonian Insurance Company,
19 George-street, Edinhurgh.

1904. * Robertson, James Leask, F.F.A.,

Edinburgh Life Assurance Co.,

22 George-street, Edinburgh.

1878 Robertson, William, F.F.A.,

29 Stafford-street, Edinburgh.

1876 Robinson, Andrew,
Sunningdale-park, Sunningdale,
Berks.

1885 Ronald, Thomas Robert,

Law Guarantee and Trust Sac,
Ltd., 49 Chancery-lane, wx.

1904 -Rudd, Alfred James,
Australian Widoivs' Fund Life
Assurance Society, Grenfell-

street, Adelaide, South Australia.

1S97 = Ryley, Edmund,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.C.

1896 = Sanderson, Frank, M.A., F.F.A.,

F.A.S.. F.S.S.,

CanadaLife Assurance Company,
Toronto, Canada.

1904 - Sare, Thomas Henry,
Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

24, 25 4- 26 Cornhill, E.c.

1905 - Savery, Robert S. B.,

Gresham Life Assurance Society,

Giselasirasse, No. 1, Tienna.

1884 Schooling, John Holt,

Fotheringay-house, Montpelier-

row, Twickenham.

1S99 - Schouten, Pieter,

TerzeJcering Maatschappij

,

" Arnhem," Stations-plein, 17,

Arnhem, Holland.

1906 '-' Scott, Albert George (Auditor),
English and Scottish Law Life
Assur. Association, 12 Waterloo-

place, S."W.

Dat« of
betomiug an
Associate.

1873 Scott, Ernest Willeni, F.A.S.,

Algemeene Maatschappij van
Lecensverzekering en Lijfrente,

Lamrak, 74, Amsterdam.

1904 - Searle, Arthur Joseph,

English ^ Scottish Law Life
Assurance Association, 12
Waterloo-place, S.W.

1861 = Searle, Thomas John,
Mansion - house - chambers,
Bucklersbury, e.c.

1900 - Searls, Edwin Richard,
Northern Assurance Company,
60 cj" 61 London-'waU, E.c.

1900 - Sharpe, Edgar Cecil Engledue,
London Life Association, Ltd.,

81 King William-street, E.C.

1907 '-' Shearer, Gilbert Edward, F.F.A.,

Scottish Provident Institution,

3 Lombard-street, E.C.

1894 * Sheppard, Herbert Xorman, B.A.,

F.A.S.,

Home Life Insurance Company,
2bQBroadway, Neiu York, U.S.A.

1897 " Shimmell, James Edward, F.S.S.,

United Provident Assurance Co.,

Ltd., 96 Oxford-rd., Manchester.

1896 -Shlager, Joseph,

Equitable Life Assurance Society

of the United States, Mansion-
house-chambers, Adderley-street,

Cape Town, South Africa.

1903 - Shovelton, Sydney Taverner, M.A.,
Polruan, Stanhope-av., Finchley,

N.

1905 - Shute, Oxenham Bent,

National Provincial Bank of
England, 53 Baker-street, W.

1864 Smith, Howard Samuel, F.F.A.,

F.C.A., F.S.S.,

Bank-chambers, 11 Waterloo-
street, Birmingham.

1898 - Smith, Robert Parker,

Moyal Insurance Company, Ltd.,

Liverpool.

1907 <2» Smith, John Tasker, F.F.A.,

178 Avenue-parade, Accrington.

1906 - Smither, Herbert Buxton,
University Life Assurance Soc,
25 Pall-mall, S.W.
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ASSOCIATES.

Those marked 2 or Z have }<iss€'.l. two or three

Those marked (2) hare Uen ezemi-ted under the Bye

Date of
becoming an
Associate.

1884

190.5

1871

1868

1866

1878

1880

1906

1905

1896

1905

1905

1904

Smithett, Edward Henry,
" Hillside," Fitzroii-jmrk, High-
gate, y.

- Somerville, Walter Harold,

MutualL ifeAssur. Co. ofCanada,
Tf^aterloo, Ontario, Canada.

Spencer, Robert James, F.S.S.,

75 King's-road, Sottthsea.

Spens, William George,

55 Alhang-streef, Edinburgh.

Stark, William Emery,
Chapel-walks, Manchester.

Stevenson, Charles,

9 Albert-square, Manchester.

Stock, Edward James,
yational Mutual Life Assoc, of
Australasia, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia.

- Story, Cyril Lionel William Steane,

Norurii-h Union Lfe Insurance

Society, 71 S^ 72 King William-
street, E.c.

- Strong, Allan Wilmot,
Sun Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Montreal, Canada.

-Stuckey, Jos. James, M.A.,
Salisbury Chambers, 49« King
William-street, Adelaide, South
Australia.

- Stuckey, Reginald Robeit,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Adelaide, South Aus-
tralia.

-Sturt, Herbert Rotbsay,
Xational Standard Assurance
Corporation, Ltd., 149 Leaden-
hall-street, E.c.

ClTatlock, John,
F.A.S.,

376 West End
York, U.S.A.

M.A., F.R.A.S.,

Avenue, JVejc

1893 - Taylor, Arthur,
Guardian Assurance Company,
28 King-street, Covent-garden,
w.C.

1875 Taylor, J. Wilford,

North British and Mercantile
Insur. Co.filThreadneediest., 'E.C.

1906 - Thompson, John ."Spencer,

Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
y^eiu York, Nev: York, U.S.A.

of the j'ouf Examinations of the lustitvte.

laws from the Examinations in Tarts I and 11.

Date of
becommgan
Associate.

1906 - Thomson, Frederick Robert T.,

Late Union 4* Crown Insur. Co.,

126 Chancery-lane, w.c.

1904 <2i Thomson, John Walter, F.F.A.,

Scottish Life Assur. Co., 19 St.

Andrew-square, Edinburgh.

1883 - Titmuss, Walter George,

Alliance Assur. Co., Ltd. (Pro-

vident Life FundJ, 50 Segent-

street, w.

1905 -Touzel, Philip Duncan,
Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Melbourne, Australia.

1905 - Townley, Ebenezer William,

yational Mutual Life Assurance

Soc, 39 King-st., Cheapside, B.C.

1902 "Traversi, Antonio Thomas,
Friendly Societies' Department,

Wellington, Sew Zealand.

1883 Tregaskis, George Alfred,

Hand-in-IIand In-mrance Office,

26 yew Bridge-street, E.C.

1894 -Trenerrr, Charles Farley, B.A.,

D.Sc..

University of .London, South

Kensington, S."W.

1905 - TuUy, Arthur Patrick Thomas,

Gr'esham Life Assurance Co.,

Sharia Suliman Pasha, Cairo,

Egypt.

1891 -Turnbull, A. D. Lindsay, C.A.,

F.F.A., F.C.I.S.,

Scottish Widows Fund and Life

Assurance Society, 9 St. Andrew-

square, Edinburgh.

1907 - Turner, Sidney, B.A.

20 Minster-road, Cricklewood,

>-.w.

1907 - Underwood, Reginald Edward,
Guardian Assurance Company,
11 Lombard-street, E.C.

1884 Vian, William Collett,

Bailway Passengers' Assurance

Company, 64 Cornhill, E.C.

1884 Vincent, Frederick James, F.S.S.,

London, Edinburgh 4- Glasgonj

Assurance Co., Ltd., Insurance-

buildings, Farringdon-street, e.g.

1899 - Vokins, George Alfred,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars E.C.



XVlll

Hate of
becoming an
Associate.

1904

1904.

1900

2 Williams, Frederick Alfred, F.S.S.,

A.A.S.,

Louisiana National Life Assur.

Society, New Orleans, U.S.A.

- Wilson, Arthur Buiijaniin,

Australian, Mutual Provident
Soc, Wellington, Neiu Zealand.

ASSOCIATES.

Tliose marked 2 or 3 liave j)«,«s«J two or three of the four Examinations of the Institute.

Those marked (2) hare been exempted under the Bije-laws from the Examinations in Parts I and 11.

Date of
becoming an
Associate.

1879 Wall, Walter George,
3 Shrewshuri/-road, SirJcenhead.

1878 Walton, William Gandy, F.F.A.,

Scottish Provident Institution,

6 St. Andreio-square, Edinburgh.

1905 " Wansbrougl), Thomas Percival,

English and Scottish Law Life
Assurance Assoc, and British
Law Fire Lisurance Co., 37
Queen Victoria-street, E.c.

1906 Wardrop, James Charles,

Life Association of Scotland,
18 Bishopsgate-st.-Within, E.C.

1907 - Warren. Cyril Ferdinand,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1903 • Watherston, Charles F., B.A.,

War Office, s.w.

1883 - Watson, John Robertson,
British Law Fire Insurance Co.,

105 West George-st., Glasgow.

1894 - Watt, George,
Poyal Insurance Company, Ltd.,

Liverpool.

1900 (2) Watt, James, F.F.A.,

24 Rothesay-terrace, Edinburgh.

1902 Weatherill, Charles,

Scottish Office, s.w.

1894 (2) Weeks, Kiifus Wells, F.A.S.,

New York Life Insurance Co.,

346 cf 348 Broadwa I), New York,
U.S.A.

1898 nVhigham, Charles Frederick,
F.F.A., C.A.,

Messrs. Moncreiff if Horslrugh,
46 Castle-street, Edinburgh.

1897 - Wickens, Charles H.,

Commonwealth Bureau of Census
and Statistics, Melbourne, Vic-
toria, Australia,

1896 - Wilkinson, Edward Berkeley,
24 Maxilla-gardens, N. Kensing-
ton, w.

1903 - Wilkinson, William Magnay,
Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

Wilson, George,
Standard Life Assurance Com-
pany, 3 George-st., Edinburgh.

1870 • Wilson, Henry Edward,
Northern Assurance Co., 60 cf" 61
London-wall, E.G.

1873 - Windett, Charles,

Legal cf" General Life Assurance
Society, 10 Fleet-street, E.C.

1905 - Winstanley, Charles William,

North British tj* Mercantile
Insurance Co., 61 Threadneedle-
street, e.g.

1903 - Wood, William Archibald Porter,

B.A.,

Canada Life Assurance Co.

Toronto, Canada.

1883 Woodhouse, Lister, A.C.A., F..S.S.,

City Comptroller, Westminster
City-hall, Charing Cross-road,

w.c.

1877 - Woods, Arthur Biddle,

Rock Life Assurance Company,
15 New Bridge-street, e.g.

1866 Woods, Bernard,

Metropolitan Life Assurance
Society, 13 Moorgate-.street, E.G.

1879 Wornum, Thornton Selden,
Rock Life Assurance Company,
15 New Bridge-street, e.g.

1903 - Worth, Bertram Oliver,

Clerical, Medical ^' General
Life Assurance Society, 15 St.

James's-sqtiare, s.w.

1871 Yardley, John,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holhorn-hars, E.G.

1873 Young, Alexander Hunter,
60 Market -street, Melbourne,
Austral ia.



XIX

STUDENTS.

Those niarked 1, 2, or 3 have passed one, tv;o, or three of the four Exarainations of the Institute.

Those marked (1) have leen exempted inuler the Bye-laws from the Ejconiination in Part I.

Date of
1>ecoming
a Student.

1892 1

1906 1

1903 1

1905 »

1904 1

1905 1

1905 1

1906 -

1905 1

1907 ^

1904 1

1907 '

1906 1

1904 1

1886

1902 1

1905 '

1904 1

1899 '

Aaron, Daviil Hyaiu,
Siui Life Assurance Society, 63
Threadneedle-street, E.C.

Abdul-Ali, Sijil,

3 yev: Quebec-street, Portman-
square, w.
Acum, Wilfred Harry,

\b Lordshi2)-lane, Jl'ood Gree/i,y.

Adam, Cyrus Cyril.

yorthern Assurance Company,
7 Westmoreland-streef , Dublin.

Addey, Leonard,
Clergy Mutual Assurance Soc,
2 4" 3 The Sanctuary, s.w.

Agutter, William Jobii,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

Alder, Milton Cromwell,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

Allen, Arthur Onnistou, il.A.,

B.Sc,
2 Xoru-ood-grove, Leeds.

Allen, John,
Imperial Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Brandon, Manitoba,
Canada.

Allen, Sidney, A.C.A.,

9 Belsize-acenne, y.AV.

Allison, Sinclair E.,

Canada Life Assurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.
Allport, Rowland Xewling,

5 Hetherington-road, Clapham,
3.W.

Andei*son, Robert Duncan,
42 Southbrook-road , Lee, S.E.

Armstrong, Charles Henry,
Imperial Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Toronto, Canada.

Arnold, Thomas, Jr.,

British Er^uitableAssur. Co.,Ltd.,

1, 2 & 3 Queen-street-place, E.c.

Askwith, Thomas Nowell,
London Life Association, Ltd.,

81 King William-street, E.C.

Atkins, Francis Cuthhert,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

Ayscough, Ivan,

Equity and Law Life Assurance
Soc, 18 Lincoln's-inn-felds, w.C.

Baber, Walter Crosbie, A.A.S.,

Royal Victoria Life Insur. Co,

of Canada, Montreal , Canada.

Date of
l)ecoiiiing
a Student.

1903 1 Baggs, Henry Ernest,

English and Scottish Law Life
Assurance Association,\2, Water-
loo-place, S.w.

1907 ' Bailey, Frank Arthur,

General Reversionary Sc Invest-

ment Co.,Ltd.,26 Pall Mall, s.vr.

1907 ^ Baker, Sydney Harry,
Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-streef, E.C.

1907 " Bannatyne, Arthur Gordon, B.A.,

Colder, Camberley, Surrey.

1899 ' Barnett, Isaac,

yorth British and Mercantile

Insurance Co., 61 Tkreadneedle-

ftreet, E.C.

1896 ' Barry, David,

Acting Actuary for Friendly

Societies, Meltjourne, Australia.

1907 <!' Beatty, Samuel, B.A.,

142 Collier-street, Toronto,

Canada.
1907 "' Beuven, Cecil Livingstone, B.A.,

Royal Military Ac-adeniy, Wool-
ivich, S.E.

1907 ' Beeston, Harold Lewis,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1898 1 Bennell, Samuel Thomas,
25 3Ieath-road, Ilford.

19<J6 1 Bennett, Henry (iordon,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Melbourne, Australia.

1898 ' Bennett, Samuel,
Xational Deposit Friendly Soc,
37 Queen-square, W.C.

1902 ' Biden, Norman Frederick,

Standard Life Association, 28
Elizabeth-st., Sydney, A ustralia.

1895 ' Bigby, Robert Frederick Mitchell,

General Assurance Company,
103 Cannon-street, E.C.

1900 iBingeman, Milton H.,

Great-West Life Assurance Co.,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

1891 ^ Bird, Edward William,

yorthern Assurance Company,
60 & 61 London-wall, E.C.

1905 ^ Blackadar, E. Gordon, B.A.,

Canada Life Assurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.

1887 Blossom, James,

24 Grange-crescent, Sheffield.

c 2



XX

STUDENTS.

Tliosc marlced 1, 2, or 3 have ixtssed one, two, or three of the four Examinations of the Institute.

Those Mttrl;ei.l (1) hai'e been exempted v.nder the Hye-lau's from the Examination in Part I.

1897

1891

1903

T 1

Date of
becoming
a Student.

1892 iBoddy, Henry IMitcliell, F.8.S.,

Maniifacti'rers Life Insurance
Co., Cape Town, South Africa.

1906 'Bolt. Jan Cornells,
'* CTrareitdijki'-al22\. Rotterdam.

1897 Bond, Frederic D.,

122 South 39/A Street, Phila-
delphia, U.S.A.

1902 ' Bowennan, Jiidah Philip,

Southern States Mutual Life
Insur. Co., Charleston, Kanawha
County, West Virginia.

Bowles, Francis Marsh,
Pearl Life Assurance Company,
London-bridge, E.c.

Boyd, Henry Xorris,

City of Glasgow Life Assurance
Company, 21 -SY. Andrew-square,
Edinburgh.

Bradbury, Algernon Charles,

Australian Jfutual Provident
Society, Melbourne, Australia.

1905 1 Bradshaw, Frank Law,
Laic Guarantee and Trust Soc,
Ltd., 49 Chancery-lane, W.C.

1899 1 Brady, John Francis,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

1906 1 Breeds, Arthur Heywood,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

1894 1 Brougli, Frank,
FederalLife Assurance Company,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

1906 1 Brown. B. U. H.,

Royal K.vchange Assurance Cor-
poration, Royal Exchange, E.C.

1906 ii' Brown, Frank, M.A.,
1163 De Lorimier-avenue, Mon-
treal, Canada.

1905 ^ Brown, James,
Friendly Societies Office,Young-
street, Sydney,\Av.stralia.

1906 ^ Brown, Peter Gordon,
Ecclesiastical Commission, Mill-
lank, S.w.

1891 1 Brown, William Heron,
Gresham Life Assur. Soc, Ltd.,
St. Mildred's-house. Poultry,

'E.C

.

Date of
becoming
a Studeni

1907

1905

1904

1903

1902

1907

1903

1907

1907

1900

1907

1902

1907

1897

1903

1903

1905

1907 (1

Bullwinkle, Leonard Albert,

c o T. G. Ackland Esq., 5 and 6
Clement's Inn, Strand. W.C.

Burrows, Victor Albert,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.C.

Canter, Harold,
National Provident Institution,

48 Gracechurch-sfreet, E.C.

Capon, Frank Cliristopher,

Prudential Assurance Company

,

Holborn-bars, E.C.

Capon, Geoffrey William,
Norwich Union Life Insurance
Society, Norwich.

Carey, Xonnan Lewis,
London, Edinburgh and Glasgow
Assur. Co., Insurance-buildings,
Farringdon-street, E.c.

Carpenter, Thomas B. Boyd,
Clergy Mutual Assur. Society,

2 cj- 3 The Sanctuary, s.TV.

Casebow, Percival Clear,

General Assurance Company,
103 Cannon-street, e.c.

Cashman, Thomas,
North Rritish and Mercantile
Insurance Co., 61 Threadneedle-
street, E.c.

Cliambers, John Joseph,
North Rigton, Ruby, nr. Leeds.
Chandler, Francis Philip,

London Assurance Corjwration,
7 Royal Exchange, E.C.

Chandler, Frederick Joseph,
Eagle Insurance Co., 79 Pall-
mall, s.w.

Charles, Ashley Hyde,
13 South Moulton-sfreet, w.
Cherry, John Arnold,

Chamber of London, Guildhall,.

E.C. (Reinstated, 1905.)

Cheshire, Harold Frank,
9 Wellington-place, Mas-tings.

Child, Kobeit Harold,
North British and Mercantile-
Insurance Company, 61 Thread-
needle-street, E.c.

Clarke, Herbert George,
Australian Widows' Fund Life
Assurance Society, Melbourne,
Australia.

Clarke, Harold Thomas, B.A.,

103 J'irtoria-road, Alexandra-
park, X.



rxi

STUDENTS.

Those marked 1, 2, or 3 hare passed one, two, or three of the four ExamUMtlons of the Institute.

Those marked (1) have been exempted under the Bye-lav:s from the Examlnction in Part I,

Date of
becoming
a Student.

1905 •

1897 '

1902 =»

1907 1

1902 -

1901 '

1895 1

1899 1

1902 '

1896 '

1900 '

1906 1

1902 '

1899 1

1903 '

1905 1

1906 (!-'

1904 '

Clemens, Frederic Broadbeut,
A-lliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Bartholomew-lane, E.C.

Clinton, George,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-hars, E.C.

Clinton, Louis Ernest,

Alliance Assurance Company,
Ltd., Bartholomew-lane, E.C.

Coard, Geoffrey Aldridge,

yorthern Assurance Company,
60 ilj" 61 London-wall, B.C.

Coates, Frederick George,
Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

26 Neio Bridge-street, E.C.

Cockerton, John Leonard,
Pioneer Life Assurance Co., Ltd.,

67 Dale-street, Liverpool.

Cogar, William Edward,
INew York Life Insurance Co.,

Trafalgar-square, "W.c.

Collins, Patrick A.,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

Collins, William Ernest, Assoc.

Inst. Aceis. S.A., 49a King
William-street, Adelaide, South
Australia.

Cook, Henry Milton,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,

Dalhousie-sq., Calcutta, India.

Coo]>er, Bernard Hugh,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-hars, E.c.

Cooper, John Lewis,

Liverpool and London and Globe
Insur. Co., 1 Dale-st., Liverpool.

Corbett, Archibald Gladstone,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Collins-st., Melbourne,
Australia,

Cotterill, William Ernest,

Mutual Life Association of
Australasia, Ltd., Sydney, Aus-
tralia. (Be-insfated, 1905.)

Cotton, Arthur Sparkes,

Scottish Office, s.w.

Coutts, Kenneth Vawdrev,
Clergy Mutual Assurance Sac,
2 iji' 3 The Sanctuary, s."W.

Coward, Charles Ernest, B.A.,

Estate Duty Office, Somerset
House, ^'.c.

Cowdy, Henry Leslie,

Scottish Union 4' XationaL Insur.

Co., 3 King William-street, E.C.

Date
becoming
a .Student.

1894

1907

1894

1905

1907

1887

1897

1907

1907

1904

1904

1897

1905

1889

190O

1906

1899

1891

Cox, Edward William,

Canada Life Assurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.
' Cox, Harry,
London, Edinburgh and Glasgow
Assur. Co., Insurance-buildings,

Farringdon-street, E.C
Cox, Herbert Coplin,

Canada Life Assurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.
' Cox, Stanley Nelson,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.G.

^ Crang, James Simon,

200 Forest-rd., Walthamstow, E.

,' Cross, Henry John,
240 Trindy-rd., Wandsworth-
common, s.w.

- Crump, Percy C,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

' Currie, James Thorn,
Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Melbourne, Australia.
' Curtis, Augustus Thomas George,

London, Edinburgh and Glasgow
Assur. Co., Insti.rance-huildings,

Farringdon-street, e.g.

' Cushing, Robertson Macaulay,
Sun Life Assurance Company of
Canada, Montreal, Canada.

' Dalrymple, Alfred George,
CanadaL ifeAssurance Company,
Toronto, Canada.

' Dalton, John,
London Life Association, Ltd.,

81 King William-street, E.C.

' Dark, Thomas Arthur,

Excelsior Life Insurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.

' Davies, Hugh Myddleton,
Royal Insur. Co., Ltd., Liverpool.

' Davies, William Allison,

Borough Treasurer's Office, Town
Hall, Birkenhead.

' Davis, Archibald Percy,

Sydenham-road, Marrickville,

Sydney, Australia.

' Davison, Horace Williams,

7 Sorth-street, Toronto, Canada.

1 Dawson, Frank Aubrey,
Ecclesiastical Insurance Office,

Limited, 11 Norfolk - street.

Strand, ^x.c.



xxn

STUDENTS.

Those m(ir1;eil 1, 2, or 3 have }xissed one, tv:o, or

Those riMrl.ed (1) have been exempted under th

three oj the four Examinations of the Institute.

e B>ie-!ttv:s from the Examination in I'art I.

Date of
Ijecoming
a Student.

1907 '1' Dawson, Herbert Jolm, B.A.,

Roiial Mil ifary College, Kingston,

Ontario, Canada.

1902 - Deck, Jaiues Gilbert.

National Provideiit Institution,

48 Gracechurch-street, E.C.

1902 1 Deinimrk, Kobert Jolm,

Norwich I'nion Life Insurance

Socielti, Norwich.

1901 iDent, Ernest Edwanl,
London and Lancashire Life
Assurance Comjjani/, 66 (^' 67
Cornhill, E.C.

1905 - Derrick.VictorPercival Augustine,

43 Fahnouth-road, S.E.

1896 '-de Yille, Francis,

Clergt/ Pensions Institution, 11
Norfolk-street, Strand, w.c.

1906 1 Dobbie, Jolm Albert,

Provincial Normal School,

Ottawa, Canada.

1890 1 Docker, Leslie,

North British and Mercantile
Insurance Co., 61 Threadneedle-
streef, E.c.

1907 ' Dore, Harold William,
Colonial Mutual Life Office,

Melbourne, Australia.

1906 • Doucet, Gerald Danby,
Pock Life Assurance Companii,
15 New Bridge-street , E.C.

1906 1 Doyle. Joseph Patrick,

Citizens' Life Ass^traiice Co.,

Si/dneg, Australia.

1904 1 Drake, Charles Clifford Hall,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1906 1 Drake, John William, Jr.,

Fern Bank. Wisetrood, Sheffield.

1907 1 DufEell, James Henry,
Pearl Life Assurance Company,
London-bridge, E.c.

1905 ^ DuUey, John Fi-ancis,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.c.

1905 1 Eastcott, William Merrill,

Sun Life As.^ur. Co. of Canada,
3Iontreal, Canada.

1892 1 Edwards, Edward Samuel, M.A.,
Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

n.-jte of
I'ecomiug
.1 Student.

1905 1

1905 -

1902 1

1892 1

1901 '

1907 '

1906 -

1906 '

1907 '1'

1892 1

1906

1907 '

1904 -

1901 '

1896 '

1904 '

1905 1

Edwards, Herbert Alfred,

28 Plash et-rd., Upton Manor, E.

Edwards, Herbert Horace,
24 Chetwynd-road, Highgate-
road, N.w.

Edwards, Thomas Baker,
Comptroller's Dept., London
County Council, Spring-gardens,
s.w.

Eedy, Arthur Malcolm,
Citizens' Life Assurance Com-
pany, Sydney, Australia.

Egleton, Harold Edward,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Solborn-bars, E.C.

Emery, Cliarles Grover,
Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Melbourne, Australia.
Emery, Walter Sydney.
Australian TTidows' Fund Life
Assurance Society, Melbourne,
Australia.

Emmerson, Walter Hector Ross,

London and Lancashire Life
Assurance Company. 66 (|" 67
Cornhill. E.C.

Epps, George Selbv Washington,
E.A.,

55 Queen Annc-street. w.
Farrell, John,
Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

Fender, William ^Martin,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Melbourne, Australia.

Fidler, William Edward,
Standard Life Assurance Co.,

83 King William-strett, E.c.

Fippard, Ricliard Clift,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

Fisher, John William, B. A., A.A.S.,
Croivn Life Insurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.

Fisk, George WilliamVictor, F.S.S.,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

Fletcher, Andrew W. A. C,
Standard Life Assurance Co.,

3 G-eorge-street , Edinburgh.

Flyun, Benedict Devine, F.A.S.,

Travelers' Insurance Company,
Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.



XXlll

STUDENTS.

Those marked 1, 2, or 3 ho.re passed one, two.

Those vuirked (1) have been exempted wider

or three of the four Examinations of the Institute,

the Bye-lavs from the Examination in Part I.

Date of
betomiiig
a ritudeut.

190-4 1 Foot, Alfred Helsdoii,

Law Accident Insurance Society,

Limited, 215 Strand, W.C.

1905 ' Forbes, James,
Great- West Life Assurance Co.,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

190G 1 Foster, Josepli.

33 Westwood-street, Moss Side,

Manchester.

1906 1 Foster, Wilfred Justus.

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holfiorn-hars, E.C.

1901 ' Frankliu, Herbert Dare,

Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Melbourne, Australia.

1906 1 Frost, Ch:irles Frederick,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

1900 ' Garner, James,

138 Chisioick-high-road, w.

1901 11' Gcrrisb, Frank Wilfred, B.A.,

Minerva-villa, Albert-rd.-south,

Buckhurst-hill, Essex.

1899 ' Giles, Hylton Lloyd,

Pelican 4' British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.C.

1895 ' Gill, Jiimes Stewart,

Australian Widoivs' Fund Life
Assur. Soc, Sydney, Australia.

1901 1 Glassford, D.ivid Murray,
Mutual Life Association of Aus-

tralasia, Sydney, Australia.

1893 Glasson, George Cornish,

Economic Life Assurance Soc,

4 St. Sfejyhen's-chbrs., Baldwin-
street, Bristol.

1902 ' Gleave, diaries Sheldon,

Refuge Assurance Co., Oxford-
street, Manchester.

1902 ^ Godsill, Richard Collis,

Liverpool Tictoria I/egal

Friendly Soc, 18 <SY. Andrew-
street, E.C.

1894 ' Golding, Arthur,

40 ALlerton-road, Stoke Netc-

ington, x.

1905 ' Goodall, Ernest Victor,

51 Ardgowan-road, Hither-

green, s.E.

Date of
becoming
a Studeut.

1903 1 Gopp. John Ive,

14 Church-hill-road, Waltham-.
stow, E.

1886 Gover, Frederick Field, F.S.S.,

10 Lee-park, Blackheath, s.E.

1907 ^ Grant, Frederick John,
Edinburgh Life Asswance Co.,

12 King-street, Manchester.

1907 ' Green, John Spencer,

British Widows' Assurance Co.,

1, Old-street, E,C.

1907 ' Green, William James,
Australian Metropolitan Life
Assurance Company, Sydney,
Australia.

1886 Greening, Herbert Joseph,
Abstainers'^' General Insur. Co.,

Edmund-street, Birmingham.

1907 ' Guthrie, Isles Hampden,
11 Gorst-road, Wandsworth-
common, s.w.

1901 1 Hall, Arthur F.,

Korth American Life Assurance
Co., Toronto, Canada.

1906 1 Hall, John Vanghan Lewis,

Equity and Law Life Assurance
Society, 18 Lincoln s-inn-Fields,

TV.C.

1902 - Hallett, William Sebastian, B.A.,

Equitable Life Assurance Soc,
Mansion-house-street, E.C.

1901 ' Hamilton, George Powell,

Xorth American Life Assurance
Co., McLean Block, 6 iJouglas-

street, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

1905 ' Hamley, Ernest Fountain,

Av.stralasian Temperance and
General Mutual Life Assurance
Society, Melbourne, Australia.

1902 1 Hamuiant, Francis Clive,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

1905 ' Hammond, Harry Pierson, B.A.,

A.A.S.,

Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
Neio York, Xew York, U.S.A.

1892 Hancock, Arthur Tom,
Clerical, Medical i.f General Life
Assurance Society, 15 St.James's-

square, S.W.



XXIV

STUDENTS.

Those marked 1, 2, or 3 hare 'passed one, two, or three of the four E.rami nations of tlie Institute.

Those Marked (1) liare heen exempted finder the Bye-Jau-s from the Kxaminution in Part I,

Date of
becoming
a Student.

1903

1906

1907

1907

1902

" Hancock, Edwin J.,

72 Tredecjar-road, Bow, E.

1 Handforil, John James William,

Scottish Office, s.w.

^ Hanson, Eric George,

Australian Mutual Provideut

Society, Melbourne, Anxtralia.

' Harding, Deuys Aubrey,

Railtvay Passengers' Assurance
Compani/, 64 Cornhill, E.C.

'Hardy, Reginald Herbert,

32 Highjield-street, Leicester.

1903 1 Harley, Brian,

National Provident Institution,

48 Gracechurch-street, E.c.

1 Harnack, Frederick William,

Sceptre Life Association, Ltd.,

40 Finsburt/'pacement, E.c.

' Harper, Henry,
83 Waverleij-road, Small Heath,
Birmingham.

' Harrington, Eustace Woods,
Northern Assurance Company,
60 & 61 London- wall, e.c.

1 Harris, Henry,
Friends' Provident Institution,

17 Gracechurch-street, E.C.

1 Harrison, Launcelot,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydneif, Australia.

1 Harrison, Robert James,

19 Tintern-street, Clapham, s.w.

' Harvey, Percy Norman,
Atlas Assurance Company, Ltd.,

92 Cheapside, E.C.

Haskins, George Frederick, A.C.A.,

18 Walbrook, E.c.

1 Hatten, David Leslie,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,

83 King fVilliam-street, E.C.

1 Henry, Alfred,

5 Branstone-road, Kew-gardens.

1905 »' Heron, David, M.A.,
Vieichank, Sew Scone, Perth,

N.B.
1 Hilbery, Reginald William,

Clerical, Medical S( General
Life Assurance Society, 15 St.

James's-square, s.w.
- Hines, Walter Robert,

Norwich Union Life Insurance
Society, Norwich.

1905

1901

1905

1889

1905

1906

1907

1896

1894

1907

1906

1896

Date of
becoming
a Student.

1902 ' Hodge, Cecil Wilfred,

iS7«/- Life Assurance Society,

32 Moorgate-street, E.c.

1896 ' Hogg, Charles,

Ecclesiastical Commission, Mill-

bank, s.w.

1907 ' Holgate, Benjamin,
18 Pi)uler-st.,Hu Ime,Manchester.

1905 ' Homan, Russell Charles,

3 The Terrace, Camden-sq., N.W.

1898 - Hooper, George Duncan,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1895 - Horn, Ernest Frederick,

Fquity ^- Law Life Assur. Sac,
18 Lincoln's Inn Fields, w.c.

1902 ' Houston, Charles Cornelius,

Metropolitan Asylums Board,
T^icforia-embankment, E.C.

1901 1 Howell, Archibald Rennie, B.A.,

Royal Insurance Company, Ltd.,

Montreal, Canada.
1907 ' Howell, Percy,

35 Tiaduct-st., Bcthnal-green, E.

1907 ^ Hudson, Claude Hamilton,
Australasian Temperance and
General Mutual TJfe Assurance
Society, Bo.v 505, G.P.O.,
Wellington, New Zealmid.

1898 Hughes, Arthur J.,

China Mutual Life Insur. Co.,

Shanghai, China.

1902 1 Hughes, Charles, A.A.S.,

State of New York Insur. Dept.,

11 Broadwai/. New York, U.S.A.
1902 1 Hugill, Herbert,

" Briarjield," Keighley.

1904 ' Humphreys, Harry Lewis,

Pelican and British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.c

1902 1 Humphrsys, John A.,

National Mutual Life Assurance
Society, 39 King-street, Cheap-
side, E.c.

1891 Hunt, .^.rthur Leonard,
Wesleyan and General Assur.
(S'of.,10i Finshury-pavement, E.C.

1906 1 Hustwitt, William Edmund,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1907 ^ Hutchings, Leonard Hollinworth,

Pelican and British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.C.



TIT

STUDENTS.

Those marked 1, 2, or 3 have iMssetl one, iv:o, or three of the jour Exaiiiinatiotii of the Institute.

Those riiarked ^\) have been excriipttd under the Bye-laxcs froui the Examination in Part I.

Date of
l>«coming
a Student.

1902 '1'

1902 -

1890 -

1907 1

1896 1

1906 1

1905 1

1904 1

1898 '

1903 -

1896 '

1907 '

1907 ^

1906 1

1905 1

1902 ' K

1905

1906

=; 1

Jackson, Charles William, M.A.,
CO M. M. Da«sou, Esq., 76
WiUiam-st., yew York, U.S.A.

Jackson, Herbert Moore,
Australian Jdulual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

Jackson, Samuel, F.F.A.,

Scottish Widows' Fund and Life
Assurance Society, Liverpool.

James, Reginald William,

151 Praed-st., Paddington, w.

Jepps, John Blacklee,

English and Scottish Law Life
Assurance Assoc, 12 Waterloo-
place, s.w.

Jerrolcl, Allan Lamau,
9 Harrard-road, ('hiswick, vr.

Johns, Arthur Humphreys,
Colonial Mutual Life Assurance
Society, Mellourne, Australia.

Johnson, Frank Henry,
Law Life Assurance Society,

187 Fleet-street, E.C.

Johnston, Arthur Edward,
3 Cumnor-road, Sutton.

Jones, Ernest Stephens,

yational Debt Office, E.C.

Jones, Richard Fosley,

Refuge Assurance Co., Oxford-
street, Manchester.

Keable, Henry Batten,

12 Clyde-st., S. Kensington, s.w.

Keachie, Morton 31.,

Canada Life Assurance Co.,

Toronto, Canada.

Kearns, William Norman.
Royal Insur. Co., Ltd. , Liverprjol.

Keevil, Norman Alexander
Clement,

Blagdon, Park-road, Watford,
Rerts.

Kemper, J. M. de Bosch,

6 Pue du Comt. de Lareinty,
St. Cloud, S. et O., France.

Kenchingtou, Frank,
North British and Mercantile
Insurance Company, 61 Thread-
needle-street, E.C.

Kidd, Alan Bruce,

North British and Mercantile
Insurance Company, 1 Datvson-
slreet, Dublin.

Date of
becoming
;i Student.

1906 1 Kime, Virgil Morrison,
University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.

1905 ^ King, Albert Edward,
Provident Clerks' and General
Mutual Lfe Assur. Association,

27 Jj- 29 Moorgate-street, E.c.

1894 - Kingsbury, James William,
Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

1903 ' Kirsopp, Frederick,

Liverpool Victoria Legal
Friendly Society, St. Andrew-
street, E.C.

1895 ^ Knight, Alfred Mun-ay,
Bank-house, Chapel-st., Devon'
port.

1905 ' Lafford, Harry George,
Legal and General Life Assur.
Society, 10 Fleet-street, E.C.

1907 ' Lambert, Alfred, Jr.,

Scottish Provident Institution,

2 Sedwell-streef, Norwich.

1902 1 Lang, Frederick John,
Royal London Friendly Society,

Finsbury-square, E.c.

1907 ^ Latham, Fergus Norman
Wilkinson,

3 Wyresdale-rd., Bolton, Lanes.

1907 '

1904 '

Ledger, Robert John,
Grove-lodge, Grove-rd., Fpsom.

Lee, Frank Sidney,
Ocean Accident and Guarantee
Corporation, 36-44 Moorgate-
street, B.C.

1906 1 Leigh, Walter Lewis.

c,o T. G. .\ckland, Es:i., .j it 6
Clement's Inn, Strand, 'Vf.c.

1894 Leonard, Maurice,

Frith Mill Cottage, Great
Missenden, Bucks.

1906 1 Le Rossignoh Leonard F.,

English and Scottish Laic Life
Assur. Association, 12 Waterloo-
place, s.w.

1906 1 Lewis, David Hugh,
Refuge Assurance Company,
Oxford-street , Manchester.



XXVI

STUDENTS.

Tliose marled 1, 2, or 3 hove passed one, tiro, or three of the four Kcaviinations oj the Institute.

Those marled (1) hare been exempted under the Bye-Jaws from the Exumhw.tion in Part I.

Date of
l>ecoming
a Stiuleut.

1904 ' Lewty, Francis Arthur,

Eqiiiftj and Law Life Ass. Soc,

18 Liiicoln's-inn-Jields, w.C.

18S9 ' Liglitou, Harolil John,
Law Union <^' Crown Insurance

Co., 126 Chancery-lane, W.C.

1904 ' Linznieycr, Louis, F.A.S.,

Manhattan Life Insurance Co.,

64-70 Broadwaii, New York,

U.S.A.

1895 ' Littoll, Lewis Lloyd,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,

83 Kinc) William-street, "E.C.

1904 ' Littlefair, James Taylor,

Befuge Assurance Co., Oxford

-

street, Manchester,

1906 1 Lolian, John Joseph,

National Mutual Life Associa-

tion of Australasia, 3Ielhowne,

Australia.

1906 1 Lolley, Clement Francis,

Unirersal Insurance Loan and
Investment Co , Ltd., New
Briggate, Leeds.

1890 Love, IJohert,

Ecclesiastical Insurance Office,

11 Norfolk-street, Strand, w.c.

1906 1 MeCall, Robert,

58 Lichfeld-road. Bow, E.

1888 ^ McConway, James Robert,

15 Henthorn-road, New Ferrg,

Cheshire.

1906 1 McCuUoch, James Arthur,

Ecclesiastical Commission, Mill-

hank, s,w.

1903 1 Macdonald, Charles Strange, M.A.,

Confederation Life Association,

Toronto, Canada.

1907 ' Mace, Douglas William,

Marine S; General Mutual Life
Assur. Societg, 14 Leadenkall-
street, e.c.

1904 ^ Macfarlane, Kdmoiul Scales,

Manufacturers' Life Insurance

Company, 23 Water Street,

Yokohama, Japan.

1902 iMcCiec, Cyril H.,

Bo.v 981, St. Thomas, Ontario,

Canada.

Date of
becoming
a Studeut.

1905 '

1907 '

1907 '

1903 ^

1903 1

1904 1

1905 '

1905 '

1903 1

1906 1

1904 1

1906 1

1895 '

1890 1

1892

1907

•7 1

McKechnie, John Henry,
Manufacturers' Life Ins. Co.,

Toronto, Canada.

Macleod, John,
Yorkshire Insurance Company,
2 Bank-huildings,Princes-st.,^.C.

Macorquodale, F. D.,

3Ianufcicturers Life Ins. Co.,

Toronto, Canada.

Maltby, Charles Hugh,
North British, ^- Mercantile
Insurance Co., 61 Threadneedle-
street, E.C.

Manly, George William, B.A.,

Clerical, Medical d^ General
Life Assurance Society, 15 St.

James's-square, S.W.

^larlin, James Harold,
Ocean Accident and Guarantee
Corporation, 36-44 Moorgate-
street, E.C.

Marshall, Arthur William,
Consolidated Assur. Co., Ltd.,

Temple - bar - house, 23 Fleet-

street, E.C.

ilarshall, John Edwin,
Prudential Assurance Company,
47 Earl-street, Coventry.

Martin, Frederick Charles,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Hoihorn-bars, E.C.

ilaitin, "William Alexander,
National Mutual Life Associa-
tion (f Australasia, Melbourne,
Australia.

Mathesou, Donald,
Imperial Life Assurance Co. of
Canada, Toronto, Canada.

Maunder, Henry Ernest,

69 Tyrwhilt-road, St. John's, S.'E.

Mayhew, Percy Craske,

M'annock, The Drice, Coulsdon,
Surrey.

Meikle, Henry George Watson,
F.F.A.,

Oriental Government Security

Life Assurance Co., Limited,
Bombay, India.

Meyers, Henry Wilson,

National Mutual Life Associa-
tion of Australasia, 5 Cheapside,

E.C.

Miller, Artluir Axel,

32 Kyverdale-road, jr.



XIVU

STUDENTS.

Those marheil 1, 2, &<• 3 huve pasxd one, tvo, or three of the faur ExMniiMtious of the Institute.

Those murked (1) hace been exempted v.nder the hye-luics from the ExuMino.tion in Part I.

Date of
becomins
a Student.

1907 ' Mills, Charles Kiiigsley,

Xortfient Axxurance Company,

60 Sf 61 London-wall, e.C.

1890 -Minus, Ernest Pxbvin,

Sorn'ich Union Life Insurance

Society, Norwich.

Mol, Willielmus Johannes
Bartliolomeus,

109 Goicer-sfreet, w.c.

Monilaw s, Stanley Hope,
Scottish Provident Institution,

3 Lombard-street, E.C.

Moore, Hubert I'red,

London Assurance Corporation,

7 Royal Exchange, E.C.

Moore, Stanley,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-hars, E.C.

^loran, Albert James,

Pinewood, Wokingham, Berks.

Morton, Fnincis,

Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

24, 25 4' 26 Cornhill, B.C.

Morton, Frederick William,

British Widows' Assurance Co.,

1, Old-street, e.c.

Muekle, Charles P.,

Union Life Assur. Co., Toronto,

Canada. (Re-instated, 1907.)

Mulcahy, Francis Benedict,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

Myei-s, Harry Duxbury, A.S.A.A.,

Burlinglon-chamlers, Xorth-st.,

Keighley.

Xaisuiith, Keith Errol,

Refuge Assurance Co., Oxford-
street, Manchester.

Xash, Kenneth Oscar,

1-4 Crescent-rd., Wimbledon, s.w.

Xathan, trie Burnett,

Norwich Union Life Insur. Soc,
Finsbury-pavement-house, E.C.

Neale, Maurice Baldwin,
Alliance Assurance Company,
Ltd., Bartholomew-lane, E.C.

Needell, Brian,

Alliance Ass. Co., Ltd. (Provident

Life Fund), 50 Regent-street, w.

Date of
becoming
a .Student.

1903

1907

' Xeill, William Adam Hoyes,

Scottish Widows' Fund dj" Life
Assur. Soc, 5 Waterloo-place,

s.w.

^ Xewland, Edward Albert,

ConsolidatedAssurance Company,
20 Birchin-lane, E.C.

1902 <i> O'Connor, William, M.A., M.I).,

Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
New York, Toronto, Canada.

1892 1 O'Reilly, Anthony James,
Government Insurance Depart-

ment, Ottawa, Canada.

1897 ' Osboni, Xathan iel Banner Fi-ancis,

11 Bruce-grove, Tottenham, >'.

1905 ' Osborne, William Arthur,

Guardian Assurance Company,
21 Fleet-street, e.C.

1905 "' Owen, David John, B.A.,

Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

26 New Bridge-street, E.C.

1893 1 Owen, Edgar Theodore, F.S.S.,

Registrar of Friendly Societies

and Government Actuary, Perth,

West Australia.

1904 ' Parker, Walter Montgomery,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Molborn-bars, E.C.

1895 ' Pascoe, William Yeoman Bennett,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-hars, E.C.

1897 ' Paton, HaiTV Arthur,

Royal Exchange Assurance Cor-

poration, Royal Exchange, E.C.

1897 ' Patrick, James,
Audit Office, Town-hall, Birken-
head. (Reinstated, 1905.)

1906 1 Patrick. Walter S.,

Sydnell, Greenhill-road, Moseley,

Birmingham.

1907 ' Pattison, George Benjamin,
Manufacturers' Life Assurance
Company, Toronto, Canada.

1896 - Penny, Charles Augustus,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holhorn-bars, E.C.

1905 ' Perry, Sidney James,
Northern Assurance Company,
60 t\- 61 London-wall, E.C.



XXVIU

STUDENTS.
Those marked 1, 2, or 3 have passed one, tvo, or three of the four Exaiiunatious of the Institute,

Those tnarked (1) have htea exempted under the Bye-laivs from the Examination in Part I.

Date of
becoming
a Student.

1906 1

1901 1

190J: 1

1905 1

1907 '

1898

1903 <!•

1893 '

1907 <!'

1906 1

1907 '

1901 '

1905 -

1898 1

1904 1

1894 ^

1904 »

1902 '

Peter. James Calthorpe,

London and Lancashire Life
Assurance Compant/, 66 ij" 67
CornhiU. e.c.

Potter, Herbert,
Sritannic Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Sroad-st.-corner, Jiirmingham.
Phillips, \Valter,A.C.I.S.;A.S.A.A.,

8 Riverdale-ierrace, Siclimond,
Si'.rrei/.

Pickup, John Uiehardsoii,

National Provident Insfitidion,

48 Graeecktirch-sfreef, E.C.

Pocock, Horace George Grooby,
Alliance Assurance Company,
47 Chancery-lane, W.C.

Poort, W'illem Authonie, Phil. Nat.
Doet.,

Algemeene Friesche Levens-
verzekerinffs iJaat-schappij Leeu-
icarden, Leewrarden, Holland.

Porter, Fnir.k, M.A.,

2IansJieldHoii.se, Canning Town, Y,.

Powuall, Herbert Wilfred,
Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Adelaide, Australia.

Preston, John Edwin, B.A.,

Yorkshire Insur. Co., York.
Priestnian, Basil,

23 Highjield-road, Edgbaston.
Birmingham.

Proiit, Herbert John,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holbom-bars, e.c.

Ramsay, Cecil Byron,
JJutual Life Insur. Co. of yew
York, 16, 17 4- 18 CornhiU, E.G.

Reeve, Gilfrid Montier,
Guardian Assurance Company,
11 Lombard-street, E.C.

Reynell, Guy Courtenay,
Scottish Lquitable Life Assur-
ance Society, 19 King William-
street, E.G.

Reyuer, Harry Fane,

Refuge Assurance Company,
Oxford-street, Manchester.

Richards, Gilbert P. A.,

Oak Cottage, Buhcer-road, New
Barnet.

Ridgway, Wulfric,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Thread needle-.street, E.c.

Robertson, Aubrey Charles,

London Assurance Corporation,

7 Royal Exchange, E.c.

Date of
becomiug
a Student.

1903 '

1903 >

1896 1

1893 1

1893 1

1895 '

1901 '

1905 1

1895

1906 1

1907 '

1899 1

1904 1

1894

1907 ^

1905 '

1897 '

Robertson, Bernard,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holbom-bars, E.c.

Robinson, Ernest William,

Standard Life Association, Ltd.,

28 Elizabeth-street, Sydney,
A listralia.

Robinson, Frederick Charles,

Royal Exchange Assur. Corp>ora-

tion, Royal Exchange, E.G.

Roll, Frederick James,
Pearl Life Assurance Company

,

London-bridge, e.g.

Roodenburch, Bartholomeus
Adrianus,

Yerzekeringshank Yictoria,

126 Keizersgracht, Amsterdam.
Ross, Christopher Watson,
CO Messrs. M. Moss <^' Co.,

Flinders-lane, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia.

Rountree, Arthur FitzGerald,

The Rectory, Stretford, near
Manchester.
Rowland. Stanley Jackson,

Clerical, Medical and General

Life Assurance Society, 15 St.

James's-square, S."w.

Rowley, James Edward, A.C.A.,

7 Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
Ruddle, Francis.

General Accident, Fire iSf Life
Assur. Corp. 59-62 Chancery-
lane, W.C.

Rushton, Thomas Arthur,

Prudential Assurance Company,
1 Imperial-bldgs., Cheltenham.

Rutter, Edward Valentine,

Pelican \ British Empire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.G.

Sadler, Percy,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holbom-bars, e.g.

Salter, George Ferry, AI.S., F.A.S.,

123 X IQth-street, E. Orange,
N.J., U.S.A.

Sanders, Bertram G. T.,

Standard Life Assurance Co.,

83 King William-street, E.G.

Schooling, Terence Holt,

London and Lancashire Fire
Insurance Company, 76 King
William-street, e.g.

Scott, Alexander Lewis,

Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Melbourne, Australia.



XXIX

STUDENTS.

Those marked 1, 2, or 3 hare pcssed one, two, or three of the four Exarnino.tions of the Institvtf.

Those marled (1) here been exempted itnder the Ilije-laivs from the Examination in Part I.

Date of
becomiug
a Student

1907 'i»

1905 '

1907 '

1907 1

1906 1

1907 '

1892 1

1905 '

1891 1

1907 '

1888 -

1905 1

1907 '

1907 '

1907 1

1903 '

1903 -

1907 1

1904 »

1904 '

Sen, Jogesli Chandra, M.A.,B.L.,

15 Sitaram Ghose's-st., Calcutta.

Sharp, Harold Gregory,
Friends' Provident Institution,

Bradford

.

Shine, John Nugent,
Prudential Assurance Compaiu/,
Solborn-hars, e.C.

Sliiumi. Shoji,

Manufacturers' Life Insurance
Company, Toronto, Canada.

Simnionds, Reginald Claud,

Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Bartholomew-lane, K.c.

Simmons, Frederick Vital,

Prudential Assurance Compant/,

Holhorn-bars, e.C.

Simpson, William Murray,
Sorth British and Mercantile
Insurance Company, 61 Thread-
needle-street, E.C.

Sinclair, Coll Claude, B.A.,

Great-West Life Assurance Co.,

IVinnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
Sindall, Alfred John,
London and Lancashire Life
Assur. Co., 66 4" 67 Cornhill, e.g.

Singer, Charles Paul,

84 Grove-park-ter., Ch iswick, w.
Slimou, William James, F.F.A.,

10 Mayfield-terrace, Edinburgh.

Sloan, Joseph James Eastwood,
Royal Insur. Co., Ltd., Liverpool.

Smith, Frederick James,

Refuge Assurance Company,
Oxford-street, Manchester.

Smith, Reginald Thomas,
1 Ashmount-rd.,Hornsey-lane, x.

Smith, Sydney Arthur George,

Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

King-street, Manchester.

Smith, William,

Standard Life Association, Ltd.,

28 Elizabeth-street, Sydney,
Australia.

Sneddon, Andrew William,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

Spiegel, Eliij William Ralfs,

70 Conisto'ii-rd.,Muswell-hill,y.

Spring, Stanley Harold,

London Guarantee and Accident
Company, 61 Moorgate-st., E.G.

Sprules, Alfied M.,
Trelaione, Sutton, Surrey.

Date of
liecoming
a .Studem

1901

1906

1886

1888

1893

1904

1902

1904

1907

1904

1907

1903

1906

1904

1907

1907

1907

1907

Steffensen, Johan F.,

Forsikringsraadet, 1 Christians-

gade, Copenhagen.
Stephenson, Herbert Roy,
Manufacturer.^' Life Insurance
Company, Toronto, Canada.

Stirling, James, F.F.A.,

Law Union and Croicn Insur.

Co., 126 Chancery-lane, w.c.

Stott, Walter,

Royal Insur. Co.,Ltd.,Liverpool.
Streeter, Theodore Edward, B.A.,

227 Mountain-avenue, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada.
Strong, Gordon Gilbert,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.G.

Strong, William Boughton,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

Stuart, Arthur William,

National Provident Institution,

48 Gracechurch-street , e.g.

Sturgeou, Robert W.,
Royal Insur. Co.,Ltd.,Liverpool.

Sturt, Arthur James,
Pelican and British Empire Life
Office, 10 Lombard-.street, E.c.

Stuttield, Martin,
Consolidated A.s.mr. Company,
Temple-bar-hse., 23 Fleet-st., e.g.

Suddaby, William A.,

Liverpool Tictoria Legal
Friendly Society, St. Andrew-
street, E.G.

Sutton, Maurice William,
9-^ Grove-end-road, St. John's-

wood, >'.w.

Tamkin, Walter Ellis,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

Tayler, Harold H.,

London, Edinburgh <^' Glasgow
Assurance Company, Insurance-

buildings, Farringdon-street, E.G.

Taylor, Frederick George,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, e.g.

Taylor,FrederickRowlandStallard,

Commercial Union Assurance
Co., 24-26 Cornhill, E.G.

Taylor, Herbert George Brooks,

London, Edinburgh and Glasgoto

Assurance Company, Insurance-

buildings, Farringdon-iitreet, E.G.



STUDENTS.

Those iMirl;e<J 1, -J, or 3 haix jnufcd oui', tiro, or three of the four Examino.tlons of the Institute.

Those morlcd (1) kace been exempted -under the Bye-km-s from Hie Examhiatlon la Part I.

Date of
becoming
a Student.

1905 ' 'riionipson, John Henry Kegiuali'.,

Pnidential Assurance Company,
Holhorn-hars, E.C.

1905 1 Tlionipson, Joseph William,

Norwich Union Life Insurance

Socieli), Norwich.
1904) ^ Thompsou, William George,

Commercial I'n ion Assurance Co.,

24-, 25 c\'-26 CurnltiU, E.C.

1906 1 Thomson, Ernest H. W..
Loiidon and Lancashire Fire

Insurce.Cu., Dale-st., Lirerpool.

1907 ' Thornton, Kenneth Leigh,

Scottish Ionian l\' National Insur.

Co., 3 Kini/ WiUiam-st., E.C.

1902 1 Thwaites, Frederick George,

Norwich Union Life Insurance

Societi/, Norwich.

1897 1 Tipping, Oswald,

Trustees, E.recutors and Agency
Co., Limited, 412 Collins-street,

Melbourne, Australia.

1907 ^ Tomlinson, Benjamin,
London, Edinburgh and Glasgow
Assuraiice Company, Insurance-

buildings, Farringdon-st., E.C.

1897 ^Townshemi, Edward Villiers,

Scottish Widows' Fund and Life

Assurance Society, 28 Baldwin-
street, Bristol.

1901 ' Tregaskis, George,
Sun Insur. Office, 40 Chancery-

lane, w.C.

1907 ^ Tremhath, Allan Edward,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

1907 ^ Turner, John Gilmour.

Ausfrcdian Mutual Provident

Society, M(db(H'rne, Australia.

1905 ' Tutill, Hubert Linzee,

English Sf Scottish Law Life
Assur. Association, \2Waterloo-

place, s.w.

1891 Tyler, Edgar Alfred, F.S.S.,

9 Old Jewry-chambers, Ban A', E.C.

1906 1 Tyler, Victor William,

Alliance Assur. Co., Ltd. [Pro-

vident Life Fund), 50 Segent-

street, w.
1906 1 Vaughan, Huhevt,

Citizens' Life Assurance Co.,

Sydney, Australia.

1907 1 Vincherg, Harris Elias,

Provident Saving's Life Assur.

Societii, '346 Broadway, Neiv

York', U.S.A.

Date of
liecoming
:i student.

1905 1

1906 '

1904 1

1903 1

1906 1

1906 1

1900 1

1906 *i)

1898 '

1907 1

1905 '

1902 1

1893 '

1905 1

1904 1

1907 1

1905 1

1902 1

Walker, Dwight A.,

Equitable Life Assurance Sac.

of the United States, 120 Broad-
way, New York, U.S.A.

Wavhurst, James,
Alliance Assur. Co., Ltd. (Pro-

vident Life Fund), 68 Fountain-

street, Manchester.

Warnook-Fielden, Francis Hugh,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

"Watson, Alexander U. I).,

89 Queen-street, Auckland, New
Zealand.

Watson, Andrew Daniel,

Government Insurance Depart-
ment, Ottawa, Canada.

Watson. John A.,

Law Guarantee and Trust Soc,
Ltd., 49 Chancert/-lane, W.C.

Watt, Arthur William,

Sun Life Assur. Co. of Canada,
3Ionfreal. Canada.
Webb, Herbert Anthony, M.A.,

Triniti/ College, Cambridge.
Webb, Lloyd,

Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

26 New-bridge-street, E.C.

Welch, Leslie Gordon,
Pelican and BritishEmpire Life

Office, 70 Lombard-street, E.C.

Wellington, Frank,
Australian Mutual Provident

Society, Melbourne, Australia.

Wellisch, Frederick,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

Welman, Arthur Joseph,

Legal Sf General Life Assurance
Soc, 15 Tithebarn-st., Liverpool.

Welsh, AVillis,

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

Wenn, Albert Edward
Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.c.

Wenyon, Herbert John,

Sun Life Assurance Society,

63 Threadneedle-street, E.C.

White, Osborn Denyer,
Commercial Union Assurance

Co., 24, 25 Sf 26 Cornhill, E.C.

White, Wilfred Clare,

Federal Life Assurance Co.,

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.



XXXI

STUDENTS.

Thoge )narJ:etl 1, 2, or 3, hace passed one, tin.

Those marked (1) h"ce been exempted under

or three of the four Kj.",uinationx of the Instilvte.

the Bye-laics from the Examinat'ion in Part I.

Date of
ti«coiniiig

a Studeut.

1907

1886 1

1905 1

1895 1

1900 1'

1907 1

1906 1

19iJ7 1

1901 -

1894 '

190c

1903 -

Wilkinson, Cecil S.,

Alliance As.ft'.raitce Comfany,
3 Miiiciiig-lane, E.C.

Williams, David, F.S.S.,

181 Queen Victoria-street, E.C.

Williams, Hugh Cordeii,

Australian Mutual Prorident
Sociefii, Melhourne, Australia.

Williams, Heiiry Samuel Walter,

Liverpool iS' London ^' Globe
Lnstir. Co., Melbourne , Australia.

William?, Lewis, B.A.,

Commercial Union Assur. Co.,

24, 25 4-26 Cornhill, E.C.

Williauis, Thomas Walter,
London, JEdinburgh and Glasgow
Assurance Company, Insurance-

buildings, Farringdon-street, E.C.

Williamsou, Wallace White,
Xorwich Union Life Lisurance
Society, yor(rich.

Wilson, William Clement,
Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.,

Barfholomeic-lane, E.C.

Wilton, Herbert George,
Xortcich Union Life Insurance
Society, Xoririch.

Windett, Sydney V.,

Eagle Ins. Co., 79 Pall-mull, S.w.

Wisdom, Sidney Herbert,

Estate Duty Office, Somerset-
house, w.c.

Wolfeuden, Edgar Sydney,
Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Sydney, Australia.

Date of
becoming;
a Stadeut.

1895 1

1901 1

1906 1

1902 1

19<J5 1

1900 '

1907 J

1886

1895 '

1906 1

1903 1

1897 '

1904 '

Wood, Uavid James,
Commercial Union Assurance
Co., 24, 25 4" 26 Cornhill, e.c.

Wood, ]{olaud .Stixart,

Licerpool Sf London 4' Globe
Insurance Co., 1 Cornhill, E.c.

Wootlall, Edward Arthur.

yational Mutual Life Assurance
Soc, 39 King-st., Cheapside, E.c.

Woodhouse, David Alfred,

Mefuge Assurance Co., Oxford-
street, Manchester.

Woodwanl, James Howard,
29 yeirhall-street, Birmingham.
Woolston, Paul Livingston, B.S.,

50 Maine-avenue, Ocean-grove,

JV>(o Jersey, U.S.A.
Wright, Alexander William, [x.

51 Allerton-rd., Stoke Xeicington,

Yeatman, Alexander Alfred,

2 Coleman-streef, e.c
Yeldham, William James,
Prudential Assurance Company,
Molborn-hars, B.C.

Yeomans. Ernest Charles,

Australian TUidoirs' Fund Life
As-9ttr. Soc, Melbourne,Australia.
Young, Henry J.j

Prudential Assurance Company,
Holborn-bars, E.C.

Younger, R. H.,

Liverpool Sf London S^' Globe
Insur. Co., 1 I)ale-st., Liverpool.

Zumstein, Herbert Christian,

Australian Mutual Provident
Society, Melbourne, Australia.

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS.

Belg-ium.
BRUSSELS.
M. George H. Adau,

Directeur- General de la Eoyale Beige
Compagnie Anoni^me d'Assurances d
Forfait sur la vie et contre les Acci-
dents : Rue Boyale CCoin Impasse du
PareJ.

M. Am. Begault, F.A.S.,

Vice-President de VAssociation des
Actuaires Beiges. Membre Corre-
spondant de Ulnstitut des Actuaires
Francais ; 72 Eue du Lac.

M. Leon Uuboisdenghien,
Directeur de la Caisse Generate
d'Epargne et de Retraite ; 96 Rue
Gerard.

M. Le<jn Hauioir,

Directeur- General de la C^- des Pro-
prietaires Reunis ; 16 Rue de Loxum.

M. Fl. Hankar.
Directeur • General de la Caisse

Generate d'Epargne et de Retraite

;

50 Rue du Fosse-aux-Loups.

M. Omer Leprenx, F.A.S.,

Directeur- General Honoraire de la

Caisse Genirale d'Epargne et de

Retraite. Directeur de la Banque
Nationale de Belgique. President du
Comite Permanent des Congres Inter-

nationaux d'Actuaires. President

de rAssociation des Actuaires Beiges.

Membre Correspondant de I'lnstituf

des Actuaires Francais. Jlembre de
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Belg-ium— confd.

BRUSSELS—fo»W.

la Commission Permanenie des

Sociefe's Mutualistes et de la Com-
mission Centrals de Statistique.

Membre de la Commission des

Accidents du Travail. Ancien
Capitaine du Genie Charge de Coitrs

a I'Ecole Militaire; 39 Rue de Turin.

Denmark.
COPENHAGEN.

Prof. Thorvakl NicolaiThicle, Dr. Phi!.,

Stockholmsgade 25.

France.
PARIS.
M. Paul Guicyssc, F.A.S.,

President de I'Insfitut des Actuaires

Francais. Depute du Morbihan ;

2 Bi('e Dante.

M. Hermuiui Lauront, Dr. Sc,

Professeiu- d I'Insfitut Agronomiqv.e.

Vice-President du cercle desActuaires

Francais; \SRue Denfert-Bochereau.

M. Leon Marie, F.A.S..

Sous-Direcfeur, Le Phenix Compagnie
d'Assurances snr la vie. Membre
Correspondant de VAssociation des

Actuaires Beiges. Membre Agrege de

I'Listitut des Actuaires Francais; 28

Pue de CMteaudun {IX'').

M. Albert Quiquet, F.A.S.,

Actuaire, La Nationale Compagnie

d'Assurances sur la vie. Secretaire

de VInstitut des Actuaires Francais

;

17 Rtie Laffitte {IX<^).

M. Alfred Tliomereau,

8 Mue le Peletier.

G-ermany.
GOTH A.

Dr. Johaunes Karup,
Actuary of the Gotha Life Assur-

ance Compang.
Dr. Karl Samwer,
Manager of the Gotha Life Assur-

ance Company, Ohrdruferstrasse, 4.

Hungary.
BUDAPEST.
M. Julius Altenburger,

Consulting Actuary. Corresponding

3Iember of the " Instituf des Actua ires

Francais," and of the "Association

des Actuaires Beiges." Member of
the " Tersicherungs- W'issenschaftliche

Tereinigung of Vienna"; xn.SaJtscir

vt, 20.

Italy.

FLORENCE.
M. Guido Toja,

Ingenienr. Directeur General des

Compagnies Ifaliennes d'Assur-

ances sur la Vie et Contre
L'Dicendie " La Fondiaria."

Membre du Comite permanent
des Congres Internationaux
d'Actuaires. Monbre Correspon-

danf de VAssociation des Actuaires

Beiges. Membre de la " Commis-
sion Peale per la Valutazione dei

disavanzi delle Casse Pensioni
perroviarie Ifaliane." Membre du
" Circolo Matematico di Palermo."
Ancien Professenr charge du Courx
de " Matematica Attuariale a

I'Universifa Bocconi di Milano."
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele.

Russia.

ST. PETERSBURG.
^L Serge de Savitcli,

Professor of Mathematics in the

Flectro-Technical Institute and in

the University of St. Petersburg.

Manager of the Tariffs' Service of
the United Russian Insurance Com-
panies; Nikolaeivskaia, 35.

Spain.
MADRID.

Dr. Jose Maluquer y Salvador,

Insurance Counsellor (Ex-Actuary
at the Home Office). Member of the

Institute of Social Reforms ; calle de
Campomanes, 10.

Sweden.
STOCKHOLM.
M. Anders Lindstedt, Dr. Pliil.,

Professor of Mathematics and
Director of the Polytechnicum.

Counsellor of the Regency for In-

surance Questions. Member of the

Roi/al Siredish Academy of Science ;

etc.

Switzerland.
ZURICH.
Dr. Gottfried Scliaertlin,

Manager of the " Schweizerischen

Lebensversicherungs-tind Rentenan-
stalt."

United States.

NEW YORK.
Mr. David Parks Fackler, M.A., F.A.S.,

Ex-President ofthe Actuarial Society

of America (1891-93). Consulting

Actuary ; 35 Nassau-street.

*»* II is requested that any inaccuracy in the foregoing list may be j^ointed

out to the Assistant Seceetakt.
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On the Valuation of Staff Pension Funds. Part 2.— Widows'

and Children's Pensions (continuedj . By Hexrt William
Maxly, Past-President of the Institute of Actuaries. With

Tables by TVilliam Arthur TTorkmax, of the Equitable

Life Assurance Society. Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries.

[Read before the Institute, 25 Xovember 1907.]

JxT the end of my paper on this subject^ read before the

Institute on the 27 April 1903 {J.I.A., vol. xxx\-iiij p. 101;, I

referred to the question of fines on re-marriage, and the possibility

of including the risk of second and subsequent marriages in the

original contributions. I had previously explained that if the

value of the risk of the first marriage onlv had been accuratelv

calculated, the fine on the second and every subsequent marriage

must be Oy— a^y, or, to be more accurate, dy—d^. This, I

stated, was not likely to be tolerated in the Rules of any of these

Funds.

It might be possible to substitute a fine on the death of the

wife, in which case the calculations would have to be based on

tables constructed similarlv to those given bv Dr. Sprasue at

the end of his paper " On the Rates of Re-marriage among

Widowers " {J.I.A., vol. xxii, p. 77). The fine would be much
less than the value of a sun'ivorship annuity oa re-marriage, but

I do not think that such a scheme would commend itself to the

vol. xlii. b
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members of these Funds. They would be asked to pay a fine at

a time when expenses were heavy, and no doubt all would declare

that they had no intention of re-marrying.

There are left only two courses, either (i) to include the value

of the risks of second and subsequent marriages in the original

contribution, or (ii) to fix beforehand what the fine is to be on

re-marriag:e and to calculate the contribution accordinslv. Either

of these methods involves the construction of a table showing

the numbers Avho marry and re-marry at each age, as well as

the numbers who die as husbands and widowers after the first,

second, third, and subsequent marriages.

If we were going to estimate the exact value of the risk in

respect of each person entering the Fund, irrespective of fines,

we should require three sets of elaborate tables for each possible

age at entry to the Fund. Thus we should start at age 15 with

10,000 bachelors, and trace them for every year of life, recording

how many would die as bachelors, how many as husbands, and

how many as widowers of the first, second, and subsequent

marriage at every age until all were dead. As the earliest age at

marriage is 20, we should next start at that age, and at every

subsequent age, with 10,000 bachelors, and trace them to the end

of life. For bachelors we should want 45 select tables. For

the husbands we should have to start at age 20, and at every

subsequent age, wnth 10,000 husbands, and trace each set

separately to the end of life, recording at each age in each table

the deaths of husbands and widowers after the first, second, and

subsequent marriages. For these 44 select tables would be

required. Then for widowers we should have to start at age 21,

and at every subsequent age, with 10,000 widowers, tracing them

to the end of life, and recording at each age in each table the

number who die as widowers of the first marriage, the numbers

who die as husbands and widowers of the second marriage, and

so on. But if extreme accuracy be required, the tables for

widowers at each age at entry should be divided into separate

tables for 1st year of widowerhood, 2nd year of widowerhood,

3rd year of widowerhood, and so on, because the probability of

re-marriage of a widower varies with the length of widowerhood,

so that for widowers about 400 select tables would be necessary.

Then if the element of withdrawals be introduced, it will be seen

that the work would assume gigantic proportions. One set of

tables could be made to help the others : thus, by calculating

the tables for widowers first, the tables for husbands would be
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easier of construction : and when the tables for husbands were

completed; the tables for bachelors would be easier to calculate.

Such a series of tables would be extremely useful for makina;

a valuation, but the labour of calculating them would be out of

all proportion to their value. These Funds are of the nature of

Co-operative Mutual Benetit Associations, and not Societies for

the insurance of individual risks. Each person contributes

either a fixed annual sum or a percentage of his salary towards

pro^uding for all the widows and orphans in the whole body
;

and, if the bachelor and widower do happen to pav more than

the true mathematical value of their risks, 1 think there are

some members of the opposite sex who would be inclined to say

" And quite right, too.^'

It would seem, therefore, that the table best suited for our

piu'pose is an aggregate one, showing the number living and

remaining on the staff at each age, and the numbers who die at

each age as bachelors, husbands and widowers. If all those on

the staff entered at about the same age, then the calculation, by

such a table, of the contributions required would be fairly

accurate, and the reserve by such a table would probably

be greater than a reserve by Select Tables, because the

contributions to be valued are not net premiums.

In the first paper in this section, " "Widows' and Children's

Pensions" {J.I.A., vol. xxxviii, p. 105), I described how my
Table 45 was constructed. My Table No. 3 {J.I.A., vol. xxxvi,

p. 261), showing the numbers remaining, withdrawing and

dyins each year out of a certain number enterins: at a a:iven age,

was extended to the end of life, and taken as a basis. The

numbers dying were then divided into " bachelors " and
"^ married " by means of one of Mr. A. Hewat's tables, and the

married were subdivided up to age 65 into husbands and

widowers by means of Mr. G. King's Table C, in his paper
'' On Family Annuities." The numbers of husbands and

widowers dying after 65 were obtained bv ascertainins: how
many couples out of husbands and wives sul•vi^•ing at age 65

would survive every year to the end of life. This was facilitated

by assuming that no marriage after 65 was recognized by these

Funds. A table constructed with such various materials cannot

be considered as very satisfactory, and it would be better, if

possible, to build up one on scientific principles.

I shall now describe how Table Xo. 60, on pp. 30-1, was

constructed scientifically. The rates of mortality and with-

B 2
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drawal were to be the same as used in my Table No. 3,

but, as it was necessary to have a larger radix, the table

starts with 200,000 living at age 15 instead of 20,000, so that

the number living at each age is 10 times greater than in

Table 3.

We started with the construction of a table for husbands

alone, showing, out of 100,000 husbands at the age of 20, the

number of husbands which would be left at each age ; the

number of husbands becoming widowers and the total widowers

at each age; the husbands who die as husbands and the

widowers who die at each age ; and the numbers of husbands

and widowers who withdraw at each age. A check table based

on my ^''Qx and modified ^^rW^as formed showing the total numbers

dying and withdrawing at each age. For the death-rate amongst

wives, I used Mr. Hewat's " Probability of dying in a year ''

amongst Scottish bankers^ wives. (Page 4-4 of his work). For the

age of the wife, I used the same age for y, corresponding to

the age x as in Table K. The table therefore will not represent

the probable number who will become widowers throughout the

remainder of life, out of the husbands living at any given age,

by the deaths of their own wives ; but, at any given age x, will

give the number of husbands becoming widowers betw^eeu the

ages of X and x+\, out of the husbands living at age x

married at all ages up to age x.

The Table required most careful and delicate construction.

Column 2 contains the number of husbands existing as

husbands at each aue.

Column 3 contains the number of husbands of the a2:e x

becoming w^idowers between the ages x and x + \.

The number who become widowers and survive to

age x+1 is evidently ^lx>^Px(],y', but then there are

a certain number of cases w'here both husband and

wdfe die in the year, and in half those cases we may
assume that the wife dies first, so that ^ H 4 x q^q^j

will be husbands who become widowers in the year

and die in the year ; consequently, HA-/j..= H/j.

[Pxqy + hqxqy]-

Column 5 contains the number of husbands who die as

husbands in the year. This will be ^Ixqx, less those

cases where both husband and wife die in the year

and the wife dies first=^H4 x g'^.g-^ ; consequently,

Hdx=^lx {qx—^qxqy)-
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Column 6 contains the husbands becoming widowers in

the year and dying before the end of the year.

These are the cases where both husband and wife die

in the year and the wife dies first= ^ H/^ x q^qy

Column 8 contains the number of husbands withdrawing

as husbands during the year. The number of

husbands living at age x is H Ij., and the number who

withdraw during the year will be H /^ x ^''qj; ; but then

HA;4 will become widowers during the year; and on

the principle that they will be exposed to risk on the

average, half a year, h H M^ x ^'^qx will become

widowers before they withdraw, hence those who

withdraw as husbands will be (H/^;— iHA:^) "'5^..

Column 9 contains the number of husbands who will

become widowers and withdraw as widowers during

the year= i H klj. x "-"^.i..

Column 4 contains the number of widowers at age x where

K /^^ 1= K/^+ H A7^.— K r/^.— H kdj.— H kiCj:— KiVx

:= K Z^— K 6?j.— K ^r^ + H /,7^— H kd^r^— H kwx,

that is to say the widowers living at age x+ 1 will be

the widowers living at age x less those who die and

withdraw, and the husbands who become widowers

between the ages of x and x-\-\ less those who die

and withdraw before the end of the year.

Column 7 contains the number of widowers who die

between x and x + \ out of those who enter as

widowers at age a = K /^ x q^'

Column 10 contains the number of widowers who withdraw

between x and x+\ out of those who enter as

widowers at age a;= K/_j x ^'-'qx-

There should be another column showing the number of

widowers living at age^+1 out of those who become widowers

between ages x and rc+1; that is HA7j;— HAy?^— HA-u'j, which

for distinction I would call Hlx+i or H^/a.+i.

Column 2 contains the numbers surviving as husbands at

age X, so that H/^^i=h4— Hit/^— H</^— Hm-^, that

is to say, the number of husbands existing at

age 07+ 1 will be the number living at age x less those

who become widowers during the year less the

numbers who die and withdraw as husbands during

the year.
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The total deaths during the year, namely, Hd^ + ^kclx + ^d^

must equal the d^ in the check table, and the total withdrawals,

namely, H;r^ + HA'ir^. + Kit-j. must equal the iVy.'\n the check table.

Column 5 shows the number of widows to be provided

for, and the sum of columns 6 and 7 the number

of widowers dying.

Next it was necessary to have a table showing the number of

widowers who re-marry at each age and the number who die as

widowers without re-marrying ; but in order to do this we must

know the rate of re-marriage of widowers at each age amongst

the class with which we are supposed to be dealing.

After examining all the various data and tables of re-marriage,

I came to the conclusion that Mr. Hewat's table of the "Probabilitv

of a Bachelor marrying in a Year'^, on page 21 of his work on
" An Investigation of the Marriage and Mortality Experience of

a Scottish Ministers' Widows' and Orphans' Fund", would

represent fairly well the probability of a widower marrying in a

year, amongst tlie staff in a commercial or banking institution.

The following is the table of rates adopted.

T.AJ3LE P.

ProhalAUty of a JFidovjer marrying in a year=mx.
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dying as a widower before the end of the year, as the figures

would be too small to be of any account.

The Table for widowers will be found on pages 28-9.

Column (2) shows the number of widowers existing at

each age a-=K4.

.

Column (3) shows the number of widowers who marry

between the ages x and :c + l = Kh/j;.

Column (6) shows the number of widowers who die as

widowers after first mamage only= (K/^.— |KA4)^a,.

Column (7) shows the number of widowers for the first

time who withdraw ={Kl^—4r^hlj.) ""g^ . .

Column (8) shows the number of widowers who marry

and die as husbands between the ages x and.r + 1

and Column (9) shows the number who marry and withdi'aw

between the ages x and x + l=^^KhlxX^'^qx'

Column 10 shows the number of husbands for the second

time existing at the next higher age

—

H-lx+i= Khlx—{i<hdx + Khwx) •

A check table was made from the formula

AVe next started with the table for Bachelors, which was

constructed in a similar way to the table for Widowers, as the

probability of a bachelor marrying and dyinsc a widower in the

same year was omitted, the fio-ures bein^ insignificant. The

probability of a bachelor man-ying in a year was that given by

Mr. A. Hewat for "Scottish Bankers'' in his Table C. We
started w^th 200,000 bachelors at the age of 15, in order to

compare easily the results ^vith Table No. 45.

The Table is printed on pages 24-5, and it will be seen that

the headings are the same as in the table for Widowers^, with the

substitution of B for K.

Column (lOj shows the number of husbands existing at

age x+ 1 out of those who married between the

ages X and x+'i.

By means of our table for Husbands, it is possible to trace the

fate of these husbands to their first widowerhood.

I will ask you first to look at the Table for husbands. There

you will find that out of 91,418 husbands living at age 21, so

many will become widowers, so many die as husbands for the

first time, so many die as widowers for the first time, and so

many survive as widowers, at each age to the end of the table, as
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set out in the respective columns. Now, if you look at the table

for Bachelors, you will see that there are 306 husbands starting

at the age of 21, who can be traced to their first widowerhood by
multiplying the columns in the Husbands' table, commencing at

age 21, by
-, . Similarly, the 952 husbands in the Bachelors'

£71,4*10

table, starting at age 22, can be traced to their first widowerhood

by multiplying the columns in the Husbands' table, commencing
952

at age 22, by „ . -,^^ , and so on.
'^

-^ 84,190
"We have, therefore, to find the ratio of Hl^. in the Bachelors'

table to the Hl^ in the Husbands' table for each age, which, for

the moment, we will call r,r. Now if we set out the details of

one of the columns in the Husbands' table, say column Hc?^., and

place the ratios underneath, thus

—

Hdx ^dx+i Hc?a,+2 H^x+3 ^dx+i

Tx fx 1'x '^x 1'x •

'"j + l ^*+l 1'x+\ 1'x + \

^'x+2 ''a;+2 '"x+a

'x + 3 '> x-ki

'^'x-k-i

it will be seen that, by making a constant addition of the ratios,

we shall obtain a series of multipliers which, when multiplied into

the figures in the column in the Husbands' table opposite the

same ae;e, will give us the fate of all the husbands existins: at

each age x+Wn the Bachelors' table up to their first widowerhood.

We thus obtain the columns Hc?^, Hkdx, and Klx+\-

By applying the Widowers' Table in the same w^ay to the

newly obtained Klx-^\ column, we shall obtain the columns Krf^.,

^hdx, and H-lx+\. Then following the same process as before

with the figures in the column H^lx+\ as we did with the Hlx+i

column, we obtain H^c^^^, H-kdx, and KHx+\ ; and the process can

be repeated until there are no widowers under the age of 65 to

get married.

It might be advisable to explain that the numbers recorded

as dying as husbands and widowers at age x are not the deaths

among those M'ho contracted marriages at age x alone, but also

among the members who had been previously married and were

existing at age x.

Considering the conglomerate way in which my Table No. 45

was constructed from materials obtained from various sources, it

would be extremely interesting to compare the two tables, and,

incidentally, to ascertain how far second and third marriages were
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included in the first table. This can be easily done by dividing

all the figui-es in Table 60 by 10. I have prepared a diagram

showing the number who die as husbands in Table 45, the

number who die as husbands of the first marriage, and the total

who die as husbands after any marriage in Taljle 60 ; also the

number who die as widowers in Table 45, the number who die

as widowers of the first marriage, and the number who die as

widowers after any marriage in Table 60.

It w^ould appear from this diagram that more than first

marriages were included in Table 45 up to age 70, but that after

that age the widowers increased rapidly. The actuarial calculation

after age 65, based on the English Life Table No. 3, evidently

had the result of increasing the mortality anions; wives.

This diagram is not open to the objection to diagrams showing

the number of deaths at each age in two different Life Tables,

because the number living at each age and the number of deaths

and withdraw^als at each age are the same in both tables.

Table No. 60 will only aff"ord the means of ascertaining

the values of the liabilities arising from the death of a husband

or widower. I have not thought it necessary to make a table for

ascertaining the value of a fine on remarriage, but, if any Member

of the Institute would like to undertake the task, I am sure we

should all be delighted. He would start with the Bachelors'

Table, recording B/^ and Hlx^\ for each age. Then by tracing

the number of Hlx at each age separately to their first widower-

hood by means of the Husbands' Table and in the way explained

on p. 8, he would record H/^, Klx+i. By use of the "Widowers'

Table he would obtain K/^,, Khl^, and H-l^+i, and using the

Husbands' Table again for H'-l^ for each age separately, he

would obtain H-l^ and K-lx+\, and so on. The total of all the

Bachelors, Husbands, and Widowers living at each age, that is

B/x+ h4+ Klx+ H%+ KHx+ &c., would be equal to h in Table 60,

and the fines would be levied on KA/^, K^hlx+^^hlx-'t^c.

A great number of Monetary Tables have been calculated

on the Bachelors', Husbands' and Widowers' Tables, which

might prove useful in certain cases, but I shall not publish

them unless it is the wish of the Council that they should

appear in the Journal.

The numbers of Husbands and Widowers dying and the

values of
\V«-^r e(16)^j- K.YCn-jif- Of'.(lC)-^r—^—^ ^—^ " ^ and ^^

for first marriage only and for all marriages at 4 per-cent
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interest are given on pages 32-5. The number of wiflrrzW men
clA'ins: at each asre beiuir the same whether first marriasres onlv

oa(16)^r

are taken, or all marriages, the value of '—^ will be the

^^
same for both. By these tables comparison can be made of the

value of the benefits Avhen only one marriage is allowed for, and

when all marriages are included in the contribution. The difference

will of course be the value, at entry^ of the benefit of including

all marriages after the first.

I should like here to acknowledge my great indebtedness to

Mr. W. A. Workman, F.I. A., for his careful construction of these

tables, over which he has expended a great amount of labour, and

exercised the most exemplary patience. If it had not been for

his perseverance, sometimes under the most trying circumstances,

when the work seemed to g-o wrons;, I do not think these tables

would have seen the lisrht.'o'

The Importance of a Correct Scale of Salaries.

In the first part of this work I stated that the amount of the

salary was not very important so long as we had a table representing

the relative yearly increase ; and I showed on page 232 (vol. xxxvi)

that the formulas were independent of the amount of salary.

The reason was that all the benefits there investigated were

functions of the salarv. and could onlv varv in relation to the

salary according to the ratio of increase in such salary. The case

is very difi"erent with the benefits we are now investigating, for

thev are in no sense a function of the salarv, vet the contributions

are dependent on the amount of salary and its probable increase;

consequently, it is very important that the scale of salaries used in

the calculations should represent the actual salaries and their

average increase as accurately as possible. In the illustrations to

this second part of the work, I have used the scale adopted in the

first part, because the tables were already calculated ; but I have

another scale representing the average salary in an old but

progressive Bank, and I will place it side by side with the other

scale representing the salaries in a Railway Company, together

with the quinquennial ratio of increase in each. When the ratios

of increase alone form the basis of the calculations, the diff"erence

in the results would probably not be very great ; but when the

amounts of the salaries as well as the ratio of increase have to be

taken into consideration the difi"erence would be large.
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Table S.

Shoiving two different scales of Average Annual Salaries, representing

those of a great Bailway Company, and a large Bank, and the

ratio of increase in every 5 years.

Age
(x)
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Conclusion.

In taking farewell of this work, permit me to say that I

greatly appreciate the good opinions which have been expressed

upon it by all members of the profession. I have been encouraged

to go much further than I ever intended ; but the work has had

a fascination which I could not resist.

The formulas I have deduced are universal in their application,

but the material on which we have to base our calculations is often

of very inferior quality. It would be impossible to make a

standard Table of Experience to apply to all Funds alike, for

rates of mortality, marriage, withdrawal, retirement and salary

will vary, not only in different trades and institutions, but in

different districts.

When we have to value a Staff Pension Fund, it is often

possible to obtain enough material to deduce a fairly good

experience ; but for the valuation of a "Widows^ and Orphans'

Fund, there is no institution large enough to afford all the

material necessary to make such a table as we require. Our only

hope is to induce eveiy Fund to keep its records on cards of one

common form, and at some future time for the Institute or some

Committee to undertake the task of collecting these cards and

extracting therefrom the experience for each class of risk. The

following is the form of card which I would suggest. Strict

injunctions should be given that no card is ever to be destroved.
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Name of Fund

No

Name

Occupation or Rank

DATE OF

Birth

Entry on Fund

1st Marriage ...

Death, 1st Wife

2nd Marriage ...

Death, 2nd Wife

Withdrawal

Retirement on Pension

Death

M.

Age of

Member '
Wife

Y. M. Y. M.

Christian Name of

1st Wife

2nd Wife
X.B.—Tliis for identification.

CHILDREN

Date of

Birth Death

M. M.

Age at
D'th of
Memb'r

Y. M.

CHILDREN

Date of Age at
j

' D'th of
Birth Death Memb'r

7

8

9

10

11

i 12

M. M. Y. M.

I

REMARKS:—
N.B.—This for 3rd and subsequent marriages.
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Back of Card.

[Jan.
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POSTSCRIPT.

In his paper ''•' On Staff Pension Funds " {J.I.A., xxxix,

p. 129), Mr. George King says in a postscript (p. 179) that he

fortunately showed a proof of his Addendum to Mr. E. C. Thomas,

who brought to his notice a shorter and more elesant wav, due

to Mr. Manly, of finding the value of /F^".

Let ^".vMr= Sx- 1 X ^M^'^

y&x =^ 2/Mi

S-\-ryTP,

Then f^Y7=^f^

This puzzled me terribly. I naturally felt flattered by

Mr. King's description of my work, but could not recognize

my own child in the garb in which he had dressed it. I

asked Mr. Thomas what it was supposed to represent, and he

said it was what we called the ^|r formula which we used in

a heavy piece ' of work in which he ably assisted me in

1903-4. AVhenever I have had occasion to refer to Mr. King^s

paper, I have always been attracted to that page, but I

could never understand the demonstration, and could never

recognize in it anything which I had done. This is so

unlike Mr. King, because as a rule his demonstrations are very

clear.

Recently I had occasion to open out the pile of papers

connected with that piece of work, and I found the formula.

My demonstration of it took more than three lines, it, in fact, took

ten. I did not think anything particular of it at the time, but

Mr. King has made the problem famous. There will be,

therefore, no haim in my giving a full demonstration of

the Problem in my own way.

Prohlem XYIb. To find the value of a pension based on

a varying proportion of average salary according to the number

of years of service, no pension allowed if retirement takes place

within t years.

This is a variation of my Problem Xb {J.I.A., xxxvi, p. 238) ;

and as the simplest way" of dealing with problems in average

salary is to alter the form and deal with total salary^, it will

be desirable to change " proportion of average salary " into

'' proportion of total salary."
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Let us call the completed years of membership t, and the

proportion of total salary corresponding to t, -yjrf

To make the problem clearer^ I give two Specimen Pension

Scales. The first is taken from Mr. King's paper {J.I.A., xxxix,

p. 162), and the other is one-fiftieth of average salary for each

completed year, up to a maximum proportion of two-thirds of

average salary.

Specimen Pension Scale. No. 1.

Completed
Years of

Membership
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Out of l^ persons entering at age a*, r^+t will retire between

the years t and t+1, and the value of the pensions will be

(assuming that s is paid for the whole year),

The value of the pensions to those who retire in the vear

/+1 to t + -2 will be

Now it is quite evident that f^'^^rxdj^^i will be common to all

the tables. We shall therefore construct that table and call

it ''^C, • Then making cc= 16, 17, 18, 19 ... 40 successively,*

we multiply '''Cj-^t by yp-f, '"C^+f+i by -^t+i, and so on. These

values we will call "^""Cr. Suramins: these values like the

M column, we get "^'"'M^. The summation of
'^'

"'C must be

continued to age a- as in my Table 9 for '^^l^. {J.I.^.,xxx\i,267},

The value of the pension, at age x+ n, in respect of past

contributions will be

(total past salarv) x
'

,

If the contribution is 2i per-cent of salary, the total past

salary will be total contributions multiplied by 40.

Vi'e next proceed to find the value in respect of future salary.

It will be seen from the detailed demonstration of the values

that s.r is common to the first column, s.r+i common to the second

column and so on. If now we multiply "^"'M, by Sj-, we
obtain the total of the first column, aud it we multiply

'^"M,^i by Sx+i, we get the total of the second column, ^c. But

the value of "^"'M, .^*(j. is too large by the value in respect ot"

half the salary for the first year, that is, by hsT-'^''"Cx, so that

we must make a column in each of the tables, of

^•'"M:,.s.r-K.'^-"'C,, which we will Call ^•'-''M^

We then proceed to sum this column like the E column,.

obtainins: therebv a column which we will call '^''^"Kt : and the
*_ , ^- ^

* Probably 20 tables would lie suflBcient for the First Pension Scale, and
16 for the Second.

VOL. XLII. C
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value of the pension j, at age x-\-n, in respect of future salary

will be

(salary at age x+ n) x
jyu

s

n

It does not matter whether s^ or ^^^ is used in the

calculations. By the latter the decimal point is set two places

back in both numerator and denominator.

It will, no doubt, be noticed that I have adopted Mr. King's

method of making the correction for the excess of half-year's

salary in ascertaining the second formula. It is better than mine

as it only involves one deduction and one summation, whereas

mine involves two summations and one deduction. My formula

lor luture salary was -— .

T)

The aijreement of the two formulas will be seen at once by

the following explanation. Mr. King's formula is obtained from

while mine is obtained from

I should like here to be allowed to express in the strongest

terms my protest against representing these formulas by a central

symbol F with a lot of little letters round it. The beauty, poAver,

character and identity of the formulas are entirely lost in an

attempt to represent them by one insignificant and unrepresentative

symbol.

Is it more trouble to write

^ or ^"" than ^^F^,

or ^' or — than (F^?

^Vhen you have learnt my notation {J.I.A., xxxvii, 236) you can see

at a glance what the formulas represent. ^-^ is the assurance

of an annuity at retirement of -x/r at the date of retirement, and when

multiplied into past salary will give the present value of pension,

at date of retirement, of i/r times the past contributions. is
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the increasing assurance of an annuity, at retirement, of future

salary multiplied by i/r at the date of retirement equated to 1 of

salary at x, so that ~ multiplied by salary at x is the

present value of the pension at retirement of -v/r times the future

salary.

With the knowledge of the characteristic significance of these

formulas it is often possible to build up a solution of a difficult

problem. Let us take the special form of return on death in Mr.

King's paper [J.I. A., xxxix, p. 144), which gave him so much
trouble.

Problem XVII B. Find the present value, at age at entrance

X, of the return on death of the whole of the member's and the

company's contributions if death occurs within ten years of entry,

and the return, if death occurs after ten years, of one half of the

average salary from date of entry.

Mr. Thomas has pointed out {J. I. A., xxxix, p. 206) that the

best way to solve this problem is to follow my invariable practice,

when average salary is involved, of altering the form of the

question from proportion of average salary to proportion of

total salary. The problem will thus present itself in the following

form, if we assume that the member's contribution is 24 per-cent

of salary, and the company's contribution the same.

Special Return on Death.

1

Completed years of
Membeisliip

;

(0
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that is to say (Present salary) x —^^''
. The same results could

Jj.v + v

he obtained by substituting- d for ra in the demonstration in the

previous Problem.

Members may be pleased to have the investigation of another

formula which I used on the same occasion.

Problem XYIIIb. To find the value of the return, in the event

of death after retirement, and before the payments of pension

amount to the total contributions without interest, of the

difference between the total contributions and the ])aymcnts

of pension.

Let c be the total contributions to date of retirement, and let

yfrf be the proportion of total salary payable as pension on

retirement at age x + t + h .

Then the number of years during which there will be a risk

of ])aying something in excess of the pension will be

-— =^, and the number of months= 12/3.

All pensions are payable monthly, so that the risk for the

first month will be c, for the second month c— T^'^tj ^ov the

2
third month c— y-r-v/r^, and so on.

Now, €= 12/3 X ^,y^f, so that the value of the risk will be

The values of M and D would have to be calculated bv the

Table used in valuing the pension annuities.

Let us call the value of the temporary decreasing assurance,

7.1+^+1, then the value of the total risk on retirement at

age x+t + ^ will be yfrt.dx+f+i + yx+t+i- For our purpose,

however, it would be better to express the value in terms

of -ylrt . f7.r+^+A , SO that we can write it as 1^^ . ^7.r+/4.i(l + K.v+t+h) where

/c^.+^4.i= .

"^"
. We can then subtsitute for '\lrt(7x+t+^ i^^ the

demonstration in Problem XYIb above, the term yp'fa-c+f+^
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{l+Kx+/+i)- The value of the pension, together with the

return of the excess of total contributions over pension payments

in event of death before /3 years, will be, at age x + n,

(total past salary) x ^+'^ + (salary at age x+ n) x ''+"
.

It would be extremely laborious and troublesome to calculate

these values if yjrf varied according to t, as in the specimen

pension scale in Problem XVIb.

If -yfr were constant, k w'ould still vary slightly ; but if yjr and k

were both constant, there would be no difficulty, for the value of

the risk for both pension and assurance would be

I

(total past salary) x '-^^ + (salary at age o^'+ Ji) x —~-^^ r x T|r(l + «).

This presents a possible solution of the Problem by

approximation.

If we go a step further and suppose (h-+i to be constant, then

we shall have, as the value of both benefits,

- (total past salary) x —'^^'
-f (salary at age x+ n) —7— - x dx+x x -\|^(1 +«)

The proposal to treat d as a constant is not so very

outrageous, for if you will look at my Table 8 {J.I.A., xxxvi,

266), you will see that the extreme limits of a' are 6*99 at age

20, and 9*01 at age 55. But if we take the ages from 50 to 64,

when the majority of the retirements take place, it will be found

that the average of a' is 8'75, which is the value for age 60, and

that the extreme divergence from that is +'26 at age 55, and
— '78 at age 64.

If, then, we had in the valuation schedule the totals of the

values of

rTi s rij s

(i) (total past salary) x —- + (present salary) x —/,

(ii) (total past salary) x '' + (present salary) x "^

D. ^^ - D^

(iii) (total past salary) x ^ + (present salary) x
D, ^^

'' Di
'
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we could find the average f7a.+i by dividing (ii) by (i), and the

average of -v/r by dividing (iii) by (ii), and the average age at

retirement could be found by reference to Ox+}-

These values are not, as a rule, separately calculated, so we

must exercise our best judgment in selecting the average age

at retirement and the average \\r.

Suppose we take a concrete example. Say total ordinary

contributions 5 per-cent of salary; average '\|r=l|^ per-cent of

total salary= '01667; average age at retirement 63. It would

not be wise to select a much younger age. Rate of interest

4 per-cent guaranteed, and mortality after age 63 the same as

0^^ Table.

To avoid very small values, let us say c= 5 and -v^^lf, then

C "ylf 5
B =— =3, and the number of months will be 36. tr = r^r. •

y- 12 OD

The value, at the moment of retirement, of the risk of having

to make a return of excess of contributions over pension

payments will be

5 1 ( )

36 d73 i
'^^^'^^''

~

^^''"^ + ^^ ^^^^'^'^ - Mes^J + . .

.

+
1 (MeoH- ^lee)

J"

.

Now, if we assume
1

,

Mg3 - M63,v)= (Mos^,- Mes^,) = . . . = (:\l65}.> - ^loe) = ^ vSUz- Meo) r

w^hich is most likely to be the case, seeing that for the first

two years after retirement the mortality is above the normal, we
have

^ (Mc3-M66)= g^(3004-80-2509-36) =13-762.

This has to be multiplied by 666, the sum of 36 terms

of an ai'ithmetical series of which the first term is 36 and

the last term 1,

2)gg= 477rO, and the value of the assurance will be

A X JL X 666 X 13-762= -2668.
36 4771

The value of tTgs is 9-119, so that the value of the pension

and assurance, that is 'ylrax+ jj-, w'ill be

(9-119 xl|)+-2668=(15-1983 + -2668)=15-1983(l + -0176)

K= '0176,
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aud the value of the risk is about If per-cent of the value of the

pensions.

There now remains the question of the value of the risk in

respect of those who have been pensioners for less than three

years. On the payment of the first monthly pension the value

will be

and on the second monthly payment, it will be

^63,%36Iwi'*'^'-^-^^"^'+---.

The best way to do this is to make a double summation like

o 1
the M and R columns, of 13-762, so that S.S (13762),

36 D,;3

will be the value of the risk at the moment of retirement.

5 1— • • S.S(13"762)2 will be the value immediately on the
36 Dsst?^.

5 1
pa\Tnent of the first monthly pension, ^'^— " S.S(13'762)3

the value on the second monthly payment, and so on. The

values in the column of double summation must be multiplied by

5 . .— and divided by the appropriate D.^ x T^f/j. {i.e., 15"1983). The
OD

result will be the ratio of the value of the pension to be set aside

for the risk. It has been my practice to make additional

calculations for those who have retired after age 63.
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 57.

—

The Bachelors' Table.

Shmcing out of 200,000 Bachelors at age 15, the numbers living and
(lying at each age as Bachelors, the number icho marry before the

Mxt age, and the number v:ho pass out of observation at the next

age as Husbands, after alloicing for tcithdraicals.
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 57.

—

The Bachelors' Takle—continued.

Shmdng out of 200,000 Bachelors at age 15, the numhers Uiingand dying

at each age as Bachelors, the number v:ho marry before the neji age,

and the number who pass out of observation at the next a<ie as

husbands, after allov/ing for uithdrairaU.

Age
X
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 58.

—

The Husbands' Table.

Showing, out of 100,000 Husbands at the age of 20, the mimlers living

at each age as Hushands and iridowers, and the numbers dying at

each age as Husbands and JFidovsers. Also, out of a certain

nurnher of Husbands at each age, the number who become Widmcers

within a year, after allmcing for withdrav:als.
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fiind

for Widows and Orphans.

Table 58

—

{continued).—The Hu.sband.s" Table.

Shmting, out of 100,000 Hushands at the age of 20, the mrmhers livinrj

at each age as Husltands and Widov:ers, and the numbers dying at

each age as Hushands and TFidmvers. Also, out of a certain

mimber of Husltands at eaxh age, the nvmher u-ho become JFidovjers

vjithin a year, after allmcing for v:ithdrav:ads.
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 59.

—

The Widowers' Table.

Slioiving, out of 100,000 JFidowers at age 20, the numbers living and
dying at each age as JFidoivers, the number who re-marry before the

ni'xt age, and the nuinber v:ho pass out of ohserration at the next age

as Second Husbands, after aUoioing for icithdraivals.

Age
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Ophans.

Table 59.

—

The ^\'ido\vers" Table— (canfinued).

S/ioi'.inr/, out of 100,000 JFidaifers of age 20, the numbers living and

dying at each age as Wulmvers, the niunher tvho re^man-y liefore the

ne?i age, and tlie numher vjJio i^ass out of observation at the ney^t age

ff-s Second Husfjands, after aUovnng for vnthdrav:als.

1

A:;e
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 60.

Showing, out of 200,000 persons of the age of 15, the number living

and remaining on the Staff at each age ; and the mimhers lolio die

at each age as Bachelors and as Husbands and JFidowers of first

laarriages only, of second marriages only, of third marriages

only, and of fourth marriages only, after cdloicing for withdrawals.

!
Age
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Hypothetical Experience of StaflF Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table ^Q—iwrdinwid).

Showing, out of 200,000 persons of the age of 15, the nurnher living

a/nd remaining on the Staff at each age ; and the numbers who die

at each age o-s Bachelors, and o-^- Husbands and Wvlowers of first

mamuges only, of secowl marriages only, of third marria/jes

only, a.nd of fouiih marriages only, after allowing for withlraicals.

lAge
{x)
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Hypothetical Experience of Staflf Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 61.

Giving the immhers of Hushands and JVidovjen dying at each age of the

first marriage onJij and of any numher of juarriages, and the present

value per meinher (v:hcther Bachelor, Hnshand or JFidov:er) of on

annuity of 1 to a IJldoic to commence at the death of a Hushand.
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 61

—

{continued).

Giving the numbers of Hushands ami JVidmvers dying at each age of the

first marriage only and of any number of maniages, awl the present

value per member (v:hether Bachelor, Husband or Widower) of an
annuity of I to a TFidou: to commence at the death of a Husband.
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 62.

Giving the present rahieft per rneuiher (tvhefher Barhehr, Rushand, or

JFidoiL-er) of an annuity of 1 to commence at the death of a Uldow
and to continue until the youngest surviving child reaches the age

of 16 ; of an annuity of 1 to each of the children of a married

man (whether Hnsland or JFidoiver) until they reach the age tf/" 16 ;

and of an annuity of 1 to commence at the death of a IFidoicer

and to continue until the youngest sundving child reaches the age o/ 16.

Age
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Hypothetical Experience of Staff Pension Fund
for Widows and Orphans.

Table 62

—

(continued).

Giving the ixresent values per memher (whether Bachdor, Husband, or

Widoioer) of an annuity of 1 to commence at the death of a Widoio

and to continue until the ijounged surviving child reaches the age

of 16 ; of an annuity of 1 to each of the children of a married man
(whether Hushand or JFidower) until they reach the age of 16;
ami of an annuity of 1 to commence at the death of a TFidower and
to continue until the youngest surviving child reaches the age of 16.
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A Pension Fund Problem ; ivith some remarks on the deduction

of Salary-scales. By James Bacon, F.I.A., Actuary and

Secretary of the Liverpool Victoria Insurance Corporation,

Limited.

[Read before the lustitute, 25 November 1907.]

IMll. T. G. ACKLAND, in the course of the discussion upon

Mr. Manly's paper " On the Valuation of Staff Pension Funds ",

presented the following; problem for solution by the members of

the Institute—" In the case of a superannuation fund^ established

" in connection with a municipality or corporation^ to which the

" employees contribute at a fixed rate, what will be the probable

" annual charge iipon the rates of the City during the next ten

" years, during the following ten years, and so on for fifty years,

'^ supposing that the present staff of the Corporation is adequate

" in number for the needs of the Corporation, and that new
'' entrants come in only in replacement of those who die,

" withdi-aw, or retire " ? {J.I. A., xxxvi, p. 283).

It is sometimes the case that a commercial undertaking

merely guarantees the stability of its staff pension fund, without

making an adequate annual contribution from which to build up

the reserve necessarj' to meet the actuarial liability, or, more

usually, it is the practice of a corporation to meet the current

claims under its pension scheme out of the current income from

its employees^ contributions and to use any excess of income

in relief of the rates, and to charge any deficiency, , when

arising, upon the rates. In such cases the ordinary actuarial

valuation is of little practical use, but the main question is

that put by Mr. Ackland—" "What will be the charge upon

the employer, or the rates, at a given date, or over a given

period " ?

This problem must have frequently come under the notice of

actuaries dealing with such funds, but no theoretically correct

solution has apparently yet been arrived at, nor has any working

approximation been published, and I therefore submit the

following method of practical approximation, in the hope that a

re-opening of the question may call forth some effort more

successful than my own to reach a solution which shall be both

theoretically correct and practically workable, and that in the

meantime this important branch of pension fund work may not

be left wholly untouched.
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The difficulty in arriving at an exact solution of the

problem arises from the fact that replacements are assumed to

take place at the movient of exit of the existing* member and
that the new lives are immediately subject to the assumed forces

of discontinuance^ and are themselves replaced by others, and so

ad inf., so that, to deal with the very simplest case, the number
going out during the first year, we have to evaluate and sum an

infinite number of integrals, in each of which the limits of

integration vary, the expression being of the form

LJ Jo Jo

+ tp.i-t^x+t\ rPuH^y+A sPi/fiy+sdsdrdt + kc.

where a is the youngest age

h is the oldest age,

y is the age of the lives replacing those going out,

n.i,. is the number living at age x at the beginning of the

year,

tfj. is the probability of a life aged x remaining a member
for / years,

and /ij; is the force of discontinuance from all causes (death,

withdrawal, retirement, &c.) at age x.

Where, as is usual, compulsory retirement is assumed to take

place at a fixed age, say 60 or 65, a further disturbing element

is introduced, and separate treatment of these retirements would

be necessary, as the breach of continuity would make the

infinitesimal calculus inapplicable.

Having thus briefiy called attention to the difficulty of

obtaining a satisfactory theoretical solution, I now pass to the

proposed method, using as an illustration a case upon which I

was recently engaged in connection with Mr. Ackland, in which

the principles of the method were adopted in default of better.

The main benefits to be valued were :

(«) A pension, on retirement, of one-sixtieth of the

avera2;e salary receivable over the last five years

preceding retirement for every completed year of

service, the maximum being forty-sixtieths.

(b) On death or withdrawal before receiving a pension, a

return of the whole of the contributions paid by the

employee.
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The contribution was a fixed percentage of the annual salary

of the employee, this percentage being the same for all ages at

entry. The benefits were modified in certain exceptional

cases mentioned in the rules, but these need not be dealt

Avith here.

As has already been pointed out, the main difficulty in such a

valuation is with replacements coming in at every point of the

financial year at an exact age, and being included for a fractional

period of the year of entry, during Avhich they are subject to the

forces of exit, and commencing the next vear with varying

fractional ages. The plan which I wish to illustrate is designed

to obviate these difficulties by the simple assumption that, for the

ordinary rates of mortality, withdrawal, &c., to which we are

accustomed and which operate over the whole year, we may
without material loss of accuracy substitute a force of exit

operating at the exact moment at which the year closes. If,

having obtained such a force, we are able to schedule our facts

for valuation at integral ages, say nearest age or (age next

birthday at entry + curtate duration at the valuation date), the

5'^ear of age will throughout coincide with the financial year, and

all cases will go out, and be replaced, at an exact age and at the

end of an exact 3'ear, and our valuation can be carried out by the

application of ordinary elementary formulse.

In the particular case upon which I was engaged the same

result was arrived at in a somewhat diff"erent manner. It was

found that nearly the whole of the retirements took place at

about age 65, at which age, except under special circumstances,

retirement was compulsory. This age was also the average age

at retirement, and all cases were therefore assumed to retire at

the exact age of 65, and a rate of retirement at each age was

unnecessary. The benefits arising on death and withdrawal

Avere identical, and it was therefore permissible to deal with

the combined rate of exit, and to calculate the Z^. column

therefrom. The rate of exit, obtained in the usual way, was

treated in this instance as the force of exit at the end of

the vear.

Had these various relations not existed it would have been

necessary to calculate separately the forces of mortality,

withdrawal, and retirement on pension, at each age.

The error involved in the assumption that the deaths,

withdrawals, and retirements in the service table, constructed

hy the usual formulse, Avill take place at the end of the year of
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age is, in my opinion, of such relatively small importance that it

is not worth while to attempt to construct a service table which

shall actually so place them, since any formula used in the

construction of the latter must, I think, from the circumstances

of the case, be approximate only, and such as might in individual

cases lead to appreciable error and anomalous results.

The effect of the assumption that exit takes place. at the end

of the year will be that the contributions will be unaltered (since

the pay roll is assumed to be constant), as will the replacements

and pensions arising from those cases reaching the compulsory

retiring age, which will form the great majority of retirements,

whilst the return (if any) on death or withdrawal will be, on the

Avhole, very little altered. The few cases of pensions arising by

retirement from ill-health before the age fixed for compulsoiy

retirement will be deferred half a year, and will probably be for

slightly increased amounts when vesting, due to the slightly

longer service. The replacements arising from deaths, with-

drawals, and early retirements will come in, on the average,

something less than half a year later than would be the case

assuming a uniform distribution, and will vest for pension so

much later. Practically this would have no effect, as many years

must elapse before the question of pensions to cases replaced

would be at all important, and the necessary initial assumption

of a pay roll which remains constant or varies in some definite

way makes it of very little value to trace the history of a fund

for more than, say, 20 years, since it is practically certain

that fairly considerable variations will have taken place by that

time.

The Ij. column having been constructed, the next step is the

formation of a scale of salaries, and as the method adopted in my
example is, as far as I am aware, new^ and untried, it may be of

interest to describe it in detail, and I shall return to this point

later on in the paper. For the present it is only necessary to

say that the scale adopted gave annual salaries, s^, at exact ages,

and that these salaries did not necessarily purport to be the

average salaries at those ages, but were such as would give

ratios of increase of salary from age to age likely to be experienced

in the future.

When these preliminaries have been settled, the way is clear

for the calculation of the contributions receivable and the benefits

payable during successive periods, the term of five years being

adopted in the present instance.
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Determination of the Salary at the commencement
OF EACH Year.

In order to determine the total salary to be replaced at the

commencement of each year, it is necessary to determine the

salary existing at each age at that date. To do this, a table of

s . I

.

5;c X Za; must be formed, and from that a table of
'-"^''^"'"^, which

may, for convenience be denoted by the symbol ^^;'. The values

in this column are then applied to the actual salaries existing at

each age at the valuation date to obtain the salary at the next

higher age at the commencement of the following year, i.e. if S^-

is the actual salary at age x, then Sx'xpx=Sx+i one year later,

and S(Ts.i-— S« S.i/'x= S/ the replacements at age r at the com-

mencement of the following year ; this process being repeated for

as many years as are required. The age 25 was, in the case before

me, selected as the assumed entry age of new employees as it was

not only the average entry age of existing members, but the range

of ages at entry was not very wide. It will be noted that with

the fixed retiring age of 65 all salaries existing at age 64 at the

commencement of one year were replaced at age 25 at the

commencement of the following year, as at the end of the year

they passed from the active list by the operation of the force of

retirement, the replacements in this case being given by the

formula Sl^/^s.i-— Sa S.v2lc= Si5-

Total Contributions Eeceivable in Each Quinquennium.

To find the scale salary receivable over the year of age

^ to ci;+ 1, it will usually be sufficient to take the mean between

the salary at exact age x- and that at exact age x+l, and this

maybe called for convenience 5v= ^(s.f + s.i-+i). In this connec-

tion it may be of use to students to point out the somewhat

common error of failing to distinguish between a scale of salaries,

deduced at each age at an exact point of time, say the valuation

date, and a scale of annual salaries, deduced at each age from

the total salary received over a given year or number of years, as

for example, the year preceding the valuation date. In the

former case the scale gives us Sj; and we have to use .s.c to obtain

the salary over the year of age, whilst in the latter case it is Sj.

itself that is tabulated.

Sj; having been formed, the values of '^—^'^' for each age
^.r 'a;

must be calculated, and also for the replacement age r, the four
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additional values 'lH ^-^ , n having the values 1^ 2, 3, and 4-.

The values in this column will be multiplied by the

salaries existing at the respective ages at the beginning of a

quinquennium, and the special values at age /• by the replace-

ments at the commencement of the fifth, fourth, third, and

second years respectively. The total of the result- gives the

asrsrresate salaries received bv tlie employees duriuir the

quinquennium, and this multiplied by c, the proportion of

annual salary contributed by each member, gives the total

contribution during the period.

Pensions.

The pensions existing at the valuation date being scheduled

at each a^e, the amounts survivins: at the commencement of

successive quinquennia can be readily obtained by the usual

V
'

I' •^
formula P'^. x -^>— =P'j.+5 the values of J-^ according to the

observed mortality for pensioners being first prepared once

for all. The method of calculating the new pensions arising

at each retiring age in successive years Avill probably vary

according to the circumstances of the Fund. If the ranse

of entry ages is small, it will piobably be best to obtain

an average entry age into the service, for each age attained

at the valuation date, and from this the pension, in respect

of the amount of salary surviving and going out on retirement at

each age, from each individual valuation age, may be calculated, as

it arises, according to the rules of the Fund. As an example, in

the particular Fund with which I am dealing, the average entry

asre for cases existina: at the valuation date at aire x was n. sav.

At the commencement of the (66— .t')th year from the valuation

there will be at age 6-5 the surviving ])ortion of s.i-, the salary

now enjoyed by members now aged x. This we will call Sea and

it will be equal to s.i.
—'.'"' and the pension in respect thereof

11 I- ^'^— ^—fiO-^xSeo 1 ^_
Will be ——TT -.— where do— n must not be greater

than 40.

If the range of entry ages is wide, it will be advisable to

deal, for this purpose, with small groups of entry ages, and some

may even prefer to deal, in any event, with each individual entry

age and to deduce the correct pension therefrom. This, though
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a counsel of pevfectioUj would in practice prove very laborious,

and especially so if, instead of assuming all cases to retire at a

fixed age, we adopt a rate of retirement at every age passed

through.

The new pensions arising year by year having been

calculated, those at the commencement of the second year will be

multiplied by 'y— , to give the survivors at the commencement
fc .V

of the next quinquennium, those arising in the third year
]'

by -jr- , and so on.

The total pension payments during the quinquennium in

respect of pensions existing at the commencement will be

S( P'.r '^7

—

-] , and to this must be added the amounts payable

on account of new pensions, those arising at the commencement

of the ^th year of the quinquennium at, say, age 65 being

multiplied by the factor '"^y, -' If a rate of retirement at
^ 65

each age is adopted, these special factors would add considerably

to the work of valuation.

It will be noted that in dealing with pensions it has been

assumed that, as the only mode of exit is by death, the rate of

mortality will be used in constructing the /'.,. column, and that

death will take ])lace on the average in the middle of the year

of age instead of at the end. This course is convenient when,

as is usual, a standard table of mortality for pensioners is

adopted.

Return of total Contributions on Death or Withdrawal
BEFORE Retirement.

fa) Contributions received before the commencement of the

Quinquennium.

If the amount of these, for each valuation age, is available,

the return on death or withdrawal will be at once obtained by

using the factor -.

^'
^- if retirement is not in question, or

otherwise by using

-, or , where / .r
= ^, [dx+ iOx).

'x 'x

If the past contributions are not obtainable, it must be assumed

that the salaries ha^'e progressed in the past according to the

ratios of increase adopted in the valuation.
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(bj Contributions received during the Quinquennium.

The return during the quinquennium, in respect of each

unit of annual contribution made during the ti\\ year by a

member aged x at the beginning of the quinquennium^ will be

•'^+'^(;_j,^^_j_/j.^.) if i-etirement is at 65^ the total return per
*.i-'.f

unit during the quinquennium being

^r \?^x if.I- l.c— I J- + 5-..; >.rJ

Summing now for all valuation ages, and introducing the

correction for replacements at age 25 during the quinquennium,

we have, as the total return before retirement at age 65

t
1 —25 7 \-^x ^.v'x I'X+o—ix ^.v)

~
7 L'^?=2S25l— 25 ^.vl'X— lM-t+1—25 ^x) j i

"'25'25 J

where S-^r, represents the replacements at the beginning of the

tth year of the quinquennium, those of the first year being

included in the first half of the expression.

With rates of retirement at each age, the above expression

needs to be suitably modified, becoming

T-c v: r S.r ,^x+ i- 7// 7// C'.t + 4-
C- 2,25 —,-(2-,; Sj a— I jT-uoAe ^'.r

I r'V' = ^o' /-ySO-t- -11/ ;// c>30-f- N-. I

T" ~T~ 1^^= 20251,-^25 ^x^ x ^ :iO-^+l— 25 ^x) \ I

*25'25 J

lu the special case where the course of the fund is being traced

by yearly steps, (a) and (h) above would be valued together by

the factor -^-^ . The various formulae described above are

simple in their application, and the work of tracing the history of

a fund through several periods can be rapidly performed, as will

be seen by the specimen working sheets appended to this paper.

In the preceding demonstration it has been assumed that all

replacements take place at one average entry age. This is a very

convenient assumption, though, of covirse, not a necessary one,

but it may be desirable, in the circumstances of any given fund,

to divide the cases according to groups of entiy ages, and treat

each group separately, as, for example, where the ages at entry

vary within wide limits, and it is not the case that a great

majority of the entrants are spread over a small group of those

ages. It is well, however, to make the number of groups as
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small as possible, as the work involved increases almost pro-

portionately with the number of the replacement ages assumed.

It will be evident also that, if retirement can be assumed to take

place at a fixed age, there is a much greater saving of labour

than would arise from that assumption in an ordinary valuation.

It is not unusual, in presenting results of this kind, to trace

the assumed history of the fund period by period for the desired

term of years, and then to show the state of affairs when the fund

has reached a " stationary " condition, the inference possibly

being suggested that this last will show the maximum charge

which the employers will be called upon to meet in any period.

This latter is by no means a safe conclusion, as it may well

happen, owing to the distribution of the members at the

valuation date and the consequent distribution of replacements

year by year, that the amount which the employers may be called

upon to furnish will rise to a maximum before the stationary

state is reached and thereafter fall. It is also a matter of some

interest to know whether an indiscriminately distributed body of

lives Avill, under the given conditions as to replacement at a lixed

age, ever reach a stationary state, or a very close approximation

thereto.

There appears to be some diversity of opinion on this question,

as the quotation of figures relating to a stationary population

would seem necessarily to imply that that condition will be

ultimately reached. On the one hand, it would appear unlikely

that such a body of lives as that under consideration, which is

not necessarily subject to an equal annual number of new entrants

at the initial age, would ever, by the natural process of replace-

ment, attain a stationary condition, but, on the other hand, the

total number of cases will remain constant, and replacements will

all take place at the same age, and, except at the pension age, when

all survivors retire and are replaced, the rates of exit will probably

vary within very narrow limits. In these circumstances the actual

distribution will not produce so marked an effect on the cases going

out as might be expected, and, except for retirements, the annual

numbers of replacements will tend to become nearly equal,

especially as the effect of the approximately constant entrants

becomes felt ; and, with regard to the retirements, any irregularities

which these produce in the new entrants Avill be gradually

diminished year by year, and Avill be spread over the whole forty

years of a2;e durins; which the lives are on the active list, and the

balance Avill emerge as pensioners, with the irregularities greatly
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diminisliecl, to make way for fresh replacements, wliicli will

undergo the same process.

It is, of course, evident that, if we are confined to integral

numbers, and the total number of cases with which we start is

not such as can be obtained by taking the sum of the /j. column

formed by applying to an integral radix the values of p^; adopted

and retaining only integers in successive values of Ij., it will be

impossible to arrive at the stationary state exactlv, as the

replacements must necessarily vary in different years, but even

under these circumstances the population will probablv, in its

ultimate state, closely approximate to the stationary condition.

How long it will be before this state is reached will obviouslv

depend on the distribution of the original facts, and the rapiditv

with which they pass out and are replaced. If, as is almost

certain to be the case, the progression of the numbers at nearly

every age differs from the progression shown by the Ij. column

adopted, the whole of the existing cases at least must pass out

and be replaced, and, as these replacements will in some degree be

affected bv the variations of the orisrinal facts, it is hiirhlv

probable that at least another generation must pass before there

is any close relation between the numbers livins: at each a2;e and

the numbers living in the stationary population. As a matter of

theoretical interest, I have taken a number of lives distributed

in the same manner as those in the pension fund with which I

had recently to deal, and applied to them values of p^., obtained

from combining H^^ mortality with Mr. Manly^s secession rate.

For convenience in computation, the values of pj. were taken to

three places of decimals only, and the numbers surviving from

asre to ajre were taken to the nearest integer. The numbers at

each age at the commencement, and the values of y>.,., are given in

Table 6, as are the numbers each year going out at age 65,

either as deaths or pensioners, and the number of replacements

at age 25 in each year, over a period of nearly one hundred

years. It is interesting to note the marked effect, on the

variations in the replacements, of those cases going out at

age 65, compared with that of the cases going out at other

ages. The Table deals only with members on the active list,

though of course the fund as a whole will not have reached a

stationary state till the pensioners existing at each age are in

that condition, which will not happen in the case under

consideration till some forty years have elapsed from the time at

which the active members first become stationary.
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Construction of Salary Scale.

It is generally admitted that the construction of the scale

of salaries for use in the valuation of a Staff Pension Fund is at

once the most important and probably the most difficult question

to be dealt with, whilst the substantial accuracy of the scale

finally adopted is essential to the stability of the Fund. The

usual plan followed in the past has been to form a scale of

average salaries at each age, and either assume that all members

of the staff are paid according to scale, ignoring their actual

salaries, or else to treat the scale of average salaries as in reality

a scale giving merely the ratio of increase of salary from year to

year, applying to that scale the actual salaries existing at each

a"e at the valuation date.

The plan of using the actual average salaries of the staff at a

given time appears to be open to the very serious objection that

the results are usually very irregular, and are, indeed, often

practically useless, if the range of salaries is wide, owing to the

haphazard distribution of the most highly paid members of the

staff, and, moreover, they fail in their object as a scale of increase

owing to the fact that the average salary at x + 1 is derived from

entirely different data from that on which the average salary at

age X is based. In sup])ort of this I may quote Mr. Manly,

J.I.A., xxxvi, p. 229: "Having obtained our data and formed

" our series, we proceed to make an intelligent graduation,

" using our discretion, particularly in the case of a young
" institution, to modify the high salaries by the assumption that

" a certain number of the younger members of the staff will be

" in receipt of much lower salaries when they arrive at the

''higher ages"; and Mr. King, J.I.A., xxxix, p. 135 : "It
'' is easy to take out the present average salaries from the

" experience of the Fund itself, but these are only an uncertain

" indication which may have to be departed from Avidely. When
" a railway company, for instance, is rapidly extending, and

" when the members of the Staff Pension Fund are consequently

" rapidly increasing in number, the increase takes place among
" members at comparatively small salaries, of whom the great

" majority will never reach the highly paid ranks. The number
" of General Managers, Chief Engineers, &c., will not increase

" and, with the lapse of time, the tendency is for the average

'' salaries at the older ages to fall, although every individual

" salary may increase. ... In Funds that have passed through
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" my liandsj the salary experience down to about age 40 has

" remained fairly uniform from valuation to valuation ; but at

'' older ages there is a decided tendency in the average to fall.

" Effect may properly be given to this feature in determining

" on a scale of salaries for the valuation, but, obviously the

" greatest caution must be exercised. ^^ The italics are my own.

It is not clear whether Mr. King is here referring to a fall in

the scale of average salaries existing at a given valuation date, as

the valuation age increases, or Avhether he is referring to a fall in

the average salaries at the older ages, as observed at successive

valuations. The former case is frequently met with, es])ecially in

young institutions, where the chief officials are men still in the

prime of life, and to allow for such a fall ^\ ould be seriously to

under-estimate the liability, in a valuation, and in the construction

of a scale of premiums would produce quite inadequate rates. In

the latter case the fall certainly cannot be allowed for \inless, on

investigation, it is found that the ratios of increase of salary from

age to age have also fallen. In either case a system under which

the average scale salaries for use in the valuation may fall,

whilst experience shews that the actual salaries to be valued

will individually increase, is somewhat dangerous to adopt, and

one must certainly exercise the greatest caution in giving effect

to this fall in determining the scale of salaries for the valuation,

but, unfortunately, no system has, I think, been published which

will guide us in forming our " intelligent graduation."

The system which I propose, and which was adopted in

])rinciple in the case recently before me, is to deal only with

those cases existing (say) 10 years before the valuation date, and

also at the valuation date ; to enter for each case the salary at the

valuation date, and at a point live years previously, and thence

deduce the ratio of increase over the live years. The average

ratio of increase over five years is then deduced at each age, or,

if the data are scanty, at the central age, of groups of say five

ages, and thence, conmiencing with the average salary at the

youngest age, and filling in the salaries for the next four ages

by interpolation between the first and sixth, a scale of salaries to

give effect to these ratios may be built up and graduated. It

may be well to graduate the average ratios over the five years

before applying them to form the salary scale, and, if an average

ratio at each fifth age only is adopted, the scale salaries will be

given at fifth ages only, and the remaining salaries must be

intei-jiolated in the process of graduation. If the cases are very
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numerous, it will probably be sufficient to take the ratio of the

total salaries at age x + 5 to the total salaries at age x five years

previously, instead of taking the ratio in individual cases and

obtaining the average. This will save considerable labour, but

has the disadvantage that one or two very large salaries will, as

with average salaries, overshadow the rest, and exert too great an

intluence on the resulting ratio.

The principles underlying the above processes are :

(1) In obtaining a scale of increase of salary, the

experience of the past as to actual increases is used,

and the anomaly of obtaining a rate from facts which

have no relation to each other is avoided.

(2) Bv dealing with cases that have been members of the

staff at least five vears at the date on which they

were receiving the salary entering into the denomin-

ator of the ratio, we eliminate, to a very great extent,

if not entirely, the disturbance arising from new

entrants, receiving a lower salary than the average of

their fellows of the same age but Avitli some years of

prior service, these new entrants being usually

subject to more rapid increase of salary for some

years than employees having previous service. It

would appear desirable from this, especially if

allowance is made for secession, to value by Select

Tables, but unfortunately the data are rarely sufficient

to allow of this course, even Avith grouped entry ages,

and it is not often that the valuation fee is large

enough to permit of the introduction of these

refinements in practice, however desirable they may

be in theory.

(3) All members have an equal infiuence on the scale,

whatever the actual salary received. I think it will

be found that, over a number of years, the rate of

increase of the highly paid officials will not differ

materially from the rate of increase of their more

poorly paid brethren, and that they need not be

specially dealt with in a valuation.

The omission of the experience of members for the first few

years after entry, where one salary is adopted for all entry ages,

may possibly cause the liability in respect of such members

existing at the valuation date to be under-estimated, though this

is by no means certain, since, if the yearly increments enjoyed by
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members of only a few yeaiV standing continue to be proportion-

ately larger than those of their fellows for a longer period than

that omitted, the ultimate ratios of increase of salary adopted

will be over-estimated, unless these members for some special

reason receive a larger salary than those of their own age,

with a resulting over-estimate in the liability on account of the

general body of members. This may be seen from a consideration

of the following relation. Let a, b, c be the salaries of three

members of the same age, subject to increase in the ratios of

(l+.r); {\+y); and {\-\-z) respectively. If for these three

jj ~\~ y ~^ z
ratios we substitute the average ratio 1 + -

—

\ we have
o

as ax+ by+ cz> = <^{a + b + c){x+ y + z)

as 2{ax+ by+ cz^ > — <a'^y-\-z)-^b{x-\-z)-\-c{x-\-y),

or if o = A-^A= c-f A + S

a;=y-j-A'= ^-f A' + S'

as 2AA' + AS'-f-SA'-h2S8'> = <()

as (A + 8)(A' + S')+AA' + S5'> = <0.

Where, as in the case supposed,

a>h> c but x<y < z,

and therefore A and 8 are positive but A' and 8' are negative, the left

hand side will be nes:ative, and the use of the averase ratios of

increase will give too rapid a rise in the scale salaries. In

practice, however, I have found that, except at the very young
ages, and short durations, it is by no means the smaller salaries

which receive the larger proportionate increases, and any

irregularities in the scale of increase may be detected and
corrected by applying the rates at each age to the salaries at the

commencement of the period of observation upon which the scale

is founded, and comparing the actual and •'• expected '^ salaries at

the end of the period.

The tendency to under-estimate the rapidity of increase of

salary will be most marked at the younger a^es, and should be

remedied by treating this portion of the Table as a '^ Select
"

Table which is run into the "'• Aggi-egate " Table at some

convenient point.

yOL. XLII. E
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In comparing the relative advantages and disadvantages of

this method with those of the " average salary " method, where

the data necessary for the application of both systems is available,

it must not be forgotten that by this method any under-estimate

of the ratio of increase would be revealed by a comparison of the

" actual " and " expected'^ salaries, at the valuation date, of cases

in force over the whole period, and could be remedied if it were

felt that this course was necessary. It may be pointed out,

however, that this may be merely a question of the duration of

service at the date of the experience, and that a scale which, when
applied to the eases of varying durations existing at a given point,

for a few years only, apparently under-estimates the increase, may,

nevertheless, when applied to each individual salary over its

whole existence, be perfectly correct. On the other hand, such

an under-estimate may arise wuth a Table of average salaries, and

it would not be revealed in the ordinary way, where no comparison

such as that mentioned above is made. For purposes of

illustration, I have taken the actual experience of a Fund with a

comparatively limited membership. In Table 1 is deduced a

graduated scale of salaries for those members existing at a given

date, say 31 December 1905. The average ungraduated salary

progresses very irregularly, owing partly to the fact that the very

large salaries have not been eliminated, and the graduated scale

departs wddely from the ungraduated at some points. I think,

however, that, whilst the graduation is probably not the best that

could have been devised, it is as good as w^ould be sought in

practice, and is a fair one for purposes of comparison.

In Table 2 is deduced a gi-aduated scale of salaries, derived

from the ratios of increase over three years, say 31 December 1902

to 31 December 1905 of cases existing on 31 December 1905, and

also on 81 December 1897 eight years previously. This scale was

deduced by graduating the actual ratios of increase given in col. (5)

and applying those ratios to a radix of j6120 at age 30.

To obtain this radix, the average salary of members at the

youngest age on 31 December 1897, at which there were sufficient

facts, was obtained. This gave an average salary of £68 at

age 22, and to this was applied a graduated ratio of increase over

the eight years, giving a salary of j6120 at age 30. This portion of

the Table up to age 30 is thus practically " Select " and accounts

for the ratio in col. (6) for the group 26-28 being a good deal

higher than the actual ratio for the three years only. The scale

of salaries was taken to whole numbers only, and the graduated
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scale of ratios iu col. (6), deduced from this scale, is therefore

somewhat irregular. In col. (7) is given the scale of ratios deduced

from the graduated average salaries iu Table 1. In cdls. (9)-(14)

are given the"expected^^ salaries on 31 December 1905, with the

differences and accumulated differences, obtained from the salary

scales based on "ratios^' and " average ^^ salaries respectively

which are given in full in Table 5. Although the total "expected"^

salary obtained from the scale of average salaries is closer to the

actual than that derived from the " ratios ^^, the former scale does

not, in my opinion, represent the facts nearly so well as the latter,

as judged by the differences at individual ages. This is especially

the case at the higher ages, where the increase of salary appears

to be underestimated, a point that is shown even more clearly in

Tables 3 and 4, in which are exhibited the actual salaries at

31 December 1905, and the ''expected^' salaries at that date,

deduced from the actual salaries at 31 December 1897, of cases

existing at 31 December 1897 and 31 December 1892 respectively.

It is not infrequently contended that, by adopting the

average salaries in force at the valuation date, we secure a similar

advantage to that claimed for the "collective" method, used in the

valuation of "Widows^ Funds, i.e., that of bringing up to date and

automatically correcting the valuation basis at each investigation.

This claim must rest on the assumption that the facts at each

age correctly represent, on the average, the total effect of the

various forces that have been operating on the individuals at all

previous ages. Anything special, such as the entry of new
members or the exit of withdrawals, will therefore tend to

disturb our averages and vitiate our results, unless the cases

coming in and going out are fair samples of the whole, a fact

. which is very doubtful, and it appears to me, from a study of

Tables 1-5, to be very unlikely that the average salary at any

valuation date will correctly give the ratios of increase of salary

from age to age.

As a test of the tituess of a salary scale, the function —fsj.

is sometimes tabulated and compared with a standard, or with the

scale adopted at a previous valuation. It is evident that the

actual values of Sj; adopted do not really give any criterion of

the effect of the scale, but that a consideration of the relative

-amounts is necessary. For this reason a table of the function

-^-^ for each age would be a better guide than Ifsj:, and iu

'Table 5 it is shown that, although the salary scale deduced from
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" ratios " is throughout lower than that deduced from " average

salaries '^^ and that, when applied in small sections to obtain the

" expected " salaries it produces lower values, it is, nevertheless,

for all ages above 35, that is to say, for the bulk of the business,

a much safer table to use in the valuation ; and the argument

that the exclusion of the experience of cases of less than live

years' duration renders the method by ratios less safe than the

method of average salaries, breaks down in this particular

experience, and will, in my opinion, be found to be untenable

in most cases.

I need hardly add that the above method is designed for use

in the valuation of a Staff Pension Fund, where the employees

are of a higher grade than ordinary manual labourers, but belong

rather to the class of bank or insurance clerks, or the clerical

staflF of a corporation or railway. In valuing a staff consisting of

the out-door staff of a railway, or the mechanics and labourers

employed by a corporation, where the maximum salaiy is usually

attained at a very young age, and is almost independent of

duration of service, it will probably be found that the average

salary is quite good enough, and that as the employees advance

in age there may even be a fall in the average salary, resulting,

in this case, from an actual fall in the individual salaries.

Table 1.

Age at

31.12.05
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Table 3.

Cases exisfinrj at 31 December 1897, and af 31 December 1905.
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Table 5.

Age
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Table 6.

Age

25
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Schedule 1.

Salaries exuting at the commencement of each financial year.

Age
attained

20
21
22
23
24
25

Px
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Age
attained

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

28 ^x'x

S23?i>5

27 Sx^x

-526 ^x'x
"-5 „ 7

"2o^2-5

^25^25

*2.5^2g

SCHEDrLE 2.

Salaries received during each period of Five Years

^l-^%lr

,lv

Salary at
commence-

ment
of Year 1

Salaries

received
Years
1-5

Salary at
commence-

ment
of Year 6

Salaries
received
Years
0-10

Salary at

commence-
ment

of Year 11

Salaries
received
Years
11-15

Salary at Salaries
commence-ireceived

ment I Years
of Year 16 ' 16-20
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Schedule 3.

Fast Contiihutions returned on Death or TFithdi-au-al.

Age
I

tx— lj:

attained f

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Past Con-
tributions

at
beginning
of Tear 1

Con-
tribations
retnmed,
Tears
1-5

Past Con-
tributions

at
beginning
of Year o

Con-
tributions
returned,
Years
6-10

Past Con-
tributions

at
beginning
of Year 11

Con-
tributions
returned.
Tears
11-15

Past Con- Con-
tributions tributions

at retiumed,
beginning Years
of tear 16 1 16-20

Totals
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Schedule 4.

Pidurn of Contributions received during each period, on death or

v:Hhdrau-al vAthin the period.

Age
lattained

^l-^^'Sx

Sxh

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

5:2«f 1—7 5-6?

*M(^->5-^ifi)

Totals

Totals X c .

Salary
at

begin-
uing of
Year

I

Return
durin;-;

Years
1-5

Salary
at

"

begin-

ning of
Year
6

Return
during
Years
6-10

Salary
at

begin-
ning of
Year
11

Return
during
Years
11-15

Salary
at

begin-
ning of
Year
16

Return
during
Years
16-20
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Abstract of the Discx'ssiox.

Mr. E. C. THOMAS said he was sure all were glad that

Mr. Manly had been able to take up again his great work on
pension fimds at the point at which he dropped it four years ago,

and it was a source of congratulation to him and the Institute that

he had now seen his way to the completion of his self-imitosed task.

The paper naturally diA"ided itself into two parts, the first being a

continuation of his paper on "Widows' Funds, read before the

Institute on 27 April 1903: the second consisting of some
fiuther formulas relating to Staff Pension Funds. In his earlier

paper, Mr. Manly left out of account the risks appertaining to

second and subsequent marriages, but in the present contribution he
applied his former methods to tracing the eftect of subsequent

marriages on the ex]:ierience of those funds ; and, on p. 30, a

table was given which showed out of a commencing number of

200,000 how many died as bachelors, as husbands and widowers of

first, second and third mariiages respectively, and as husbands of a

fourth maiTiage. That was as far as they could reasonably expect

to go, and it constituted a notable piece of work, which must ha^e
taxed Messrs. Manly and Workman's patience and perseverance to

the utmost. It was, perhaps, an open question whether the table

would have proved more or less useful if the rate of ^\'ithd^awal

had been left out of account, but Mr. Manly had to choose between
an ordinaiy life table combined -vnth the element of marriage, and
a serAice table subject to other rates of decrement, and he
naturally chose the course which harmonized ^nth his Pension Fund
Tables.

While Mr. Manly remarked on the question of fines on
re-marriage, he did not provide the means for assessing or valuing

them. It was ob^dous that the cUtficulties in the way of a

theoretical solution were verj- great. Pro^ision for a fine was
found in the rules of most of such funds, but there was a great

variety of practice -snth regard to the matter. Membership was
often compulsorj^ whatever the status of the employee, and some
sort of annual contribution was generally enforced, even against

bachelors and -vWdowers. In such circumstances the scientific fine

on re-marriage of a widower would be less than (% - Ori/), unless the

annual contributions had been calculated on the basis of first

marriage benefits only, ^vith contributions continuing after the

death of the first wife. Such a state of things would, as Mr. Manly
rightly said, be felt to be intolerable. In any case, if first marriages
only had been allowed for, the true scientific fine would be too

heaw. If, on the other hand, the normal contributions were
calculated to allow for the full risk attaching to all maiTiages, the

contributions would be too high for bachelors and widowers.

Probably the most satisfactory coiu'se would be the second
alternative given by Mr. Manly, namely, to fix beforehand on a

moderate basis what the fine was to be on marriage, and to

calculate the contribution accordingly. Mr. Manly referred only to
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second marriages, but where membership was compulsory (as it

frequently was) in the case of bachelors, there seemed no reason why
a tine should not be levied on first as well as subsequent marriages.

In a fund which came under his (the speaker's) notice, a table of

marriage fines was given, expressed as a function of the age of the

husband and the age of his wife, and that seemed to him the most
e(iuitable arrangement. Thus expressed, he saw no adequate

reason for differentiating as regards the amount of the fine between
first and subsequent marriages. For calculating the normal

contribution, all that had to be done then was to find the present

value for each age of all the future marriage fines, and deduct that

from the present value of the benefits for all marriages, before

di\T[ding by the appropriate annuity.

The operation of valuing those fines could, he thought, he

performed comparatively simply by means of the methods alreadj"

referred to by previous speakers and writers, in which the simple

probabilities of marr\ang were combined vriih. ordinary commutation
columns. If the funds were large enough and of sufficiently long

.standing, the numbers marrying at each age (without distinguishing

between first and subsequent marriages) could be set doAvii from the

past experience, in comparison Avith a column of " exposed to risk
"

in which were included all memliers, whether bachelors, husbands

or widowers, on the staff during each year of age. An additional

column to the life table could then be formed, representing those

man-\-ing at each age, by multiplpng into the Jx column the

probabilities so obtained. It should be noted that that column of

marriages would not be deducted at each age from the Jx column,

but would leave the latter absolutely intact. When the

approximate discounting factors were applied, multiplied into the

amount of the fine at each age, the column summed, and divided by

Dx, the value at each age of the future income from that source

Avas obtained. If there was to be a difference in the fine charged

on the first and second marriages, the same method might be

applied, but in obtaining probabilities of marriage, one should

distinguish between first and second marriages, whilst keeping the
" exjiosed to risk " the same.

In the second part of his paper, Mr. Manly dealt with

some additional problems in connection with Stafi" Pension Funds.

Mr. Manlys difficulty with regard to Mr. King's demonstration

arose, he ventured to think, from two causes : first,

Mr. Kings notation was a slight variation of Mr. Manly's, and,

secondly, Mr. Kings postscript {J.I.A., xxxix, 179) could not

stand of itself, but required to be read vrith the matter which

preceded it. The basis of the formula had been already enunciated

by Mr. King in his addendum, but it was the method of applying it

iu practice, perhaps the most important part, which was borrowed

from Mr. Manly. He was glad to find Mr. ^Nlanly was publishing

his solution of the value of the return of contributions after

retirement. It was obA^ous that the problems which might arise in

connection with those funds were of almost infinite variety, but
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many actuaries in the future would be grateful to Mr. Manly for

having placed on record a workable and reasonably accurate solution

of such an awkward ]'roblem. The benefit might be represented as

an addition to the annuity value, and so merged in the valuation of

the main benefit, or it might be treated separately : but in either

case the method was equally convenient. Mr. Manly had gi-\-en in

his original paper on Staff Pension Funds a formula for obtaining

from the rate of contribution for the normal benefits the modified

rate required for including that additional benefit. The only

improvement which could be suggested would be to use the Ka; and

Mx of an average age at retirement instead of the final age. It was
applicable, however, only where the pension was a uniform

percentage of salarj^, though it would probably be sufficiently

accurate to use with an ordinary scale of pension by means of an
average percentage. That formula for fixing a scale of contributions,

together with the present ajiproxdmate methods of valuation, would
cover practically all the cases that were likely to be met ^Wth.

He would like to add a word on the necessity of distinguishing

between select service tables and commutation columns, analyzed

according to age at entry, but based on an aggregate ser^ace table.

The tables used by Mr. King in his paper were of the latter kind,

and no doubt in many cases the latter Avere imjierative. Mr. King
advocated as a counsel of perfection the use of select serA"ice tables,

])ut had to admit that, owing to paucity of numbers and other

considerations, they were almost beyond the actuaiy's reach. In a

valuation of a fund of any long standing, Mr. King's methods would
give as accurate results as could be desired, but in calculating a

table of contributions for all ages at entry up to, .say, age 50, it was
doubtful Avhether a just estimate of the relative cost would be

obtained. He could best illustrate his meaning by taking a concrete

example. He would assume that a pension was given according to

scale or retirement after fifteen years' service, \Yith returns on
death or withdrawal at any time, and it was required to know the rate

of contribution for an entrant aged 50. The aggregate serWce
table on which the calculations Avere based would show a very large

number of retirements between the ages of 50 and 65, so

that the number of survivors at 65 debited with a pension would
be comparatively small, but in the commutation column for

obtaining the value of the benefits for entrants at age 50 one would
ignore all the retirements under 65, for the rules said that those

should have no benefit, and the column '"Cx would commence at that

age. Thus, full credit would be taken for the diminution in the

number of sur\avors caused by the early retirements, without
allowing for any compensating benefits. The probability was that

the rate of retirement in such a case would be practically nil, and
in order to get a proper estimate of the cost the retirements

assumed in the aggregate serWce table ought to be put back into

the Ix column for that purpose, so that those of them who survived

the mortality risk would be assumed to take out, at 65, the pension

to which they were then entitled.
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Mr. Bacon's paper dealt with a problem already made famous by
]Mr. Acklaiid, which probably frequently confronted the consulting-

actuary, and which appeared almost incapable of compression into

an exact formula. The method followed would commend itself to

the profession as a practical way of dealing with the question, and
^Ir. Bacon was entitled to, and would certainly recei\'e, the

members' warmest thanks for his clear exposition of a quick and
ready method of putting their ideas into practice. The principal

point he wished to discuss was Mr. Bacon's method of estimating

the charge for pensions, which appeared to he, based on an average

entry age. It was obvious that for forty years, at least, taking

Mr. Bacon's average commencing age of 25 for future entrants, the

charge for pensions would arise Avholly from existing employees.

It did not seem to him very difficult or very laborious to calculate

the cost of those pensions by a more exact method. Mr. Bacon
stated the pension to be valued at one-sixtieth of the average salary

receivable over the last five years preceding retirement for every

year of service, the maximum l^eing forty-sixtieths The date of entry

of each employee Avas given on the cards, and probably the duration

was inserted for the purpose of the experience investigation. It

would not, therefore, be a laborious matter to enter on each

card the function "present salary multiplied by the number of

years' ser\ace." Then, if in the preliminary schedules, which

would be necessary to obtain the totals at each present age, this

function was scheduled, along with the present salary itself, the

means of calculating the future pensions would be obtained without

any assumptions, other than those which aftected the future

experience. For age 45, for example, the total of present salaries

would lie taken, multiplied by the future years' service (namely, 20),

and added to the total of the function already mentioned, and then,

applying to . the figure so olitained the ratio of the pension-basis

salary to the present scale salary, and diA-iding by 60, the charge for

pensions at 65 would be obtained, assuming all present members
lived to that age. The probability of sur\-ival would, of course, be

combined with that ratio as in the paper. In applying that method,

all entrants below age 25 would be considered as entering at 25, thus

automatically allowing for the limitation to forty-sixtieths. So much
for the pension based on final salary. If the basis were average

salary, the demand for some such method would be more urgent

and the method of application, if anj-thing, easier. The total salary

already received in the past should be obtained from the officials,

and that should be broug|it into account, along with the salary

receivable according to the scale in the future. It was not, i^erhaps,

sufficiently realized what an enormous intiuenee the past salaries had
on the valuation of pensions based on average salary. Those were

actual recorded facts, invoh-ing no assumption a\ hatever, and if they

were used to their full extent, wherever possible, they had a very

steadying effect on a valuation, because the amount of liability

dependent upon hjqiothetical conditions, which might or might not

be experienced in the future, was reduced to a minimum. For that
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reason the scale of salaries was of less importance when a pension

was based on average salary than when based on final salary.

The latter part of the paper was de^•oted to an elal)orate

discussion of the proper method of obtaining a salary scale. They
must all admit that the question was one of considerable importance,

but to him there appeared to be a tendency to exaggerate its

significance. The result of Mr. Bacon's investigations, as shown in

tables 2 and 5, was to suggest to him that as far as actual figures

were concerned, it would be a matter of indifference as to which

scale was used in the valuation. AVhile he should not like to

proxjhesy as to which way the difference would be in the case of a

pension based on final salary, he was inclined to think that, where

the pension was a function of the average salary, the simple scale,

obtained from the valuation salaries, would give a larger reserve

than the more elaborate one. It would not be, however, on account

of its eftect on the reserves that he would differ from ]Mr. Bacon,

nor would it be on account of the increased lal)our involved, because

he held that if one method was more correct than another, neither

of those reasons should deter one from its use. The objection he

had was that Mr. Bacon's scale was, to his mind, less likely to

represent the future experience than a scale obtained by a suitable

graduation of the average salaries payable at the date of valuation.

It was sometimes said that the scale of salaries was constantly

changing ; for that reason it was desirable to get the most up-to-date

basis possil^le. If they could be sure that the average salaries

payable at each age would be the same 5 years hence, 10 years

hence, and any number of years hence, as they were at the moment
of valuation, he supposed no one would have any hesitation in using

the scale based on salaries as at the valuation date. They were not

concerned with indi\'iduals, but recpiired to evaluate the efl^ects on the

whole community of the working of certain forces, that was to say, in

the case he was putting, the extent to which the salaries of those now
age ,'• would increase on the attainment of age (./; -1- n), for all values of n

;

in other words it was necessary to know the average salaries at each

age that would be paid by the employers one, two and so on up to ii

years hence. Which was the most likely to give a correct estimate

of those future salary scales :—A scale based on the salary actually

being paid at the moment of observation, or one based on events

that happened five or ten years previously "? A scale based on the

experience of all existing members, or one from which a large

proportion of meml^ers was omitted ? A scale giving full weight to

the actual salaries at each age, or one which was built up by a series

of ratios upon the foundation of a deduced salary at one particular age ?

Mr. Bacon said on p. 48, " By dealing with cases that have been

members of the staff" at least five years at the date on which they

were receiving the salary entering into the denominator of the ratio,

we eliminate, to a very great extent, if not entirely, the disturbance

arising from new entrants, receiving a lower salary than the average

of their fellows of the same age but with some years of prior service,

these new entrants being usually subject to more rapid increases of

VOL. XLII. F
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palarj' for some years than emi)loyees having previous service." It

only one scale of salaries for all entry ages was lieing used, and the

numbers remained steady from year to year, the feature which

Mr. Bacon eliminated was one that, in his opinion, they should

malce a special point of retaining. Those new entrants had to lie

included in the valuation, and if their liabilities were >"alued Ity a

scale deduced from the others aloue, they were debited with too-

slow a I'ate of progression, and the I'eserves were under-estimated.

That was clearly sho'rni to be the fact by a consideration of

eoliunns 4 and 7 in Table 5, where the ratio of probal)le future

salary to present salary was set down for each of the two methods.

Mr. Bacon seemed to think that his ob\ious inider-estimate of

liabilities for younger memliers was sutticiently justified liy a

corresi>onding oAcr-estimate for the older memljers. Mr. Bacon
went to the opposite extreme to Mr. King in regard to these older

members, in that he accentuated the effect of the rapid ad\'ances of

the officials in a yoiuig concern, whereas in his own opinion their

effect should be diluted by the inclusion of the more recent

entrants.

There were two other points to 1)e noticed, namely, that

Mr. Bacon's method of graduating ratios apparently ga^'e no
allowance to the weight of facts upon which the ratios were based,

and that in the event of one or more prominent officials with large

salaries ha^•ing been ajipointed from outside during the period

selected, the salaries antl ratios of increase of those officials would
be entirely ignored in the final scale. In advocating a scale based

on a suitable graduation of the salaries i)ayable at the dat-e of

valuation, he did not contend that they should ignore the past

history. If they set side by side with such a scale one deduced

from the salaries payable 5 or 10 years ago, they would haA-e the

means of ascertaining the tendency of any changes and of judging

Avhat. if any, modifications should be made, in order to arrive at a

working scale.

Mr. CiEOKGE KIXG said that there were two or three points

in Mr. Manly"s paper on which he had spoken on previous occasions,

and to which he desired to refer again. For instance, on p. 12, the

author spoke of haWng general tables prepared for AVidows' and
Orphans" Funds, because there was no institution large enough to

aftbrd all the material necessary to make such tables as Avere

required, and suggested that the experience of several funds should

be collected in uniform shape and combined for that purpose. He Avas

afraid he could not agree Avith that suggestion, because his oavu

experience Avas that the history of those funds, as regards their

benefits and the claims ujion them, Avas so very difterent, the one

from the other, that a comliined table Avould be not only of no use

but misleading. It Avould gi\e too much liability for one fund and

a great deal too little for another, and they would not be able easily

to judge hoAv to adjust the coml)ined taVile for the special case in

hand. He thought it Avas much better to have the individual

experiences separately tabulated, so that any actuary might select
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the particular experience that would best applj- to his o^\-n case, if

that case did not supply sufficient material for valimtion purposes.

Therefore he ventured to hand in two tal)les, which, if the Editor
of the Journal cared to insert them along Avith the discussion,

might be useful from that point of \\e\y {see pp. 67, 68). It

would be remembered that Mr. Manly, nearly five years ago,

gave his first paper upon "Widows' and Orphans' Funds, and that

he (Mr. King) then put in a table relating to the Irish Clergy
{J. I.A., xxxviii, 168). The valuation period had come round
again, and he had therefore obtained the same kind of facts

five years later. The table gave particulars of the numl)er of

married memljers and the number of children at each age of the
married memliers arranged according to their ages last birthday up
to tAventy, and the value of the family annuity of 1 per annum
paj^able to each child from the death of the father, whether the

mother liA'ed or not, until the child reached the age of twenty-one.

It was a little difterent from the table of five years ago, because the
facts were now much more accurate. Five years ago statistics did

not come into his hands until they were all compiled and complete,

and he had not the opportunity of arranging that they should be
collected in the way which would best suit his purpose. That had
been altered this time ; Imt the change in the method could not
make a very material difterence in the value. It was a remarkable
fact that the values of the family annuities were now considerably

lower than five years ago. The present table was taken at 3 per-

cent and the former table at 3i per-cent
;
yet the 3 per- cent values

at most of the ages were lower than the 3i per-cent. The second
table related also to Widows' and Orphans' Funds, and it gave the
marital condition of Canadian bank officials. He had a large fund
to investigate not very long ago, in connection with which all the
facts were taken out. He had in the table the age of the banker,
the average age of the wife, and the number of bachelors, husbands
and widowers per thousand members at each age. That was a
form of table which was a great deal used in dealing with Widows'
and Orphans' Funds.

AVith regard to his own formula, to which Mr. Manly referred

on p. 15, and the criticism of the shortness of the demonstration,
he might say that it was not a demonstration at all, and was never
meant to be. On p. 18, Mr. Manly found fault with his notation,

but he hoped the author would see his way to withdraw those
remarks and to accept his (Mr. King's) " F " as a very useful symbol.
After all, it was quite analogous to other symbols in the scheme of

universal notation. For instance, taking "p " for Premiums, there
were Whole-Life Premiums, Joint Life Premiums, Last Survivor
Premiums, Contingent Premiums, Endowment Assurance Premiums,
Limited Premiums, and many others ; and there were suffixes below
to the right and to the left, and affixes above to the right and to

the left, to say Avhat particular " P " was meant. That was all he
had done ^Wth his " F " and it Avas extremely convenient, because it

Avas not necessary Avhen looking at the table to think hoAv the
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function was composed. They simply knew Avhat function they

were working Avith. He had found his " F " almost indispensable

in his Avork, especially A\-hen dealing Avith clerks drilled in

iirithmetical A\-ork, but A\-ithout actuarial knoAvledge. Then
Mr. Manly said his oaa-u satiiIjoI in commutation form Avas quite as

<?asily AA'ritten as the "F "", Ijut he had chosen a Aery simple example.

There Avere other instances Avhere there AA-ere at least four, and some-

times fiA-e, commutation symbols mixed up to get the general

function, and all that could not be Avritten at the top of the column.

There must be some general sjTnbol indicating AA-hat Avas contained

in the column.

Mr. Thomas had spoken of fines on re-marriage, and of dealing

Avith them on the collectiA^e method. He had an analogous case in

a large fund Avith Avhich he recently dealt. It A\-as not a case of

lines on re-marriage, but papnents had to be made by the fund on
the death of the AA-ives of the members, and there Avas absolutely

nothing in the statistics supplied, or AA'hich could be collected, to

shoAA- AA'hich members AA-ei'e married and Avhich Avere not, nor

to shoAA- the ages of their aaIa'cs. He had to Aalue liy collectiAe

methods, taking the payments for the avIa'cs OAer a series of yeai's,

and he AAas thus able to get a column of factors for the Aalue of the

AA'ives' lienefit. He also entirely agreed Avith AA-hat Mr. Thomas had
said Avith regard to the Select Tables, and the example he had
giA"en of a i:)ension fund AAhere no one took a pension for fifteen

years, and the difficulty of making adjustments for the older

entrants. So much did he feel that difficulty that in his ]iaper upon
Pension Funds, read a year or tAvo ago, he thrcAV out the idea that

some day actuaries AA'ould be clriA-en to use Select Tables. He AA'as

<iuite sure it made a great deal of difference at certain ages of entry,

if the subject AA-ere treated Iw the Select method.
In his lectures last year at the Institute, on Pension Funds and

AVidoAA's' and Orphans' Funds, he prepared for the students

lithographed sheets of all the principal formulas arranged in

consecutiA-e order. Those sheets contained almost e\"ery important

formula, a good many of Avhich had ncA-er l)een published. Many
of the formulas AA-ere similar to those in his paper, but greatly

improA-ed ; and, if it AA-ere thought useful, he AA-ould be Aery pleased

to reA-ise them slightly for the Journal, so that the students might
liaA'e eA"erything of the kind before them. They Avere not, for the

most part, demonstrated at any length, but he did not think it

Avould do any harm for the students to haAe to Avork out the

<lemonstration for themseh-es. They could easily do that Avitli

Mr. Manly's and his oaa'u i)apers ; and they aa-ouIcI thus find in the

Journal a nearly complete index of all the formulas that AA-ere

generally required.

Mr. Bacon's paper Avas likely to lie a most useful one. There
Avas one point in it to AA'hich he must allude because the author

referred specifically to him. Mr. Bacon said, on p. 47, "It is not

clear AA'hether Mr. King is here referring to a fall in the scale of

iiA-erage salaries existing at a giA-en valuation date, as the A-aluation
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age increases, or whether he is referring to a fall in the average

salaries at the older ages, as observed at successive valuations." It

puzzled him extremely hoAv his words -were not clear, Itecause the

author quoted just aliOAe his (Mr. King's) oavu words, which were
" The number of General Managers, Chief Engineei's, iV-c, will

not increase and, with the lapse of time, the tendency is for the

average salaries at the older ages to fall."' It was a distinction

l)etween time and age : the lapse of time referred to calendar time,

the age to the age of the person. He further Avent on to say
" the salary experience down to about age -iO has remained fairly

iniifoi'm from valuation to valuation, but at older ages there is a

decided tendency in the average to fall." However, if it was not

clear he wished now to say that the words in his paper referred to

the lapse of calendar time from valuation to valuation, and not to

the increase of age of the members.
Mr. ^^^ O. XASH said that, in his experience of Pension Funds,

particularly Avhere salary scales had to be considered, the adjustments

made arbitrarily by the Actuary were often of considerably greater

importance than the ])recise algel)raical formula used. It seemed to

him that Avhat actuaries had to do was to regard the position of the

fund from a business and practical point of view, as well as from the

view of actuarial science—to bring in considerations which could not

be expressed in formulas, and to form the best estimate that was
possible of the future. The method he had usually adopted, where
the circumstances permitted, was to take, not precisely the scale

l>ased on the salaries payable at the date of the valuation, as men-
tioned by Mr. Thomas, but to get, if possible, the data for five or

ten years preceding the valuation. If the statistics could be

arranged under the year of biith of the members of the fund, the

salaries in each calendar year being entered, one was able to obtain

a wider basis on which to form a salary scale. That, to some
extent, gave weight to the rapidity of the increase of the salaries

in certain cases mentioned in Mr. Bacon's paper. Mr. Bacon went
T)ack five years ; he would also go back five years, Init he would
take the average of the five years, and not the ratio of the fifth to

the first. He had often found, Avhen making successiA'e valuations,

that, whether one was dealing with the salary scale or with the rate

of secession, there Avas a distinct tendency to variations from period

to period. For instance, it might be found that the rate of

secession at each age was falling from valuation to valuation ; so

that, if four investigations had been made, and the four secession

tjcales deduced from the experience of the four successive periods

were set out graphically on the same sheet, it would be found that

•each curve came under the one Avhich had preceded it. He thought
in such a case it was quite fair and reasonal)le to assume that the

fifth curve would l)e lower still, and in forecasting the future he

had given effect to that assumption. It was always dangerous to

employ the full rate of secession deduced from a single period. It

seemed to him, therefore, that actuaries recjuired to know why the

rate of secession, for instance, had fallen from period to period,
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during tlie past in order to form an estimate—it was hardly a

matter that could l)e reduced to a formula—as to whether it Avas

likely to fall still further in the future, and to act accordingly.

The actuary might, in a particular instance, be con'\"inced that al-

though the rate of secession had come down each f[\e years for

twenty years, it was not going to come down any more, and in that

case he would not draw a new curve below the others : and similarly

Avith the salary scales.

Mr. T. G. ACKLAXD, in closing the discussion, remarked that

the members had before them tAvo papers AA'hich, although associated

generally in the subject AA-hieh they treated, differed in the

respect that one Avas the completion of an important edifice,

Avhilst the other AA-as professedly tentatiA'e and exijerimental.

Mr. Manly haA'ing uoaa- completed his AA'ork in a series of sixtj"

tables, and furnished formulas dealing Avith the complicated problems
AA-hich he had had under consideration. noA\- felt that he Avas entitled

to lay doAA'n his pen, liaA-ing draAvn his AA'ork to a close. He trusted

that Mr. Manly Avould, on reflection, find that there AA-as still

something further to he said on the subject, and dcA-elop in his own
interesting and inimitable way further formulas connected Avith Staff"

Pension and analogous Funds. He had rendered the profession an
inestimable benefit in attempting to reduce to a scientific form of

treatment this subject, pei'haps the most difficult AA-ith AA'hich an
actuary of skill and experience had to deal.

Turning to ^Ir. Bacon's papei', an interesting prol>lem AA'as

discussed Avhich he (Mr. Aekland) took occasion to bring luider the

notice of the profession about six and a half years ago. He thought
he might truly say that, during each period of six months Avhich had
elapsed since that time, the matter had come under his consideration

in some form or another for settlement. Some attempts Avere made
a short time since to deal A\-ith the problem on the mathematical
side, and he understood that some of the highest mathematicians
AA'ere consulted ; but, although formulas Avere CA-ohed AA-hich

appeared to be in the direction of meeting the difficulties of the

problem, it Avas found that the Avant of continuity in some of the

practical conditions rendered such formulas inapplicable.

For the sake of the younger members of the Institute he might
briefly explain AA-hat the prol>lem AA-as, on its iiractical side. A City

Corporation, usually of one of the large cities of our country, found
it necessary to establish a Superannuation Fund for their existing

and future employees. It Avas started on a definite date, and a
scheme Avas settled, either by a Bill passed through as an Act of

Parliament, or by regulations approA'ed by the authorities. The
lines upon AA-hich some of the Corporations proceeded, AA-ere that the

employees should pay a contribution, amounting say to 2, 2i, 3 or

some other fixed percentage upon their salaries ; and that the

Corporation, the employers, on their part, should supplement this by
a contril)ution of a fcAA- hundred pounds per annum, AA'hich AA-as

confessedly Avholly inadequate Avhen added to the contributions of

the emplojees to meet the liabilities of the Fund; especially bearing
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in mind that, Avhen the Fund was started, some of the employees

had already rendered long terms of past service, wliieh were to

coinit for superannuation, but in respect of which, of course, no
contriliutions had Ijeen paid. The balance re(iuired to meet the

liabilities of the Fund upon these lines was to be met l;>y the very

simple process of a charge upon the City rates. There was an aiuiual

making-up of the accounts, and if the contril>utions of the whole of

employees (including any taken on to replace deaths or retirements),

together with the small contribution of the employers, were together

insufficient to meet the charges of that particular year, a call was

made upon the rates ; if, on the other hand, the comljined

contributions were in excess of the requirements of the particular

year, the rates Avere relieved to that extent.

When such a case was l)rought under the notice of an actuary,

he naturally iiroceeded to -salue the liabilities of the Fund on the

ordinary lines, taking the present A'alue at an agreed rate of

interest of the contributions of the employees, supplemented l)y the

present Aalue of the inadequate contril)utions of the employers, and

setting against the value of those eoml)ined contributions the

present value of the liabilities in respect of the future pensions,

estimated as payable to the then existing staft'. From the circum-

stances of the case, and from the fact that City rates Avere bearing

the greater part of the burden, such a A'aluation Avould probably

bring out an enormous apparent liability, AA'hich might run into

hundreds of thousands of pounds, and Avhich, Avhen reported, might

cause considerable disturbance and perplexity to the Corporation,

the rate-payers, and all concerned. Moreover, there Avas some
question as to Avhether a result so deduced Avas not actuarial

"

rather than a representation of the actualities of the case. The
argument of the Corporation Avould very naturally be, that they

Avere not really assisted or enlightened by any such actuarial

A-aluation of the lialnlity, in respect solely of the members existing

at a particular date ; but that they rather AA-ished to knoAv, from

the practical point of A'icAv, what Avould l)e the approximate estimated

charge upon the rates, during the next fifty or sixty years, allowing

for the actual practical conditions, under Avhich the contril^utions of

ncAv employees Avere also brought into account to meet current

charges, leaving the future pensions, due at a distant date to these

neAv entrants, to be dealt AA^th by posterity, out of the future city

rates. In dealing Avith this problem, the actuary had to apply his

scientific knoAvledge in an unusual direction ; and to deduce the

best estimates he could as to the future experience under the

scheme, in reply to the not unreasonable request of the City Cor-

poration. In dealing Avith this difficult question, the actuary had
necessarily to make certain assumptions, Avhich foUoAved one after

another almost to the nth. degree ; so that, Avhen he had probed the

estimated facts OA'er a future iieriod of forty or fifty years, he Avas

l^uilding on a sort of inverted truncated i>yramid, the base of Avhich

Avas the original facts, Avhilst the remainder of the ever-Avidening

structure AA^as deduced from the continued effect of the assumptions
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that had l)een made from year to year, thus rendering the results

increasingly donhtful and untrustworthy, as they extended further

into the future. The actuary had to represent this strongly to his

clients, and to state that, whilst the estimates deduced were the

best he could do with the figures, still they had to he taken with
several grains of salt ", as based upon a long series of assumptions

each of which was dejiendent upon those previously made.
The fact remained, however, that the City Corporation wanted

some definite information from actuaries, and looked to them—he
could not hel]! thinking with some reason—for a solution in that

<lirection, and not in the direction of bringing out enormous actuarial

liabilities which were, in practice, relieved, for the time being, by
the influx of new members In-inging in contributions without
current liabilities. Mr. Bacon had made a skilful and an earnest

attempt to deal with the prolilem on the practical side, and probably

his assumptions were, for the moment, the best that could be
emiJoyed, and he thought the Author only submitted his paper in

that sense. The methods were his own, and were, he thought,

Avorthy of commendation.
A further difficulty Mhich arose was that, when the figures were

got out for a long period, such as fifty or sixty years, no indication

was usually found of a iiKi.diiuiin charge upon the rates, although the

AAorking out of the heavy liabilities undertaken at the outset

involved a steady increase in the annual charge over any such period.

There were i>lain indications, however, that after a certain time the

condition of the surviving members, based upon those originally exist-

ing with new members brought in from year to year to replace those

passing out, steadily a])proximated to that of a stationaiy population.

The Author had shown that that approximation, after some such

term as SO or 100 years, apiiroached an identity with the stationary

condition. But, as was also pointed out, it Avould be unsafe to

assume that the state of things at present existing Avould go on up
to the condition of stationary population, and that it would in itself

represent the maximum. It was more than prolial)le that the

annual charge would be raised to a maximum before the stationary

stage was reached, and would then fall to that condition ; but in

order to reach this amount of maximum charge, the period of

iuA'estigation would appai'ently ha"\'e to be very much prolonged, as,

not only must all the existing employees at the outset pass into the

class of pensioners (which might take forty years) but all the

pensioners out of such existing employees must also pass away, up
to the highest age attained in the mortality table, before the

stationary condition was reached.

He desired, in conclusion, to say a few words on the question of

the salary scale. Mr. Thomas and Mr. King, both of Avhom spoke

fi'om a very full knowledge of the subject, had referred to that

qi\estion ; and Mr. Xash had indicated a method which a])peared to

be singularly like that of Mr. Bacon in many respects. He took it,

however, that Mr. Bacons remarks under this head were nothing

more than an attempt to suggest to the members an alternative, and
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perhaps preferable, basis of dealing Avith the veiy difficult question

of salarj- scale. Nothing could be more important than .the scale of

salaries which had to be fixed. He had known of cases in which

the exfjerience of a fnither five years had had very disturbing etiects

ui>ou the salarj" scale a.s prcA'iously estimated. It might well be

that there was no one method of dealing ^Wth the question, and
that no scientific plan could be laid down applicable to all cases.

He felt there was a great deal in what Mr. Xash had said as

to the Actuarj' bringing his common sense to bear, as distinct from
formulas, in dealing Avith each particular case, and that the salary

scale must Ije moulded largely by that consideration, and not airi^ed

at altogether on a theoretical basis. But the Author had made
some improvement iu this respect, that he proiK)sed to deal with

the same people, or the same group of people, in passing from one

age to another, instead of dealing, as had been done previously,

-with lives, for instance, of thirty yeai-s of age, as comi>ared with

totally different lives—lives of thirtj-one years of age. In that

respect, he thought there was some advantage : and he could not

help thinking that on consideration Mr. Thomas might be di.six)sed

to admit there was also some advantage in eliminating the large

increase iu the ratio of salary in resj^ect of early entrants.

Mr. Thomas certainly made a point when he suggested that

Mr. Bacon might, by his method, be excluding the General

Manager, but that was a case where common sense would come
in, to correct any such defects in the method. He could not help

thinking that Mr. Bacon was on the right track when he suggested

that the large ratios of increase of recent entrants (as showni also

in Mr. ^lanly's Table S) should be eliminated, with due regard to

its effect on the reserves.

The president moved a heartj^ A'ote of thanks to Mr. Manly
and Mr. Bacon for their interesting papers, and also included in the

vote Mr. Workman, who assisted Mr. Manly in the most arduous
liart of his ta.sk. Mr. Manly was such an old contributor to the

Institute that nothing he could say was required to remind the

members of the services he had rendered to it. It was nearly fortj'

years since Mr. Manly gained the Messenger prize for an essay on
the ' Values of Policies by various tables of Mortality- and Methods
of Valuation

"'"

: and he was also the originator of the Model Office,

which !Mr. King afterwards elaborated so successfully, and which
had been one of the most wonderful instraments in actuarial work.
Mr. Manly was also the author of several other papers, and he had
spent, and he was afraid he must say almost exhausted, himself and
his health iu his recent paj^ers on Pension Funds. He had been
sti-uck vcith the remarks Mr. Xash made that actuaries must
approach the consideration of pension funds, not only from the

strictly technical or actuarial point of ^iew, but must take all the
circumstances of the case into account, bringing their full judgment
to bear on them. Mr. King had promised to supply the Insritute

with some further statistics deduced from an Irish Clergy- Pension
Fund iu which he was interested, and he hoped that Mr. King,
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when he sent the tables to the Journal, would append a note
explaining how the data were derived, and what degree of confidence

could 1)6 placed on their accuracy. He might mention that he had
just received from the President of the Faculty of Actuaries, Mr. A.

Hewat, a copy of a ^'aluable report made by him on a Pension Fund,
in which some instructive figures were given as to the marriage-rate

among an important class in Edinl)urgh. If similar statistics could

from time to time be published in a concise form in the Journal,

they would l)e exceedingly useful in dealing with Pension Fund
problems.

The A'ote of thanks Avas then put and carried with acclamation.

Mr. JAMES BACON, in reply, thanked the members for their

vote and the kind way in which his paiier had l)een received. The
main interest appeared to have centred around the salary scale,

about Avhich he ventured to think he need not say A^ery much. It

had always seemed to him that the method of dealing with average

salaries was, in essence at any rate, very similar to the method
of forming the mortality table from the deaths alone ; and that

it was "sery desirable, if not essential, to use some such method as

he had indicated, Ijy dealing with the same i)eople from year to year.

Mr. Nash had referred to the A'ariations that took place fi'om

valuation to Aaluation in the scale of salaries, and in the secession

rate. The fall in the latter was probably due to the fact that,

jiassing from valuation to A'aluation, the lives involved were of

greater duration of service, and therefoi-e one Avould naturally

expect, in dealing with an aggregate table, that the secession rate

Avould drop ; and he thought that a similar explanation would also,

to a certain extent, apply to the Aariations in the average salaries

from A'aluation to Aaluation. Mr. King, dealing Avith the quotation

that had been giAen from his paper, had cleared aAvay any
uncertainty there might have been as to Avhether his reference

Avas to difterent jieriods of time. The circumstance that the

average salary at the higher age might l)e found to fall from
A'aluation to Aaluation Avas, it seemed to him, due to a great

extent simply to the efflux of time, bringing about more or less

arbitrary A'ariations in the data at those ages, so that the facts

had no real relation to those of fiAe years previously. That in

itself seemed to him to point to the necessity of dealing Avith

the same indiA'iduals as far as possible. Where every salary might
haA'e increased but the average salary might have fallen, it seemed
to him unsafe to deal with average salaries.

Mr. H. W. manly, Avho AA-as prevented by illness from
attending the Meeting, has Avritten the folloAving reply :

I shall be much obliged if you Avill alloAv me to express my
sincere thanks for the kind remarks made by all the speakers

in reference to me and my paper. The paper Avas not one Avhich

could be readily discussed, but Mr. Thomas so fully grasped its

object and so clearly expressed my aIcavs that I feel specially

indebted to him for his remarks. Mr. King seems to have

misunderstood the object I had in A'icAv, Avhen I suggested that
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the experience of a numl^er of funds should be collected on
cards of a uniform design, for I did not propose that they should

he all coml>ined in one tal)le, but that the experience " for each

class of risk" should be extracted. That expression was not

quite what I meant ; I should have said each class of profession

and trade. In the valuation of life assurance risks, we use a

standard table for ordinary policies, and another standard table

for industrial policies, although the rate of mortality differs

considerably in different companies. In the valuation of Sickness

Friendly Societies we have standard tables, although the experience

differs as widely in them as in Pension Funds, and I see no reason

^vhy we should not have standai-d Pension Fund tables for l)ank

clerks, clergymen, lawyers, teachers, &c. The attainment of such

an object, however, is in the dim future, but it would be of great

advantage to us now if we could arrange for all the records to be

kept on cards of uniform design.

AVith regard to notation, I think it desirable that the Institute

should appoint a small committee to settle the ([uestion l»efore

it goes much further. I shall be very pleased to adopt any
authoritative i^ronouncement on the matter. Mr. King says that

his F is analogous to other sj-ml^ols in the scheme of universal

notation and instances P for premium, and says he could give

many cases with suffixes below to the right and to the left, and
affixes above to the right and to the left, to say what particular

P was meant. I disagree with the analogy, and I do not know
of any P which has an affix either to the right or to the left except

one to the right to denote the numljer of instalments payable in

a, year. I thought I might find some in the Te.d-Book to represent

varying premiums or premiums with return in certain events, but
happily for the student such a ])remium is always represented
T»y -.

Xow P is a specific symbol representing a premium ; A is a
specific symbol representing an assurance ; a is a specific symbol
representing an annuity ; but what does F specifically represent ?

Is it supposed to represent a function ? If so, then the whole of our
notation can be built up on F, because P, A and a can be described as

functions. F is, in fact, made to do service for both assurances and
annuities. What Mr. King has apparently done is to invent a kind of

shorthand for his unskilled clerks. He says ^l is the function for

valuing future contributions ; but that function is an annuity,

and to be consistent vnth the universal notation should be
represented by a in some way. ^'Fx is the function for valuing the
return of past contributions on death, and to be consistent should
be represented by A in some way. Now I say that the well-

known commutation symbols are quite sufficient, if a line be put
under the numerators to denote that they are to be divided by the
appropriate D. If the student once gets it fixed in his mind that

M always applies to the valuation in respect of past salary or

contributions, and R to future salary or contributions, there will
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M
never he any difficulty. Mr. King turns —^ or, as I would write

it, M£, into^'F.r, and —^ or, as I would call it, ''"lu;, into-'^F.r, without

any particular advantage that I can see. "Xz is certainly preferahle

to •^Y'j: as a consistent symbol : M^' is quite as good as ^'F^, and *R^

is as good as '^F!,', and they have the advantage of l)eing the

actual formulas. Occasionally there may be a few more symbols in

my suggested notation, but in such cases Mr. King finds a difficulty

in describing them with his syml)ols. An example ^\•ill make the

explanation clearer.

Mr. King's
Notation
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appreciate the labours of Mr. King in this field of pension funds,

and freely acknowledge that he has iniiiroved on many of my
formulas. I should l)e pleased to see his classification and summary
of formulas puhlished, but I would suggest to him that, where it i<

necessary to distinguish between age at entry and age attained, he
should use .'• and x+ n, instead of y and r. y is generally introduced

by him to arrive at some estimate of past contributions with

accumulations of interest, but in dealing with the past we are dealing

with facts, or should Ije. and every fund should be made to keep its

records in such a way that it could at any moment gi\e the past

contributions with accumulations to date.

One remark about construction of salary scale " in Mr. Bacon's

paper. The more experience I have of these funds the more I am
convinced that my remark about making aii

' intelligent graduation
"

was coiTect. By "intelligent "

I mean involving the exercise of

experience, wisdom, and skill. The past exi)erience isonlyan indica-

tion of what is going to happen in the future, and it is necessary to take

into consideration many elements which may affect the scale in years

to come. This ' intelligent graduation " applies even more strongly

to the rates of withdrawal and superannuation than to salaries, anrl

in consequence I find an ""
intelligent" use of the spline* to be much

better than any mathematical graduation.

* See J.I.A., xxxvi, 211.

ERRATA.

[Mr. H. N. Sheppard calls our attention to the followins:

corrections which should be made in the report of his remarks

at the Sessional ^Meeting of the Institute of Actuaries in April

1907j as printed on pages 527-580 of vol. xli of the Journal.—
Ed. J.I.A.]

Piige 528 (fourth line from bottom), for " limit ", read "lien."

Page 528 (last line), for " Early Renewal ", read " Yearly Renewable."

Page 529 (line 10). for "as an", read " also "—(either the paid-up

policy on the net basis, or extended assurance, being granted as aii

alternative to the cash surrender-value).

Page 530 (lines 7 and 8), for " Act ", read " Blank "—(the " Con-
vention Blank " being the recognized title for the collection of schedules,

passed annually b}- the Insurance Commissioners in Convention, as

constituting the fomi of statement to be sent to the Insurance Department;,
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LEGAL NOTES.

By Arthur Rhys Barrand, F.LA., Barrister-at-Laiv.

Power of ii- CASE of soiiie interest to assurance companies,

deduct tax in clealino; as it does with the ri^-ht of a niorto:as:or to
respect of ".

.

° o O

fnteTst.^''^''
deduct income tax in respect of accumulated interest,

is that of In re Craven's Mortgage, Davies v. Graven

[1907] 2 Ch. 448. Here a mortgagor conveyed certain real estate

and policies of assurance by way of mortgage, to secure a sum of

.£18,000 ; and covenanted that he, his executors, administrators

or assigns would, on the death of himself or his son, whichever

event should first happen, pay to the mortgagee the said sum,

together with simple interest at 5 per-cent per annum, and would,

if the sum was not so repaid, pay interest half-yearly at the rate

of 5 per-cent per annum on any amount outstanding for principal

and interest, " without any deduction whatsoever." The
mortgagor predeceased his son, dying on 2 January 1906.

The mortgage debt and interest were not then paid off, but when
the mortgagor's executor subsequently proposed to pay the amount,

he claimed the right to deduct income tax on the portion which

represented the accumulated simple interest, and which amounted

to about £16,000. The mortgagee's executors did not feel

justified in allowing the claim, and took out a summons for the

determination of the question. On their behalf it was argued

that such accumulated interest did not come within section 40 of

the Income Tax Act, 1853, under which the claim was made, and

that the section in question only applies to interest which is

actually payable yearly. Reference on this point was also

made to section 15 of the Revenue (No. 1) Act, 1864.

Warrington, J., in deciding that the mortgagor's executor Avas

entitled to deduct income tax in respect of the accumulated simple

interest, held that the point was really covered by the decision in

Bebh V. Bunny, 1854, 1 K. & S. 216, and quoted with approval

from the judgment of Sir W. Page Wood, V-C, in that case.

He said :
^' Bebb v. Bunny applies where interest is reserved for

'' a period of more or less than a year but is calculable by periods

" of a year. That is the case here. This is interest for so many
'^ years as W. G. Craven (the mortgagor) or his son shall survive,

'' calculated at 5 per-cent per annum ; and it seems to me, both

" on the construction of section 40, apart from authority, and on
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" the authority of Behh v. Bunny, to be a yearly payment^ from
'^ Avhich the respondent is entitled to deduct interest (income

" tax ?) ."

A case in connection with reversions to which

reversionary attcutiou uiav hc Called, Is that of Rs Heath.
interest under "

^u^ct,i^. Heath v. JVidcjeua [1907] 2 Ch. 270. Here one

John Heath died intestate on 4 September 1894,

leaving a wife but no issue. The only property left by him

consisted of furniture and effects, valued at £10, and certain

contingent reversionary interests in real and personal estate.

These interests were of a very shadowy nature, being liable

to be entirely defeated in the event of a female then aged 32

leaving issue at her death ; and on their being submitted to

an actuan' for valuation as at the date of the intestate's death,

he considered their value to be nil, but, calculating a speculative

value between the two extremes of probability, he brought out a

value of £266 in respect of the real estate and £122 in respect of

the personal estate, making a total value of ^6388. Bj- the

Intestates' Estates Act, 1890, it is provided that in the case of a

man dying intestate after 1 September 1890, leaving a widow but

no children, if the estate does not exceed £500 in value, it shall

belon": exclusively to the widow, and if it exceeds that amount,

she is to have a first charge on the estate for £500, such charge

to be borne proportionately by the realty and personalty. On the

reversion falling into possession and being then north about

£3,500, the widow of John Heath claimed the whole amount, as

being entitled to it under the Intestates' Estates Act ; and a

summons w^as taken out to determine the rights of the parties.

Kekewich, J., in deciding in favour of the widow, said :
" There

" seems to me to be no room for doubt that the real and personal

" estates of an intestate must be taken as being what they are at

'• the date of his death, and it is then, and at no other time, that

" you must ascertain whether the total value amounts to £500 or

'• not. . . . The real and personal estates of a man means all that
'' he has, whether in possession, reversion or contingency. . . .

" Whatever he had, whatever you can put your finger on and say
•'•' that it belonged to him, shall belons: to the widow. The real

" test is, could he have devised it ? . . . There will therefore be
" a declaration that John Heath's share in the real and personal

" estate in question vested absolutely in his widow for such estate

" and interest as he had therein/^

VOL. XLII.
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I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. William

declaration as to Huttou, F.I.A., F.F.A., Maua":er and Actuary of the
title of assignee ^ y ^ o .

orp^cy''^**"" Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Society, for

particulars of the following case, which is of a

somewhat unusual nature and of considerable interest to the

officials of life assurance companies. The case in question is

that of The AUgemeine Deutsche Credit Anstalt and others v.

The Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Society and others. The

material facts are that a policy for £2,000 was effected with the

defender society in 1884 by one Gustav von Portheim on the life

of one Oscar Phillips, who was indebted to the former to the

extent of some £5,000, the policy being effected as part security.

A number of transactions affecting the title to the policy had

since taken place, both in the United Kingdom and abroad, and

the pursuers, who now claimed to be entitled to it, desiring to be

in a position to deal with it, applied to the assurance society for

an acknowledgment of their right to the policy. The society

had received some dozen notices and letters relating to the

dealings with the policy, but as it had not become a claim they

had not investiijated the title, and thev refused to go into the

question until the policy became payable. Upon this, the

pursuers applied to the Court for a declaration as to their title,

on the ground that, in view of the attitude taken up by the

defenders, it was necessary that their right and title should be

judicially declared while the parties to the various transactions

Avere still alive, and their evidence available. The assurauce

society objected that if they determiued questions of title during

the currency of the policy, such determination would be

equivalent to a guarantee of the title, and might involve them in

serious difficulties and loss, and urged, moreover, that there -was

nothing in the contract contained in the policy which obliged

the society to examine titles or determine on their validity. The

case came before the Lord Ordinary (Lord Ardwall) on

2 February 1907, when he held that the pursuers had no right

to demand a declaration as to title, that the action was

premature, and that the pursuers^ averments did not disclose any

riii'ht in them to maintain an action against the defenders in

respect of a policy which had not yet become a claim. He
therefore dismissed the action against the society, and held them

entitled to their costs.

The pursuers appealed from this decision, but upon the

appeal coming before the First Division it was dismissed. In
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delivering judgment to this effect^ the Lord President said

:

" The insurance company, of course, have no interest in the

" matter as to whom the policy belongs. All that they have an

" interest in is that if the policy matures and becomes a claim,

" then they would have to pay the proper person. . . . When
" the pursuers put in that claim against the insurance company,

" they put in something which, in my judgment, they were not

" at all entitled to do. Nobody knows who are to be exactly the

" claimants when the time comes for the policy to mature or has

" been turned into a claim by means of a surrender. Therefore,

" to entertain a declarator ab ante against the insurance company
" seems out of the question. A very good test of that is : Could
" the insurance company have raised an action of multiple-

" poinding^' (a procedure in Scots law corresponding to inter-

pleader in English law) " at this time upon such a question ?

" Clearly they could not. ... If that conclusion is correct,

" then it is perfectly clear that the Scottish Amicable Life

" Assurance Society ought not to be here at all, and they are

" perfectly entitled to have the action dismissed as against them."

It is of interest to compare the reasons given for
Declaration as />• j_ ,_ ii l- i^ l • i^ • i1 •

to vaudity of rctusmg to grant a declaration as to title m this case,

with the grounds on which a declaration as to the

validity of a policy was refused in the case of Honour \. Equitable

Life Assurance Society of the United States {J.I.A., x\i, 141).

In declining to grant such a declaration in that case, Buckley, J.,

said :
" The plaintiff asks me to go into an investigation of those

" facts (as to absence of insurable interest, as to the health of the

" life assured at time of proposal, and as to fraud) at the present

" time when, even if he is right in those facts, he is not entitled

'' to recover anything from the defendant society at all. The
" contract between the parties is that the policyholder, on
" paying from time to time certain semi-annual premiums, shall,

" at a date not yet reached, namely, the date of the dropping of

" the life, be entitled to receive £4,000 from the defendant
" company. At present the plaintiff has no claim against the

" defendants at all. The Court, in many cases, refuses to

" determine rights before the time has arrived at which the right

" is enforceable. One may see the good sense of that in the
" present case by making this observation : The defendant
" society, if they are sued when Powis' (the life assured's) life

" drops, may be in possession of information which they have
" not now, and perhaps cannot get at present. They may show

G 2
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'' at a future date that the policy Avas obtained by fraud. Wby
" should they be called upon to do that now, when there is no

" enforceable claim in respect of the policy
}} 9

A case of some importance, dealing with the position

note on con- of the partics in respect of conditions contained in
ditions of policy.

\ _

'
.

the policy during the interval between the com-

mencement of the risk and the actual issue of the policy, is that

of hi re An Arbitration between Coleman's Depositories, Limited,

and the Life and Health Assurance Association [1907] 2 K.B.

798. This case came before the Court of Appeal as an appeal

from a decision of Bray, J., before whom it came in the form of

a special case stated by an arbitrator. The dispute arose in

connection with an employers' liability assurance Avhich had

been effected by Coleman's Depositories with the above-named

assurance association. The proposal was signed on 28 December

1904, and a covering note given, containing no conditions, and

statins "cover to hold irood from this date." On 3 January

1905 a policv in respect of the assurance was signed and sealed

by, or on behalf of, the association, and on 9 or 10 January it

was handed by them to the insurance brokers, and by them

delivered to the assured. The policy expressed that it was to be

in force from 1 January 1905 to 1 January 1906, and contained,

in clause 2, the following words: "The employer shall give

'' immediate notice to the association of any accident causing

" injury to a workman, and the employer shall also forward to

" the association every written, or information as to any verbal,

" notice of claim received, within three days after the receipt of

" such notice, and shall give all information and assistance

'•' required by the association." By clause 7 it was provided

that " The observance and performance by the employer of the

" times and terms above set out, so far as they contain anything

" to be done by the employer, are the essence of the contract."

On 2 January 1905 a workman in the employ of the assured

met with an accident arising out of, and in the course of his

employment. The injury was not at first supposed to be serious,

but it ultimately caused his death on 15 March. The only

notice of the accident given by the employer to the association

was a verbal notice on 14 March, the day before the workman's

death. Written notice of claim by the widow was received by

the employer on 27 March, but was not forwarded to the

association. On 29 March, however, the association were
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informed by letter from the employer that the claim had been

made. The association at once repudiated liability, and declined

to take any pai*t in, or give instructions as to, the settlement of

the claim. Proceedings were then taken by the representatives

of the workman against the employer, who settled the claim for

£,\'62>, including costs, and his claim against the association for

this amount was then referred to arbitration. The arbitrator

held that the non-compliance with the provisions as to notice,

contained in clauses 2 and 7 of the policy, afforded the assurance

association a good defence to the claim, bui stated a special case

for the Court on the point. On this coming before Bray, -X,

the latter held that neither the provision for giving immediate

notice of an accident, nor that for the forwarding by the employer

to the association of a written claim was a condition precedent to

the employer's right to recover on the policy, and gave judgment

for the employer. The association appealed, but on the case

coming before the Court of Appeal, the decision of Bray, J., was

upheld. Vaughan Williams, L.J., in delivering judgment to

this effect, said :
" It could not have been in the contemplation

^' of the parties that this condition as to immediate notice should

" apply until the contents of the policy had been communicated
*' to the employer. I hold that on the face of the award there is

" no evidence that the employer knew, or had the opportunity

" of knowing, the conditions of the policy, and that the onus is

" on the association ; and, in ray opinion, the risk undertaken by
" the association for the period prior to the delivery of the policy

" did not impose upon the employer the obligation to give

'' immediate notice of the accident to Coi'rin (the workman) on

" 2 January 1905, prior to the receipt by the employer of the

" policy or of information of its containing such a condition or

'• obliiration."

A case of some interest, dealing with the effect of an

informal assign- informal assi°:nmeut of a policy, is that of Brownlee's
ment of policy. '-' r .

^

Executors v. Rohh, 1907, 44 S.L.R. 876. Here one

Joseph Robb was assured under a paid-up policy in the Scottish

Provident Institution. On a statement by him that he had lost

the policy, he obtained a certified copy from the assurance company,

but as a matter of fact it was not lost, but in the possession of his

wife, and he was apparently aware of this. He afterwards

purported to assign it to his daughter by a document in the

following form :
" I, Joseph Robb, hand over my life policy to
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" my dangliter Elizabeth Scott Robb, now the wife of George
" Brownlee, dairyman^ Bonnyfield." This document was signed

by the assured and attested by five Avitnesses^ and it was given

in evidence by a police constable who had drawn it up, that the

intention of the assured was to convey his interest under the

policy, and not merely the custody of the copy of the policy,

which was handed over at the time. A claim to the policy moneys

w^as put in under this document by the executors of the deceased

assignee, and an adverse claim was made by the wife of the assured

under an informal will. On the case coming before the Lord

Ordinary, he decided against the validity, both of the assignment

and of the will, and declared the proceeds of the policy to be

intestate succession of the deceased Joseph Robb. On appeal,

however, this decision was reversed, so far as regards the validity

of the assignment, and judgment was given in favour of the

assignee. In deciding to this effect. Lord M'Laren said :
" On

" behalf of Mr. Brownlee it is ur2:ed that no formal words of

" assignment are necessary to transfer a moveable right or

"jus crediti, and that the expression Miaud over' is equivalent to

" assign or make over. . . . On behalf of Mrs. Robb, the

" executrix, it is contended that the expression '^hand over', when
" used with reference to a policy of assurance, transfers nothing

" but the paper on which the policy is written, and that its only

" legal eflPect is to put the grantee into the position of custodier

" of the policy of assurance. ... I think the best evidence of the

" intention to make a sift is the deed itself, because unless we
" hold that ' hand over ' is equivalent to assign, we deny effect to

" the deed altogether, and that is a conclusion which can never be

" reached if the words used admit of an intelligible and effective

" meaning. I have only further to add that by a well-known

" rule of construction, which I give in the Avords of Lord Blackburn
" {Fowkes V. Manchester and London Life Assurance ^ Loan
" Association, 1863, 3 B. & S. 929)—' In all deeds and
" ' instruments, the language used by one party is to be construed

" ' in the sense in which it w^ould be reasonably understood by
" ' the other '—I think that the grantee's daughter, when she

" received this deed, would in reason understand it to mean that

" she was assigned into the benefit of the policy. . . .

Notice of assign- ,, , .
^ n- n ^

... ,

ment not given " Agauist thc etiect ot the assignation it was argued
nntil after death. '-'

.

" that the transfer was incomplete because it was not

" intimated to the Assurance Company in Mr. Robb's lifetime,

'' but I think this agreement is founded on a misapprehension.
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" Intimation is uecessary to give a real ri<;lit to the subject

" assigned. All the authorities who speak to the importance of

" intimation limit its eflFect in this way, and I can see no reason

'•' for doubting that an assignment of a policy of assurance, like

" any other deed purporting to give a contract right, is binding

" on the grantee and his heirs.^' Lord Pearson, in delivering

judgment to the same effect, said :

'"' The question is, whether the

" terms of the writing import an assignation of the policy, or are

" merely an expression of the fact that a copy of the policy was
'• handed to Mrs. Bro\\nilee. ... In my opinion the words used

" are not only capable of importing the transfer of the beneficial

" right, but they are apt words to do so, according to their

" common colloquial use by ordinary Scotch people in that

'•' position in life. I am convinced, that a large majority of such

'' people, on a perusal of the writing itself, would at once

" attribute that raeanins: to it. . . . I hold that according to the

" natui-al and ordinary constniction of the words used, as these

'•' would be construed by the parties concerned^ they are apt and
" sufficient to pass the beneticial right in the insurance policy/'

A dissentins: iudsrment was delivered bv Lord Ardwall, from

which mav be quoted the following passage as
Transfer of .-..',. ,.^,,. ,

poucyunder ludicatiug the law or Scotland in respect to the
Scots law. •--' '

transfer of a policy :
" It is common ground that,

" according to the law of Scotland, the execution and delivery

'^ of an assignation is the appropriate method of transferring a

" contract of assurance contained in a policy and all sums of

" money due or to become due in respect thereof. The mere
*•' corporeal handing over of the paper on which the policy is

" engrossed, or a certitied copy of it, failing the principal, gives

" no right to the contract of assurance contained in a policy, or

" any sums of money due or to become due under that contract.

" This is trite law in Scotland, though apparently a different rule

•' prevails in England (See Scottish Provident Institution v. Cohen,

" 16 R. 112 [and J.I.A., xli, 173]
)/''

I am indebted to Mr. Percival Hunt, of Lincolu^s Inn,

l^^eiV°t^^ Barrister-at-Law, for particulars of the case of
existence and

-, . r ^ i i-iti i
identity before HuntY.Huut Clad J/flii', which was dccidcd bv the
making an ^ *

^^St. Court of Appeal, on 13 November last, and which is

of considerable interest and importance to those Avho

have to make annuity payments. A brief report, with some

comments, appears in the Solicitors' Juumal of 23 November
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1907. Here an annuity Avas payable to a solicitor as trustee for

an annuitant, and on his being asked for evidence as to tlie

existence of the life, he not only refused to furnish such evidence,

but also declined to give the address of the annuitant or any

information by which the person liable for the payment could

independently ascertain that the life still existed at the date when
the payment became due. On the matter coming before the

Court of Appeal, it was suggested that where, as in this case,

the payment of a sum of money depends on the happening of

a certain contingency, in this instance the continuance of a

particular life, the person liable for the payment is entitled to

reasonable evidence of the happening of the contingency before

making the payment. The Court, which was a very strong one,

consisting of Cozens-Hardy, M.R., and Fletcher Moulton and

Farwell, LL.J., declined, however, to accept this view, and

expressed the opinion that the person responsible for the payment

was not entitled to demand any evidence on the point, or even

the means of obtaining evidence ; and that if, in the absence of

such evidence, he withheld payment, he did so at his peril. The

effect of this decision is to place any person who is under an

obligation to pay an annuity in an extremely difficult position.

If he should demand evidence as to the continuance of the life,

he is liable to be met with a Hat refusal, and to be sued for the

amount ; in which case, if evidence of such continuance is

produced in Court, he will be ordered to pay, not only the

amount due under the annuity, but, quite possibly, the costs of

the action also, and, indeed, this actually happened early this

year in respect of the annuity in question. On the other hand,

if he should pay without evidence, and it should subsequently

appear that the life had failed before the date for the payment of

the annuity, he may be held responsible for such payment by

those entitled to the property subject to the annuity. If the

person making the payment is a trustee within the meaning of

the Trustee Act, 1893, it is possible that he can get over the

difficulty by paying the money into Court under the provisions

of section 42 of that Act, in which case the Court would require

evidence as to the existence of the life before paying the money

out. Apart from this, however, the only adequate remedy

appears to be either so to alter the precedents used in granting

annuities as to empower the person responsible for the payment

to require reasonable evidence of the existence of the life before

making any payment, a course which, I believe, is never
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adopted in such documents as settlements, wills, and separation

deeds, under which annuities usually arise ; or to confer such

power by statute on all persons placed in this position ; in other

words, to extend the provisions already existing with regard to

Government annuities, to all annuities. The latter course appears

to be the more satisfactory one, and I understand that steps are

to be taken to approach the Lord Chancellor and the Attorney-

General on the subject, with a view to the passing of a short Act

of Parliament having this for its object.

The matter is not of much direct importance to life assurance

companies in connection with their annuity business, as it is, I

believe, the universal practice for offices to insert in the contract

for such annuities a provision making the production of evidence

as to existence and identity a condition precedent to the right to

receive any instalment of the annuity. The passing of such an

Act would, however, enable companies to simplify to some extent

their annuity deeds by omitting this condition from the contract

if they wished to do so. The question might indirectly arise in

connection with the investments of life assurance companies in

reversionary securities, and might also give rise to some difficulty

in the case which not infrequently arises, where executors or

trustees, in order to wind up an estate, provide for annuitants by

purchasing annuities from an assurance company. In such a

case the annuitant might object to comply with the conditions of

the annuity deed as to evidence of existence and identity, to which

he was not a party, and on the refusal of the assurance company

to pay without evidence, might demand his annuity from the

person originally liable for its payment, leaving the latter to

settle the matter vvith the company.

Legislation ^^ ^^'^^ Originally intended, if space permitted, that

detailed reference should be made to such aspects

of the legislation of the past session of Parliament as were

likely to be of interest to life assurance companies. Owing,

however, to the space already occupied by these notes, it

must suffice to refer readers to the Acts themselves. Those

calling for attention in this respect are the Finance Act, especially

the sections dealing with the stamping of indemnity and

employers' liability policies, alterations in rates of estate duty,

and income tax on earned and unearned incomes ; the Employers'

Liability Insurance Companies Act, which is dealt with editorially

in the present number of the Juurnal (see pp. 90-lOG) ; the
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Deceased Wife's Sisters^ Marriage Act, an imfoveseeu possibility

of which is suggested in a letter to the " Times '' of 31 August

last, over the initials C.R.Y.C. ; and the Companies Act,

especially the sections referring to irredeemable debentures,

the re-issue of debentures, the returns to be furnished in future

by companies coming under the Companies Acts, particulars

required from foreign companies, and the exemption of life

assurance companies from section 44 of the Companies Act, 1862.

B

Employers Liability Insurance Companies Act, 1907.

[7 Edward VII, ch. 46.]

An Act to apply the provisions of the Life Assurance Companies

Acts, 1870 to 1872, to companies carrying on the business

of insuring Employers against liability to pay compensation

or damages to icorkmen in their Employment.

[28 August 1907.]

E it enacted by the Kina:'s most Excellent Maiestv, bv and

with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,

and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the

authority of the same, as follows :

1.— (1) The provisions of the Life Assurance Companies Acts,

1870 to 1872, relating to life assurance companies established or

commencing to carry on the business of life assurance within the

United Kingdom after the passing of the Life Assurance

Companies Act, 1870, shall apply to every company, whether

established before or after the passing of this Act, which carries

on within the United Kingdom the business of insuring employers

against liability to pay compensation or damages to workmen in

their employment, subject to such necessary modifications and

adaptations as may be made therein by Order in Council

:

Provided that

—

(«) those provisions shall not apply

—

(i) to any company which carries on such

business as aforesaid as incidental only to the

business of marine insurance by issuing marine

policies, or policies in the form of marine policies

covering such liability as aforesaid, as well as

marine adventure or adventure aualo2;ous thereto :

or

(ii) to an association of employers which

satisfies the Board of Trade that it is carrying on
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business wholly or mainly for the purpose of the

mutual insurance of its members either against

liability to pay compensation or damages toworkmen

employed by them, or against that liability and

against any other risk incident to their trade or

industry ; or

(iii) to a member of Lloyds' or any other

association of underwriters approved by the Board

of Trade, provided that he complies with the

requirements set forth in the Schedule to this Act;

and

(b) such of those provisions as relate to deposits shall not

apply to any company which has commenced to carry

on such business as aforesaid within the United

Kingdom before the passing of this Act.

(2) Where money is paid into a county court under the

provisions of the Schedule to this Act, the court shall (unless the

court for special reason sees fit to direct otherwise) order the

lump sum to be invested or apjdied, in the purchase of an annuity

or otherwise, in such manner that the duration of the benefit

thereof may, as far as possible, correspond with the probable

duration of the incapacity.

(3) For the purposes of this section the expression ^'"company "

means any person or persons, corporate or unincorporate, not

being registered under the Acts relating to friendly societies.

(4) In the application of this Act to Scotland the expression

" county court " means sheriff" court.

2. This Act may be cited as the Employers' Liability Insurance

Companies Act, 1907, and shall come into operation on such day

as may be specified in an Order in Council under this Act.

SCHEDULE.

Requieements to be complied with bt Ujtdeewkiteks.

1. Every underwriter shall deposit and keep deposited in such manner

as the Board of Trade may direct a sum of two thousand pounds. The

Board of Trade may make rules as to the payment, repaj^meut, investment

of, and dealing with a deposit, the payment of interest and dividends from

any such investment, and for any other matters in respect of which the}' may
make rules under section one of the Life Assurance Companies Amendment
Act, 1872, in relation to deposits made hj life assurance companies. The

sum so deposited shall so long as any liability under any policy issued by

the underwriter remains unsatisfied be available solely to meet claims under

such policies.
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2. Where the person insured by any policy issued by an underwriter is

liable to make a weekly paj-ment to any workman during the incapaeitj- of

the workman, and the weekly paj-ment has continued for more than six

months, the liability therefor shall before the expiration of twelve months

from the commencement of the incapacity be redeemed by the payment of

a lump sum in accordance with paragraph (17) of the First Schediile to the

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906, and the underwriter shall pay the

lump sum into the county court, and shall inform the court that the

redemption has been effected in pursuance of the provisions of this Schedule.

3. The underwriter shall furnish every j'ear to the Board of Trade a

statement in such form as may be prescribed by the Board showing the

extent and character of the employers' liability business effected by him.

4. For the purposes of this Schedule " policy " means a policy insuring

any empIo3'er against liability to pa^' compensation or damages to workmen

in his employment.

[The text of the Order iu Council, referred to in Sections

(1) and (2) of the above Act, is as follo\vs :—

]

The Employees' Liability Insueance Companies

(Adaptation of Enactments) Oedee, 1907.

At the Court of Buckingham Palace, the 2nd day of November, 1907.

Present :

The King's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.

Whereas by section one of the Employers' Liabilitj' Insurance

Companies Act, 1907 (in this Order referred to as the Act), it is amongst

other things enacted that the provisions of the Life Assurance Companies

Acts, 1870 to 1872, relating to life assurance companies established or

commencing to carry on the business of life assurance within the United

Kingdom after the passing of the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870,

shall, with the exceptions specified in the said section, and subject to such

necessary modifications and adaptations therein as may be made by Order in

Council, appl}' to companies, whether established before or after the passing

of the Act, which carry on within the United Kingdom the business of

insuring employers against liability to pay compensation or damages to

workmen in their emplo^'ment

:

And whereas by the same Act it is provided that that Act shall come

into operation on such day as may be specified in an Order in Council

thereunder;

Now, therefore, His Majesty, b}- and with the advice of His Privy

Council, and bj' virtue of the authority' committed to Him by the Act, and

of all other powers enabling Him in that behalf, for the purposes aforesaid,

is pleased to order, and it is hereb}'^ oi'dered as follows

:

1. For the purposes of the Act the said provisions of the Life Assurance

Companies Acts, 1870 to 1872, shall be adapted in the form and manner set

forth in the schedule to this Order.
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2. The Employers' Liability Insurance Companies Act, J907, shall come
into operation on the tirst day of January one thousand nine hundred

and eight.

3. This Order may be cited as the Employers' Liability Insurance

Companies (Adaptation of Enactments) Order, 1907.

A. W. FiTzKoY.

[In a Schedule ap])eudecl to the Order, the adaptation of the

provisions of the Life Assurance Companies Acts, 1870 to 1872,

are fully set forth. The text of these Acts is, generally speaking,

closely followed, and it will only he necessary here to indicate

any material modifications of that text.]

Adaptations of Life Assueaxce Companies Act, 1870:

—

§ 2. Definition Clauses—
The term " company " means any person or persons, corporate or

unincorporate, not being registered under the Acts relating to

friendh' societies, who carry on within the United Kingdom the

business of employers' liabilitj- insurance, that is to say, the

business of insuring employers against liability to pay

compensation or damages to workmen in their emjjloyment and

other risks incidental to the employment of workmen :

The term " policyholder " means, save as otherwise expressly

provided, the person who for the time being is the legal holder

of the policy for securing the contract with the company, and,

where any sura is due or weekly payment payable under anj"

policy, includes the person to whom the sum is due or the

weekly payment payable

;

The term " policy " includes any policj' under which there is for

the time being any existing liability already accraed or under

which any liability may accrue :

§ 3. Every company established within the United Kingdom, and every

company established out of the United Kingdom which carries on the

business of employers' liability insurance within the United Kingdom,*
shall be required to deposit the sum of twenty thousand pounds with

the Paymaster-General for the time being for and on behalf of the Supreme
Court of Judicature, . . . and the Paymaster-General shall, under direction

of the Court, return such deposit to the company so soon as the fund set

apart and secured for the satisfaction of claims of policyholders insured by

the company shall have amounted to forty thousand pounds.

§ 4. In the case of a company transacting other business besides that of

employers' liability insurance, a separate account shall be kept of all receipts

in respect of the contracts of the company in relation to employers'

liability' insurance, and the said receipts shall be carried to and form a

sepai-ate fund to be called the employers' liability insurance fund of the

company, and such fund shall be as absolutelj^ the security of the policy-

holders as though it belonged to a company carrying on no other business

* [This section must be read with sub-section (1) (l) or Section 1 of the

Kinployers' Liability Insurance Act, 1907, exempting from the provisions as to

•leposit companies which commenced to carry on business within the United
Kingdom before the passing of that Act.]
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than that of employers' liability insurance, and shall not be liable for any

contracts of the company for which it would not have been liable had the

business of the company been only that of employers' liability insurance.

§ 5 is textually reproduced.

§ 6. Every companj' which, concurrently with the granting of employers'

liabilitj' insurance policies, transacts any other kind of assurance or other

business shall, at the expiration of each such financial j-ear as aforesaid,

prepare statements of its revenue account for such year, and of its balance

sheet at the close of such year, in the forms respectively contained in the

Third and Fourth Schedules of this Act.

§ 7 is omitted.

§ 8. Every company shall, at the expiration of each financial year of

such company, prepare a statement of its estimated liabilities in respect of

its emplo3'ers' liability insurance business in the forms contained in the

Fifth and Sixth Schedules to this Act.

§ 10. The final clause " And every annual statement so deposited after

the next investigation shall be accompanied by a printed copy of the abstract

required to be made b}-^ section seven " is omitted.

§§ 11-13 are textually reproduced.

§ 14. In the first clause, the words " employers' liability insurance
"

are substituted for the words " life assurance." In the third clause,

the words " the value of the liabilities of the company to the policy-

holders " are substituted for the words " total amount assured." In the

fifth clause, the words " employers' liability insurance " are substituted for

the words "life assurance." A final (sixth) clause is added as follows :

—

In this section, " policyholder ", in the case of a policj^ terminable by the

compan}' at the end of any year, does not include the legal holder of the

policy for securing the contract with the company unless a weekly payment

is actuallj' payable under the policj'.

§§ 15-20 are textually' reproduced.

§21. And in determining whether or not the company is insolvent, the

Court shall take into account its contingent or prospective liabilities under

policies [and annuity and other contracts]. The words printed within

square brackets are omitted from the Order.

§§ 22 and 24 are textually reproduced.

§ 23. Anj' notice which is by this Act required to be sent to any policj'-

holder maj' be addressed and sent, in the case of a current policy, to the

person to whom notices respecting such policy are usually sent, and in the

case of an expired policy to everj' person to whom an^' payment due under

that policy is payable, and any notice so addressed and sent shall be deemed

and taken to be notice to the holder of such policy.

§ 25 is omitted from the Order.

[The Schedules to the Order (numbered First to Sixth) involve

material departures from those appended to the Life Assurance

Companies Act^ especially as to the Fifth and Sixth Schedules,

which are entirely re-cast, upon lines appropriate to Employers'

Liability Insurance business. It will therefore be convenient to

append the full text of the Schedules.]
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Fifth Schedule.

99

StATEMEXT A3 TO THE ESTIMATED LIABILITY rXDEE POLICIES OF THE

IX RESPECT OF TXEXPIKED KiSKS AS

AT 19

Description of Ti-ausactions

(1)

Unexpired risks—

-

(a) Running one year or less from

date of policy

;

ib) Running more than one year t
from date of policy.

Totals

Auiount of
Premium

Amount of
Reserve I

for unexpired \
Percentage of

Risks (as Resene
per First or to Premium

Third Incomes
Schedule)

(3) (4)

* Amount of yearly premiums to be stated.

+ Amount of single premiums or premiums payable for more than a year's

risk to be separately stated according to the duration oi the risk covered by such

premium.

2sOTE.—The precise method adopted iu the computation of the reserve given

in column (Z) above is to be fully and definitely stated.

SLdh Schedule.

Statement of the estimated Liability ix bespect of outstaxdixg
Claims aeisixg dueixg each tear of the five years peecedixg
THE teak of account, AND IX SUCH TEAR; COMPUTED AS AT THE EXD
OF THE TEAR IX WHICH THE CLAIMS AROSE, AXD AS AT THE EXD OF

THE TEAR OF ACCOFXT ; R-ITH PARTICfLAES AS TO THE XTMBER AXD
AMOrXT OF THE CLAIMS ACTCALLT PAID IX THE IXTERTEXIXG PERIOD.

A —Claims arising during the year of account, ending 19

(a) Particulars as to claims arising, and settled dui-ing the year of account :

—

Class of Claim

(1)

Number

(2)

Amount

(3)

Fatal claims .

Xon-fatal claims

Total

II 2
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{h) Particulars as to claims arising during, and outstanding at end of,

the year of account :

—
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D.—Outstandiug claims whicli arose during the third -year pvecediug

the year of account, ending the 19

i

Claims paid

Particulars of Claims

(1)

Fatal claims .

Non-fatal claims :--

Terminated
Not terminated

Total Claims .

Estimated j„1;^'mLC«>'^„^' Estimated

I

Liabilityin ^^^fl^^i^'^ LiabUityin

:"St^diLT'; t'-h''''.
as at the above : +, „ „„ j „«-ti.„

date i

the end ofthe
I year of Account

(3)

respect of Claims Total of Columns

(2)

outstanding as at;

the end of the
year of account

j

(3) and (4)

VA

dumber Amount Xumber'Amount'Xumber Amount Number Amount

£

E.—Outstanding claims which arose during the fourth year preceding

the vear of account, endino' the 19

Particulars of Claims

(1)
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G.

—

Statement eespecting Claims of five years' dukation and

UPWARDS OUTSTANDING AS AT THE END OF THE YEAR OF ACCOUNT.

(To BE MADE AND SIGNED BY AN AcTUAEY.)

(1) The number of claims incumbent and havinpf durations of five years

and upwards as at tlie end of the year of account, including those separately

returned under Form F. above ; and the amount of the weekl}' payment,

and of the annual payment, due in respect of such claims ; separatel}' stated

in respect of each year of life of the workmen, from the youngest to the

oldest. (These particulars to be returned under columns (1) to (4) of the

tabular statement given below.)

(2) The estimated liability in respect of the claims specified above, com-

puted, as at the end of the year of account, on the basis of the amount which

would be required to purchase from the National Debt Commissioners

through the Post Office Savings Bank an immediate life-annuity for the

workmen equal to 75 per-cent of the value of the weekly payment according

to the sex and true age of the workers. (These particulars to be returned

under column (o) of the tabular statement given below, in respect of each

year of life of the workmen, from the youngest to the eldest.)

(3) If tbe estimated liability as reserved under the First (or Third)

Schedule in respect of tbe claims specified above is computed on any basis

other than that specified under heading No. (2) above, the whole of the

particulars required under headings (1) and (2) above are to be returned in

columns (1) to (5) of the tabular statement given below, together with the

following additional particulars :

—

(i.) If the estimated liability is determined on the basis of the value

of an immediate life-annuity :

—

{a) The table of mortality upon which such life-annuity

values are based
;

{h) The rate of interest at which such life-annuity values

are computed ;

(c) Whether such life annuity-values are discriminated

according to the sex of the workers
;

{d) The proportion of such life-annuit}' values representing

the estimated liability';

(e) The modifications (if any) made in the true ages of the

workmen, in deducing the estimated liability ;

(/) The amount of the estimated liability. (To be returned

in respect of each year of life, in column (6) of the tabular

statement given below)
;

(ii.) If the estimated liability is not determined on the basis of the

A'alue of an immediate life annuity, full particulars are to be

specified as to the precise method adopted in deducing such

estimated liabilitj', and the total amount of estimated liability is

to be returned under column (G) of the tabular statement given

below.
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Xumber
of

Claims

(1)

Ages of the
|

Workmen
as at the
end of the

I

Year of
Account

I (2)

Amount of
Weekly
Payment

(3)

Amount of
Annual
Payment

(i)

Estimated Liability

computed on basis

of 75 per-cent of
value of Life

Annuity purchase<l
through the Post

Office

(5)

Estimated Liability
if computed on
basis other than
that specified in

Column 5

(6)

Note.—Separate particulars to be furnished in respect of male and female

workers.

Summary of estimated liability iu resj^ect of outstanding claims as at the

end of the year of account :

As per column (3) of Statement A (b)

., (4) .. B ...

» (4) „ C ...

,. (4) ., D ...

.. (4) E ...

„ (o) or (Oj „ G ...

Total estimated liability in respect of outstanding-v

claims as at the end of the year of account as perl£'

First (or Third) Schedule

£

'f

[It will be seen that, in the First and Third Schedules, the

" Reserve for unexpired risks '\ and the '' Total estimated

liabilities in respect of outstanding claims", with the '^ Reserve

for contingencies (if any) " make up together the " Amount

of funds at the beginning (or end) of the year '^
; and that, in

the Second and Fourth Schedules, the " Employers' liability

insurance fund ^'
is separately specified ; also that, in the Third

Schedule, the revenue account in respect of employers^ liability

insurance business is to be stated separately from the accounts in

respect of life, fire or marine insurance, or any other branch

of business transacted.

The Fifth Schedule provides for the annual computation of the

reserves for unexpired risks, whether running from year to year

or for longer periods, with a full and definite statement of the

precise method adopted in such computation.

The Sixth Schedule, in successive sections marked A to F
deals with the estimated liability in respect of claims outstanding
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as at the end of the year of account, such claims being classified

as "Fatal claims", ''Non-fatal claims—terminated", and
" Non-fatal claims—not terminated." The claims outstanding

as at the end of the year of account are analyzed, in the si\

sectional statements A to F, according as they originally arose in

the year of account, or in the first, second, third, fourth, or fifth

year, preceding the year of account ; and the general principle

followed is to compare, in each sectional statement, the estimated

liability, as at the end of the year of account in which the claims

originally arose, with the estimated liability in respect of the

claims, as reduced at the end of the year of account rendered ; and

to set out, with these two items of estimate, the amounts actually

paid, in the intervening periods of one, two, three, four, or five

vears, on account of the claims arising a?, above. The sectional

statement F, which deals with claims arising in the fifth year

preceding the year of account (which claims have, as

at the date of the return, a duration exceeding five years),

provides that the liability in respect of such claims is to be

estimated on special lines, applicable also to all other outstanding

claims of upwards of five years' duration, and dealt with

in a separate return, marked G, which it is to be observed is

" to be made and signed by an Actuary."

This return G provides, in respect of outstanding claims of

five years' duration and upwards, for detailed statements as

to the number of claims, and the amount of weekly payment,

separately stated in respect of each year of life, and for male and

female workers ; with the estimated liability, deduced on the basis

of 75 per-cent of the value, as computed by the Government

Post Office annuity rates ; this being, as will be remembered, the

basis laid down in § 17 of the First Schedule of the AVorkmen's

Compensation Act, 1906 (6 Edward YII, ch. 58), for compulsory

settlement by an employer of a weekly allowance to an

injured workman which has been continued for not less than

six months. The Company is, however, to be at liberty to

estimate the liability on any selected basis, and either (i) on the

basis of a life-annuity, or (ii) on some other basis ; and is, in the

former case, to give certain specified particulars, and, in the

latter case full particv;lars, as to the method adopted, and the

resulting liability. But, whatever method is actually followed

in ascertaining the liability for purposes of account, the

particulars, on the statutory basis of 75 per-cent of the value

of the weekly allowances outstaiiding, are in any case to be
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furnishecL in respect of each year of life of the male and female

workers.

A summaiy statement is appended^ bringing together the

estimated liabilities, as set out in the sectional statements A to G,

making up in combination the total estimated liability in respect

of outstanding claims, as per First (or Third) Schedule. A note

is added at the foot of sectional statement F, having reference to

the returns to be made in the tirst few years following the

passing of the Act and Order, and substituting particulars, as at

the end of the year of account falling in 190S, for data in resptct

of earlier years, otherwise returnable under sectional statements

C to F. The practical effect and operation of this qualifying

Note are not altogether clear.

The Order then sets out the adaptation of the amending

Life Assurance Companies Act of 1872, with certain minor

textual alterations and omissions, which may be brietly referred
' * •

to :—

J

§ 1. The operative portions of this section ai"e textually reproduced.

§ 2 is omitted.

§ 3. The first clause is omitted ; and in the second clause, the words " as

adapted by this Order", follow the words " Life Assurance Companies' Act,

1870", and the words "as so adapted" follow the words '" that Act" at the

end of that clause.

§4. The words " an employers' liability insurance" are substituted for

the words " a life assurance."

§ 5 is textually reproduced.

§ 6. The words " of the Judicature Acts, 1873 to 1899, or " precede the

words " of the one hundred and seventy-first and one hundi-ed and seventy-

third sections of the Companies' Act, 1862"; the words ''thereby

pro^"ided " are substituted for " provided by the said sections "; and the

words "Acts and " are introduced to precede the later word "sections."

§ 7. The words " on due paj^ment of premiums to such company " are

omitted from the Order.

§ 8 reads " This Act shall be construed as one ^vith the Life Assurance

Companies' Act, 1870, as adapted by this Order."

[The First and Second Schedules to the adapted Act of 1872

read as follovrs :—

]

First Schedule.

Rule foe valuing the peesent valce of a Weekly PAYiiEifT.

The present value of a weekly payment shall, if the incapacitj- of the

workman in respect of which it is payable is total incapacity, be such an

amount as would, if invested in the purchase of an immediate life-annuity

from the National Debt Commissioners through the Post Office Savings

Bank, purchase an annuity for the workman equal to seventy-five per-cent
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of the annual value of the weekly payment, and in any other case shall he

such proportion of such amount as may, under the circumstances of the case,

be proper.

EULE FOR VALUING A PoLICY.

The value of a current policy shall be such portion of the last premium

paid as is proportionate to the unexpired portion of the period in respect of

whicli the premium was paid, together with, in the case of a polic\' under

which any weekly payment is payable, the present value of that weekly

payment.
Second Schedule.

The words "emploj'ers' liability insurance" are substituted for

"assurance"; the words "employers' liability insurance" for "life

assurance, endowment, annuitj', or other payment " ; and the words
" the liability of the Company' to each such person " for " such 2>olicies."

[The notes witliin square brackets are througliout Editorial.l

On the Rationale of Formula; for Graduation by Summation.

By George J. Lidstone, F.I. A., Actuary and Secretary

of The Equitable Life Assurance Society.

\_Continued from. Vol. xli, p. 360.]

Part II.

23. J.N par. 21 it was pointed out that the probable errors of

observed rates of mortality will usually diminish as the age

increases up to a certain point, and afterwards increase, and will

thus form a kind of distorted U-shaped curve ; and it was

remarked that it would be of great interest to see the result of a

graduation of a set of representative errors based on the

theoretical probable errors taken age by age. It is now proposed

to pursue this enquiry somewhat farther.

24. According to the usual theory of errors, the probable

error, the standard deviation or error of mean square, and the

mean error, in the value of q^; derived from observations, will all

be proportional to \/§'.,.j!>.,E.v-^E,- ; and if this quantity be called

a_v, we shall have, according to that theory :

Probable error •67449o.^.

Standard deviation a-x

Mean error •79789o-.r

It has, however, been doubted whether the theory of errors can

be regarded as strictly applicable to rates of mortality, because it
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is based on the assumption that the errors, or deviations from

the mean, follow the normal ciu-ve of error {ifj.= e~ ^^), which is

not vers' approximately the case with mortality statistics. A-

Lazarus has pointed out in an interesting paper {J. I.A., xv.

246), the sufficiency of the approximations which he there

discusses (and which are the same that serve as the basis of the

theory of eiTOrs; will '' mostly depend on the values of the

" probabilities with which we have to do; and a formula which

'• gives a close approximation for probabilities equal to ^ and ,

'• the values prevailing in questions arising out of games of

" chance, will prove perhaps quite incorrect for a probability

'•' equal to ^tt, and altosrether useless for a probability equal
^ oU ^ '

'• to ^r— , the Torder of] values occurrinir in life continsencv

'•' computations." The effect of a small probability such as this

is to make positive and negative deviations from the mean not

equally probable, as they are assumed to be in the theory of

errors ; and hence the basis of the theory is to some extent

undermined.* Nevertheless, a comparatively small number of

lives exposed will suffice to make the curve of error very nearly

symmetrical and normal in its signiticant and non-evanescent

portions : and hence it would be easy to overrate the objections,

which probably apply at least equally to many other questions

in which the theory of errors is used unhesitatingly and

with excellent practical results. In the absence of a better

basis, the usual theory will therefore be used in the work that

follows.

25. The standard deviation, the probable error and the mean

eiTor being all proportional, it is obviously immaterial which is

used for piu'poses of graduation. The s.d.,t (T,,:= y^ 7jPj.E>.h-E.j.,

being the simplest, will best serve the purpose, and has therefore

been adopted. The particular mortality experience is also not

veiy material, since the general sequence (though not the actual

values] of the results will probably be ver}' similar in different

experiences. The Government Female Annuitants ^1^83 Lltimate

* Difficulties of a more deeply-rooted nature—arising- out of the fact that

gJ in a mixed body of lives is not a simple pi-obabUity like the probability of

tossing head, <Scc., but a complex quantity compounded of many different

individual q's—will be found in Chap. XII of Bertrand's Calcul des Proh<ibilith,

a most ralmible book, which should be in the hands of every actuary.

t This will be used as an abbreviation of " standard deviation."
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Table has been recently mnch in evidence in connection with

gradnation questions, and it has therefore been used in this

investigation also. In order to obtain a^ we must use the

graduated values of p,. and 5-,,., and Mr. Spencer's graduation

by his excellent 21-term formula {J. I. A., xli, 364) has been

adopted.

26. The resulting values of a,c, the s.d. are given in

Table III, pp. 112-3, and are shown graphically in Diagram D,

facing this page. It will be seen that at age 20 the value is -03350 ;

from that age the values steadily decrease until they fall to "OOlQ-l

at age 61, after which they steadily increase to the end of life.

The diagram shows that the values lie, as previously stated,

in the shape of a distorted U with sloping sides and a broad

tlat base.

It is noticeable that the s.d. of </.(,. at the youngest ages are

actually greater than the true values of </.,-, thus illustrating

Mr. King's remark {J.I.A., xli, 558) that "this portion of the

table has no meaning Avhatever." These s.d. are, in fact, only

equalled by those at the extremest old ages, where they are

relatively very much less important, being there associated with

very large values of q^..

27. Having obtained the standard errors, it is now necessary

to determine a series of representative actual errors, which will

be of varying sign and magnitude. Here we are met with a

fundamental difficulty because actual experiment, such as is

possible with coin-tossing, drawing of balls from urns, &c., &c.,

is obviously impracticable in this case. Some artificial process is

therefore necessary, and fortunately a suitable process is indicated

by one of the fundamental propositions in the theory of errors.

If we have two different classes of observations having dififerent s.d.,

namely, a and cr', then the chance of an actual deviation of + kcr

in the first is equal to the chance of an actual deviation of +ka^
in the second ; that is the chance distribution of errors of difi:*erent

magnitudes depends upon their ratios to the respective s.d.'s, and

not upon their actual magnitudes. If, therefore, we take the

actual deviations in a set of observations of the first class, in which

the s.d. is known to be cr, and increase these actual deviations

in the ratio cr^ : a, we shall have a series of errors Avhich will fairly

represent a " random sample " of errors in observations of the

second class, having a fixed s.d. of a^.

28. Similarly, if the series of actual deviations in the

observations of the first class, be increased in the varying rates
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o-\t; : (T (when cr.,, represents the vahie of the s.d. at age x in our

mortality experience), Ave shall obtain a series of deviations which

may fairly be taken to represent a random series of deviations in

the mortality experience : for the general progression of the errors

from age to age, as regards tlieir mean magnitude, will be correct

owing to the use of the proper s.d. for each age ; while the

accidental distribution of the errors, as regards their sign and

their size relatively to the s.d., will be in accordance with the

normal law which is assumed to govern both the mortality

experience and the statistical data from which the deviations are

derived. Where, as in the present case, direct experiment is

impossible, it is difficult to see how any plan more satisfactory

than the foregoing can be devised.

29. For the present purpose the actual deviations were taken

from a series giving the number of occurrences of the digits

0, 1, 2, o, and 4, in groups of 50 digits taken practically at

random

—

see Bowley's " Elements of Statistics "
, p. 289

(1st edit.). Such a series follows approximately the normal

law*; and we have expected number of occurrences =25;
s.d.=-y/50 X ^ X ^= 3'53 ; and actual deviation= actual number
of occurrences less 25. For exani})le, the first group observed

gave 16 occurrences, with a deviation of — 9 ; the second group,

24, with a deviation of — 1 ; and so on. These deviations have

to be divided by the s.d. 3-53, and multiplied by the s.d. at

consecutive ages in the mortality experience, as shown in Table III

;

and thus we get the required representative actual deviations,

as given in column 4 of the same table.

30. The assumed actual deviations thus obtained have been

graduated by three sejjarate formulse, namely

—

{a) Woolhouse's formula.

{h) The formula -'^^^ -J
\^
— u_^-\-u_i+Uq-\-u^— u^'\,

given by Mr. G. F. Hardy {J.I.A., xxxii, 375),

and discussed later

—

see pars. 66-8.

(c) Mr. Spencer's 21 -term formula.

* The prindpal objection to which the use of these datii is open is that the
possible deviations, namely, 0, 1, 2 . . . progress by increments of unity, whicli is

a hirge proportion of the s.d.; so that the possible deviations are discontinuous,
whereas in the mortality experience they progress by such small increments as to
be practically continuous. It is thought that the objection is not practically
very serious for the present purpose.
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These formul?e are arranged in order of smoothing power^ their

" smoothing- coefficients " [see pars. 35-40) being resi)ective]y

^r^, ^i , and ^jTT . Thev mav be taken, therefore, as representative
lo 6o IbO • • ' V

of a low degree, a moderate degree, and a very high degree of

smoothing power.

31. The graduated results are given in cols. 5-7 of the table,

and are exhibited graphically in Diagram E. This diagram shows

very plainly the comparatively rough and jerky progression of

the graduated values by A^ oolhouse's formula, vastly superior

though they are to the ungraduated results. The Hardy formula

progresses much more smoothly, avoiding the awkward breaks of

the Woolhouse curve ; while the Spencer curve is very much
better still, progressing with an ease and smoothness which

certainly leave little to be desired.

32. Similar conclusions will be reached by examination of the

numerical third differences of the three graduated series. For this

purpose we may take in the values from age 32 (the earliest age

common to all three graduations) up to age 80, which involves

the ungraduated values as far as ages 87, 91, and 90 respectively;

in so moderate an experience it would be useless to brine; in higher
I O O

ages without some preliminary treatment. For ages 32 to 80,

then, the numerical sum of the third differences (f.e., irrespective

of siirn) are as follows :

Woolhouse. . .+ -02986 (averages + -00061)

Hardy .... + -00766 ( „ =+-00016)

Spencer. . . . + -00289
( „ =±-00006)

These totals and averages are in the proportion of

1 : -256 : -097

while, according to the theory of the smoothing coefficients the

expected ratios should be as ^^ to „_ to ^^^. i.e., as^ lo bo IbO

1 : -231 : -094.

The agreement with theory is thus, in this case, remarkably

close.
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33. It was remarked in ])ar. IS that in a graduation of this

class "the errors, though reduced and snioothened, are not

altogether eliminated", and this maybe illustrated afresh from

Table III. Taking the same range of ages as before, namely,

32-80, the numerical sum of the assumed actual deviations

(irrespective of sign) is +'08861 (average value +'00181);

while the sums of ths graduated deviations are respectively

+ •03717, +.03240 and + -03412 (the averages being

respectively + -00076, + -00066, and + -00070. These four

sums are in the ratio of

1 : -420 : -365 : -387.

These ratios are in satisfactory accord with tlie theoretical or

probable ratios, found as suggested by Woolhouse and G. F. Hardy

{see par. 38, post), which are as

1 : -423 : -333 : -378.

It will be seen that in this respect the formuke differ but

little amongst themselves ; in each case a very substantial

proportion of the actual deviation (in the positive or negative

direction as the case may be) still, on the average, affects the

graduated values, though these progress with so much greater

smoothness.

34. The wave-like form of the graduated curve was referred

to in pars. 18-20, and is very noticeable in Diagram E. In this

respect, AVoolhouse's and Spencer's formulae produce very similar

results ; but the Hardy formula tends, on the whole, to produce

less violent contrasts between the troughs and the crests of

the waves, and to cut through the big waves produced by

the other formulae. The formula was, in fact, devised by

Mr. Hardy with this object, and may be described as belonging

to the " wave-cutting " class, discussed at greater length in

pars. 66-8.
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Table III.

Shouing the Standard Deciatioiu of t/w ndues of cjx accordimj to the

Government Female Annuitants (1883) Ultimate Table, ami the

derivation of the Assumed Actual Deviations ; also the Graduation

of the latter hy TFoolhouse's Formula, Hardy s lJ\tve-cutting Fornuda*

and Spencer's -IX-ti'rm Forrinda respciiircly.
'
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Table III

—

continued.

Showing the Standard Deviations of the vaJues of Qx according to the

Government Female Annuitants (1883) L'ltimate Table, and, the

derivation of the Assumed Actual Deviations : also the GroJ.uation

of the latter by TFoolhouse's Formula, Hardy's Wave-cutting

Formula* and Speneer's '21-term Formxda respectively.

X
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Mr. G. F. Hardi/'s Smoothing Coefficients.

35. In Mr. Hardy's classical paper on " Graduation Formulas "

(J. I.A., xxxii, 376), he propounded a method of testing the

relative smoothness of the graduation produced by different

formulae, by means of certain ratios^ which Mr. Spencer has

happily christened " smoothing coefficients.^' It is now proposed

to consider this method in some further detail, and it will be

convenient to quote in extenso Mr. Hardy's remarks, which may
not now be readily accessible to all. He says

:

36. " It is convenient to have some test (other than that of

" actual trial) of the smoothness of the curve that will be brought
" out by any given formula, though any test must of course be
" more or less arbitrary, and can only be relative.

37. " It has been assumed throughout that fourth differences

'' are zeio, and in general, if all accidental irregularities were
" effectually removed, the third (oi- even the second) differences

" of such functions as </.,. or d,^. should be small. If we assume
" that each of the ungraduated values upon which our graduated
" results are based are affected by a similar probable error,* we
" shall then be able to express the probable error in the graduated

" values, and in the successive orders of differences of both the

" ungraduated and graduated curves. This will best be seen

" by an illustration, and for this purpose we may select

" Mr. Woolhouse's well-known formula. Here, writing u'q for

" the adjusted value of u^,

u'o= Y^ [— S{u_y + u-)—2(u_G + U(i) +S{u_i + Ui)+7(u_3+ U3)

+ 2 1 (i/_2+ Ma) + 24(«/ _ 1 + w,) + 25«o]

,

" and if each of the quantities u_-, u_s, &c., on the right-hand

" side are affected by a probable error of e, the probable error in

" u'o will be 3-^ of this quantity multiplied by the square-root

" of the sum of the squares of the coefficients —3, —3, —2, &c. :

:^ ^ • fi

125

\/2801 53=
^^^

e= j^e approximately.

* See pars. 58-65, where it is shown that this limitation is unnecessarily

stringent.
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38. " Hence the accidental errors in the original values of Uj.

^' would be reduced by graduation in this proportion ; or to about

" the value they would have in an ungraduated experience of

125-
''

Jive times the magnitude (since =o, nearly). The

" smoothness of the curve, as tested, say, by the irregularities in

'' the third differences, would, however, be much greater than that

" of an ungraduated curve based upon the larger experience (this,

" because the errors in the ungraduated values of m.^. are

'' independent, but in the graduated values they are not so, most
" of the quantities, upon which the graduated value of w^,. depends,

" reappearing with slightly altered coefficients in the graduated
*' values of m,.+i, &c.).

39. " If we write down in order the coefficients simply, in

^' Woolhouse's formula, together with their differences, we get

*' (writing, as before, n\) for the adjusted value of U(,)—

" Coefficients in u'o= ~ [-3, -2, 0, 3, 7, 21, 24, 25, 24,

21, 7, 3, 0, -2, -3]

., ^u\=^ [-3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 3, 1, -1,

-3, -14, &c.]

„ SV„= ^^ [-3, 4, 1, 1, 1, 10, -11, -2,

-2, -2, -11, 10, &c.]

„ ^u'o=
, J- [-3, 7, -3, 0, 0, 9, -21, 9, 0, 0,

-9,21, -9,0,0, 3, -7, 3] *

40. " Comparing the coefficients thus obtained for S-^m'o with

"those for the ungraduated value, namely, 1, —3, 3, —1, the

" relative errors in the graduated and ungraduated values will be
*' seen to be in the ratio of

say v^ : 1.
•^ lo

* A curious transposition of coefficients in Mr. Hardy's equation, not affecting

his results, is here corrected.

I 2
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41. AVe -will tirst consider the easiest way of calculating the

third difference of the graduated u' produced by any formula,

without the necessity of iirst expanding the formula and taking

the successive differences.

42. Woolhouse's formula, which i\Ir. Hardy takes as an

example, is s^Tiibolically represented by

u\=Y^ [
— 3m_i + 7wo— 3mi].

Putting this into the more usual form, in which [5], or a

(1 + 8)^—1
summation in fives, is represented by 4 ( ^ + ^ ) ^

(where the factor (1+S)~^is introduced because for the present

purpose the summation is referred to the central term and not to

the first term)j this becomes—

•

^^"=125
1 (1 + 8)^-1 (1 + 8)5-1 (1 + 8)5-1 ,-,^;;^-6^ - ^- - x— ^

^
-^

^
g (l + o) ^[— ou_, + iiio— oui)

and, therefore,

S3«/'o= Y^ [(1 + 8)5-1] [(1 + 8)5-1] [(1 + 8)5-1] (-3m_,+ 7h_«-3«_5)

since the only effect of the operator (l+8)~®is to change Ux

into M.i_ti, and so on.

Multiplying out by means of detached coefficients, and

remembering that (1+8) is the operation which turns m.^. into

w.r+ij ai^tl (1 + 8)5 the operation which turns Ux into 7<a-+5; this

gives the following operation :

-1^(1,0,0,0,0, -1)(1,0, 0, 0, 0, -1)(1,0, 0, 0, 0, _l)[-3 + 7-3]

or

^ (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1) [-3 + 7-3]

or

_L(_3^ 7, -3, 0, 0, 9, -21, 9, 0, 0, -9, 21, -9, 0, 0, 3, -7, 3)

agreeing with the previous result.
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43. Let us take, as a second example, Mr. Hardy's Friendly

Society formula, namely,

u'o= ,20W [5] [6] [—u_2+ u_i + Ut,+ Ui — ii.i']

.

Following the same process as before, we shall lind the coefficients

of the various terms in the expression for ^u'q from the following

operations

:

^(1, 0, 0, 0, -1)(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1)(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1)

[-1+1 + 1 + 1-1]

where the factor (1 + S)~*, has been dropped because it affects

only the subscripts of the u's, and not the coefficients which we

seek.

Multiplying out, we have

^ (1, 0, 0, 0, - 1. -1, 0, 0, 0, 1) (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 1;

[-1 + 1 + 1 + 1-1]

= j^ (1, 0, 0, 0, -1,-1,-1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, -1)

[-1 + 1 + 1 + 1-1]

=^ (- 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, - 1, -3, -1,-1,

1,1,3,1,0,0,-1,-1,-1,1)

The sum of the squares of the coefficients being 32, and the sum
of the squares in the ordinary third difference, represented by

(1 — 3 + 3— 1), being 20, the smoothing coefficient is

1 /32 1 /y^ 1 ,

r2oV20^r20^^ 6 = ^.nearly.

44. It will be seen that the operation of differencing three

times cancels the three summations involved in the formula. If,

however, the graduation formula should involve more than three

summations, the excess number of summations will remain in the

expression for B^u'q. For example, Mr. Spencer has pointed out

that Hardy's Friendly Society fonnula which has just been taken

as an example, may be written in the alternative form,

"'o= ^-^ [2] [3] [4] [5] [-1, 2, - 1, 1, - 1, 2, -1]
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Retaining the summation [2], and proceeding otherwise as before,

we have

SVo= {|^(1, 0, 0, -1)(1, 0, 0, 0, -1)(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1)

[-1,2,-1,1,-1,2,-1]

= ffl
(1, 0, 0, - 1, - 1, 0, 0, 1)(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1)

[-1, 2,-1,1,-1,2,-1]

[1 n — 1 —1 —1 n
120

[2][-l,2, -1,1, -1,2, -1]

= j^(l,0,0, -1,-1, -1,0, 1,1,1,0,0, -1)

[-1,1,1,0,0,1, ^1,-1]

= ^^^{-l,\,\,l,Q,0, -I, -Z, -I,

-1,1,1,3,1,0,0,-1,-1,-1,1)

as before.

45. This new method of calculating h^UQ has been introduced

and discussed not only because of its brevity and directness, but

also because it leads (as will now be shown) to clearer

conceptions of the causes which produce varying degrees of

smoothness in different formulae.

46. Mr. G. F. Hardy in his invaluable paper before referred

to makes the following pregnant, but slightly cryptic, remark

:

" It is also to be noticed that a formula based on a series of

" summations such as are represented by the symbols [4], [5], [6],
" will generally give a smoother curve than one based on the

" approximately equivalent operations [5]^."

This fact is by no means obvious, and some further

explanation may therefore be useful. Treating the subject first

from the standpoint of paragraphs 9-14 of Part I of this paper

{J.I.A., xli, 352-5), we note from paragraphs 9-10, that the

operations [5] ^ lead to the following coefficients, namely

:

1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 18, 19, 18, 15, 10, 6, 3, 1,

while the operations [4] [5] [6] lead to the following

:

1, 3, 6, 10, 14, 17, 18, 17, 14, 10, 6, 3, 1.
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If these coefficients are set out graphically, it will be seen that

the latter cune shows a considerably easier and liatter ascent to,

and descent from, the maximum point than is shown by the

foraier ; and we may therefore expect a better result, in accordance

with the principles laid down in pars. 11-14.

47. Viewing the matter now from the standpoint of smoothing

coefficients, let us refer to pars. 41-4, in which expressions

were found for B'^u'o according to two particular formulse. It

will be noticed that the final expression (considered as a series of

detached coefficients) is the product of two other series, namely,

one representing the ungraduated values which are summed {e.g.,

— 3z<_i + 7wo— 3mi in AVoolhouse's fonnula), which we may call

briefly the operand ; and the other an operating factor which we

may call the operator, and which is the product of a series of

factors of the fonn (1 + S)"— 1, arising from the particular

summations involved in the graduation fonnula. Xow it will be

obsened that when these factors, of the form (1 + S)"— 1,

or (1 ... —1) are identical

—

i.e. when there are equal

summations—the operator must be of the fonn (10 0... — Ij^

and must therefore contain as coefficients 1, —3, +3, —1 and a

number of zeros. In fact, if the factors be multiplied out in the

ordinaiy way, a group of three significant coefficients will fall

into the same column, and therefore be added together. If,

however, the factors be all different, the significant coefficients

will usually fall in different columns; so that instead of a

coefficient of +3 with a square of 9 we shall get three separate

items of + 1 with a square of 1 each, or three in all. Thus
we see that in the operator, we have for the total squares of

coefficients,

1+94-9 + 1=20 in the case of 3 equal summations,

l + l + l + l + l + l + l + lrrS „ „ different „

If, therefore, the operator alone had to be considered, the

relative smoothness of the graduations produced by three

equal summations and three unequal summations would be

as —^— : — , where /< is the number of temis included in each

of the equal summations, and p, q, r the number in the unequal

summations respectively.

48. Similarly, if we have two equal summations and one

unequal, each group of three significant coefficients will be divided,

vy ^ r,
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two falling together in one column^ and the third into another

column. Thus the total squares of the coefficients Avill be

1 + 1 +4+1+4+1 = 12 as against 20 with three equal

summations : and the relative smoothness if the operator stood

alone would be as Z-— :^
n^ ly^q

49. We have now to consider the eiFect of the second factor in

the final product, namely, the operand, or the expression

representing the values which are summed. Taking first the case

of three equal summations, it will be seen that if the operand

contain no more temis (zero values being included) than are

included in the range of the summations, the coefficients in the

final expression for h^u\ Avill consist of the coefficients of the

operand multiplied by 1, — 3, 3, — 1 respectively. See, for

example, the working out of h^u\ for Woolhouse's formula,

pars. 39 and 42 ; where the coefficients —3 + 7— 3 in the operand,

when multiplied by the operator, namely.

[1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1],
give

[-3,7,-3,0,0,-3(-3,7,-3)0,0,3(-3,7,-3)0,0,3,-7,3].

Here the sets of two zero values occur because there are five terms

in the summations and only three in the operand : if there were

five terms in the operand there would be no zero values. For

example, Higham's variant of Woolhouse's formula, namely,

^' [-1 + 1 + 1 + 1-1],

will give the following coefficients in S^m'o,

125 V—^> 1^ ^> 1^ —1 > ^} —^> —3; —3, 3;

-3,3,3,3, -3; 1,-1,-1,-1,1].

50. In the case of formula which fall into this class, the sum

of the squares of the coefficients in h'^u\ will evidently be

(1^+ 3^+ 3-+ 1-) times the simi of the squares of the

coefficients in the operand. Thus in such cases the Aalue of the

smoothing coefficient will be — {% squares of coefficients in

operand) Avhere n is the number of terms included in each of the

summations. Thus, e.g., we may write down at once the following

smoothing coefficients

:
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Woolhouse :

,-^v/32+7-+ 32= ^-4^v/67= 1- nearly.
12o 12o lo

Higham's modification
)

1 /- 1

of "Woolhouse :
\

125 ~ 56 '^

51. When the summations are not of equal range and or

the operand contains more tenns than the shortest summation,

the same simple relations will not exist, since when the

operator is multiplied into the operand there is a blending

of positive and negative coefficients, so that the resulting

coefficients in h'^v\ are numerically reduced and are considerably

smaller than in the case just considered. But this blending

process depends largely on the accidental relations between the

coefficients of the operand, and it does not, therefore, lend itself

to precise analysis. If, however, a number of trials be made, and

the results carefully watched, the following conclusions will

appear to be veiy generally, though not perhaps universally,

applicable :

(i) The smallness of the smoothing coefficient /"that is,

the smoothness of the graduation) varies with the

smallness of the fraction , where p, q, r . . .

pqr ... ^ ^

are the numbers of terms included in the respective

summations; provided that the number of summations

does not exceed three, after which each additional

factor has a greatly lessened effect.*

(ii) The smallness of the smoothing coefficient varies also

with the smallness of the coefficients in the operand.

Since the algebraical sum of these coefficients must

be unity, and there nnist in all cases be negative

coefficients in order to produce an expression of the

"K I f form Uq— jibo, it follows that the numerical sum (and
«,
p-u^

, therefore the sum of the squares) must always exceed

NLfiiLBcti - N**. 1 unity ; but the nearer the sum of the squares to

SoiAi^ W^Li> \
"^^i^y^ t^P smaller the smoothing coefficient.

* The reason for tbii- will be seen on reference to par. 44, where it is shown
that summations beyond three must remain in the formula for ^^u'„, and that
the excess summations may be taken to be applied to the operand. Subject to
the blending of positive and negative coefficients (before refeiTed to;, the genei-al

effect of such summations will be to increase the numerical sum of the coefficients

of the operand, and hence to tend to counteract the effect of the additional

factorsin the fractions .

pqr . . .
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(iii) CcVtei'is paribus, a series of unequal summations will

give better results then a series of equal summations.

But (a) the nearer the operand approaches the ideal,

the smaller the degree of improvement secured by

substituting unequal for equal summations; and

(b) the improvement is in any case diminished by

the fact that, for any given range of summations,

unequal summations will produce a smaller divisor,

pqr, than would be produced by equal summations.

52. The importance of (ii) maybe illustrated by consideration

of two very successful formulfe, namely, Karup^s 19-term formula

and Spencer's 21 -term formula. The first has as operand

—

^[-2,0,3,3,3,0, -2]

so that the sum of the squares of the coefficients is 1"4 only, the

least possible being 1. Mr. Spencer's has for operand

—

^[-1,0,1,2,1,0, -1],

so that the sum of the squares is 2. In each case the operand is

nearly ideal, and the result is a very high degree of graduating

power. The superiority of Mr. Spencer's formula is due

principally to the higher divisor, —^ against t-o^j ^^^^ partly

also to the employment of unequal summations, in both respects

conforming to the above-mentioned principles. Mr. Spencer's

remarkable formula approaches the ideal so closely under eacli

head that it seems to the writer exceediuo'lv doubtful whether

any substantial improvement is likely to be obtained, or need be

soughit.

53. Another example of the importance of properly choosing

the operand is given later in pars. 55-6, where it is shown that by

changing the operand, in accordance with the principles just laid

down, a published formula may be sensibly improved, at the

same time that the range of the formula is reduced.

54. It may be reu)arked here that it can rarelj'—in the

Avriter's opinion, never—be advantageous to make two successive

graduations (or to use a single formula giving in one operation

the result of two graduations), for it will be found that equally

smooth results can be obtained from a smaller range of values,

and much smoother results from a formula of the same range.
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Take, for example, the formula (D)-, which is equivalent to two

graduations by the formula D. See J. I.A., xli, 5-t7-8.

Formula D is

—

t^'[-l + l + 3^1-l],or

[3]3[-l + l + 3 + l-l]
33 8

Hence the formula (Dr will be

[3]« [-l + l + 3+l-l]^
3« 9

_ [3]« [1-2-5 + 4+13 + 4-5-2+1]
~ 3« 9

Here we have a remarkably complicated operand equal, as far as

second differences, to ii„—2h„, but involving no less than 9 terms.

It will be found that the formula gives the following expression

for B^u'o, namely,

^^ [1, 1, -6, -19, - 16, 38, 129, 147, -6,
6561

-260, -368, -176, 176,' . . . -1]

leading to a smoothing coefficient of about

55. Xow let us substitute the simple operand

—

.^[-1,0,4,0, -r,

also equal to U(,— 2bo as far as second differences. This gives the

formula

—

[3]*^ [-1,0,4,0, -r
36 2

leading to the following expression for ^^u'u—
1

1456
[-1, -3,-2,8,26,28,-1, -5-5, -74, -38,38. . . 1]

which gives a smoothing coefficient of -- , as against ^^ with
4o 40

(D)-, that is, about the same degree of smoothness, although

with 4 fewer terms and a much simpler operation.
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Again, let us try the operand - [—1; 0^ 1,4, 1, 0, — 1],
4

which will effect a saving of two terms. This gives

—

[3]« ]

U = ^.^[-1,0,1,4,1,0, -1]

leading to

^''''""'2^'^"^^ ~^' -5,3,22,46,35, -17, -95,

-113, -56, 56 ... 1]

which will he found to give a smoothing coefficient of ahout

^, i.e., about one-third better than (D)- with two fewer tenns

and a simpler operation.

^Ir. Spencer's 21-term formula, with the same number of

terms as (D)- and much less labour, gives a smoothing coefficient

of jwK, i-e., four times as good as that of (D)-.

56. Not only is the operand in formula (D)^ unnecessarily

complicated and long in range, but the use of six summations,

each of short range, causes the coefficient curve to be extremely

acute and high-peaked, giving very large coefficients for the

central values. For example, no less than 73"4 per-cent of the

error in any uns:raduated value is distributed over three terms

of which the given value is the centre. The result must be to

exaggerate the importance of any maxima and minima in the

curve, and to tend to create such maxima and minima, where

none really exist, as the result of the grouping of positive or

negative errors. {See later, pars 66-8.)

57. It may easily be seen that similar considerations would

apply to any duplicated formula, and the particular case of

(D)^ has been taken as a text for the foregoing remarks only

because it has been worked out in detail in the Journal {loc. cit.),

and is therefore readily available for reference.

The Rationale of the Smoothing Coefficient!^.

58. In the foregoing investigations, the " smoothing

coefficients" have been accepted without question as a test of the

relative smoothing power of different formulae. The fact that this

test was proposed by Mr. G. F. Hardy would be amply sufficient

to justify subsequent writers in adopting it as coming from him

ex cathedra ; vet it is undeniable that the theoretical basis of the
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method, as described by ^Ir. Hardy, presents considerable

diflSculties. It ^vill be remembered that the demonstration

ostensibly proceeds upon the assumption '•' that each of the

ungraduated values upon which our graduated, results are based

are aifected. by a similar probable eiTor." Now, no assumption

could well be farther from the tnith than this, except at the

middle ages, for as we have seen the probable errors lie on a

steep-sided U-curve, and there is not even any approximation to

equality at the youngest or the oldest groups of ages. This must

of course have been well known to Mr. Hardy^ and it can only be

supposed that he introduced the assumption to simplify the

demonstration in a short note, knowing that as a matter of fact

the assumption was not really vital to the demonstration. This

we shall now proceed to show, as it is desirable that the difficulty

and apparent limitation should be removed. The explanation

will be clearer and more easy to grasp if we use a particular

formula as an illustration, rather than the most general notation;

and it will easily be seen that similar considerations will applv in

any other case.

59. Let us, then, use formula D, already referred to, namely :

[3]
3

[-1+1 + 34 1-1],

givmg

S^«'o=^[-l,l,3,4, -4, -9, -6, +6, +9. . .1].

Let the probable error in m.i- be e.,. ; then we have for the

probable error in 6^?<'o,

^V m^--o + ^s) + l'{^'-.+ e^-) + 3-^(e^_ 3 + e^e) + 4\V^.2+ e^%)

+ n^'-,^e\)+9%e%+ e\) + 6^^, + e',)] . . [A]

Similarly, we have the following expression for the probable

error m the third difference of the ungraduated Uq, namely,

^ir-{e\+ €%)+B%e^ + e%)] [B]

Nowj in order that the ratio of [A] to [B] may be

^a/1-+1-+ 3^'+ ... +6^: yP+ 3^

as required bv Mr. Hardv's theory, it is not necessary that

e"_5= e-_4= e-_3... =e-s, but owing to the symmetry of the

coefficients, it is sufficient if e-_5 + e-_s= e-_4+e^7=e-_3 + e^6 • • •

= ^1 + 6-2: that is if the sum of each pair of squared-errors
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equidistant from the central point H be equal, that is if the

squared-errors proceed by equal first differences.

60. This is of course a very different assumption from that of

constant probable errors at all ages, and an examination of

Diagram J), showing the U-curve of the standard deviations

(which are proportional to the probable errors), will show that the

assumption of constant first differences for the squared-errors

will probably not greatly disturb the ratio which is called the

smoothing coefficient. The disturbance will be less than miaht

at first sight be expected because the pairs of errors lying

nearest the central point will differ but slightly from the central

pairs (e-i-l-e~2) and (e-Q + e^s) which alone appear in formula [B],

and the effect of the greater difference in the outlying pairs will

thereby be reduced in forming the average w^hich enters into

formula [A] . The disturbance will be still further reduced in

many of the best formulae by the presence of zero coefficients
;

and any small resulting disturbance (affecting, it must be

remembered, only a comparatively small tract of ages), though

it may pro tanto disturb the actual value of the smoothing

coefficient, will probably " lead to a more or less proportionate

change in the corresponding ratios or smoothing coefficients

appertaining to other formulse '^ if these ai-e not of greatly

differing range.*

61. So far we have considered, the smoothins; coefficient for

an individual age, but when we consider the ratio between

the ungraduated and graduated third differences for considerable

groups of ages) as Mr. Spencer has done, J. I. A., xli, 394-7),

we shall find another set of facts strengthening the theoretical

basis of Mr. Hardy's test, and rendering it, as the average is taken

over a greater range, more and more independent of any

assumptions whatever as to the progression of the individual

probable errors. To illustrate this, take as an example a short

formula having 9 terms in hu\, and therefore 12 terms in S^m'o,

and let the coefficients in

8^!('o be \^a} -\-
b^ -{ c^ -\- . . . +/*+/^'+ . . . +«*].

Then the scheme on the following page shows the value of the

square of the probable error in the sum of the third diflferences

for successive ages : this quantity, namely {p.e.)-, is, according to

the usual theory, the sum of the {p.e.y for the successive individual

terms in the summation.

* Cf. Spencer, J.I.A., xli, 391.
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62. If this scheme be considered, the following numerical

relations will be seen and the general relations (denoted by

symbols under the numbers which relate to the particular case) may

15
easily be deduced. Let there be , graduated values included in the

9 . , 1 1 J.
12 ^

summation. If there are terms m m o, and theretore terms
n n + o

in S%'o, the tirst ^ errors will have as coefficients respectively

the sum of 1, 2, 3 . . . « squared coefficients of S^m'o ; then
' ' n-\-Z

will follow ^ terms, each involvins: the complete sum
k— n— 2

2(^a + b + c + d+ . . .) ; and then will follow terms similar

to the first ^ , but with the coefficients in reverse order. The

first -. terms will have total coefficients equal to
, ^ times

n + 2
^ n + Z

^,
_l_ ^ _)- c + c?+ . . .) and may therefore be put equal to times

{^(i ^ }} -!^ c + d -\- . . )e^g, where ^ is a mean age between and .

it "^ X.

Similarly, the last f, terms may be equated to
,
_

•' n + 'i n + 2

times {a + b + c+ d+ . . .)e% where </> is another mean age lying

15
T

25
between , and , ^

.

k k+n+\
Since the weight of the coefficients falls principally on the

terms nearest the centre, will be much nearer , . than ;
^ n+ L

15 25
and 6 will be much nearer , than

, , ,
, , i.e., in each case^ k k + 7i + i

nearer the centre. The whole sum, that is the {p.e.)- of the

sum of S^u'o, may be expressed as follows in the general case^

[a + b + c+ d+ ...][{n + 2){€% + 6%)+2ik-n-2)l€^'] . [C]
H + 2

and the probable error will be the square root of this expression.

63. Similarly, if another graduation formula of n— / terms

ffives the coefficients

[a^ + /3*+ . . . +\* + X*+ . . . +a*]
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the [p.e.)- will be

[_a+^+. . .+\][_{n-t + 2)[e'e+e\)+2{k-n + t-2)^ e\;\
n-t+ 2

or, say,

[a +^+ ... X] :(« + 2)(eV+ eV)+2(^-«-2)sVv] • [D]
n + -2

where 6" and 0" represent inodilied mean ages obtained by

taking in t more terms in the first member and t less in the

second member, in which form the expression is more directly

comparable with expression [D] .

The ratio of the probable errors will therefore be :

la + b + c + d-\- . .]* [^{n^-2){e'e+ e\}+2[k-a-2)te'Y-
[a + /9 + 7 + S+. . .]**[(n+ 2)(e2e''+ e%") + 2(A:-n-2)2e2]^

The first factor is the ratio given by Mr. Hardy's theory.

The second factor differs from unity only in the substitution of

(e^fl"+ e%") for (e-e+ e-^) in the denominator. Where the whole

number of tei-ms summed is considerable compared with [n+'2),

it is evident that this substitution can only change this factor by

a small percentage, whatever law the first and last (/i-f-2) terms

may follow ; and as k is increased the approximation must

become more and more close.

64. For example, suppose that (e'e " + e^^") differs from (e^g + e^,^)

by as much as 20 per-cent of the average value of e for the whole

range of A-+ n + 2 terms. Then, if k is equal to twice (?i + 2),

the I'atio of the probable errors will be disturbed only in about

the proportion of 1 : v^'9 or 1 :
'95

; if 1: be equal to three times

(w + 2) the disturbance will only be in the proportion of about

1 : '97. Thus, when the average extends to something like twice

the number of terms inckided in the range of the gradu^ation

formula, Mr. Hardy's theory must give almost exactly the proper

ratio between the p.e. of the sum or average, whatever law may be

followed by the p.e. of individual values.

65. It will be seen that so far from ^fr. Hardy's theory

necessitating an assumption which is wide of the truth, it is in

reality quite lemarkably free from arbitrary assumptions—at any

rate when used in the most useful practical shape, namel}', in the

form of averages. It was, indeed, a bmr de force of mathematical

insight and ingenuity that enabled any mathematical test to be

found for siich an intangible and apparently elusive quality

as the smoothness of a graduated curve. It seems veiy unlikely

VOL. XI.II. K
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that any better theoretical test can be devised ; and indeed the test

seems superior to actual trial because it gives us the ratios that

would be obtained, on the average, by a large number of trials

such as it would be hardly practicable to make by calculation.

But this very fact indicates the necessity for a note of caution.

It is not to be expected that the theoretical probable errors will

be exactly reproduced by trial in every given case, any more than

the " expected deaths " are found to occur exactly ; in both cases

we are dealing with average results, and departures from the

average, in individual cases, are consistent with the underlying

theory, and, indeed, are required by it.

The Comparative Poicer of removing Grouped h-regularities.

66. In the foregoing section Ave have considered at some

length the ])0wer of various formulae to produce a smooth

graduated curve. Viewing that curve from the standpoint of the

old notion of fluxions, according to which the curve is considered

to be traced out by a continuously moving point, the graduating

power is measured by the ease and smoothness with which the

tracing point moves in effecting changes of direction. This ease

and smoothness are, however, consistent with the introduction

of waves of elevation or depression due to the grouping of

individual errors

—

vide paragraphs 18-20, and 30-4. In the

examples there given it has been seen that the effect of graduation

formulae of the class under discussion may be to turn such a

sequence of errors into a feature of the graduated curve, instead

of eliminating them. It must usually be a matter of judgment

how far such features are likely to be normal and worthy to be

])reserved, and how far abnormal and desirable to be eliminated,

and this point can hardly be discussed in the abstract. But it is

desirable to consider briefly what kind of formulae will tend to

preserve, and what kind to eliminate, such features. In some

valuable remarks on this subject, Mr. Spencer {J.I.A., xli, 391)

has stated that, generally speaking, formulae of long range will

have the greater power of eliminating such waves, and this no

doubt is so when Ave are considering various formulae of the usual

kind embracing a series of summations of equal or nearly equal

range. If, however, we seek formulae which are peculiarly fitted

to remove or I'educe such waves, they may be found without

increase of range—though at some loss of accuracy in respect

of the higher differences, and of smoothing power in respect

of the smaller irregularities or '' surface rip])les "— by a

combination of two or more summations of Aery unequal length.
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67. For example^ Mr. Hardy has given {J. I. A., xxxii, 875)

the formula

[5] [13] ,

embracing 23 terms and leading to the following formula for u'o

^ [buo+ 571 + 672+ 773 + 774 + 675 + 476+ 7;DO

—78— 273~-7jo— 7n]

1
with a smoothinc; coefficient of ,..; . The feature of this formula

DO
and of others formed in a similar way by a combination

of verjf unequal summations is that the coefficients of the

various terms, instead of being heaped up about the central

point in a highly peaked curve, as is more or less the case with

the ordinary formulae, are very equally distributed over a

considerable range of values in the form of a curve with a broad

flat top. Thus only a small proportion of any given error

remains in the corresponding graduated value, each error

being distributed over a large number of terms ; and hence the

effect of any sequence of errors of the same sign is much
diminished as com2)ared with the ordinary formulse. For example,

in the formula given above, the central term is only "077 of the

whole as compared with '171 in Mr. Spencer's 21 -term formula,

or -200 in the Karup-King 29-term formula A {J.I. A., xli, 542)

;

and the first 3 central terms represent only "231 of the whole, as

compared with "497 and '574 respectively in the two other

formulse. Hence if the removal of long waves is more important

for the matter in hand than extreme regularity in the progression

of individual values,—these two desiderata being to some extent

antagonistic and mutually exclusive in a formula of any given

range—we should select such a formula as that given above,

rather than one of the more ordinary formulae involving a series

of nearly equal summations. In fact it may be said generally of

the coefficient curve (pars. 10-11) that the larger the number
and the smaller the range of the summations, the more high-

peaked will be the curve in the centre and the more asymptotic at

the end, and vice versa.

68. An illustration of the use and comparative effect of such

a formula as that just discussed will be found in pars. 30-4,

and it will be seen that the results of Table III and Diagram E
support the general conclusions here enunciated. It may be

added that the particular formula is not discussed as being

K 2
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necessarily the best of its kind, and it is })ussible that further

investigation and experiment would result in the discovery of a

formula uniting in higher degree the two qualities of smoothness

and power of eliminating grouped errors. It is, probable,

however, that only in exceptional cases would such a formula be

found preferable to the more usual ones—such as Mr. Spencer's

21 -term formula, which itself unites the two qualities to a greater

extent than any other published formula of the kind.

The relation between Graduation Formul(2 based on Interpolation

and those based on Summation.

69. It will be remembered that Woolhouse's formula—which

was long pre-eminent, and must always be recognized as the

pioneer of formuke of its class based on a really scientific

foundation—was derived by means of averaging a series of

interpolations between equidistant values of the unadjusted

observations. This process led to an apparently very complicated

result, and a very lengthy working process ; and it was reserved

for Mr. G. F. Hardy {J.I.A., xxiii, 351-2) to show what had

apparentlv escaped the keen mathematical instinct of "Woolhouse,

that the formula could be a])plied by a simple process of continued

summation. ^Ir. Hardy's plan was to difference the values three

times in fives and then to sum the results continuously three

times from the bottom, this being of course both theoretically and

practically identical with summing three times in groups of fives.

From the result of this process he subtracted three times the

central second difference, and divided by 125 ; the final result,

therefore, being

111" [«o-3io] - i|^ [-•^u_, + lu,-2>u{]

a form which was given later by Mr. Hardy and Mr, J. A.

Higham; while immediately after publication of Mr. Hardy's

plan, Mr. Ackland published [J.I. A., xxiii, 352) a new and

alternative method of applying Woolhouse's formula by successive

summations, in a form which may be shown (though this is not

obvious at first sight) to be identically equivalent.

70. Later, Mr. Todhunter showed in a brilliant paper

{J.I.A., xxxii, 387-90) that the results quoted above were a

particular instance of a more general, but still not perfectly

general, case. Quite recently, Mr. King has deduced other

formuke on an interpolation basis, and has then converted them
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into summation f'ormulEe ))y an experimental process.* In eaeli

of these cases it is demonstrated algebraically that the inter-

polation formula and the summation formula do in fact lead

to identical results ; but these demonstrations apply to the

particular cases only, and do not indicate—though they may
suggest the presumption of—an underlying general law.

Nevertheless, it must have been felt by many that what

appeared to be only a series of happy coincidences must in

reality be dependent on some very general law or causal

relationship.

71. That this is in reality the case has been shown by

Dr. Johannes Karup, in sections 2-4 of his paper " On a New
Mechanical Method of Graduation " [^Transactions of the Second

Actuarial Congress, 78, et seq.~\ . Unfortunately, however, that

portion of his paper is exceedingly difficult for the student to

follow, because it is written in anything but an elementary

way, and the argument is complicated by the simultaneous

discussion of a new method of interpolation. The result

has been that a highly important and masterly piece of

work has remained unknown to the majority of students,

and has presented great difficulties to others who have

eventually mastered it. In the following paragraphs an

attempt will be made to explain Dr. Karup's results in an

elementary way.

* It may he worth wliile to point out tliat the required expressions can he

ohtained in a much more direct and less tentative way, leading direct to the

simplest expression for the operand. Take, for example, Mr. King's formula C
(J.LA., xli, 547). The governing summation being [S]"*, we must have, writing

coefficients only,

[5]=*[operand] = «'=[-2, -6, -9, -8, 0, 21, 53, 87, 114, 125, 114. . .-2]

or, expanding [5]*,

[1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 18, 19, 18 . . . 1] [operand] =h'
as before.

The operand may, therefore, be found at once by dividing

[-2, -6, -9, -8, 0, 21, 53, 87, 114, 125, 114 .. . -2]
by

[1,3,6, 10. . . 19. . .1]

according to the method of detached coefficients.

This gives at once as quotient,

[-2,0,3,3,3,0, -2]

corresponding to the shortened form given (J.J.A., xli, 559). The other formula}

may be obtained in exactly the same manner.
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72. Once more taking Woolhouse's formula as au example,

it will be remembered that " by taking the five distinct series

" hereunder stated, namely

—

^0; Woj ^lOj ^15 . . .

«/l, W(j, Uii, Ml,; . . .

'^ Wo, U-, Ui-,, Mi; . . .

" M3, t(g, Ui3, Mis . . .

W4, Mi|, Mi4, Mi9 . . .

" then, bv separately interpolating the intermediate values for

" each of these series, and by finally taking the arithmetical

" average, or mean value, of the five completed series of results,

" the series of adjusted values is obtained.^^ Now each

individual interpolated value, u', is deduced on the assumption

that the third difl"erences of the ungraduated values, u,

are zero, but this, of course, is not actually the case, and

therefore the actual third diff'erences of the series of graduated

values will not be zero. The values of such third diff'erences can,

however, be expressed in terms of the third diff'erences of the

ungraduated values. If 8^ represents the third difference when

the interval of differencing is unity, and A^ when the interval is

five, it may be shown that in the case of Woolhouse's formula,

SVj..= — [

—

3uj;_-+ 7mj.-6— 3i<.v_5]

Now if the operation [5] be performed on S^Uj;, that is^ if ^u'j.

be summed centrally in 5's, we shall have

—

B'hc'j, =B-u\^+i— B-u\i.

B'^u'j. + l= B-u\^. + 2— B''u\r: + l

^= [o]B^u'a;=B-ii\i.+3—B-u\^_.2

(the remaining terms cancelling diagonally)

= A(Bhi\,_2).
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73. If the same operation be performed again, we shall therefore

""

[5] [A . a-^«'.,_o] = A [A . gi/',._4]

= A^S«',._4

and if it be pei-formed a third time, we shall obviously get A^w'j._o .*

This, then, must be equal to [SJ^S'-'m'^., i.e., to

[op A^ _

o

Thus, we must have,

r^ ^ 3

A='«V6=A^^[-3?/,._;+r«,_o-3?/x-o:.

Now, two functions having equal third differences must either

be equal or differ by a function whose third diiference is zero, i.e.,

one of the form Co+ Ci^;+ Co-X" , where Co; Ci and Co are constants.

\\'e may, therefore, write

t<'.r_fi= [5]^ [— 3tfi._;+ rM.,,_6— 3Mar_5] +Co+ c,a;+ G*i'.

Xow, since this equation must hold generally, let i/.,. have a

constant value v.. Then — 3mx_7+ 7wx_6— 3wj_5=m,' and w'x-e

also equals u for all values of x. It follows that Co=Ci= r2=0;

and, therefore, writing z for x— Q,

u z^ [5]^ [— 3«-_i + 7i/;— 3?/-u.i].

7-i. The last step in this demonstration depends on the

fact that when all the ?/'s are equal to v., the operand reduces

to u, that is, the algebraic sum of the coefficients equals

unity. That this is not a mere coincidence, but must always be

the case, may be shown as follows : The coefficients are

* This resalt can be obtained at once by the method of separation of symbols.

Thus

—

\pj\ix=\^ '-—
^J

«-c= (5-)
(l+5)-««^=^ttx-6

Whence,

The demonstration given in ihe test is probably simpler to students, as it exhibits

the actual terms in the summation.
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independent of the particular values of the k's. Suppose, then,

that the it's are a regular series with constant third differences.

Then the graduated and. ungraduated ?;'s will be equal, and we

must have Pu\.^= -~u^., that is, the operand

must reduce to a single u, i.e., the sum of the coefficients must be

unity.

lb. The demonstration in the preceding paragraph shows

that the convertibility of a formula based on interpolation into

otie based on successive summation depends primarily upon the

elementary general relation symbolized by the equation

where A represents the operation of differencing for the interval /.

AVliile a particular case, namely, that of AVoolhouse's formula, was

selected as an illustration, in order to 2;ive a more concrete form

to the demonstration, it is evident that the principle involved is

perfectly general, and that by a similar process any formula based

on interpolation can be converted into a formula of successive

summations. It is also evident=^ that in the general case the

function which, in an earlier part of this paper, has been termed

the operand, is the function, say Ui-, which is such that

A"Ua-_:"'^_i ^-i" (where the difference relates to the interval /),

is equal to the nih difference of the graduated value u^. for the

interval unity ; where ii is no longer general, but represents the

])articu]ar number of summations embraced in the graduation

formula in question. Dr. Karup has shown, in the paper

before referred to, that from this point of view the operand

corresponding to any given formula may be found very directly

by means of an ingenious process Avhich he there develops. In

the alternative, the graduated value of u may be expressed in

terms of the ungraduated values by means of the interpolation

formula, as was done originally by Woolhouse, and recently by

King; and the operand may then be determined directly by the

simple process indicated by the present writer in par. 70 (footnote).

76. Since, as has just been shown, the summation method

includes all cases of the interpolation method, there is no

* Any interpolatiou formula, reduced to suuiination, gives - (operand) = /?';

therefore -^^^— (^operand)= 5";?', i.e., —(operand) „ =h^u'.
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distinction of principle between the two, but the summation

method must be considered the more general inasmuch as it leads

to many formulee which cannot be associated with any reasonable

system of interpolation. Moreover, as a means of determining

suitable formulae the interpolation method has certain verj^

detinite disadvantages, e.g. :

(1) The interpolation method must always lead to a series

of equal summations which we have seen to be

usually less advantageous than unequal summations

(pars. 46—8 and 51).

(2) When a higher order of differences than the third

is employed, there will be more than three

summations, which is not usually advantageous

(par. 51 and footnote).

(3) The operand is definitely fixed by the interpolation

formula, and is often less satisfactory than one

chosen according to the principles already

investigated (pars. 46-8).

All these disadvantages may be avoided by the use of the

summation method. ]\Ir. Hardy has shown how this method

may be applied when no more than third differences are taken

into account, and we mav now show how the method mav be

extended, taking fifth difference formulcc as an example.

77. Mr. King has shown [J. I.A., xli, 536), that to fifth

differences or differential coefficients,

[PJ [y] [>•] • • •„ _„ .
*2-^ II

5(^2-0^-2(^4-0 IV ,..

pqr ... 24 o/60

where

S2=;>-+5- + ?-2+ . . . , and s^=p* + (j'+ r* + . . .

Hence it is easy to show that,

?<o=
W Iq] H • • -r. ^^'-^.11 .

o[s.,-tY+'2{s,-t)

pqi
Wo— ^?rr-W+24 " ' 5760

u^^] . (ii)

For working purposes, the function in brackets must be replaced

by an operand in the form ^1(0+ ^71 + ^72+ • • -j using

AVoolhouse's and King's notation, 7,j= ?/_„ + m„. This may be

done by solving certain simultaneous equations which, according

to the range of the terms in the operand, are determinate or

indeterminate, the latter allowing a choice of an unlimited

number of operands for any given set of summations.
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78. Take^ for example, live summations in tlirees. Then

p= q= r= S, and equation (ii) becomes

—

isyr 5 ,. 55 ,,."

Let the operand be auo+ (jyi + cy.2+ . • . Then we must have

—

a + 2b + 2c+ . . . =1 [See par. 74.]

ib.V + c.2'-+ ••) = -

3

(see Mr. King's expression for 7/,, J.I. A., x\, 59). First let

there be only three coeflScients, a, b, and c ; then the equations

are determinate, and, solving them, we arrive at the values

43 , 25 5
"=¥' ^=-"3^ '=^'

giving as operand

—

y [5m_.2— 25i/_i + 43«o— Soi/i + owo]
o

which is, of coiu'se, both impracticable and certain to give an

unsatisfactory smoothing coefficient. If, however, there are four

coefficients, a, b, c, d, their values are indeterminate since there

are only three equations, but by assuming any given value for

one of the variables, the corresponding values of the others mav
29

be found. Thus, assuming b= 0, we find «='"-, Z*= 0,

5 5
c= — ^ , and d^^ , leading to the operand

—

O t7

^ [ow_3— 15m_2+ 29«o— 15i/o + 5?/3].

Once more, putting c=—l, we have

giving as operand

^ [4!t_3—9M_2— 15M_i + 49;/o—15Mj — 9^2 + 4^3]

agreeing with ^Ir. King's formula B.

79. The above examples are given as examples of method only,

and not as leading to formidic of any practical value. It Avill,
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however, be seen that the method leaves an absolutely free hand

as to the number and range of the particular summations to be

adopted; for example, three summations, or a smaller number,

may be adopted, and yet the resulting formula be true to lifth

differences if that be desired or thought necessary. As regards

the operand, the method, instead of tying lis down to a single

form, such as would be produced by an interpolation formula,

gives the means of determining in a very short time a nnmbcr of

alternatives, from which the most suitable may be chosen in

accordance with the principles laid down in par. 51.

Regarded, therefore, as an instrument of research, the method

seems to have superior claims to the interpolation method, which

at best can command but a limited range of formula?, each one

of which demands a lengthy and somewhat complicated process

for its determination.

ConcliuJing Remarks.

80. Mr, King has claimed for formulae based on the method

of graduation by summation (which, as Ave have seen, includes

formuhe such as Woolhouse's derived by interpolation) that they

" faithfully analyze the curve and infallibly lay hold of its true

law, even if they do not remove all irregularities" {J.I.A., xli,

73). Mr. J. A. Higham made the same claim by inference

Avhen he said (J. I.A., xxxi, 3.25) :
" A clear and undistortcd

" presentation of what a record of mortality does say must afford

'^ some assistance in the determination of what it meant to say."

When, however, we consider what striking differences in the

progression of the graduated values may be produced by the use

of different individual formulje, all based on the same theory—as

shown for example in Mr. Spencer's and Mr. King's recent

graduations of the Government Female Annuitants (1883)

Ultimate Table—it Avould seem more correct to limit the claim to

the statement that a well-selected formula of the class will

produce a very smooth graduated curve, which will almost

certainly reflect with great fidelity the aggregate mortality of the

observed experience as tested by a comparison between the

actual and expected deaths ; but that in many cases sensibly

different curves, all complying very nearly with this condition

will be produced by different formulje, and that the method

supplies by itself no means of selecting anyone of these different

curves as the most probable ; that is, of "' infallibly laying hold

of the true law " of the experience.

81. On the other hand, we may see in this very fact some
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answer to Dr. Sprague's objection to tlie method on tlie ground

that it affords no scope for the exercise of individual judgment

founded on a priori considerations or on comparison witii the

results of other similar experiences. Different formula will in

many cases bring out differing results, especially in the treatment

of the waves which, as we have seen (pars. 18-20, 34, 66-68), arise

from the grouping of individual peculiarities in the un graduated

results ; and there is therefore considerable scope for the exercise

of the skilled judgment of the actuary as to which of the

competing curves should be selected. Many will agree with

Dr. Sprague in thinking that it is neither possible nor desirable

that such judgment should be dispensed with. It is hoped that

the foregoing notes on the characteristics of various formulfe may
be of some use in enabling the actuary to select the one which is

best suited to the ])urpose in hand, and thus to combine the

undoubted advantages offered by the method, as regards ease and

directness of computation, with that independence of judgment

which is no less essential.

82. In concluding these notes it is desired to emphasize two

points :

(1) It has been sought to make clear the principles upon

which the formula' depend, and the causes which lead one to

differ from another in effect, rather than to elaborate new formula?.

The simple relations indicated by Mr. J. A. Higham and Mr. G. F.

Hardy, and slightly extended in pars. 74-6 of these notes,

enable formulse to be turned out in any number if new ones are

required, and the considerations that have been adduced in

pars. 46-8 and 51, give the means of selecting, to a large extent,

the operations which will produce a formulfe of the required

characteristics. It is hoped also that, to some extent, the way

has been cleared and fresh avenues of research indicated, for other

workers in the same field.

(2) The work in these notes is based almost entirely on

j\Ir. G. F. Hardy's classical and brilliant note, " Graduation

Formulas" (J.I.A., xwii, S71) ; and the present writer cannot

claim much, if any, more than to have expanded Mr. Hardy's

somewhat brief indications of important principles (so as to

make those principles more easily and fully understood by

other workers), and to have given some new and fuller

illustrations of their practical application. It would indeed

be difficult to add anything essentially new to Mr. Hardy's

treatment, and it is only to be regretted that he did not
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himself expound the subject in that greater detail which is

necessary for those who are less familiar with the questions

involved.

The writer is indebted to Mr. W. A. Workman, F.I, A., for

the preparation of the Tables and Diagrams^ and for much
valuable help in revising the algebraical Avork.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE EXPRESSION FOE THE SPURIOUS SELECTION
INTRODUCED BY AMALGAMATING A NUMBER

OF EXPERIENCES.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Institute of Actuaries.

Sir,—In the discussion which followed the reading of

Mr. Elderton's paper on ' Spurious Selection ", the opinion was

expressed {J.I.A., xl, 2.37, 240) that, while it had been satisfactorily

established that the effect in question took place when selection was

exhausted, the case still required to be investigated, as to the precise

effect of mixing the data, where selection was still in operation."'

In a letter which appeared in the Journal (xl, 304), Mr. Bacon

returned to the question and ga\e an expression (A) for the measure

of selection in an amalgamation of two tables, in Avhieh selection

had not yet ceased to operate. This expression may be greatly

simplified by observing that the last four terms of the numerator

contain a factor E< + E'^, which is common to the denominator, so

that we have

Q _ n =, E<4-iA< + EViA'; {ij, - (/,)(E';+iE< - E'<Ei+i)
^'^' ^'

E,+i + EVi (E', + EO(EVi + E,+i)

that is,

A« + (^'^ _ g,)K,.i . (1)

(the measure of selection! r,, r. , ^. ,, . c> ^ ^-

\ in combined experience j
= ^ ^"^ Selection + Spurious Selection
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the "tnie selection
""

l)eing()l)taine(l liy the ordinary centre of gravity

formuhi"^ ; and the '"
spurious selection " being of the form given by

Mr. Elderton.

There seems to lie good reason to believe that selection is more

persistent in the " ncAv "' assurances than in the " old "
: so that an

interesting case is that in which

Aj = 0, and A( not = 0.

We have then

that is, the " true selection "' of the amalgamation is the " new
"

selection reduced in the ratio E«-n : p]«+i + E'(-j-i. This reduction

will therefore compensate the amount of ' spurious selection

"

represented l)y the second terra.

An examination of the annuitant exjierience seems to show that

the difference qi - qt is relatively small : so that in this experience

simrious selection is probably very small, if not practically non-

existent.

The form of equation (1) given al)0ve suggests that it might be

extended to the amalgamation of any number of experiences. It is

convenient, however, to slightly alter the notation—using small

letters e, q, S for the component experiences, and capital letters

E. (}, A for the amalgamated experiences. We should then \\a\e

n f-iqt + eiq t n et-^iqt+i + e t+\q i+i
m« = r"7— , Vf+i = —,

et + € t ft+i + e t+i

and

t+i - k'«
= -^7 + [qt-qt)' ,

——Tw —7—

r

or. writing E for e + e',

E«+iAt = €(-i-i5« + e (-!-iS t + iqt- qt)

e t^i^t — e ^Q-rl

E,

Now, add a third experience e", q", S' : and let Q' represent the

resulting rate, then

'»! t^i - m. « = —^ -—r, +Kq t- ^t) •
. .w -^, r

* See Eldertun on " Frequency Curves and Correlation ", p. 9.
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or, wi-iting E' for E 4- e', i.e., e + e' -^ e ". we have

, e>-!-]3« + e «-f lO f + € r-fi6 f / ' > € t-u\€t — € te<-f-i

A ( = —, \-Kqt-qt) ^Tw

. / " i^\ ^ t-^\iU — e <E«-f 1

= i8t + ('Z't-7r)K'^ + ('?"^-Q*)K". <3)

]3<, representing the " tine selection", is still obtained by the centre of

gi-avitj^ fommla : and the addition of the third expeiience introduces

a further element of " spurious selection
""

of the same form as before.

It is easy to show that the last two terms of (3) may be written

in the foini

, ,
— [qtiet^St - e'E',-i) -!- '/'{(e'^+iE'j - e'^E'f-f i)

which is equal to

^{et+iqt) ^(etqt)

EWi f;

or iqt - qt U)

This leads us back to, and is derivjable directly from, the original

exjtressions for QVi and Q'j, namely :

' EVi E'.

It also suggests another form of (3), gi^'ing alternative expressions

for the measures of " true '" and " spurious selection ', which can be

written down at once :

L EWi E' J

= 8t + [xqt^i-qt^^'\ (5)

The two measures of ".spurious selection" given in (4) and (5)

are obviously identical, when selection has ceased to operate, that is,

when qt-i-i = qt. They are also symmetrical with respect to e, e, e

and q, q, q' ; so that they can evidently be extended to the

amalgamation of any numlier of exi^eriences.
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The point of practical interest rests in the fact that the measnres

of both " true " and spurious " selection in any amalgamation of

experiences can be written doAvn l>y the ordinary centre of gi^avity

formula. The " new " assurances are themselves an amalgamation

of the experiences of a large number of calendar years of entry ; and

the select curve corresponding to the combination will, apart from

the element of spurious selection introduced, occupy the centre of

mean position of a series of curves A\'eighted in proportion to the

values e, e', € . . . , starting possibly from difl'erent points, rising

with different degrees of steepness, and running into the ultimate

curve at different points. The effect would apparently 1)6 to make

it run up to the ultimate curve more gradually than the component

curves.

A curve, whose ordinates rein-esent the true selection of the

combined table, would follow a similar course and would approach

the line of no selection more gradually than the component curves ;

so that, in spite of the element of spurious selection introduced, it

is possible that the duration of selection might appear to be shorter

than it really is.

I am, Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

JAMES BUCHANAN.
9, St. Andretc Square,

Edinhur(jli,

15 Novemher 1907.
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On the method of Dr. Johannes Karup of valuing in groups

Endoicment Assurances, and Policies for the Whole of Life

by Premiums limited in number. By George King, F.I. A.,

F.F.A., Consulting Actuary.

(ACTUARIAL NOTE.

[Eead before the Institute, 16 December 1907.]

J. HE method, according to Mr. Altenburger [J.I.A., \x\\, 332),

was devised by Dr. Karup in 1878*, and communicated by him to

the Austrian Government in 1882, and to the Swiss Government

in 1884 ; but, unless perhaps in Germany, of which I have no

knowledge, it does not seem to have been published until

comparatively recently, and no doubt it has been discovered

independently by other actuaries. So far as I am aware, the

first account of it in the English lansruase is that sriven bv

the late AVm. D. Whiting, in 1894, in the Transactions of the

Actuarial Society of America, vol. iii, p. 427. Mr. Whiting

wrote at the suggestion of an unnamed member of the Council

of the American Society, and he does not say to whom the

authorship of the formula should be attributed. The first

reference in the Institute Journal is to be found in a letter of

Mr. Julius Altenburger, in J.I.A., xxxiv, 152, and therefore the

formula sometimes goes by his name, but he himself says that

the name of Dr. Karup should be attached to it.

In the present note, attention is directed mainly to Endowment

Assurances, and Policies for the Whole of Life bv Limited

* See, however, letter from Mr. R. S. B. Savery, on p. 222, infra.— ]Ed. J.I.A.'^

VOL. XLII. L
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Payments ; but the method is available for many other classes,

and its very general applicability is elaborately worked out by

Mr. Frederick Bell in his paper [J.I. A., xxxix, 17) read before

the Institute, 19 December 1904. The principles of the method

are therefore well known, but, in so far as they have yet been

developed, there remains a certain amount of rigidity which it is

the object of this note to remove. Elasticity may be introduced,

which will render the formula more convenient under the present-

day varying conditions of British companies.

Mr. Altenburger's explanation, in slightly different notation,

is as follows

:

Let there be an Endowment Assurance, effected at age a , in

force t years, and maturing: at aire x+ n. Then

t^xn'= ^x+t:)i^t.— "x<T(1 +fljr+?:;i-r-l j

= l—rl{l+ a,.+t: ,T373t) — P,,„ (1 + ff.r+, :;;37:rr)

— d[\-\-a^.^t)— ^xn{^ + cix+t)-\—n
1 h

=A,+,-P.,(l + ^.^,) +~ +
i^-'"'

when we write

H.r;;=(?N^+„_i, and K,„ =:P^^Nj.+„_i.

These are constants, which remain unchanged throuirhout the

w^hole duration of the policy, provided always that the basis

of valuation be unchanged, and, multiplied by S, the sum

assured, are entered on the valuation card once for all. The

constant, H, gives the correction for the Sum Assured, and the

constant, K, that for the Premium.

The policies are grouj^ed according to calendar year of birth,

which may be called the Birth-year ; and, the valuation being on

31 December of the Yaluation-year, the mean age in the middle

of the Valuation-year will be (Valuation-year)— (Birth-year),

which may be written ?/. Therefore the a2;e at the valuation

date is y+\, and for the group the value is

2(SH)
Sums Assured .... (^S) x A,,+i-|-

^v^\

XetPremmms.
. . .

(2SP)(i + ffy+.)-n=r^
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Mr. Altenburger, for the value of the net premiums, writea

i(2SP){(l + a,)+(l + fl,^0}-MSSP)-^S(SK)(i +^-)
where |(2SP^ is the reserve of premium for the unexpired

portion of the policy year ; but this form is identical with the

shorter expression given above.

As thus set forth, the method assumes mean ages at entry

and valuation : also that policies are issued uniformly throughout

the calendar vear ; that the policy matures on its anniversary ;.

that exactly ?i and not ?i + l premiums are payable; and that

premiums are payable annually ; but this last assumption is

avoided if P^^ be taken as the true premium per annum payable

by instalments.

The above investigation relates to Endowment Assurances,

but it becomes applicable to Whole-Life Policies by Limited

Papuents when the constant H is taken as zero.

AVhen the formula was lirst devised, no doubt the assumptions

closely corresponded to the then pi'evailing conditions; but, at

any rate as regards the distribution of business, that is not so in

Great Britain at the present day. We now proceed to remove

the restrictions.

Correction for the Sum Assured,

Let u be the age nearest birthday on the day of maturity of

the policy. Then, on that day, the value of an assurance payable

only at death will be A„, or 1— rf(l +fl„). But the value of the

actual assurance then just maturing will be 1 ; and the difference is

d{l + a„), which is to be added to the whole-life value in order

to turn it into the endowment assurance value. This correction

may be written '
"~'

, and at any earlier age, y, its value will
iJii,

(iN
be — "~

. Where the sum assured is S, we therefore have

^d'Sti-i as the valuation constant, which is (SH) given above.

Correction for the Premium.

Let P be the premium payable under the policy, and let w
be the valuation age on the valuation day of the office year in

which the last premium (here for the moment assumed to be

payable annually) will fall due ; that is, for an annual valuation,

the age on the valuation day next following the due date of the

final annual premium. Then, at a valuation at the end of that

office year, the value of the premiums, assuming them to be

payable throughout life, will be P{1 +aicj or P«i(., according as

r >
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the next may fall due within six months or after six months,

PN
respectively. These expressions may be written -

n'^~' , and

PN,„
-pp^, respectively; and they give the correction at that valuation,

to be deducted from the whole-life value of the premiums in

order to turn it into the limited term value. Therefore the

constant to be entered on the card is PN,t._i for policies

effected in the first half of the office year, and PNj,,, for those

effected in the second half; and at a valuation at any other

earlier age, y, the value of the correction will be PNj<;_i-=-T)^,

or PN,o-=-D^, as the case may be. These are (SK) given above.

Here it is assumed that throughout the history of the policy the

valuations will always be made on the same day of the year.

When the policies under valuation age y are grouped for the

valuation, there must be two columns for the premiums ; the

one, headed a, for those due less than six months hence, and the

other, headed y3, for those due more than six months hence ; and

the a premiums will be valued by the annuity (1 -f Oy), while the

/3 premiums will be valued by the annuity Oy. There may be

a column for the total premiums, in which case the total premiums

will be valued by the annuity a,,, and to the result will be added

the total of the a premiums. This method gives an automatic

and accurate adjustment for the incidence of the premium income.

If P, the premium brought into the calculations, be the true

premium per annum payable by instalments, then there is no

need of adjustment for half-yearly and quarterly cases ; but, if

not, a column of "fractional premiums" is required, in which to

enter the half-yearly and quarterly instalments outstanding for

the current policy year. The sum of the fractional premiums

will be added to the value of the premiums as found above in

order to arrive at the total value. The amount of the instalments

outstanding: at the valuation date will be uniform throughout the

history of the policy, and may therefore be entered on the

valuation card.

These ways of adjusting for the incidence of the premium
income, and for fractional premiums, are discussed in my paper

on the Valuation in Groups of Whole-Life Policies by Select

Mortality Tables, J.LA., xl, 1.

Should it be thought worth while to introduce the refinement,

constants may be entered on the cards for the office premiums as

well as for the net premiums ; but usually every useful purpose
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will be served if the value of the office premiums be found by

mere proportion from that of the net. In the calculations the

value of the net premiums before adjustment for fractional

premiums should be employed, the office premiums not requiring

such adjustment.

In the case of policies by limited payments, the value of the

w^hole-term loading is required, in order to provide for expenses

and profits after payment of premiums has ceased. Therefore a

column is added to the schedule for the whole-term loading, the

total of which may, without serious error, be valued by the

annuity {^ + ay) or {^ + ay)- If, however, extreme accuracy be

desired, there may be a and /3 columns for the loading as for the

net premiums.

The advantages of Dr. Karup^s method of valuation, rendered

elastic as above explained, are that, with the minimum of trouble,

an exact valuation, and not merely an approximate one even if

close, is effected ; that the method is applicable no matter how
entry ages and valuation ages are computed ; that, as regards

endowment assurances, it does not matter whether the policy

mature on its anniversary or on the next succeeding birthday,

and, in the latter case, whether n or n+1 premiums are payable,

and policies of all these kinds may be grouped together ; also

that complete and very accurate adjustments are made for the

distribution of the premium income and for half-yearly and

quarterly cases.

The method has been found very convenient, when suitably

modified, in the case of ordinary whole-life policies w^here some

take reversionary bonuses which vest at once, and others

reversionary bonuses which vest only on attainment of a given

age, the vesting age differing with the different policies. It has

also been found convenient in another case, where there were a

large number of whole-life policies subject to the condition

that, at the end of the expectation of life for the entry age, all

the then existing bonuses were to be doubled, and the policies

Avere thereafter to take bonuses at double the normal rate. Here

the method was employed with excellent results, both to value

existing bonuses, and to calculate the cost of the new bonus.

The only inconvenience of the method would seem to be the

trouble involved in valuing bonuses on endowment assurance

policies. These require a changed valuation constant for every

change in the amount of bonus ; and where there are a large

number of such policies, as is usual at the present day, a great
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deal of clerical work, and confusion on the valuation cards, and
consequent liability to error, seem to be imavoidable, especially

if annual valuations and distributions of profits be made. Perhaps

those actuaries who have had practical experience in this matter

will inform us how thej'^ proceed. For my own part, on account

of this difficulty, I have hitherto given preference to Mr. Lidstone's

method in valuing participating endowment assurances.

Abstract of the Discussion.

Mr. W. p. ELDERTON said he was very glad to see Mr.
King's contribution, not only because of the interest of the Note
itself, but also because he thought it rather tended to show that

the ditficulties of a method, which seemed very obvious at first

sight, disappeared quickly when it was applied in practice. With
regard to the list of advantages of the method which the author gave
towards the end of his paper, he thought one might add that, owing
to the policies being gTou])ed in the olfice year of birth, the actuary

was able to get an accurate estimate of the expected death claims,

or the expected number of claims. The author's only objection to

the method with regard to endowment assurances seemed to be in

connection with the bonuses. The method of treating bonuses and
the bonus constants should, in his opinion, depend upon the

particular method of bonus distribution which was in force in the

office adopting the grouping in question. For instance, if an office

found a cash bonus first, and then converted that into a reversion,

it had to obtain its constants from that reversion. If it then
revalued those reversions with the help of the constants and
balanced against the cash bonuses with which it started, it had
checked all the intermediate steps, and it had really done, practically

speaking, no more work than if it had re-checked the reversion

from cash. If the office had a simple or compound rcAcrsionary

bonus system, the constants were increased in a known proportion,

and a check arose almost automatically. There was, of course, the

difficulty of entering the new constants for the new bonuses on the

cards, but was it any more a difficulty than entering the bonuses
themselves ? He thought it was possible to evolve some method of

balancing the constants, just in the same way as it was possible to

evolve a method of balancing net premiums or reversionary bonuses.

He thought ones view as to an alternative method of grouping
should depend upon the circumstances of the particular office. If

the bonus were based in part upon the reserves, then in routine work
it was necesary to be sure that one did not by a slip double a policy-

holder's bonus. The exact valuation would enable the actuary to

find out if there was a mistake in the reserve, when the approximate
method would fail to do so. In such cases, he thought, therefore,

actuaries would be well advised to use the year of birth method of

grouping, because it led to an exact valuation. That did not mean
to say, however, that if one had a large number of policies grouped

according to the last payment, they should be re-grouped, because
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an exact valuation might not be needed if a uniform or compound
reversionary bonus wan being given. In conclusion, he desired to

make one personal remark ; about three or four years ago, after he

had been speaking Avdth regard to the method, it was hinted that,

when he had been through a bonus distribution and found there

were a large number of alterations in the constants, he would change

his opinion as to the practical value of the method. He was sorry

to disappoint anyone, but he was afraid the only change in his

opinion was that he was rather more confident now than he had

been then of the practical utility of the method.

Mr. T. J. SEARLE remarked that when the subject was last

discussed at the Institute about three years ago, the author

saw very many objections to the method ; but now, having

put it into practice, he had the scientific courage to come to

the Institute and tell the members that he thought it worth using

;

and on that he congratulated Mr. King. Personally he did not

have to undertake the valuations of large life offices, and therefore

had had no opportunity of actually using it ; Init from the first

glance at it, he considered it to be a method of the greatest

possible use, as he said three years ago. The chances, however,

of the system being ado])ted, were hindered very much by the

obscure way in which it had been until now placed before the

Institute. He thought at the time that Mr. Bell's way of putting

it forward was somewhat cumbrous, and he believed that the

same remark ajtplied to Mr. Altenburger s procedure. It showed a

great array of commutation symliols, which looked very comi)licated

;

but when it was put into its simplest form, it was so easy that

be wondered how anyone could possibly ])refer another method.
After the last discussion on the subject, he had addressed

two letters to the Insurance Record *, in one of which he referred

to a foot-note to p. xiv of the introduction to Mr. R. P. Hardy's

well-known Valuation Tables ; and that put them on the track

of what the author was now liringing under their notice.

Mr. Bell had looked at the method as on the date of the

commencement of the policy ; the author looked at it from the

date of maturity, and it made all the difference to the simplicity of

the formulas. The whole-life assurance was given, and the

correction to be applied to it was a very easy matter. On p. 147,

the author said that The difference is ^/(l-j-a„), which is to be

added to the whole-life value in order to turn it into the

endowment assurance value." Instead of that, he personally very

much preferred 1 - A„, which was exactly the same thing but much
more easy to use. Another thing which he very much preferred,

and which arose out of Mr. Ralph Hardy's formula, was that,

instead of using commutation columns they could use values

of the pure paid-up endowment. The correction used was l-A;,,
which was payable at age n. At the beginning of the policy that

was an endowment payable at age « ; and its eciuivalent at any
other age whatever could be at once found by the use of a small

* An abstract of this correspondence is given on pp. 158-161, infra.—[Ed. J.I.A.^
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table. Ill writing to the Insurance Becard he suggested that a fixed

age should l)e taken somewhat far on in life, somewhere about

eighty ; but on thinking it over he did not see why any other

age should not be selected. He did not see why an endo-ttinent

at age fifty should not be taken, and, even if that age had been

passed, it was just as easy to get the equivalent endowment at

age fifty when age sixty-five had been attained ; it was simply

D50 divided l)y Dcj. Therefore, by taking a middle age like that,

but, of course, always remembering that the office did not have

to pay out when that age was attained, the method was worked
out very simply. In applying the new method to endowment
assurances, by first of all splitting the endowment assurance

into the whole-life assurance and the constant value, and by

then turning the constant value into a pure endowment at an

agreed fixed age, the Avhole assurance was easily A'alued.

The author had shown another application of the method,

namely, in connection with the incidence of the premium income.

It was quite clear that if the premium income existed evenly

throughout the year it was necessary to add half to the whole-life

annuity-values ; but it was equally clear that that Avould not be

the correct addition for premiums on endowment assui-ances, even

if they Avere spread evenly throughout the year. The method
suggested had the disadvantage that the incidence of premium
income had to remain fixed. It was of course a necessity by any

method like that described that the valuation ])ases should remain

unchanged ; if they were altered the net premiums throughout

Avould change, and so Avould the constants. The difficulty of the

bonuses appeared to be only a question of having the cards

properly ruled ; and if that Avere done, he did not see that

the later bonuses Avould cause any hindrance at all to the work.

He felt sure the author's process was one which would gradually

grow in favour, until it would be almost universally used for all

classes of policies on single lives.

Mr. H. J. RIET8CHEL hardly considered that Dr. Karup's

method was one which would be very easy of application in i)ractice

to endowment assurances, but .thought it would probably prove very

useful in the case of the valuation of limited payment whole-life

policies, and could also be very usefully applied with slight

alterations to "Term Certain" contracts, that is, policies not

dependent on life, under which the sum assured is payable at

the end of a certain number of years, the premiums being payable

throughout the term. Dr. Karup, in his formula for the valuation

of endowment assurances, valued the policies in the first place

as assurances payable at death only, and then ascertained the

adjustment necessary on account of the fact that they were payable

earlier in the event of maturity. In the same way they might in the

first place value "Term Certain" contracts as if they all matured

(say) in the year 2,000, and then make the necessary adjustments

on account of their maturing earlier. For the sake of simplicity

he assumed that the "Term Certain" contracts were all
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effected on 31st December by annual premiums, and that they all

matured on the 31st December in the year of maturity. First,

dealing with the sums assured—if these were all payable in the year

2000, the present value of the sums assured would l)e obtained by
simply discounting the total sums assured for the period from the

date of valuation to the year 2000. The adjustment necessary on

account of the fact that the sums assured were payable earlier would
be obtained by inserting against each policy the amount to Avhich

the actual sum assured would have accumulated at interest by the

31st December 2000, and treating the total of these as if they were
sums assured maturing on that date. Turning now to the premiums
—if it was assumed in the valuation that the premiums were
payable up to the year 2000, a deduction would have to be made,

from the value of the premiums so obtained, of the present value

of the premiums payable on the above assumj)tion in and after

the year of maturity. The present value of that deduction would
be found to be equal to the present value of the amount to which
those further premiums would have accumulated at interest by the

year 2000. The latter accumulated amount was, of course, constant

in the case of each insurance throughout the duration of the contract,

and could be stated against each policy. The valuation upon these

lines might be formally set out as follows :

Let S = Sum assured.

*P = Annual premium to be valued.

M = Calendar year of maturity, and " f" = period between the

actual date of maturity and the following 3 1 December.

*L = Calendar year in which the last year's premium falls due.

Y = Calendar year of valuation, which is assumed made as on
December 31, and m = period from the date of valuation

to the next renewal date.

Reserve value

= St;*^-'-^-P."'(l+a^-3^)

= Si;*^-'-^-P(l+ir-'«aj-^,

' V / I

^f|fj„_Y| 20U0-LI

= {S(l + ,-)^«-M+n,.-2ooo-v _ p(i + ^-ji -'"!„
2000-VI

_ ^.2000-V^ .)2000-L^
}^ '

2000-L)'

= {S(l + ^•)^-M+^},^-V _ p(l + ly-rnf _ ,2000-V^
^

2u<in-v| 2000-Lr

= {S(l + i)2C«o-M+t. ^.2000-V _ jp( J ^ i)l-^ny___^

+ !P(l+i)^-'"5 rli;^-^
' ^ • ^ 2000-Lj'

* In half-yearly and quarterly cases the annual valuation premimn would be
valued, the next annual premium being treated as falling due on the half-yearly
or quarterly due date next succeeding the date of the valuation. If a fractional

part of a j-ear's premium is due after the last complrte year's premium the third
constant would become P(I ~ 0^~"'^

.20(hj-l-k |
' '"'h^^e KP is the fractional premium.
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It will be observed that the functions within the brackets are

independent of the date of the valuation, and remain constant

throughout the whole duration of each contract.

To employ the formula, we require to tabulate against each

policy

—

Sd+iy^o^-^'-^'^a, say;

P(l+0^-"' =h,s3iy;

and P(l + /y-"'..,^, = .,say.

The next step is to find the total of each of these three columns.

The total values of all the policies in the class can then be found

by the following three multiplications

—

2(a)t^"-^-2(Z^)«-i55orv+2:Wi
.2000-V

The totals of these three colunnis of constants will, of course, be

carried forward from year to year.

Totals at 31 December 1906, say 2(a) 2(i) ^(c)

Add constants tabulated against

1907 Xew business .

Deduct constants tabulated against

1907 Cancelments .

Totals at 31 December 1907 ...
The advantages to be derived from this method of valuation, are

(1) An exact valuation is made, thus avoiding all arbitrary

assumptions as to the distribution of the premium
income over the year.

(2) No analysis into years of maturity or otherwise is

required.

(3) The actual work of the valuation only takes a few

minutes.

(4) AVe obtain a prospective method of valuation at a

minimum of labour. In a class, such as the one at

present being considered, under which the rate of

interest earned is the all-important factor, the

superiority of a prosi)ective method over a retro-

spective method is obvious.

The above formula can, -with advantage, be applied in the

valuation of such policies as pure endowments, deferred assurances

during the term of deferment, and other insurances which are almost

entirely dependent upon accumulations at interest only.
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Mr. H. W. manly did not think that actuaries in Great Britain

would admit they had entirely overlooked the mode of valuation

which the author had introduced in his paper. Most actuaries, he
thought, had been prevented from adojjting it by the requirements

of the Board of Trade Returns, in which it was necessary to show
the amount of endowment assurance policies in a schedule, and the

amount of premiums \md on them. The work of extracting all the

endoAvment assurances after they had been valued, together with the

whole-life and limited-payment assurances, seemed such a great

labour that other methods of valuation had been preferred.

Mk. F. J. VIXCEXT desired to ask Mr. King whether, if they
avoided putting the constants on to the cards, the method could not
be used even in a case where the basis of valuation was changed 1

For instance, when they were dealing with the endowment assurances,

they sorted the cards according to years of birth, and sub-sorted

according to maturity age, and then scheduled on forms upon which
the year of birth was shown at the top (where also the value of D^
might be shown) and the maturity age— (w)—at the side. The
constants (Ixs^-^ for the sums assured and bonuses, and N„,-i, N«,,

for the premiums (functions of the maturity age, and therefore the

same at every attained age), had already been i)rinted in their

respective columns upon those forms. The operations for finding

the corrections required were therefore those of multiplication and
summing, and the results being then divided by D^, the figures were
ready for the main valuation schedule. Thus the same result would
be obtained as by summing the constants on the cards without their

being tied down to any particular basis of valuation.

Mr. ERNEST WOODS thought there was a good deal of truth
in the suggestion made ].»y Mr. Searle, that the whole subject had
been somewhat obscured by Mr. Bell's paper. An impression had
been created that the method was not an easy one to bring into use,

and that it was comi)licated ; there was also some sort of idea that
it was necessary to mix up whole-life policies and endowment
policies, valuing them together in a lump. This last idea was, of

course, erroneous, and in his opinion the method was easy to use and
not complicated. The question really resolved itself into the simple
one whether Mr. Lidstone's or Dr. Karup's method was the more
advantageous. It should not be forgotten that the question arose
some years ago, and credit must be given to Mr. Lidstone for being
the first, at any rate in this country, to find a solution of the
great practical ditficulties involved in the valuation of endow-
ment assurance policies. He had made the note that, in the last 16
years, endowment assurances had increased in number from 1.34,882

to 1, 301, -449 ; and they now amounted to more than one half of the
number of policies to be valued in ordinary insurance companies.

He desired to point out the objections to each method and
weigh them. Dr. Karup's method was an exact one, while
Mr. Lidstone's was only a very close approximation, under
which, however, it was necessary to look out for cases Avhere the
sums assured were larger than the avei-age, or where the maturity
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ages were over seventy or under forty-five. The special case must
also be noted where whole-term iiolicies were converted into endow-
ment assurances. Those cases ought to be taken out from the rest

of the class, and valued separately. There was one other difficulty

connected with Mr. Lidstone's method of valuation, namely, that

there Avere still offices in existence which had two classes of

endowment assurances on their books, the old class which required

a premium to be paid in the year of maturity, being one more
premium than was paid under the present system, where the

number of premiums to be paid was the difference between the age

at entry and the age at maturity. Under Mr. Lidstone's method,

those two classes would have to be classified in two difterent groups,

or some modifications would have to be introduced. That was not

the case vn\h Dr. Karup's method, as one group would do for both

classes. It was very interesting to hear Mr. Elderton say, after a

trial of Dr. Karup's method, that in his opinion it was very easy to

work in jjractice. He knew that Mr. Elderton had had a great deal

of experience in that connection, having had occasion to change from
Mr. Lidstone's method on two difterent occasions. He had, there-

fore, had to calculate the constants twice over ; he had also had to

change his constants for a bonus, and again to change them from an

H^' to an 0*^ basis, and there had not been the slightest difficulty in

carrying the method out ; it had been done largely by clerks

without actuarial knowledge. He therefore thought the difficulty

which had been suggested, that it required a great deal of

skill to work the method, was entirely eliminated. There was not

very much more work involved. As a matter of fact, in Mr.

Lidstone's schedule, 23 columns were required to work out the

valuation, and in the corresponding schedule of Dr. Karup there

was one more, 24 ; but that was on the assumption that the con-

stants were calculated separately for the gross premiums, which, he

fully agreed with Mr. King, was not really necessary.

Some remarks had been made as to the way in M'hich the

formulas had been set out. Personally he preferred to see them
set out in commutation symbols, and instead of being in the form

in which Mr, King had put them, he would write them

D^+,^M.,.+^
A.-i-

I\

It was possible at once to see what was meant if that form were

adopted. Mr. King had also raised the question of the correction

for the premium. He had not worked out that gentleman's method,

but he infinitely preferred to make the adjustments at the end of

the valuation, basing them on the figures shown in the Premium
Journal. There was no difficulty in this, and it showed more
clearly what was being done. There Avas no doubt as to the

applicability of the method to the valuation of whole-term policies

with a limited number of premiums. He hoped Mr. Lidstone

would not consider that he was attacking his method, because, as a

matter of fact, he admired it immensely and did not know whether
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it was worth while for those who employed that method and had
their books classified in that way to change to Dr. Kanip's method,

but for those who had not already grouped their policies according

to Mr. Lidstone's method, he strongly m-ged them to look carefully

at Dr. Karups method first. For an office using its reserve values

as a basis for distribution of surplus, as Mr. Elderton had pointed

out, Dr. Karup's method was invaluable.

The PKESIDEXT, in proposing a vote of thanks to the author

of the paper, said that he did not thnik that until recent years

there was any plan in practical use for valuing endowment
assurances in groups. Only a few years ago the members had
the pleasure of listening to a highly original paper by Mr. Lidstone

dealing ^Wth the subject, and he ventured to think it was one of

most instructive papers that had ever been submitted to them. He
was so struck ^vith the system himself that he decided to classify

the endowment assurances of his company on the basis of that

plan, but, in \*iew of Mr. King's development of Dr. Karup's

method, he intended to reconsider the matter. The Institute

was indebted to Mr. King for simplifj-ing Dr. Karup's formulas and
also for extending their application.

The resolution was then put and carried ^nth acclamation.

Mr. GEOECtE KIXG, in reply, after thanking the members for

the very kind way in which his paper had been received, said

that he quite agreed with Mr. Elderton as to the application of the

method to policies by limited pajTuents. Mr. Elderton had
enquired whether there was more trouble in entering the constants

than in entering the bonuses. Perhaps there was not, . but they
both had to be entered if Karup's method was used, so

that the amount of entry on the cards was at once doubled,

and it was also necessarj' to calculate the constants for every
change in. the bonus. Although he thought there was more
difficulty there, the amount depended on how it was done

;

and he hoped Mr. Elderton would be kind enough to let him
see his cards in order that he might judge how the work should
be arranged. Mr. Elderton had mentioned, as another advantage
of Karup's method, that the mortality experience could be
got out with some facility. He would remind Mr. Elderton,

however, that Mr. Lidstone explained how to do that ^ith his

method. Mr. Lidstone's method also had the advantage that

it was possible to see in advance what pajTnents in respect of

maturing endoAvment assurances would have to be met from
year to year. It was very useful in that way in arranging the
finances of the company. He had never objected to Dr. Karup's
method in principle, but only as regards its suggested application

in combining different classes of assurance. Referring to some
remarks of Mr. Searle, he might add that the method of allowing

for the distribution of premium income was discussed in regard

to endowment assurances in one of Mr. Lidstone's papers : and he
was not at all sure that he would not find it also mentioned in

the Text-Book, Part 11.
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[The following is an abstract of the correspondence referred to

by Mr. T. J. Searle on pp. 151-2, which was pultlished in the

Insurance Record, between 30 December 1904 and 20 January 1905.

—Ed. J.I.A.]

Mr. T. J. SEARLE AA-rote (30 December 1904)—
The value of a whole-life policy, at its inception, is represented

by the formula

—

= A^--^(l+ffJ.

From this follows evidently, and without proof, the formula

—

= A,. - P.,( 1 + a,) + (P., - -,.)(1 + a,\

and this latter formula can be interpreted to represent a special

policy of any kind whatever upon a single life. For clearly the

first term is the value of the sum assured, on the assumption that

the assurance runs throughout the whole of life : the second term

is the value on the same assumption of the pure jjremium actually

payable : and the third term is what the assured pays for converting

the assurance and yiremium-annuity for the whole of life into the

benefits and premium-annuity of the special policy.

Now, inasmuch as the third term is a benefit term. I suggest

that it should stand second, and should l)e represented by some

expression, suitalile to the circumstances, which commonly denotes

a benefit, and I recommend for the purpose a simple endowment,

payable at an advanced age. Multiplj-ing throughout by S, the

sum assured, and re-arranging the foraiula, we have—
= S . A:r + S'.8o-.E^ - S . P^(l + aj.

the value of S' will be quite simply obtained from the equation :

S'. so-xEj; = S(Pa; - -Jll + aJ,

and will be recorded in the class lists once for all. All the

machinery needed consists of two small tables, one of the values

of an enclowment payable at age 80, and another of its reciprocals.

Having ascertained and recorded the amount of 8', when the policy

is granted, the work at any subsequent valuation is of the most

easy and straightforward character, consisting of the valuation of

the totals of columns of three simiile functions.

Mr. K. p. hardy wTote (6 January 1905) as follows

—

I have been familiar for many—perhaps, I may truly say, for

A-ery many—years Avith the artificial exhibition of Benefits, either

in terms of the Avhole-life assurance or of terms-certain. But,

hoAvever elegant some of these investigations may be, and howcA-er

stimulating they may prove to the Student class, they are clearly

unfitted to be brought from the seclusion of the study into the

Avorkshop of practical life. In a note on page xiv of my *' Valuation

Taljles", there Avill be foiuid an allusion to one simple instance

of such transformations.* I may, hoAvever, add two further

* Aa-„ = A^ + 1-" np^{\ -Aj.+„)

Px.«=«P^-^Px.n(l-A^+„)
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illustrations of what may be most instructively shown to a Student

—the second of which, though my own, was first publicly announced

on independent investigation by Mr. Lidstone (J. I.A., xxxiii,

p. 354).

The limited premium for the ordinary assurance („Pj-) can be
resolved into (1) the ordinary premium (P^-), and (2) the premium
for an endo\\*nient of Pj (1 +ax-i-n), that is to say

—

„P^ = P^ + P,/:;XP^(1+«^^J .... (0

Again, we can represent the endowment assurance premium (P^,;)

r"
as a combination of ( 1) the sum-certain premium I = P ), and

(2) the annual premium for an assurance each year of the difference

between the sum assured and the reserve upon the last : thus

—

p _ _ p ,
1 ^ rga:(l + ««-! ) -I- ri 'ga^d + fln-a ) + . • .

A^.H — X-t- X
l+a„-i l+ax.«-i

l+a;irr i l+a^.i^zr

= p+ 1 Ki;. - v"(l - nPJ
d{ 1 + a,ii:i' ) \+ax. «-ii

= P + /

,

—

i^^rr, \ ^")
(1 -r")(l+ax.^^)

It is easily seen that, if n be taken to the extreme limit z, then (ii)

becomes

^^jx-^m^v.)'^'
<'''>

which shows that the formula is general. Illustrations of this

nature could be multiplied : but, would anyone propose to apply

such analysis in the actual work of a valuation ?

Mr. SEAPvLE made (20 January 1905) the following further

comments

—

Mr. Hardy has called our attention to what, I fear, is a much
neglected formula, on page xiv of his " Valuation Tables." I am
delighted with this formula, for it contains the essence of the first

stage of the new propo.sals. I only alter v'^nPx into „Ej, and the
formula reads as follows

—

Ay. „ = Aj; + ,i'^X\ 1 ~ A-j-l-nJ,

that is to say, an endowment assurance, by single premiimi, is

equivalent to a whole-life assurance, plus an endo^vment.
The cognate formula for an annuity is

n^x = 3'j; — nEr(3'z-rn) •

Multipljing the second equation throughout by P^:.^ , and subtracting-

the product from the first equation, we have the fundamental
formula for the use of which Mr. Bell and I are contending. It will

be noticed that, through the subtraction, the two endowments will
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be added together : they will then be equal to Mr. Bell's final term.

Mr. Hardys formula is stated only for the most important

case, that of endo^nnent assurances : Mr. Bell's is general, applj^ng

to all special policies.

Take an endowment assurance of £100, maturing at 60, granted

at 32, and value by H"^^ 3 per cent. The following small table will

be convenient for checking the processes

—

a-
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table above, the endowments stated differ in amount, l»ut are

of the same identical value throughout their existence. By choosing,

then, one maturing age, all the endowments belonging to one

valuation age can be gathered into one total, and valued together.

Mr. Bell prefers to relegate his values to the age at entry, and to

employ 1) and X factors : I jtrefer to commute all the endowments

into others maturing at one advanced age, say age 80 : let each

actuary decide the point for himself.

Bonus Reserve Valuations. By C. R. V. Coutts, F.I.A.,

Assistant Actuary of the National Mutual Life Assurance

Society.

[Eead before the Institute, 16 December 1907.]

J. HE question whether the net premium method of valuation,

now almost universally adopted by offices distributing- their

profits in the form of reversionary bonuses, should be regarded as

a final and scientific method of ascertaining divisible profits or

as merely a temporary expedient which must, in the words of

Mr. Sorley, " inevitably disappear before the advance of true

actuarial science '', is one which has frequently engaged the

attention of actuaries. The importance of the subject is so great

to all connected with the administration of Life offices that in the

hope of provoking an interesting and useful discussion on the

general question, I venture to submit the following notes on an

alternative method of valuation, based on a suggestion by

Mr. Manly (in the discussion on Mr. Warner's paper on the Net

Premium Method of Valuation reported in the 37th volume of

the Journal, p. 57), that in the valuation balance sheet the present

value of the bonus at the rate to be declared at a given valuation

should be treated as a liability for the future existence of the

policies.

As the alternative method is, to some extent, based on the

original principles of the net premium method, I propose, as

briefly as possible, to summarize the modifications which have

been introduced in the last 30 years in the principles and

application of the net premium method.

The original theoretical basis of tbe net premium method, as

expounded by Mr. Bailey and others, was that the rates of

interest and mortality assumed in the valuation should approximate

as closely as possible to the experience of the office, so that the

surplus available for distribution would be derived almost entirely

VOL. XLII. M
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from the excess of the office premiums over the net premiums

after allowing for expenses. Any profit or loss from interest or

mortality wo\ild be comparatively minor items to be eliminated as

far as possible.

Assuming that the profits were divided on a cash basis in

proportion to the loadings, or to the loadings less an allowance

for expenses, a valuation on these lines might fairly be said to

satisfy the claims of its advocates as a reasonable and scientific

method of ascertaining divisible surplus. It should be noticed

thoitgh, that assuming existing conditions to be maintained, each

policy would receive the same cash bonus, and therefore a

decreasing reversionary bonus, at successive distributions. The

method was, therefore, clearly unsuitable for an office distributing

its piofits in the form of a uniform simple or compound

reversionary bonus. In such a case the loading available for

profits may be regarded as the annual premium for an increasing

assurance which requires a reserve to be built up out of the

loadings actually paid analogous to that provided for the sums

assured out of the net premiums.

The necessity for some machinery which will reserve not only

the whole of the future loadings, but also part of the loading

already received by the office, is probably the main cause of the

modern development of the net premium method. The rate of

interest assumed is no longer an approximation to the true rate,

but an artificially low rate, sometimes as much as 1^ per-cent

lower than the actual rate earned by the office. On the other

hand, instead of the whole of the loading being reserved a large

part of the future loading is anticipated by the use of net

premiums based on the same artificially low rate of interest,

which net premiums, in many cases, are only slightly less than

the office non-participating premiums. The combined effect of

these two modifications is, of course, to increase the reserves and

thus retain part of the loading which would have been distributed

if the valuation had been made on what I have ventured to

describe as the original or ideal net premium method. But it

will, I think, be generally admitted that in its present form the

net premium method can no longer claim support on scientific

grounds. It has now become an empirical or rule of thumb

method of maintaining a uniform reversionary bonus by means of

a margin of about 1 per-cent in the rate of interest actually

earned over that assumed in the valuation.

The alternative method, the possibilities of which I have
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selected for discussion this evening, may perhaps be most

conveniently described by an illustration. Let us take the case

of an office charging 0--*^- 3i per-ceut net premiums with a

loading which is exactly the annual premium for an increasing

assurance at 30s. per-cent per annum on the same basis. It is

assumed that the surplus interest, profit from non-profit business,

and miscellaneous profits cover the expenses of management,

and that the mortality follows the O-^^ Table, so that the surplus

wall exactly provide a uniform simple reversionaiy bonus at the

rate of 30s. This assumption that the ordinary with-profit

policy gives a net 3^ per-ceut investment approximates fairly

closely to existing conditions, as will be seen by a comparison of

the rates of premiimi given iu Table 1, with those of offices now

declarinsr a reversionary bonus of about 30^.

If the periodical Aaluations are made on the same basis as

that on which the premiums are calculated, the gross premium

beins: valued and the future reversionary bonus at the rate of

30s. being treated as a liability, the surplus thus produced will,

of course, provide the assumed rate of reversionary bonus. This

is a modified form of the gross premium method of valuation,

which, to avoid unnecessary repetition, I propose to refer to as

a " bonus reserve " valuation. A comparison of the reserves on

this basis with the ordinary 0^^ net premium reserves at

3 per-cent and 2 k per-cent will be of interest as shov\-ing to what

extent the net premium method in its present form is an efficient

machine for determining divisible profits, assuming conditions

which, as explained above, are not dissimilar from those which

now prevail.

It will be noticed from the specimen resenes given in

Table .2 that in the conditions assumed a valuation on a net

0^^ 3 per-cent basis will, roughly speaking, provide the time

reserves if the profits are allowed tu remain as reversionai'\'

additions to the policies. If, on the other hand, the profits are

taken in cash, it will be necessary for the office to value on a net

2k per-cent basis in order to provide the true reserves. As
would be expected from first principles, the 0^^ net premium
values are in all cases insufficient for the duration of 5 years

ow-ing to the ''bonus reserve^' values being based on select

mortality. But, as a set-off" to this, the net premium values

show a slight excess at the lonsrer durations. For many
durations the values are almost identical. This must, I think

be regarded merely as a coincidence. But iu this connexion it

M 2
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is interesting to note that, as Mr. G. F. Hardy lias pointed out,

a 3 per-cent single premium is approximately the value on a

4 per-cent basis of the sum assured and a 1 per-cent future

bonus compounding annually.

Although it may not unreasonably be claimed that in the

conditions assumed the net premium valuation does, in fact,

roughly ])rovide the true reserves required, it is felt by many
people that the time is now ripe for a more scientific method of

valuing with-profit policies for the purpose of determining

divisible profits. In this connexion it should be noted that the

small group of offices which divide their profits in the form of

annual reductions of premium have always distributed their

profits on the basis of a " bonus reserve " valuation, i.e., they

treat future reductions at the current rate as a liability on the

lines suggested by Mr. Manly in the speech referred to above.

There is no difi"erence in principle in the case of a reversionary

bonus office, though the actual process of valuation is

rather more complicated. If it be admitted that the test

of a satisfactory method of ascertaining divisible profits is

that the rate of bonus resulting from it should remain constant

so long as the rates of interest, mortality, expenses, &:c., remain

unchanged, the only method of valuation which will satisfy this

test is one which is directly based on the actual rates of interest,

mortality, and expenses experienced by the office, and w^hich

treats a future bonus at the current rate as a definite liability. It

is not su2:2;ested that the " bonus reserve " valuation should

necessarily be based on select mortality, nor on the net rate of

interest yielded to the participating policyholders as in the

illustration given above. It might be found for example in the

case of an office earning about 4 per-cent on its funds, that after

allowing for profit or loss from mortality, non-profit business,

surrenders, lapses, &c., on an 0^^ basis, the expenses and

commission absorb 50 per-cent of the first premiums and 5 per-cent

of the renewals. It is clear that the office in question would be

able in these conditions to maintain a reversionary bonus at the

rate of K, where K is found by the following formula on an

0^ 4 per-cent Table.

P(i + -95fl)=A+KxIA.

The value of K would probably vary slightly for diff"erent ages

at entry, and as between whole-life and endowment assurances.

If there was any very marked variation this would show that the
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premium rates were not equitably loaded for a distribution on the

basis of a uniform reversionary bonus, and should, therefore^ be

revised. So long as the assumed conditions continued, a '• bonus

reserve " valuation treating a future bonus at the rate of K as a

liability, would automatically provide the surplus necessary for a

distribution at this rate.

In practice there will of course be some divergence during

successive valuation periods from the assumed conditions^ so that

the actual surplus will represent a reversionary bonus of a shilling

or so more or less than K, owing to a saving in exjienses or a run

of less favourable mortality, as the case may be. The difference

between the rate actually declared for the period and K will thus

reflect the actual experience of the office. If, however, it is

desired to do away with these minor variations it will be necessary

to build up a bonus equalization fund analogous to the investment

reserve funds set up by several offices, and can'y to or draw out

of this fund any balance or deficit in the surplus after providing

a bonus at the assumed rate of K.

If, apart from incidental and inevitable fluctuations in the

rates of interest, &:c., the office finds that the original conditions

have undergone modification ; if, for example, it can only earn

3f per-cent instead of 4 per-cent, it will be necessary to revise

the basis of valuation and the rate of bonus assumed by using

3| per-cent interest in the calculation of the rate K and in the

valuation.

As it is the essence of a successful application of the bonus

reserve method that the assumptions made by each individual

office should approximate as closely as possible to the actual

conditions, if the principle of " bonus reserve '' valuations were

generally adopted, no two offices would make their valuations on

precisely the same basis, and it would probably be found necessary

to calculate mortality functions, &c., at rates of interest difi'eriug

by one-eighth or one-sixteenth per-cent instead of one-quarter

per-cent as at present. The question of the mortality table to be

employed presents more difficulty from a strictly theoretical point

of view. Many offices which value on the basis of the 0^^ Table

consistently report that their actual claims have fallen short of

those expected by this table. This apparent profit from mortality

is no doubt to some extent more nominal than real and due to the

valuation by an aggregate table of an office with a large proportion

of recently selected risks on its books. But after making full

allowance for the effects of selection, I find it difficult to resist
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the conclusion that manj'^ offices regularly experience an

appreciably lighter mortality than that of the O^^ Table. If this

is so it is reasonable to suppose that there is a corresponding

group of offices which regularly experience a heavier mortality

than that of the 0^^ Table. In the case of offices in the latter

grou|i it Avill probably be found that either the H^^ Q^^^'- or
j|M(r.) Tables sufficiently closely represents the mortality

experienced for the purpose of a " bonus reserve " valuation. But

in the case of the offices which regularly make a profit from

mortality on the O^'^ basis^ the most practical course at present is

to set off the profit from mortality against expenses of management

in deciding on a suitable basis for a " bonus reserve " valuation.

So far no reference has been made to the valuation of non-profit

policies. Profit derived from this class sometimes forms an

appreciable part of the total surplus and must be taken into

account in settling the basis of valuation of the vvith-profit section.

If the non-])rofit policies were valued on a net premium basis at

true rates of interest and mortality, the surplus loading would, so

long as the assumed conditions continued, produce a constant

contribution to the surplus. If, however, there is a fall in the

rate of interest, this cannot be met as in the case of with-profit

policies by reducing the future liability. It woidd therefore be a

reasonable and proper precaution to adopt a lower rate of interest

in the valuation of non-profit policies than that assumed in the

" bonus reserve " valuation of the participating section.

I have endeavoured in the above notes rather to refer to some

general questions of principle than to elaborate in detail the

suggested alternative method of valuation. But I hope possibly

at some future date to have the privilege of submitting a

comparison of net premium and "bonus reserve '' valuations

applied to a concrete case.

Table 1.

Net 0^^ 3i % I'remiuma for Sum Assured of £100 and Simple

Berersionary Bonus at the rate of ^Os. % ^j^t annum.

Age
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Table 2.

167

Compaiison of Policy Beserve-Vahm on 0^^^ 3J % hasis with Prerniuim

in Table 1, and treating Firturc L'rrersionory Banns at 30s. %
per annum as a Vuihility with 0^^ 3 % and 0^^ 21- % net Frernium

Beserves.

(a) Assuming all rested Bonuses swrendered ;

(h) Assuming a rested Berersionary Bonus at the rate of

30s. % 2iei' annum in respect of each Premium 2Mid

.

Age at Entry, 25.

5

1
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Table 2.

—

eonfinued.

Age at Entry, 45.

_o
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premium, in most cases called for a larger reserve. lu those

circumstances an office might make a change of valuation basis

which assumed those smaller net premiums, although its contracts

already gave it possession of the office premiums which had been

founded on the table which showed the higher mortality. Both

these e.Ypedients increased reserves, and did something, therefore,

towards making a provision for future Itouuses. But it began to be

felt more and more that such de\ices, ingenious as they were, were

taking them farther and farther aAvay from the facts ; and that the

net premium method, strictly followed, Avith these developments,

tended, as compared Avith actual experience, to become more and

more artificial. It was therefore interesting to find a suggestion

made to face the facts Ijoldly, and explicitly and avowedly make
Ijrovision, so that the rate of bonus declared in a particular (punquen-

nium should, other things being equal, be maintained during the

currency of the policies ; this being rendered possible by relaxing the

stringency of the valuation in other directions.

The author had shown that, roughly speaking, very similar

results might be Ijrought out by the two processes. That might to

a large extent be so, but the processes in themselves were essentially

<^lifFerent. The principle admitted in the suggested new method,

that there was any kind of ol^ligation, exjiressed or implied, upon

a company Avhich declared a bonus to maintain that l)onus to its

policyholders during the currency of their contracts, was an entirely

new one, so far at least as exiilicit avowal of it was concerned.

The difficulties which suggested themselves had been noticed by the

author towards the end of his paper. He (Mr. AVarner) confessed

they seemed to him to be neither few nor slight ; they lay in the

direction of the i)Ossibility of making the approximate estimates of

interest and mortality correspond as closely as possible to fact. The
author contemplated the neces.sity of calculating a rate of interest to

odd sixteenths. While that might be cumbersome, it of course Avas

])OssiVjle, because in dealing Avith the laAvs of interest they Avere

dealing Avith ascertained mathematical laAvs. But even the author

had paused perplexed before the companion problem, where, so far as

the present inA'estigations Avent at any I'ate, they Avere not dealing

AV'ith mathematical laAvs—that of mortality. The author admitted

that might be a grave difficulty, because the mortality experience

of many Avell-managed offices at the present day AA^as a great deal

more faA'ourable than that of any existing puljlished standard. Mr.
Coutts rightly remarked that the statement so frequently made in

quinquennial repoits, that the rate of mortality had been Avell Avithin

that anticipated by the assumed mortiility table, could not be

altogether set doAvn to the Avorking of selection ; but must rather

be due to the fact that an excei)tionally favourable moi'tality,

compared Avith any accessible standard, Avas being experienced.

Mr. 8. J, H. ^y. ALLIX thought the keynote of the paper

Avas to be found in the last sentence of the first paragrajjh, Avhere

the author said that "in the Aaluation balance sheet the jjresent

A'alue of the bonus at the rate to be declared at a, given valuation
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should 1)0 treated as a liability foi* the future existence of the

policies." The question was, were future bonuses to be treated as

a liability .' Hitherto, they had not been so treated, the only liability

companies had recognized being the payment of a sum assured. A
small chai'ge was made for the privilege of participating in profits,

but the policyholders were not asked to pay a premium for an

increasing assurance, the only promise given by the company being

to grant such bonuses as the directors might see fit to allot. It

seemed to him that, especially in these days of so-called insurance

exi)erts, they should be A'ery careful a1>out doing anything which
tended to give policyholders the idea that the whole of the funds of

the company belonged to them to do as they liked with. Legally,

the funds of a mutual office did l)elong to the present policyholders,

Ijut morally he thought the comi)any should be considered as a

national institution, to be conducted for the benefit of future

generations, as well as for the present policyholders. Once it was
admitted that a premium was charged for an increasing insurance,

and that a reserve had been made for the maintenance of that annual

increase, all sorts of complications might ensue. It was even possible

that policyholders, if their bonuses were reduced, or, as they might
put it. if their increase of assurance were not maintained, might insist

that the contract between them and the company had been broken ;

and might even close up the office, as regards new business, in order

to reduce expenses and maintain the increase in their assurances.

The (iuestion of relative surrender values on 'vnth-profit and
without-profit policies would be almost certain to arise. Apart from
that objection, he dotibted Avhether the method suggested by the

author Avas a great improvement on the net premium method ; it

would l)e troublesome, owing to the difterent fractional rates of

interest a\ hich might ha"\"e to be employed at successive valuations.

In addition, the comparison of valuations of the various

companies would be difficult. It was also questionable whethei-

a more accurate result would be ol)tained, or whether it was

more scientific. Under the net premium method, a definite

reserve was made for future expenses and an approximate reserve

for maintenance of future bonuses. Under the author's method,

there woukl be a definite reserve for future bonuses, which

Avere not admitted as a lial^ility, and only a supposititious

reserA'e for future expenses, Avhich were a definite lialnlity.

From a scientific point of view, little could be said for the

net premium value. Probal)ly in the past it had been used

too freely as the basis of investigation, but for his own part he

had a great ileal of respect for it for the puri)Ose of A'aluing for

the distribution of surplus. Properly used, it made a satisfactory

reserve for the maintenance of bonus : and he thought the use of

the method in the past had done much to encourage actuaries

to strengthen their reserves, thus placing the British companies in

the position they occupied at the present day. There Avas one other

little point to Avhich he Avished to refer. On pages 165_6, the author

said : "I find it difficult to resist the conclusion that many offices
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"'
regiihirly experience an ai>preciably lighter mortality than that of

''
the 0^^ Table. If this is so it is reasonable to suppose that there is

"'
a corresponding group of offices which regularly experience a hea\'ier

'" mortality than that of the 0^^ Table. " He was not quite sure that

he agreed ^^•ith Mr. Coutts there. The O^'^ Table was formed from

the expei-ience of whole-life ^^^th-profit policies. A large proY)ortion

of the policies in most companies consisted of endowment a.ssurances.

which showed a veiy much lightei- mortality than whole-life policies,

so that it Avas quite possible that eveiy office might exi>erience a

lighter mortality than that shown by the O'^'^ Table.

Mr. GEORGE KIXG .said that the paper indicated lines

that he himself had followed for a good many years. Dr. T. B.

Sprague was, he believed, the first to bring forward the question

in a way not ven" dissimilar to that of the author'.s, in the

Journal, vol. A"ii, p. 61 : and from that time onwards it had
been mentioned casually, not directly, on ^aiious occasions. He
wrote a letter to the Fosf Jlafja-Jne on the subject three or four years

ago which was veiy much on the lines of the paper, in suggesting

that the future lx>nuses should be valued as a liabilitj' and the

expenses ignored. Mr. Manly, in some letters to the In.mrancf

Ilerord, a few years ago, suggested that the bonuses and the exi>ense>

should Ijoth be brought in ; but his own reply to that was that in

the majority of cases it was impossible to do so.

The author did not deal with compound bonuses, but he

(Mr. King) had worked out that subject \er\ fully. The first

curious result arriAed at was that if in the premium a comjiound
bonus of between 25>-. and 30.*. per-cent per annum wa-s charged for

a rate of premium Avas obtained rather aboAe the aAcrage rate of

companies paying more than 30>. compound bonus. There Avas.

further, in that premium no apparent reserAe for expenses. If,

then, the reserves for both the compound bonuses and the exjienses

were introduced in the Aaluation, a good deal more than the office

premium Avas brought in, and a reserve Avas made that no company
could possibly proA-ide. His oavu calculations entirely confirmed those

oi Mr. Coutts, in shoAving that if a reserAe Avere made for a rate of

Itonus somcAvhat beloAv that actually declared by the company, by
\aluing at as near as could be to a true rate of interest and on a true

table, a suitably loaded premium, a reserAe was made Aery nearly equal

to that brought out by the O"^ Tal:»le at 2i per-cent. One could not

A'erj' Avell do more than that, and it AA'as not uecessaiy to do so.

That led him to .say that Avhile he adAocated inAestigations on the

lines of the authors paper, and while he went further and adAocated
them for Aarious kinds of bonuses, he did not think they Avould be

of much avail for practical use. The Board of Trade Keturns
rather bound the companies, and he agi-eed Avith Mr. Allin that

they could not Aery well .say in the Schedules that no reserves had
)>een made for exrienses. A company that did that Avould be veiy

apt to find itself hard hit in competition. He therefore thought

the use of iuA estigations of the kind \*\\t forward by the author was
rather to ti-ace Avhat reserves Avere really required f'nr the puriiose
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of keeping up the bonus ; and then he thought the best plan was to

make the valuations on the net premium basis, with such rates of

interest as gave the reserve which was really reiiuired.

Mr. W. O. XASH thought the author was to be commended
for having in his paper investigated the origin of the net premium

method of valuation. It seemed to him, however, that he should

also have investigated with the same thoroughness the origin of the

system of paying bonuses, because his paper turned chiefly upon

that point. In an ideal life oflftce, a premium would be charged

which exactly provided for the sum assured and expenses, and there

would be no Ijouus. Unfortunately, however, actuaries were unable

to forecast precisely what would ha]ipen during the next fifty years

or so, and therefore certain margins had to be included in their

calculations, which led to a surplus being obtained. It was necessary

to rememl)er that the whole of the surplus did not arise from
" loading." The author used the word " loading " in several senses,

and he suggested to him that if these were more clearly distinguished,

it Avould make the paper a little clearer. The author suggested that

the expenses of management should be partly met by the profit

from the non-participating business ; but the tendency at the

present time appeared to be to have very large companies

conducting various l)ranches of insurance business, and to make

the participating policies of the life department to a gi-eat extent a

separate fund, taking its own profits, but not perhaps the profits

from the non-participating Imsiness.

With regard to the statement made on page 164, that "If it be
" admitted that the test of a satisfactory method of ascertaining
" di\asible profits is that the rate of bonus resulting from it should
" remain constant so long as the rates of interest, mortality, expenses,
"

Arc, remain unchanged, the only method of valuation which will

" satisfy this test is one which is directly leased on the actual rates of

" interest, mortality, and expenses experienced by the office"—if this

meant the rates experienced at the present time, the question arose

whether that was sufficiently safe for the purpose ? If the author

meant the rates that will be experienced in the future, then he was

begging the whole difficulty. He thought that that point might be

dealt with at greater length. The author also pointed out on

page 164: the possibility of a A-ariation of the experience which would

lead to the full bonus not being provided, the smaller bonus being

denoted by K. In some instances K might become zero, or even a

minus quantitj", if the office dealt with AAas not in a good position.

In that case he presumed negative values would arise, which

the actuaries of most life assurance companies would consider

inadmissible. It was, moreover, essential that the reserves made

for every policy should be at least as large as the surrender-values

which might be either guaranteed or which it was customary to

pay, otherwise there was a sort of negatiAe value, i.e., there was a

loss on the termination of the contract. It seemed there would be

some difficulty in applying the author's method to cases where

various scales of premiums were in force.
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Referring to whole-life and endowment assurances the author

said, on pages 1(34-5, "If there was any ^ery marked variation, this
" would show that the premium rates were not e(iuitably loaded for a
" distribution on the basis of a uniform reversionary bonus, and
" should, therefore, be revised." The rates for future policies might

be revised, but would it not be necessary in the case of existing

contracts to revise the rate of bonus allotted between the whole-life

and endowment assurances? Dealing Avith the paper as a whole, it

seemed that the purpose for which the valuation was required must
1)6 considered. For a prosperous office, which had a considerable

surplus and was paying a good rate of bonus, there seemed to l)e no
doubt that the present system of making a net premium valuation

according to a Avell-iniderstood table of mortality, at what the author

called an artifically low rate of interest, i.e., a rate of interest that

was really lower than was anticipated, answered its purpose

excellently, particularly for completing the returns for the Board of

Trade. If, on the other hand, an office on the verge of insolvency

was being dealt with, the net premium method should not be used.

The method of Aaluation sketched in the paper seemed to be one to

be adopted, not that the results should l)e published, but to enable

the actuary to ascertain Avhat rate of bonus Avas likely to be main-

tained in the future, if events pursued a normal course. The A'alue

put upon the securities Avas an important element in ascertaining the

amount of the diA'isilile surplus, and should be considered in

conjunction Avith the \ aluation rate of interest.

Mk. H. W. MAXLY said that his suggestion that the mode of

A-aluation discussed by the authoi' should be considered arose from
the remarks Avhich had been made with reference to the presumed
failure of the net premium method, particularly by Mr. Warner in

his paper ori Some Notes on the Net Premium Method of Valua-
tion " (J. I.A., vol. xxxvii, p. 57) ; and he then said that, if they
intended to depai't at all from the net premium method, and to break
doAvn the great barrier against anticipation of future profits Avhich had
Ijeen erected in days gone by, it Avould be necessary to adopt some
form of A-aluation like that described, Avhich, he thought, Avas the

natural development of the net premium method, as understood forty

or fifty years ago. As the author had implied in the first part of his

paper, the net premium method Avas oiiginally set forth as the true

method of ascertaining the amount of the cash to be diA'ided. In

those days, the method of dividing the surplus in cash AA'as more
common than any other method. In the first Messenger Prize

Essay, on the svilgect of the Different Methods of Distribution of

Surplus, Avritten by that remarkable man, AVilliam Pollard Pattison,

the Avriter said that the most common method in vogue Avas to

distribute the svu-plus in cash in proportion to the premiums paid

dui-ing the quinquennium, accumulated at compound interest; the

second method being in cash in proportion to the loading on the

premiums ]iaid during the quinquennium accumulated at compound
interest. The net premium Aaluation exactly suited that method of

distribution, assuming that all the facts agreed Avith the theory,
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nanielj-, that the actual mortality agreed with the rate of mortality

used iu the valuation, that the rate of interest used was the same as

the rate of interest realized hy the office on its funds, and that the

expenses were a fixed annual percentage. If that were so, the net

premium valuation could be set out as a deliit and credit account,

in which full value could be taken of the future office premiums.

On the assets side, there would be the assurance fund and the value

of the gross premiums, and on the lialiilities side there Avould be the

value of the assurances, the value of the future cash bonuses, which

was simply the value of that portion of the loading which wa.s

supposed to provide for the cash bonuses, and the value of the

future exi)enses, Avhich was the value of the proportion of the

loading supposed to provide such expenses. Thus the whole of the

loading was valued as a liability. The net premium A'aluation Avas

simply a re-arrangement of these items. The reserves for future

bonuses and exiienses Avere deducted from the value of the gross

premiums, thus producing the value of the net premiums, Avhich,

being deducted from the value of the sums assured, produced a net

premium a aluation. In those days, the expenses were not the same

as they were at the present time, because the competition was not

so severe, and the method of paying for new business was different.

There Avere not so many branch offices : the agents Avere paid by

results, generally a commission of 10 per-centupon the first premium

and 5 per-cent on reneAA^als, and nothing else : so that expenses were

usually confined Avithin moderate limits. Companies Avere uoav

paA-ing large sums for the procuration of Ijusiness, Avhich, on a net

premium valuation, comes at once out of the profits of the quin-

quennium. The method of distributing the profits has also been

changed ; they Avere no longer distributed as cash, either in proportion

to the premiums or to the loadings, the most common form being

the rcA-ersionary bonus, either constant or compound. That had

altogether altered the conceptions of forty or fifty years ago of the

object of tlie net premium A'aluation.

Mr. King, Mr. Warner, and others, had commented on the

anomalous appearance of a net premium \aluation at a very low rate

of interest, and had explained that it Avas a rough method of

providing, as Avell as one could, for the maintenance of the reA-ersionary

Ijonus in the future. The author had shoAvn in the paper that, if

the future mortality and interest Avere the same as used in the

valuation, if the future expenses Avere constant or, better still, could

be paid out of miscellaneous profits, then the suggested method of

valuation Avould produce the same results as A'aluing by a low rate of

interest; and that to proAide for constant reA-ersionary bonus Avas

equivalent to a net premium valuation of i per-cent less than AA'as

being earned, and he thought that a valuation on the suggested

method to provide for a com]iound reversionary bonus Avould be

found equiAalent to a net premium Aaluation at 1 per-cent less than

Avas being earned. So that Avhat the author had done Avas really

after all to confirm the necessity of loAvering the rate of interest in

a net premium Aaluation to provide for reversionary bonuses.
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Mr. King had said that in the letter ^\•hicll he (Mr. Manly) wrote to

the Iihmrunce Beconl he talked about reserving expenses. He wLshed

to exijlain that the expenses must be divided into initial expenses,

and the co.st of conducting the office on the assumption that no more
new bu.siness would be done. Only the value of the latter expenses

.should be reserved. The lowest limit was the value for solvency,

which was a gross premium valuation, at the highest safe rate of

interest, after deducting the value of the expense of collecting the

premiums and paying the claims, etc., and excluding all negative

Aalues. He thought there was something to Ite said for the suggested

method of valuation, although he was not advocating it. It Avas

stated that the net premium method was more elastic ; he thought

such a method as that described Avould be more steady. It

distributed any adventitious profits from investments or other\nse

over the whole of the life of the policies ; and, on the other hand,

it distributed the losses in the same Avay. During the last seven or

eight years insurance companies had experienced a very heavy fall

in the A'alues of their securities, particularly trustee securities, and
in.stead of the whole of that fall coming out of one quin<iuennium of

profits, and temporarily reducing the bonuses, it would be
distributed by the method described over the whole existence of the

iwlicies, which would have a steadjing effect upon the rate of l)onus.

Mr. ERNEST WOODS said that it was somewhat difficult to

know what Mr. Coutts' own opinions as to the proposed method of

valuation actually were. He gathered that the author Mas following

out a hint given by Mr. Manly, simply taking an arithmetical
example with a \\e\v to provoking a discussion, without committing
himself to the method in any Avay. Going back to the days of

Mr. Manly's famous essay, just after the time Avhen the Life

Assurance Companies Act was passed, if reference Avere made to
the first Blue Book under the Act, it Avould be found that tAventy-

seven offices made returns under the 5th and 6th schedules. They
used eight diflFerent tables of mortality (he supposed each took the
jjartioular table Avhich suited its oAvn mortality), and they employed
at least six different rates of interest, Aarying from 2h per-cent up
to 5 per-cent. He thought it Avas not generally knoAvn that
'ih per-cent AA'as used so far back as 1872 by one office for part
of its business. Some offices A-alued their participating policies, and
the bonus additions attaching thereto, at diflferent rates of interest,

and their non-participating business at yet another rate. Nobody
Avho had not seen the actuary's calculations could tell Avhat the true
state of the reserves of any particular office Avas. Theie Avas, so to
speak, no common denominator. If a method AA-as adopted, such as
AA^as suggested, by Avhich every office used its oavu table of mortality,
its OAvn rate of interest, and not even the same rate of interest at
succeeding A'aluations, they Avould be, if he might be alloAved to say
so, going back to pre-reformation days.

He desired to examine rather more carefully Mr. Manly's
suggested method, because he thought there Avas a very graA-e danger
in it. In volume xxxAii of the Journal, (p. 80), Mr. ]Manly set out
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the method in the form of a balance-sheet. On the assets side were
the assurance fund and the ]n'esent vahie of the future premiums at

the highest rate of interest A\'hich appeared to be safe, while on the

liabilities side were (l) the present values of the sums assured and
boiuises, (2) the reserve for future expenses, and (3) the pi'esent

value of a quinquennial lionus of X per-cent per annum for the past

five yeai's, and for the future existence of the policies. It was the

last item to which he particularly desired to call attention. He
would like Mr. ISIanly to examine it from the following point of

view. Assume that there were two offices, both earning the same
rate of interej^t, making the same rate of profit, and for some yeai's

past declaring the same rate of bonus, Avith every exiiectation of

continuing to do so for many years to come ; and that one office

makes its valuation by the net premium method at 3 per-cent,

while the other uses Mr. Manly's proposed method. Assume also

that the result is, that the reserves as shown by Mr. Manly"s

method are the same as those by the net premium method. Then
assume that there has been some serious loss during the five years

—for example, that the securities have depreciated, and that the

value of whatever lionus which otherwise would have been given has

been lost. How did the two methods deal with the position ? By
the net premium method no bonus was given for the quinquennium,

but if things returned to their level in the future the accustomed

bonus would jtrobably be again paid to the policyholders. But the

other system proceeded, he thought, in a A-ery dangerous way, for it

gave a bonus fur the five years notwithstanding that no profit had been

made, by reducing the reserves for future bonuses, or, in other words,

anticii^ating future profits. He thought it was clear that this was so.

Mr. ]\IAXLY remarked that that was quite correct.

Mr. woods thought that this was very dangerous. A loss

had been made which ought not to fall on the people who entered

the office later on, but ought to be dealt with at once. He thought

that it was especially dangerous at the present time to suggest that

an office having a 3 per-cent net premium valuation should change

to the new method. He was therefore glad to hear that neither

Mr. Manly nor Mr. King had altogether given up a 3 per-cent net

premium Aaluation as a method of finding out what the future

profits might be. Of course, there were cases where the 3 per-cent

net premium method of valuation did not apply—such, for instance,

as a valuation for solvency, or for an office applj-ing its surplus to

abate future premiums—and there was the case of the young office
;

but in his opinion it would be sounder to defer the pajment of a

bonus rathtM- than to reduce reserves.

The PIfESIDEXT, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr.

Coutts, thought that the author did not seriously put his method

forward as an amendment to the net premium system of valuation.

Mr. Coutts was only doing in a thoughtful way what many actuaries

were in the habit of doing, with the olyect of determining what

future profits were likely to be, and whether bonuses, under the

most favourable conditions could be maintained. That was a very
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useful and healthy exercise. He ventured also to point out that at

the present time, when possibly some actuaries were not so rigidly

attached to the net premium system of valuation as they had been,

it was very oppori;iuie that papers on systems of valuation generally

should be read.

A new and imporixint system of valuation had now been

sanctioned by legislation in the State of Xew York, called the

"Select and Ultimate " method of valuation, and he believed it had

been followed by several other States, but not by all. He also-

desired to add the fact, which was almost of equal importance, that

special legislation would shortly be proposed in Canada, probably

founded on a report of a Commission which had recently been

sitting, and it was not unlikely that the Legislature would there

sanction some modification of the net premium system of valuation.

The resolution was put and carried %vith acclamation.

Mr. COUTTS said that he would only deal in reply with two
general points that' were raised in the discussion, as to which he
thought there had been a little misunderstanding as to his meaning.

The first was as to whether they should use what he ventured to

caU a "bonus reserve" valuation for the purpose of the Board of

Trade Eeturns. He had not suggested that course. He thought it

^ould probably be necessary, at any rate unril the Life Assurance
Companies Act of 1870 was altered, to make that return by the net

premium method, fitting it, as Mr. King suggested, to the reserves

already obtained by the other method, and approximately obtaining

the same results. The second point was that touched on by Mr.
Woods, who enquired whether a severe loss, arising during a certain

quinquennial period, ought to be thrown entirely on the bonus
declared at the end of that quinquennial period, or to 1>e distributed

over the whole of the future existence of the policies ? He did not
think he had suggested that it should be thrown over the futiu-e

existence of the policies at all : if Mr. Woods would refer to page 164,

he would see that he suggested the probability of a variation in the
rate of K due to ineWtable fluctimtions from time to time. If the
fluctuation happened to be a large one there would be a large fluctua-

tion in the rate of K. If there was not a bonus equalization fund
to meet that, then the bonus might have to be passed altogether.

Mr. woods explained that his remarks in this connection had
reference to Mr. Manlys paper.

LEGAL XOTES.

By Arthur Rhys Barrand, F.I.A., Barrister-at-Law.

presTiinption of -t RESUMPTION of death, in cases where the life
death without 1 U T J • i , i- •!• i
iarae, assurcu has disappeared, is a subject lamihar enough

to those officials of life assurance companies who are

concerned with the settlement of claims. The question sometimes

arises, however, particularly in connection with reversionary

VOL. XLII. N
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transactions, as to whether it can be presumed that a life has failed

and that no issue was left. This point came before the Court

recently in the case of In re Jackson, Jachson v. Ward [1907]

2 Ch. 354. Here some interests under a will were involved, and

leave was sought to presume the death, without issue, of one

Thomas Bevan Jackson, who had left England for Australia some

forty years before, and of whom nothing had been heard for over

thirty-five years. Kekewich, J., before whom the case came, had

no difficulty in presuming the death in the lifetime of the testator,

but with regard to the leaving of issue, he said :
" The question

" whether he left any children is a much more difficult one.

" There is no evidence, except his own letter, as to whether he

" died married or not having been married. It is a point which
" frequently comes before the Court, and I very seldom find the

" matter properly dealt with on the affidavits in the first instance

" before the Court. . . What I have to consider in this particular

" case is, whether a jury would be justified in finding death

*' without issue, being properly directed by a judge." Then,

quoting from the judgment of Cockburn, C.J., in Greaves v.

Greenwood (1877 2 Ex. D. 289) who said :
" I quite agree with

" the position taken up by Mr. Herschell, that there is no
" presumption in a matter of this kind '^, Mr. Justice Kekewich

went on to say :
" That is why I am dwelling upon the

" case, because I am asked to presume, not only death, but

" death without issue. He (Cockburn, C.J.) says that there

'Ms no presumption, and then he continues: 'If it is

" ' proved that long ago a man died, and there is nothing
"

' to show whether he died with issue or without issue,

'' ' I agree in the American doctrine that there is no

" ' presumption either way.' I have always acted upon that.

*' You cannot get conclusive negative evidence in the large

" majority of cases, indeed it is very seldom forthcoming;

'' but you ca)i get some evidence upon which a jury, properly

" directed, can act ; and therefore evidence upon w^hich a judge
^' may properly act. ... It is not a case of presumption but of

" proof, sufficient if not conclusive proof. ... In this case it is

'' impossible to get conclusive evidence, but I think there is

'^ evidence on which a jury could be properly directed that he

" died a bachelor. I think, therefore, that the estate in question

" ought to be distributed on the footing that T. B. Jackson

" died in the lifetime of the testator, and a bachelor."
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An illustration of some of the dangers involved when

equable' the mortgagee takes merely an equitable charge, is to

be found in the case of Capell v. Winter [1907]

2 Ch. 377. Here a testator left his property to his two executors

on trust for sale and investment, and then on certain trusts for

his children and grandchildren. One of the executor-trustees

died, and the survivor subsequently executed a conveyance of

certain land forming part of the trust estate to one ^lelsome, to

whom he and another owed j62,OO0. The deed conveying the

land purported to be a conveyance on sale for ^6.2,000, and

contained the usual receipt for the purchase-money. Xo money

actually passed, however, the deed being simply security for the

private debt due from the trustee. Melsome, who had full notice

of the breach of trust, and could not, therefore, as against the

beneficiaries under the will, uphold the validity of the transaction,

deposited the deed with one Richard Bellis under a memorandum
of deposit, dated 18 April 1905, to secure a sum of £1,000.

Bellis had no notice, actual or constructive, of any breach of trust

having been committed, or of the j62,000 mentioned in the

conveyance not having been paid. On an action being brought to

determine the respective rights of the beneficiaries under the will

and the depositee, Bellis, it was held that the title of the former

prevailed. Parker, J., in delivering judgment to this efi"ect,

said :
" If the two equities be otherwise equal, that of the

" beneficiaries, which is prior in point of time, must prevail ; but
" the equity of the defendant Bellis was said to be the better

" equity for the following reason. It was contended that the

'' equity of the beneficiaries was merely an equity to enforce their

'' trustee's lien for unpaid purchase-money .... and that such
" right was postponed to the equitable mortgage of the defendant

" Bellis. I agree that if aVendor executes a conveyance containing
'' a proper receipt for the purchase-money, and hands such
" conveyance to the purchaser who subsequently deposits it with
'' an equitable mortgagee without notice of any vendor's lien,

'•' the equity of such mortgagee may, by reason of his possession

of the conveyance, be superior to the vendor's lien for

" unpaid purchase-money .... Bur in the present case, the

" equity of the beneficiaries under the will is not, in my judgment,
" a right to enforce a vendor's lien. Such a lien arises only out

" of a contract of sale and purchase, and here there was no such
" contract. . . . The equity of the beneficiaries i^ to have the

" land sold and the proceeds distributed according to the will. . . .

N 2
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" Being unable to find that the rival equities of the beneficiaries

" and the defendant Bellis are superior, the one to the other, in

" any respect other than by reason of priority in point of time,

" I am obliged to let priority in point of time govern my decision
;

" and I hold that the equity of the beneficiaries prevails.'^

Re-iune of
debentures.

The subject of the re-issue of debentures has already

been discussed in these Notes (/./.^., xli, 413-416)

and to the cases there quoted another may now be added, that of

In re Russian Petroleum and Liquid Fuel Company, Limited,

[1907] 2 Ch. 540. Here it was held by the Court of Appeal,

affirming the decision of AVarrington, J., that where a company

deposited certain debentures with a bank as collateral security for

a credit granted by that bank, on the amount owing under such

credit being paid off, the debentures themselves Avere spent, and

„ . . , could not be re-charsjed with anv further sum. The
Provisions of o .

im^^iuXe^ilvie difficulty disclosed by this case and those previously
of debentures. ,,' ,

'
. -, , .,„

quoted has now, however, been removed by section lo

of the Companies^ Act, 1907. That section gives power to a

company to re-issue its debentures which have been redeemed,

unless the articles of association of the company, or the conditions

of issue, expressly otherwise provide ; or unless the debentures

have been redeemed in pursuance of an obligation on the company

so to do, and not being an obligation enforceable only by the

holder. The section further enacts that upon such re-issue, the

person entitled to the debentures shall have, and shall be deemed

always to have had, the same rights and priorities as if the

debentures had not previously been issued. For the purposes of

stamp duty, the re-issue of a debenture under this section is to

be treated as the issue of a ncAv debenture. Although the Act,

generally, does not come into operation until 1 July 1908, the

provisions relating to the re-issue of debentures came into operation

on the passing of the Act, i.e., on 28 August 1907. It is, how-

ever, provided that nothing in section 15 shall prejudice the

operation of any jvidgment made before 7 ]March 1907, as between

the parties to the proceedings, or of any appeal from such judgment.

A case of some interest, as throwing light on the
Insurance law of . , „ ., ..,,..
New South Wales, msurauce laws oi one or our principal colonies, is
Policy protected ^ '

l!|wsVf"row"' tliat of The Attorney-General for New Soiith Wales v.

The Curator of Intestate Estates [1907] A.C. 519.

This was an appeal to the Privy Council from New South Wales,.

and turned on the eftect of the provisions in au Act of the Colony
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entitled *^The Life, Fire and Marine Insurance Act, 1902^', by

which the proceeds of a life assurance policy are protected against

creditors. Section 4 of that Act is as follows :
" The pi'operty

" and interest of every person who has effected, or shall

*' hereinafter effect, any policy for an assurance hund fide upon the

" life of himself or any other person in whose life he is interested,

" or for any future endowment for himself or any other such

" person, and the property and interest of the personal

" representatives of himself or such other persons in such policy,

*' or in the moneys payable thereunder or in respect thereof and
'• in the contributions made towards the same, shall be exempt
'' from any law now or hereafter in force relating to insolvency or

" bankruptcy, or from being seized or levied upon by or under the

*^ the process of any Court whatever.'^ The assured under a policy

coming within these provisions became insane, and was removed

to a Government hospital for the insane, and died there intestate.

His estate was administered by the Curator of Intestate Estates

who collected the proceeds of the policy. The Crown then

claimed £68, the cost of the intestate's maintenance in the

hospital, and the Curator resisted the claim on the ground that

the proceeds of the policy were protected by the section quoted.

The Courts of Xew South Wales held that the Insurance Act of

1902 was binding on the Crown, and that the policy moneys
were therefore protected against the Ci'own's claim ; but on

appeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, this

decision was reversed. Sir Arthur Wilson, in delivering

judgment to this effect, said: "The rights of the Crown in

" such a case, unless they be affected by the provisions of the
'' Act, are clear and indisputable. The Crown is entitled, not

" only to be paid, but, by virtue of its prerogative, to be paid in

'' priority to all other creditors. . . . The question, therefore,

" arises whether the present Act binds the Crown. The Crown
*' is not named in it, nor can their Lordships see any clear

*' indication of an intention to bind the Crown. Prima facie,

" therefore, the Crown is not affected by it. . . Their Lordships
^•' are of opinion that, according to the settled principle applicable

" to such cases, the statute in question does not bind the Crown.''

The provisions of Scots law as to the execution of

scou^d of a deeds and other documents bv persons who are unable
Friendly Society » i

S°^^n°^bie to write have been referred to in an earlier volume of
*"'"'**

the Journal {J.I.A., xli, 132, 133. The matter is of

considerable importance to companies transacting business in
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Scotland^ and attention may, therefore, be called to the recent

case of Morton v. French S;' 01 hers, 1907, 45 S.L.R. 126, in

which the execution of a nomination under the Friendly Societies'

Act, 1896, by such a person came under consideration. This was

an action of multiplepoinding, originally raised in the Sheriff

Court at Glasgow, to determine the right to a sum of £S6 due

under an assurance effected by one ^lary French with the

Liverpool Victoria Legal Friendly Society. The assured, who at

tlie time resided at Glasgow, made a nomination under the

provisions of section 56 of the Friendly Societies' Act, 1896, in

favour of one James Morton. That section provides that

" a member of a registered society . . . not being imder the age

" of sixteen years, may, by writing under his hand, . . . nominate

" a person to whom any sum of money payable by the Society . . .

" on the death of that member, not exceeding one hundred pounds,

" shall be paid at his decease.'^ The assured was unable to write

and signed the nomination with a mark, the execution being

attested by two witnesses. The next-of-kin disputed the

nomination, inter alia, on the ground that it was not properly

executed, the intervention of a notary being required in Scotland

when the person executing a deed cannot write. The Sheriff

having decided against the nominee, the latter appealed to the

Court of Session, which upheld the Sheriff^s decision and dismissed

the appeal, on the ground that the nomination was not properly

executed in accordance v.ith the law of Scotland. In deciding

asrainst the validity of the nomination, the Lord Justice Clerk

said :
" I think that the document founded on in this case is not

'•' one which can receive effect. In my opinion it is not legally

" signed and authenticated. I am satisfied that this is a case in

" which no relaxation can be allowed of the rule of law as to the

" authentication of deeds. Our law has always been very strict

" in that matter, and it does not depend on custom but on distinct

" statutory enactment. In certain cases, where formality is not

" required, authentication by mark has been allowed. I allude to

'' the class of writings known as in re mercatoria, but we are not

" here dealins: with a document in re mercatoria. It is a deed

" which is practically testamentary in its nature. It is a revocable

" deed, and one which the party who signs it can set aside. It

*' has been held in England that such a document may be

" testamentary in its nature [In re the Goods of Joseph Baxter

" [1903] P. 12), and with that I agree. The only remaining

*' question is—Does the mode of authentication fall within any
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" special expression as to the manner of nomination contained in

" the Act ? In some cases, e.g., under section 16 of the ^larriage

" Notice (Scotland) Act, 1878, a person who is unable to write is

'' allowed to adhibit his signature by across or other mark. But
" here tbe words of the statute simply are ' by writing under
'•' ' his hand ', without specifying the mode of signing. 'Where a

" relaxation in the rule as to signing is allowed, it has been

" specifically done by Act of Parliament. Here we have no such

" relaxation by the Friendly Societies' Act, under which alone we
" are. "We must therefore follow the universal rule of law, to

'' which no exception has been made."

Questions relating to the provisions of the Life

Life Assurance Assurauce Compauics Act, 1870, as to the deposit of
Companies Act, c ' > »

_

^^°-
j620,000, to be made by life assurance companies

commencino- business in this country, rarely come before the

Courts. The matter arose recently, however, in the case of

In re Nelson ^- Compamj [Limited) [1907], 24 T.L.R. 74, in

connection with the pension tea scheme of that company. The

facts concerning; that scheme are sufficiently well known to make

it unnecessary to enter into details. It will be remembered that

three-fourths of the profits earned in each week by the sale of lea

were to be set aside to provide pensions for such of their customers

as should become widows ; and any portion of a week's profits not

required for the pensions payable in that week Avas to be carried

forward to provide for future liability ; but the total liability of

the company in respect of the pensions was limited to three-fourths

of the profits as stated above. The company had deposited

£.'20,000 under section 3 of the Life Assurance Companies Act,

1870 ; and on a winding-up order being made against it, it was

found that there were, at that date, about 19,000 widows who had

become entitled to pensions, and about 300,000 customers who

were buying tea under the pension scheme. The assets of the

company at that time consisted of the £20,000 deposit, a sura of

about j£2,239 representing the fund set aside out of profits, and

the general assets, estimated at about £21,000. The debts of the

company, other than the claims of pensioners and customers and

of preferential creditors, did not exceed £2,500; and the Court

was asked to decide whether the pensioners and customers were

entitled to prove : (1) Only against the fund set aside out of

profits; or (2) also against the £20,000 deposit; or (3) also
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against the general assets of the company. By an order made

in May 1906 it was held that both the fund set aside out

of profits and the deposit of £20,000 were available for the

satisfaction of the claims of pensioners and customers; and

on 23 April 1907 Warrington, J., made an order to the effect

that the rights of pensioners and customers were not determined

by the winding-up order as regards the portion of profits

set aside to meet the pensions and the £20,000 deposit ; but that

there was no right of proof on their ])art against the general

assets of the company. Upon appeal, this decision was upheld

bv the Court of Appeal, but it was pointed out by that Court

that the matter could not be properly disposed of until the

priorities of pensioners and customers had been decided. It was

stated that the addresses of the 300,000 customers were not

known, that any attempt to ascertain them Avould entail very

heavy expense, and that even if they were ascertained and

succeeded in establishing their claims, the share of each would

not be more than fourpence at the outside, and that if only

the 19,000 pensioners came in, those entitled to pensions of \0s.

would receive about ISs. each and those entitled to pensions of 5^.

about 9i\ In these circumstances the Court added to the

order a declaration that as between the pensioners and the

customers, the claims of the pensioners had priority against

the funds available for the satisfaction of their claims.

Surrender of
^^^^ qucstion as to wlicther, in the case of a mortgage

o^exer^cuLT""" of a life policy, the surrendering of the policy to the
power o

issuing office is a legitimate and proper form of the

exercise of the mortgagee's power of sale, appears to be still

unsettled. The matter is briefiy discussed in an earlier volume

of the Journal {J.I. A., xli, 153) but attention has recently been

called to the fact that some large life offices, acting on the advice

of their solicitors, still take the view that the statutory power of

sale does not enable a mortgagee to surrender the policy, and act

accordingly. In these circumstances it has been suggested that

a somewhat fuller discussion of the subject would be welcome,

and it is proposed, therefore, to consider shortly the grounds on

which it is contended that power of sale does not include

power to surrender. Before doing so, how^ever, it may
Authority on ' o ^ ' ./

general question ^g ^gjj ^^ j^^j-g ^^,]^j^(. authority thcrc is ou the general

question. The form of mortgage of a life policy given in all the
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leading books of precedents in conveyancing provides explicitly

for the exercise of the power of sale by way of surrender to the

office. In no case, however, does any ground or authority appear

to be given as showing the necessity for this, and so far as can be

ascertained, the only note on the subject given in any of the books

is that contained in Prideaux's' "Precedents in Conveyancing",

1904, 19th edition, vol. 1, p. 623, where it is stated that ''This

" declaration is inserted ew ahundanti cauteld, it being free from

" all reasonable doubt that a surrender to the office is a mode of

" sale authorised by the statutory power." The learned editor

of the last edition of Bunvon^s " Law of Life Assurance '^ would

appear to take the same view, for in the 4th edition, pp. 381, 382,

it is stated that although " A well-drawn mortgage deed formerly

" contained a power for the mortgagee to sell the policy, either

'' by public auction or private contract, or to surrender it to the

" office ", together with certain other powers, '' Since the

*' Conveyancing Act, 1881, these clauses have become unnecessary

" and are noAV usually omitted, unless it is desired to vary

" the statutory provisions.^' In view, however, of the circum-

stances in which the latter part of the statement is made, too

much weight should not be given to it as applying to the question

of surrender.

Turning now to the o-rounds on which it is ursed
Grounds of <-' '-' ^

slender '^^ ^hat a Surrender of the policy is not a proper exercise

of the power of sale, these appear from enquiry to be

two in number, namel)^, (1) That as the surrender of the policy

brings it to an end, it cannot be regarded as a sale in the ordinary

sense of that word, and (2) That as the auction price of policies,

when they are sold by public auction, is in excess of the

surrender-value, the latter is not the best price obtainable, and a

sale by way of surrender is not, therefore, such an exercise of the

mortgagee's power of sale as the mortgagor is entitled to require.

There appears to be no force in the former of these
Is a surrender ri
a sale?

objcctions, for, in the first place, the surrender of

a policy does not necessarily bring it irrevocably to an end as it is

by no means an unknown occurrence in the experience of a

life office for a surrendered policy to be reinstated. It is purely

a matter of office practice and procedure, and it will probably

be found that most offices would reinstate a surrendered policy

upon sufficient reason being shown. In the second place, even

assuming that the surrender of a policy implies its final

extinction, it is difficult to see that the mortgagor has any
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real ground for complaint, as if the mortgagee has sold the policy

in the ordinary way and has executed a formal assignment in

professed exercise of his power of sale, then, even if such

power has been improperly exercised, the purchaser has a good

title under section 21, sub-section 2 of the Conveyancing Act, 1881,

and the policy is just as much lost to the mortgagor as if it had

been surrendered to the assurance company. The objection

in question appears to be based on the fallacy that even after the

exercise of the power of sale by the mortgagee, the mortgagor

has still some interest in, or concern with, the policy, whereas in

fact he has no interest W'hatever in it, and is not concerned in

any way as to what may become of it. So far, therefore, as

the form of the transaction is in question, there does not

appear to be any real ground for objecting to a surrender as

a mode of exercising the statutory power of sale.

AVith regard to the second question, that of the

j^stmed'ir^^*^ price obtained by surrender as compared with
svirrendering

'^ iiii-ii i

wucuon?*'^^ ^^^^ obtainable by public sale, the matter does

not appear to be exactly covered by authority

;

but it may be gathered from statements by judges and leading

text-book writers that where a mortgagee acts hond fide and sells

for a reasonable price, his conduct cannot be impugned, and, if

that be so, then, a fortiori, the title of a purchaser from him

cannot be disturbed. Taking first the text-book writers, it is

stated in Fisher's " Law of Mortgage ", 5th edition, p. 453, that

" The mortgagee is bound to adopt such means as would be

" adopted by a prudent owner to get the best price that can

'' reasonably be had; and a sale made at a fraudulent undervalue

" will be set aside. But the Court wuU not set aside a sale

" merely on the ground that it is disadvantageous, unless the

'' price be so low as to be, in itself, evidence of fraud.'^ In

Coote's "Law of Mortgages", 7th edition, p. 917, it is laid

down that "The only obligation incumbent on a mortgagee

" selling under a power of sale in his mortgage is that he should

" act in good faith. Whether selling under an express or

" statutory power, he may generally conduct the sale in such

" manner as he may think most conducive to his own benefit,

" unless the deed contains any restrictions as to the mode of

" exercising the power, providing he acts hond fide and observes

" reasonable precautions to obtain a proper price .... If a

" mortgagee, selling under a power of sale, acts in good faith,

" and in compliance with the terms of the power, the mortgagor
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" has no redress^ even though more might have been obtained for

" the property if the sale had been postponed.'"^ Turning now to

the cases in which the question has come before the Courts, it

was stated in Warner v. Jacob, 20 Ch. D. 220, by Kay, J., that
*'' The result seems to be that a mortgagee is, strictly speaking,

" not a trustee of the power of sale. It is a power given to him

"for bis onn benefit, to enable him the better to realize his debt.

" If he exercises it bond fide for that purpose, without corruption

" or collusion with the purchaser, the Court will not interfere

^' even though the sale be very disadvantageous, unless, indeed,

" the price is so low as in itself to be evidence of Iraud^' (p. 224).

The leading modern case on the subject, that of Kennedy v.

De Traford ^1896] 1 Ch. 762, throws further light on the

subject. This was a case of a mortgage of certain property by

several tenants in common, and the mortgagees, under their power

of sale, sold the mortgaged property to one of the mortgagors

for the amount of principal, interest and costs. The action was

brought to set aside this sale on the ground, inter alia, that

it was not a bond fide sale of the property bv the mortgagees

under their power of sale. In upholding the sale in the Court

of Appeal, Kay, L.J., said :
" A mortgagee has a right to choose

" his own way of exercising his power, and even if he, bond fide,

" sells bv private contract after bein? told that he had better sell

" by public auction, that would not invalidate the sale" (p. 767).

Lindlev, L.J., said :
" The mortsasee is entitled to sell to anvbodv

" who can buy, provided, of course, that he deals fairly and
" properly in the ordinary way" ''p. 770 . On the case going

to the House of Lords '1897~ A.C. ISO , the decision of the

Court of Appeal was upheld, and Lord Herschell, said ••'

I am
" mvself disposed to think that if a mortsasee, in exercisins his

" power of sale, exercises it in good faith, without any intention

'^ of dealing unfairly by his mortgagor, it would be very diflficult

'' indeed, if not impossible, to establish that he had been guilty

"of any breach of duty towards the mortgagor" (p. 185).

Lord MacXaghten said :
^' If a mortgagee, selling under a power

" of sale in his mortgage, takes pains to complv with the

" provisions of that power, and acts in good faith, I do not think

" his conduct in regard to the sale can be impeached" (p. 192).

So much for the position of a mortgagee exercising his power of

sale. The superior position occupied by the purchaser from the

mortgagee can best be seen by an extract from the judgment of

North, J., in the well-known case of Martinson v, Cloices, 21 Ch.
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D., 857; in which he said :
" Moreover, if the sale to Nicholls

" (a purchaser from the mortgagee) were at an undervalue, it

" would not affect him, a bo?id fide purchaser, unless it were

" shown that such sale to him was fraudulent and he was privy

'' to the fraud "
(p. 861). It is difficult to see how it can be

contended that the surrender of a policy to the issuing office for

the surrender-value is not such a course as might be expected

from a prudent owner, in view of the common experience of all

offices on this point. It would be even more difficult to contend,

in any ordinary case, that the surrender of a policy by a mortgagee

was in itself any evidence of the absence of good faith upon his

• part. In these circumstances, the position of a mortgagee in

surrendering a policy in exercise of his power of sale, appears to

be unassailable. If this be so then, a fortiori, the assurance

company, which is in the position of a purchaser from the

mortgagee, is safe in accepting such surrender, indeed, the

company's position, in such circumstances, may be said to be

impregnable.

Cases heard on Two cascs, already referred to these in Notes, have
appea.

rcccutly bccu heard on appeal, and, in each instance,

the previous decision has been affirmed. These cases are those of

Speijer Brothers v. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue [J.I.A.,

xli, 419), now reported on appeal to the House of Lords in

24 T.L.ll., 257 ; and Kettle.icell v. Refuge Assurance Compamj

{J.I. A., xli, 574), reported on appeal to the Court of Appeal in

24 T.L.R., 216. The former case does not appear to call for any

further comment, and any remarks that may seem necessary or

advisable with regard to the judgment in the latter case had

better, perhaps, be deferred until the case is reported in The

Law Reports.

Historical Notes relating to the discovery of the formula,

ax='Vpx{l-\-aj^+\) ; and to the introduction of the Calculus

in the solution of Actuarial Problems. By T. E. Young,

B.A., Past-Bresident of the Institute of Actuaries.

1. JL HAVE recently had occasion to institute certain enquiries

into the history of Actuarial Science, and two of them appear to

me likely to possess a special interest for the students of our

profession—(A) The origin and practical application of this celebrated

formula ; and (B) the earliest employment of the calculus in

actuarial questions.
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(A.)

—

The Formula.

2. "With a view to clearness, a distinction must be noted
between (1) the origination of the formula, and (2) the adoption of

the oldest age in the Table of Mortality as the starting-point of the

process of computation.

3. I first propose to recite, briefly, the opinions of previous

wTiters upon the subject. A curious comment is thus incidentally

furnished, in some instances, upon the comparative value of

historical research.

(a) In his Estimate of the Degrees of MoiiaUty of Mankind, dravm
from curious Tables of the .BiHhs and Funerals in the City of Breslau,

with an attempt to ascertain the prices of annuities upon lives {Phil.

Trans., vol. xvii, 1693 ; Journal of the Institute, vol. xviii, j). 251),

Br. Edmund Halley had clearly no conception of the formula. He
calculates separately, in the exact mode, the values of amiuities for

every 5th year of age to age 70, and describes the process as a
most laborious calculation." In a subsequent paper in the same

volume of the Pldl. Trans., he remarks that he had sought if it were
possible to deA^ise a theorem that might prove more concise than the

rules of computation which he had previously exj^ressed, "but in vain."'

{b) I have had an opportunity of iierusing the original memoir
upon life-annuities by the distinguished mathematician, Leonhard
Elder. The volume in which it is contained is entitled, Histoire de

VAcadeinie Pioyale des Sciences et Belles-Lettres ; annee 1760; a Berlin

1767/ and after the title page appears the heading. Memoires de
rAcademie Boyale des Sciences et Belles-Lettrcs; classe de philosojihie

experimentale {Mem. de TAc, Tom. xvi). Euler's paper, occupies

l)p. 165-175, and is entitled Siir les Pentes Viageres. It is one of

the clearest and most decisive investigations I have ever had the
happy fortune to read. The sections in which the investigation is-

conducted are numbered 6 to 9. The process is the exact one of

ascertaining for any stated age the successive annual values to the
extreme age in the Table of Observations by employing the
probabilities of survivance for each year with, discount at interests

In section 9, he states that the determination of the price of life-

annuities requires "?/«. calcxd aussi long qiienmiyant", especially

for the younger ages where the number of terms to be summed is

very considerable. But it is not difficult, he adds, to perceive that,

having already effected this calculation for a certain age, the value
can be readily ascertained which appertains to an age higher or
lower {a une annee de plus ou iiioins), and he fully .explains the
artifice he adopted, Avhich is identical with the formula as we know
it, or, in his notation

m=--^-^{l + m+l\
A {m,)

where (//;) denotes the numljer of persons who attain the age m;
m, the value of a life-annuity at age m, being

1 r(m-i-l) (m+2) ~|

{m)L X A- J
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and A is —^ (interest being assumed at 5 per-cent) ; so that, he

concludes, having obtained {de suite qu'ayant trouv^) the vahie of

m+ 1, we can readily calculate that of m. He states, in section 10,

that, "a I'aide de cet aiiifice", he began the process at the age of 90
(the age selected as the final term in the table), and computed the

values successively for all the ages inf^rieures jusqu'aiix enfans

nouvellement nes." The observations employed (section 11) were
those expressed by Kerseboom's Tables, published in 1730, and
deduced from the Registers of life-annuitants in Holland and West
Friesland. Euler adds that Kerseboom has not extended his Table

beyond the age of 95, and that he himself, for this reason, has not

judged it
" conimahle " to continue his calculations l^eyond 90,

since at this age
^^
personne n'aura probablement plus de vxies pour les

rentes viageres." No previous wi'iters are mentioned, and the

formula is clearly an independent deduction.

(c) Dr. liichard Price {Observafions on Iierersionary Payments, 1771),

furnishes a formula in note (0) in the Appendix, by which from the

stated value of an annuity on any life, the value on a life one year

younger can be deduced. Some confusion exists here. If, following

Price, S be any stated interval of time during which the decrements

of life continue equal ; a and b, the numbers living respectively at

the beginning and end of that period ; P, the "value of an annuity-

certain for the term S
; p, the value of £1 due at the expiration of

S years
; Q, the value of an annuity during the life of a person

whose age is deficient from 86 by S years {i.e., where S is the

complement of life on De Moivre's hypothesis) ; and N, the value

(according to the Table of Observations) of an annuity on the life

of a person whose age is S years greater than the age at which the

interval of equal decrements begins : then

(i) Q -I— (P - Q) is the value of an annuity for S years on a
a

life of the same age as that at which the interval of

equal decrements commences
;

(ii) Q -f-
~ [(P - Q) +pN] is the value of the annuity for the
a

whole duration of that life ; and

(iii) When S represents one year, Q vanishes, and the second

expression becomes — (l + N), where r is the amount of
ar

£\ in one year. This, then, is the rule for deducing
from the given value of an annuity on any life the value

appertaining to the age one year younger.

Theorem No. (i) is ascribed by Price to De Moivre on page 341

of the 3rd edition of his "Doctrine of Chances." [It should be

observed that to this particular edition (1756) is appended

De Moivre's Treatise of Annuities (pp. 261-348), which Baily (in a
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Note to the Preface of his Doctrine of Life Annuities and Assurances)

considered to be the most improved copy.] In Price's 2nd edition

(1772), and the 3rd edition (1773), the same remark occurs ; but in

the 4th edition (1783), the 5th (1792), the 6th (1803), and the

7th (1812),—the three latter being edited by "Wm. Morgan,—the

relevant note is (N) and both expressions (i) and (ii) are attributed

to I)e Moivre. On referring, however, to the cited page (34-1) in

De Moivre's work, we find that, in his Problem II, formula Xo. (i)

alone is furnished. Hence, the expression No. (iii) appears to be the

deduction of Dr. Price himself. Expression Xo. (iii) is the formula
whose history we are investigating. Xo reference appears to the

locus classicus in the chronicle on the subject,—the 1st edition of

De Moi^Te's Annuities in 1725.

(d) TFiUiam Morgan,—Chapter II, section 2, of The Doctrine of
Annuities and Assurances on Lives and Survivorships, published in

1779,—furnishes the expression, - (1+X), (Xo. (iii) alcove) as the
ar

rule for obtaining the value of an annuity from that upon a life on
year older than the life assigned. He mentions that the theorem
has been otherwise " demonstrated by Simpson in his book upon
Life Annuities, corollary 7 to Problem I, and also by Dr. Price in

note (0) to his Treatise on Eeversionary Payments. In note A in

the Appendix, Morgan presents an algebraical demonstration : and
in an example from the Xorthampton Table he commences with the
oldest age and proceeds downwards age by age. Xo reference is

made to De Moivre.

In his Principles and Doctrine of Assurances, Annuities on Lives,

and Contingent Beversions (1821),—the 2nd edition of the preceding
work,—theorem Xo. (iii) above is mentioned in Chapter III as the
expeditious rule for calculating the value of an annuity from a senior
life to a younger one where the internal is one year. The reference
to Simpson and Price is repeated, but the name of De Moivre does
not occur.

(e) I next cite The Principles of the Lhctrine of Life-Annuities, by
Francis Blaseres, publi-shed in 1783. In the Preface, he refers to an
exposition, furnished on a later page, of an easy plan for deriving
the value of a life-annuity on a given life from the computed value
upon a life one year older. This method, he adds, was first

communicated to him by Dr. Price, and had already been published
in 1779 by "William Morgan in his treatise on the "Doctrine of
Annuities and Assurances on Lives." It had also been announced
pre\dously by Dr. Price himself in his treatise on " Eeversionarj^
Payments " (note (0) of the Appendix). It was also enunciated by
Thomas Simpson in corollary 7 of problem 1 in his Life-Annuities
issued in 1742. The Baron continues that he "should suspect"
that De Moivre was ignorant of the formula wheu he calculated his

tables of the values of annuities, since, if he had been acquainted
with it, he would hardly have deemed it necessarj- to resort to a
"certain inaccurate h^JOthesis concerning the probabilities of life",

in order to diminish the toil of his computations which " would have
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been almost equally facilitated by his use of this excellent method."
In sections 99 to 107, he describes the course of deducing the value

for a younger age from the ascertained value at the next higher age,

and, in section 107 of his work, the Baron points out that the

process should begin with the oldest age in the table and then
" proceeding downwards to the next younger age until the A'alue at

age 10 is obtained."'

(/) I now refer to the edition of Francis Baily's Doctrine of Life

Annuities and Assurances which bears the date of 1813. In the

Preface to vol. i, he records, in a note, that Euler, in 1760 (in a
paper in the '' Histoire de VAcadimie Itoyale de Berlin''), furnished

a method (similar to that of Simpson) for determining the value of

an annuity on any life from that of a life one year older. Baily

distinctly states (corollary II to problem 1, section 30 in Chapter

II) that the calculations should start from the oldest age in the

Table of Observations. Baily thus concedes the priority of discovery

to Simpson, and considers that Euler's identical method Avas

independently devised.

[The spurious editions of this book, bearing the respective dates

of 1810 and 1813, are exact reproductions of the original work,

and were printed at a considerably reduced price when Bailys

own edition had (speedily) gone out of print, and when copies,

consequently, owing to the wide reputation of the Author and the

authority of his Treatise, realized enormous sums at auction. The
copy of the counterfeit edition which belonged to De Morgan was
presented by Lord Overstone to the University of London, and contains

two memoranda in De Morgan's handwriting, dated 7 July 1851

and 20 August 1851, in which he states that the spurious edition

of 1813 was printed, he believed, in 1850, and that he exposed

the fraud in ''^ Notes and Queries", \o\. iv, No. 89.

The counterfeit can be readily detected ; in chapter II Baily

states that, throughout the Avork, he denotes the annual rate of

interest by the Greek / (p) ; in the pirated copy, the printer

(whether from carelessness, ignorance, or a deficient fount of

type) consistently substitutes the symbol ?, and if the reader

will turn this page upside down he will perceive that this sign

is an inverted Greek (6). It is curious that, although the

authentic edition bears the year 1813 ui)on the Title-page, the

Preface by Baily is dated 12 February 1810.]

{g) In his Treatise on the Valuation of Annuities and Assurances

on Lives and Survirorstiips (published in 1815), Joshua Milne

discusses the subject in the Introduction (aoI. i). He assigns the

formula (which he demonstrates in his problem 1, Art. 21-i, in

Chapter TV) to Thomas Simpson, who "
fii'st gaA'e it in the

7th corollary to the 1st problem in his ' Doctrine of Annuities' in
" 1742." Milne also mentions, in the introduction, that, although

the fonuula is so simple as to be demonstrable without algel)ra, yet

it failed to occur to Halley, and that Euler "fell upon the method
" (in his paper on Life-Annuities in the Berlin Memoirs for 1760)
" which Simpson had previously published." He correctly describes.
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ill brief, the process which Euler adopted. Mr. Mihie adds that

Deparcieux (who repeatedly mentions Simpson's book) had, in

calculating the values in his Tables of Annuities, expended fifty

times the amount of labour which the use of the formula would

have involved. Milne consequently infers that Deparcieux had

failed to read that portion of Simpson's treatise.

{h) In the 6th section (Art. -56) of his Treatise an Prolahiliiy,

published in 1839 as a reprint from the 7th edition of the

Encyclopcedia Britannicor—di. volume which distinctly impresses the

reader ^Wth a high conception of the writer's mathematical

capacity

—

Thomas GaUoicay states that the formula is properly

attributed to Euler.

(i) E. J. Farren (in his Hi^ttorical Essay on the Rise and

Early Progress of the Doctrine of Life Contingencies in England,

pulilished in 1844) assigns the formula to De Moi\Te, and states

that it had hitherto been generally attributed to Thomas Simpson.

Farren adds that the process of calculation should adopt as its

starting-point the oldest age in the table, but does not endeavour

to trace the origin of this notion. In proof of his contention in

favour of De MoIatc's invention, Farren properly adduces a com-
parison of the dates of the 1st editions of De Moi\re and Simpson.

{j) The subject is referred to in the Treatise On Protjat/ility

by Sir John William LxdAiock and /. E. Erinkwater-Bethune,

appended to vol. ii of DaA'id Jones's treatise on the Value
of Annuities and Reversionary Pa^Tiients" (1844). The authors, in

section .5-5, furnish the formula in the inverse form of fl„i-f-i = —'^^ - 1,
• '''-Pm.!

though they add that by means of the expression the value of any
annuity may be deduced from that which ' precedes or follows it."

In the same section it is stated that the equation " appears first to

have been noticed by Mr. Barrett", and in a subsequent section (-57)

they again speak of the " equation noticed by Mr. Barrett." (I

should add that I have carefully examined the manuscript and
printed pages of Mr. Barrett, and cannot discover the remotest
allusion to a formula of this nature.) Da^'id Jones himself

(section 118, vol. I), refers to the formula (which is presented in the

usual form) by simply stating that " the following mode of computing
tables of annuities was until very recently adopted by most authors

on the subject",—alluding, no doubt, to the introduction of the

columnar method.

I would state, in passing, that this treatise of Lubbock and
Drinkwater-Bethune still remains, in my judgment, one of the most
instructive expositions of the Theory of Probability in the literature

of the subject. It was originally issued separately in the Library of

Useful Knowledge, but without a date. The sections -55 and 57
there appear.

(k) Peter Gray (in a note to the Preface of his Taliks and Fonnnla'.

for the Computatitm of Life Contingencies, 1849) considers De Moivre
to have been the originator of the formula in the 1st edition of his

treatise on Annuities, 1725.

VOL. XLTI. O
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(0 Dr. Isaac Todhunier (History of the Mathematical Theory

of Prohahility from the time of Pascal to that of Laplace, 1865)
describes briefly and correctly, in Chapter XII, the investigation of

Euler, but does not mention Euler's sagacity in commencing with
the oldest age in the table. Moreover, Dr. Todhunter, not being an
Actuary, missed the essential significance from a practical point of

view of Euler's resulting equation, for he adds that when the value

of an annuitj- at any age has been obtained the value at the next
higher age can readily be deduced. Euler, as I have shown, on the

contrary, had instantly seized the constructive implication of the

formula in this respect.

(?«) Peter G^ray {Journal of the Institute, vol. xii, pp. 176, 232),

after furnishing a brief historj- of the question, unhesitatingly

assigns the formula to De Moi\Te, but states that he appears

to have abandoned it in favour of a method of computation based
upon his hji^othesis of decrements.

(n) Major-General J. C. Hannynciton (Journal, vol. xxi, p. 445),

speaks of " Simpson's (or De Moi^Tc's) famous formida."

4. I now proceed to a direct enquiry.

I.

—

Abraham De Moivre.

(a) Four editions were published of De MoiATe's Annuities vpon

Lives : the 1st in 1725 ; the 2nd in 1743 ; the 3rd in 1750 ; and
the 4th in 1752. The Treatise (in its completest form) is also

appended to the 3rd edition of his " Doctrine of Chances " (1756).

ib) In the Preface to the 1st edition, De Moivre refers to

Dr. Halley's admission that his mode of calculation was capable of

improvement. He works out the value of an annviity of £100, at

5 per-cent, during the lifetime of a person aged 30, in accordance

Antli Halleys Table of Observations and Method. The process is

conducted in what has been termed the ' rhetorical "' mode, where
words are substituted for sjTnbols, and involves the use of the

probabilities of living from age to age, with successive discount at

interest, "to the utmost extent of life", although, he adds, "the
number of operations that are to be made in order to estimate

one single life be very numerous, yet, that being once determined,

the A'alue of the next younger life may easily be obtained." He then
shows that, possessing the value at age 30, that for age 29 is at once

deduced by multiphing by the proliability of surW^ing one year

after 29, and by the present -^alue of £1 due at the end of one
year. "By help of the method hitherto explained, those that will

take the pains, may, if they think fit, compose tables of the several

values of those annuities for any age proposed, and for any rate of

interest that shall lie fixed on. But, "till this be done it vnl\ be
" convenient to try whether there be not some easy practical method
whereby the values of those annuities may be determined very near

as accurately as if they had lieen deduced year by year from the

Tables of Observation."

(c) Hence it is quite clear (1) that the invention of the formula

is originally due to De MoIatb ; and (2) it is also entirely
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reasonable, and, indeed, ine^"itable, to infer that De Moivre did not

perceive the necessity and advantage, in the construction of a table

of life-annuities, of commencing the process at the oldest age

furnished by the observations. This may justly he surmised from
his reference to computers taking the

''
pains " to employ the

method of the formula : to the complete absence of any allusion to

the oldest age : to his isolated example of calculation : to the fact

that. haA"ing regard to the troublesome character of the '"very

numerous operations " of the general process, he endeavoured to

de^-ise an '" easy practical method " of a different and empirical

nature, for the purpose ; and to the singularly extraordinary

circumstance that in his 2nd, 3rd, and 4th editions, and also in the

Treatise appended to the 3rd edition of the " Doctrine of Chances "',

this method of deriving the value at one age from the computed
value at the next higher age entirely disappears with its accompanying
illustration. The implication of the formula itself so evidently points

to the proi^er origin of the course of calculations that it seems almost
incrediljle to infer that, to a mathematician of De Moi^Te's

consummate power and insight,—and a mathematician, moreover, so

intimately conversant vnth. concrete problems,—this apparently
•oljA-ious and practical feature remained unrevealed. Yet a careful

scrutiny of the whole of the facts leads irresistibly to this

humiliating conclusion,—humiliating, I mean, in the sense that not
infrequently, as the historj^ of investigation discloses, the ablest

discoverers fail to discern an application of a theorem constructed
by their original power of mind which to duller wits—utterly

incompetent to the manufacture of an instrument of research

—

appears to be e^-ident. The insight of genius—and De Moivre
possessed mathematical genius of a commanding order—must often,

unhappily, on the principle of the distribution of energj', pay the
price of its special endo^^-ment in the form of a narrower Midth of

vision ; and the dower of intuition is not seldom purchased at the
expense of a larger capacity of patient inspection and minute
•scrutiny of results. Thus the expanded significance of De Moivre's
discovery seems to have escaped his \\ew, and so slightly did the
necessary implication of that formula impress his attention, that he
.abandoned it, as I have stated, in his subsequent editions, and
devoted himself, in all four editions, and in the Treatise contained
in the ' Doctrine of Chances " (3rd edition), to the construction of

the easy practical method "'

of which he spoke—an empirical fonnula
in place of what may be termed the rational formula which he had
succeeded in de\-ising. That easymethod is embodied in his expression

1 - ^-P

for the value of a life-annuitv of 1, namelv, -
, where n is

r - 1

the complement of life on his hypothesis of decrements, or age 86
minus the age for which the value is required : P is the value of an
annuity-certain for the term of the complement in question, and ; is

the ' rate of interest " (or, in our modern language, the amount of 1

in one year). He then compares the values obtained by this formula

o 2
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for various ages with those computed by Halley by the precise

method, and shows the closeness of his results. The student will

bear in mind that the phrase employed in those earlier days, the

value of a life", signifies "the value of an annuity during the

existence of that life."

II.

—

Thomas Simpson.

(a) Mr. HiraYiSons Doctrine of Annuities, and Beversions appeared

in two editions—the first in 1742, and the second in 1775. To the

copy of the first edition which I have consulted are attached an

appendix, dated 1743, and a supplement, dated 1791 [see section (7),

infra]. The appendix contains animadversions by Simpson upon a

"late book by a celebrated author",—that author being

De Moivre, though his name is not mentioned. The supplement

consists of a Treatise entitled The Vahiafion of Annuities and

Iieversions, composed by Simpson, and reprinted by the author's

friends with the intention of presenting all his works upon the

subject in one volume. The distinguishing feature of Simpson's

writings is the general manner in which he has treated his problems.

This Treatise also appears as Part VI of his " Select Exercises for

Young Proficients in the Mathematicks " (1752), and in his Preface

to the volume, Simpson states that the Treatise was designed by

him as a supplement to his Doctrine of Annuities and Reversions

published in 1742, but, being considered "too small " for separate

publication, has been inserted here.

(b) Simpson, in the Avork of 1742, finds the value of an annuity

of £100 on a life aged 20, at 4 per-cent, and proceeds in the

exact method by ascertaining the Aalue year by year according to the

probabilities of life and discount at interest, to the " utmost extent

of life." The probabilities of life are deduced from observations for

10 years on the Bills of Mortality for the City of London. In the

same manner, he says, the value of an annuity for any other life

can be estimated, and, " tho' the operations requisite to this effect

" are very numerous, yet, that being once computed, the value of
" the next younger life may from thence be easily derived ", by

adding one year's purchase to the given value and multiplying the

.-sum, discounted for one year, by the probability of the youngest

{sic ! for younger) life existing for one year.

(c) He proceeds,
—

" having shown the manner of estimating the
" value of an annuity for any single life, and laid down a ready
" method of computing tables for such lives according to any
" proposed rate of interest by deducing each life from that of the
" next older life, it remains next to consider the manner of
" determining the values of annuities granted upon two or more
"

lives." He then demonstrates his pi'oblem 1 for any number of

joint lives, and in corollary 7 he deduces a formula (involving

any number of joint lives) which is equivalent to the form

ax = i'Px{l +ax+i).

(d) Here Simpson clearly expresses the formula, and makes no

mention of its discovery by a previous writer; indeed, the impression
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conveyed by his statement is that the invention is exckisively

his own. It is perfectly obvious that he obtained it from De Moivre,

for (1) De Moi^Tc's 1st edition was published in 1725, while Simpson's

book was not issued until 1742, or 17 years later, and (2) Simpson

was intimately acquainted with De MoIatc's work, for the appendix

is devoted to the detailed contention that Simpson's practical

empirical rules (which were independent of the formula in question)

are superior to those of De Moivre in, "that they are not only more
*' simple as requiring the use of no sort of tables, but bring out the
" conclusions, for the general part, rather more exact than his."

He then compares, in justification of this statement, with Halley's

values of annuities, the result of the application of De Moivre's

empirical formula (which I have already mentioned) and Simpson's

own approximate method (for the age selected, namely, 10) where
the given age is deducted from 87 and the difference multiplied by

'048 or — of the interest on £1 for one year (here, 6 per-cent)
;

adding then 1*9 to the product, and dividing by 75 (or 87, minus
the stated age, minus 2) the required answer will result.

{e) A conclusive demonstration that Simpson copied (in this

essential part at least), without any acknowledgment, from

De Moivre, is furnished by the following comparison of extracts from
De Moivre's edition of 1725 and Simpson's woi^k of 1742:

—

De Moivre. Simpson.

(I). fCalculate) " To the utmost (\). ("Calculate) " To the utmost
" extent of life." " extent of life."

(2). " Although the number of (2). " Tho' the operations requisite
" operations that are to be made in " to this effect are veiy numerous, yet
" order to estimate one single life be " that being once computed, the value
" very numerous, yet that being once " of the next younger life may from
" determined the value of the next " thence be easily derived."
" younger life may easily be obtained."

''.3). The value of an annuity of (3). A closely identical process is

£100 on the life of a person aged 30, pursued (even in respect of the words
at 5 per-cent., is worked out in detail employed) in ascertaining the value of

by the exact method. The deduction an annuity of £100 on a life aged 20,

of the value at age 29 from that at at 4 per-cent. The value at ago 19 is

age 30 is then effected. then deduced from that at age 20.

(/) I am exceedingly doubtful—indeed, my doubt is virtually

disbelief—that Simpson, any more than De Moivre, perceived the

important significance of the formula as a practical instrument in

the computation of Tables of Annuities by starting the calculation

at the oldest age in the table. He offers no remark or suggestion,

so far as I can discover, upon this point ; nor do the illustrative

€xamj)les which he presents indicate a suspicion of this meaning in

the faintest degree. He furnishes specimens of the values of

annuities based upon the London Tables of Mortality ; one with a

radix of 1,280 in the book itself; the second, in the supplement
(derived from the first) with a radix reduced to 1,000 ; but the

former terminates with 29 living at the age of 80, and the latter

with 25 living at the age of 79 ; hence I have been unable by
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calculation to ascertain -whether, in any of his computed results, he

commenced with the oldest age. But, seeing that his volume

contains no reference to that point, but proceeds to enunciate

empirical formulse for the ready calculation of annuities (similar in

character to l)e Moivre's), I definitely infer, as I have stated, that

he also missed this practical implication of the formula. The
2nd edition, published in 1775, is not very different from the 1st,

and the supplement is here omitted.

5. In summary, my conclusions are :

—

(1) That De Moi^TC undoubtedly was the inventor of the

formula ;

(2) That Simpson, so far as objective evidence avails, copied it

from De Moi\T.^e without acknowledgment

;

(3) That, on a review of the whole of the evidence, neither

of them perceived its general value in the calculation of

complete Tables of Annuities through failing to observe its

implication of the necessary start with the oldest age

attained in the observations ; and (for completeness of

exposition)
;

(4) That Euler was the first writer Avho appreciated the

importance of employing the oldest age in the computiition

of Annuity Tables.

(B)—The Calculus.

6. The hal)itual employment of the calculus in the solution of

problems in Life Contingencies suggests an interesting enquiry into

the date and channel of its introduction into professional work. I

append a few particulars which, in the preceding investigation, I

discovered.

(1) As British mathematicians naturally continued, for a

lengthened period, to adopt Newton's method exclusively,

and avoided the Infinitesimal method of Leibniz, the

investigations which I proceed briefly to enumerate were

conducted on the basis and notation of his Fluxional

Calculus, The idea (in the scientific sense) which

constitutes the foundation of what is generally termed
the Calculus is essentially identical in all its forms,

whether it be that of Exhaustions, or Indivisil)les, or

Infinitesimals, or Prime and intimate Ratios, or Fluxions
;

and the different systems or methods adapted to each

form of the idea produce the same results.

(2) The dominant notion, it may be interesting to mention, in the

Fluxional form is the generation of quantity by motion
;

thus, a line is supposed to be produced by the continuous

movement of a point ; a surface, by the motion of a line

parallel with itself ; a solid is generated by the flowing of

a surface in a direction perpendicular either way to

its original position : and, generally, the conception of
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Velocity, or rate of movement, as derived from the

consideration of a moving point, is applied to all species

of magnitude. The fluent (or flowing quantity) corre-

sponds to the integTal in Leibniz's form of the Calculus,

and the fluxion, or rate of flow, or velocity of the

variable finds its analogue in the differential coefficient.

The notation prescribes that if ,'; be the floidmi quantity

(or fluent) the fluxion (or differential coefficient) of that

quantity is indicated by .'", that is, by the symbol of the

quantity itself, with a dot super-posed ; so, conversely,

X is the fluent (or, in modern language, the integral) of i.

Two dots would mark the second differential coefficient,

and so on.

(3) In the second edition of his Annuities (1743) De Moivre

observed that he had discovered from calculations deduced

by the method of Fluxions that, on the supposition of

an equable decrement of life, the expectation of life

ft

would be expressed by _-, if n be the complement.

(This remark is repeated in the 3rd and 4th editions, and
in the copy appended to the 3rd edition of the Doctrine

of Chances; it does not appear in the 1st edition of the

"Annuities.")

(4) In the Philosophical Tmnmrfions, vol. 43 (dated 1750, for

the years 1744 to 174-5) and in Xo. 473 is a letter

addressed to Wm. Jones, a Vice-President of the Royal

Society, by De MoIatb (No. 10 in the Table of Contents),

concerning the " easiest method for calculating the value

of Annuities upon Lives from Tables of Oliservations."

From the Abridgment of the Transactions (vol. x, part I,

dated 1756) made by John Martin, it appears that

this letter was presented on 7 June 1744. This

communication to the Society is identical (with an obvious

eiTor) with the reprint in section VI of the Appendix to

the Treatise of Annuities on Lives appended to the

3rd edition of the Doctrine of Chances. (The reprint

is preceded by a reference to the number of the

Fhihsophical Transactions in which it originally appeared).

The prolJem, Xo. I, there considered is the value

of an annuity upon an assigned life with the condition

that, upon the failing of that life, a portion of the income
shall be paid to the heirs Avhich shall be exactly

proportioned to the time intercepted between the date

of the last payment and the "very moment" of the

life's failing. If z represent any indeterminate portion

of n (the complement of the stated life), the probability

of the life's attaining the end of the interval z and then

d>dng is -
, on the supposition of a perpetual and uniform

n
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decrement of life. The present value of an annuity-

certain to continue during the period ;- is then combined,

and the expectation of the life "upon the precise interval

z " is ascertained and adopted as the ordinate of a curve

whose area constitutes the value of the annuity required.

1 P
The result is expressed as —

, where r is the
r - 1 a«

amount of £1 for one year, a, the hyperbolic or natural

logarithm of /•, and P, the present value of an annuitj- for

the period n.

(5) In arriving at the preceding expression, - , De Moivre
«

refers to the 1st edition (1725) and the 2nd edition (l7-i3)

of his work on Ainiuities. In these (and the sequent
editions) the complement of life is di^-ided into an infinite

number of equal parts representing moments ; and the

proliability of surviving any series of parts and djdng

in the immediately succeeding moment is demonstrated.

(6) Thomas Simpson, in his Select Exercises foi- Young Proficient•<

in the Mathejnatich (1752), states, near the end of PartVI
of the volume and preparatory to Problem I, that he
purposes solving two or three of the most useful questions
" according to a method very different from that whereby
they are usually investigated ", alluding, I presume, to

empirical formulae which constituted the fashion

at the time. His enquiry is the value of an
income during a single life, A, of a stated age, in

accordance with the hjijothesis of a uniform decrease

of the probability of life. In now appending his solution,

it may be interesting to exemplify the statement already

made of the identity of results, whatever form of the

general idea embodied in the Calculus be instrumentally

employed : and hence I venture to insert my own Xotes,

(wherever they seem necessarj-) in brackets. I should

add that this investigation appears punctually also in the

Supplement to the '' Annuities " Avhich I have mentioned.

Let ;• denote the "rate of interest", or (in modern
language) the amount of <£1 at interest in one year. Let jj

indicate the value of a perpetuity ; and let a be the

complement of life at the proposed age (that is to say,

double the complete exi)ectation at that age). Let ,/•

—

considered as flowing uniformly (corresponding to the

moment t introduced into modern calculations)—be any
time which has elapsed from the date when the life-tenant

entered into possession of the income ; then the present

value of the expectation 'on the next succeeding
. , , ft ')*'?'

moment .'"" will be expressed by ^- x ^, or its equivalent
a r

(by substituting q for and multiph'ing out) x(f—'^-^
r

"

a.
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("The thing to be expected", to employ De Moivre's

phrase, is the moment x, with its infinitesimal instalment

then payable ; the chance of gaining it (corollary 2 of the

"Hypothesis" (with a diagram) in the 1st edition of

\ ft O*

De Moivre's Annuities) is -, and, multiplying by the
a

factor of discount, the preceding expression results.)

AVhen .?; = a (or the interval ;>; merges into the present epoch)

the fluent (or integral) of the preceding expression will

constitute the true value required.

The fluent of the 1st term {xq^) is — where m denotes
m

the hyperbolical logarithm of q. (Thus, expressing this

term as g^t/.r, we obtain by integration' —^— .) The fluent
log?

^^is^r.-!-of the second term (

"

'
-

) is -^[x ). In accordance
\ a / ma\ iiu

Avith his characteristic as a mathematician, this result is

demonstrated, in a general form, in Simpson's ' Doctrine
a-iid Application of Fluxions" (1750), in section 6,

problem 1, Art. 339, of the second volume, where Q and n

being given quantities, the fluent of :r'\rQ^ is to be obtained.

{It can be thus obtained, though here deduced in Fluxions,

in the modes of the differential and integral calculus. The

second term may be expressed as "^ ' '\ and we have

II-

a

o'jfdx ; whence, employing the more modern method of

integration by parts, we olitain—omitting the factor - for
a

the moment

—
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The preceding fluents require correction in respect of

the invohed constant quantities (corresponding to the

C in the integral calculus), and thus become

—

III ma \ in/ ni'a

which, when ./ = a, are expressed by

, and — + —~ .... (a)
m. Ill ma

(Thus : when j' is diminished towards zero, and we
accordinglj' A'erge upon the origin of integration at a,

we get =—\-c, so that c = , and, inserting this
III 111

value, the corrected integral becomes — , or, making
m m

a; = a, , as above. For the second term we obtain in
m

the same way = — ( ) + r, so that c = --^ , and
iiHi \ in / lira

incorporating this value the corrected integral becomes

ma\ m/ lira

or, making ?: = a,

iiui\ III/ lira III lira

as above). Then the dift'erence of these expressions in (a) or

.y-
, is, consequentlv, the true value of the

ill lira

Q^ — 1
annuity on the proposed life. But (the fluent of

///

•'"'f), when X becomes infinite, is equal to the perpetuity,

i.e., - (=- )=x>,
III \ hyp. log/'/

L m III m III . 1
Ae

r111 IT
__^;

Ae'' Kr '

Aer A^d + /) ^
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whence, - m being = -. the vahie already ascertained will

also be exi^ressed bv p-(l -q") —, or its equivalent
a

p-P^-, if M be substituted for (l-r/jp, the A'alue of
a

an annuity-certain for the period a. Simpson points

out that the value of the annuity in the ordinary

(non-continuous) form is, bv his method, p - ^-, so
a.

that the value of the continuous anuuitj- exceeds that of

the yearly annuitv by— . (I have made a few calculations
a

of this excess, and find that, at 4 per-cent, the excess

which produces the continuous value is, at age 30, about

45, and, at age 50, about -6.)

(7) The question of priority between De Moi%Te and Simpson

on this point then arises. De Moi%-re, it will be

remembered, employs Fluxions (^vithout demonstration)

in the 2nd edition of his Annuities (174.3). But let us

limit the survey to the application of that method to this

particular problem. De Moi^Te's letter sohing the

problem was presented to the Koyal Societj- on 7 June
1744. What, then, was the date at which Part YI of the

Select Exerd.<e.i (the Supplement {see below) to the work upon
"Annuities " of 1742) first appeared ? The Dedication of

the " Exercises "' to a Patron bears Simpson's signature

and the date of 2 May 1752 : in the Preface, which bears

no date, Simpson states that Part VI "was designed as a
" Supplement to my Doctrine of Annuiries and Eeversions

printed in 1742 : but being thought too small to publish

alone it is inserted here."' The Title-page to the
" Supplement (appended to the ' Annuities'' of 1742) is

dated 1791 ; the Preface by Simpson's friends (undated)

is to the effect that the Treatise (constituting such

Supplement) was first published by Simpson in his

"Select Exercises" in 1752, and is now "reprinted"'

with the A-iew of imiting together all that Simpson had
written upon the subject : this is followed by " The
Authors Advertisement", dated May 1752, in which

Simpson himself remarks that " the reader will perceive it

" was designed as a Supplement to my Doctrine of
" Annuities and Eeversions" printed in 1742." The exact

or approximately exact date of its composition cannot,

accordingly, be ascertained : but following the sensible rule

of E. Waring (Lucasian Professor at Cambridge), ' i?

litihi semper dicendus est inrentor, qui prinius evulgacit,

rel saltern cum amicis communicarit ", and, interpreting this,

in default of trustworthy collateral eWdence, by the

<(
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date of publication, De Moivre [l:)y the presentation of

his investigation to the Koyal Society in IT-tl] possesses

the i)reference in connexion with the application of

Fluxions to the ^alue of an immediate continuous

annuity. Although it may well be, and possibly was, the

case that the notion occurred to each independently, since

both were distinguished and original mathematicians,

masters of the Calculus, and adepts in the study of Life

Contingencies. When thought and enquiry, as Whewell
remarks, are closely verging on expression, the final word
is ready to be uttered by many competent lips.

It is to be rememliered, again, regarding the general

question, that in the chapter on Keversions in his Treatise

of 1742, and in Lemma II, Problem xxviii. Problem xxix,

and Lemma III, Simpson adopted Fluxions in determining

the survivorship of lives and the value of reversions to

annuities ; so that, since I)e Moivre's edition (the second)

in which he first applied the system to deducing the

expectation of life appeared one year after Simpson's

book, the latter is apparently entitled to the merit of the

first systematic application of the Continuous principle to

life-contingency questions.

(8) It has been pointed out to me by the Editor that in the

formula? arrived at by De Moivre and Simpson, Simpson's
"^j" is the value of a perpetuity payable momently

or -, while De Moivre's expression is ~, or (since
8 /• — 1

r—{\ + i) in his notation), t, the value of a perpetuitv
I

payable yearly. The correspondence in form of the two
formula? is evident. The numerical results will differ in

respect of the value of the perpetuity eiiiployed l:»y each,

and of the fact that the complement of life with

De Moivre invariably involves 86 as the limiting age,

while, with Simpson, the ultimate age (used in obtaining

the complement) is not necessarily 86, but may vary with

the age .»•.

(9) In the 1st edition (1771) of his Observations on

Reversionary Payments (Note (L) ), Dr. Price refers to

the mention of Fluxions in De Moivre's Annuities (quoting

the -Ith edition), and adds that it will be agreeable to some
students (since De Moivre otlered no demonstration) to

exhibit the ready manner in which the expectation of life

can be deduced on this method on the hypothesis of an

equal decrement of life. He then shows how to obtain

(employing x as a moment of time) the Expectation of an

assigned life or the sum of all the probabilities for its

entire possible duration. And, further, for joint lives and all

cases of surWvorship. This note (numbered (K) in the -Ith

and later editions) appears in all the succeeding editions.
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(10) AVilliam Morgan (in the 1st edition, 1779, of his Treatise)

treats, in note (H) of the value of a given sum payable at

the death of C, provided A should be the first, B, the

second, and C, the third, to die. He divides the problem

into four different cases, and remarks that Simpson, in the

"Exercises" {i.e., really the Supplement, Problem IV)

fails to solve the entire four. He then, by a Fluxional

Calculus of the same kind with Simpson's ", obtains-

theorems which include the complete value. In the

2nd edition, of 1821, the note is xxx^di.

(11) Francis Baily, in his "Doctrine of Life Annuities and
Assurances" (1813), refers, in chapter 10 of volume i, to

these investigations of Simpson and De Moivre into the

value of a life-annuity where the instalments are payable

momently.

(12) In more modern times the M-riter who appears first to have

directed attention to the instrumental value of the

calculus—I mean, in its application to the solution of

questions in life contingencies—was E. J. Farren, in a

paper in vol. v of the Journal of the Institnte (p. 185), under

the title of " On the Improvement of Life Contingency

Calculation."

(1.3) It may finally be observed that the preceding applications

of the Calculus to the determination of the values of life

annuities were partial only : the operation was confined to

the factor of interest ; and the merit of elevating the

entire scheme of investigation into its organized and
finished form, by introducing the conception of both

mortality and interest as continuous forces, rests with the

very remarkable paper On an Improved Theory of

Annuities and Assurances ", Avhich Mr. W. S. B,

"Woolhouse contributed to vol. xv (p. 95) of the Journal

of the Institute.

REVIEWS.

Actuarial Them"!/.*

Many students who have been well grounded in algebra are apt to

find a great difficulty in reading for the second examination at the

Institute or Faculty of Actuaries, owing to there being very few
examples by which they can test their knowledge of the theoretical

work. For better or worse they have learnt algebra, largely by
examples, and when they come to attack the Text-Books they do

* " Actuarial Theory "
: Notes for Students on the subject-matter required

in the Second Examinations of the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of

Actuaries in Scotland, with numerous practical examples and exercises. By
William A. Robertson, F.F.A., and Frederick A. Ross, F.F.A., Member of the

Society of Accountants in Edinburgh. Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh and
London, 1907.
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not find the series of examples at the end of each chapter, which
their previous experience has led them to expect. Perhaps it is

partly owing to this that so few men work entirely Ijy themselves
for the second examination, and so many fail to appreciate how very
superficial a large quantity of their reading has been. The book
l:)efore us is an attempt to supply examples for use of the students

and to lay a number of alternative proofs and suggestions before

them. The plan followed is to go through the Theory of Finance

and Text-Bool; Part II, explaining difficulties that are likely to

arise, and arranging the alternate proofs so that the student could

have the present book and the Text-book open side by side and
read them together. This ari-angement is probably the best that

could be followed in such a work, but we are very doubtful if the

authors are wise in giving a practically complete answei- to each
example. It is well to show how examples should be attacked, but

a solution, such as most of those in the book, is a sore temptation

to a student to think of the example as a further piece of book-work
M'hich had better l)e learnt. To this extent, we fear, the book may
tend to defeat its own ends, and, we are inclined to think it would
have been better to word the questions so that a numerical

result could have been reached, and to give a list of answers in

the same way as is done in nearly all mathematical text-books.

This has been done in a few cases early in the book, and the reader

is thus encouraged to judge the suitability of a method by its

practical applicability, and learns at an early stage that he may safely

discard a method which gives a great deal of trouble in arithmetic,

even though it may be elegant in its algebraic development. This

point is brought out in Mr. Todhunter's Text-Book, Part I, where
he puts forward prominently the interpolation method of finding the

rate of interest in an annuity or the yield of bonds. It seems almost

a pity that any other method is ever mentioned ; the problem is either

a special case of finding an arithmetical root of an equation or is

merely an example of interpolating in a table ; as the latter method
is easier, there is no need to disguise Newton's general method of

approximation by an algebraic analysis of the former. In the

existing state of aftairs, however, a student should try the same
example ^nth the alternative methods, and an hour's arithmetic

will convince him that the interpolation method is the one to be
iised ; we wish Messrs. Robertson and Ross, when giA'ing the

interpolation method, had pressed this home directly, it was
especially necessary as they were Avorking with the Theoi'y of

Finance instead of Mr. Todhunter's work.

In connection with the work on interest we would recommend
the examples on varjing annuities as being particularly well chosen ;

60 well, in fact, that they almost convince one that such annuities may
be made interesting, even though their practical value is infinitesimal.

The main part of the book deals, however, with life contingencies,

and it is, doubtless, on this part of the subject that the imueity of

examples is felt, because it is far more difficult for a student to

imagine problems for himself than it is in the earlier part of his
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work. Even here, we think, he should learn the value of arithmetic,

not because he needs it for the minor consideration of the

examination room, but because, as an actuarial clerk, he vriW require

numerical results, and it is important for him to learn the easiest

way to reach them. It is for this section of the work, as much as

for the chapters dealing ^vith interest, that we wish Messrs. Eobertson

and Ross had given an opening to a student in the examples in the

way we have already indicated.

In the few remarks on Chapter I of Part II, the authors bring

out accurately the real meaning of the Ix and dx columns, and
incidentally, but very conA"iucingly, show the impossibility of

obtaining either from population figures. In Chapter II, there are

some good examples and a lucid explanation of the force of mortalitj^

but we wish space had been found for the short alternative proof

Z''
that p W = ,-—-7*7-1 J

^hich gives the coefficients in the
I'-jnj .... {m) (.1 + Z;

expansion at once by the simple artifice of putting p^=px=p,j = . . .

This would have been of more value than the proof that Mx = i'/?x-i.

which is an approximate relation a student ought to be left to find

for himself, if he cannot appreciate that the result is obWous from
the geometrical point of -view.

In Chapter III. we find a method of reaching Lubbock's formula,

which will be easier to some students than the shorter sjTiibolic

proof, but we must confess to a feeling of regret when we found
Lubbock's formula used for obtaining

,
1 1

and ascertained that "Woolhouse's formula is neglected throughout
the book. If one or other is to go, we think Lubbock should, unless

one wishes to dispense with the infinitesimal calculus.

Chapters IV, Y and YI, require little general comment, but we
may remark that we are not sure that the solutions of examples
~) and 7 of Chapter Y are correct. In both cases it is said that

"'
the

birth-rate begins to increase at the rate of one per-cent per annum ",

and the solution assumes that the number of births increases at that

rate. The birth-rate, however, is the ratio of births to population,

and by increasing the births the total population (Ty) is necessarily

increased, and the birth-rate is therefore increased in a smaller ratio.

Chapter YII is well treated, and contains six or seven pages on
select functions which should be of great use, notes dealing with
double endowment premiums, and approximations to the annual
premiums for joint life term and endowment assurances, while

the concluding examples contain much that is of interest and value.

Chapters X and XI will be of help to students, as they give

methods which are in some respects simpler than those given in the

Text-Book, but we are inclined to think that there is rather too much
material in those chapters already, and if possible subtraction rather

than addition is what is required. This is, of course, a personal

\aew with which many Avill disagree, but if a student has once
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appreciated that the problems of fractional and continuovis annuities

are merely direct applications of Lubbock's and Woolhouse's formulae,

then he has gi-asped the fundamental principles underlying
Chapter IX ; he has only to add the almost obvious relation

—

„,) _ 1 /I ,1 \ * (m)ar=^ -[—+ a:
J(m) Vim) 711/

and read the proof of formula (lO) of the Text-Bool; and he has then
done almost all that he wants for Chapter X. Complete annuities-

need similar simplification, and while we think Messrs. Robertson
and Ross have suggested a useful alternative proof, we again want
to eliminate matter, and would prefer to see the preliminary work
reduced, as it can be, to a single initial form, from which approxima-
tions can be evolved at pleasure.

The explanation of the proof that

Ch/x =1' (.(Ix -Clxy )

and the examination of l« oj"" in Chapter XIV are good, and there

is some useful matter in Chapter XVI.
The subject of policy-values naturally gives difficulty, and the

authors have made an effort to simplify such parts as sections 41-43

of the Text-Book, and we think they ha'S'e succeeded in making the

part of the chapter which deals with the comparati^'e reserves by
different tables rather easier. "We are not so Avell satisfied Avith the

treatment of policy-values after a fractional period has elapsed, as-

we are strongly of opinion that the algebraic treatment of this part

of the subject is a great mistake. If a student is given a small

table of policy-values and shown how he should interpolate in it to

obtain policy-values for fractional periods, he is far more likely to

understand the practical side of the subject, which is the only side

that matters, than if he tries to reproduce the troublesome fractions

that necessarily arise in the algebraic work.

So far, we have endeavoured to examine the book from the point

of view of its suitability to a student, but its interest does not end
here. It is apparently a reprint of tutors' notes, and it should,

therefore, interest all who have experienced the pleasures and pains

of teaching, as it shows how others deal with some of the ditticulties

and problems that have to be faced by all tutors alike. It is this

A'ery interest that makes it difficult for anyone who has done tuition

work, and evolved his own modifications of the Text-Books, to

agree with the whole of the suggestions and methods of the

present treatise. W P TT

qM, 0^(-^>, 0^^\ and Ot^'**^ Joint Life Tahles.

The frequency with which the actuary has been in recent years

called upon to quote premiums for different classes of two-life risks,

has rendered imperative the tabulation of joint-life functions on a

more extensive scale than was formerly found requisite, and in

utilizing the British Offices' Assurance Tables as the basis of their
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work, Messrs. Austin and Symmons have not only contributed

materially to the important structure which has been founded on the

Institute and Faculty tables, but they have done valuable ser\-ice in

providing the actuarial profession with material which will greatly

facilitate work in a region where isolated computors have hitherto

reached their results at the cost of a disproportionate amount of

labour.

The distinguishing feature of the volume* beiore us is the

systematic tabulation of temporary annuity values applicable to two
lives of equal age. It is of course out of the question, in view of

the vast extent of ground which would have to be co^'ered, to

publish such annuities for all combinations of ages, and the utility

of the comparatively limited range of values here given arises from
the fact that, at any rate as regards the 0^^^^, O'^^' and the O'^'^'

Tables, the principle of uniform seniority comes to our aid.

The tables in the volume include, in respect of the O'^'',
0^^'^\

0^^\ and O'^'^^^ Tables, and for two lives of equal age throughout,

(a) the logarithms of D, If, M, and R, extended values in respect

of each year of assurance being given as regards the select tables
;

{b) a. A, and P, and their logarithms ; (c) the temporary annuity

values ; and ((/) in the case of the 0^^^>, the 0^^\ and the 0^^^'^

Tables, values of «jj. proceeding by one-tenth of a year of age. The
tables based on the 0"^\ 0^^^'\ and O'"^^' Tables are computed at six

rates of interest—2|, 2f, 3, 3i, 4, and 4i %—the O'"^^^^ values being-

given at 2?, 3, and 3f %.
As regards the elementary functions, there is little doubt that in

the case of ^, M, and R, the natural numbers themselves rather

than their logarithms are of greater service in practical work.
ProV)ably, however, the latter have been preferred in the present

tabulation in order to economize space, the numbers being necessarily

very large, and the plan followed is not therefore open to much
objection. The temporary annuity values applicable to the 0*^, 0^^'\

and O'^^^ Tables relate to all entry ages from 16 to 75, the tabulation

being thus slightly less complete than that appearing for single

lives in the official volume, which commences at age 10. We
should like to have seen these values given from age 10 onwards,

and, at any rate as regards the 0^^^'^^ Table, values corresponding to

ages above 75 would have been welcome, but the omission of these

values is not a very serious practical defect. It is noticeable that,

instead of folloA\nug the usual plan of tabulating these annuities for

all terms up to oj — ,v, the values stop at (Ixx-.h^^.. At the younger
entry ages, there is of course no numerical difterence betAveen

ttxx-.i^^l and a«::isrii, but for the old ages it would have been
useful to continue the tabulation for greater values of n until the
point at which the temporary annuity value became identical with
that for the whole of life.

* British Offices' Life Tables (1893) ; tables on two joint lives of equal age,
deduced from the graduated experiences of -n-hole-life participating and
non-participating assurances on male Lives. Aggregate and select tables.

Computed by H. H. Austin and F. P. Sj-mmons, Fellows of the Institute of

Actuaries.

VOL. XLTI. P
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As already mentioned, the temporary ainiuities now published

include values based on the O" Table, relating to two litres of equal

age. In the cases where the ages of the two lives involved difter, it

is not in this instance possible, as Makeham's law does not hold in

regard to the 0^^ Table, to rely, with certainty of accuracy, upon the

application of the principle of uniform seniority, but the authors in

their introduction give examples of joint-life annuities and policy values

arrived at on the assumption that ^lakeham's law obtains, with

logioc= -039, as in the 0^^-^>, 0^^^, and 0^"^''^ Tables, and they suggest

that the approximation thus aflbrded is sufficiently near the truth in

most cases to justify its adoption. Dealing with the aniuiity values

given it will be seen that the error involved, which, though usually

negligible, is in certain instances not inappreciable, is persistent, the

approximate value being less than the true value, and the question

arises Avhether in dealing with tempoi^ary annuities some other

method of approximation might not lead to more accurate results.

It is not possible within the limits at our disjjosal to attempt to

deal exhaustively with the question, but the following, among various

possible alternatives, are perhaps worth investigation :

(1) Instead of assuming Makeham's law to apply, find the

equivalent age u\ ^nth the aid of the values of flj.„ giA"en for

all ages at certain rates of interest in the official A'olume,

such that a^-w^'^hy exactly. For this purpose tables of

annuity-values on two Ha^cs of equal age, proceeding by
one-tenth of a year, similar to those given bv the authors

in the case of the 0^'^"^', 0^-^", and 0''''" Tables, would
have been useful.

(2) Assume Makeham"s law to apply, but take a lower value

of c in finding the equivalent age. It will be remembered
that in two graduations of the portion of the 0^ Table

from age 25 to age 6-1:, Mr. Lidstone obtained -0328

and -0338 respectively as Aalues of logioC {J.I.A., xxx\iii,

10-1 2), and some such value might conveniently be adopted.

(3) Assume Makeham's second modification of Gompertz's law

to apply, and proceed accordingly. It will be found that

the ungraduated 0^ values of e^ may be very closely

reproduced by a graduation according to this hypothesis,

taking logio^ as -039 or thereabouts, and, using the table

of uniform seniority and the accurate annuity-A'alues given

by Messrs. Austin and Symmons, a close approximation

to both the whole term and temporary joint-life annuity

will, in most cases likely to arise in practice, be arrived at

by taking a.,„p or a',r.w:.71 at a rate of interest i', such

that i' = i- -00009 !2ir - x + y).

This relation is deduced from the formula

log,(l + 1) = log,(l + i)- H{2z6- - X - y]

or 8'-8= -H{2?f;-./;-2/J

or, approximately, i' -i= - H{2w-.'•-2/}

where H is the additional constant introduced in the expression for
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ixx accordiug to Makeham's second development of Gompertz's law,

namely, /^i^; =A + H.?; + B<f {see J.I.A., xxviii, pp. 192, 482). The
approximate value of -00009 for H was obtained from one or

two experimental graduations of the 0^^ Table l)y the formula

referred to.

The above remarks were framed in considering the question

of approximating to joint temporary annuities based on the 0"^^ table,

and clo not purport to deal with joint whole-term policy values, in

connection viiXh. which the authors advocate the emplojTnent of the

uniform seniority tables given in the volume. On this point, pending

publication of O'^^ policy values based on two lives of equal age, it

does not appear that much would be gained by adopting the plan

suggested by them, as the exact policy values might for certain rates

of interest be obtained Avith A-ery little more laboiu" from the joint

annuities tabulated for all combinations of ages in the official

O'^^ volume.

With reference to the 0^^^^ functions noAv tabulated by
Messrs. Austin and SjTnmons, it is matter for congi'atulation that

we have at length the necessary material for computing premiums
ior joint endowment assurances, and for evaluating other benefits

which sometimes confront the actuary in practice. On the other

hand, the O'^^^^ A-alues will be found useful in dealing with, temporary
assurances on joint lives for which quotations are sometimes asked.

As regards format and tji:)Ography, the volume vinder notice very

conveniently follows the general lines of the official volumes, though
minor improvements haA'e been introduced which will considerably

assist the computer. In particular, a word of commendation is due
to the authors for giA"ing prominence to the all-important tables of

uniform seniority included in the volume.

To sum up, Messrs. Austin and 8\-mmons' work constitutes a

notable achievement, upon which they are to be heartily congi^atulated.

Xot the least part of the reward which it is to be hoped the authors
\f\\\ reap for their arduous laljours Avill be the cordial thanks of the

actuarial profession Avhich they have so greatly benefited by their work.

_^=^_=^= J S.

ACTUARIAL NOTES
OX MR. LIDSTOXE'S •' Z " :\rETHOD FOR THE VALUATION OF

EXDOWMEXT ASSURAXCES.

T

(1) Table of Zm-,., with Slide. By E. H. Brow.v, F.I.A., of the

Prudential Assurance Company.

HIS is a mechanical device by means of which the operations

of" Interpolation, Approximation, and Subtraction, involved in the

inverse use of Mr. Lidstone's Avell-known Z tables, can be avoided.

In the body of the Table, the successive values of Z\f_ i are

printed for all values of M (proceeding by differences of -1) from

30 to 75"9, each line corresponding to the ten values M to ]\1 -f -9.

p 2
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The function Zji-.v ^^^ he&n tabulated in place of Zm,
because it is customary to deal with central values, i.e., to assume

that all values of Z between Zm-..'„ and Zji+^i^ correspond to the

central acre M.
At the left-hand of the table is a column beaded "Future

Payment",* next to this is a moveable slide on which the

maturity ages are given. If the slide be moved until 30 is

opposite M, the maturity ages are all brought into direct line

with the corresponding values of Z. If, however, the slide be

moved down 16 lines until 30 is opposite F. P. 15, the age in

line with any given value of Zjj will be M— 16 and. not M ; thus,

by moving the slide in accordance with the instructions we can

obtain either the maturity age or the valuation age of any group

of assurances, whichever may be required.

The following comparison of the process under the two

methods will perhaps make the matter clearer.

It was found to be more convenient to construct the new table

by logarithms rather than to follow the original plan of assuming

constant first differences, the result is, of course, that the two

tables are not in entire agreement, although the variations are

practically insignificant and can afi"ect the average age in but

very few cases.

Tables have been prepared for each of the three valuation

bases, namely, H^^, 0^^, and 0^'(^>, and are published by

Messrs. C. & E. Layton.

Mr. Li(lsfane\<^ Tahle.

'

H*^ Moiiality. !

I

z
per

1,000
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From [a), however, we at once deduce

M— 55= logc Z— lege S . . . . (/3)

and seeing that if we enter Mr. Lidstone's table of lOOOZjj

. N
inversely with a number N we obtain SS + lo"-^ ,^^7., i.e.,

logpN+ a constant, the process of division can be dispensed

with, and the value of M more expeditiously obtained by entering

the table inversely with Z and S separately, taking the difference

of the results (log^ Z— log^ S) and adding 55. By means of the

special tables now submitted, the difference log^ Z— log^. S can be

obtained by direct entry, thus reducing the operation to its simplest

form. A table is furnished in respect of each of the 0^ *, 0^^
'', and

H" rates of mortality. Full working instructions, with examples,

are given at the foot of each table, and as only three figures are

tabulated in the logarithms, except at the end of the 0^^ table

where four figures are tabulated, it will be found that the whole

operation can be performed mentally with great ease and rapidity.

As explained in the instructions, the totals of the " Z " and
" Sum Assured " columns in each group must first be reduced

proportionately, so as to bring them within the limits of the table.

In the majority of cases the quantities will be reduced, by the

application of this rule, to whole numbers of three digits each,,

and the whole operation can be confined to the first part of the

table which gives in a familiar form the logarithms, to the base c,

of the numbers 100 to 999. In some few cases, however, one

of the reduced numbers will consist of four digits, and as the

logarithm of such a number is not obtainable from the first part

of the table without inconvenience and some loss of accuracy

(the special tables diff"ering in that respect from the tables of

common logarithms), the tables are extended so as to include the

logarithms of numbers from 1000 to about 5000. The larger of

the two reduced numbers will very rarely exceed 5000, so that the

table will apply to all cases likely to occur in actual practice.

For purposes of economy of space, the second part of the

table has been arranged on a somewhat dift'erent plan from that

of the first part. In the second part the logarithms change so

slowly that it has been thought sufficient to tabulate only the

numbers where a change of "1 takes place in the logarithm, so

that the logarithm recorded against any number in this part of

the table is also the logarithm of all succeeding numbers up

* Mr. Lidstone's re-graduation for the purposes of his "Z" method, c being

taken equal to 1-08 (J. I.A., vol. xxxviii^ jip. ll-13j.
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to, but excluding, the next higher number whose logarithm is

recorded. In using this part of the table, therefore, the logarithm

of N must be taken as that opposite the number X, if recorded,

or as that opposite to the recorded number next below it in

magnitude, if log N itself is not given.

Thus in the case of the 0^^"' table, log^ 2151= 85"5, and

logp 2150= 85-4.

The use of the second part of the table could generally, of course,

be avoided by the device of multiplying or dividing both quantities

by some simple number like 2, 3, &c., before entering the table.

Thus if Z= 234562 and S= 97493, instead of entering the

table with the reduced numbers 2346 and 975 according to the

instructions, we could confine the operation to the first part of

the table by entering with 469 and 195.

Ordinarily the quantity log^ Z— log^ S will be positive, that is

to say, the mean maturity age will be greater than 55. The

quantity will, however, occasionally be negative, and to guard

against possible error arising through neglecting to observe the

negative sign in the comparatively few cases where it occurs, the

schedule of totals might be rapidly inspected, and those cases

specially marked where Z is less than S and where in consequence

log^ Z— logc S will be negative.

It will be readily understood that the final values of M
obtained by means of the tables will not always be correct to one

decimal ])lace. The reduction of the original totals of Z and S to

numbers of smaller dimension, and the process of taking the

difference between two logarithms, each recorded to only one place

of decimals, both combine to introduce an error in the first place.

Positive and negative errors of like amount are, however,

equally probable, so that there is a tendency to a balance of errors.

Moreover, the maximum possible error is not large, and errors in

the immediate neighbourhood of zero are more probable than

errors more remote. The values of M obtained can therefore be

relied on to lead to satisfactory results. It would probably be

quite sufficient in many cases to use the nearest integral ages.

Special tables of continuous temporary-annuity values having

M as the argument instead of the present age, have been

published in the Journal as follows

—

On the H^ 3 % basis, J.LA., vol. xxxiv, 82.

„ 0^^2^'% „ „ xxxviii, 51.

,, U* /&4 /o ,, ,, xl, od9.

„ 0^^ 3 % „ „ xxxviii, 56.
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Where, therefore, the valuation is made by one of the above-

mentioned tables, or by one similarly arranged, it will not be

necessary to compute the mean valuation ages except at a later

stage for Board of Trade returns. It would, of course, be quite

easy to a. range these annuity-tables according to the argument

M— 55 instead of M, in Avhich case the tables could be entered

directly with the difference log^. Z— log^S found as indicated

above.

Grateful acknowledgments are due to Mr. James MacGibbon
of the Alliance Assurance Company, Limited, for valuable

assistance in checking the tables.

The instrument recently devised by Mr. E. H. Brown, and

explained in an earlier Note, consists of a table of lOOOZj,_.i__,

arranged similarly to Mr. Lidstone's table of lOOOZ^i, with

this important difference, namely, that there are no proportional

parts, but the actual value of the function is tabulated throughout.

For obtaining the mean maturity age the new table is more

convenient than Mr. Lidstone's original table. The special

object, however, for which the instrument is designed, is the

determination of the valuation age direct (without the inter-

mediate stage of finding the maturity age), by means of a sliding

column, as explained by the author.

From the explanations given as to the use of the instrument,

it appears necessary first to find the quotient of Z-=-S, but it is

obviously more convenient to find the maturity age (M) by inverse

entry in the table with Z and S in the manner already described in

the early part of this note, and then proceed in the ordinary way to

deduce the valuation age. The sliding column can be used for

this purpose by moving it until the number 55 printed thereon

is brought opposite to the line in which S (or the recorded

number next below it in magnitude) is found. From the result

obtained by entering with Z, we have now merely to deduct the

decimal part of the result similarly obtained by entering with S,

as the integral part of this latter result is necessarily 55, and,

being deductive, cancels out with the 55 required to be added

to produce M.
It may be interesting to point out that the ordinary slide

rule could be adapted for the purpose by replacing one of the

two logarithmic scales constituting the instrument by a scale of

uniform intervals, the length of the unit interval depending, of

course, on the mortality table employed. The uniform scale is

marked with the integral maturity ages, say from 40 to 70, and
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each age interval is subdivided into tenths of a year of age.

A rough instrument on these lines has actually been constructed

bv hand and has been used by the writer. It is extremely simple

in working and gives very accurate results. All that is necessary

is to move the uniform scale so as to bring the number 55 opposite

to S found on the logarithmic scale. The required value of M to

one decimal place is then at once read off on the uniform scale

opposite to Z on the logarithmic scale.

(3) On a method of opphjing Mr. Lidstone's Zji Table in cases

where the ages at 7naturity are considered in relation to an

average age other than 55. By H. J. P. Oakley, F.I.A., of

the North British and. Mercantile Insurance Company.

1 DESIRE to call attention to a property of the Zji Table

which does not appear to have been put to any practical use, but

which, in certain circumstances, may prove very helpful in one of

the initial stages of the work of valuing endowment assurances,

namely, when recording the value of Z in respect of every

individual policy. The property in question was indicated

by Mr. Lidstone in his last paper {J. I.A., vol. xxxviii, p. 23)

wherein he stated that the table of " Z based on c-'" alone has

" the important advantage that at some particular maturity

" age (which may be selected arbitrarily and will most con-

" veniently be one of those for which the greatest number of

" policies are issued) the sums assured and the Z^s are identical

;

'' so that for the whole of such policies (probably for a

" considerable proportion of the whole) the Z^s are known
" without either calculation or reference to a table." Mr.

Lidstone framed his tables so that the sum assured coincided

with the value of Z at age 55, but the experience of Actuaries

will doubtless vary as to the most convenient maturity age to

be employed for this purpose ; and I have accordingly had a

table prepared* in which the particular column M (maturity age)

in Mr. Lidstone's table {J.I.A., vol. xxxviii, p. 34) is on a

slide which can be so moved that, in whatever valuation the

Actuary may be engaged, the age at which the value of Z is

treated as equal to the sum assured may be selected {within

practical limits) according to the age indicated by the weight

of the facts in the particular experience. Of course, when once

the values of Z have been recorded in respect of the policies, the

* By Messrs. Bruce and Ford, 34., King Street, Cheapside, E.C.
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table on which they are based will be constantly used (at least

until—and possibly, after—a change be made in the Moi'tality

Table employed), and some Offices may have had, or perhaps

will have, Hxed tables prepared to suit the central age most

appropriate to their own experience ; but in other cases the

movable slide, with Table of Z^, calculated on the 0^ basis, may
be found useful.

The tables, by Mr. Brown and jMr. Coote respectively, for

use in the later stage of the work have been prepared on the

basis of 55 as the central maturity age, in accordance with

Mr. Lidstone's tables, but only a very simple adjustment is

necessary to make them applicable to tables based on other

central maturity ages. Thus, on Mr. Brown's card, the only

point to notice is that his slide must be so shifted that the

difterence between the central maturity age selected and the

valuation age used as the pointer shall be equal to 25. AVith

55 as the central age, the pointer is against 30 (as marked on

Mr. Brown's card) ; if the values of Z be taken out with, say, 60

as the selected central age, the valuation age 35 should be placed

against the number of future premiums. Mr. Coote's table applies,

so long as the necessary addition or deduction be made to or

from the selected central age, instead of 55. The latter age having

been selected by Mr. Lidstone as the central maturity age, and

the general tendency probably being for the average maturity

age to be on the higher side of 55, the difference between that

age and the average maturity age will for most groups usually be

positive. If the maturity age selected as the central age be

an advanced one, so that in many groups the number maturing

ovej' will be less than those maturing under such age, the average

maturity age for such groups will be somewhat lower than the

central maturity age, and the difference to give the average

age will then be negative. The nature of the sign, however,

is easily checked by glancing down the respective columns of

"Total values of Z" and ''Total Sums Assured"; where the

former is the greater the difference will be positive,—where

the latter is the greater the difference will be negative.

While the table for which iNIr. Coote is responsible will

probably result in the discontinuance—at any rate, to some

extent—of that portion of jNIr. Lidstone's table which has

hitherto been used for the inverse process of finding the average

maturity age from the mean value of Z, I have, nevertheless,

had such portion included in my table (the sliding column being
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fitted centrally, with the values of Z.m for 100, 200, kc, up

to 1,000 ou the left, and the proportional parts on the right), as

some Actuaries may decide to calculate the average maturity ages

by means of Mr. Coote's table, but to check the work by using,

as an alternative method, that detailed by Mr. Lidstone modified

only by the use (where desirable) of a different central maturity age.

[We have shewn the three Actuarial Notes, given above,

to Mr. Lidstone, who has kindly undertaken to prepare some

comments thereon, which we hope to publish in the next number

of the Journal.—Ed. J.I.A?[

THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF

ACTUARIES, 1909.

IhE preliminary Programme of the Sixth International

Congress of Actuaries, to be held in Vienna from 7 to 13 June

1909, has been settled by the Organizing Committee, after

consultation with the Permanent Committee in Brussels.

We give below the Regulations and Programme of the

Congress, in the form of an official invitation, signed by the

President, Vice-Presidents, and General Secretaries, on behalf of

the Organizing Committee.

Vienna,
April 1908.

DiLVK SiK,—The Fifth International Congress of Actuaries held

in Berlin, decided unanimously at the sitting of the \\ September

1906, that the Sixth Congress should be held in Vienna.

In view of the e^er more important position which Insurance is

attaining in the System of Political Economy, the International

Institutions, whose objects are the scientific research into its

groundwork and adaptation, and into its systematic development,

acquire an importance which increases from day to day.

In acknowledgment of this fact, His Excellency the Minister of

the Interior, Baron Bieneith, has consented to accept the office

of Honorary President of the Vienna Congress, and an Executive

Committee of -5 1 members has been formed to organize the Congress.

In the name of the Organising Committee, we have now
the honour to in^-ite you to take part in the Sixth International

Congress of Actuaries.

The Congress will take place in Vienna from 7 to 13 June 1909,

the sittings being held in the rooms of the Philharmonic Society"

(Gesellschaft der Musikfreuude).
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The scientific Progi'amme of the Congress is herewith enclosed.

Opinions and papers will be prepared upon all points appearing

in the programme in each country sending delegates to the

Congress, and the former will be the objects of the transactions of

the Congress. It would be a matter of considerable pleasure

to us if you could see your way to submit a paper or an opinion

on any one or other of the themes contained in the programme.

The opinions or papers can be couched in the German, English,

French or Italian language. They will be printed in the original

language, Init a imkis will be annexed translated into the other

Congress languages, and they will be sent to the members at latest

four weeks prior to the opening of the Congress.

The transactions of the Congress will likewise be conducted in

the German, English, French and Italian languages, and taken

down in each of these languages stenographically. The protocol of the

transactions based on the stenographic reports will be forwarded

to the members of the Congress as soon as can be found possible.

Special Committees, appointed by the Organizing Committee,

have the programme in hand for the Festivities to be arranged

on the occasion of the Congress, whereby the members will have

the opportunity of being made aquainted with the attractions

and beauties of Vienna and its environs. Further, they have the

task of procuring for the Congress members suitable apartments,

as near as possible to the Headquarters of the Congress. In this

respect further particulars will be furnished you later.

Membership is obtained by filling in and signing the enclosed

form of application, which we ask you, after attaching your

signature, to forward to the correspondent of the Organising

Committee for your country.

The member's subscription, which entitles members to take

part in the transactions of the Congress and in all festi\-lties

and receptions, and further to copies of the Congress documents

(opinions, papers and protocol of the transactions) has been fixed at

Kronen 20 (16 Marks, 20 Francs, 16 Shillings, 4 Dollars, 15

Scandinavian Kronen, 7i Eubels). Ladies accompanying members

to Vienna, and who will accept the hosiiitality of the Organizing

Committee, are heartily invited, and are entitled to take part in all

festi^-ities, receptions, &c., arranged by the Congress.

The fee for membership is likewise to be sent to the

correspondent of the Organizing Committee in your country,

who will forward you a receipt confirming your membership. The

ticket of membership will be forwarded to you later, together with

the first part of the Congress documents.

All enquiries and communications concerning the Congress

should be addressed to the correspondent in your country (c/o

Institute of Actuaries, Staple Inn Hall, Holborn, London, W.C).

The General Secretary of the Congress is also, however, ready to

furnish you with any information you may desire. Communications

should be addressed to "General-Secretariate of the Sixth Inter-

national Congress of Actuaries in Vienna, 1, Griinangergasse No. 1.

'
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11w Organizing Committee :

President :

Dr. JOSEF RITTER VON WOLF,
" Sektionschef " in the i. r. Ministry of the Interior, Vienna.

Vice-Presidents :

CZUBER, Dr. KLAXG,
Aulic Councillor, Professor in the General Manager Vienna.

Polytechnic Institution, Vienna.

VOX RICHETTI, Du. OHXHAUSER,
General Manager, Triest. General Manager. Vienna.

Genercd Secretariate

:

Dr. GRAF, NOSKE, R. S. B. SAVERY, A.I.A.,

Chief Actuary, Triest. General Secretary, Vienna. Vienna.

PROGRAMME OF THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF ACTUARIES,

Vienna, 7-13 June 1909.

(A.) SUB.TECTS FOR DISCUSSION.

(l). The supen-isiori of Insurance Comimnies from an actuarial

standpoint.

(2). Investments of Insurance Companies, with special reference

to modern developments.

(3). Methods of computing premiums and premium-reserves in

national {i.e. compulsory) insurance. More especially, under what
assumptions are average " premiums admissible ?

[In general the methods employed for calculating premimns and
reserves in national insurance differ from those in use for private

insurance. At the present time the tendency is to introduce "average"
instead of " exact " premiums.]

(4). The problem of the mathematical risk ; special reserA'es

of Insurance Companies and Pension Funds.
[It is proposed to examine the methods for estimating the possible

loss which may be incurred even after adopting experience tables in the
calculations, owing to chance deviations of " actual " from " expected

"

events (mathematical risk), and it is to be sho^wTi how the resiilts of this

theorj' may be made practically of value in computing the special

reserves of Insurance Companies and Pension Funds.]

(5). The economic relations between national assurance and
assurance by private (unofficial) companies.

[In the former (national insurance) the requirements of special classes

of the popvilation are satisfied compulsorily, or by aid from public funds.
Consequently, what mission is imposed upon private insurance, and how
far is it possible for the latter to still further develop alongside of

national insurance ?]

(6). Is it desirable to divide "under-average" lives for the

jmrpose of assurance into special classes according to their

distinguishing features, and. if so, in what way should they be
classified 1

[It is proposed to obtain the benefit of insurance for risks hitherto
totally excluded therefrom ; further, to replace the present, mostly
arbiti'arily, assessed extra premiums for " under-aA'erage " lives by extra
premiums computed upon a scientific basis.]
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(7). Actuarial science in its relation to economics and sociology.

(B). Si'BJECTS FOR Papers (without discussion).

(8). History of the conditions relating to the life assurance

contract in various countries.

(9). ((/.) Computation of policy values In- premature cancellation

of the contract (surrender A-alues),

(/y.) Forfeiture regulations,

(c.) Liabilities of members of ^lutual Insurance Companies,

according to the provisions of the latest codifications.

(10). Upon what principles and by what working methods
should Fire Insurance Statistics be compiled ?

(11). What advantages from a technical i^oint of A-iew are

obtained by the assumption of an analytical function for the law of

mortality ?

(12). The collection of national statistics for ascertaining the

general rate of mortality : the most suitable interval to 1je arranged

for between censuses ; the best method of constructing mortality

tables from national s^tatistics.

(13). What rates of premium should be charged to employers

for insuring compensation in the event of accident arising out

of, and in the course of, emploj-ment, especially those emi)loyed

as Domestic Servants, Shop Assistants, Clerks, &c. What is

the rate of mortality among those who have been permanently

disabled through accident, and what reserves should be made
for the compensation payaltle to them in the future ?

(14). Statistical basis of invalidity insurance, "n-ith special

reference to the duration of occupation as cause of invalidity,

and to the dependence of the mortality of invalids on the duration

of invalidity ; the consequent development of actuarial principles.

CORRESPOXDEXCE,

OX THE YALUATIOX OF ENDOWMENT ASSUEANCES IX
GROUPS.

To the Hditor of the Journal of the Institute of Actuarie<:.

Dear Sir,—I have read Mr. King's recent note on the valuation

of Endowment Assurances, and of Whole-life Assurances with

limited premium payments, in groups, with considerable interest,

but in connection "with the actual authorship of the method in

question, I may perhaps be allowed to communicate the follo^nng

information.

At a recent Committee meeting in connection A\'ith the

approaching Actuarial Congress, my Secretarial colleague, Dr. Julius

Graf, Actuary of the "Generali "', in Trieste, called my attention to

the fact that Dr. August Zillmer, and not Dr. Johannes Karup, was
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the author, and referred me to the 1st edition of his (Zillmer's)

Text-Book dated 1861*
On p. 106, the folloAnng paragraph will be foinid

—

JVhoJe-Life Assurances icith limited premium payments may also

he treated as if the premiums were payable for the whole of life ; i.e.,

they may be grouped according to valuation age. A fuiiher reserve will,

however, he required in such cases, on account of the excess premiums.

The idea involved in the method is therefore here clearly stated.

I may also mention that Regierungsrath Blaschke, Actuarial AdWser
to the Ministry of the Interior, confirms Dr. Graf's statement.

I accordingly communicated ^ith Mr. Altenburger, and he has

replied as follow^

—

" Two or three years ago I have also read the 1st edition
" of Zillmer's book, and foiuid that the method in question is

" already contained therein, so that it is Zillnier who first discovered
" the method."

It would therefore appear that Dr. August Zillmer was the

first to discover the method, although Dr. Johannes Karup may,
perhaps, have been the first to apply it practically.

The method in question may also be applied with success to

more complex tariffs.

(l) Here, on the Continent, a tariff very much sought after, is an
EndoA\Tiient Assurance, ^-ith decreasing premiums, merely popular
on account of the total premiums paid, in the event of surWval,
being less than would be the case under an ordinary endowment
assurance.

For example, we may assume that the 1st 5 premiums are

constant at P, the 6th being -97?, the 7th -GiP, the 8th -QIP, and
so on, decreasing by -OSP each year until maturity.

Taking ,r, n, and -' as the age at entry, term of assurance, and
net premium respectively, we have

—

7r'!(M5 - •03«)a,„ + -os^a.:,,, ] = A^+ ^^^^
'"=•5 JJa'X

so that ^' = M>. + H.,^„

where 'Rx+n = dli^+„

B^4.„= 1(11.5 - •03n)IT^+,, - -OSg^+J

The constants, H and C, are at once obtained from the ordinary
commutation columns, and B, which varies ^\ith the term of
assurance, may be readily computed by a continued process.

For a gi-ouped valuation, it will be necessary to separate the
policies \nth a duration of less than five years from those having a

* This book is included in the Library of the Institute.

—

^Ed. J.I.A.'^
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longer duration. Each category may then be grouped according to
calendar year of l^irth, and valued by the following formula?

—

(a) (t + i)<5

(ft) {t+i)>5

t+iV'.-J. = {^.+t+i + ~^'^
]
- 1(1 . 12 - -030/(1 + «.+,+*)

where K^+n = t^' ^x+n ; Lx+.3 = t^'- ^x+b ; and 7r'(l . 1 2 - -030 is the
current net premium.

(2) Dr. Zillmer's method may be applied to the formula of Dr.
Johannes Karup for valuing Endowment assurances in groups
according to exact duration (vide J. I. A., xxxviii, 431).

For a policy effected at age x, with a term of m years, and which
has been in force {n + i) j-ears, n being integral and t fractional,

we have

—

Value of sum assured = Aa;+„ + /.AAa,.+n+ -^'^' +/.H^+,„.AD7+h

Value of net premium = iz.ax+n + f-{^x+n+\ - ^x+n)

-/•Kx+,„.A.D7+»
K.^4-)))

where 'Rj:+„i = d^x+M and K^+m = -7r.^^+,n-

In addition to the constants (SH) and (SK), we shall therefore

require the values of (/S), (/SH), (AStt), and (/SK) to be entered on
the valuation cards. The policies Avill then be grouped according to

calendar years of birth, and no further adjustment is required on
account of distribution of premium income over the financial year.

In conclusion. I might add that Dr. Zillmer's method is

employed by the ' Generali " of Trieste, one of the largest Continental

companies, haA'ing a premium-income (Life branch only) of

Kr. 36,870,312 ( = £1,500,000, about), with a sum assured under
Endowment Assurances alone of Kr. 595,000,000 ( = £24,800,000,
about).

This company makes an annual valuation and distribution,

computes its profit or loss on the death-strain annually (compulsory
in Austria), and publishes its returns within the first three months
of the year.

I am, Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

KOBT. S. B. SAVERY.
1, Glselastrasse I, Vienna.

2 March 1908.
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1. JLN forming mortality tables from the experience of assurance

or annuity societies or analogous institutions, we deal with

individual lives, tracing each throughout his recorded history,

from the moment he comes under observation, until he is removed

either by death or withdrawal,—and here the word "withdrawals^

includes not only lapse or surrender, but the termination of the

contract in any other way, as also the closing of the observations

at some determined point of time. We therefore have something

approaching to accuracy, and the deaths take place among the

lives actually observed, there being close relationship between

those who are exposed to risk and those who die. With tables

of this class the mortality function which first presents itself is

the rate of mortality, q^ •

2. With mortality tables formed from census returns and

death registers the case is different. We know nothing of

individuals, but deal solely with fluctuating groups, and take the

lives in the aggregate ; and many of the recorded deaths are not

those of persons included in the enumerations. For instance, the

English Life Table X o. 2 was based on the population of England

and Wales enumerated at the census of 6 June 1841, and the

deaths recorded in the seven years 1838 to 1844 ; so that many of

the deaths took place before the date of the census, and could not

have been deaths among the population counted. Also, the

mortality function which first emerges is the ratio of deaths to

VOL. XLIT. Q
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population, the central death rate, m^-g ; and the problem set us is,

to distribute to each year of age the population and the deaths

given in age groups, so that m^., age by age, may be found.

3. Manifestly in this latter class of mortality tables we are

driven to deal only with broad averages, and there is ample room

for error in the original facts. The question of the corrections

to be made for faulty observations is interesting and important,

but that is beyond the scope of the present paper. Here, the

])opulation and the deaths as given in age groups will be taken

for granted as they stand, and the enquiry will be limited to the

dissection of the groups into single years of age. This dissection

is the fundamental idea underlying all methods of constructing

the mortality table, although it may be sometimes masked in the

processes followed.

4. The earliest mortality tables based on general statistics

took account of the deaths alone. Dr. Halley's Breslau Table

(1693) was derived from the deaths in the City of Breslau during

the five years 1687-1691 ; and Dr. Price's Northampton Tables

(No. 1, 1771), and (No. 2, 1783), were based upon the burials

in Northampton during the years 1735-1770, and the years

1735-1780, respectively. But Price, although he used only the

deaths in constructing the two Northampton Tables, did so of

necessity, because he had no census returns available ; and he was

well aware of the dangers of that course. At p. 250 of vol. ii of

the 6th edition of his work, published in 1803 (and the same remark

may possibly appear in earlier editions which are not before me),

he says :
" There are two sorts of data for forming tables of the

" probabilities of the duration of human life at every age. One
" is furnished by registers of mortality showing the numbers
" dying at all ages. The other, by the proportion of deaths at all

" ages to the numbers living at those ages discovered by surveys

" or enumerations." And he then goes on to explain how tables

formed from the deaths alone may be seriously incorrect, while

those formed from the ratio of deaths to population " are subject

to no errors.'-' He prepared his Swedish Table by the method
" subject to no errors ", from seven triennial censuses, 1757 to

1775, and the deaths during twenty-one years, 1755 to 1776 (sic.)

;

and his Stockholm Table from three censuses, 1757, 1760, and

1763, and the deaths of nine years, 1755 to 1763, but I am not

aware that he ever explained the processes followed.

5. The Carlisle Table (1815) of Joshua Milne is the first of

which the method of construction has been fully explained, and
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which was correctly formed from the ratio of deaths to population

in each year of age. At one time there was controversy as to his

exact mode of procedure, but that, I may claim, was set at rest by

my own paper {J.I.A., xxiv, 186), read before the Institute,

30 April 1883, where not only is the method demonstrated in a

slight amplification of Milne's own words, but every figure evolved

in the construction of the table from the original data to the final

result is reproduced. The method was graphic. Tiie data [see

par. 67 hereof) consisted of the population and the deaths in age

groups, quinquennial from to .20, decennial from 20 to 100, and

with a final quinquennial group 100 to 105. For the population,

rectangular axes are drawn on cross-ruled paper, and along the

abscissa axis successive lengths are marked off to correspond with

the number of years included in the respective age intervals. On
these lengths as base rectangles are erected of such altitude that

the areas represent the populations in the age intervals. Then,

bv describing a continuous curve through the tops of the

rectangles in such a way that the area of each section of the curve

is exactly equal to the area of the corresponding rectangle, by

drawing ordinates of the curve for each vear of aae, and bv readius:

off the lengths of these ordinates, we arrive at the population

living in each year of age. The same process is gone through for

the deaths; and, having now the deaths and the population in each

year of age, by taking the ratio we at once obtain ruj., the central

death rate. The rectangles, and the curves, for the Carlisle Table

are shown in the two diagrams appended to this paper.

6. Milne's method is theoretically unimpeachable, and the

only objection is the practical one that there is great difliculty in

drawin^: the curves accuratelv, and in reading off the ordinates,

and so in producing a well graduated table. Therefore the table

as first formed must undergo some further process of adjustment

in order to render it satisfactory, at any rate according to modern

standards. The Carlisle Table itself is probably the wurst in

graduation that has ever been extensively used.

7. Milne's method, although scientifically sound, has never

found favour with the authorities at Somerset House, but

it has been frequently used by non-official actuaries. The late

Mr. A. F. Burridge {J.IA., xxiii, 309; employed it for his

mortalitv table for the Colonv of Victoria, and also in reconstructinsr

English Life Table Xo. 1 : and again {J.I. A., xxiv, 333) for his

other Australian tables. Messrs. Elphinstone McM. Moors and

William 11. Day [J. I.A., xxxvi, 151) used it for their two tables,

Q 2
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Males and Females, for the combined Colonies of New South "Wales

and Victoria, and most usefully illustrated their paper by giving

diagrams of the population and death curves. Quite recently

Mr. M. D. Grant {J.I.A., xl, 125) availed himself of it for his

table for the Province of Ontario, remarking, p. 138, that "the
" only satisfactory way of dealing with the materials was
" unquestionably the original graphic method of Milne. ^' Others

besides actuaries have also used Milne^s method. For instance.

Dr. A. Newsholme, F.R.C.P., &c.. Medical Officer of Health for

Brighton, employed it for his Brighton Table.

8. Dr. Farr was the author of four sets of English Life

Tables, and it has sometimes been alleged that his methods of

construction are obscure, and have never been adequately

explained. For example, the late Prof. Pell of Sydney [J. I.A.,

xxi, 257), in a paper read before the Institute on 6 January 1879,

remarked :
" I cannot understand how Dr. Farr obtained the

" values oi qx' I suppose that he required them in finding the

" values of l^, but he does not tabulate them, nor state how he
'' calculated them.^^ But in a speech delivered after the reading

of Prof. PelPs paper, and epitomized in the Journal, I showed

that Dr. Farr's explanations are clear and sufficient, and that,

applying them to the data with which he has furnished us, we

can re-construct with perfect accuracy his Healthy English Table,

and his English Life Table No. 3. As to his English Life Tables

Nos. 1 and 2, no doubt the same plans, or plans very similar,

were followed, but I have never tried my hand on these.

Dr, Farr's explanations are given in his paper, " On the

" Construction of Life Tables, illustrated by a new Life Table of

" the Healthy Districts of England", which was read before the

Royal Society, and printed in the Philosophical Transactions

of 1859, and which is reproduced, J.I.A., ix, 121 and 188.

The subject being of the utmost impoi-tance, and of vital bearing

on the present enquiry, it will be useful to set forth here

Dr. Farr's methods with sufficient fulness to make them easily

understood, more especially as his English Life Table No. 3,

Males, is used as one of the illustrations of the new method

of construction which I venture now to submit.

9. The original data consist of the mean population living in

certain age intervals, quinquennial from to 15, and decennial

from 15 to 95, with a final group for ages 95 and over, and of the

corresponding deaths in the same age intervals.

10. Dr. Farr's First Method. For ages over 5, the average
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value of tiix for each age group is founds simply by dividing the

deaths in the group by the population. This is assumed to give the

central death rate for the year of age central to the group, or the

force of mortality for the point of age exactly central to the

group, these two functions being taken as having the same

values. Therefore, where the ages are by quinquennial intervals,

5 to 10, and 10 to 15, the central year of age is 7 to 8, and 12 to

13, and the central point of age is 7\ and 12|. Thus, without

adjustment, we get m; and vix^, and thence p; and jj^, because

_ 2—mx
^ 2 + Wa-

ll. AVhen the ages are by decennial intervals, 15 to 25,

25 to 35, &c., the central point of age is exact age 20,

exact age 30, &c., and the central year of age is 19| to 20\,

29^ to 30|-, &c., and we get from the data fx-ia, jJ^o, &c., or

77ii93, W29-5, &c. To get ^20, W30, &c., it is assumed that in each

age interval of 10 years the central death rate increases for

half a year in geometrical progression at the average rate of the

10 vears. If r be the average annual rate of increase, we have

for the first period 7n29-5-Hmi9.5= r'", from which we find r ; and

W20= Wi9-5 X r* : and so on for the other decennial periods. Then

for the central age of each group p^; is formed as above.

12. For the infantile ages to 5, a difi'erent course must be

followed. Dr. Farr's example from the Healthy English Table,

Males, will make the matter clear. The male births in 1848

were 14,756, and in 1849 they were 14,751. The mean, 14,754,

were assumed to be born simultaneously on 1 January 1849, and

this number is taken as Iq, the radix of this section of the table.

The following were the male deaths to correspond :

In 1849, aged to 1, there Avere 1,637 deaths= </o : /o== 1^,754

/i= 13,117

4=12,664
4=12,390
4=12,184
4=12,047

The column of Ix on the right is formed by deducting the

deaths successively from the radix. We hence can form the values

of px from to 4 inclusive. The same process was applied to

the assumed births of 1 January 1850 and 1 January 1851, thus

giving three independent values of px for each of the infantile

ages; and for the final table the arithmetical mean of these three

values was taken for ages up to and including age 3.

1 850,
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13. For the juvenile ages 3 to 20, we now have the values of

log;D3, log/?;, log;>i.2, and log^oo, these being at unequal

distances; and Dr. Farr interpolated the intervening values by a

formula which he gives, J.I.A., ix, 138 ; but formula 1,

Tecct-Booli, Part II, p. 435, or formula 3, Lagrange's, p. 438,

might equally well have been used,

14. For the adult ages from 20 to the end of the table

Dr. Farr used ordinary third differences, and an extract from his

calculations is given as an example of interpolation, Text-Book,

Part II, p. 446. For a^es 20 to 58 of the Healthy Enslish

Male Table, and ages 23 to 56 of the Female Table, the values

of log;?.,, for ages 20, 30, 40, and 50 were used, and for the

older ages to the end of the tables the values for 60, 70, 80,

and 90. It should be remarked that the use of ordinary

differences without change of constants for such long sections of

the table as from ages 20 to 56 and 57 to 106, instead of central

differences for each interval of 10 years, is apt to give a distinct

twist to the curve, and this criticism also applies to the

interpolation for the juvenile ages spoken of in par. 13.

15. It will be observed that the assumptions made in this

method of Dr. Farr are :

(1) That the average value of the central death-rate for an

age interval is the same as vij. for the central year of

age of the interval.

(2) That for half a year at ages 19i, 29|, &c., nix increases

in geometrical progression at the average rate for the

10 years immediately following;.

16. Dr. Farr has explained the foregoing method so elaborately

that there can be no doubt of his having prepared tables by means

of it, but it is not exactly the method he used for the English

Life Table No. 3, or the Healthy En dish Life Table. For these

he employed the formula for px given by Edmonds, but the

results of the two methods are practically identical.

17. Dr. Farr's Second Method. Let fx be the force of mortality

at precise age a', and let r be the annual rate of increase in /m,

so that
fj,

increases with age in geometrical progression, and

Let 1/ be the number living at precise age x+ t. Then

— di/= y./i.r^.dt,

or =a.r^.dt.
y
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Integrating, and writing \b for the difference of constants,

where the symbol " \ " denotes Naperian logarithms,

\b-\y=\fM.rKdt=^ (1)

.f

Xy=\b-f^ (2>

^b=\l/+^^ (3y
Xr

In (3), when ^= 0, let
i/
= l, so that Xy= 0. Then

^"=1 w
Substituting in (2) this value of \b, we have

Xy^i^-/-^^ = _/i(.^-l).
. (5)

^ \r \r \r^ ^ ^

Seeing that, by definition, y= lj._^f^ and that in formula (5)

/x is taken as unity, therefore

18. Let K be the modulus of the common system of logarithms,

and let the symbol " log " be used to denote common logarithms.

Then from (5), when t= l,

K los: r

That is, log;,,.= -^(,._l) (6)

We have here a very elegant and convenient expression, which

gives a very close approximation to the value of log/jj. in terms

of fijc} so that from a complete table of fM-c we can, by taking at

each age r= /ix+i~^A''j:^ form the column of logjOj., and thus

construct the mortality table.

19. As we have seen above, the data for the mortality table

supply us with the means of calculating assumed values of /lij. for

ages 20, 30, &c., whence by formula (6) to get log/»j. at these

ages, and, by interpolation as above described, to get the

intervening values.

20. It will be observed that the assumptions made in Dr. Farr's

second method are :

(1) That the average value of the central death-rate for an

age interval is the same as the force of mortality for

the central point of age of the interval.
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(2) That for one year at ages 20, 30^ &c., the force of

mortality increases in geometrical progression at the

average rate for the 10 years immediately following.

2'1. As to this second assumption, Dr. Farr modified it

slightly by taking certain average values for r, one for the period

from age 20 to about age 50, and another for the remainder of

life. The age intervals used in arriving at these average values

of r were not quite the same in all his tables, and in the case of

the Healthy English Male Table, at the centre of the table he

passed by gradations from one value to the other.

22. Dr. Farr's first assumption, that the average value of the

death-rate for an age interval gives the force of mortality for the

central point of age of the interval, is far from being correct, and

introduces into the tables a theoretical error of serious magnitude.

The ])oint may be illustrated by means of an ordinary mortality

table which represents a stationary population. When Tj^

represents the total population aged x and upwards, Dr. Farr^s

assumption is, that at ages 15, 25, &:c., ,p^

—

Z,'^ has the same

value as yLij.+5. Taking the Text-Booh table, for which both

T^ and /i.r are tabulated, the following ai-e the actual figures :

Age Interval
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that of England and Wales. Ts'evertLeless^ the conclusions

derived from the Text-Book table are confirmed in a remarkable

manner bv the data of the English Life Table Xo. 3 itself. That

table has been reconstructed, as fully explained later on, in a way

which involves no assumptions of any hind ; and if for ages

15, 25, &c., by the reconstructed table we take the probability of

dying wdthin 10 years, and compare it with the similar probability

derived from Farr's table, we have figures analogous to those

given above for the force of mortality by the Text-Book table, and

which have the same bearing on the question. They are as follows :

Ev^lish Life Table Xo. 3. Mates.
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years 1881 to 1890, and when it was prepared important changes

of method were introduced, but the explanations regarding them
were at first scanty. The table is given in Part I of the

Supplement to the 55th Annual Report of the Registrar-General,

on page cv of which we are told of this table and of the Healthy

English Table No. 2 (the latter given in Part II of the

Supplement), that "in order to avoid risking the assumption
" that the death rate in any age group is exactly equal to the
" death rate at the central age of that group, the population
" and deaths in a number of separate years of age, 25-26,
*' 35-36, &c., were calculated by interpolation ; the probability,

" px, of living through each of these years of age was ascertained,

" and the probabilities for intermediate years were tabulated by
" interpolation.^^

27. This explanation being too condensed to be of much
assistance, I ventured to write to Dr. Tatham, and on 27 September

1905 he sent me a most courteous reply, supplying very full

particulars, and with leave to make public use of them. The
matter has, however, been allowed to stand over, partly from

pressure of other work, but mainly because it seemed to be

desirable to await the advent of English Life Table Ts^o. 6 before

completing the investigations. I wish, however, now to repeat

publicly the thanks given two years ago by letter to Dr. Tatham
for his kindness.

28. The explanations supplied privately by Dr. Tatham in

1905 are virtually repeated, in somewhat extended form, at

page xvi of Part I of the Supplement to the 65th Annual Report

of the Registrar-General, where also the construction of English

Life Table No. 6 and of Healthy English Life Table No. 3, is

detailed. The method used for No. 6 differed in some points,

but not in principle, from that followed for No. 5.

29. A Life Table for London, based upon the censuses of

6 April 1891 and 31 March 1901, and the deaths in the ten

years 1891 to 1900, was published by the London County

Council in April 1902. It was prepared by Mr. G. H. Day,

assisted by Mr. M. O'Carroll, officials of the Public Health

Department, and is contained in a Report by Sir Shirley F.

Murphy, M.D., the Medical Officer of Health to the Council.

Therein is a complete statement of the methods followed, which are

similar, but with variations, to those now in use at Somerset

House.

30. These new methods, which are a great advance on
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anything that has gone before, and which, although without

official authority, may be safely attributed to the skill of

Mr. A. C. Waters, of the General Register Office, we now proceed

to discuss. They are entirely free from the theoretical error of

parr's assumptions, and the principles underlying them can scarcely

be improved upon, although I hope to show presently that othei'

ways may be found of applying these principles, whereby tables

can be produced which probably interpret the original facts

better at the older ages, while at the same time the arithmetical

work of construction is materially reduced.

31 . The original facts are contained in tables showing the mean

population living in certain age intervals and the corresponding

deaths. If we sum the tables from the bottom upwards we get

the population aged x and over for certain points of age, and

similarly for the deaths. The population aged x and over may be

symbolized by T^., and the deaths at age x and over by /j..

These symbols are taken from the Institute (now the Universal)

scheme of notation, where they apply to a mortality table

representing a stationary population ; but, without risk of

confusion, their meaning may be extended to include the

fluctuating populations now in question. In the Reports of the

Registrar-General a totally different notation is used, the symbols

of which had been appropriated by actuaries almost from time

immemorial to other functions, and were adopted with the

actuaries' meanings for the Institute scheme, and this must be

carefully remembered bv students.

32. In an age interval x to x + n, the population living will be

T,.— T^+„, which may be written T^,;;; and the deaths will

be Ix—Lv+n, ^vhich may be written Ij.-^ . The data, therefore,

consist of tables of Tj- and Ij-^ for certain values of x and n,

which are transformed by summation into tables of T^^ and Ix for

certain values of a:; and the problem becomes the comparatively

simple one of finding by interpolation the values of Tj and Ij. for

every integral value of x. That done, when we difference

negatively the table of T^-, that is, when we deduct T^+i from T^^,

we form a table of L.r, the population living in the year of age x

to x + 1 ; similarly, from the interpolated table of Ij. we derive

d-c ; and by division of d^ by L.r, we arrive at m-e, the central

death-rate at each age.

33. The idea, which is expressed above in its simplest form,

may, however, be worked out in various ways. For both the

English Life Table No. 5 and the London Life Table, the values
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of Tj. and h were not used directly ; but from them tables of

2Tj.+ /^ and 2T.r— 4 were prepared; and when these are made
the subject of interpolation and then of differencing, the functions

derived are 2Lx+ <ia- and 'ILx—dx, from which to derive p^,

because _2:'a-= ^j^^f • ^'^^ i^ must be remarked that, if natural

numbers be employed, no object is served bv introducing

the columns 2Tj;+/j. and 2T1.— /.V, because, to the last decimal

place, the result will be the same as if we used in the interpolations

simply Ta- and Ix separately, and then calculate the values of

2L.r + (7j. and 2Li.— fZ^.; and by the latter plan we shall have

much smaller numbers to deal with. When, however, we make
logarithms, and not natural numbers, the subject of interpolation,

the case is different, and it has been claimed by Somerset House
and by the London County Council that smoother results are

obtained by using log (2T^+ /j,) and log (2T^— /j.) instead of

logT.,. and logU-, although, as will be seen from par. 38, this

claim has been virtually abandoned.

34. For the London Life Table the values of 2Lc+ f?jr and
2L,.

—

dx were calculated separately for each age by interpolations

of log (2T^+ 4) and log (21^.— ^, and thence the values of

'Px Avere derived.

35. For the English Life Table No. 5, on the other hand, the

values of p^. were thus found only for the ages 25, 35, &:c., and
then the function log j)^. was made the subject of interpolation for

the intervening ages. This plan, no doubt, gives a somewhat
smoother final curve than the other, and it does not seem to be

open to valid objection. Moreover, it has an advantage over the

London Life Table plan in that it requires only one set of

extensive interpolations instead of two, and the saving of labour

is considerable.

36. The interpolations were effected by a double process with

overlapping series, and with fourth differences; and the results

were blended by the " Curve of Sines " in order to ensure

smooth junctions at the points of meeting of the several

interpolations. How exceedingly well graduated is a mortality

table which has been produced in this way is shown by the

3rd differences of qx of the Eegistrar-GeneraPs English Table

No. 6 given in Table VII of the Appendix. This question of

interpolation being vital to the present enquiry, I offer no apology

for quoting at length the description of the method of Somerset

House, adopted also for the London Life Table, which is given at
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page xvii of the Supplement^ Part I, to the 65th Annual Report

of the Registrar-General :

—

37. " The scheme of interpolation was to take the values

" of logpj at ages 5, 15, 25, kc, in groups of five, beginning
'' successively at 5, 15, 25, &:c. Each series thus covered a

" period of forty years, but, from the consideration that the

" interpolated values near the centre of a series will be nearer the

" truth than those at the end, only the terms relating to the

" middle twenty years of each series were used. By this means
" two values of logp^ were obtained at a particular age. Thus,
'' taking for example the nine ages 26-34 inclusive, there was
'' one set of values derived from the group with central age 25,

"and another from the iri'oup with its centre at a£:e 35. A
" mean of the two values at each age was formed by multiplying

" the first set by the following factors :

(1) -97553 (4) -65451 (7) '20611

(2) -90451 (5) -50000 (8) -09549

(3) -79389 (6) -34549 (9) -02447

" and the second by these factors reversed, and by adding together

" the two products at each age. By this means the greatest weight
'^ was given to those terms nearest the centre of a group, and the

" least to those farthest from it. The factors are empirical, and
" are derived from the " Curve of Sines " : they are the numerical

" values of the expression
^^ ( 1 + cos^ j

when x is given successive

" integral values from 1 to 9.

" The use of overlapping series in this manner ensures greater

" interdependence among the terms of a series which, from its

" nature, must be regarded as continuous^ and gives a more
" regular result than could be hoped for by the use of abutting
" series.'^

38. The English Life Table No. 6 was based on the censuses

of 6 April 1891 and 31 March 1901, and the deaths of the ten

years 1891—1900. It was constructed mainlv on the same lines

as the London Life Table, but the functions interpolated were

log2Tj, and log 4, the populations and the deaths being treated

separately. Details are given with clearness and precision at

pp. xviii et seq. of Part I of the Supplement to the 65th Annual
Report of the Registrar-General, to which the enquirer is

reierrcd.

39. A word must, however, be said about the older ages

from about 85 onwards. There the method of construction more
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or less breaks down, and anomalies present themselves, the values

of 2'j: generally showing a tendency to increase with age after a

certain point. This, no doubt, is due to misstatements of age in

the original data, and, in the words of Dr. Tatham, " the figures

of the life tables at the higher ages must be used with caution."

Instead, therefore, of the interpolations having been continued

in the w'ay above described to the end of the table, we are told

that for Ens:lish Life Table jS'o. 6 the values of I02; 2Tj. and I02: /..

,

and for Healthy English Life Table No. 3, the values of p,., at

the higher ages were obtained by extrapolation from the values

at ages 45, 55, 65, 75 and 85. Even this, however, 1 venture to

think, is not altogether a satisfactory plan, because throughout

extensive researches I have always found that extrapolation,

when 'applied to the census data of life tables, is extremely

untrustworthy. The usual result is to produce abnormally

large values of pjc, which are not in any way consistent with

the values derived from the comparatively exact observations

on assured lives. The series also is prolonged beyond all

reason, and it has verv little tendencv to come to an end.

This is sufficiently exemplified by the official English Life

"Table is'o. 6 itself, which at age 106 has p^ equal to "40819,

whereas the British Offices 0-*^ Table finishes at age 102 with

Pjc equal to zero. My own efi'orts to overcome the difficulty will

appear in what follows, and I indulge in the hope that they will

be deemed to be not entirely unsuccessful.

40. From what precedes it will be seen that the interpolations

by ordinary diff"erences are extensive and laborious. At least two

complete sets are required for each mortality table, and the results

of these have to be blended by a double set of multiplications of

-each individual value. A very smooth table without any breaks

in continuity is thereby produced, but it is well worthy of

consideration whether that end could not be attained equally well

by some shorter and less intricate process. Dr. Sprague's system

of osculatory interpolation supplies what is required, and its

application to the construction of mortality tables from census

returns will now be illustrated.

41. Dr. Sprague devised the system for his Select Mortality

Tables, and gave a full account of it iu an exceptionally interesting

paper {J.I. A. xxii, 270). That volume, however, is not easy of

access, and possibly some may read this paper who are unable to

refer to it. I therefore crave leave to reproduce the demonstration

here, but with certain modifications which may render it simpler
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to some minds. Dr. Sprague, in the middle of his argument,

introduces central differences and the corresponding notation,

which afterwards he discards; but the use of these is not necessary,

because ordinary differences are sufficient for the end in view.

42. Let there be six consecutive quantities, ijq, iji, y^, y^, 7/4

and ^5, marking equidistant points on a curve. The problem is,

to interpolate by fifth differences between the points i/o and y^, the

central of the five spaces, in such a way as to obtain a smooth

junction when the series is continued in each direction by
interpolation on the same plan between the points y, and y.j, and

between the points 1/3 and y^. This smoothness of junction will

be secured at the point 7/0 if it be arranged that the two

interpolation curves meeting at that point shall have there the

same gradient and the same radius of curvature ; and this is

effected by giving them the same first and the same second

differential coefficients. Similarly for the two interpolation

curves meeting at the point 7/3 ; and when the work of interpolation

is completed, each of the spaces in the original curve will have

been fitted with a partial curve, the partial curves being so

contrived that there shall be a perfectly smooth junction at the

point of meeting of each pair.

43. The values of the differential coefficients at the points of

meeting have to be determined by means of the given quantities.

This can be done for the point y.j by supposing a curve of the

fourth order drawn through the five points y^ to y^, of which y.j is

the central ; by determining the values of the differential

coeflficients of this curve at that central point in terms of the four

differences of y^ ; and then by making the values of the differential

coefficients for the two interpolation curves meeting at the point y.,

equal to these. Similarly, we may make the values of the

differential coefficients of the two interpolation curves meetin"- at

the point y^ equal to those at the same point of a curve of the

fourth order passing through the five points yi to j/5. It will be
convenient first to find the values of the required differential

coefficients.

44. The equation to the curve of the fourth order passing-

through the points ?/o to 2/4, is
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Differentiating twice^ we have

^ =AVo+ \ {Qx- 6) A3yo+ 2^ ( 1 2.r^-36.r + 22)A^?/o

Making now x= 2, we have for the values of the differential

coefficients at the point y^,

^^^Ayo+lA^o+^AVo-^^-^V,, (1)

^^= AVo +A3.yo-^A^^o (2)

45. For the curve of the fourth order passing through the five

points !/i to ys, we have similar equations in terms of the differences

of ?/i for the differential coefficients at tlie point 7/3, but they can

be changed to give the values in terms of the differences of ?/o by

means of tbe relation A";/i= A"?/o + A"'*"'yo- Iii this way we have

for the differential coefficients at the point y^,

^f=Ayo+|A^^o+^gU3^„ +^AVo-3^AVo. . (3)

^= ^% +2A^Vo+^AVo-j^A^yo. . (4)

46. Returning now to the interpolation curves, the curve to

be fitted between the points y., ai^d y-i must, besides passing

through the point y.2, fulfil five other conditions. It must pass

through the point 2/3 ; at the point y^ the values of the first and

second differential coefficients must be those given in equations

(1) and (2); and at the point ^3 the values must be those given in

equations (3) and (4). We must, therefore, have an equation of

the fifth degree involving five constants to be determined, and

we may assume that

y.2+^,=y<2-{-ax + hx'-\-cdi?+dx*-\-ex^ (5)

Differentiating this twice, we have

^^ =a + 2hx+ 3cx^-+ Mj^ + 5ex*
ax

'I^^ =2b + 6cx+ 12dx''+ 20e.r3
a.L-

47. To get the differential coefficients at the points y.j and y^.
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we make a: in the last two equations successively equal to and 1,

and we have

^=a (6)

^='' (^)

^=a + 2b + Sc + 4d+ be. ... (8)
ax

^=2b + 6c+12d+ 20e .... (9)
dx-

48. Seeing that the desired interpolation curve must pass

through the point j/s, we make x=l in equation (5), and we have

y3=y2+ n + b + c+ d+ e

,

whence a + h + c + d+ e= y3
—

y^

= A7/o + 2Ahjo+ A'yo . (10)

49. By equating the respective values of the differential

coefficients given in equations (6) to (9) with the corresponding

values given in equations (1) to (4), we form four other equations

by which to calculate the values of the constants. Thus,

«=:Ay„+|A^^o+|A3yo-AAVo (11)

2&=AVo+ AVo-j2^Vo • • (12)

a + 26 + 3c + 4c?+ 5e

= Ayo+|A^^^o+^A3yo+^AVo-i^A^yo. • • (13)

2b + 6c + l2d + 20e

= AVo+ 2AVo+}|aVo-^AVo (14)

50. By means of the five equations (10) to (14) the following

values of the five constants are now easily obtained :

«= Ayo+ ^AVo+ 3 A^yo-
Y2
^Vo

c= -AVo+^A^^o+^AVa

VOL. XLII. R

o
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51. Inserting these vahies in equation (5) we have the

required equation of the interpolation curve, namely^

y-2+.v= ij-i+ '-'Ayo+ o (^'^' + ^^) ^'^0+ 7. (2<i' + 'dx-+ x^) A^yo

-^l2x + x''-2x^-x^)l%-t^i7x'-U.:c'+ ox-^)lry, . . . (15)

52. If in equation (15) we give to x successively the values

12 5
- , -, ^, &C.J up to -

, and if we ditFerence the resulting six

equations five times, we form the leading differences by means

of which to interpolate t— 1 values of y between the values

y.2 and 2/3, thus dividing the interval into t minor intervals.

53. Changing, therefore, the \niit of distance from unity to

- , and using the small letter h to represent the subdivided

differences, while retaining the capital letter A to represent the

differences for the original intervals //o to //i, 'kc, yn will become

y.2t, and we shall have

—

Ayo ,
a/ + l A^//o ,

2^2 + 3^+1 AVo
+

6 t-*

_ 2f'+ f^-2t-l A^vn _^
7^-- 12^ + 5 A^vo

24 '

I* ' 24 ' P

... A^vn ,
^+ 3 A>o ,

7/2-72/+ 125 A^vo
^''M=— +^ -^ + 4 ^
8V=^-(12/-50)^°

B-^y2,=2o^-

54. It is interesting to compare these differences of osculatory

curves with the corresponding ordinary differences. These latter are

:

. Avo 3^ + 1 A>o ,W+ 3/+l A^vn
V.= -^+^--^+ 6" r^

_ 2/=^4-/--2/-l A^j/o 4/^-5/^+1 A>
24 t' 120 ' t'

%2.= -^ + (^+ l)-75
12 ? ^4^ "7^

.3 AVn^^ + 3 AVn /--5 AVo
2 ^

4
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It will be observed that these are identical with the osculatoiy

differences except in the terms involving A-^?/o- If the ordinary

differences given in this paragraph were used for a curve of

higher order than the fifth, or for curves of functions which are

not rational and integral, breaks of continuity would occur at the

points 2^,3^, &c., but these are smoothed away by the changes which

appear in the coefficients of A^?/o in the osculatory differences.

55. If the method of osculatory interpolation of par. 53 be

applied to a series which is already accurately of the fifth order,

such, for instance, as the fifth powers of the natural numbers,

there will be perfectly smooth junctions at the meeting points of

the successive interpolation curves, but the interpolated values

will be subject to a fifth difference error, because the differential

coefficients at the meeting points have been derived from curves

of the fourth order only. But when the method is applied to

curves of higher orders than the fifth, or to curves of functions

which are not rational and integral, the fifth difference error may
be regarded as an approximate correction for the sixth and higher

orders of differences ; and a smooth curve is produced which

conforms with close accuracy to the original facts.

56. On the other hand, when a series of the fifth order is

made the subject of ordinary interpolation as given in par. 54, a

perfectly smooth curve results, which is free from fifth difi"erence

error; but, as remarked in that paragraph, if the original series

be of a higher order than the fifth, or if it be that of a function

which is not rational and integral, not only is the resulting curve

subject to theoretical errors, but at each meeting point of the

interpolation curves there is a break in the continuity which mav
be of marked character, and which must be removed by some such

expedient as the " Curve of Sines " already explained, whereby
other errors, no doubt small, but of unknown magnitude and
sign are introduced.

57. When in par. 53 we take t— b, we have

—

o o^ 5^ 0-* o*

^ 0-* O^ o*

oyio— o

11 2
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58. To apply this formula, we have a table of quinquennial

values of the function which is to be the subject of interpolation.

First, we difference the table five times, being, of course, very

careful of the signs of the differences : and here it may be useful

to remark that, if the differences of positive sign be written in

black ink and those of negative sign in red ink, risk of confusion

will be avoided, and there will be the further great advantage

that lateral space on the working sheets will be economised^

because there will be no necessity to enter the symbols + and —

.

We then modify the differences by dividing those of each order

bv the appropriate power of 5 as shown in the scheme. The

subdivided differences Syio, h"y\o, &c., can be then very easily

formed, the numerical coefficients of the modified differences being-^

of convenient magnitude, and this work can be carried out with

great facility on the arithmometer, which lends itself admirably

to calculations of this nature. Each quinquennial interval will

have its own set of subdivided differences derived from the

modified differences of an age ten years younger, and the column

of subdivided differences of each order can be completely checked

by addition. The columns of modified differences are summed

algebraically, and the formulas for calculating the subdivided

differences are applied to the sums. The results should be the

algebraical sums of the columns of subdivided differences.

59. The interpolated values of y for each interval are then

formed by the continued addition of the subdivided differences in

the usual way, and there is a complete final check on the whole

work, because the next higher quinquennial value of y given in

the original data must be reproduced at each stage. As a matter

of practical convenience, the subdivided differences should be

entered on the working sheet in reverse order, h^y finding place

on the left, and y itself on the right ; and to ensure accuracy, the-

work should be performed to two more decimal places than are to

be finally retained.

60. In the foregoing osculatory interpolations differences up

to the fifth order are involved, and it may be thought that such

refinement is not necessary. It will not, however, be correct

simply to drop the difi'erences that are not wanted, as may be

seen by comparing the expressions in pars. 53 and 54 ; because^

from the way the osculatory formulas have been constructed, if we

were to drop the fifth difference the curves would no longer be

osculatory, but merely ordinary interpolation curves, and we

should have breaks of continuity at the points of junction. The
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differences must be entirely reconstructed from first principles,

and that is done for third differences in my paper on Summation

Formulas of Graduation, J.I.A., xli, 530. There is no need to

repeat the demonstration here, and it will be suflBcient to give

only the final formulas for the subdivided differences. They

appear on p. 546 of the paper above-mentioned, and, slightly

modified in form to meet the conditions of the present problem,

they are as follows :

t^

t'

When ^= 5, these become

^ o o- o^

^y=— 52 -^^p"

61. These differences are used in the way explained m
pars. 58 and 59 for the fifth difference formulas. The original

differences of the function are first modified bv dividing bv the

proper powers of 5, and from them the working subdivided

differences are then calculated. The subdivided differences for

the quinquennial interval commencing at age io will be formed

from the modified differences belonging to age a— 5 of the data,

and not age d'— 10 as is the case when five differences are used.

62. There is some saving of labour, although not so much as

might have been expected, in using only three differences instead

of five, but the resulting table is not quite so smooth, and therefore

in most cases it will probably be preferred to go to the extra

trouble of using five differences. Examples are given of both

formulas in Tables II and III of the appendix, construction C of

the Carlisle Table being by five differences, and construction D
by three.

63. General expressions are given in pars. 53 and 60 for the sub-

divided differences, and by taking ^=10 we should have formulas

which would meet the case of the decennial intervals in which the
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data are usually furnished in the first instance. With decennial

intervals, however, the interpolation of each would involve a span

of fifty years of the table when five differences are used, and this

is inconveniently long. It is better, therefore, to bisect the

intervals by a preliminary interpolation, and then to apply the

formulas of pars. 57 or 60, suited to the quinquennial periods.

64<. To illustrate the processes of this paper three mortality

tables were selected for reconstruction. The Carlisle is the first,

and that was chosen for two reasons. In the first place, the data

produce curves which are very intractable, as will be seen from

diagrams 1 and 2 of the distributed populations and deaths. By
the Carlisle Table, therefore, the new methods would be severely

tested. In the second place, we have Milne's construction of the

Carlisle Table, which was effected graphically by hand, and

closely approximate values of his distributed population and

deaths are given, J. I.A. xxiv, 198, and now reproduced in Table I,

which can be compared with the new distribution, effected on the

same princii)les, but by algebraical formulas. Also from the

peculiarities of its data, the Carlisle is a good table for the

purpose of testing the respective merits of the various methods

of applying the formulas; and four reconstructions on different

plans are now submitted.

65. The other two tables selected were the English Life Tables,

Nos. 3 and 6, Males. The reconstruction of No. 3 will throw

light on the errors involved in Farr's assumptions ; while No. 6

is the latest and most perfected production of Somerset House, and

it will be interesting to place the results of the official methods

alongside of those ^vhich are now submitted.

66. There is a further advantage to be derived from the

choice simultaneously of the English Life Tables Nos. 3 and 6.

Comparisons are constantly being made of the rates of mortality

during different periods, and the English Life Tables have been

extensively used for the purpose. But these tables have been

prepared in very different ways, and the comparisons have been

thereby vitiated. Farr's methods, and the most recent methods

of the Registrar-General, applied to the same body of facts, would

produce marked discrepancies at the older ages, and, for a true

measure of the changes taking place in human mortality to be

possible, it is essential to have mortality tables for the different

periods computed on exactly the same lines. The English Life

Table No. 3 was based on the censuses of 1841 and 1851, and the

deaths in 1838 to 1854; and No. 6 from the censuses of 1891
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and 1901, and the deaths in 1891 to 1900. We thus have two

periods fifty years apart; and the corresponding tables, constructed

in precisely the same way, will conduce to the elucidation of the

subject.

Caelisle Table.

67. The data for the famous Carlisle Table were derived fi-om

two censuses taken eight years apart, in January, 1780, and

December, 1787 respectively, of the parishes of St. Mary and

St. Cuthbert, Carlisle, and from the deaths of the nine years

1779 to 1787. After adjustment for the double census, and for

the fact that the deaths were those of nine years, they were as

follows :

Carlisle Data.

Agss
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instance, to insert the value of T25, we use the values for ages 10,

20, 30, and 40, and the formula is

M^.= M,._,.5+l-5AM,_i.5 + -375A2w,._i.5--0625AXr-i-5

70. There are not two decennial values of the functions

be5fond age 90, and therefore to form T95 and /gj we must proceed

otherwise. We already have the values for ages 80, 85, 90,

and 100, that for age 85 having been derived as above, and we

form a third difference by the formula

A%so= -{mioo— «8o— 4AMgo— BAXo}

Lastly, it is legitimate to assume that both T105 and /105 are equal

to zero.

71. The data as thus completed are given in the following

table :

Carlisle Data completed.

Age
X
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73. From the values of L.,. and d_^, thus found a table of mj.,

and thence of q^, was prepared. The values of q^ are given under

the heading " Construction A " in Table II of the Appendix, and

their third differences in Table III.

74. For the asre interval 10 to 15 the differences of the original

functions for age must be employed if we are to retain the

tifth difference, but it was found that anomalies were thereby

introduced. The progression of the rate of mortality at the

infantile ages departs so far from that later on that it cannot be

mixed in the interpolations. Hence the differences at age 5 are

the earliest that can be used effectively, and therefore, in

Construction A, the table commences at age 15. For similar

reasons it finishes at age 84, and neither for Construction A nor B
was it thought worth while to make any effort to complete the two

ends of the table.

75. Construction B.—The only change of method between this

construction and A is that logarithms were used instead of natural

numbers. The logarithms of the numbers in the table of par. 71

were taken out to five decimal places, but the osculatory

interpolations were effected to seven places, and the resulting

distributed populations and deaths are given in Table I of the

Appendix, where for comparison they are placed alongside of the

corresponding values by Milne. They are also plotted out in

curves in diagrams 1 and 2, the new values being represented bv

the continuous line, and those of Milne by the dotted line. It

will be noticed that the new values form perfectly smooth curves

which cut the tops of the rectangles exactly as they should do,

and in a more natural manner with less violent turns than Milne^s

hand-drawn curves.

76. At only one point does Milne's population curve take an

upward bend, with a maximum between ages 22 and 23; but in

my paper on the Carlisle Table, J.I.A., xxiv, 202, it was pointed

out that there should be another maximum later on, which, it was

suggested, should be at about age 39. The curve drawn bv
osculatory interpolation brings out this second maximum clearly,

but places it at age 42.

77. In the new death curve there is a slight fall after a"-e 18
with a minimum at age 20, which does not appear in Milne^s

drawing. It is not a mere accident due to the method of

interpolation employed, because it manifests itself whether we use

natural numbers or logarithms, and the new population curve

has an indication of a corresponding feature at the same place.
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It is inherent in the data, and represents a slight and verj'^

temporary fall in the rate of mortality at age 20.

78. In Table II of the Appendix the values of q^ are given

under ueadmg " Construction B '\ and in Table III the third

differences ; and it will be seen that, as regards graduation, there

is very little to choose between Constructions A and B, at some

parts of the Table A being the better, and at other parts B. In

fact, the distributed populations and deaths are nearly identical

whether we use natural numbers or logarithms, and when plotted

out in curves the scale would have to be very larsie for the two

interpolations to be distinguishable. The population curve and

the death curve are both perfectly smooth, and it is only when the

one is taken as denominator and the other as numerator, to

form mx, that any irregularities appear. It is to this cause alone

that the little roug;hnesses brouijht to liirht by the differences of

Table III are due ; but they are not of great importance, and a

table constructed by either method would be quite smooth enough

for all practical purposes without any further graduation.

Moreover, a table so constructed follows the original facts

probably more closely than any other.

79. Construction C.—To obviate irregularities in the final

table, \ogqj. itself may be made the subject of the interpolations,

instead of log Tj. and log Ij. ; and this course has the further

advantage that only one set of interpolations is required instead

of two. A little preliminary work is, however, necessary to bring

the materials into shape. In the table of paragraph 71 w€ have

the values of Tj. and Ij. at quinquennial points of age from

to 100 inclusive, and we must lind their values at each of these

points for an age one year older. Then, by taking the differences

we get Li- and dj., and hence nij; and q^., at the quinquennial

points. It should be remarked, however, that for ages 25, 35,

kc, the values of log T.r and log Ij. used in constructions C and

D, are not identical with the logarithms of the corresponding

numbers m the table in par. 71, they having been calculated

from the logarithms of the numbers for ages 10, 20, 30, &c., and

not from the numbers themselves.

80. Lsing the general symbol, ti, for the functions, and

employing four orders of differences taken centrally, we have the

equation

u i='?<.r-2+ 2-2A?/r_.+ l-32A2Mi._o+ -088A3?/^_o--0176A^?<.v_2

This involves two values of the function on each side of the
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central value Uj., iu order to interpolate the value of m i , which

is as near as possible to the centre of the group, and therefore of

high probability. This formula was used for ages 15 to 90

inclusive, to find Tig, T21, &c., and lie, h\, &c., and the formula

was applied to the logarithms. Forages 10 and 95, only two

orders of differences were available, and the formula was

u \ =Ux-i + 1-2Am^_i + •12A-»^._i .

81. It is true that at age 95 we mi£:ht have used the longer

formula by bringing in T105 and /105, and assuming both to be

zero ; but, as the logarithm of zero is infinite and negative, we

should have had to use at this age natural numbers, and it was

thought to be, on the whole, better to do as above explained.

(See, however, pars. 97 and 98, where, owing to the large

numbers, a different course is followed.) Also, for age 10 the

shorter formula was unavoidable, because, for the reasons given

in par. 74, it is not feasible to bring in age 0.

82. Age 5 presented a difficulty, and, after various experiments,

it was finally decided not to use the diff"erences centrally for that

age, but simply to apply the formula

M i=m^ + -2Ah,--08A-w^

This gave results fairly satisfactory ; but q-^ so found might have

to be adjusted to a certain extent after settling the values for

the infantile ages, which have to be derived from other statistics

by a totally distinct process as explained in par. 12. These

infantile ages will not be discussed further in this paper, and

therefore, for present purposes, the value of q-^ found as above

was adopted without alteration.

83. Thus we obtain the values of qj_- at quinquennial intervals

for ages 5 to 95 inclusive, but it is desirable to have them also

for ages 100 and 105. As remarked in par. 39, extrapolation is not

satisfactory, because thereby anomalous results are apt to be

introduced, and, at the best, we getvalues altogether too small for qx

.

For instance, if we extrapolate by fourth diff"erences, and therefore

start with age 75, we shall have gioo='26962, and 2io5= '17863,

against ^95= '27614, which itself is probably too small as compared

with the values for the immediately preceding ages ; and if we

confine ourselves to three orders of diff"erences, the results are not

much better. Clearly we must find some more sure method of

procedure.

84. We mav bring the table to an end arbitrarilv at some
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suitable point, and probably we shall not be far wrong in fixing

upon age 105. At any rate, for this stage of the work, age 105

is convenient, and cannot be open to much objection.

85. Taking then 5105=!^ we may compute gioo by interpolation

with a fourth differences which we form from the Aalues for ages

80, 85, 90, 95, and 105, by means of the formula

In the calculations logg-, and not q itself, was taken for u.

86. We now have the values of logg^^. at quinquennial points

of a2;e from 5 to 105 inclusive ; and the intervening values

between ages 15 to 95 inclusive were supplied by osculatory

interpolation by means of the fifth difference formula of par 57.

87. Forages 5 to 15 and 95 to 105, the values of ^^ (not

logg.r) were interpolated by special third and fourth differences by

the formulas

g3j,_^=-i— {99u^,.;-7m^.+i2-92u^-609Sh.,— 1617S-^M^}

where x is taken as the initial age of the series.

For the young ages, the series being taken in retrograde

order, the values of g.r used were those for ages 17, 16, 15,

10, and 5 ; and for the older ages those for ages 93, 94, 95,

100, and 105, 5105 being taken as unity. At this stage of the

work we are not bound to age 105, but, by suitably modifying

the formulas, any other age, such as 103, could be substituted.

Age 105 was, however, retained.

88. In the tAvo formulas of par. 87 the symbol S is used,

because the intervals are annual ; whereas, in the preceding

formulas, A referred to quinquennial intervals.

89. The values of q^ are given in Table II of the Appendix,

under heading " Construction C ", and the third differences in

Table III. It will be observed that the mortality table is

extremely smooth throughout, and that the tw^o ends join on

without any break.

90. Construction D.—This was effected exactly as Construction

C, except that the third difference formula of osculatory inter-

polation given in par. 60 was used. This formula itself carries

the table from age 10 to age 100 inclusive, and, therefore, only
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five values remain to be added at each end. For these a fourth

difference was constructed^ and the formula used was

^^Ux= -^{Ux^%—Ujc— ^^Ux— ~?>h-Ux— oQt^Ux]

For the young ages the values of qx employed were those for ages

13, 12, 11, 10, and 5, and for the old ages those for 97, 98, 99,

100, and 105.

91. The values of 2j. are given in Table II of the Appendix

under the heading Construction D, and the third differences in

Table III. The differences in Table III show that until the old

ages are reached, Construction D gives a curve nearlv as smooth

as C, but there is a break difficult to explain at age 92. It almost

seems as if there might be a slij) in the arithmetic,, but careful

research has failed to discover one.

92. It will be useful for reference to recapitulate briefiv the

four methods of construction which have been applied to the

Carlisle Table.

Construction A.—The natural numbers of T^- and h- were used

separately in the interpolations by osculatory fifth differences to

find the values of L.r and d.,-. From these, by dividing dx bv L^.

at each age, the values of m^ were formed, and hence the values

oi qx.

Construction B.—This is the same as A, except that the

logarithms of T and I were used instead of the natural numbers.

Construction C.—Quinquennial values of log q^ were found

as described in pars. 79 to 82, and the intermediate values were

interpolated by means of the fifth difference osculatory formula.

Construction D.—This is the same as C, except that the third

difference osculatory formula was used to interpolate the

intermediate values of log qx

93. The values of qx by all four methods of construction are

given in Table II of the Appendix, and their third differences in

Table III, and columns have been added for Milne's original

construction. In this way complete comparisons can be instituted.

There are no serious discrepancies between the columns, and the

values do not differ from each other more than in the case of any

mortality table graduated by various formulas. Even Milne's

construction, which is very rough, and at some ages distinctly

faulty, is in substantial agreement with the others.

94. AVhen we look at short intervals of age instead of

at individual years, a clearer comparison is obtainable, and
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Tables IV and V have been prejiared for this purpose. The)^ show

the probabilities of living live years and ten years respectively by

each method of construction. Using such probabilities, successive

short sections of the tables can be examined, and the progression

of the mortality noted ; whereas, if we employ the expectations of

life or the column of Z.^, that is not so. The expectations of life

take account of all future lifetime, and the relative rates of

mortalitv by two tables at, for instance, ages 40 to 50 are

obscured bv divergences that may exist between the tables at, say,

a"-es 70 to 80. Similarly, the column of 4- obscures the relative

mortality by importing all the past lifetime. These disturbing-

elements have been recognized at Somerset House, and on

p. xxxvii, of Part I of the 65th Annual Report of the Registrar-

•General, a valuable table is given of the probabilities of living live

vears, bv which to compare English Life Tables Nos. 3 to 6, and

the three Healthy English Life Tables. A similar table was given

ten vears earlier on p. cxi of Part II of the Supplement to the

55th Annual Report.

English Life Table, No. 3, Males.

95. The data are given in logarithms on p. xix of Dr. Farr's

introduction to his great volume " The English Life Table."

They are as follows :

Data. English Life Table Xo. 3, Males.
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from them, and we may therefore accept them unreservedly for the

purpose of reconstruction by the new methods.

97. The natural numbers were taken out, and columns of

Ti- and Ij, were formed from those of T„T' and 4ii;, and then the

logarithms of T^ and Ij. were extracted. We thus have the values

of log: Tp and log /j. at ages 0, 5, 10, and 15, and at decennial ages

25, 35, kc, up to 95. It was uot found possible to carry the

table on bv extrapolation, and therefore it was assumed that both

logTioo and log /105 were zero, that is, that, out of a total male

population of over 141 millions, one person attains the age of 105,

and dies immediately thereafter.

98. For ages 20, 30, &c., to 90 inclusive, the values were

calculated by third differences, taken centrally, just as in the

reconstruction of the Carlisle Table (see pars. 69 to 71, and also

par. 79), the logarithms being used, as in Constructions C and D

;

and for age 100 the values were obtained by a third difference by

the formula :

In these operations the logarithms of the functions were used, and

not the natural numbers.

99. From this point onwards the method was the same as in

the case of the Carlisle Table, Construction C, and the

explanations need not be repeated.

100. The values of 9.,. and their third differences are given in

Table VI of the Appendix, with the corresponding figures from

Dr. Farr^s Table, for comparison. It will be observed that the

reconstructed table is one of exceptionally smooth graduation

without any perceptible breaks in continuity. Dr. Farr's Table is

also smooth, but there are unimportant breaks apparent at

ages 5, 18-20, and 48-50, at which points he changed his

constants. For the first fifteen years of the table to about

age 20, the new values differ substantially from those of

Dr. Farr, but probably they interpret the original facts

more accurately. In interpolating, Dr. Farr did not work

centrally, and hence, as pointed out in pars. 13 & 14, there is

likelv to be a distortion of the curve. Such distortions have

occurred in efforts at interpolation of other curves by Dr. Farr's

methods, where the fact of distortion was proved, because the

true curve was available for comparison.

101. In the remainder of the table the theoretical errors of

Farr's assumptions, which are discussed in pars. 20 to 24, are
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manifested, and it is seen how seriously he has understated the

mortality from about age 70 onwards.

English Life Table No. 6, Males.

102. The data of this table, based upon the censuses of

6 April 1891 and 31 March 1901, and on the deaths of the ten

years 1891-1900, are given on page 4 of Part I of the Supplement

to the 65th Annual Report of the Registrar-General. They

consist of the mean population, and the deaths, in age intervals,

quinquennial, to 5, 5 to 10, &c., up to 20 to 25, and decennial,

25 to 35, &c., up to 65 to 75, and thereafter 75 and over. After

various trials, it was found that the subdivision of the data

would have to be carried beyond age 75 in order that anything

might be made of the table ; but a letter to Dr. Tatham elicited

a very courteous reply, with the figures for the intervals 75 to 85,

85 to 95, and 95 and over. This was sufficient, and the

information so kindly supplied has enabled me to reconstruct the

table exactly as has been done for English Life Table, No. 3, so

that the progression of the English death-rate over a period of

50 years may be examined.

103. The following are the figures.

Data. English Life Table No. 6, Males.
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processes of reconstruction were followed; and there is therefore

no need to repeat the explanations.

105. The values of qx and their third differences are given in

Table VII of the Appendix, with the corresponding figures from

the official table of the Registrar-General. Both tables have very

smooth graduation, but the new one is the better in this respect

as far as age 20. The cause, I venture to think, is that the new
table more accurately represents the original facts at these ages.

Possibly the new rate of mortality at age 5 may be a little too

low, and might be improved by adjustment in accordance with

what is said in par. 82; but, if so, that would make the divergence

at the next succeeding ages from the official standard still greater.

The new value for age 10 has been arrived at by a second

difference taken centrally, and I think it is entitled to considerable

weight. In the official table, the high value at age 5, the low

minimum at age 10, and the then rapid rise to age 15, have

the appearance of distortion due to interpolation. Thev partake

very much of the character of the figures of Dr. Farr^s English

Life Table No. 3 [see Table VI of the Appendix), which almost

certainly are distorted ; whereas the new figures for Life Table

No. 6 run much the same course as those for Life Table No. 3

already discussed in par. 100.

106. From age 15 to about age 65, the reconstructed table

keeps very close indeed to the official ; from the latter age

for about thirteen years it shows a rather lower mortality ; but

from age 79 onwards the new table shows very much tiie heavier

death rate. These points can be more effectively studied by
means of Tables VIII and IX of the appendix, which show side

by side for Life Table No. 3, original and reconstructed, and
Life Table No. 6, original and reconstructed, the probabilities of

living five years, and ten years, respectively.

107. Table X of the appendix gives similar information

for the Institute H^^^^ and the British Offices 0^^ '^ Tables,

these being the tables based upon the experience of assured

lives which approximate most closely in periods of observation to

English Life Tables Nos, 3 and 6 [see par. 110).

108. Looking at the probability of living ten years given

in Table IX for the English Life Table No. 6, both official

and as reconstructed, and in Table X for the 0^^''^ Table, we
see that the 0^^"'' probabilities of living are greater throughout
life than those of the reconstructed table; and this is as might
have been expected, because, there being no industrial assurances

VOL. XLII. o
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included in the O""'^^ Table, the assured are of a higher social

status than the average of the general population^ and, we have

every reason to believe, enjoy greater longevity. But, by the

official table No. 6, the probability of living at age 80 is not

much less than that by the 0^
" Table, and be3'ond age 80 it

becomes decidedly greater ; and this, I think, points to error

in the National Table, because we have no reason to suppose that

the aged in the general population possess greater vitality than

the aged among the more well-to-do assured lives.

109. In submitting the reconstructed table I therefore

venture to express the view that it better interprets the original

facts than does the official table, but I do not mean to imply

that it affords the best possible solution of the difficult problem.

It is only an attempted solution, and other investigators will, 1

hope, try to improve upon it.

110. Table X shows that in recent years assured life has

throughout been better than it was in days gone by. The H^^^^^

and 0^'^' Tables are both trustworthy, and the methods of

construction were so nearly alike that there cannot be any

disturbance due to that cause. The H^'-^^ Table gives the

probabilities of life previous to 1863 among males assured

for five years or more, after the main effects of selection had

exhausted themselves; and the 0^^
' Table gives the corresponding

probabilities for a similar class of lives between 1863 and 1893.

The necessary inference is, that the rate of mortality throughout

the whole of life has been falling.

111. If we look at Tables VIII and IX in the same way,

with regard to the reconstructed English Life Tables Nos. 3

and 6, we find a different tale. These tables have been prepared

on identical principles, and relate to identical classes of society
;

and we should have expected to find that, during the half-century

that intervened between their dates, the rate of mortality through-

out life had been falling, but we suffer disappointment. Taking

the probabilities of living five years in Table VIII, we observe

improvement as far as age 45, but, with the exception of age 75,

there is heavier mortality from age 50 onwards. "What can

be the explanation ? It is sometimes said that the stress of life

in modern days is greater than it was formerly, and that

therefore, while sanitary improvements and advance in medical

and surgical science tend to reduce the death rate, and have that

effect before the strain of life begins to tell, nevertheless people

break down at an earlier age, and, after middle life, do not live so

Ions; as they used to do.
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112. But surely that cannot be the correct answer, because

the stress of life has increased as much among the middle classes,

who form the great bulk of the assured lives included

in the experience tables, as among the industrial classes.

In fact, it is among the industrial classes that the modern

improvement in conditions has been greatest. Yet it is among

the middle classes that a diminution in the rate of mortality

is apparent at all ages. Here there is the appearance of

contradiction.

113. If I might venture an opinion, I would say that

probably English Life Table No. 6 is much more correct

than the older one. Both are more or less vitiated by

mis-statements of age, but No. 6 much less so than No. 3.

The Registration Acts are now more effective than they

were, and the people are becoming more accurate in giving

their ages. To what extent these causes have operated no

one can tell, but the minute analysis of the original data

of the two tables which this enquiry has entailed, has convinced

me that there is much more exactitude now than formerly

;

and I cannot help thinking that, appearances to the contrary

notwithstanding, the rate of mortality of the general

population has really improved throughout the whole of

life, and not merely at the young and middle ages. It

is safe to risk the prophecy that, when English Life

Table No. 7 comes to be formed, the improvement will

be noticeable.

The " Mean Population."

114. I am not aware of anything having appeared in the

Institute Journal on the methods of obtaining the Mean
Population of the intervening period from the populations

enumerated at two censuses ; but the question is of great

importance in statistical enquiries, and much effective attention

has been paid to it in the Department of the Registrar General.

Therefore it will not be inappropriate to close this paper with

a brief note on the subject.

115. The mean population for the interval between two

censuses may be taken in various ways. We may have the

arithmetical mean of the two enumerations. Let Pi be the

population at one census, and P2 that at another taken n years

later. Then the arithmetical mean is - (P, + P2), which is likewise

s 3
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the population at the middle of the period on the assumption of

increase in arithmetical progression. Also, on the same

assumption, the years lived during the period amount to

^(Pi + P.)-

116. The assumption of arithmetical progression for the

increase of population is not, however, natural ; and although

the formula has sometimes been used, it cannot give accurate

results. If, however, the rate of increase in the population be

not very rapid, and if the interval between the censuses be not

very long, the error is not of great importance. Nevertheless,

population begets population, and it is therefore more reasonable

to assume that populations increase from census to census in

geometrical progression, and to frame the formulas accordingly.

117. As before, let Pi be the population at one census, and

P2 that at another, n years later ; and let P2=rPi. Then, on the
n

assumption of geometrical progression, the geometrical mean is r'^Vi

,

which is also the population at the middle of the period. Adopting

this formula, it has sometimes been assumed that the years lived
n

during the period amount to m'2Pi,but, again, an error is thereby

introduced, because the geometrical mean of the populations at

the beginning and the end of the period is not the same thing as

the equivalent population constantly living throughout the period.

That mean population, which will give the years lived, is the

function required for present purposes.

118. Still assuming geometrical progression, let the population

at the first census be Pj and at the second Po, and let P2= rPi.

Also, let P without suffix represent the true mean population

which is required, and let the intercensal period be n years. Then

the population at any time, t, after the first census will be r^Vi.

To find P Ave must integrate rTi, and take the integral between

the limits and 1, the census period being taken as the unit of

time. That is

P: \^xy..f.n-^''-^ -V <r-\)= \vydt=v,-^=?,'^—^ . . . . (1)

where "\" stands for Naperian and ^Hog '' for common

logarithms, and where k is the modulus. The years lived in the

decennium will then be nP.

119. Equation (1) would give the true mean population

corresponding to the deaths of the n calendar years, only if the
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censuses were taken on 1 January in each case, so as to have the

deaths central to the census period. But if the censuses be taken

at a fraction, c, of a year later than 1 January, a correction must

be made bv intesratins: between the limits — - and 1— '
. AVe

ii It

c
take -, because that is the fraction of the census period by which

n '^ ''

the censuses are to be ante-dated. The effect of the change in the

limits of the integral is to multiply the result in equation (Ij by
c c

r~n^ or to divide it by rn. Therefore, we have finallyj

P=P,'^i!:=i) (o,

rn
• logr

The mean population given in equation (2) will, when multiplied.

by 10 for decennial censuses, give the years lived corresponding

to the deaths in the 10 years.

120. The case of English Life Table Xo. 3 is special, because

it was based on the censuses of 6 June 1841 and 31 March 1851,

about 10 years apart, and on the deaths of the 17 years

1838—1854, or for a period covering 3^ years beyond the middle

of each of the census years. Dr. Farr therefore adjusted the

enumerated populations to bring them to the middle, and not to

the beginning, of the census years. "U'e thus have Pi and P.,

10 years apart, and r=P2-^Pi. To bring the population to the

beginning of the 17 years, that is, to a ])oint 3^ years antecedent

to the epoch of Pj, we multiply Pi by r~'^^, and the result we
may write P i_-3.5^. Similarly, to bring the population to the end

of the 17 years, that is 3^ years beyond P2, we multiply P^ by r'^,

thus producing Pio-:^ . Then, the rate of increase for the 17 years

is P(2-3.>;~="P,i--3;\> which we may write R, and we shall find that

11= r^', as it ought to be. The formula for the mean population

of the 17 years is then

^=
I .
^ l--35;I^^^^= P(l--33)

Yqo- K .... (3)

and the years lived in the 17 years amount to 17P.

121. On page xviii of the preface to his volume, "English
Life Table ", Dr. FaiT gives, in age groups, the enumerated

populations of the censuses of 1841 and 1851, adjusted to the

middle of these yearsj and on page xix he gives the logarithms of

the resulting years lived during the 17 years 1838 to 18-54, already

reproduced in par. 95 of this paper. He also explains his methods
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of procedure, which are equivalent to using the above formula (3),

and says that he dealt with 12 age groups separately. It may be

useful to take for example the age group 15 to 25. From
Dr. Farr's table on p. xviii, Pi = l,.511,602, and P^^ 1,671,634,.

Whence
logP2=6-2231412 log (R-1) =1-2708604

log Pj= 6- 1 794375 log k=1 '6377847

log?-= 0-0437037

log r^ '= log R= 0-0742963
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device Mr. A. C. Waters, Chief Clerk, General Register Office,

has overcome this difficulty. He first published his method in a

short and most interesting paper in the Jonrnal of the Royal

Statistical Society, vol. Ixiv, p. 293; and he went again into

the matter in Part I of the Supplement to the 65th Annual

Report of the Registrar-General, p. cxvii. On both occasions he

dealt with the populations of districts as compared with the

population of the total area; but the method is equally applicable

to age groups in the data for the construction of a mortality

table, and was used for the London Life Table {see page 3 of

Sir Shirley F. Murphy^s Report, spoken of in par. 29 of this

paper), and also for the more recent tables of the Registrar-

General. The following is a demonstration of the formula of

Mr. Waters.

123. Let P, be the total population at the first census, and

let it increase in geometrical progression to rPj at the second,

n years later; and let tti be the population in any particular age

group at the first census, and tt^ that at the second, and let

TTi^aP] and 7r2= /3(rPi)

and let a pass to yS during the n years in arithmetical progression.

Then, after a period, t, the proportion of irt to P,; will be

a+(^—a)t. That is

7ri= r^P,{a+(/3-a)/}

= aV,(l-ty+ {PrVy';^.

But (aPj)= 7ri, and (ySrPi)=7r2.

Therefore ^^^7-,(l_/),.^+ 7r2— (4)

124. Now to obtain the mean population of tbe group

during any time, say from h to h + t, we must integrate, and take

the integral within these limits. That is, if tt be the mean
population of the group,

rh+ t rh + t
7ror''+ *

'n-= Tri\r^dt— 7rMi*dt-\ '~-\tr^dt .... (5)

The value of the first integial on the right of equation (5) is

TTi r • For the other two terms \\q must evaluate the
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integral jlrUlt. That is easily done by integrating by parts.

We have

1
tr*dt=\t ^

I \r

= i("-'-H)

tr* r*

\r {\ry

or between the limits h and h + t

tr^dt= ^-^^^ ' - '--., +

(6)

I/, \r \r {\ry (Xr)"-*

125. Therefore,

126. If now the censuses are taken the fraction c of a year on

in the year, we must write for h. Also, we must take /= 1.

We thus have for the mean population of the group for the

iutercensal period.

7r=
c

r>0\jr

+ ^{l-^Vr+i)l- • • (8)
-^ 1 r \n XrJ

)

r"Ar

This value must be multiplied by n to give the years lived in the

intercensal period. For the purpose of numerical calculation, it

.^ lo2:r
J,

-

is convenient to write —— tor a?'.
K

127. The correctness of formula (8) is evident, because if we

substitute Pi for tt, and rVi for ttz, we at once have formula (2).
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Table I. Carlisle Moiiality Taljle.

Original Data, distributed to each year of age ; first, hy Milne hy his

Graphic Method ; and, second, hy the New Method of Osailatory

Interpolation by means of logarithms, explained in paragraph 92.

Age
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Table I

—

c&ntimied. Carlisle Mortality Table.

Original Data, disirihuted to each year of age ; first, hy Milne by his

Graphic Method ; and, second, by the Neto Method of Oscnlafory

Interpolation hy rneayis of logarithms, explained in paragraph 92.
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Table II. Carlisle Modality Table.

Values of qx, according to the vanoiis methods of construction shovjn

in paragraph 92.
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Table II

—

continued. Carlisle Mortality Table.

Values of qx, according to the various methods of construction sho^on
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Table III. Carlisle Moiiality Table.

Compaiisan of the Third Differences of qx, 10^6^qx, according to the

various inefh
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Table III

—

continued. Carlisle Mortality Table.

Comparison of the Third Differences of qx, IQ'B^qx, according to the

various methods of construction slwwn in imragraph 92.
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Table IY. Carlisle Table.

Prohability of living 5 years, according to the various methods of

construction shown in xmragraph 92.
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Table VI. English Life Table, iVo. 3, Males.

Values of qx and its Third Difference, by the Reconstructed Table,

and by the Table of Dr. Farr.

Aiie
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Table VI

—

continued. English Life Table, No. 3, Males.

Values of qx and its Third Difference, by the Reconstructed Table^

and by the Table of Dr. Fair.

Age

55
6
7
8

9

60
1

2

3

4

65
6

7
8
9

70
1

2
3
4

75
6

7
8
9

80
1

2
3

4

85
6
7
8
9

90
1

2
3

4

95
6
7
8
9

100
1

2

3

4

105

Reconstructed Table

ix

02360
•02499

•02661
•02845

•03044

•03254

•03177

•03713

•03967

•04250

•04574

0i941
•05360

•05829

•06339

•06882

•07461

08074
•08730
09448

•10246

•11130
•12110

•13182

•14324

•15515

•16758

•18017

•19399

20855

•22453

•24199
•26110

•28205

•30509

•33042

•35831

•38902
•42261

•45900

49806
•53980
•58420
•63115

•68044

•73180

•78478

•83886
•89335

•94739

100000

lQr-h\^

- 1

- 7
- 4
+ 2

+ 5

+ 11

+ 12

+ 2
+ 9

- 2
- 9
- 8
+ 3
_ 2

+ 9
+ 19
+ 18
+ 6
+ 10

- 4
-22
-21
+ 3

- 6

+ 17
+ 41
+ 38
+ 6

+ 17

+ 19
+ 25
+ 20
+ 27
+ 26

+ 6
- 8
-13
+ 1

Q

-11
-21
-27
-45
-52

-69
-86
-98

Table of Dr. Fark

<lx

•02454
•02584
•02725

•02882

•03058

•03252

•03468

03708
03974
•04267

•04591

04946
05337
•05763

•06227

•06728

•07270
•07855
•08483

•09157

•09876
10641
•11454
•12316

•13226

•14184

•15193

•16251

•17356

•18511

•19714

•20965

•22263

•23604

24992

•26420

27889
•29399
30944
32524

•34137

•35779
•37448

•39142

•40856

•42588

•44335

•46095

47863
•49636

51411

\QP^\^

+ o
+ 3

+ 1

+ 4
+ 2

+ 2

+ 1

+ 4

+ 5

-1
+ 3
-1
+ 4
+ 2

+ 3
-1
+ 1

+ 2

+ 1
-1

+ 3
-2
-2
+ 3
-2

-1
-4
+ 4
— 7
+ 1

-6

_2
-4
-2

— o
-2
-3
-2
— 5
-3
-3

Age

55
6
7
8
9

60
1

2

3

4

65
6

7

8

9

70
1

2

3

4

75

6
7

8

9

80
1

2

3

4

85
6
7

90
1

2

3

4

95
6

7
8

9

100
1

2

3

4

105

VOL. XLII.
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Table YII. English Life Table, Xo. 6, JIales.

Values of Qx and its Third Difference, by the Reconstrxided Table,

and by the Table of the Registrar-General.

A^e
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Table \ll—cmtinued. Enfjllsh Life Table, Xo. 6, Males.

Values of qx and its Third Difference, by the Reconstruded Table,

and by the Table of the Registrar-General.

B
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Table YIII.

ProhahiUty of living 5 years, by the following Tables :

English Life Table, Xo. 3, Males, by Dr. Farr.

Do. do. Pieconstruded.

English Life Table, No. 6, Males, by Registrar-General.

Do. do. Bemn^inided.

Age
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Table X.

Probability of living 5 years, and Probability of living 10 yeais.

By the Institute of Actuaries' H^''^ Table, and

By th^ British Offices'
0^^'^ Table.

Age
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Table Xo. 3 that the values of px obtained from the extrapolated

values of log 2T;i. and log l^ were found to increase at an advanced

age ; but the original method of constructing Aalues of 2Ta; and I^c

separately was continued to the end of life in respect to English

Life Tal )ie Xo. 6. There was a small theoretical point in connection

with Milne's method of construction of the Carlisle Table. If the

ordinates for the population curves Avere read from the middle of

the age space for each year of age, the population living in the

middle of the year was obtained, Avhich would not be the same as

the mean population throughout the year, the latter being the

function required to obtain mj.. Mr. King, later in his paper, dealt

with a somewhat similar point with regard to the difference between

the mean population and the population in the middle of the census

period.

The second part of the paper dealt with the method of Osculatory

Interpolation, as applied to Life Table construction ; and in Table II

Mr King ga^'e four constructions of the Carlisle Table. On reference

to constructions C and D, it would be seen how harmonious were

the two series, and how smooth the resulting curves. Moreover, as

the figures Avere based on quinquennial values of log Qj-, obtained

direct from the population and deaths, it was probable that the

table conformed very closely to the original facts. "With regard to

the reconstructions of English Life Tables Xo. 3 and Xo. 6, a

striking feature was the hea^y rates of mortality shown at the

advanced ages. To ascertain the effect of these rates on functions

involving the rate of interest, he had calculated the values of

annuities at 3 per-cent by both the official and the re-constructed

tables. Of course, at the younger ages, the annuities ran very

closely together ; for instance, at age 30, the official Table Xo. 6

gave 19-307, against 19-306 by the re-constructed Table ; and it was

only at the older ages that any great diff"erence Avas found in the

annuity-A-alues. The effect on premiums at the usual insuring ages

AA'ould therefore be A'ery small; but there Avould be a slight increase

in reserves on policies of long duration under the re-constructed

table.

With regard to the re-construction of English Life Table Xo. 6,

taking Mr. King's Px A'alues, he had constructed a table of T^, and

had calculated the ratio of deaths to i)opulation for groups of ages,

and had then compared these ratios Avith those obtained from the

mean populations and deaths given in paragraph 103 of the paper.

He found that the ratios ran very closely throughout the table,

except in age group 10 to 15, Avhere Mr. King's figures gave a mean

annual rate of mortality of -299 per-cent, Avhile the ratio obtained

from the original facts AA-as -245 per-cent. He Avas aware that it

Avas not strictly correct to comjiare ratios obtained from a stationary

population Avith those obtained from a ffuctuating population, OAving

to differences in the age constitution of the groups, but in vieAV of

the close agreement that existed throughout practically the A\'hole of

the table he Avould be glad if Mr. King Avould elucidate the reason
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of the discrepancy in this group, as he Tvas imable to see any explan-

ation. Mr. King pointed out that the re-constructed Tables Xos. 3

and 6 were constructed on identical principles ; they thus formed

convenient instruments for comparing the mortality during the

decennium, 1891 to 1900, with that of a period fifty years earlier.

In that connection, there was a small point to which he should like

to refer. The mean populations for the English Life Table Xo. .3

were obtained l)y Dr. Farr for each group of ages separately, while

in the English Life Table Xo. 6 he believed Mr. Waters" method
was used to obtain the mean population. It would be interesting

to know whether Mr. King considered the difference in the methods
employed would have an appreciable effect on the rates of

mortality" ]

It was certainly satisfactorj^ to find that, in spite of the heavy

rates of mortalitj- shown at advanced ages by the latest Population

Table, Mr. King was of opinion that the Aritality of the nation was
impro^ing throughout the whole of life. If the theory were held

that medical science and improved hygienic conditions had conduced

to preserve the lives of the weakly and unfit, it might be expected

that an increase in the rates of mortality would be shown earlier

than age -50. In this connection it was interesting to compare the

relative effect of various diseases on the rates of mortalitj* at

different ages. For instance, tuberculosis and phthisis had their

maximum effect on the rates of mortality at the young ages, and
up to the period of middle life. These diseases had shown a very

great decrease in the half-centurj' under consideration. On the

other hand, there was the alleged increase in cancer. He was aware

that he was on debateable ground with respect to this alleged

increase, but his point was that the effect of cancer on the rates of

mortality attained its maximum at ages beyond the middle of life,

or what might be termed the mature ages. If, therefore, there

should be a continued decrease in tuberculosis and phthisis, coupled

with an increase in cancer, the effect on the rates of mortality would
be somewhat similar to that shown by the English Life Table Xo. 6

as compared with the English Life Table Xo. 3. While putting this

forward as a subsidiarj^ cause, there was no doubt that the main
reason for the heaAw rates of mortality shown by the later table was,

as Mr. King states, the increased accuracy in the ages given in the

Population and Deaths Returns, and he thought that this increased

acccuracy was perhaps due, to some extent, to the growth of insur-

ance amongst the industrial classes.

Dr. JAMES DLXLOP (Superintendent of Statistics in the

General Register Office for Scotland) questioned whether the

observations derived from population statistics were good enough
to have applied to them such extremely delicate and refined

methods. It was common knowledge that the population statistics,

although valuable up to a certain extent, had their limitations.

Census reports were faulty at the early ages, there was a vast

amount of ignorance, for example, as to what was meant by
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a two-year old child, whether it was a child that had passed its

second birthday, or one that was approaching its second birthday.

The Census returns throughout the middle period, and also at

the later periods of life, showed also aggi'egations at the round
numbers. That could be allowed for by the methods suggested

by Mr. King. The later ages, he thought, were universally

acknowledged to be absolutely untrustworthy. Those remarks

applied to Census returns, of which his experience was very

limited, but exactly the same fallacies were observed in death

returns, and he need hardly say that defects in death returns

interfered with the construction of a life table more than those in

Census returns, especially at the younger and older ages. He was
afraid the inaccuracies in death returns were increasing, because the

custom of insuring among the working classes was on the increase,

and there Avas a tendency for people, for fraudulent reasons, to

understate their age. It might not be so in better-class insurance

methods, where birth certificates were obtained, but the labouring

classes, with regard to insurance, funeral societies, &c., habitually

understated their ages, and a large number of the registration

figures were influenced thereby.

The experience of insurance offices was infinitely more accurate,

but population statistics were very much greater in extent,

there are errors from paucity of figures in one case, and from
wrong observations in the other. His contention was that, Avhen

the original observations were more or less faulty, very highly-

refined methods Avere not really applicable, or necessary. Life

tables AA'ere of A-alue in comparing difterent communities at diflerent

periods, and serial tables were required, and for that i)urpose it Avas

necessary to have simple and comparatively handy methods of

construction. In his own office in Edinburgh he had constructed,

by Farr's short method, modified bj- Dr. HayAvard, a series of tables

for Scotland, from the commencement of registration up to the

year 1901, and Dr. Haj'AA-ard had constructed similar tables for

England. The latter are all published in the Journal of the Sfafisdcal

Society. He had tested the accuracy of that short method by
comparing Dr. HaysA'ard's 1891-1900 Table A^ith the Eegistrar-

Generars Table for the same period, for males and females, and
he had tested his oaa-u by comparing it AA'ith a Life Table for

Scotland prepared by Dr. Adam, of Glasgow, by Milne's method
{see appended tables). He thought the members AA'ould agree A\-ith

him that the difterences Avere A-ery small, and, in fact, the

comparison AA-as a fairly good demonstration of the practical accuracy

of the shorter method.
Taking the English Male Life Table of Dr. Hayward, he found

the maximum diflerence in the expectation of life amounted to only
•09 of a year, Avhilst in the Female Table, the maximum diflerence

was only -12 of a year. He had added another column to those

tables expressing the diflference as a percentage of the Eegistrar-

General's Tables, and the maximum percentage, until the age of 85
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Comparison of Life Talks constructed ly SlioH Method with

Extended Life Tables.

Expectation of Life, 1891-1900.

Age
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Comparison of Life Tables constructed by Short Method with

Extended Life Tables.

Expectation of Life, 1891-1900.

Age
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was reached, was only -58 per-cent for Male Lives, and -80 per-

cent for Female Lives. His own male life table, when compared

Avith that of Dr. Adam, showed a maximum difference of -08,

and the female table a maximum difference of •12. He did not

think that any actuarial tables could be expected to go very

much nearer the mark than that. "What he claimed for the

short method was that it was readily accessible, simple, required no

elaborate methods for working it out, and was comparatively rapid.

He had no doubt whatever that the other method had far greater

accuracy, but he questioned whether the observations were good

enough to bear so accurate a method.

Mr. King and the pre\-ious speaker harl both referred to the

comparison which was now possible between an extended table for

England in the middle of the last century, and the extended table

for England of the present centurj', and he was very much
interested in that comparison, because it clearly showed that

there had been a very marked increase in the expectation of

life at early ages, whilst in middle life, the expectation of life was

not now so large as preA"iously. That result was identical with

that obtained by comparing Dr. Haywards table of the earlier

period with tables for the later periods, and in harmony with

what he had found in his own tables, and Avith other statistics.

The great change affecting those matters in the second half of the

last century was the introduction of public health legislation, and
concurrently there had been a great decrease in the amount of

preventible disease—fevers, .small-pox and so on—diseases which

affected children and younger adults much more than older people.

Mr. LIDSTOXE, who was prevented from attending the

Meeting, communicated the follo^Anng remarks :

Mr. King's very Aaluable paper—which fills a long-standing gap

in the Transactions of the Institute—is so largely based upon

Sprague's Osculatorj' Interpolation Formula that a few remarks

regarding that formula may be useful, more especially as it has not,

up to the present, received much attention. The first point that

strikes one in connection with that foiTQula is that, as jxtinted out

by Mr. King, and prenously by Dr. Karup, all the terms except the

last agree with the ordinary interpolation formulas. Xow, if the

ordinary formulas be used to obtain two sets of interpolation

results, namely, one based upon all the given points except the

first, and the other upon all the given points excepjt the last, it may
be shown that these two sets of interpolations will also only differ

in the last term. It follows, therefore, that the interpolated results

produced by the osculatorj^ fonnula may be regarded as a olend of

the two ordinary interpolated values. In the case of the third-

diiference formula, it vdW be found that the blend is in the propor-

tion of .v; times the second curve to (1 - ./) times the first curve,

where x is the interval of interpolation.* This was a mode of

* See the demonstration given on pp. .39i-7.
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blending Avhich was actually used by some of the Census statisticians,

before the sine curve was adopted.

In the case of the Fifth-diflference Formula, the proportions of

the blend are not so simple, but it happens, rather curiously, that

the proportions are numerically very close to those obtained by the

sine curve. This will be seen from the following examples

—

Interval of
i.sterpolatton
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extent, one of graduation as well as interpolation. Owing to the

form in which the data are alone available, he had no option as to

the fixed points between which to interpolate. It is, however,

much to be desired that in future the figures should be published

(or, at least, should be available for research workers) for each

indi\"idual age, and not only in arbitrarj- age groups. If this were
done, and the figures set out graphically, other points, possibly not
equidistant, might be seen to fall nearer the smooth curve, and
therefore form a better basis for interpolation, which Avould not
present any gi'eat arithmetical difficulty if the appropriate foi'mula

were adopted. (See J. I.A. xiv, .30-1 ; xv", 116-7 ; De Morgan,
DifF. and Int. Calc, pp. -550-1.) Moreover, the publication of

such figures would render possible many interesting and valuable

experiments based on the most modern statistical processes.

The arithmetical work of the interpolations may be reduced and
simplified by means of an ingenious plan, due to Dr. Karup, which
applies equally to ordinary and osculatory interpolations, and
deserves to be more widely known. By this plan, instead of

calculating the leading differences separately for each interval, it is

sufficient to calculate these leading differences for the first internal

alone, together with a continuous and easily calculated adjustment
of the highest difference only as Ave progress from interval to

interval. This process is not only shorter, but also much less liable

to error.*

Considering now the general effect of the osculatory interpola-

tion, it has been seen that (in Mr. King's Avords) "breaks of

continuity are smoothed away " by means of an artificially con-

structed final term in the formula. The adjustment thus introduced,

in comparison with the ordinarj' formula, changes sign and has the
form of a double or serpentine wave. Where the higher differences

do not rapidly diminish (as where the data are irregular), the effect

may be to secure the smoothness of junction at the expense of a
certain waAiness in the graduated curA-e, and it is interesting to

note that there are signs of this waAiness in Mr. King's Table III,

where the third-differences in many cases show somewhat A-ioleut

breaks in the centre of the quinary groups. Probably this is of no
practical importance, but it seems to point to the fact that no
adA-antage aa-IU be obtained by including the higher orders of

differences (in making the interpolations), when these differences

shoAv a tendency to increase or be highly irregular.

Sir EDWAKD BRABROOK referred to the questions as to the
improvement in the duration of Life. According to the obserA'atiocs

of the late Mr. Sutton, an ex-President, and Mr. A. AV. Watson, a
Fellow of the Institute, among the members of friendly societies

the duration of life has certainly increased within the last 50 years,

and the curious circumstance was that at the same time the amount
of sickness pay which friendly societies had to proA-ide for had also

increased, and the suggestion had been made that the reason was

* See the demonstration siren ou pp. 385-91.
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that the members of friendly societies had ^o^v a longer time to live

and be sick than they had before. He did not know whether Mr.

King agreed with that view of the case.

Sir SHIRLEY MURPHY (Medical Officer to the London

County Council), with reference to the increased improvement shown

at the older ages in the English Life Tables in recent years, said

that Dr. Ogle discussed that matter about the year 1885, and

concluded that a vast number of children with permanently unsound

constitutions who, under former conditions, would have perished in

youth, are now saved from early death by sanitary interference, and

these grow up to adult life, and diminish the average healthiness of

the adult classes, and so add to their death rates. He thought that

M-as probably the best exi^lanation available of the phenomenon,

and it was interesting to note that the increase was practically a

transitory one. Taking the death rates of an early decennial period,

and comparing them with a subsequent decennial period, it was

found that the ages Avhich showed the increase were gradually

diminished, so that, with each subsequent decennial period, the

improvement tended increasingly to be shown at younger ages. So

much so, indeed, that taking the 1851-60 figixres as a standard, one

would anticipate that, in two or three decennia more, the

phenomenon would cease to be conspicuous. The question was,

why it manifested itself in the English Life Tables, and not in the

other tables, to which Mr. King had referred. He thought it must

be a matter of medical selection, and it looked as if the insurance

societies did contrive by their selection to save themselves from

taking lives that had lieen perpetuated in that way. Mr. Sharman

.had spoken of the deaths from phthisis and cancer as possibly

aftbrding an explanation. He felt ^ery much in sjnnpathy with

what Mr. Sharman said about deaths from phthisis, although with

regard to cancer it was necessary to bear in mind the excellent

piece of work done by Dr. Xewsholme some years ago, which be

believed discredited the xieyv that cancer was increasing.

Mr. a. C. WATERS (Chief Clerk, General Register Office)

said that no people were more painfully conscious of the

mis-statements of age occurring in the national returns, both of

census and deaths, than the officials at Somerset House, but they

had good reason to believe that the inaccuracy had decreased very

largely in recent years. In compiling the last Census Report, they

tried to bring the figures for successive censuses into relation with

each other, by estimating the number of deaths that had occurred

in groups of ten years between one census and another. In some

cases, of course, the figures were affected by migration, but those

relating to the higher ages were extremely interesting. They took

the number at 75 years and upwards in each of five censuses, and

the number at 85 years and upwards in the following censuses, and

by methods of interpolation tried to fit the deaths in intervening

years to the persons who had started at 75 and upwards. They

calculated how manv there should have been living at 85 and
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upwards in 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891, and 1901, and compared the

result ^\•itll the census results. In 1861 there were returned 4-7

persons aged 85 and upwards to every one they expected to find

;

in 1871 there were 3-5
; in 1881, 2-1

,;
in 1891, l-t ; and, in 1901,

1-2. Therefore the figures in the Census Eeports and the Death
Eegisters were beginning to come into agreement.

There could not be the least doubt that the comparative results

at the older ages, indicated above, would largely account for the

apparent decrease of the expectation of life at some of the higher

ages. The same sort of thing was no doubt carried back to ages 6-5

and 75 in a smaller degi'ee. He mentioned that in order to show
how the records had improved, but there was room for greater

accuracy even now. Whether improvement would go on he was
not quite certain, because, as old-age pensions came forward, it

might l)e found that many people would be prematurely returned as

65 years old or more—just as it was known that their ages were
understated when they insured their lives.

Mr. King had been rather severe on the Somerset House
authorities for their extrapolation at the higher ages, l)ut he thought
they had only the choice between exti'apolation and the assumption
of an arbitrary extreme age, which, as it seemed to him, depended
upon two or three things, the radix of the table for one thing.

For example, if the English Life Table had been on the radix of a

thousand instead of a million lives, the last age would have Ijeen

95 or 96 years; if it had been on 10,000 the age would have gone
to 100 ; and dealing with ten millions, or one hundred millions, it

could hardly be cut off" at 105. At any rate, they did not consider

that the figures at higher ages had any weight as scientific facts, but
they hoped, as years went on, the statistics would become more
accurate. Mr. Sharman had pointed out that the errors at the

higher ages did not appreciably aftect actuarial values, such as annuity
values, and annual premiums for assurances ; and no doubt the
number of years lived in the working portion of life, say between
the ages of 20 and 65, was by far the most important part of a

National Table.

In paragraph 42, Mr. King began by saj-ing "Let there be six

consecutive quantities", and perhaps wrongly, he (Mr. "Waters) got
the idea into his head that somehow or other the interpolation was
to depend on those six ordinates. When he came to paragraph 55,

he found it was said "But when the method is applied to curves of

higher orders than the fifth, or to curves of functions which are not
rational and integral, the fifth difference error may be regarded as

an approximate correction for the sixth or higher orders of

differences." He could not understand that, for he found, when he
went through it, that the whole of the curve was decided simply
and wholly by those six ordinates y^ to 2/5. There could be
nothing in that curve that brought in the unkno^wn y^^ or y-.

However, the matter became more clear to him in the follo\nng
manner. He took it that, in the first place, one ascertained from
the five ordinates what the direction of the tangent and the radius
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of curvature would be at the middle ordinate ; then one took
another set of five ordinates, from y^ onwards, and decided from
those what would be the direction of the tangent and the radius of

curvatiu-e at the next points, y.j and y^, and so went right through.

Then one came back to the points y.,, y-s, y^, &c., and inserted

a separate curve of the fifth degree between each two consecutive

ordinates. The six data for each curve were the length of the

ordinate, the direction of the tangent, and the radius of curvature

at each end of the curve ; but the curve that went through y^ and
g/3 would not go through y^ and y^, still less would it bring into

account the unknown y^ or y-;.

"With regard to the question in what life tables Dr. Farr used
his first method, he thought, but was not quite sure, that the
first method was used for Life Tables 1 and 2. With regard to

Life Table Xo. i, that was not worked out in the same way as

Table 3, but was based on Table 3 by a rather curious method.
Mr. Xoel Humphreys had brought before the Statistical Society a
rough Life Table, in which, having worked out the probabilities

of life at certain ages, and compared them vriih the values of the
probabilities in Life Table Xo. 3, he assumed a constant proportion

between the -j^x of one table and the 2^j; of the other, through each

decennial age period. Life Table Xo. 4 was based on Life Table
No. 3 in the same manner, except that, instead of using a constant

multiplier for a group of ten years, they roughly graduated the

multipliers. When they came to Life Table X'^o. 5, they tried to

improve on all the preA"ious methods, and to get rid of some olmous
defects ; and he was glad to learn from Mr. King's paper that the

results had so well borne the test of his skilful analysis.

Mr. Lidstone had already called attention to the method of

blending ; the first time it was used was in the graduated table of

ages, published in the Census Report of 1891, and there the factors

•9, -8, . . . .
-1 were used as multipliers for the terms of the

outgoing series, and the factors -1, -2, ... .
-9 as multipliers for

the terms of the overlapping portion of the incoming series. The
result was a smoother graduation than had been obtained by
abutting series, but it still left something to be desired. Between
the publication of that Graduated Table and the calculations of

the Life Table, the method of sines was suggested, and this has

been used in all subsequent graduations.

One speaker had referred to the desirability of having the

separate ages given in the Census Reports, so that they could be

used by actuaries and others. He could not say that that would be

done, but the members might be aware that an exiieriment on a

fairly large scale was made in the last Census Report, and the result

was distinctly encouraging. It was found that, although there was
a crowding about the ages which were multiples of ten, that

crowding was less than had been exi'jected. There was nothing in

England to use for comparison, except Tables of Deaths 70 years

ago ; but the crowding was not nearly so great in the English

figures as in those for Australia and Xew Zealand, and some rather
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old figures for Ireland. It was found not only that the crowding was

not very great now in the English figures, but that it appeared to

be on that side of the round number that would not aftect the

figures if thrown into groups of five years. Probably, at the next

census, the Department would be justified in publishing figures for

every age, at least for a large part of the population. He could

not say that it would be done, l)ut he hoped it might. It was a

matter of pounds, shillings and pence, and they had to look to the

Treasury in that connection.

Mr. G. F. hardy, in closing the debate, thought that, although

Mr. King hardly professed to cover more than the mathematical

part of the subject, leaA-ing aside such practical questions as the

nature of the errors in the census and registration returns, and

methods of dealing -\Wth them, there could be no doubt that the

paper was one of verj' great importance, and the conclusions reached

of great interest. The first impression of many who had heard the

paper read might be in sympathy A^dth the feeling expressed by

Dr. Dunlop, that the Census and Registration Statistics were too

untrustworthy to require the elaborate methods of treatment which

Mr. King had described ; but it must be admitted that, at all

events, methods of dealing with these statistics were called for

which would not introduce into the resulting tables any systematic

errors, other than those which were inherent in the data. .Certain

methods made use of in the past had undoubtedly done this, as

Mr. King very clearly showed. The erroneous character of the

assumptions made by Dr. Farr in forming the English Life Table

No. 3 had been long known in a general way, but the precise eftect

of those assumptions on the resulting table had not, so far as he

was aware, been thoroughly investigated before. "When the

enormous labour involved in the production of the English Life

Tables No. 3 and its subsidiary tables was considered, the importance

that had been attached to it, and the extent to which it had been

used, it was a matter of regret that the eff'ect of the assumptions

on which they were based were not tested, before using them, instead

of so many years afterwards. The table given in par. 22 of

Mr. King's paper showed how that might very easily have been

done, by comparing the values of the central death rate, or force of

mortality, as deduced by Dr. Farr's method, applied to a stationary

population such as that represented by the Tex1>Book Mortality

Tables, vnih the known values of these functions. If factors

representing a rate of increase had been incorporated with the life

table, the difference between the two sets of values at the older

ages would have been still more marked. As errors of the same
kind were introduced into the table by over-statements of age after

about age 6-5 in the Census Returns, it would be seen that in the

English Life Table No. 3 they had a table where the method of

construction had exaggerated the effect of the errors in the original

data. In the General Census Report of 1901 there was a table of great

interest, already referred to by Mr. Waters, which dealt with this

question of the over-statement of ages at the Censuses since 1861 up

VOL. XLII. u
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to the present time. He was not sure that the basis of that table could

be considered as absolutely satisfactory, and it probably exaggerated

the extent of the over-statement, but it certainly showed that at the

earlier Censuses this over-statement was a very important element,

and must seriously interfere with any comparison that could now be

made, between the tables of mortality deduced from these earlier

Census Returns and those deduced from the more recent ones.

Leaving, for a moment, the question of errors of data, Mr. King's

method of procedure -N-irtually consisted in employing the ''oscula-

tory "' formula of interpolation, first lirought forward Ijy Dr. Sprague;

and, although the process might appear very elaborate when
compared with Farr's simple but unsatisfactory assumption, the

additional labour involved was well repaid by the result. Mr. King
might claim by this method to have \-irtually got rid of errors in

the resulting tables, other than those due to the data. The method
had been very fully illustrated by the examples given in the paper.

He was not quite sure that, in the case of the Carlisle Table, it was
not a good method wasted on very bad material. The curves of

the Carlisle populations and deaths were of a very complicated

character, and probably did not approximately represent the real

facts, the A-iolent inflexions in the curve representing, most probably,

large systematic errors in age statement. In spite of this, however,

—thanks to the method employed by Milne, which, although it was

a rough and ready one, was sound in principle—a valuable table was

produced from this unpromising material, fairly free from systematic

error, except that of an exaggerated vitality at the oldest ages, due

to the over-statements of age in this part of the table. The
formulas made use of by Mr. King seemed to carry the interpolation

method nearly as far as it could be carried, but he thought it

possible that still better results might be obtained by determining

and taking into account the general character of the curves

representing the population and deaths ; if not actually fitting curves

to the statistical numliers, at least making use of such curves as a

basis for interpolation. He had from time to time made use of this

system, and had tried one or two experiments with the male

population curves over the period 1891-1901, as given in the paper,

and with the corresponding figures for 1901 only, using the logs of

the population living at age ./; and upwards, and it would appear to

be practicable to represent the figures by comparatively simple

expressions throughout adult life. For instance, the 1901 figin-es,

treated in this way, could be represented from age 2-5 to age 8-5, with

a very small percentage of error, simply by a constant added to the

sum of two geometrical series, and, taking into account the general

character of the curve, it was possible to minimize the difficulty of

extrapolating at the extremes of the table. Mr. King had no doubt

reduced the errors due to extrapolation by his method of assuming

that the values of q^ became = 1 at age 10."), but he thought it

woidd be better to base the results at the old ages on the known
general trend of the curve.

Thei'e were some minor points to which he might be allowed to
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refer, one Ijeiiig the (luestiou of calculating the mean population at

an inter-censal period. Mr. King had deduced formulas of some
complexity, on the assumption that the population was increasing in

the form of a geometrical progression, and that appeared to be the

assumption always made. But was it really accurate 1 Taking the

figures of the censuses from 1801 to 1901, it would be seen that the

population had by no means increased in geometrical progression

throughout. From 1811 to 1811, a period of thirty years, the

male population of England and AVales increased almost exactly in

arithmetical progression, and so again for the following twenty years.

Since 1861, the progression had been more in the form of a

geometrical series, but not by any means exactly so, as there had
been considerable change in the rate from decennium to decennium.

All that could be said was that, on the whole, it was probably moi'e

accurate to assume a geometrical rate of increase rather than an
arithmetical, but neither of those assumptions could be looked upon
as strictly accurate. If such accuracy were desirable, it might be

better, perhaps, that the numbers between the two censuses should

be computed by reference to the births and deaths registered from
year to year in the intervening period, and, so far as these were
available, from the ainiual Migration Returns. By that means,

spreading any correction required over the Migration Eeturns, he

believed a more accurate mean population would be obtained than

by the simple assumption of a geometrical increase.

In conclusion, he wished to say that it was eminently desirable

that attention should be given to the question of errors in the data,

and that their nature and extent should be systematically investigated.

Means, he thought, could be found to do that, and the proper

corrections applied. It was of the first importance, at any rate,

that they should have the actual facts in detail before them, and not

merely in the wide age-groups to which they were accustomed in

the past.

The president, in proposing a hearty vote of thanks to

Mr. King, said that he should like to express, on behalf of the

•Council and the Members of the Institute present, their appreciation

of the ])resence of distinguished guests who evinced great interest

in the subject under discussion. Sir Shirley Murphy had expressed

his opinion as to the causes why the increase in the vitality of the

community was apparent only at the younger ages, and he remarked
that the limiting age of improvement seemed to be shifting upwards,
and that one reason, perhaps, why, after age 15, the rate of

mortality was not quite as favourable as before, was that there were
passed into the higher ages lives which, but for the impro^ement in

medical science, would never have survived to those higher ages.

There was still doubt as to whether there had been an appreciable

increase in the longevity of the nation in recent years, and Mr. King's

paper had increased his (the President's) own doubts on the subject.

Persons who were not familiar with vital statistics frequently wrote
to the newspapers, and pointed out that there had been a great

improvement in the value of life, but he thought that the question
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at issue was one to which the doctor, the actuary, and others,

would all require to devote their close attention. The conflict of

experience between the insurance companies and the statistics of

the general population was remarkable, and called for fui'ther

explanation.

The Institute had also had the advantage of full explanation

from Mr. Waters of the various processes employed l)y the

authorities at Somerset House, in the preparation of the Mortality

Tables published by that Department. The most satisfactory

remark made by Mr. Waters was that there was every probability

that the appeal made by a former President of the Institute to the

Eegistrar-General, that the pulilic should be supplied with statistics

shoAving the population of both sexes at each individual age, and
not merely in groups, would be met in the next Census returns in

1911. While thankful for so much, he felt that the Eegistrar-

General might use his influence further, and he hoped that in

course of time the Censuses of the country would be taken

quinquennially, and not decennially. It was hardly necessary to

remind the meeting that several Continental countries had adopted

the quinquennial system, that the City of London published a

quinquennial Census, and that in 1890 a Commission recommended
the Local Government Board to adopt the quinquennial plan. He
sincerely hoped that his expression of opinion, representing, he
believed, the accepted AdeAv of the actuarial profession, might reach

the authorities at Somerset House, and impress on them the

importance of the change. They were indebted to Dr. Dunlop
for the information he had given with regard to population statistics

in Scotland. He himself had examined with great interest

Dr. Dunlop's numerous tables, pulilished in his Supplement to

the Registrai'-Generars Report for Scotland, 1905.

The vote of thanks was unanimously accorded.

Mr. G. king, in reply, said that Mr. Sharman had spoken of

the mean poimlation for a single year, and raised the question

whether, by merely reading oft' the ordinates for the middle of the

year, accuracy Avould be obtained. He did not think actuaries

need trouble themselves about taking the mean pojnxlation by any

minutely accurate method for one year only ; it Avould be a very

small matter indeed. Moreover, if the central death rate, ';?^t, were

taken, the middle population Avas really assumed ilx+^), Avliich

gave AvhatAvas required. He also did not think that the comparison

of the English Life Tables No. 3 and No. 6 Avas at all aft'ected by

the fact that the mean po]5ulations Avere obtained in sonicAvhat

different Avays. For the same reason he did not consider—although

it Avould be useful, of course, to obtain the most accurate mean
population possible—that Mr. Hardy's suggestions on this point

Avere of any A-ery vital significance. There Avas a table given in the

introduction to English Life Table No. 3, AA'herein Dr. Farr shoAved

the mean populations arrived at by different plans, plans differing

much more from each other than those betAveen the English Life

Tables No. 3 and No. 6, or betAveen the geometrical method given
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iu the paper, and the methods suggested by ^Ir. Hardy, and it

would be seen how veiy small the dijQFerenees were. The formulae

given in the paper, he need hardly point out, were not original on

his part at all ; they were merely derived from outside sources,

largely from the writings of Mr. Waters, and he had set them out

in his paper for the benefit of students, because the words "mean
population "" were constantly used in the paper itself.

Mr. Sharman had sptoken of the possible increase of cancer,

which was a disease of older age, as being, perhaps, the cause of the

apparent increase iu the rate of moitality at the older ages. He
would like to point out that, if that were so, then the same efl'ect

would be produced in the insurance tables, but it was not found
there, and he could only repeat what he said in his paper, that the

Institute of Actuaries' and the British Offices' experiences, taken

five years and more after the date of selection, were entu-ely

comparable. ^Eore particularly was that the case at the older ages,

60 and upwards, with which they were now dealing, where the

lives in both cases had been insured for a long time, and where the

absence of medical examination would have entirely ceased to have
any effect. He had no idea that the increase in the accuracy of the

national statistics was so marked as Mr. Waters seemed to bring

out by the figiues which he had submitted. He thought that

increase of accuracy exijlained the phenomenon. They had much
better statistics at the present time, and got much more near the

truth. He was perfectly certain that in the earlier tables the

vitality was exaggerated by the methods of construction adopted.

Dr. Dunlop had asked Avhether it was worth while, with such
defective observations, to apply complicated and exact methods, and
seemed to consider that the method put forward in the paper was
too complicated. He wished to point out that that method involved

something like a quarter, or not more than one-third, of the work
of the older methods, and he put it forward as simple, and invohing
ver}" much less trouble than the old plans, while at the same time
he thought it was much more accurate. If a thing were worth
doing at all, it was worth doing well, and, even at the cost of a
little trouble, if a National life table was being formed, it should be
the best table that could be produced. He thought that if the

facts were wrong, they ought to be adjusted, before the table was
made, but once haA^ing fixed on the facts on which the table was
to be based, the table itself should be made to conform to them as

closely as possible. He did think that his method made the tables

conform more accvu-ately to the original facts than the methods that
had hitherto been applied to the Xational tables, an opinion which
he thought would be confinued, if references were made to the qx
itself in Table 7. He was quite certain, from other observation.?,

that people had not such vitality as was indicated in the Official

Tables at the extreme ages, at any rate from 100 onwards, and it

was not found that the rates of mortality sho^^ni at these ages were
confirmed by the Insurance Tables.

He did not quite follow Mr. Waters when he said that it depended
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on the radix. Xot one of his (Mr. King's) tables had a radix, and

he ventured also to think that the Qx of the Official Table did not

depend on the radix at all, but was obtained by interpolation and
extrapolation, and that it was only at a later period that the radix

came in. He therefore considered that they were perfectly entitled,

irrespective of any radix, to fix their q at unity at some convenient

age, 105 or 110, and so bring the table to an end. He could not

help thinking that his tables corresijonded with the original data

much better than the Official Tal)le, and it was seen that the rate of

mortality was much higher than the extrapolation would make them
believe. Mr. Lidstone's communication was really on a kind of

subsidiary question, because the mere method of interpolation was
pure arithmetical work, and any good method of interpolation would

do equally well. Therefore, the use of his paper was not confined

to the method of interjiolation that was put forward, but it was
extremely interesting to hear of Mr. Lidstone's generalization of the

osculatory formula, also to hear how closely it corresponded to the

official method of the curve of sines. He hoped that the points

which Mr. Lidstone referred to would lie worked out by him, and

placed liefore the Institute more fully and completely.*

A Rerieiu of the Investments of Offices in recent years, with notes

on Stock Exchange Fluctuations and the future rate of

interest. By Philip L. Newman^ B.A.Cantab., F.I.A.,

Actuary of the Yorhshire Fire and Life Insurance Company.

T
[Read before the Institute, 24 February 1908.]

HE principles of investments ])roper to Life Offices were laid

down many years ago by Mr. S. Brown and Mr. A. H. Bailey,

and Mr. A. G. Mackenzie summarized them conveniently at the

beginning- of bis paper " On the Practice and Powers of Assurance

" Companies in regard to the Investment of their Life Assurance

" Funds " in 1891 {J.I.A., xxix, 185). These principles may be

said to be the laws which govern our practice ; but as in all such

matters, it is the application of the law which is of importance,

it may serve a useful purpose to-night to review, in the first place,

recent changes in the investments of the Offices and ascertain

their tendency; secondly, to consider the nature and causes of the

fluctuations in values which have recently been strikingly

prominent, .and finally to make some rough forecast of the future.

It is at once apparent, from the nature of securities easily

convertible at short notice, that though suitable for bankers,

they are not specially adapted for insurance companies, whilst

another great class of investors, namely, trustees and executors, are

Sec pp. 3S5-91 and 394-7 infra.
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usually limited to particularly s\-ell -secured investments^ either by

law, or by special provisions incorporated in the settlements or

the wills under which they act. The resulting competition

in these classes of gilt-edged securities is keen, large sums

constantly coming on the market for investment, so that the rates

of interest yielded are comparatively low, a fact which tends to

drive investors not so limited in power further afield. It is

not surjjrising, therefore, to find that many insurance companies

have of late years enlarged tht^ir power of investment, as it

is now^ recognized that to give ample discretionary power is

the wisest policy.

For the purpose of tracing the present tendency of the

practice of offices in respect of the various classes of securities in

which they invest, the figures given by Mr. D.Paulin [T.A.S.E.,\'\\,

231) have been brought up to date. In considering these results,

it must be remembered that there are many mixed companies,

transacting other than life business (chiefly tire), whose

assets are not divided. Their investments are not altogether

those which a purely Life Office would make, but the

distinction is not an important one, and in a mixed Company it is

rendered less so by the large preponderance of the life assets

over those applicable to the other businesses. I also present a

more detailed analysis of the assets of 16 life offices (either

transacting life assurance only or having separate investments ibr

the life business), which presents many features of interest. The

group is fairly representative, both geographically and in respect of

the various sizes of the offices included. There are 10 English

and 6 Scottish companies, and as to size, 2 of the offices have

assets of over 10 millions each, 3 between 5 and 10 millions,

5 between 3 and 5 millions, and 6 under 3 millions of assets
;

their total assets are over 73 millions and the funds are almost

entirely life funds, I should like to take this opportunity of

expressing my thanks for the assistance afforded me in compiling

this table.

In the annexed tables the total assets, not the invested

assets, have been taken as the basis for the percentages which the

difi"erent classes of investment bear to the whole. Table I shows

at intervals up to 1890, and for each year since that date, the

total investments as summarized by the Board of Trade since 1882,

and their summaries have been taken as they stand. Mr. Paulin

separated the figures relating to the mortgages in and out of

the United Kingdom up to 1894, and the figures for these group.^
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since tliat date have been extracted from the yearly returns. The

amounts invested are shown in Table I in hundreds of thousands

(the figures to the left of the comma are therefore millions of

pounds), and the figures are those published by the companies in

the year of the heading : they mostly refer to the amounts in

the balance sheet made up to the previous 31st December,

and were published by the Board of Trade in the following-

year. The assets of Table II refer to the accounts published

in 1907, most of the balance sheets being those of 31 December

1906. Mention may here be made of the fact that there are

several inconsistencies in the summary made up from year to year

by the Board of Trade. For example, in the case of one company,

"Loans on Debentures, Shares, &c.^' are classified as "Debentures^',

and, in two other instances, " Loans on Stocks and Shares",

as "Shares", but "Loans on Stock Exchange Securities"

in the case of another company are correctly put under

" Mortgages "
: again " Short Loans on Security " are classified

as "Loans on Personal Security", whereas they are probably

temporary loans on deposit of Stock Exchange securities, a class

of business which, although only done to a limited extent by

insurance companies, being mainly in the hands of bankers

and discount houses, yields a good rate of interest and is

perfectly sound if the securities are good and the usual

precautions are taken to see that there is a proper margin. It is

probable that all the above are loans of the same kind, and they

should of course not be tabulated under four different headings.

As a general rule, municipal stocks and debentures and municipal

securities are, when separately stated, classified by the Board of

Trade under loans on rates and not under debentures, and rent

charges are included in mortgages.

The most striking feature of these figures is of course the great

diminution in the proportion invested in mortgages in the United

Kingdom. The percentages have fallen steadily, with hardly a

fluctuation, during the whole time, dropping from 42'7 per-cent in

1885 to 22'6 per-cent in 1906. Even if the amounts be studied

instead of the percentages, it will be seen that from 1885 to 1894<

the mortgages remained at about 73 millions, after which period

they began to decline and reached their lowest in 1900 with Q7h

millions ; from this year onwards there has been an increase in the

amounts to 79 millions, although a decrease in the percentages

is still perceptible, notwithstanding the fact that the group

includes mortgages of reversions and life interests, a class of
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investment which has probably increased considerably in recent

years.

This great change cannot be ascribed to anv one cause, and

opinions will no doubt differ as to the most important reasons for

the decline. It mav be suf&cient therefore, to call attention to

the competition of trustees for well-secured mortgages on land,

and the competition of the small investor both for these

mortgages and also for mortgages on house property, as

owing to freedom from fluctuations in value, the collateral

security given by the usual margin and the personal covenant

of the borrower, a well-secured mortgage is a desirable form

of investment. \\'hen to these advantages is added a rate

of interest some ^ to J per-cent more than can be obtained

on trustee securities, no surprise need be felt that a very

large amount of trust money is thus invested. The demand

therefore, of these classes of investors reduces the rate of interest

yielded to such a point that other investments offer more attractions

to the companies, and when this competition is accompanied by a

large expanse in the field of investment, such as the opening out of

new countries, or an immense increase in Stock Exchange securities,

it is inevitable that the proportion which mortgages bear to the

rest of the assets should diminish ; as to the tendencj' now
observable for the amounts invested in this class to increase, this

mav well be, because of the considerable rise in the rate of

interest of late. Money having been difiicult to obtain and being

much wanted both for trade and speculative purposes, intending

mortgagors have been compelled to offer tempting terms for

accommodation, and I should not be surprised shortly to find

again a slight rise in the percentages of this class.

Turning to Table II, the percentage of 29'6 is several points

higher than that of Table I, and it will be noted that mortgages

on reversions and life interests are just over 25 per-cent of the

total amounts invested in this class.

The percentages in the case of mortgages out of the United

Kingdom ran to a maximum in 1895 and then declined steadily

until 1902, since which year they have been practically constant,

the Australian crisis in 1893 being probably responsible for this

feature, combined with the check to investment in South Africa

owing to the War. Most of the mortgages under this heading

are probably in British Colonies or Dependencies, but, although

it is impossible to say in what proportions, it is well known that

some Scottish Offices have invested money in Australia, and
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Canada lias recently offered a tempting field. Here again Table II,

with its percentages of GTS invested in this class, is above the

normal.

Loans on policies have increased of late years, probably in

consequence of the case with which they can be obtained in a

time of pressure.

Loans on rates and rent charges were at a maximum percentage

between 1880 and 1885, and after diminishing to a minimum in

1889, now show a pronounced tendency to increase. This is an

unsatisfactory mixed class to analyze, because the figures in the

Board of Trade Returns include, as above stated, mortgages by

Municipal and County authorities both at home and abroad, and

loans in the United Kino-dom on agricultural land, but as there

is no statutory obligation to state these figures separately

some offices will have included them among their mortgages.

Debenture stocks of the same bodies are probably excluded from

this class and among the debentures, so that it is scarcely

possible to draw any reliable inference from the figures. It is

hardly likely, however, that in recent years much addition has

been made to the class under consideration from United Kingdom

sources, as the larse increase in the local debt of En2;land and

Wales has been chiefiy brought about by means of issues of stock.

In British Government securities the noticeable feature is the

steady fall in the percentage, showing the recognition of the fact

that they are not suitable holdings. A slight rise was perceptible

in 1901-3, owing, doubtless, to some measure of investment ui the

National War Loan and other borrowings at that time. The

amounts invested were under 5 millions for many years prior

to 1901, but in three years they rose by 2^ nnllions. Since

1903 there has been a slight but perceptible fall both in

percentage and amount.

The Indian and Colonial Government securities have dropped

two points since 1895, from 7"5 to 5'5 per-cent, and the causes

for this are not far to seek. As regards Indian Government

stocks, all the issues (except Rupee paper) are Trustee investments,

which fact alone brings down the rate of interest. Notwith-

standing that on this account there may be but little invested

in these securities, it will be worth while^ in view of the

investments in Indian Corporations and Railways, to consider the

position of Indian finance, which has much improved in recent

years and is now much more stable and healthy than some 15

years ago. A good deal of this improvement may be attributed
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to the wise currency legislation of 1893 and 1899, the chief

features of which were the closing of the Indian Mints to

the free coinage of silver and making the sovereic:n leaal tender

in India at the rate of Is. 4:d. to the rupee. The difficulty, of

course, has ahvays been that the Indian Revenue is received

in silver and that about one-fourth of the Government disburse-

ments are in gold for payments due in England, the remittances

being usually effected by bills sold in London, drawn on the

Indian Treasuries. For over 20 years an almost continuous

decline took place in the rate of exchange from 2s. 3d. in 1871 to

1*. 3d. in 1893 owing to the fall in the price of silver.

When the Indian Mints were closed in 1893 the public were

given the right to demand from Government rupees in exchange

for gold at the rate of 15 rupees for £1. It was not until 1899

that the sovereign was declared legal tender, but since that time

the exchange value of the rupee has remained steady at about

Is. 4:d. To support the exchange the Government of India

holds a large gold reserve (over 13 millions) which has been

mainly obtained from profit on the coinage of rupees and

invested mostly in sterling securities. This improvement has

been effected notwithstanding some severe famines, and an

increase in the amount allotted to famine relief. The present

system appears to be an admirable one, for when the outlay

on direct famine relief is less than £1,000,000 the balance is

used either on the construction or maintenance of protective

railway and irrigation works or for the construction of works

that would otherwise entail borrowing. Thus it is ])Ossible in

famine years to borrow monies for relief to the extent of the sums

formerly spent in productive public works. I see that for

the period 1880-1 to 1906-7, nearly 13 millions were spent on

famine, 2h millions on irrigation work, 8h on protective railways

and 6i millions on reduction or avoidance of debt.

The pubHc debt is over ^£230,000,000, but of this, no less

than some 176^^^ millions are for railways and irrio-ation works and
revenue producing. Regard being had to the nature of the

tenure of our Indian Empire, Indian Governments Stocks stand

high in public estimation.

As regards Colonial Government securities which it has been

estimated form some two-thirds or three-fourths of the investments

in this group, they were throw'u open to trustee investments by

the Colonial Stock Act, 1900, and it is noticeable that since that

date the investments of the group have been practically stationary
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in amount. Before that time, however, the high prices of the

Australian issues had checked investment so that the decline in

the percentage dated, as before noticed, from 1895.

The relative position of Canadian stocks has much improved

of late years, due perhaps to some extent to the financial crisis in

Australia, and to the extensive borrowing in that country for many

years, but chiefly to Canada's own prosperity and progress. It

will be noted that only 2 per-cent of the assets in Table II is

invested in Colonial and Provincial Government securities, a

proportion which, even when Indian Government investments are

included, is much below the percentage of this group in Table I.

The next two classes will be dealt with later, as it is more con-

venient to pass on to the investments in land and house property

and ground rents. This item has increased in amount very

rapidly; from some 5 millions in 1880, it was 9 millions in 1885,

12 in 1890, 16 in 1895, over 21 in 1900 and is now over 28

millions. The percentages have also increased from 3*4 to 8.

The percentage has been fairly constant for the past five or six

years, showing that the growth in the group coincides with the

general increase in the total assets. From a consideration of the

figures of classes 18, 19, and 20 of Table II, it will be infei-red

that in all probability the amounts invested are fairly equally

divided between property and ground rents. The latter class has

probably grown more rapidly than the former, on account of the

facilities afforded in recent years by the rapid growth of London

and other large towns. If freehold ground rents are purchased

these not only aff'ord a fixed return, but a considerable increase

in value is usually anticipated when the leases fall in. Leasehold

ground rents are probably not so popular, but the price is corres-

pondingly low'er and they should thus, with the facilities which an

insurance company has over an individual mvestor for forming

and sustaining a sinking fund, be equally acceptable investments.

The nature of the corresponding securities is rather different in

Scotland where they are known as feu-duties, and are perpetual

rent charges with a good margin, but it is difficult to say

whether Scottish Offices are extensive holders of these or

not. It is probable that investment in these duties by insurance

companies has not increased much of late, as they have for some

time past been in favour as trustee investments, at some 27-28

years' purchase.

A note of warning has more than once been sounded to

investors in this class, both in England and in Scotland. It is
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held, not only by the men of extreme views, but also by the

moderate reformers, that it is proper to tax the owner whose

property appreciates on account of the amenities afforded by a

judicious expenditure of public money ; and it is also maintained

by more advanced reformers that land values are appropriate

subjects for taxation. Mr. Wm. Smith Xicol, in his presidential

address to the Insurance and Actuarial Society of Glasgow in

November last, referred to the alarm occasioned bv the Land
Values Taxation (Scotland) Bill introduced in 1906, and stated

that until a deputation was assured by the Prime Minister that

existing contracts would be respected, feu-duties became practi-

cally unsaleable, but that afterwards a feu-duty in Glasgow once

more brought 28 years' purchase. This I consider a high value

under the circumstances.

Life interests and reversions have so frequently been the

subject of special consideration, both in the Journal and else-

where, that a passing reference is quite sufficient. The small but

steady increase in the percentages from 1"8 in 1890 to 2'9 in

1906 probably gauges the increase in the funds available as

security owing to the normal growth of trusts under wills and

settlements. It will be noticed that the percentage of Table II

is 4-7, as against 2'9 in Table I, owing to the large investments

of two or t&ree offices whose figures are in the former Table.

Life interests are a very small portion of the funds in this

group.

Loans on personal security, never a very satisfactory class,

diminished until 1903, but have since increased rather suddenlv,

probably owing to expanding trade. Table II shows a con-

siderably higher percentage under this class than Table I.

The remaining classes call for no special comment.

"\Ve turn now to the investments in debentures and shares

and stocks, previously passed over, which have shown such a

steady and marked increase during the period under review.

There is a slight fall in recent years in the percentage of the shares

and stocks, but this may be owing to the writing down which has

gone on continuously in one office or another since 1900. The
depreciation must have somewhat affected the debentures also, but

they still keep increasing both in amount and percentage. The
securities available in these classes are both large and various,

ranging from trustee investments, such as the railway debenture

stock of a first-class home railway, to speculative stocks which no

insurance company would consider. In practice, however, the range
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is limited, though it grows wider every year with the opening out

of new fields for investment and the proved stability of some

classes of securities which were formerly regarded with reserve.

That a certain amount of trustee securities, at a lower rate of

interest than the average, is held by insurance companies is

undoubted, but on the whole it is probably small in comparison

with the holdings which return a higher rate. AVhen the

growing difficulty of obtaining satisfactory rates on mortgage

became felt, chiefly between 1895 and 1899, these two classes

grew with great rapidity, as exemplified in the increases from 45

to 78 millions in amount, and from 20 to 29 in percentage. I

am able to supply some interesting details as regards the holding?

of the ] 6 offices of Table II, These offices only held 24'6 per-cent

of debentures and shares and stocks (1907 accounts) as compared

with 31*4 per-cent in Table I (1906 accounts), 16-8 per-cent being

in railways and 7"8 per-cent in miscellaneous investments.

The total investments in railways amount to some 12^

millions divided as under:

—

Pei'-ceut.

United States and Foreign Railway Securities

(whicli are probably chiefiy composed of

Debentures or secured issues) . . . 44*7

British Ordinary, Preferred and Guaranteed

Stocks
.'

21-8

British Debenture Issues .... 13"2

Indian Railwavs ...... 10"3

Colonial Railwavs ...... 100

1000

On the subject of investment in railway securities it may be

remarked that the ordinary stock of Home Railways is often

considered to be not so suitable an investment for insurance funds

as the preferred or guaranteed stocks, but the higher return whicli

the former vields mav be reijarded as full compensation both for

the possible depreciation (for which provision might be made from

such higher interest) and for the fluctuation in the dividend. The

fluctuations in value are of much larger range than in the case of

stocks or debentures with fixed dividends, and often follow the

more or less misleadine; statistics of cross traffic. If, however,

the usual cardinal rule of spreading risks were observed, if good

sound lines were chosen, and finally if purchases were made, when

in the course of the customary fluctuations of the year a stock was
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low rather than hiirh, then the return would recently have been

some 3^—4 per-ceut.

For the purpose of illustration there is annexed table No. III^

which gives the mean price, the average dividend, and the

tluctuations, from 187-1- to 1906^ of the ordinary stocks of two

classes of lines :

—

(A) The Great Western, The London & North-Western,

The ^lidland, and The North-Eastern, and (B The Great Eastern,

the Caledonian, The Lancashire and Yorkshire, and the London

and South-Western. It also shows the rate of interest given to

an investor if he had purchased at the highest rate of the year,

and if at the lowest. It will be noticed that between 1880 and

1889 the dividends of the hea\-y lines were at a somewhat liigher

level than since that date, and their failure to show an elasticity

in their dividends has no doubt combined with the general fall

in prices, to bring their quotations down to the low figures of

1907. Another reason for the decline of price in this class

arises from a distrust of their recent finance, seeing that since

1880 their share capital has increased by 76 per-cent, while the

mileage worked has only increased by 29 per-cent and the net

traffic receipts by 40 per-cent. It is thus evident that thev have

been increasing their capital unduly, instead of paying for their

improvements out of revenue. It is, of course, for railway experts

to say how much of the money spent upon improving the

accommodation of existing lines and in providing heavier engines

and modern rolling stock should properly come out of revenue,

and how much out of capital, but our British lines might well

follow the example of one or two of the best United States railways

who have for many years been keeping their dividends at a fixed

figure and spending large sums out of revenue upon betterment,

thus automatically equipping their systems for handling the

increased traffic. The Midland Railway Company is prominent

amongst those that have added excessively to their capital for

iaiprovements without corresponding increase in the mileage.

The well-secured preference and guaranteed stocks of our

leading railways, being available for trustee investments, yield a

much lower return than the ordinary stocks, and the prices of the

best of them approximate to those of the debenture stocks. The
•ordinary stock of the Indian railways, with a minimum rate of

interest guaranteed by the Government, and receiving a portion of

the surplus profits, yields at present a good rate of interest. The
B., C. & D. annuities of those lines which have been taken over
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by the Government are trustee securities, and tlieir yield is.

similar to that of the home railway preference, guaranteed, and

debenture stocks, but the "A" annuities offer more opportunities

to insurance companies who can form their own sinking fund.

The Australian, New Zealand, and most of the South African

railways being owned by their respective Governments, the item

in Table II, " Railways in British Possessions " , refers almost

wholly to Canadian lines and to debentures or preference stock.

The expansion of Canada has led to a rapid extension of her

railway system and to a considerable demand for fresh capital, so

that at the present time these securities yield excellent i-ates.

The country is rich and progressive, has an excellent banking

system, and is peopled almost exclusively by a race of French

and British extraction, so that native troubles, or difficulties

with immigrants of a more backward type of civilization are not

apprehended.

The last item among the railways in Table II, is the consider-

able amount invested in United States and foreign railways. If

we substituted Argentina for foreign raihvays we should, perhaps,

be equally accurate in our description of this class, for most of

the Mexican lines are United States Companies, and as regards

other foreign railways, very few have been financed by us.

Enough has been said at various times about the danger of

holding the ordinary stock (or even in some cases debentures) of

United States lines, and the lesson has been well learnt. British

investors, as distinct from speculators, probably have large

holdiniis of the various debenture issues of these lines, and no-

doubt the investments of insurance offices are of the same

quality. Argentina is a growing country, its railways have been

largely financed from Great Britain, and have been exceptionally

prosperous. The United States absorb about -|ths of the amounts

invested in this section.

The remaining items, 16 and 17, in Table II consist of

shares (including both ordinary and preferred stocks) and of

debentures not otherwise classified, amounting to 1'2 and 6"6 per-

cent respectively of the total assets. This group includes financial

trusts, all commercial and industrial companies, docks, canals,

electric lighting, gas, tramway and omnibus companies and

waterworks, and the small percentage of shares and stocks held

is a testimony to the care and caution exercised in investing.

The debenture issues also show only a moderate percentage, but

investments in this class are comparatively recent and are
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probably growing more rapidly than in other classes where the

opportunities for expansion are more limited.

The comparative figures of the investments of Australasian^

of United States and of Canadian Life Offices are most

interestingj and I append the percentages of these in Tables Ia,

IBj and Ic, at intervals. The Australasian figures are published

in the Australasian Insurance and Banking Record, and those

of the United States in the " Spectator Company's Insurance

Year Book "; both were presented to the Faculty of Actuaries

by Mr. J. B. Gillison in a paper on the Investments of

Australasian Life Offices, read in 1904. The Canadian figures

are taken from a paper by Mr. T. Bradshaw, read before the

Insurance Institute of Toronto in the Session 1905-6.

A marked feature in Australasia is the large amount still

invested in mortgages and in loans on policies. These offices

have not the same outlet as Great Britain, the United States,

and Canada, for investing in railways, and thus the item
*' Government and Municipal Securities and Debentures " takes

the place of railway investments.

In the United States and Canada the proportion on mortgage

is much the same as with us, and though railway debentures

of various kinds take a larger proportion of the assets, the figures

generally show the same tendencies as our own.

Fluctuations ix Prices of Securities.

The causes afi"ecting temporary fluctuations are so frequently

discussed in Financial journals that I do not propose to dwell

upon them, but the slower movements which, when spread

over a series of years are of large amplitude and permanently

aifect the rate of interest, must occupy us in more detail, and here

we meet at once the lessons of the past few years. The principal

occurrences are within the recollection, no doubt, of everyone, but

it will possibly not be unprofitable to give a brief resume of the

salient features in the financial world during the closing years of

the last centui-y and down to the present time. For many years

before 1896-98, prices had been gradually rising ; the accumulation

of capital had gone on apace ; money was cheap and there was
no unprofitable outlook. The world's savings had overtaken the

world's opportunities for investment, and the consequence was a
period of quite abnormally high prices. Consols, then 2f per-cent,

touched 113^, some 3 per-cent railway debenture stocks Mere up
tol24|, and municipal 3 per-cent stocks went up to 11.5-119.

There may have been after all only a small investment demand

VOL. XLII. X
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whicli could not be satisfied, but if so, that surplus made prices

rise to a much higher figure than the circumstances warranted.

Be that as it may, this steady fall in the rate of interest, and

the low rates ofi'ered by investments, which culminated in the

years 1896-1898, led many well-informed and shrewd financiers

to predict a long period of high values and low rates, but the

enormous consumption or destruction of capital in the Boer and

E,usso-Japanese wars was the cause of the beginning of a period of

severe depression in prices, followed by a rapid expansion of trade

which absorbed all the surplus monies of our manufacturers and

merchants ; successive borrowings, by government for wars, by

municipalities for various purposes, and by capitalists for industrial

enterprises, combined with the destruction of capital by

earthquakes and fires, seriously affected the values of all securities,

and even at the low prices recently prevailing money came forward

but slowly for investment, and there was quite a surfeit of new

issues, which the market could not digest. In 1907 there was a

further fall in prices followed by severe forced liquidation, along

w^ith a rapid contraction in trade, and to accentuate the depression,

at the end of the year a financial storm broke over America.

Speculation there had long been carried on to a reckless extent,

<inormous liabilities being undertaken on the basis of inadequate

resources, so that the relapse when it came was both sudden and

disconcerting. The American banking system being faulty, the

depositors in banks and trust companies lost confidence, drew out

coin, and began to hoard, thus causing an enormous demand for

gold, leading to the stoppage of cash payments, the issue of

clearing house certificates, and to a premium on currency. This

widespread bankruptcy and consequent slump in securities had

a most serious effect upon London, the only free gold market of

the w^orld, and although the Bank of Paris parted with some gold,

the brunt of the demand fell upon London. The bank rate went

up to 7 per- cent and stayed there for several weeks; in short, it

was as severe a time as any since 1863 or 1866.

In this connection it maybe noted that in the Times' financial

review of the past year it was stated that the London Stock

Exchange had really won a great victory, having faced the biggest

liquidation of modern times without the markets ever becoming

panic-stricken. The principal cause of this was stated to be the

lightness of commitments, consequent upon drastic previous

liquidation, so that investors were ready to buy, and operators

discerned in time that the American crisis was full of alarming

TDOssibilitics.
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This brief sketch of recent financial histoiy carries several

lessons, as the events reviewed are particular examples of the

workinir of economic forces whose action determines the rate of

interest. The general course of events appears to be somewhat as

follows : a period of stagnation and a low rate of interest is

followed by one of enterprise and improving trade; floating

capital is wanted in all directions^ the rate of interest rises and

frequently a time arrives when there is not enough available

capital to meet the demand, causing a crisis. Speculation based

on credit often far outruns all bounds, so that when the inevitable

fall commences, leading to the running off of margins, forced

liquidation throws an increasing amount of stock upon the

market, and the process continues until the commitments are no

longer beavv.

As an example of Stock Exchange fluctuations the statistics

publisbed since 1887 by the Bankers' Magazine are most

interesting, as exhibited m Table IV.

In 1887, the Magazine took the prices of 338 representative

securities and commenced to publish their aggregate values

at monthly intervals. Breaks occur in the series, as the set of

securities was reduced in June 1891 to 331, was increased in

Februarv 1892 to 334, and was reduced again in Januarv 1896

to 325. The number was constant from Januarv 1896 to

January 1907, when an entirely new series was begun, comprising

387 securities.

Fortunately, we are able to compare the figures for the whole

period without difficulty, as the breaks in 1892 and 1896 were

of no great moment, and in addition, in December 1895 and

December 1906, both valuation results were published, thus

making it possible to survey the figures as a whole. In

December 1906 a serious difll-rence was exhibited, the old 325

securities being valued at 3,020 millions, and the new 387

securities at 3,8-42 millions. To avoid discontinuity I have

extended the series ending in 1906, to 1907, by altering the

actual figures of the latter vear in the ratio of ~, and have
c5o42

computed also the figures of 1&05 and 1906 in the ratio of

-j'!'
. A similar course has been followed for the years 1895-1896.

Diagrams of these fluctuations in price are submitted^ : the

discontinuous lines show at what points the change in data took

place, and dotted lines have been drawn where no data have

been given.
* See DiasTams fo'Iowiiior t). 320.

X 2
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The end of 1893 and the beginning of 1894 found values at

an appreciably lower level than at any time since 1887, but

between January 1894 and June 1896 there was an almost

uninterrupted rise. Between 1896 and 1899 prices fluctuated

much more severely than between 1887 and 1893, as the

diagram well shows, the maximum point being nearly touched

in January 1898, and actually reached in April and May 1899.

From this time onwards the influence of the Boer War can be

definitely seen, from the sudden drop in December 1899 to the

lower prices of 1900 and 1901, the partial recovery in the first

half of 1902, when the war ended, and the disappointment of

falling values thereafter until February 1904. Both 1905 and

1906 saw better prices than 1904, and no one anticipated that

1907, opening so steadily, would have had such a disastrous

course.

The Future Rate of Interest.

The adage that it is dangerous to prophesy unless you know
holds here more than in other departments of life. A Chancellor

of the Exchequer recently ventured upon the prediction that

prices had touched bottom, and it might almost be said that he

had hardly done speaking when they suffered a further relapse.

The influences acting on values are so numerous and incalculable

that the most that can be done is to discuss tendencies. Of the

three factors which produce the greater part of our periodical

surpluses, namely, surplus loading, favourable mortality, and

excess intei'est, the first is fairly stable for most offices, and

further, can be regulated ; the second can now either be taken

account of by the use of modern tables and valuation on a "select

"

basis, or can be forecast with close accui'ac}'^, and the rate of

interest reinains as our most uncertain quantity.

The importance of the interest factor grows yearly, not only

with the normal ageing of the business, but also with the

increasing change from assurance to assurance and investment,

so often referred to in recent years.

The future rate of interest is no longer a purely local

question on account of the ease with which capital can be

transferred from one country to another, and because of the

knowledge financiers have of the capabilities and conditions of

investments in other countries; but it varies considerably in

difl'erent countries, and we are more concerned to-night with

the probable future rate for British life offices than with tlie

general future rate.
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In so far as the insurance rate is likely to be controlled by

the world rate, the latter mav be regarded as a factor, but it is

doubtful whether the two will rise or fall together; they may
tend to do so, but in case of a fall, the insurance rate will

probably not fall so much as the general rate, for as capital

accumulates and the rate tends to fall, the pressure of circum-

stances forces the companies to open out fresh and more

remunerative fields for investment, and the tendency is checked.

Among insurances offices generally, a consideration of the average

rate from year to year is deceptive and somewhat misleading. Some

of our best offices earn a rate 4 or ^ per-cent below others, whose

soundness and good management cannot be impeached. The

manner in which the average rate will be raised (or not allowed

to fall) in the future, will probably arise not so much from a

general increase in the rate of all or most offices, but from a

levelling up of the offices earning lower rates to the position of

those who have for many years been earning rates above the average.

The annexed table No. V, shows in somewhat more graphic

form than a statement of the average rate of the offices, that the

rate evidently moved down until 1902 and has increased since;

it also shows the changes from class to class which have taken

place in the last 16 years among individual offices. In drawing

up this table, the rate of interest earned, less tax, according to

21 , . .

the usual formula, t ^^—^, for each of 56 British offices was
' A+ B— I'

first taken out, Mr. AV, M. Monilaw's figures in his handbooks,

"Companion to Sui-jilus Funds " being used. One or two offices

whose figures it was not possible to trace for the whole time, were

excluded, in order to keep the numbers observed uniformly at 56

during the period. The offices were then grouped into classes, the

highest class earning over 4^ per-cent, the next between 4i and

4j per-cent and so on, the lowest class being those earning under

3| per-cent. The rate of income tax is appended, current between

April of the year of observation to April of the next year, and also

a note of the effective rate of the tax, estimated approximately at

one-fourth of the rate for the previous year, plus three-quarters of

the rate for the current year. The period opened with the Income

Tax at 6d. and closed with a Is. tax which appears likely to be

permanent, The difference between these rates is alone equivalent

to a reduction of some 2s. per-cent, and the pressure of the tax upon

the net rate is well exemplified in the lean years of 1901, 1902 and

1903, the year 1902 bearingthe heaviest tax of Is-. 2 |cZ. in the pound,

which on a rate of 3| per-cent is no less a reduction than -is. Sd.
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It will be noticed that in 1891 no fewer than 46 offices were earnins:

over £4 per-cent ; two years later saw the weight transferred to

the class below, 43 offices in 1893 earning between £3. 17i-. 6//.

andi64. 5*. Od. per-cent; another two years saw 40 offices in 1895

earning between ,£3. 15*'. 0^. and <£4 per-cent, and so the transfer

from the upper to the lower classes continued until 1901 and

1902. when 41 and 40 offices respectively were earning under

£3. 175. M. per-cent.

After 1902 an improvement is noticeable, the lowest classes

are depleted, offices again come into the higher classes, and this

change is evidently continuing. The rate is still, however, not

much better than in 1898, although the income tax may be

gibbetted for a fall of some \s. A:cl. per-cent in the net rates. The
dotted line follows the group which contains the maximum number
of offices, and presents a continuous fall to 1901 and 1902. with a

recovery in 1903. The table shows that offices are, as was to be

expected, making good use of the exceptional opportunities now
open to them for increasing the rates earned, but both the extent

of the fall and the amount of the subsequent rise are masked by

the practice hereafter discussed, of retaining an appreciating

security at cost price, and regard must also be had to the fact

that securities are not usually revalued except in connection with

or in anticipation of a valuation. A cycle of more than five years

must therefore elapse before a depreciation or appreciation in

values is reflected in the rates of interest earned as fully as existing

practice permits. It was not feasible from an examination of the

amounts written up or written down m the revenue accounts of

the companies, to ascertain in that way the pressure of the recent

fall in prices upon the book values of the companies, or to adjust

the rates earned by regarding these amounts as additions to or

deductions from interest, as the accounts showed that hy including

profit on reversions in these items many companies minimized a

depreciation or increased an appreciation in their assets ; the

figures were also individual to different offices, in some years

considerable amounts being added by some companies and written

off by others, but showing little change in the aggregate.

Closely associated with the rate earned is that of the

appreciation or depreciation of Stock Exchange securities, and

the question of the proper method of dealing with these from time

to time and particularly at a valuation. The argument in favour

of not writing these investments down to market values at a time

of depression is developed by Mr. T. E. Young {Insurance,

pp. 162-165), the chief consideration being that as assurance
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contracts are long dated, the investments will not require to be

realized at the present or any particular date, and that therefore

the index to the assessed values must be the probable future

course of prices based upon the examination of a sufficiently

lengthy record of experiences of the past, and upon a sagacious

interpretation of any varying conditions which have intervened,

and may possibly effect some divergence between experience and

expectation.

The valuations made between 1892 and 1898, and even later,

disclosed that offices felt no anxiety about the value of their

securities, however much they were concerned about the falling:
^ til O

rate of interest. Under the severe depreciation of the past

8 or 9 years, however, market prices of the Stock Exchange

investments of most offices fell below book-values, even though

the general custom had been to keep a stock at cost price ; when
this change came, the custom became universal to write the

securities down to market values, or at anv rate to secure that the

total book-values, together with the investment reserve or securities

suspense account, did not fall below the total market value.

I noticed that last December a proposal was made that the

United States companies should, in consequence of the abnormal

depression prevailing in America at the end of the year, be

relieved from the necessity imposed on them by statute of

valuing their securities at current market prices. If an attempt

had been made to act upon this proposal, the question would

immediately have arisen, as to what values should have been

placed upon these securities.

In respect of the suggestion that an average of the preceding

1 1 years should be the basis for valuation, the possibility should

be considered that conditions during this period might have

arisen to modify considerably the status, say, of certain groups

of stocks, and that therefore for these groups the 11 years*

average would be inapplicable. In such an event either the

scheme of an 11 years' average must be thrown over by altering

the prices of these groups, or the rigid principle of the average

price must be adhered to whether any alteration in conditions

has taken place or not, that is to say the book-values have

ultimately to be fixed by individual opinion.

There is, however, this alternative : the whole of the Stock

Exchange investments might be published in detail, along with

columns showing the market prices and the prices at which the

stocks have been taken in the books of the company. That is to

to say, the individual opinion of the management as to the value of
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the stock would run the gauntlet of public opinion. Personally

I would prefer to advocate a reserve fund or suspense account of

sufficient amount to cover any temporary depreciation so that it

may not be necessary to be continually altering the book-values

of these investments. On account of the sufficient reserves

of British Offices^ the question is not one of solvency^ but must

be considered from the point of view of the alleged injustice

to policyholders who ma}' have their bonuses diminished in

a particular quinquennium by the writing down of Stock

Exchange securities on account of a severe fall in market values.

The objection is that in a short time, in an}'^ case long before

the policies emerge as claims (even if no new business were

done, and the investments, therefoi'e, had to be realized from

time to time owing to the risks gradually running off), the values

of the marketable securities, if the interest is well secured or the

capital redeemable in the future at not less than market prices on

fixed dates, ought to recover ; that their non-recovery may be

legitimately ignored ; and that if at subsequent valuations the

fall in prices has proved permanent those securities which are

redeemable can be held until maturity, while those which are not

can be gradually written down. That a life company is not

under necessity to write down its Stock Exchange securities to

market values is not denied, but I submit that in practice the

present custom is the best. It imports additional stringency into

a valuation, and should be defended on the same grounds as those

which would be brought forward to justify a net premium
valuation at 2\ or 3 per-cent with modern tables of mortality giving

heavy reserves. There are other points to consider, such as that

many companies do not divide their surplus up to the hilt, and

that in a time of depression in securities they could legitimately

carry forward little or nothing; that the Stock Exchange securities

form under 50 per-cent of the total assets, and that the remaining

investments do not fluctuate in the same manner ; finally that as

the writing down of a stock improves the margin between the

realized rate and the rate of interest assumed in the valuation,

the present value of the benefit to be derived from the writing

down must be regarded as a set off" to the present value of the

consequent temporary diminution in the bonus.

As to writing up when markets improve, regard should be

had to recent fluctuations, and it would be prudent, at any rate

in the immediate future, to keep present valuations undisturbed

and to continue as in the past the wholesome custom of keeping

new securities at cost price. If prices rise, the extra cost of the
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new investments will tend to average the price of the old, and the

rate of interest will tend to fall again. If the appreciation appears

permanent, the then generation of ])olicyholders will expect to

receive some of the benefits thereof, but the exact amount

of writing up which can be done must always remain in the

discretion of the management. The next generation of actuaries

will be quite competent to deal with any changed circumstances

in the best interests of the policyholders, and we need not

concern ourselves with laying down courses of action which

future circumstances may render inexpedient.

There now only remains opportunity for a brief survey of the

general outlook.

The amount of interest which is paid by a user of capital

varies considerably within short periods of time for floating

capital or capital employed in trade and finance. The fluctuations

in the rate for fixed capital are both slower in action and less in

amplitude. The reason for this is that the total capital of the

world is so large that it takes a considerable time to redistribute

or alter it, either by the offer of a higher or the discouragement

of a lower rate. Taking the case of an increased demand, it is only

gradually that capital is withdrawn partially or wholly from those

enterprises in which its return is lowest or that fresh capital can

be accumulated, but the economic action is sure, and, in course

of time, an increased supply comes into the market. In the

meantime the rate of interest has risen.

Ultimately, the normal rate depends upon the average pro-

ductiveness of capital. Supply and demand may fix the rates in

the money market or the average rate for the time being for the

use of fixed capital (after deducting insurance against risk of

loss and earnings of management), but ultimately a man cannot

give more for the use of capital than the advantage he obtains

by using it, and the pressure of competition prevents him from

oflPering less.

So long as the spirit of invention, progress and enterprise is

fostered by the enjoyment of liberty, and our laws and social

conditions favour the growth of a self-respecting and virile race,

we may confidently anticipate that the rate of interest will not be

a source of anxiety. The tendency is for capital to increase, and

for the rate upon approved trust securities to diminish, but the

tendency also is for new outlets to be found for the productive

employment of the accumulating wealth of the world, and in the

immediate future I see no reason for dismay or anxiety.
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Table I.

Asf^ets of British Life Insurance ComiMnies {Ordinary).

Accounts imblished hy the companies in the undernofed years, ami by the

Board of Trade in the succeeding years, tabulated in hundreds of
thousands (00,000'.'? omitted).

Assets

Mortgages (in United Kingdom)
Do. (out of do. )

Loans on policies

Loans on rates and rent charges

British Government securities

Indian and Colonial Cxovern-

ment securities .

Foreign Government securities

Debentures & debenture stocks

Shares ami stocks .

Land and house property and
ground rents

Life interests and reversions .

Loans on personal security

Agents' balances and outstand-
ing premiums

Outstanding interest

Cash deposits, stamps, &c.

Miscellaneous (including com-
panies own shares, &c., but
excluding deficiencies).

Total .

1871
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Table I.

Percentages
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Table Ic.

Assets of Canadian Life Assurance Companies. Percentages.
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Table III.

Mean Prices, Dividends, Fluctuations and Rates afforded an Investor

in Eight selected British Eailways.
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Shewing the Fluctuations in Values at monthly intervals on a representat/i/^e

list oF Stock Exchange Securities
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Abstract of the Discussion.

Mr. a. T. winter said that perhaps the most important

feature noticeable in life office investments in the last 20 years

Avas the decline in the proportion of mortgages. Mortgages now
represented a little over 22 per-cent of the total funds, whereas

20 years ago they were nearly double that proportion. The reason

ascribed for the decline in the proportion of mortgages was the

competition by trustees, and also the increase in the Stock Exchange

securities which were suitable for life office investments. To those

reasons might be added the decline in the value of land away from

the principal centres of trading, and also the decline in the amount
advanced on licensed premises and the enlargement of the powers

of investment of insurance companies. Mr. Newman thought that

as the rate obtainable on mortgages at the present time was slightly

higher, an increase would be seen in the proportion of those

investments. It seemed to him, however, that it should be borne

in mind, more especially at the present time of comparatively low
prices on the Stock Exchange, that mortgages were short-term

investments, and generally made for a term of only three or five

years, at the end of which time the question of interest came up
for revision. It was worthy of consideration whether at the present

time it was not more profitable to i^Iace the funds of a company
availaljle for investment in long-term Stock Exchange securities,

which, of course, would not be subject to the same disability,

namely, the re-consideration of the rate of interest at the end of a
shoi-t time, and which could just now be purchased on favourable

terms. The question as to the relative merits of the two classes of

investments depended, of covirse, on the future rate of interest.

The increase in the rate of interest which had taken place in the

last eight or nine years was not, he believed, generally thought to be

a permanent feature in finance ; there were special causes, which Mr.
Newman mentioned, sufficient to account for it, and he believed that

before many years elapsed investors would again be faced with the

problem of a steadily decreasing rate of interest. This appeared to

bethenatural accompaniment of the world's normal increase in wealth.

Turning to the question of depreciation, as the author pointed

out, in the period from 1895 to 1899 the offices' investments,

in Stock Exchange securities were largely increased, and the

depreciation since then had been very hea^y^ That had been
revealed to a certain extent in the Board of Trade Returns. The
summaries of the revenue accounts gave the profit and loss items.

The losses from the years 1901 to 1905 had in every year exceeded
the profits, the difference being about one million pounds in total.

From 1886 to 1900 the profits in every year exceeded the losses.

Of course the profits and losses on reversions were also included in

these items, but he thought the point was nevertheless significant.

He believed the years 1906 and 1907 would tell the same tale.

With regard to the investment reserves held by life assurance

companies, they had in 1905 increased to about 2i millions. These
were generally amounts set aside to meet depreciation which had

VOL. XLII. Y
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arisen. In 1886 the investment reserve funds were only just over

£300,000. He thought these were rather striking figures also, and
they showed very clearly the bold way in which offices had been

dealing with depreciation, and the very strong position which they

at present held. Mr. Newman was of opinion that before dividing

surplus the depreciation in Stock Exchange securities should be

dealt with by either writing down or creating reserve funds. In

that respect probably most actuaries would agree with him, but

Mr. Newman went on to say that the value of other securities did

not vary in the same way. There was not the same criterion of

value in other securities as that afforded by the Stock Exchange
Official List. He thought, howe^er, that other securities did vary

in value in a very real way. For instance, ground rents purchased

ten years ago, at 30 years' purchase, probably could not now be

sold for more than 27 years' purchase ; rate loans, also, for long

terms, made at the same time at 3j and 32^ per-cent interest coukl

not be transferred at present without considerable loss in capital

value. If the principle were accepted that Stock Exchange
securities, and those only, should be written down, then he thought

those offices Avhich held the largest proportion of Stock Exchange
securities would be making the most adequate provision in adverse

times such as had recently prevailed.

Coming now to the rate of interest earned in recent years, the

author had, in Table 5, given the experience of 56 British

companies from 1891 to 1906. It would be seen at the extremes

of his table that he gave those offices which were in the fortunate

position of earning over £4. os. per-cent, and those offices which

were in the unfortunate position, should he say, of earning under

£3. 105. per-cent. He had estimated the average rate earned by

the offices in 1891, the first year in the author's table, and in 1906,

the last year of that table ; and he had assumed that those offices

which were earning £4. 5s. and over, earned on an average

£4. 7s. 6(7., and those earning £3. 10s. and under, earned on an

average £3. 7s. 6^/. That gave the rate, net of income tax, earned

by the companies in 1891 as £4. 2s. per-cent, and in 1896 as

£3. 17s. per cent. The tax in 1906 was one shilling, and in 1891

sixpence ; Avhich difterence accounted for 2s. in the rate of interest,

so that the fall in the gross rate between 1891 and 1906 woukl be

3s. per-cent. That struck him as being rather smaller than would

have been imagined. The table gave no indication of the rates at

which new investments were made during the period, a most

important consideration. In any new legislation which the

Government might decide upon I'egarding life assurance companies'

Returns, they might reasonably ask for the rate of interest earned

on new investments made in the valuation period. That seemed

to him almost as important as the average rate on the funds, and

Avould, he believed, often differ from that rate by 10s. per-cent.

This rate was required when considering the rate of interest on

which the reserves should be based, and was of first importance

when considering the basis for office premiums and for annuities.
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Mr. a. D. BESAXT said that Mr. Xe-vnnan began by
mentiouiag Mr. Baileys famous five canons. The first of these

laid dovra the absolute necessity of maintaining the capital intact,

and the second that, subject to this fundamental condition, the

highest possible rate of interest should be obtained upon such

capital. He (Mr. Besant) thought that to some extent the

development of Stock Exchange investments during recent years

had modified the A-iew that the capital must under all circumstances

be kept absolutely intact. Perhaps the modern xievr might best be

put by combining Mr. Bailey's first and second canons, that it was
the productiWty of the capital and the interest combined to which

the greatest importance was now attached, rather than that the

capital alone should always be absolutely intact. For example, it

might be better under the conditions of the money market to-day

to invest, say, in Consols, although the interest yield upon them was
low, since at the end of six or twelve months if the purchaser were
prepared to sell, he might be better ofi" than if the money had been

placed on deposit at 4 per-cent.

The percentages which the author gave in Table 1 were
exceedingly interesting, and Mr. Winter had already dealt with a

point which he himself had intended to mention. Dealing with the

fall in the percentage invested in mortgages, Mr. AVinter had
pointed out that of late years the percentage was probably much
smaller than would appear from those figures. Many of the

mortgages amount offices must be of old standing, so that they

appeared both in the percentages of ten years ago and the

percentages of to-day. Therefore, if one could obtain, as Mr. AVinter

said, the figures of recent investments, probably a much smaller

proportion would be found to have been put into new mortgages

to-day than appeared from the figures given in the paper. As
long as Stock Exchange securities were abnormally high, as they

were ten or tweh'e years ago, a purchaser hesitated to buy on the

Stock Exchange, because this might so easily involve a capital loss.

Accordingly, he turned quite naturally to mortgages, feeling content

Arith a low j-ield, because he knew that his capital was safe.

To-day, when Stock Exchange securities had become low, he took

the opposite A-iew ; he now had an opportunity such as had not

occurred for a generation past of making favourable permanent
investments on the Stock Exchange, investments which at the same
time gave a fairly high rate of interest. AVith regard to existing

mortgages, which might have been granted at a low rate of interest

ten or twelve years ago, he had been able either to call these in, or,

better srill, he had been able to put up the rate of interest upon
them. Therefore, in any event, it seemed that at the present time

an investor was much A\-iser in going to the Stock Exchange than to

the mortgage market vrith. his surplus funds.

In i^assing, he A\-ished to say a word about a paragraph on
page 302 on the subject of the ordinarj- stocks of home railways.

He was afraid he could not take the Aiew the author seemed to

take, that such stock might be suitable investments for life oflices.
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It seemed to him that they combined the maximum of disadvantage

from the point of view of the life office, because neither the capital

nor the interest could be regarded as secure. As far as he could

see everything pointed to a diminution in the rate of dividends on

the ordinary railway stocks, whether considered from the point of

\aew of possible labour troubles, or of the increased cost of coal, or

of local rates. It seemed to him that all expenses must tend to go

up, and these adverse features, combined with the increased comfort

which the public now required for travelling, and the possibility of

enormous outlays of capital for electric traction, all inevitably led

to increased expenses, and consequently to lower dividends ; and if

di^'idends came doAvn it was not only the yield that went down, but

automatically the capital value went down with it. Therefore it

seemed to him that that particular class of investment, from every

point of view, was the most unsuitable that a life office could well

take uj). On the other hand, the higher classes—not perhaps, quite

the highest, not the debentures, but the middle class of issues

—

seemed quite suital)le, because they yielded a fairly good rate in the

Avay of interest, with the potentiality of a considerable increase in

capital value. Finally, the author mentioned on page 304 the

Indian "A" annuities. Those appeared to him, as far as they could

be procured, to be an absolutely ideal investment. They were

permanent, in the sense that they went on for forty or fifty years ;

they had behind them the guarantee of the Government of India

;

and, as they were not open to trustees, they yielded a relatively

high rate of interest, for they could be olrtained in the market

to-day to pay somewhat over 4 per-cent.

To sum up, it seemed to him that an axiom covering the main

principal of investment would be this : That when prices were high

on the Stock Exchange, the Stock Exchange should be avoided, and

a purchaser should go into the mortgage market, although the

instant yield would be low ; on the other hand, when prices on the

Stock Exchange were low, a purchaser should go into the Stock

Exchange, and purchase everything that he could of a fairly high

character, and avoid the mortgage market altogether. Just at the

moment the policy which seemed to afford the best hopes for the

future was to seek securities on the Stock Exchange of a sufficiently

high class to afford a fair yield, with a fair hope of a capital

appreciation ;
yet, at the same time, to avoid those of the highest

possible class, because these were open to trustees, and therefore

the yield upon them was not sufficiently attractive to make it worth

while for an office to pui'chase them.

Mr. a. H. bailey said that he himself certainly did lay

down the principle, which he maintained still, that there was a

distinction between the method of dealing with investments of life

assurance and of other companies, and of banks in particular, that

for the former the first aim should be to secure the principal.

Singularly enough, that was not the practice of the Equitable Life

Assurance Company, the first Society conducted on anything

approaching scientific principles. The principle they acted on was
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that one-half of the funds should be invested in public funds and
one-half in mortgages on land, with the very curious proA"ision that,

as they had decennial investigations and bonuses were declared

decennially, the funds should be valued at the price at the particular

day of valuation. As a large amount of their business was obtained

in the early years of the 1 9th Centuiy, when the War with France
was going on, probably the price of Consols was between -50

and 60, and as low at one time as 47, the lowest price. They
invested the premium income on those terms, the claims increased

some 30 years later, when the price of Consols was between 90
and 100, and as they made the practice of valuing at the price

at particular date of the valuation, no inconsiderable part of the

magnificent bonuses, as people thought them in those days, was
due to the accidental circumstance of the increase in the price

of Consols.

He could not quite hold vnXh. the remarks just made. He
thought Stock Exchange securities were to be avoided as much as

possible. The fact was that, now there was such a prodigious

increase in the total amount of life assurance funds, it was
hardly possible to avoid the Stock Exchange. Then came the

somewhat difficult question of how those securities should be
A^alued. He considered himself that it was not fair to value them
at the price of the day, and he thought CA'en'oue agreed that

that was altogether wrong. Most investigations were made
quinquennially, and he was of opinion the average price for the

quinquennium might be reasonable in ordinary' cases. Of course

there were certain circumstances where indi^-idual investments

required to be dealt with separately. Taking railway preference

stock, or investments of that kind, he thought that they might be

dealt vdth. in the way he had just mentioned. He did not think

there should be any reserve for those particular funds. There
should be a reserve fund generally, altogether for the valuations

of life assurance companies : i.e., value the liability according

to the best estimate that could be formed and find out
what the surplus was, ha%'ing regard to other circumstances,

including the pro^ision of a general reserve.

Mr. a. E. BAERAXD said there was one remark on page 301,

in which Mr. Xewman indicated that loans on personal security

were never a very satisfactory class. He should be glad if the

author could say whether that remark was ba.sed on his personal

experience Arith regard to loans of that class. He himself had had
no practical acquaintance, from an official point of A"iew, with loans

of that description, but he had always gathered from those who
transacted that class of business that they were satisfactory from
every point of A-iew, alike as regards repajTiient of principal, the

rate of interest realized, and the bringing of business to the office in

the shape of policies. On page 302 the author referred to home
railways as investments, and Mr. Besant had already remarked upon
that subject, and expressed his disapproval of the ordinary stock of

home railways as investments. He should like to associate himself
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with !Mr. Besant in that expression of opinion. He thought from
every point of "view home railway ordinary stock was exceedingly

unsatisfactory as an investment for the funds of life assurance

companies. It would hardly be disputed that it was a very

speculative security, alike in the matter of principal and interest,

and he took it that the only possible justification for investing iu

speculative securities was the ver>- high rate of interest realized,

which enabled a portion to be set aside as a risk premium.
The author stated that, in favourable circumstances, one could

get at present something like SA to 4 per cent, on home railway

ordinary stock. If that was so, it seemed to him there was no
margin Avhatever for any risk premium. If insurance companies

Avere going to in^'est in speculative securities, the only possible

justification was that they got a high rate of interest, and Sh to

-i per-cent was not at all a rate that would tempt one to invest

in those securities.

On page 302 the author referred to the possibility of making
pro'S'ision out of the interest for some reserve fund by way of insur-

ance against depreciation. He did not think that home railway

ordinary stock was available in that connection, because, as

already pointed out, there was no margin for the risk premium.
He thought something more might be done in that direction by
insurance companies with regard to other stocks, but it seemed to

him that if they Avere going to do that, the better plan Avas to adopt,

if he might repeat a suggestion he had A'entured to make once before,

the method of making their iuA'estments of this class indii'ectly

rather than directly. If a company decided to invest in ordinary

and preference stocks of other concerns than raihA-ays, the better

plan as it seemed to him Avas to do so by means of a trust company
formed for the purpose by some of the insurance companies Avhich

desired to iuA-est in those securities, the funds of Avhich should be

proA-ided by means of debentures issued against the capital proAided

by the iuA-esting companies. After pajing the interest on the

debentures and the Avorking expenses, all the excess interest should

be carried to a reserve fund to proA-ide for any possilile depreciation

upon the securities. That could be done very much better by a

Trust company, contributed to by seA-eral companies, than by
one insurance company, acting by itself. The method had the

additional adA-antage that it enabled the companies to get far better

exjiert adA^ice, and give more attention to the subject than could

possibly be done in the ordinary small insurance company.

On page 303 the author referred to the great increase in the

capital of home raihvays, as compared AA-ith the increase in net

reA-enue. That Avas a factor that had been prominent during the

last fcAv years, and Avas one of the strongest arguments that could

be used against iuA-estment in the ordinary stock of home raihvays.

Xot only had it been so in the past, but he did not think they could

shut their eyes to the fact that it was going to be even more so in

the future. Mr. Besant had referred to the point as to the fresh

capital that Avould have to be provided by home raihvays. A
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feature to be borne in mind in that connection was this, that not

only had such capital to be pro\"ided, but that it had to be pro-sided,

in great measure, not to tap new sources of profit and obtain

increased revenue, but in order to preserve the revenue the companies

had at present, as against the competition of other forms of loco-

motion. From the very nature of the case-, it would seem that the

increased capital could not bring in a corresponding amount of

increased revenue : and it must therefore be expected that there

would be a steady diminution in the di^ddend on home railway stock,

rather than an increase. From that point of ^iew also, it therefore

seemed to him that ordinary home railway stock must be considered

verj' unsatisfactory' as an investment for life assurance funds. He
should like to know, however, whether the author, in calling atten-

tion to that large increase in capital, had taken into account that a

considerable portion of it was nominal rather than real. In fact,

the very illustration that the author used, that of the Midland
Railway, was, perhaps, from his point of xiew, somewhat an
unfortunate one, seeing that the Midland Eailway, under its Act of

1897, spHt its ordinary stock into preferred and deferred, and
brought its preference stock, guaranteed stock, and debenture stock,

all down to a 2i per cent, basis, causing thereby a very large

apparent increase in capital. Although it was true that the Inland

Eevenue Authorities insisted, from the Stamp Duty point of view,

upon regarding this apparent increase of capital as a real one, and
collected the Stamp Duty on such nominal increase, to the great

indignation of the railway company, nevertheless, from the point of

view of the discussion that evening, he thought that it should be

remembered that the increase in that particular case was nominal

rather than real, and that was also the ease with some other

apparent increases in the capital of the home railways.

AVith regard to the authors remarks as to the better plan

adopted by some of the American railways in charging certain

expenses to capital rather than to revenue, he thought that here

also the dissimilarity was, perhaps, more apparent than real. In

many cases, at any rate, the real difference consisted in the way in

which the net revenue was set out. In this countn.', he believed the

net revenue was brought out, after allo^^~ing for the maintenance of

the line. Some of the American lines, he understood, were rather

fond of bringing out the largest possible net revenue, by not

charging any of the maintenance exjienses to reA'enue in the first

instance, and then, ha-\-iug brought out a large net revenue, they

took credit for the fact that they proposed out of that revenue to

proAnde for betterment charges, these being, in some cases at least,

simply the necessarj" charges for the upkeep of the line, which,

according to all accounts, was often badly in need of a considerable

allocation for that purpose. It was true that British railways had
not been free from fault in the matter of charging expenses to

capital rather than to revenue. He thought British railways,

however, were not quite so much to blame in this respect as was
sometimes suggested, and as regarded the general financial manage-
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ment of the American railways, even now many wonld prefer the

British railway system.

There was one other remark he wished to make with reference

to the author's observation on page 305, where, speaking of the

United States and Canada, he said that the figures showed the same
tendency as those of this country. He took it the author meant
Avith regard to each class of investment. While that was so with

regard to most of the items, there was one interesting point in

which it was not so, in which the British figures went one way, and
the American figures the other way, namely, the item which
appeared in the British accounts as "Land and House Property and
Ground Rents'', and in the American and Canadian Accounts as

"Eeal Estate." By referring to the author's tables 1, !(//), and
\{c), it would be seen that while the British item was increasing,

the American item was decreasing under that head, and he thought
there was an ex|3lanation of that. AVhen he was in New York at

the Actuarial Congress in 1903, he took the opportunity of discuss-

ing the matter of investments with the representatives of some of

the leading American companies. In particular that very item of

'Real Estate" was discussed, and the representative of one of the

largest Xew York Companies told him that, with regard to that

company, they had decided to reduce their present investments in

real estate, and in future to make no investments whatever in it.

AMien asked the reason for this course he said, e"sadently with a
fine sense of the future course of events, that they were afraid that

item might lend itself to the manipulation of an unscrupulous board
of directors, it being so easy to alter the book value of real estate to

suit the particular circumstances of the office at any particular

moment, whereas Stock Exchange securities did not lend themselves

so readily to the same manipulation. To preserve the company
from danger in this direction under future boards of directors—of

course it did not apply to that present board of directors—they

decided therefore that they would not put temptation in their way,

and so were taking steps to eliminate the item. Some other

American companies were possibly moving in the same direction for

the same good reason, and that might account for the decline in

that item in the American companies, whereas a slight increase was
shown in the British companies.

Mr. DUXCAX C. ERASER said that there was a point in one

of the tables on which he should like to ask a question. The last

item of Table 2 consisted of non-interest bearing assets, amounting
to 3-1 per cent, of the total assets. The total assets, of course,

were in excess of the assurance fund, because the assets had to

cover outstanding accounts and unpaid claims, and it would be

interesting to know what percentage of the total fund was
represented by invested assets. The only other matter he wished

to refer to was as to the policy which should be pursued in

connection with the appreciation and depreciation of investments.

The author had very clearly brought out the fact that investments

did fluctuate in value from time to time, that the tiuctuations were
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considerable, and that values did not continue to move in one

direction. He had also brought out the fact that it was the

universal custom of insurance companies to vrvite down the

investments to market values, if below the book values, or to

make pro\asion in some way for the difference in values, in

connection with a distribution of profits. That was not done on

compulsion, and he thought they would resent and resist most
strenuously any legislative enactment to the effect that they must
write down their investments to market value. But it was difficult

to see that any other course was possible in connection with a

distribution of profits. Follo^^'ing up those two points, that values

fluctuate and that it was the custom to ^^-rite down to market
values, he was disposed to go a step further, and to say that the

writing down should be done, not when the depreciation occurred,

but in advance. It was much better to "WTite down when you may,

than to wait till you must. If a company for a period of time had
been buying Stock Exchange securities, and had kept them in the

books at cost price, then at any given date it had its investments at

various prices which were, on the whole, above the minimum prices

of the period and below the maximum prices. But the valuation

might have to be made at a time of minimum prices, and this

ever-present possibility did indicate to his mind the advisability, as

a. part of the normal regular working of a company, of An-iting down
when there Avas opportunity, instead of waiting until the contingency

arose. He could quote high authority in support of that view. In

the year 1890, the highest financial authority that could be named
in this country—Lord Eothschild—expressed the view that the

only right plan for an insurance company was whenever a profit on
investments was made to use that profit in writing doAvn the value

of the other securities. On Lord Rothschild's plan they could

always be sure that the investments stood in the books below their

original value, but even then it was not certain that they were
below the minimum values that might occur ; still, they would have
made some proAision against that contingency, and, at any rate,

broken the fall. To take another example, in the valuation report

of a first-class company in 1901 it was stated that during the

valuation period advantage had been taken of increased market
prices to dispose of various securities ; that the increased capital

thus realised was employed partly to meet depreciation in the value

of certain mortgage securities, but principally to reduce the book
values of other marketable securities ; and the result of that, and
of the increase in value of some other securities, had been that the

market value of each group of marketable securities exceeded the

value they took credit for. He suggested that policy not as one to

be adopted of necessity, but as a policy of prudence on the part of

insurance companies.

With regard to the question of writing up investments, he could

not help feeling that the one maxim to remember in that connection

was "Don't." The normal course should be to write down and not

write up. The author had referred to the benefits arising from
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appreciation of securities, but the appreciation of a security was ncv

benefit vuiless it was realized, and no benefit, even Avhen realized,

vniless the appreciated value was re-invested in an equally safe

security which yielded a higher return. It should be remembered
that a general appreciation of securities was always associated with

a falling margin of profit from interest, resulting from the lower

rates of interest on new investments, and was consequently

connected with circumstances which suggested the advisability of

further increase in the strength of the reserves. Therefore he
could not support the idea of writing up securities with the view of

basing profits upon the appreciation of values. The view he took

Avas a severe one, even more so than Mr. Bailey's, but he thought

that, in making the valuation of a company with a view to the

distribution of profits, they were bound to take the severest view
of every contingency.

Mr. W. OSCAR NASH said that the author, dealing with the

subject of the rate of interest earned by cajiital, truly remarked
that " ultimately a man cannot give more for the use of capital

than the advantage he obtains by using it, and the pressure of

competition prevents him from (successfully) offering less." Another
fundamental principle might l)e mentioned, namely, that when the

rate of interest fell below a certain point the inducement to

accumulate capital for the purpose of putting it out at interest was
decreased or even destroyed. On page 309 the author said : Some
of our best offices earn a rate i or 2 per cent, below others whose
soundness and good management cannot be impeached." That
seemed to convey the impression that a high rate of interest

justified, as a general rule, an impeachment of the management,

which he did not think the author meant. Certainly the higher

the rate of interest (if there was no countervailing loss of capital)

the greater credit to the management. He very much doubted

whether, as had been hinted by one or two speakers, life assurance

funds should be used for speculative bargains. Personally he should

oppose any speculative transactions, whether in English railway

ordinary stock, or in Consols. It was, perhaps, difiicult to define a

speculative bargain, but it might broadly be stated to be one that

was intended at a later period to be undone—to purchase to-day in

order to sell next week, or next year. That stamped the speculative

transaction which should be avoided, especially in view of the

terrible example of the recent American crisis.

The author stated, and the truth of the statement would be

generally admitted, "It is now recognized that to give ample

discretionary power as regards investment is the wiser policy."

That, of course, predicated honest management. Considering what
a valuable asset that reputation for honest management was. he Avas

inclined to discourage the formation of subsidiary trust companies,

such as had been suggested in the discussion. Such a course

seemed to saA^our of the utilization of the resources of assurance

companies for purposes Avhich Avere not assui-ance purposes, and

might possibly lead to scandal. Supposing the subsidiary companies
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inA'ested in the securities of trading companies in which directors

of life offices were interested I In conclusion, he ^vished to call

particular attention to the point that the rate of interest used in

the valuation should be considered in conjunction with the book
Aalues at which the investments stood. If an office had been in

the habit of carrj-ing its investments at cost price, and they had
appreciated and were worth considerably more than the book value,

it seemed to him that a higher valuation rate of interest would be

justified than if the assets had been written up, because the jdeld

on the amount of the assurance fund was higher. Some surprise

Avas exi:)ressed by one of the speakers that the rate of interest

earned by assurance funds had not fallen more between about 1893
and 1906 ; but it should be borne in mind that during that period

the book values of many of the investments had been written down,

thereby decreasing the apparent fall in the rate of interest, when
the last of those years was compared with the first.

Mk. GEOFFREY MARKS said that the principal point, or at

least the one which was most often in their minds, was the

question of the valuation of Stock Exchange securities in the

companies' annual and other balance sheets. There had been a

variety of opinions exjiressed in regard to the matter that evening,

as there had always been in his ex]Derience. In his s'iew, there

were two things which ought to be borne in mind in considering

the question ; one was that those valuations should be taken on the

safest possible basis, and the other, that it was incumbent upon
them to show, at the particular time to which their balance sheet

referred, exactly the position of the company owning the securities

included in the balance sheet. Referring first to the question of

safety, he was entirely in agreement with Mr. Eraser, that, if they

could afford to do it, the absolutely best and safest way in which to

deal AA-ith such securities was always to write them down when they

depreciated, and never to Avrite them up when they appreciated.

In that way, in time, an investment reserve fund was formed which
did not appear in the company's accounts—and to that extent was
advantageous—and in time became such an amount that it was the

accurate measure of any possible depreciation which could arise in

respect of the securities included in the company's list. It further

had the advantage that each portion of that reserve fi;nd which
referred to any particular security was automatically released and
realized when that seciu'ity was sold. To his mind those were very

great practical advantages, and, in addition, one had the satisfaction

of knowing that one was doing what was absolutely the safest

thing to do. "With regard to the point that the position of the

company must be shown at a particular date, the only way in which
he could conceive that that could be accurately done was by showing
the selling price at the particular time to which the A-aluation

referred. Of course everyone knew that the large amounts Avhich

the different companies held in various Stock Exchange securities

could not be realized at the prices at which they were quoted, but

practical disabilities of that kind could not be prevented ; they
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must be acknowledged, and it must be assumed that everybody

knew about them just as much as the persons interested did. But,

haAing valued the securities at their selling prices, if one wanted to

show the exact position of the company, one could do so by inserting

those prices, either in detail or in mass, beside the A-alues at which

one had arrived by the process of not Acting up and always

writing down. These perhaps were counsels of perfection, but he

thought many offices Avere strong enough to adopt them, and he

thought it would be distinctly to the adAantage of their work if all

offices could do it.

There was another point to which he would like to refer, namely,

the training of young actuaries in those financial questions, which

were, if he might say so, only partially dealt Avith in the paper and

in the discussion. He Avas very glad to think that the Institute

was noAv talcing a much greater interest in that question than it had

ever done before. Although the subject has been before the

Institute for many years, and their old friend Mr. Bailey had ahvays

been a poineer in the treatment of such lu'actical questions, and in

the advocacy of them as suitable subjects for the study of younger

members, he did not think that, until the present time, the Council

had exer taken them into such serious consideration as they were

•doing at the present moment : and he thought that this was a A-ery

hopeful sign for the future of the profession.

He could assure Mr. Barrand that, from his OAvn experience,

loans on personal security Avere, and ahvays had been, so far as he

knew, a very profitable and easily-Avorked form of iuAestment. He
confessed that he approached them at one time Avith a very gi-eat

deal of prejudice, but his experience had couA-inced him, that

properly selected (and there was no form of security about Avhich it

Avas so easy to learn all that AA-as essential) they Avere a veiy good

form of investment tor a life office. He heartily agreed Avith him,

and also Avith Mr. Besant, from his personal experience, as to the

luisuitability of the ordinary stocks of English railAA'ays for the

investment of their funds.

Mr. Barrand had suggested that it might be possible for the

offices to form amongst themselves a Trust company for the purpose

of dealing Avith securities, Avhicli perhajis in themselves alone, or for

the purposes of a single company, Avcre not quite stiitable as invest-

ments. He was entirely in sympathy A\-ith Mr. Barrand in that

matter, and he Avas more in sympathy AA-ith his scheme, because it

had an affinity Avith one Avhich he himself had had in mind for many
years, and one Avhich he had ahvays hoped at some time or another

to see carried out. That was, that the offices should form among
themseh'es some sort of combination Avhich Avould enable them to

giA-e greater weight to the mass of their financial poAvers. The fact

that the offices possessed amongst them about 3-50 millions of funds,

and that those funds were increasing at the rate of some fourteen

or fifteen millions a year was very significant. He did not suppose

that there Avas any other class of institution Avhich should have the

same financial Aveight, but as a matter of fact their influence in the
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financial markets of the world was practically negligible, simplj-

because they had never tried to effect, or, at any rate, never
succeeded in effecting, any sort of combination which would enable

them to make the full use of the undoubted power which they
IKJssessed.

There was just one other point which he would mention, namely,

that he would liked to have traced to what extent the undoubted
alteration in the character of their finance of late years had aftected

the investments which they held and their yield. There was no
doubt to his mind—indeed, it was the common exi^erience of them
all—that their finance in the last few years had assumed a cosmo-
politan character which it did not have even ten or fifteen years

ago. He was sure that that must have had a very great effect, not
only on the character of investment, but also on the interest yield.

The president said that the various points that Mr. Xe^vman
had touched upon had been dealt with by the speakers, and ^-iews

exjiressed on both sides, except with regard to home railway

ordinarj' stocks, about which all seem to agree, that they were a

type of security unsatisfactory for life assurance offices. He did not

himself take quite such a pessimistic ^'iew as to the future of home
railways as some of the members of the Institute took. An enquiry
was now being held, under the superintendence of the President of

the Board of Trade, into the general working of the companies, and
there was a possibility of their being allowed to raise their rates to

meet the incAitable growth of expenses. There was, further, the
possibility of the Government nationalizing the whole scheme of

railways in the country, as was done many years ago in Germany,
and he ventured to hope that the Gk)vernment in power when such
a scheme came to fruition would be in the strict sense of the word
a "Liberal"' Government. The subject of finance generally, and
as specially applicable to an insurance company, was now well under-
stood and appreciated by directors and managers. The fact that

the present-day manager, who was generally the actuary- of the life

company, was so well qualified to achise his board on matters of

finance, might fairly be considered due in large measure to the
training which the actuary received from the Institute. As Mr.
Marks had mentioned, the Institute had under consideration the

question of doing more in the way of training the younger generation

of actuaries in the matter of finance than before. With those few
and general remarks he had great i)leasure in asking the members
to pass a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Xewman for the paper read
before them.

The motion was carried with acclamation.

Mr. XEWMAX, in rep^ly, said that the various points had
been very well taken up by the difterent speakers, and he was, in

particular, much obliged to Mr. "Winter and ]Mr. Marks for their

kindly criticism. He thought, on the whole, that the chief matter
of interest which had been brought out was the question of -RTiting-

up securities, and he would deal with that point first. Mr. Eraser's

dictum, " Don't write up securities ; always write them down ", had
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been characterized as a counsel of perfection ; he (Mr. XcAvman)

thought it was a counsel of too much perfection, because he could

imagine a class of policj'holders, say the policyholders who were

entering in any particular period of time, Avho might die and leave

^n appreciated security for the benefit of future holders, and they

might reasonably claim that, if they had entered a life assurance

•company which had been allowed to work itself out without new
entrants, they as a class would have obtained greater benefits,

because as the life assurance fund gradually decreased those

appreciated securities would have had to be realized. Therefore

the long-lived policyholders would have benefited by that

appreciation of securities and would have received lar-ger bonuses

towards the end of their time. It was for that reason that he said

in his paper that he thought the best plan was to lay down no hard

and fast rule on the matter, but to leave each generation of

actuaries to deal with such matters, and as to how much
-appreciation should be brought into the accounts when the time

arrived.

He had been interested in !Mr. Winter's remark that now was

the best time to place money in long term Stock Exchange
investments ; it was in connection with his (Mr. Newman's) remark
that possibly the percentages of mortgages might again go up. If

the competition was such at the present time that mortgagors were

forced to offer extremely favourable terms, much more favourable

than could be obtained by placing money in long term Stock

Exchange investments, then offices might invest in mortgages, even

though in three or live years it was known that the rate of interest

might fall. His point merely was that the rate must be A-ery good

just at the present time in order to prevent offices placing all their

money in Stock Exchange investments. He certainly thought it

Avould be a very good thing to show the rate of interest on new
investments, and the amount that offices were at present putting

into different classes of investments ; but his paper did not touch

on that point, which related to the question of Government returns

-and the amount of information the Government proposed to ask

from offices in the future.

The second matter of interest was the question of railway

ordinary stocks, which Mr. Besant and Mr. Barrand both

condemned. "With reference to the rate of interest being from
3h per-cent to 4 per-cent, which Mr. Barrand had referred to, he

might say that at the lowest prices of 1906 the rate was 4-36, and

that in 1907 the rate was even better, so that there was lately

more opportunity for proA'ision for insurance risk than appeared

from the average prices of the last few years. Mr. Besant had
mentioned the annuities of the Indian railways. He quite agreed

with him that they M'ere an extremely suitable form of investment.

]Mr. Besant well summarized the general position when he said, ' If

prices were high, invest in mortgages ; if prices were low, buy
stock." ^Ir. Bailey's remarks with reference to the old Equital)le

and the sources from which they obtained their large bonuses were
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extremely interesting, but lie could not quite agree with his valuing

Stock Exchange securities at the average price for the past

quinrjuennium ; he (Mr. Xewman) would he much more inclined to

follow Mr. Eraser's dictum of " Don't write up securities."' AVith

regard to Mr. Barrand's remarks about loans on personal security,

lie was afraid he could not say more than that his own personal

opinion of them was not too favourable.

He could not say that he agreed with the suggestion that

insurance companies should form a Trust company. He thought

that insurance companies, if there was any profit to be made,

should buy the same stocks that a Trust company would,

and make their own profit. The argument, of course, was that

it was the Trust companies' business to look into matters of

detail which an insurance manage could not, and so the Trust

company could get a higher profit and pay exjienses of

management as well ; but all managers and directors of insurance

companies should be ex|)erienced in finance, and he thought that

insurance companies ought to get any profit there was, by averaging

their own investments. In reply to Mr. Eraser's enquirj' as to the

percentage of the outstanding accounts, 3-1 was the percentage of

non-interest bearing assets ; 1-2 per-cent was the percentage of

outstanding claims, Arc, leaving a balance of 1-9, or, roughly,

2 per-cent of the insurance fund, as non-interest bearing assets,

instead of some 3 per-cent.

He thought that Mr. Xash had misunderstood his remark as to

some oftices earning a higher rate than others, as in fact he

applauded the offices who were earning a better rate. The
argument which he wished to use was that, because good ofiices

earned a higher rate than the average, therefore those ofiices which
were earning a lower rate could raise themselves up to the higher

rate, without putting themselves in the rank of ofiices who invested

badly. There was, of course, less opportunity to offices who
DOW earned a high rate to improve their rate of interest, and
there was much more opportunity for offices who were earning a

low rate of interest to raise their rate. With regard to the wide
discretionary powers that were given, and he thought rightly, to the

boards of British companies, he considered it was a legitimate pride

that those boards and the management of British ofiices had used
those powers so well, and that they had not betrayed the trust

which the policyholders had put in them.

With further reference to appreciation and depreciation of

securities, Mr. Xash's argaiment was that the appreciation otight to

be used to value at a lower rate, and that, after the assets had been
written down, one could value at a higher rate. He should rather

suggest that, after the assets had been written down, one shoukl

still value at a lower rate, and then ultimately gi'eater benefits

would be given to continuing policyholders. He was much
interested to hear from Mr. Marks that the Institute was gi^^ng

greater attention to the question of finance generally. He had had
occasion, in ^^^iting the paper, to refer to the various essays that had
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been delivered before, and he had found many papers of a general

character, but very few for the guidance of students. He might,

however, mention Mr. Deuchar's paper, which was to be found in

the first volume of the Federation of Insurance Institutes, as one

which was jiarticularly useful to students. He quite appreciated

Mr. Marks' opinion that the best way was to show the selling

prices, so that the public might know what the actual position of a

company was. By doing that, they avoided the demand that would

be made upon them from time to time to have, as was the case in

America, a hard and fast rule. He thought that by the offices

showing exactly how they stood and making public as much
information as possible, the best way was found for conducting

their business.

I

On Reversionai'y Bonuses as affected by Expenses and Variations

in Rates of Mortality. By H. H. Austin, F.I.A., of the

Prudential Assurance Company, Limited.

[Read before the Institute, 30 March 1908.]

N venturing to submit a paper on the subject of bonuses to the

Institute, I feel that a word of explanation is necessary as to

the reasons that led me to take up this investigation, and as a

preliminary to this, I would first call attention to some results

presented by previous writers.

In 1887 the late Mr. Sunderland read a paper {J.I.A.,

vol. xxvi) dealing with Whole-Life Assurances, and he followed

this up by a further paper [J.I. A., vol. xxviii) dealing Avitli

Endowment Assurances. A valuable set of tables was given

with each paper, based on a H^^ 3 per-cent valuation, showing,

among other things, the bonus arising from surplus interest

margins of \, 1, 1^, and 2 per-cent for whole-life, and 1 and H
per-cent for endowment assurances.

He also gave the bonuses arising from an annual surplus

margin of premium of 10s. at the various experience rates of

interest, and showed that bonus from surplus premium in any

year is proportional to the amount of such surplus premium.

Dealing with mortality, he showed the results of experiencing

Sprague's Select Mortality under whole life policies, and gave

an illustration of the effect of experiencing a favourable

mortality imder a 25-year endowment assurance. The papers

were practically independent, and did not aim at comparing

bonuses under the two classes, although so far as interest and

loading profits were concerned, they gave the means of

doing so.
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In J.I.A., vol. xxxii, p. 73^ Mr. Lidstone contributed a paper

dealing mainly with a particular form of distribution of surplus^

known as Sprague's Method. He advocated the use of select

premiums as a basis for calculating loadings. On p. 84 he

save a table of premiums showing on the given assumptions

that endowment assurances were treated less favourably than

whole life assurances. Mr. King, in the discussion,, expressed

the opinion that^ with suitable rates of premium, endowment

assurances should take the same, or perhaps rather larger,

reversionar}' bonuses than were given to whole life policies.

In a paper in the Journal (vol. xxxii, p. 320/, ]\Ir. Andras

gave a number of tables showing bonuses on various assumptions

as to premium and interest margins, assuming an H'^ 3 per-cent

valuation, and that Sprague's Select Mortality would be

experienced. In the ensuing discussion, Mr, G. F. Hardy

mentioned that " for the last few years the profits from mortality

in many offices had almost equalled the profit from interest ",

and gave a short table showing that on the assumption of a

15 per-cent mortality profit the eflect on bonuses was both

important and persistent over a long duration.

Mr. Chatham {T.F.A., vol. iii, part 1) investigated the profit

from endowment assurances, with special reference to mortality

profit, and, on the assumption of the experience being 80 per-cent

of the 0--"- mortality, it appeared that after the first quinquennium

the bonuses were not much affected.

Finally, Mr. H. J. Rietschel contributed a paper {J. I. A.,

vol. xli, p. 273) giving a comparison of bonuses arising under

the two classes of assurances, and concluded that endowment

assurances should receive rather less than whole life assurances,

unless the surplus interest margin approached 1 ])er-cent, but

the whole life premiums used by him appear to be rather above

the average.

From the conclusions mentioned, and from a treneral

consideration of the papers written on the subject, it may be

seen

—

{a) That bonuses arising from any assigned amount of

surplus loading can be readily obtained from Mr. Sunderland's

tables J (b) The same may be said of bonuses from surplus

interest, and further, it would appear that if these be tabulated

for any particular experience rate, the bonuses corresponding to

any other rate can be deduced with close accuracy; (c) The

effect on bonuses of a favourable or unfavourable mortality

experience has been very little touched upon.

VOL. XLII. Z
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It appeared to me^ therefore, that as a subject of the greatest

importance, both from the point of view of the finances and the

policv of a Life Office, a further examination of some of the

soui'ces of profit or loss should yield information that would be

of use to the profession.

Interest and Loadings.

From the considerations adduced it does not seem necessary

to deal at any length with profit from surplus loadings and

interest. Tables under these headings based on a H^^ valuation

would not difl*er to any appreciable extent from those referring to

a valuation by the 0^' Table, which latter basis at 3 per-cent

interest is used throughout to illustrate this paper. For

purposes of comparison, however, I have included Tables of

bonuses arising from interest margins of \ and 1 per-cent and

from the loadings given by the scale of premiums I have adopted.

The subjects principally dealt with in the present paper are

the eff"ect of Mortality profit or loss on Whole-Life Assurances,

and incidentally on Endowment Assurances, and an examination

of expenses from a somewhat diff"erent point of view to that

usually adopted.

For the purpose of the enquiry I used the rates of office

premium given hereunder. They are, I believe, fair average

premiums, but I would here deprecate any special importance

being attached to the actual premiums used, or the resulting

bonus attributable to surplus loadings. Any other reasonable

scale of premiums would have served the purpose equally well,

and by a variation in the premiums used, the bonuses could have

been altered very materially.

I have assumed initial expenses to be at the rate of £2
per-cent of the sum assured, and the renewal expenses to be at

the rate of 5 per-cent of the premium with a constant of 3s. The

resulting Surplus Loadings used in Tables 1 to 7 are shown

side by side with the Ofiice Premiums, and are obtained by the

use of 0^^^^ Select Net Premiums.

Age at
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Tables 1 to 7 have been constructed by the formulge given by

Mr. Lidstone in Appendix A, J.I.A., vol. xxxii, p, 94, some

necessary extensions being made to fit the different assumptions

dealt with. I need hardly say that they are very simple in

applicatioUj and that they bring out results in close conformity

with those obtained by actually working out the progress of a

fund subject to the given conditions.

In Tables 1 to 4 are given the analyzed bonuses arising from

interest margins of | and 1 per-cent and from Select Loadings.

These tables have been included not only for their own intrinsic

interest, but as a standard against which the other tables can be

measured, and in order that the full effects of variations in the

assumed conditions can be readily appreciated.

It is interesting to note that the figures given could have been

obtained almost exactly from Mr. Sunderland^s Tables, A and B,

based on the H-^^ Table, and if the bonus arising from any other

rate of interest is required it can be obtained with great accuracy

by proportion. The bonuses from this soui'ce in Tables 2 and 4,

for instance are derived from those in Tables 1 and 3 by the

factor ,w.- /I ,w>-,-; =-'0-, this followins: of course from
•U0o(l"U0oj-

Mr. Lidstone's approximate formula.

If it be conceded that the premiums assumed fairly represent

the average. Tables 1 to 4 possess a considerable amount of

interest. Speaking generally, the bonuses show a steady increase

as the premium payable increases. In the Whole-Life Class the

higher ages at entry, and in the Endowment Assurance Class the

shorter terms, take the larger bonuses, and, as would be expected,

the initial expense assumed has a disastrous efi"ect in the first

quinquennium, especially where the premium is smalL

As the bonuses vary with the entry age and the original term,

it is not easy to draw any very definite conclusion from these

tables alone as to which class should receive the larger share of

bonus. There are other factors to be considered in this

connection, however, and I defer comment until they have

been dealt with.

In practice a Life Office does not earn a fixed rate of interest

over the whole duration of the policy, and in Table 5 I give an

illustration showing the effects of a vaning rate of interest, the

assumption being that the interest rate declines continuously from

4 to 3^ per-cent over a period of 20 years, and on comparing this

with Tables 1 to 4 it is evident that the effect of interest on

z 2
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Donuses is determined almost entirely by the ultimate rate

prevailing, the bonuses being but little above those given by the

34 per-cent experience table.

Calculations on the assumption of a steadily declining rate of

interest have been made of annuities, single premiums, and

policy reserves {see J.I.A., vol. xxxi, p. 330, and vol. xxxii,.

p. 272), and the results shown in Table 5 are what would be

expected, since reversionary bonus from surplus interest is

determined by single premiums and policy reserves. It is,

however, interesting to see the degrees to which they are affected,,

and by comparing the total amount of bonuses in cols. 5 of

Tables 1, 3, and 5 it is evident that endowment assurances are

affected by the fall almost as much as the whole life class. In

view of the desirability of guarding against a fall in the rate of

bonus to be declared in future years, the subject is of the

greatest importance.

Mortality.

In considering the effect of mortality on bonus earnings, a

practical difficulty met at the outset is to determine a basis to-

work upon. When a number of offices combine their individual

experiences, the resulting average mortality table probably will

not represent the experience of any single contributing office >

but as regards the extent of the variations on either side, there

is not much information available, and, when such information is

given, it is commonly in the form of a percentage comparison

with a standard aggregate table.

After some consideration, I decided to make use of the
Q[XMi Table as an experience basis for Whole-Life Assurances,,

since this table repi'esents the experience of a body of medically

selected lives. The results are shown in Table 6.

The bonus from profit or loss on mortality in any given year

,U (,_,-) {(« + ")- (SV+ BA.)>

Ai

where q is the rate of mortality according to the valuation basis,,

and q the rate actually experienced, while B and BAq represent

the bonus additions, and their reserves, at the commencement of

the year. In col. 2 of Table 6, I have not thought it necessary

to tabulate separately the mortality profit or loss resulting from

bonus additions, but it is to be noted that the inclusion of these

increases the effects of mortality variations, especially at the

longer durations where the reserves for the total bonuses are
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considerable. If bonus additions be omitted tbe expression given

above becomes (q—q') r ., and, excluding the first quin-

quennium, where selection is operative, the results of this

formula could be read positively as bonuses arising from a

corresponding favourable mortality, represented by q", where

q"= {2q— q'). Assuming this rate of mortality to be experienced

the total bonuses would, of course, be larger than those shown

by col. 5 of Table 6, since the interest and loading profits would

be subject to a positive instead of a negative addition for moi'tality,

and, consequently, the figures of col. 2 besides being positive

would be o^reater throue:hout. That is to sav, that a favourable

rate of mortality increases bonuses more than an unfavourable

rate decreases them.

Considering the formula [q— q')—r— ; it will be seen that

l—\
the fraction — -r— is a steadily diminishing quantity, since the

A.

numerator decreases as V increases, and at the same time the

denominator increases. The rate at wliicli this factor diminishes

is of course much greater with endowment than with whole

life assurances, whereas with a given experience rate of mortality,

the factor {q— q) is the same for both classes. It follows,

therefore, that bonuses, both cash and reversionary, are of

less magnitude under the former than the latter class of

assurance.

The function q generally increases with the age, and the

assumption of a favourable mortality experience corresponding

to a constant percentage of q tends to produce profits that

increase rapidly with entry age and also tend to increase with

duration. This is confirmed by the late Mr. Meikle's empirical

rule (see J.I.A., vol. xxxviii, p. 378), that an increase of k per-cent

in the rate of mortality throughout life corresponds to an increase

of ^k per-cent in the uniform annual premium, since a percentage

of premiums gives bonuses that increase with entry age.

The ratios of the rates of mortality 0^ : H^, and 0'^
:
0^^'"^

show generally a decrease as the age increases, and I think the

basis of Table 6 is a reasonable representation of the form of

curve that an experience mortality may be expected to follow.

This is borne out by the tables given by Mr. R. M. Moore, in

bis investigation into the comparative mort^ality among assured

lives of abstainers and non-abstainers {J.I.A., vol. xxxviii, p. 213).
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Altliougli his figures refer to a special class of lives, as is also the

case, for instance, with the Clergy Mutual experience, yet the

analogy may be expected to hold generally.

In Table 7, I show the bonuses of whole life and endowment

assurances, on the assumption that the experienced rate of

mortality is 90 per-cent of that shown by the O'^^^^ table.

This assumption was made simply for convenience in showing

the comparative effects of mortality on the two classes, and the

comparison was limited to two entry ages in the whole life and

two terms of years in the endowment assurance class, as being

suificient for the purpose.

From a consideration of Tables 6 and 7, it is evident that a

mortality experience that does not coincide with the valuation basis

may have a very appreciable effect on the bonuses under whole

life assurances, not only in the early years of duration, where the

reserve is small, but continuously over a long period.

The efi'ect of selection in the first quinquennium is of

considerable importance, in partially counteracting the heavy

initial expenses, although it is evident that it is necessary to

assume these latter to be distributed over the general body

to justify the present day liberal conditions in respect to the

vesting of bonuses.

Expenses.

So far in this investigation I have made the very usual

assumptions of fixed initial expenses, and rates of renewal

expenditure applicable to both classes of assurance, but I am

by no means convinced that this is either correct or desirable.

It will be admitted, I think, that exclusive of commission and

one or two small items, the expenses of issuing and maintaining

a policy will be practically independent either of the actual sum

assured or of the annual premium. This logically leads to the

conclusion that a considerable part of the loading should be a

constant per policy, which is of course impracticable, since

policies of small amount would be very heavily burdened.

"VVhen^ however, we wish to compare one great class of assurance

with another, this is a point that cannot equitably be ignored,

and is of considerable importance, and in this connection I

would call attention to the following remark by Mr. Ryan

{J.I. A., vol. xxvi, p. 385), that " It was not a matter of so much

concern whether they gave to an entrant at the several stages

of his policy the exact equivalent of his share of the surplus, as

((
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" whether they gave to endowment assurance policyholders and
" other members of special classes of assurance their fair and
" proper shares."^

In order to test the practical effects of referring management

expenses to the number of policies^ I examined the returns to the

Board of Trade of a number of representative Companies, This-

appears a more satisfactory course than using the rates of all

companies combined^ since the latter are greatly influenced by

the returns of a few companies that are not quite normal.

From the figures obtained, it appears that whole-life assurance

is making but small headway, being ver^' nearly stationary,',

whereas endowment assurance is increasing at an enormous

rate, many offices showing increases of 50 per-cent and

upwards over a quinquennium. The average sum assured and

the average premium per policy vary widely among individual

offices, but almost invariablv thev are greater under the whole-

life than the endowment class ; roughly speaking, the ratio

under sums assured varies from '1 to 2^, and under premiums

from 1^ to li. There appears to be a tendency also for the

average sum assured under endowment assurance policies to

decrease, notwithstandins: that the reverse is the case with many
individual offices.

In dealing with the charges in the revenue account headed

" expenses of management ^'
it will be convenient to treat initial

and renewal expenditure separately.

If the total initial expenditure be E, and m and n policies be

issued under whole-life and endowment assurances respectively,

E
the expenditure per policv is , and if :c and >/ represent the^ ^ ^ ' m+ n -^ ^

respective average sums assured, the percentage of expenditure to

lOOE , lOOE
sums assured are -, and

{rii-\-n)x (m+ 7i/j

An infinite number of assumptions can of course be made as to

the values of the quantities denoted by the symbols m, n, .r, y, and

E, but to show the general effect I append a short table, where

average conditions are assumed and a uniform value for E of £1
per-cent of the New Business sums assured has been taken.

{See Table A).
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Table A.

—

Initial Expendihire.
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must find its rate of expenditure steadily increasing. There

will, of course, be many other factors influencing this rate, for

instance, the larger volume of business should be handled at a

less proportionate rate.

The Board of Trade returns, however, show that in a large

number of offices the srrowth of Endowment Assurances during

the last quiquennium has been accompanied by an increase in the

rates of management expenses, whicb fact lends support to the

theory advanced. This increase is not shown in tbe returns of

all offices combined, but this may probably be explained by the

fact that several offices have a fixed limit for their combined rates

of commission and expenses of management.

If in Table A the expense per policy assumed for Office (6)

i.e., .£6, remain constant, while the relative numbers issued be

altered to those assumed for Offices (c) and [d), the total expenses

per-cent increase from the £1 assumed to £1 4s. and <£1 IO5.

respectively.

Similarly, if the expense per policy assumed for Office (o) in

Table B be applied to Offices (6) and (c), the total expenses

per-cent of the premiums rises from the assumed 7\ per-cent to

8"28 and 9"06 respectively.

These fi2;ures show that unless means are found for reducing

the expenditure per policy the gradual displacement of A^ hole-

Life by Endowment Assurances with smaller average premiums

must very unfavourably aff"ect the ratio of expenses to premiums.

It does not seem necessary to construct hypothetical bonus

tables similar to those already given Tables 1 to 7, to show the

eff'ects of the assumptions in question on reversionary bonuses.

I have again, therefore, had recourse to Mr. Lidstone's paper, and

made use of the expressions given by him for the present value

of future allotments of surplus (.T.I. A., vol. xxxii, p. 92) as being

more convenient for the purpose.
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In Tables C and D I show the uniform annual reversionary

bonuses on various assumptions as to expenses, the whole being

based on the present values at the inception of the policies, at

experience rates of interest of 3^ and 4 per-cent. In lines (c)

and {d) the rates I used for initial and renewal expenditure

were selected from Tables A and B with an addition of £1
per-cent of the sum assured for new, and 2| per-cent of the

premiums for renewal commission. This assumes in each case,

therefore, that the total renewal expenditure is equivalent to

10 per-cent of the premium income, but as it is obviously

impracticable to use a percentage basis in estimating bomises, I

redistributed this part of the expenditure in proportion to the

value of the Select Loadings, keeping the two classes, "Whole-Life

and Endowment, entirely separate. For the purpose of this

distribution of expenses, I assumed the proportions of policies

issued to be as under :

—

Entry Age
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bear the moderate expense rates assumed, and at the same time

to keep up a fair rate of bonus. The reason for this is of course

perfectly obvious, and has been dealt with both by Mr. King and

Mr. Lidstone, but the fact calls attention to the limitations of

Tables that simply trace the bonuses arising from surplus Interest

and Loadings, and take no account of miscellaneous profits.

While, however, the Contribution Method of allotiug bonuses

is in practice rather inconvenient and cumbrous, it is, nevertheless,

the standard to which reference must be made, and by which

other systems must be judged, and for this reason figures showing

the amount and incidence of bonuses in relation to direct

contributions should form the framework of any system of

distribution. The fact that the Uniform and the Compound

Reversionary Bonus systems have come into such general favour

is not due solely to the ease and simplicity attaching to these

methods, but also to the fact that within broad limits they conform

to the theoretic standard. Mr. Ryan discusses this point very

fully in a paper contributed to the Third International Congress^

and reprinted in the Journal (vol. xxxviii, p. 69).

With the exception, perhaps, of Mortality, none of the main

sources of miscellaneous profits are susceptible of any such

scientific distribution as can be applied to surplus loadings and

interest. They would seem to belong to the policyholders as a

body, and to form a free fund to be distributed in the best

interests of the business. There are various methods that may
be used to distribute these profits, but two in especial seem

more generally suitable, and have received a considerable amount

of attention : (1) to divide in proportion to surplus loadings, and

(2) that suggested by Mr. T. G. C. Browne, where the profits are

divided into three groups, the third, including practically all

miscellaneous sources, being divided rateably between the other

two. While the first method seems the best from the point of

view of theory and equity, practical considerations seem to be

in favour of the second method.

If now it be assumed that the miscellaneous profits remain

fairly constant from one quinquennium to another, and are

divided in proportion to surplus loadings, the bonuses of

Tables 1 to 4 would be higher throughout, but their rate of

increase would of course be less, so that, beyond the fact that

with 4- per-cent interest margin they take the form of Uniform,

and with a 1 per-cent margin, of Compound Reversionary

Bonuses, no definite statement of the rate of annual bonus can
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be made^ unless some arbitrary assumption is made as to the

extent of miscellaneous profits. Without making any such

assumption, however, it is clear from a consideration of Tables

C and D that the relative rates as between whole-life and

endowment assurances would not be appreciably affected by their

inclusion.

The rates taken to show mortality profit in Tables 6 and 7

cannot be said to be anything but arbitrary assumptions, and

are not necessarily representative of any office experience. In

view of the mortality profits in the past, however, when the

H*^ Table was an almost universal basis, they are not in any way

extreme assumptions, if we may judge by various authoritative

statements.

Now that the British Offices' experience has taken the field as

a standard of comparison, the question presents itself as to

whether the improvement in mortality may be expected to

continue in the future, and this is a subject that in its entirety

is beyond the scope of the present enquiry ; but taking into

account the steady improvement shown by the National Life

Tables, the fact that tuberculosis and phthisis are being steadily

mastered, that cancer is being vigorously attacked, and, probably

most important of all, that a higher ideal of living, resulting in

greater temperance, self-restraint, and moderation in all things

is in evidence, it would appear probable that the future will not

yield to the past in this respect.

The Uniform Annual Reversionary Bonuses, for the whole of

life, equivalent to the difference in the rates of mortality of the

H^ and the O^" tables, assuming interest at 3 per-cent, are

—

Entry Age=
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lives, and how powerful a factor this is is shown by a comparison

for example of the 0^^'^^, the 0^^^ and the 0^^^ Tables.

Comparison of Whole-Life and Endowment Assurance.

The figures brought out by this investigation show that, with

average conditions as to premium rates, valuation bases and

experience interest, the bonuses earned are as large under

Whole-Life as under Endowment assurances, and, if miscellaneous

profits are included, this balance is not materially altered.

In a comparison of the two classes, however, the main factors

to be taken into account are premiums charged, surplus interest

margin, expenses, and mortality, and I propose to review these in

their bearing on this subject.

Expenses I have already treated of, and if the arguments

adduced are admitted as valid, the scale is weighted in favour of

Whole-Life assurances.

The same may be said of a favourable mortality experience,

unless the Endowment Assurance Experience is sufficiently

superior to that of the Whole-Life class to counteract the

effect of the more rapidly increasing reserves and single

premiums. This is a question that cannot be answered

in definite terms, but must be testedj by each office in the

light of its own experience. The Endowment Assurance

Experience Table, 0^^, shows an extraordinarily light rate of

mortality, which is no doubt partly due to the fact that it

contains a large proportion of recently selected lives [see J.I. A.,

vol. xxxvii, pp. 142-5, 184), and it may be doubted if the rates

will remain permanently at such a low level. It may also be

reasonably assumed that the better the mortality experience

of an office under the Whole-Life class, the more nearly will it

approach that of the endowment assurance class.

Comparing the ratios of the columns numbered 4 in Tables

1 to 4, it is evident that an increase of ^ per-cent in the surplus

interest margin favours the Endowment assurance bonuses, and,

to maintain the same proportion, the bonuses in Table 2 would

have to be increased by about 7 per-cent.

I also roughly investigated this point, making the assumption

of an interest experience of 4^ per-cent, and in this case the

difference in the ratios represents a })ercentage of about 15

per-cent on the Whole-Life bonuses, which latter is an item of

some importance.

I need hardly say that the rates of premium involved are by
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far the most important factors governing a comparison of this

description. This is practically evidenced by Tables C and D,

from which tables the effects of a variation of 10 per-cent in

premium rates may be inferred. Any general conclusions that

can be drawn^ therefore, are entirely based upon average

premiums.

General Conclusions.

(1) From the figures given, there appears to be no

justification for discriminating against short term

Endowment assurances in the matter of bonuses.

(2) Although a surplus margin of interest exceeding

i per-cent is in favour of Endowment assurance

bonuses, this is more than counterbalanced bv the

effects of dividing expenses in the manner I have

suggested.

(3) With so many counteractive influences, it is difficult to

draw definite conclusions, but I think that, speaking

generally, larger bonuses are eai-ned by Whole-Life than

by Endowment assurances, and especially so if the

mortality experience is favourable. Endowment

assurance bonuses may, however, equal or even exceed

those of Whole-Life if {a) the relative rates of premium

are appreciably different from those used, or {b) if the

mortality experienced in the Whole-Life class is un-

satisfactory, or (c) if in conjunction with either of

these factors the difference between the valuation and

experience rates of interest exceeds say f per-cent.

It appears to me of the greatest importance that the Whole-

Life policies should be credited with the full profits earned by

them, since in many cases if they be merged in a mass ofEndowment

Assurances, their bonuses may be adversely affected to a serious

extent, and a further incentive would be supplied to the better

class of lives to exercise a selection against the office by entering

the Endowment class. From this point of view Mr. Ryan's

remark previously referred to becomes especially significant.

On the other hand, if a high rate of bonus is earned and

distributed upon Whole-Life policies, the selection on the part of

the assured may be partially diverted to this form of assurance,

which is a consummation greatly to be desired.
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Table 1.

—

Whole-Life Assurance.

Select Loadings. Experience 0^ 3J per-cent.

Valuation basis, O^^ 3 per-cent

5

1
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Table 2.

—

JF/wIe-Life Assurance.

Select Loadings. Experience 0^ 4 per-cenf.

Valuation basis, 0^^ 3 per-cent.

g

'5

c
a>
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Table 3.

—

Endowment Assurance.

Select Loadings. Experience 0^^ 3h per-cent.

Valuation Basis 0^ 3 per-cent.

1
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Table 4.

—

Endoiomeni Assurance.

Select Loadings. Experience .

0^^ 4 per-cent.

Valnation Basis 0^ 3 per-cent.
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Table 5.

—

JFhoIe-Life and Endovnmnt Assurance. Select Loadings.

Experience rate of interest decreasing from 4 to 3^ per-cent in 20 years.

Valuation basis 0^^ 3 per-cent.
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Table 6.

—

JVliole-Life Assurance.

Select Loadings. Experience 0^^^^^ M&rtality. 4 per-cent Interest.

Valuation basis, 0^ 3 per-cenf.

1

"

a
'3
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Table 7.— Whole-Life and Endowment Assurance. Select Loadings.

Experience 90 per-cent QP'^^ Moiiality. 4 per-cent Interest.

Valuation basis O^^ 3 per-cent.

B
3
a
a

a
'3
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Abstract of the Discussion.

Mr. H. J. EIETSCHEL, said that the paper divided itself into

two parts. In the first part, the anthor dealt with the effect on the

bonuses produced by variations in the rates of mortality, and, in the

second part, he devoted himself to an attempt at apportioning the

expenses between whole-life and endowment assurances. The author

had given, on page 338 a table of the office premiums which he had
employed for illustrating the paper, and he (Mr. Eietschel) thought

they would be found to be fair average premiums. The author

then assumed that the valuation was made by the O'^^ Aggregate

Table, and proceeded to obtain his bonuses by what was known as

the Contribution Method of distributing the surplus. He first

allocated to each policy the interest profit earned upon its reserves,

and in the second place the amount of the surplus loadings

contained in the office premiums, after deducting a due proportion

for the policy's share of the expenses of management. In order to

determine the amount of the loading profit, the net premiums had
been calculated on the basis of the 0^'^^^ Tables. He thought the

author was justified in adopting the Select rather than the Valuation

net premiums for ascei-taining the contributions to profit fronfx

loading, as although the valuation might have Ijeen made by an
aggregate table, yet, as mentioned by Mr. King (J. I.A., vol. xxxi,

p. 251), "For valuation purposes an aggregate table is of use only

in so far as it_giyes a good approximation to the reserves that would
be made by the Select Tables." So far as interest profit was
concerned, the calculations might be based upon the aggregate

reserves, as the error incurred by so doing would be small, but the

effect of basing the loading upon the aggregate instead of the select

net premiums would be to transfer a xevj considerable amount of

loading profit to mortality. By employing the select loadings in his

distribution, the author had apparently recognized that his contribu-

tions should be based upon the select reserves, and that being so h|6

would suggest that in his formula for the distrilnition of mortality

profit, given at the foot of page 340 the O'"^^^ Rate of Mortality-

should be adopted, and not the rate of mortality according to the

Valuation Basis. If an office experienced O'^^^ Mortality, thie

author's formula would show a large contribution to profit from
mortality in the early years of a policy and a loss in the later years.

Such a result would seem to be incorrect, if it was agreed that the

office had employed an aggregate table of mortality for its valuation

merely as an easy means of arriving at the results obtained by using

select tables of mortality. If the valuation was regarded as a select

one, the realization of O'^^ mortality woiild of course produce neither

profit nor loss from mortality.

Those remarks showed the difficulties in .the way of an accurate

analysis of the profit into the three main headings, Interest, Load-

ing, and Mortality. In order to make such an analysis, it was
necessary to base it, not upon the' results obtained from the table of

mortality emjiloyed in the valuation, but upon the results obtaindcl

froHt-another table-altogether:- -Other-diffieulties- in-the ^a;y-ef-stten
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an analysis arose on an alteration of the valuation basis, e.g., an
alteration of the valuation basis from the H"^ to the O^ Tcibles.

whilst leaA-ing the liabilities and sur|Dlus practically unchanged,

entirely altered the incidence of the profits—profit which hitherto

had been regarded as mortalit)^ profit would now be brought in as

loading profit. Again, a reduction in the valuation rate of interest,

not of necessity, but merely in order to strengthen the reserves, at

once transferred a great part of the loading profit to interest profit.

Both those cases would necessitate a mode of distribution which
departed from the principles of division laid down in the paper.

Those difliculties arose from the unscientific method of valuation.

Thus an office making a net 22 per-cent reserve, although earning^-

say, 4 per-cent interest, by valuing at such a low rate, provided in

its interest profit for nearly all its futiu^e expenses and bonuses.

Yet those expenses and bonuses were distinct from the interest, and
should be separately proWded for in the valuation. It was true

that the expenses and bonuses might be allowed for by assuming a

rate of interest considerably under that earned, but such a method
of calculation, while perhaps producing the required results, could

not be accepted without the measurement of their results against

those actually obtained by a true method of valuation on experienced

rates, which proWded for the expenses and bonuses. He therefore

ventiu-ed to suggest that in any future investigations the question of

the bonuses should be approached from the point of view of a
valuation made on ex])erience bases. If that course were adopted,

no analysis of profit would be necessaiy, and thus it would, he,

thought, be found possible to avoid the anomalies and difliculties-

arising when the attempt was made to build a scientific method of

distribution upon an irrational basis of valuation.

Turning to that part of the paper dealing with the expenses,

the author had there endeavoured to deal Avith a subject which
was bristling with difficulties, and in which so much depended upon
the personal judgment of the actuaiy. The author pointed out that

the exjjenses of management, exclusive of commission and one or

two minor items, would be practicaUy independent of the sums
assured and premiums, and would be nearly a constant per poHcy.

He then proceeded to apportion the expenses between the whole-life

and endo^^-ment assurance classes, on that basis. He also remarked
that the average sums assured in the whole-life class were larger

than in the case of endowment assurances. If that method of

apportionment were adopted it would appear that the endoA.\Tnent

assurances would have to bear a larger rate of expense per-cent of

the sum assured than the whole-life policies, and as the author did

not suggest treating the lai-ger policies in each class preferentially,

it was apparent that the large endowment assurances would ha^e to

beai- a verj" much larger share of the expenses than policies of

similar size in the whole-life class. That could hardly be considered

equitable. The authors conclusion that the exijenses of manage-
ment could be nearly represented as a constant per policy might be
an argument in favour of giving the larger policies higher rates of
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bonus than the small assurances, l3ut the policies in the endowment

assurance class must not be charged with a higher rate of expendi-

ture than policies for similar amounts in the whole-life class. It

would, however, he thought, be found impracticable to give eflfect to

that method of apportionment of the expenses, on account of the

heavy burden thrown thereby upon policies of small amounts.

Mr. W. C. KENCHINGTON said that the main feature of the

essay Avas the treatment of the expenses, as to which he would only

further point out that, from the tables given, the endowment

assurances seemed to be entitled to very considerably smaller

bonuses than the whole-life policies. He could have Avished that

the author had taken for his endowment assurances some other

terms or other ages at entry. The terms and ages at entry taken

in the paper did not lend themselves readily for comparison with

the tables supplied either in Mr. Sunderland's contribution or by

Mr. Lidstone. For instance, in Mr. Sunderland's tallies, all the

endowment assurances were for quinquennial ages (15, 55, 65) at

maturity, and for decennial ages at entry (20, 30, 40, 50), thus

making comparison between his jfigures and those which the author

gave somewhat difficult. In the same way, Mr. Lidstone's tables all

dealt with endowment assurances maturing at age 60, whereas in

two of the cases the author dealt Avith endowments maturing at 60,

the other two maturing at 65. Whilst he quite agi'eed that the

main i)oint in endowment assurances was the term of the endowment,

yet at the same time the age of the life did have a certain effect,

and the author would have made the tables rather more easily

comparable with other contributions if the ages and terms had been

otherwise selected.

He thought, perhaps, one of the main points of interest brought

out by the paper was the fact which had been commented upon by

previous writers, that the interest margin was the chief consideration

in the maintenance of bonuses under endowment assurances. He
investigated the total bonuses which the author had brought out,

comparing Table 2 with Table 1 for the whole-life class, and

comparing Table 4 with Tal)le 3 for endowment assurances. Those

comparisons showed the difference in the total bonuses in successive

quinquennia occasioned by an increase of 2 per-cent in the interest

margin. Bearing these diff'erences in mind, and comparing them

with the excess of total bonuses brought out by the experience

mortality being 90 per-cent of the O'"^^' Table, it would be found

that the excess of the total bonuses occasioned by the favourable

mortality under the whole-life class was considerably greater than

than the difference of bonus brought out for a h per-cent difference

in the interest margin ; whereas, on the other hand, the i per-cent

difference in the interest margin made considerably greater additions

to the endowment assurance bonuses than did the fact of a

favourable mortality, except in the first two quinquennia.

The author displayed, in Table 5, the bonuses brought out when

the rate of interest realized fell from 4 per-cent to 35 per-cent over

a period of twenty years. Keferring to that table the author said :
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" Comparing the total amount of bonuses in column 5 of Tables 1,
" 3 and 5, it is evident that endowment assurances are affected by
" the fall almost as much as the Mdiole-life class." He would
venture to suggest that that was perhaps a misreading of the tables,

for whether one took the excess in the total bonuses of Table .5 over

those of Table 1, or compared the bonuses of Table 5 with those

of Table 2, in either case the differences were greater amongst the

endowment assurances than amongst the whole-life policies, for the
particular ages and terms dealt with. Thus, by whichever means
the comparison was made, a fall in the rate of interest would appear
to have a greater effect in the extent by which the bonuses were
affected in the endowment assurance class than in the whole-life

class.

Mr. ERNEST WOODS did not understand that Mr. Austin
desired to advocate any particular contril^ution method of division

of profits, or indeed any contribution method at all. All that the

author really professed to do was to analyze the profits arising

from various sources on certain assumptions somewhat arbitrarily

selected. Having made these assumptions, certain " general

conclusions " were arrived at, but in his opinion, these created a
somewhat too large superstructure to build on the given base.
" General conclusions " Avas too wide a term ; a better heading
would have been " General Conclusions, where the bases assumed
were applicable." He desired to comment also on the rates of

premium assumed in the calculations, which, speaking very generally,

appeared to be rather high for the whole of life, when compared
with those for endowment assurances, and he would have liked to

have been able to consider further how far this assumption might
affect the expense ratios of the two classes of assurance dealt with.

He desired further to comment on the mortality assumptions. He
noticed that their effect was to bring out a loss from this source for

whole-term policies, and a profit for endowment assurances. Of
course, there were, very probably, offices where this effect may in

practice have emerged, but the divergent results arrived at as between
the two classes of business were, in his opinion, somcAvhat too

marked. Mortality depended not only upon the care with which
medical examinations were carried out, but also (and to a very
large extent) upon the class of life assured. An ofiice doing a
provident business, having a loss from mortality on its whole-term
business, would probably have only a small profit from its endowment
assurances, and one having a large profit from its whole-term
business would, he thought, not have so correspondingly large a
profit on its endowment assurances. He thought that the mortiility

of the two classes would tend to gi^eater assimilation, where the

business was obtained from similar sources.

Mr. W. p. PHELPS thought the paper would be of assistance—

-

assuming certain conditions arose—in helping actuaries to see how
the methods of distribution coincided with the actual facts. It had
been essential to make certain assumptions, and, as the author said,

the number which could be made was infinite. Every person had
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his own in'econceived ideas of what these should be. The
circumstances of no two offices altogether coincided, and the

assumptions that would meet one office would not meet another.

Therefore it was very difficult to assume any average conditions

which could be of any particular value. The author put forward

his assumptions in a very modest manner, not in any way pressing

them, and granting these, there was not much reason to quarrel'

with his results, because they were the logical outcome of the

assumptions he made. Still, he himself very much doubted
whether those assumptions were correct. Taking first the (question

of interest ; the surplus interest was a source of profit that was
perhaps capable of being exactly analyzed. The rate of interest

assumed in the valuation was known, and the rate of interest

earned could easily be found. The rest was simply a matter of

calculation. Surplus interest was generally a large item, and it was
most important for the purpose of keeping up bonuses that the

funds of the companies should be invested at as high a rate of.

interest as was possible, having regard to security. It had been

suggested that that was more important in the case of endowment
assurances than in the case of whole-life policies, but he was not all

certain that he agreed on that point. He thought it was very

important for both classes of policies that a good rate of interest

should be earned by an office in order to give good bonuses. Then
again, of the total surplus interest earned liy an office, a very large

proportion fell into miscellaneous sur]>lus. He had looked at the

figures in one office and he found that the surplus interest given,

back to the policyholders as such did not amount to much more
than one-half of the total surplus interest of the society. The rest

went into general miscellaneous surplus, and was distributed in.

proportion to premiums in that particular office. Then, again, in

the case of a proprietary company, the shareholders Avere supposed

to take a certain percentage of the profits from all sources. Surplus

interest was one of the sources, and, strictly speaking, the

policyholder ought not to receive the whole of that surplus

interest earned by the policy ; a percentage of it ought to go to

the proprietors. The effect of that would be that the amount
given for surplus interest would be slightly reduced. He did not

know that that was very important, and he was of opinion that the

best way of treating the matter was to take the proprietors' share

out of the miscellaneous surplus, Init such a course was not

theoretically correct. With regard to expenses, the assumptions

made appeared to him to be quite arbitrary, and he was not inclined

altogether to agree with the author's conclusions. Conditions

altered, the relative numbers and classes of piolicies altered, but the

expenses per policy were assumed to remain the same, and that was

proliably where the fallacy arose. It was possible to analyze a

certain number of expenses, such as medical fees, commissions,

policy, stamps, and expenses of that description,' and if a strict

analysis were made it would be i)robably found that the expenses

of working endowment assurances under these headings were not so
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much larger, if at all larger, than whole-life, as the author suggested.

For instance, there was one item, he did not know whether it was

the case in all instances, but in some offices it had quite a bearing

ou the case, and that was the poundage commission. A very large

number of people liked poundage commission, and there was no

doubt, if commission was paid in that form on endo^vment

assurances, money was saved, because it was much cheaper than

the usual percentage of the premiums. He very much doubted
whether, under the headings that one could analyze, the endowment
assurances were more expensive than the whole-life.

Then there were a verj^ large number of other expenses

—

standing charges, for instance, which it was practically impossible to

apportion. The author had assumed that an increase of endowments
would increase general expenses, but in his comparisons he did not

give any weight to the growth of business. It was pointed out in

the paper that the whole-life policies were more or less stationary,

and the endowments were gro^Wng. The fact was that in most
societies the whole-life policies were not being replaced by endow-

ments, but were remaining constant, and the endowment policies

were increasing, with the result that general business was increasing

;

and that was borne out more or less by the returns of offices.

Therefore, there was a larger business to carry the standing charges,

and the effect would be to reduce those standing charges per policy.

He was not at all certain the growth of endo^Ainent business would
increase expenses. The author said that it was not shown in the

combined returns of the Board of Trade : and he himself had looked

at one or two offices that had been doing a very large amount on

endo^vment assurance business in recent years, and found that the

tendency was not towards an increase, but towards a decrease in the

expense ratio.

Passing to mortality, all offices that insisted on a medical

examination would expect to experience select mortality. He
could not say whether their select mortality would be better or

worse than a standard select mortality, such, for instance, as the

O^^^ mortality'. The standard tables were the averages of many
offices, and there was no doubt some companies, from the class of

their business, which got a more favourable mortality than the

standard, and there was little doubt in his mind that some offices

ex])erienced a favourable mortalitj^ quite apart from what was
commonly called selection. He thought it was not correct to trace

mortality profit by comiiaring select tables with the aggregate. The
whole rationale of an O^ valuation was to arrive at a reserve which
more or less represented the true reserve. The result of comparing
a select mortality with an aggregate mortality was to throw the

whole of the mortality profit into the first quinquennium, and that

was not only theoretically incorrect but in practice would be also

very injudicious. It was very much better to spread the mortality

profit throughout the whole duration of the policy. In contrasting

a favourable select mortality experienced by an office with a standard

select table, it would be fomid there was a profit throughout the
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duration of the policy. He did not think any British offices

distributed the mortality profit strictly in accordance with the true

contriliution method, but if they did distribute it in that way they
would find that the resulting bonus arising from the favourable

mortality would decrease with the duration of the policy.

It had been assumed in the examples that the endowment assurance
mortality was the same as the whole-life mortality, but he believed

that, as a rule, it was considerably more favourable. He happened
to have the results for the past three years of an office that had
done a considerable business in endowment assurance for a great

number of years, and it could not be claimed that the profits arising

therefrom were due, or due to any great extent, to selection. He
found that in three years the actual profit from mortality had been
over 60 per-cent of the possible ; that is to say, that the actual

profit from mortality was 60 per-cent of Avhat it would have been if

no deaths had occurred among the endowment policies during the

three years. In the whole-life group it had been only 20 per-cent

of the possible. He thought that proved that the mortality

experienced under endowment assurances was very favourable, and
he thought that it would be possible to arrive at that from general

reasoning, because people effected endowment assurance policies if

they felt that they came from a long-lived stock.

He had had a good deal to do with the contribution method of

di^"iding surplus, but it was not a system that was without
drawbacks. It was difficult under varying conditions to get

continuity of results, and any change in the valuation basis or in

the rate of interest affected it considerably. Such a thing as

absolute justice in the matter of bonus distribution was impossible
;

but it was desirable to have a system that pleased everyone, and a
man was generally pleased if he got a decent bonus to start with
and a little more every time afterwards. It was no good at all to

go to a man and say We cannot give you a bonus for five or ten

years, because if you look at the tables here you will see you have
not earned it." He would say " I can go to Office B. or Office C.

and they wiW give me 30^*;. or iOs.," and he would not keep away
from those offices because he was told that he was recei\ang it out

of other people's money. The thing to be guarded against was.

having a bonus system that enabled people to exercise an option

against the office. If the office was giving too much to one class

and attracted a lot of people to that class, the result would be that

the bonus would tend to fall.

The president said that one of the most difficult problems,

coming before the actuary had always been the determination of an
equitable method of distributing the surplus among the policy-

holders, and it would seem that any solution of the difficulty

applicable to all cases had not yet been found, nor did it seem at all

likely to be. Owing to the great and rapid growth of endowment
assurance business, actuaries were now called upon to deal with the

further and more difficult problem of how to divide the profits

equitably between the two classes of whole-life and endowment
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assurance policyholders. Papei's had been read on the subject

under discussion by the late Mr. Sunderland, Mr. Andras,

Mr. Eyan, Mr. Lidstone, Mr. Chatham, Mr. Rietschel, and
others ; and while Mr. Austin's contribution seemed to follow

the lines of these writers, and to support their conclusions, he had
added to the interest of the subject by studying it in some respects

from a different point of view. His own \'iew, which perhaps might
be thought an ideal one, was that the best way to determine how
much of the surplus belonged to each of the two classes of policy-

holders was to keep two separate funds. That might sound like

a counsel of perfection, but it was actually carried out by a not
insignificant number of companies. The advantage of the plan was,

that whenever a quinquennial period came round, the company
knew exactly the profit in each section, and it was then only a
question of dividing the profit in each section amongst the several

policyholders on an equitable plan. If it were not practicable to

actually keep a separate fund for each class, it would be quite

possible to approximate to the amount of the funds by means of a
retrospective valuation, taking the actual experience as suggested

by Mr. Rietschel, and he hoped some day the question would come
up again, and be studied from that point of view.

With regard to the question of allocation of expenses he agreed

with some of the speakers in not thinking that the methods adopted
by the author exactly coincided ^nth practice, but the author did

not put his methods forward as being the best, but merely used
them as an indication and as a means of analysis. He was not
prepared to admit that the growth of expenses was entirely due to

endowment assurances, and in that he found he had the support of

Mr. Phelps, but, as so large a portion of the expense of endowment
assurance was due to commission, he ventured to hope the time

would come when life companies would be able to arrive at some
agreement to reduce the rates of commission. He agreed with

Mr. Phelps in thinking that the contribution method of valuation,

though excellent in theory, was very troublesome as a working
machine. Like Mr. Phelps, he had spent many years in trying to

replace the method by a more simple and readily intelligible plan,

but he had not yet discovered any solution of the difficulty.

Mr. H. H. AUSTIN \dshed to clear up one misapprehension,

that in Avriting the paper in the way he had, he was advocating the

contribution method of distributing surplus. He certainly did not

intend to convey that impression ; he simply used that as a
convenient means of showing the analyzed sources of surplus, as

it was generally agreed they should be returned in some measure of

equity. Mr. Rietschel, in speaking on the treatment of expenses,

referred to the point that, although the expenses were arbitrarily

di\'ided between the two classes of whole-life and endowment
assurances, there was no distinction made between policies of large

and small amounts in the same class. He thought he had also

made it perfectly clear in the paper that he considered it imprac-

ticable to make that distinction, l^ut by no means impracticable or
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Unnecessary when comparing two classes of assurance, especially

classes that Jittered so widely in average sums assured and average

premiums.

Mr. Woods appeared to differ from some of the assumptions

made, particularly the unfavourable rate of mortality for whole-life

assurances. As a matter of fact, that was used because he wished

to show the effects of mortality on whole-life assurances, and that

could be shown as well with an unfavourable as with a favourable

rate. It was very probalile, although naturally one did not get

much information on the point, that certain offices exi^erienced an

unfavourable rate of mortality ; l)ut, independently of that, the

rates were also a very good indication of the effects of experiencing

a favourable mortality. It was a convenient basis, and lent itself

very well to the purpose of illustration. He had also shown the

effects of a favourable mortality on whole-life assurances ; and did

not confine the favourable mortality to the endowment assurances,

and the unfavourable to the whole-life, as Mr. Woods seemed to

suggest.

Mr. Phelps referred to the factor of interest profit on the two
classes, and said that he thought the interest profit was quite

as important in the whole-life as in the endoAvment assurances.

Personally he agreed Avith that : Init the object of his paper, so far

as the comparison of the two classes was concerned, was limited to

the term in which endo^\^nent assurances ran, comparing them
quinquennium by quinquennium of their existence. For that

purpose he was not concerned, for instance, in going beyond the

30-years term he had taken for endowment assurances. Undoubtedly

on whole - life policies the interest profit was very important,

especially at the longer durations, and resulted in very large profits

being shown ; but if one was simply concerned in comparing the

two classes quinquennium l>y quinquenuium. there was no necessitv^

to go any further than the quinquennium in which the endowment
•assurances terminated.

Mr. Phelps also said that he disagreed ^Hth the theory as to the

division of expenses, but he did not say precisely in what direction

or why he disagi-eed vdt\x it. ^A'hen Mr. Phelps stated that he

(the speaker) had not taken into account the effect of the growth of

business on expenses, he thought he Avas mistaken, because on

page 345, for instance, it Avas suggested that the exjienses might be

reduced on account of the increased volume of business being

handled at a less proportionate cost. Mr. Phelps also referred to

poundage commission. He (the speaker) had taken simply the one

A\-ay of paj-ing commissions, and if commission Avas paid in any other

Tvay it dicl affect some of the conclusions, but he did not think it

was necessary to point that out as it Avas fairly self-eA-ident. Then,

again, AA-here ^Ir. Phelps referred to the fact that Avhole-life

assurances were not being replaced by endoAvment assurances, that

appeared to be correct, and in the paper it was mentioned that

Avhole-life assurances were fairly stationary and endoAvment

assru-ances were increasing, Avhich Avould seem to shoAv they Avere
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not being replaced by endowment assurances, but that the general

growth of business was chiefly due to the growth in endowment
assurances.

A comparison of the two classes of assurance was implicitly

involved in the treatment of the paper, although the main object

was to show the effects of certain assumptions. The comparisons

of two classes of assurance based on average premiums was only

interesting generally. It did not apply to any one particular office,

and therefore was of no special interest except in a general way-

As a matter of fact, the great majority of offices gave practically

the same bonuses to one class as to the other, and of the minority

of offices that did not do so a rather larger proportion seemed to

give bigger bonuses to the whole-life assurances. It might present

itself as a question whether it was not policy to give the same
bonuses in both cases, providing the conditions were fairly equitable

and allowed them to do so, but that would probably be largely a

matter of opinion.

Osculatory Interpolation hy Central Differences ; tviih an

application to Life Table Construction. By James

Buchanan, D.Sc, Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries

and of the Faculty of Actuaries.

1. J. HE new method described in Mr. King's i-ecent paper,

'' On the Construction of Mortality Tables from Census Returns

and Records of Deaths ", marks such a great advance on that

employed in the construction of the official English Life

Table, that it occurred to me that it might be worth examining

whether the numerical application could not be further simplified

by the use of central differences. Everett's formula {J.I.A.,

XXXV, 452) lends itself admirably to the construction of tables

by subdivision of intervals. It involves only even central

differences of each of the two middle terms of the series between

which the interpolation has to be made, and, as was pointed out

by the author in communicating his formula to the Journal,

'^ each sum of three terms does double duty, serving both for

" the preceding and the succeeding interval. In an extended

" computation, the number of ' sums of three terms ' to be
'^ calculated is accordingly practically identical with the number
" of intervals, and the labour of calculation is only about half

" what it appears to be on the face of the formula."

2. The problem before us is that of fitting between

consecutive pairs of a series of points a series of partial

interpolation curves, which shall have the same slope and

VOL. XLII. 2 B
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curvature at their points of junction. In what follows, the

central difference notation is that introduced by Dr. W. F.

Sheppard in his paper on " Central Difference FormulEe "

{Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, xxxi, 449).

There he uses two operators, S and fx, defined by the relations*

S?/o=Mi— M_i
: /iWo=K«^+ «-|)

so that S^i^o^Mj— 2mo+ W-i

8*Mo= M2— 4tti + 6t^o— 4m_x + m_2,

/iSMo=oS('4+M_i)

and so on. fxhuo, /xS^Uq, . . . are therefore the central differences

of Uq of odd order; and B^Uq, B*U(,, . . . are those of even order.

The tabular differences are shown in the following table :

X
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where x is the distance of «j. measured in front of Uq, and ^ its

distance measured behind Ui. The curve passing through

u_i, Uo, til, U.2 is

u = f+^f(r-l)S']"o+^^+J.^•(.^— l)S^]i<i . (A)

so that

du

dx
'i+^(3r-i)s^ Mo

^hhL,
dx^=

^'^''^

Similarly; the curve passing through m_2, u_i, Uq, Ui, is

+ ri+^(3ci'2-i)82iM,i

where x' is the distance of Uj.' measured behind Uq, and ^' its

distance measured in front of u_i. Differentiating, and

remembering that
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Similarly, if we take the two curves passing through

U-\, «o, «u ^^ (A), and u^, ih, th, M3 (B'), we have at Ui, in the

cun-e A

du

dx

dx^

b
Mo+ [i + ^s^]«>]

hhl

(2)

and, in the curve (B'),

du

dx
)+3«'' Hi + 1-

l--"
U.J

-l^-l^'

b
1= -|l-iS'

«1 —

"0 +

r.^'

'l+y

Wo-(2 + S>,l

Ul—~B*Ui

d^
dx^

(2)'

Pu,

4. Now let us fit between Uq and Ux a curve of the fifth order,

which will give to — and , ^ the following values :

CliC Ccto

(1) At the point Vq, the mean of their values in the curves

A and B; and (2) at the point w,, the mean of their values in the

curves A and B'. Besides passing through the points tio and Ui^

it must satisfy the following conditions :

(1) At the point Uq,

du

dx

dH
dx'

Uo + \-ls' lU

(3>

and (2) at the point Ui,

du

dx

d}u

dx""

l..n=-[^-¥ M0 + 1 + 18-^8-1,^

Pu,

. (4)
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5. Let tlie interpolation curve be'^

«x= a^+ ^|(P-l)+7^(P-l)(P-4)

'

• +ax-\-^'x{x''-l) + ^f':c{x''-l){x'-A.) , .

where x and ^ are measured iu the same ways as before.

Then, since

^ = -[a + ;3(3p-l)+7(5f^-15P + 4)]

cPu
^^=6;3|^+ 107(2^-31) +6/S'a:+107'(2^-3.c)

we have, from the above conditions

- [^0-/3 + 47] +,<i + 2/3'-67'

«0+

u

i-Ib'-' l + is-j^S']«,

'-107' = 5-«J

Eliminating /S and /S' from these equations, we get

327+ 287'= S*!/o)

287+ 327'= g^MjJ

(6)

(7)

* Another mode of applying the conditions of osculation was indicated by
Mr. Lidstone in the discussion following the reading of Mr. King's paper. The
method described here was \\'orked out before bis remarks appeared in print, and
as it has the advantage of showing how the coefficients of the final term or terms
are built up of the coefficients of the unadjusted formula, and so of showing the

error introduced by osculation, the work has been allowed to stand as originally

executed. Mr. LidstonCj to whom I am indebted for some valuable criticisms,

has sent me his alternative demonstration, which I have appended to this paper
in the form of an additional note (p. 39-lj.

. . ;
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whence it follows that

(8)

1
-% (9)

The required interpolation curve is therefore

Ux= tih+ xu,+ ^ {_^{^^-\)^'u^+ x{x''-\)Zhi,']
6

+ [^{8^(r-i)-7'^-G«— 1)}

+ QQ{^He-'^){r—^)-^<^'-^){^'-^\ hhi.

+ L^{8^G^^-i)-rr(P-i)}

+ 6^{8.r(^^-l)Gr^-4)-7^(P-l)(P-4)}]8X

= ^^0+ ^f (P-1)S%0+ /oH^-l)('3^-4)Sx'

+ a'Mi+ ia'(^>2_l)g2„^+ ^x\x-l)(?>x-4)h'u.

. • (11)

which differs from Everett's formula only in the coeflScients.

of the fourth differences.

6. The coefficients are very convenient for numerical

application; for those of ilq, «i, , . . have the same values

at points equidistant from opposite ends of the interval; sa

that^ as in Everett's formula, each set of three terms can be

used twice over and the labour in an extended interpolation

is about halved. For, subdividing the interval between «»
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and Ml into five equal parts, the coefficients have the following

values :

Second Fourth
** ^ Difference Difference

•2 --032 + -001813

•4 -056 + -008960

•6 --064 + -015840

•8 --048 + -013653

7. At first sight, it seems that formula (II) introduces a

fourth difi"erence error, in order to provide for osculation, as

compared with the fifth difference error introduced in Sprague's

formula. It would be nearly, but not quite correct, to say that

it introduces a difference of two fourth difference errors, as

may be seen by comparing the numerical values of the fourth

difference coefficients with those of Everett's formula. These are

as follows :

X or ^
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That is to say, the second differentials of the function, at the

ends of the middle section of an Everett curve of the fifth order,

depend only on the second and fourth differences of the values of

the function at these points, and consequently do not change in

passing from one Everett curve of the fifth order to the next.

This suggests that we might modify our conditions of osculation,

dhi
given in (3) and (4), so as to make -y^ assume the values given

by (10).

9. Taking the same interpolation curve (5) as before, the

second, pair of equations of condition (7) is replaced by

y (11)

which, taken along with the first pair given above, lead to

7=220^'""^ 10^'^"" ~'''^1

7'=
j2o^'"'+

2Q^'(«^i-"«)

(12)

/3= ,-S%+ ^,S^(uo—ih)
o o

(13)

n

The modified interpolation curve is therefore

^=^o+^f(p-l)S•^«o+Y^)|(P-l)(P-4)S^.o

+ Q{r(r-l)-'^G^'— 1)}

+ j^{^(P-li(P-4)-^-(^-^-l)C^'^-4)}]stuo-i^0

= l«o+^^(r-l)S%+^r(^-l)(5^-7)S^J

+ xu,+ ~a:{z^---i)8'ui+^^{x-i^(5x-7)B'u,

. . (Ill)



a? or ^
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the values for the straight lines tL_xUQ and ii^u-^ and (2) at ?<,, the

mean of the values for the lines UqUi and «iW2-

Let the curve be

Then, clearly^ a^u^^-.a =n^

and at it^, we have

1— (Mo+2/3) +Ux—^'= -(Mi — My + Mo— M_i)

= 2/1— Ko— „ 6-Mo

Similarly — (mq— /5) +?(i + 2yS'= i<i
— Mo+ v,^^ui

These lead to /3=
^
[^--wq- \ S-«i)

so that the required interpolation curve is

+ .r«i+ -x[x-—\)\l-Ux— ^S-UoJ

= ^a,+ xu,+ l^X^-l)8'yo+]^H^-'^Wu,.

(1J-)

(15)

(16)

(IV)

12. Dr. Sprague^s formula, as distinguished from those given

above, is an advancing difference formula; for, though he

introduces the central difference notation in the course of his

argument, he afterwards discards it, and the differences employed

by him and recently by Mr. King are advancing differences. In

his paper on " Graduation " read before the Second International

Actuarial Congress in London in 1898 {Transactions, p. 82),

Dr. Karup gave the formula central difference form, namely

—

,
. , x{a:—l) . , ,

x(x^—l) .,

1.2.3.4 2-i
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where, as will be seen from the undernoted scheme, the differences

lie along the middle line or half a space below it.

• T^-«. - Slieppard's
Advancing Difference Central Difference

dotation Notation

M_2 tt_2

Att_2 SM_:i

Am_i A3m_2 Sf<-j S^w-j

Alio A^M_i Swj S^wj

Wi A^Mo Ml 8^Mi

W2 U2,

Sheppard's corresponding central difference notation is placed

side by side for comparison. In this notation the formula takes

the shape

x{x'^-l)Cx-2) ^, x^[x-\){bx-7) ^.

= uo + ^-^

—

~ 62^0+ ^ 24 ^ "«

since hux^Ui— Ua. This readily reduces to

Ji4
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which is identical with formula (HI) given above. Formula (III)

therefore bears the same relation to Sprague's formula, as

modified by Karup, as Everett's formula bears to the standard

central difference formula of the Text-Booh {see Appendix) . It

is easy to show in the same way that Dr. Karup's formula (2)

(^Transactions, p. 83) is identically equivalent to formula (IV).

13. We now pass to the numerical application of the above

formulae. For dividing the interval between Uq and Ui into five

equal parts, the interpolated values are

U..2= -Smo- •04882mo+ •0128S^Wo + "Sm,- •032S2«i + -OOIGS^Mi

i<.4= -6^0- -06482^0+ •OI448^Mo+ -4^,- -OSGS^Mi + -OOSOS^Wi

w.6= -4wo--056S2mo+-0080SX+ -6mi--064S2ui + •01448^1

2/.8=-2mo--0328-Mo+-0016S^mo + -8m,--048S2ui + -0128S%i

(18)

As remarked above, each product term is made use of twice over

in an extended interpolation, so that only one set of three terms

need be computed for each interval. Further, the coefficients of

the second differences are easy multiples of "008, and those of

the fourth differences of -0008, so that if we form columns of

•OOSS^M and 'OOOSS^u the product terms in the formulae cau be

written down at once.

14. An example of the application of Everett's formula

to the construction of a table by subdivision of intervals was

given by the author when communicating his formula to the

Journal {J.I.A., xxxv, 454) ; and an illustration of the use of the

adjusted formula is added here. To admit of a comparison

of the amount of labour involved in its application, and in

that of the corresponding advancing difference formula, the

same example is worked out as was done by Dr. Sprague in

his paper explaining his osculatory method of interpolation

{J.I. A., xxii, 282). The problem w^as that of interpolating

a series of values of qix-]+z between the values given for ages

at entry 30, 35 and 40; and the data required in the present case

are as follows

:

X 1065'[^]+j
""'

106S2 10«54 1O652X-O08 1065^ x -0008

30 9225 +1312 -1676 +1050 -1-34

35 10177? __. + 184 +2450 + 1-47 +1-96

40 11313 +1506 -1378 +1205 -MO
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The complete working process, in which two more figures are

used than are ultimately to be retained, is as follows :

XOT ^
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16. A comparison of these figures with the corresponding

figures given in Dr. Sprague's paper (J. I. A., xxii, 283) shows a

complete agreement between the values brought out by the two

osculatory formulae, and a close agreement between the values

derived from Everett's and from Woolhouse's formula. But in

the case of each of the last two formulae there is a break in the

continuity of the second and fourth differences at the point of

junction of the two partial interpolation curves, while there is

none in the case of the adjusted formulae. The following

advantages are therefore claimed for the use of the new

formula : (i) as in Everett's formula, in an extended inter-

polation each product term does duty twice over, so that the

labour is only about half what it appears to be; (ii) the

coefficients of the fourth difi"erences are simpler than those of

Everett's formula, so that the multiplications can be made

mentally, and the products entered on the working sheet at

once
;

(iii) from the point of view of smoothness the adjusted

formula is superior to Everett's.

17. In the official English Life Table No. 6, the interpolations

were made in groups of five decennial ages, so that advancing

diff'erences of the fourth order only would be retained ; and the

values of the overlapping series were " welded " by the curve of

sines. The curves which have to be " welded '^ are those

passing through u_2, w„i, Uq, Ui, u^ (A) and u_i, u^, Mj, u.2, u^

(B), the portion to be "welded" being that lying between the

points «o and Ui. The process consists (c/ § 36 of Mr. King's

paper) of taking a mean of two values at each age, in which greatest

weight is given to terms nearest the centre of the group and least to

those most remote from it. It is easy to show that the values of

-— and -ri, at the points Uq and Ui, in these two curves of
ax dxr

the fourth order, difi"er by terms depending on the fifth order

of diff'erences ; so that the " welding " process is apparently

equivalent to putting on a correction of the next higher order

of diff'erences than that originally retained. In the method by

which the osculatory formula (III) is obtained, the mean of the

slopes of two third diff'erence curves is combined with the

value of -T-^ common to the corresponding fifth diff'erence

curves. To test how closely the "welding" process of the

Registrar-General's table is reproduced, the values of q^ for

quinquennial ages were taken from that table and the inter-
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mediate values wei-e interpolated by formula (III), two more

decimal places being used in tbe process than are ultimately to

be retained. The resulting figures, together with their third

differences, are given in the appended Table I ; and a comparison

with the corresponding figures of Table VII of Mr. King's paper

shows that the process of " welding'' is closely reproduced with

a minimum of trouble and with slightly increased smoothness.

18. Taking the values of gj. from 5 to 105, in Mr. King's

reconstruction, as data, the table was completed by the same

central difference formula. As will be seen from the figures of

Table I, the values thus obtained agree with great closeness with

Mr. King's figures, and the column of third differences shows a

smoothness of interpolation at least equal to that of the advancing

difference interpolation. The new interpolation, however,

reproduces the slight roughness in Mr. King's table between the

ages 60 and 75, while there is no similar roughness in the

reproduction of the Registrar-General's table. This seems to

suggest that the irregularity is due, not to the osculatoiy method,

but to something inherent in the data to which the method is

applied, namely, the calculated values of 5^ for quinquennial ages.

These, together with their second and fourth differences for

ages 55 to 75, are given below; and it is evident that the

roughness is due to the unevenness of the fourth central

differences.

Age
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and it seemed possible that the irregularity might have been

removed if the interpolations had been made by an osculatory

formula throughout.

20. To test this, the table has been entirely reconstructed

from the data given in section 103 of Mr. King's paper. In

interpolating the values for ages 30, 40, 50 ... , it does not

matter whether an ordinary or an osculatory formula is used, and

Bessel's formula was employed as the most convenient for the

purpose. As far as fifth differences the interpolated value is—

-

{see Appendix)

—

11 3
^i= 2 (^'0+ «l)— Y7.S^(«0+M]) + 7^S^(Mo+ Mi). . (19)

The results obtained by neglecting the fourth difference term are

identical with those derived from the formula used by Mr. King

{vide § 69), but the numerical work is rather shorter. There is

often no advantage in retaining higher orders of differences, and

the interpolations were therefore made both with and without the

fourth difference term ; but as the former gave a rather smoother

series, as tested by the column of resulting fourth differences, the

values were obtained in this way except at the ends of the range,

where only second central differences were available. For ages

16,-21, 26 . . . the values were computed by the osculatory

formula (III), and for age 11 by formula (IV). From the values

of qx so obtained, the table was completed from 21 onwards by

means of formula (III), and for the interval 15 to 20 by

formula (IV).

21. The results are set out in Table II, and, as tested by the

column of third differences, the interpolation leaves little to^ be

desired. For nearly the whole of its length there is a close

agreement with Mr. King's reconstruction and with the official

table. Between 50 and 70 the new curve crosses each of the

others twice, but it generally lies above them. Above age 70,

however, it fell rapidly and, in spite of the fact that the mode of

construction is closely similar to Mr. King's, while the values of

the Registrar-General's table at the advanced ages were obtained

by extrapolation, there was an even greater divergence from

Mr. King's than from the ofiicial table. Careful examination

has failed to reveal any cause of this divergence other than the

manifestly persistent overstatement of age at the very advanced

ages. This was clearly evident in the low rates of mortality

brought out at ages 85 and 90, and as these values are used for
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interpolating the intermediate values from 70 onwards, the effect

is shown in the element of roughness introduced into the column

of third differences after that age. Up to age 70, however, there

is such close asri'eement between the three tables that any one of

them may be taken as an accurate representation of the facts ; but

above 75 the data appear to be so much affected by mis-statement

of age that it is doubtful if much weight can be attached to

any table which is based directly uu the unadjusted facts, and

the figures of Table II are continued onlv up to age 75. Probably

a more accurate representation of the truth at the later ages

would be obtained by first fitting the data at these ages to a

suitable frequency curve. It may be urged tliat this would

impose a cei'tain element of similarity on this portion of the

mortality curve for different census periods; but, if we can

construct a table which closely interprets the facts during the

great working period of life, it is not, until the cost of an old age

pension scheme has to be faced, a matter of great national

importance whether the national vitality has materially altered

for better or worse at the very advanced ages.

22. In Mr. King's reconstruction the interpolations were

carried down to age 5 ; but he remarks that the values for the

early ages would probably have to be adjusted after settling the

values for the infantile ages, which are obtained by an entirely

different process. In the present case, the interpolations have

not been carried belon^ age 15: and it is susrsested that the

values from q-^ to q^ inclusive might be more suitably obtained

by fitting, between the ages 4 and 15, T and I curves, which

would pass through the point determined by the value f(^r age

10, and would have at their ends the same slope as the curves to

which they are there joined. Five conditions have to be satisfied,

so that the inteq^olation eoukl be made bv taking a curve of

the fourth order, suitably determming the constants, and then

obtaining the values of the ordinates at the required points.

23. In the discussion which followed the reading of

Mr. King's paper, Mr. Lidstone drew attention to the fact

that in the application of Dr. Sprague's formula it was
unnecessary to calculate the leading differences separately for

each interval. When those for the first interval have been

obtained, we can by a simple adjustment of the highest

differences pass from one interval to the next and complete

the table by a continuous summation process. This special

working process was demed by Dr. Karup ; but the description

VOL. XLII. 2 c
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in liis paper on "Graduation'^ [Transactions of the Secojid

Internatiunal Actuarial Congress, pp. 8-4—88) is somewhat obscure

owing to the number of errors and misprints, and the method is

probably not so well known as it deserves to be. We shall now
examine the applicability of the method to the osculatory central

difference formula, and the relative facility with which Everett's

and Karup's working processes may be carried out.

24. Let x' ,
^' be the distances of Uj^i , a value situated between

«i and lu, in front of and behind Ui and Uo respectively : and let

.r, ^ be the corresponding distances from Uo and Hi. Then

.r= y+l:f=_.r':.r' + |'= l,

and, remembering that

i(.,= —uq+ (2 + S-;mi,

we have, by Everett's formula,

= —x'uq— ^x'{x''-— l)h-UQ— 3-—r a;'(a''-— l)(ci;'-— -ijS-Wo

+ x'{2+ h^)u,+ ^^x'{x"'-l){2 + h'')Puy

+ ^x'{x'^-\){x'^-^[2 + h^)Pu,

+r".+^r(r-i)s="i+x^r(r-i)(r-i)s-^".

After a few easy transformations, this reduces to

u^= —x'uq— ^x {x'^—l)h-UQ— ^r^x {x'^—l){x''—'^)h*Uo

+ XU, +^-x{x''-Vpu, +^.T(A-2-l)(ar2-4)SX

+ ^^x'{x'-'-\){x''-^)h'u.

(20)

Hence, for values of x lying between 1 and 2, the interpolations

by Everett's formula may be made by means of the same

differences as in the first interval, if we add on a correction of the

sixth order represented by the last term.
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25. In the oscillatory formula (111), the coefficients of each of

the first two pairs of terms are the same as those of the ordinary

formula, while those of the fourth differences are obtained by

addinir on a correction,

±[^{r(p-i)-^^-'('«'— 1)}

which readily reduces to

Hence, the coefficient of S^Mq in the oscillatory formula

applicable to the second interval is

= -l^''{x-\){s>^-7)

that of h*Ui is

^ .x'{x'-^-l){x'-'-\-ox+Q) + ^^x'{x'-l){(ox'^-9x''--\-x'-\-l)
120 ' '

'
'

'
' 30

= A ^' (a;'_ 1 ) (o^'3
- Qx'-^ + 2,x' + 2)

24;

while that of ci^Ui is

^ -x'{x'-'-l){x'^-^.)+ ^x'[x'-l){Qx'^-^x''-+ x+l)
120 ' ^^ ' ' 30

= ]^.x'^{x'-l){ox'-l)

For values of x lying between 1 and 2, we can therefore, in

applying the oscillatory formula, use the same set of differences

as for the first interval, if we write the formula in the shape

uj =—x'uo— p^x'{x'-— l)h-xi.Q— — x'^{'c'— l)[ox'— 7)h^iiQ

+ xu,+ ^^x{x-'-l)^-u,+ ^^c'{x' -l)[ox'^-Q:c'-' + ^x' + 2)h'uM2l)

^ ^x\x' -l){ox' -7)hhi,

2 c 2
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It is easy to show that, in the case of the third difference

formula (IV)^the interpolated value, for values of a; lying between

1 and 2, takes the form

Uj.'= —x'lio— ^cv'^{x' — l)B-Uo

(22)

26. If we write for shortness^

do''=10-'-B-Uo d,^=10-'-Bhi, : do^= 10-^BHio : &c.,

we have, for dividing the interval from Ui to U2 into five equal

parts,

«i.2=--2»o+ 3-2c?o'- l6do'+l-2u,+ S-8d,''-160di'+ 16d,''xl0^^

Ui.i=--4uo+ 5-6do-- S0do* + l-4ii, + 22'4d,^-2o6d,*+ SOd.'xlO^-

ui.s= -•6vo+ 6-4do--lUdo'+l-6u, + 41-6d,^-272d,^+lUdr^ xlO'-

n,.s=--8iio+ 4-Sdo--l28do'-^l-8ui + Q7-2d,^-208d,*+128d,<'xlOV

(23)

or, if the interpolations are made by the third difference formula.

^12=

^18=

-
•2«o + 1-6^0- + l-2wi + 10-M--l •6c?!-' X 102

-4uo+ i-Sdo- + l-4ui + 23-2d{'-4-Sdi'xlO''

-6uo+ 7-2do'+l-Qui + 40-Sd{'-7'2di'xlO-'

-Su,+ Q-4do- + l-Su, + 6r>-6d,^-&M,'xlO\

(24)

27. In finding the corrections to be applied to the highest

leading differences, it is unnecessary to go through the complete

process of differencing these values, as is done in Karup's paper.

For in the fifth diff"erence interpolation the coefficients of

•Mo and 111 and of ShiQ and B^Ui are functions of a;' of the same form,

and, beino; of lower de^rree than the fifth, their fifth difi"erences

must vanish. We need only diff"erence successively the coefficients
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of S^Mqj ^^Ui, aud h^Ui. Omitting for shortness the factors

rfoS di* and lO'^di^, the complete process is as follows :

X
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28. Before applying the metliod to a numerical example, we
require the leading differences of the first interval. These are

obtained by differencing the values of u given in § 13, and are

as follows :

A7fo=--2«o-4-8c?o'+128f?o' + -2?(i-3-2f?i2+l6r?,^

A2mo= 3-2f?o'-112f?o' + -M.^+ ^M,*

Ahi,= - -8(10'+ 32(^0" + 'M;'-4.M,^
(27)

29. We are now in a position to contrast the amount of work

involved in the numerical application of Everett's and Karup's

working processes. The data to which the two methods have

been applied are taken from the official English Life Table No. 6,

and the complete processes are as follows :

(i) Everett's working process : The data required are

X
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(ii) Karup's working process:

We must first find the leading difFerences of the first interval

from the expressions (27) given above. They are

A?<o= -6100-294 + 544 + 9140 + 132+ 22= +3444

A2»o=
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versa, whereas in Everett's process the signs of each group of four

terms are the same. The initial work involved in finding the

leading differences required for the interpolation of the first

interval is also greater than in Everett's process; but either

method is extremely simple to applj^, and a table constructed by

the one process might be most efficiently verified by the other, or

we might difference the Everett results, and check off the fifth

differences by Karup's process.

31, The object in putting forward these notes is to emphasize

the great simplicity of Mr. King's method of constructing life

tables from registration and census returns, and at the same time

to put forward a plea for the use of central differences in inter-

polation work. It has been shown that the method practically

reproduces the '' welding" process of the Registrar-General's

table with a minimum of trouble and with slightly increased

smoothness ; while any roughness in Mr. King's reconstruction

may be removed by the use of osculatory differences throughout.

In any interpolation the error in the interpolated values is due to

two causes, (1) a residual error, due to the fact that our formulae

are approximate, and (2) a tabular error, due to the fact that the

data are themselves approximations. In a recent paper " On the

Accuracy of Interpolation by Finite Differences" {Proceedings of

the London Mathematical Society, Series 2, vol. iv, 320), Dr.

W. F. Sheppard has shown that, as regards both kinds of error,

central difference interpolation formula are generally superior to

those involving advancing differences. The use of central

differences in interpolation work has suffered in the past from

the lack of a convenient and descriptive notation ; but that want

has been supplied by Sheppard's notation described above. The

points which are claimed for the use of central differences in the

present case are that slightly smoother results may be obtained with

slightly less trouble. But whether central or advancing differences

are used, the numerical application of Mr. King's method is a

matter of extreme simplicity. When the values for quinquennial

ages have been computed, the rest of the table can easily be

completed in a few hours.

APPENDIX.

As the central difference notation employed in these notes is

probably unfamiliar, it may be useful to show how all the

principal central difference interpolation formulse may, when
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expressed in terms of it, be readily transformed into one another.

In Slieppard's notation, the standard central difference formula is

tU.= Uo+ a:Su,+ ^^^g^^^o+ "^[^"3^ ^Ui + . . . (i)

where the differences lie along the middle line, ur half a space

below it. (C/. Text-Book, Part II, p. 449 ; Proceedings of the

London Mathematical Society, Series 2, vol, iv, 325.)

Now, since,

we can express hu\, S^iii, ... in terms of ^S?/q, S'-u^i, . . . i.e., in

terms of differences lying along the middle line. Substitiitiug,

we get

"a;= '?'o+ '''^>^«o+ o'^'('^~l)^""o+ ^o:{x-—l)/j,^Uo+ ~x{x-— l){x— 2)B^Uo+. .

+ |.rSX +^x{a^-l)B^u,

=Uf,+xfi8uo+ 12^"'*'^
1 2 3 ^^"0+ 12 3 4 "" ^"^

Instead of expressing Uj, in terms of differences lying along

the middle line, we may wish to express it in terms of diff^erences

lying along the middle of an interval. Since

"0= 2 ("1 + "0) ~ .) ("1— "0) =(u—-^8ju^

we have

Ua:= fllU+ x8u^+ -x(x— l)/x8-Ux+ -^x{x-—l)8^U^+ . . .

/v t)

. 5. x(x— l) ^ x(x— l)(x—i) 5.= ^Ui+{a:-^)Sui+
^ ^ >g^U|+ 12 3

^'^^+- • '

Now -oTite x=x' + ^, so that x' is measured from the middle

of the interval, then

7<.+;,,=/iHi+ a; 6ux+
^

^-' yu,6-z<|+ 12 3
^"^

+
1.2.3.4 " ^^ "^+ • • ^"'^
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At the middle point .^•'= : and we liave

1 3
n= f^u\- g fiS-ux+ j^ fxSHii- . .

.

11 3= :^{uo+ Ui)—j^S'{uo+ Ui) + ,^B^{iio+ tii) — . . . (iii)'

which is the most convenient formula for bisecting an interval.

Formula (ii) is usually known as Stirling's formula^ and (iii) as

Bessel's, but Everett points out that both were given by Newton.

Instead of employing differences lying on the same line as Uq,

or along the middle of the interval between iIq and Ui, we may
express u^ in terms of iIq and Ui and of differences lying along

each of the two bounding lines. Write Swi= m^— z<o

then

= r«o + ^|(P-l)S^t'o + x^o^(r-l)(P-4)SX+ . •
'

+ wur + ^x{x^—l)S''u, + ^.r(^2-l)Gr2-4)8%i+ . .

where x+ ^=l. This is Everett's formula, and is specially

adapted for dividing an interval into a number of equal parts.

ALTEENATIVE DEMONSTEATION OF THE FORMULA FOR
OSCULATORY INTERPOLATION

{See Note on p. 373).

Mr. LiDSTONE has sent to the Author the following elegant

demonstration of the osculatory formulae.* Taking, as a first

illustration, the third difference formula, where ^/a; is based on

IZ-i} l/oj y\ &iid 7/2, let iix stand for an interpolated value based

on the ordinary formula and the first three values y-\, yo, y\;

* Vide Mr. Lidstone's remarks in the discussion on Mr. King's paper,

pp. 283-5, supra.

(IV)
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and Vx for a similar interpolated value based on i/q, yi, and y^.

Then

u^=y-l + {x+ \)^y_^+ ^x(x+\)^''y-x

Vjc= yo + a:^yo+ ^x{x— \)i:^-yo

= y.^-V[x+ \)^y_,+ ^x[x+l)^hJ_,-V^x{x-\)^^y.x

Let dashes denote differentiations, then

and therefore

u'i= ii'i + -A3|/_

Let the required interpolated value be yx^u^+ '^x- Then

the conditions to be satisfied are

(i) Uo=VQ=yo]

'Ui= Vi= yif

which require a^q^-vIti^O. Thus, -yjrj. must contain x and x—1
as factors ; and

(ii) u'o= ^J\
= u'o+ ^lr\ .-.

-«/^'o
=

The first of these relations requires that xjr'j,. should be

divisible by x, or -v/ra.. by x^, and we have seen that yfrx must also

be divisible by (a'— 1). Assume

^Jrx= kx~{x— l)

'ylr'^= k(Sx^-2x)

or putting x=^l,

^\=h= \^'y-u and ^,= \x''{x-\)^hj_.
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Hence the required iuterpolated value is

y^= M^+ - x'ix- 1 ) A3?/_

,

= y,+ x^y_,+ ^a;(a;+ l)A2y_i+ -a;20c-l)AV_i

agreeing with Mr. King's formula^ J.I.A., xli, 545, where his

y^ is our y_i, and so on. It is easily seen that "^x^^ivx—Uj;),
and hence yx=^ (1— '^O^'x+ ^'i'a;; that is, the osculatory curve is a

blend of the Ux and Vx curves in the proportions of \—x and x.

In Dr. Sprague's formula y^ is based on y_.2, y-i, . . . y^ : let

Uj. and v-c be the ordinary values based on y_2; ^-i; • • • y-i and

y-\) yo) • • • y-i respectively. Then

+ ia7(^+l)(a' +2)AV2+ ^aj(^2_i)(^+ 2)AV-2

+ la:{x^-l)^^y_,+ ^x{x^—l){x-2)^^y_,

= //-2+(a-+ 2)Ay_2+|Gr+l)Gr+ 2)A2y_2

+ g^(a;+l)(^+ 2)A^y_o+ ^a;(ar'-l)(a;+ 2)AV2

+ ^^x{a^-l){x-2)^'y_.

= ux+ ^^x{x^-mc-2)\'y_,

1

J. /w

Hence, when cr= l,

V i=M 1

12
AV-2

^ 1= ^^ '~I2^-
As before, write yx=^Ux+ '^x
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Then, since ylr\= ylr'\= 0, i/r".^. must be divisible by cc, and
.-. t/t'.^. divisible by x"^ and -\/r.,. divisible by x^. This satisfies

-^0= 0, and since -\/r, also =0, i/r.^, must be divisible also by [x— l).

At the point x=\, there are two further conditions to be
satisfied, and therefore, two constants at our disposal. xVssume

'^.r= ci^{x-l)[ax-\-h)

y^'x= oax*+ ^b-a)x^—^hx'^

yjr'^.= 20ax^ +I2{b-a)x^- 6bx

so that when x=l,

ylr\= a + h =- — Ahj_,

which lead to

t"i= 8a + 66=-^A^y.

"=^i.^'^-^^--^=-L.^'y-^24 ^-^- 24

The required interpolation curve is therefore

!/.v= Ua;+ ^x^{x-l){5x-7)A'!/_2

which corresponds to Karup's form of Sprague's formula (17),

and which can easily be transformed into the Everett form

as shown in §12. It is clear that

a;2(5a;— 7) ,
\ / ^"^^^ (^+l)U-2) (^*~'^^^) =Wx-iy, say

;

whence i/^.= u^[l — Cj.) + 'U.r • c^, j that is, the osculatory curve is a

blend of the two curves tij; and Vx in the proportions 1 — Cx and Cx-

The method is quite general, for, by a similar process, Ave can,

by increasing the degree of the coefficient of the final term,

introduce other arbitrary constants, which enable us to satisfy

further conditions, without introducing any more terms in

the result. It has also the advantage of being derived direct from

the ordinary formula, and thus of clearly bringing out the fact

that the osculatory formula differs only in the term involving the

highest order of differences {see par. 17, supra).
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Table I. English Life Table, A^o. Q.—Males.

Table of qx, interpolated by Oscula;tory Central Differences between

quinquennial values of (l) Mr. Kings Beconstructed Table and
(2) the Table of the Registrar-General.
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Table I. English Life Table, No. Q.—Males.

Table of qx, interpolated by Osmlatorij Central Differences between

quinquennial values of (l) Mr. King's Reconstructed Table and

(2) the Table of the Registrar-General.
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Table II. English Life Table, No. %.~Males.

Table of qx, reconstnicted by Osculatory Central Differences throughout.

Age
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LEGAL NOTES.

By Arthur Rhys Barrand^ F.LA., Barrister-at-Lam^

Liability of 1. HE case oiKettlewellx. Refuge Assurance Company,
misrepresenta- whicli dcals with thc cfFcct of unautlioi'ized. represen-
tions by agents. -I

tations by assurance agents, and lias^ by reason of its

importance^ attracted considerable attention. Las already been

referred to in tbese Notes in connection witli its appearance

before the Divisional Court {J.I.A.,\\\, 574). The case has since

been heard on appeal by the Court of Appeal, and it may be

convenient briefly to recapitulate the facts. The plaintiff effected

a policy on the life of one James Kettlewell, with the defendants.

After paying the premiums for a year, she proposed to allow the

policy to lapse, but on the representations of the defendants*

district superintendent and agent, that if she continued to pay

premiums until the expiration of five years from the date of policy

she would be entitled to a free policy, she continued to pay the

premiums until fhe end of these five years, when she claimed the

free policy. The representations so made by the defendants^ agents

were untrue to their knowledge, and were made without the

authority of the defendants, and in these circumstances the latter

refused to grant the free policy. The plaintiff" then brought an

action to recover back the premiums paid by her on the faith of

these representations. It was given in evidence for the assurance

company that their agents were employed only for the purpose of

prociiring proposals for policies, and that they had no authority

to make any contract for the defendants. The County Court

judge entered judgment for the plaintiff for the amount of

premiums paid since the date when the false representations were

made, and on appeal, the Divisional Court upheld this decision,

holding that the fact that the defendants had been at risk during

the four years covered by these premiums did not disentitle the

plaintiff to rescind the contract of insurance and recover back the

premiums paid. The defendants appealed to the Court of

Appeal, which upheld the previous decision in favour of the

plaintiff ([1908] 1 K.B. 545). In delivering judgment to this

eff"ect. Lord Alverstone, C.J., said: " As a general rule it is clear

" that where money is paid in reliance upon a fraudulent mis-
" representation, it can be recovered back. But it is said that

" that does not apply to policies of life assurance, because

VOL. XLII. 2 D
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" iuasmiicb as the insurance cuniijany would not be allowed^ in an

" action on the policy, to set u]) their own agents' wrong and

" allege that the policy was void, they must have been under a

" contingent liability to pay the sum assured during the whole

" time that the premiums were being paid and the policy was

" in existence, and that consequently as they had been at risk

'' during the whole of that time, the contract was no longer

" executory, and it was too late for the defrauded party to rescind.

" With that contention I cannot agree. In my opinion it is not

" right to speak of a mere risk of that kind, which has not

" produced any benefit m fact to the assured, as being a part

" performance of the contract. ... I think this case is governed

" by the decision of the Court of Appeal in British Workman's
" and General Assurance Company v. Cunliife (1902 18

'' T.L.R. 502 and J. I.A., xli, 121). It is quite true that in that

" case the objection to the policy, namely, that the assured had

" no insurable interest, was one which made the policy void and

" not merely voidable. But I think the principle of the judgment
" would equally apply to a case in which the fraudulent represeuta-

^' tiou made the contract voidable only, because the assured

'' would, in that case, be equally entitled to say that she would

" never have entered into the contract if she had known the

" truth. I am of opinion, therefore, that the plaintiff may
" recover back the premiums paid by her as money had and

" received to her use. I desire to add that the money can, in

" my judgment, be also recovered back as damages in an action of

" deceit, the measure of the damages in such an action being the

" amount of the premiums paid." Buckley, L.J., while agreeing

with the judgment of the Divisional Court, stated that he did not

agree with the reasons given for it, and said :
" The contract of

" insurance was voidable at her (the plaintiff's) option, but not

" voidable at the defendants' option. During the time that she

" paid her premiums the company were at risk. If the life had

" dropped and she had sued the company upon the policy, they

'^ would have had no defence. Under those circumstances it

" cannot lie in her mouth to say that she received nothing under

" the contract. Valuable consideration had passed to her in the

" shape of a right to sue to enforce payment of the sum assured

" if a certain event had happened during the four years. In my
" judgment, therefore, it is impossible for her to sue for the

'' money as money had and received to her use. . . . But there

" is another ground upon which I think the plaintiff can succeed.
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'' It is well established by authority that a principal cannot

'^ retain a profit made by the fraud of his agent, whether the

" principal authorized the fraud or not. . . This general doctrine

'^ was thus expressed by Lord Coleridge, C.J., in Swift v.

" Jewsbury, 1874, L.R. 9 Q B. 301 (at page 312). 'Justice

'' ' points out, and authority supports justice in maintaining,

^' ' that where a corporation take advantage of the fraud of their

" ' agent, they cannot afterwards repudiate the agency, and say

^' ' that the act which has been done by the agent is not an act

'' ' for which they are liable.'' The ground upon which I think

"" the plaintiff is entitled to recover here is, that by the fraud of

^' the defendants' agent she was induced to pay them sums of

^' money which are now in their pockets, and which are profit

^' derived by them from the fraud. '^ It is probable that most of

the readers of these Xotes, while agreeing with the decision of

the Court, will prefer to follow the reasoning of Lord Justice

Euckley, rather than that of the Lord Chief Justice; and this

preference is likely to be confirmed if reference is made to the

report of the latter's judgment appearing in the Ike Times of

December 21st, 1907, and 24 T.L.R. 216, where certain remarks

appear which are omitted from the report of the case in The Law
Reports.

Compnlsory
It occasionally happens that an assurance society is

mem'i^°M^ of associatcd with a certain profession, and that
assurance society

. . .

a^p™fS^on°^ membership of the society is compulsory upon all

^^ionfrom members of that profession. In such circumstances
profession. , . .

^ ^ ^ i

the question may arise as to wiiether when a member
ceases to belong to the profession in question, he also, ijyso facto,

•ceases to be a member of the assurance society. Such a question

arose in the case of Colquhoun and others v. The JVidoics' Fund

cf the Faculty of Procurators in Glasgow [1908] 45 S.L.R.

454, 24 T.L.R. 438. This case came before the House of Lords

on appeal from the Scottish Courts, and it was held by a

majority of four to three, reversing the previous decision, that

in the absence of any special provisions to that end, the ceasing to be

a member of the profession did not prevent the continuance of

membership of the assurance society. The Lord Chancellor, in

delivering judgment in favour of the appellant, said :
" Mr.

^' Colquhoun, the appellant in this case, became a member of the

" Faculty of Procurators in Glasgow in 1870. L'nder an iVct of
^' Parliament then in force, he was obliged to join, and did join,

O n o
r» 1' (W
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" the Society of Contributors, which was a mutual insurance

" society for members of the Faculty, regulated by that Act. He
" paid a considerable entrance fee, and an annual subscription

" down to the year 1899. Subsequently he was expelled from

" the Faculty for misconduct, and the Society claim that they

" also were entitled to expel him, and to deprive him of all the

" benefits derived from his membership and past subscriptions..

"
. . . . This much is clear. Mr. Colquhouu cannot be

" deprived of these benefits for his misconduct If

" Mr. Colquhoun is to lose the fruit of his insurance it must be

" on the ground that he is no louder a member of the Facultv, a
'•' ground which would applv whatsoever may have been the cause

" of his ceasing to be a member. And so it comes to this, ought
" we to construe this Act of Parliament as meaning that when-
" ever a member of the Facultv ceases to be a member, he must
" necessarily also cease to be a member of, and contributor to,,

" the Insurance Society Under the scheme of the

" Act, any procurator who joins the Faculty is compelled to join

" the Insurance Society also, and thenceforward to subscribe to-

" it as Ions: as he lives—not, be it observed, for so lonir as he
" remains a member of the Faculty I am of opinion

" that, according to the letter of the Act, any member of the

" Faculty who once becomes a contributor to the Fund is entitled

" to continue a contributor, and is entitled to the benefits ofi'ered

'' in exchange, even though he ceases to be a member of the

" Faculty In my opinion the position of any member
" of the Faculty who has paid his entry money is as follows : He
" may renounce ; he may redeem ; he may forfeit the benefits for

" some cause specified in the Act. But if none of these things

" happen, he is required to keep up his annual contributions

" whether he remams a member of the Faculty or not, and is

" entitled, in return, to tlie benefits, like any other contributor.^
''

In examining the title to a policy of life assurance it
Exercise of power

. .

of appointment sometiuies haupens that an appointment under a power
by testamentary 1 r 11 i

p?op"iyexe°cut€d contained in a settlement is met with, and the question
^*

may arise as to whether the power has been proj^erly

exercised. Such a point came before the Court recently in the

case of In re Barnett, Dawes v. Ixer [1908] 1 Ch. 402. Here

a Mrs. Ann Barnett, by a settlement dated September 20, 1838,

assigned a policy of assurance to trustees upon certain trusts, and

by the deed it was provided that " It shall and may be lawful for
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*' the said Ann Barnett at any time or times during her life, by
" any deed or deeds, writing or writings, with or without power
" of revocation, to be by her duly executed in the presence of

" two or more credible witnesses, to revoke all, any or either of

*' the gifts, directions, limitations and appointments hereinbefore

^' contained of, or relating to the moneys and premises by these

^' presents expressed or intended to be assigned,'" and by the

same deed to appoint the settled property in such way as she

should think fit. On 26 August 1846, Mrs. Barnett signed a

document, by which, without in terms revoking the provisions of

the settlement, she purported to make certain dispositions of the

settled property. So far as concerns the life policy, the

document stated " the life assurance for £3,000 at my death I

^' wish my two sons, C. J. and H. G. Barnett to receive the

^' money ", and she then gave directions as to what they were to

do with it. The document concluded with the words " whatever

" bonus or sum of money may be added to the policy of

*' assurance, my wish is should be given as follows", and she

then named the persons among whom it should be divided.

Other property not included in the settlement was disposed of by

the same instrument, such dispositions to take effect on her

death, and it contained directions as to payment of funeral

expenses. It was signed by her in the presence of two credible

witnesses, but as her signature was placed considerablv below the

end of the writing, the document could not be admitted to

probate as a will. Mrs. Barnett died without having exercised

the power in any other way, and the question arose as to whether

this document was a valid exercise of the power of revocation and

fresh appointment contained in the settlement. Warrington, J.,

held that it was not a valid exercise of that power, and in

delivering judgment to that efi'ect, he said—'"'In the first place is

" this document of 1846 an appointment made by a writing in

" the nature of a will ? ... It must be patent to everybody

•''... that it was a document intended to take effect at

^' Mrs. Barnett's death and not before ... It is said that

*' although that may be true with reference to that part of it in

*' which she was dealing with property other than that comprised
" in the settlement, it does not apply to what she was dealing

" with under the power of appointment. But I cannot separate

'' the document like that. I must deal with it as a whole ; and
*' in my opinion it is a will within the definition of a will in

*' the AVills Act, and therefore ought to have been executed with
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" the formalities required by that Act." He then quoted from

section 10 of the Wills Act, which provides that " no
'^ appointment made by -will, in exercise of any power, shall be
" valid unless the same be executed in manner hereinbefore

"required" and went on to say that " this is an appointment
" made by will, and is an exercise of a power ; the express words
" of the section therefore would make it invalid ... If I find a
" document which purports to be an appointment by will, it is

" clear that it cannot be valid unless it is executed in accordance

" with the formalities required by the Act . . . That is the plain

" meaning of the section, and in the absence of authority to the

" contrary, I must hold that this is not a valid exercise of

" the power.'^

Certain
'^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^ ^'^ Beard, Reversiona7-y and General

'Cu^r' Securities Company Limited v. Hall [1908] 1 Ch.
attached to life onoii'i • ••
interest void as doo, dcals w'lth an mtd'estnis; Questiou HI conncctioD
against public ' o ^
poucy. with conditions of forfeiture attaching to life interests,

and deserves the attention of all concerned with such securities.

Here a testator died on 10 March 1895, leaving property to his

wife for life, and after her death to his nephews for life, provided

they did not enter into the naval or military services of the

country, with remainders over. On 18 March 1904, one of the

nephews assigned his interest to the Reversionary and General

Securities Company, Limited. On 13 August 1907, the

testator's widow died and the nephew^s' interests fell into

possession. Neither of the nephews had entered the naval or

military services, but originating summonses were issued to

determine w'hether the forfeiture conditions were valid, or

w^hether the gifts were absolute. Swinfen Eady, J., in deciding

against the validity of the condition on the ground that it was
contrary to public policy, said—"There can be few, if any,

" provisions more against the public good and the welfare of the

" State than one tending to deter persons from entering the

" naval or military services of the country. Such a provision

" strikes at the very security of the State, which must depend
" for its protection against external enemies on the armed forces

" of the Crown, both naval and military ; and the law looks, not

'' to the probability of public mischief occurring in the particular

" instance, but to the general tendency of the disposition. If

" conditions imposed be really and in principle against the public

" good, and clearly and directly opposed to the public welfare.
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" they are certainly void ... It is manifest that any condition

" divesting property on a devisee or legatee becoming a member
" of those forces v/hich Parliament considers necessary for the

" safety of the Kingdom, has a tendency to deter persons from

" entering those forces, and is, therefore, against the welfare of,

" and injurious to, the community, and absolutely void. I

" tiierefore determine that in each case the devisee or legatee

" takes an absolute interest, not liable to be divested on his-

" entering into the naval or military services of the country."

Method of
^^^ question of the method of assessment of assurance

proflu^if^an Companies in respect of income tax was recently

company for beforc the Housc of Lords in the case of General
purposes of

Auowanc^e^for Accideut Fivp citicl Lifc Assuvance Corporation
unexpired risks.

(^-,,,,7^^^) ^ McGoivaii (Survcyor of Taxes )[1908]

24 T.L.E. 533. This was an appeal by the assurance company

against a decision of the Scottish Courts, tbat the profits of the

company, for the purposes of income tax, were to be determined

by the net balance for each year of the actual income for the

year on the one hand, and the expenses and losses actually

accrued within the same year on the other hand. The company

contended that in ascertaining, for the purposes of income tax,

the annual profits of a company carrying on the business of fire

and accident assurance, the unexpired risks on policies in

existence at the end of each year must be taken into account, and

they proposed to do so by estimating such unexpired risk at any

given date on yearly policies, whether against fire, sickness or

accident, at one-third of the total premium of the yeai-, stating

that it was the invariable practice of such companies so to do.

In the case of monthly policies, one half of a month's premium

was reserved in this way. They accordingly, for the years 1902,

1903 and 1904 brought out a statement of the profits for those

years bv crediting; to each year's revenue account the amount of

the estimated unexpired risk in respect of the previous year, and

by debiting it with the amount of the estimated unexpired risk

in respect of the assurances in force at the end of the current

year. The House of Lords dismissed the appeal and upheld the

previous decisions in favour of the Income Tax Commissioners.

In delivering judgment to this effect, the Lord Chancellor said—
'' The Commissioners arrived at the assessment by calculating

" income as the balance of receipts from premiums and other

" unquestioned sources over payments made in respect of losses
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" and other unquestioned deductions. This balance they treat

" as the company's income for each of the three preceding years^

^' and thence derive the average for which they assess the

" appellant company in respect of the year 1905-6. On the

" other hand the company claim that an allowance should be

" made for unexpired risks in the way following. They say that

" 33^ per-cent of the premiums received in any one year, say

" 1903, represents that part of the risk covered by such
" premiums which runs on into the following year. Accordingly
*' they deduct from the gross income of, say 1903, 33^ per-cent
'' of the premiums received in that year, because it really

" represents the money they earn for taking risks which run on
'' into 190i. But, at the same time, they add to the gross

" income of 1903, 33^ per-cent of the premiums received in

'' 1902, upon the ground that 1903 has, in fact, borne that

" proportion of the risks paid for in 1902. Now in my opinion

" there is one sufficient ground for rejecting this contention. It

" is not found as a fact that 33^ does represent the real value of

" the risks that run on into 1904 in respect of premiums
" received in 1903 ... If I were inclined to conjecture, I

" should incline to the view that this percentage is very far from
" the proper figure. For if this estimate be accepted, then in

" the three years 1902, 1903 and 1904, the total profit of this

" company, making certain deductions, was £15,338, whereas we
" know that for its own purposes, the total profit, after the same
" deductions, was treated by the company as £62,850, and
" dividends were paid and moneys carried to reserve on that

" footing ... I think the particular correction sought by the
" appellants in this case is quite indefensible upon the materials

" before us, and further, that the method adopted by the

" Commissioners is a good working rule in the present instance,

" and generally. If, in any particular case, an insurance
" company can show it works hardship, no doubt the rule ought
" to be modified, so that the real gains and profits may be
" ascertained as near as may be."

Decision
affirmed.

The case of Bank of England v. Cutler, which has

already been referred to in these Notes {J.I.A., vol.

xli, 417) has now been heard by the Court of Appeal (1908, 24
T.L.R. 518), with the result that the previous decision in favour

of the Bank has been affirmed.
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ACTUARIAL NOTES.

I.

On Mr. Lidstoxe's "Z" method for the valuation of Endowment
Assurances.

J. HE Journal for April 1908 coutaius three notes on the

practical application of the " Z " method, and a paper (with

discussion) dealing with another method of valnation which, in

the opinion of some actuaries, offers greater advantages and is

destined to supersede the " Z " method. In these circumstances,

the Editor has sussested that a few general remarks on the

subject of these contributions, from the originator of the " Z "

method, might be of interest to the readers of the Journal.

Mr. H. J. P. Oakley has prepared a table of the function Z

(based on 0^ mortality) in which the values of M are on a

movable slide, so that any given value of the maturity age M
may be selected as the age at which the value of Z is identical

with the sum assured. The slide being set so that this selected

age is brought opposite the line containing Z values equal to the

sum assured, the proper Z value will then obviously appear

against any other maturity age. For example, in the original

O^ Z Table (/.I.^., xxxvih, 34) in the column for SA^IOOO
we find Z= 1000 for maturity-age 55, Z= 681 for maturity-age

50, and so on ; if, however, the movable slide be set so that

Z= 1000 appears against age 60 instead of 55, then 681 will

appear against age 55, and so on. The effect will be to diminish

all the Z's in the same ratio, namely, 1 :c"^, and this, of course,

will produce no alteration whatever iu the resulting mean

maturity ages or valuation ages, and therefore no effect on the

results of the valuation. But the movable slide enables the

actuary to select as the age at which Z= SA the most

'^ fashionable'' maturity age, i.e., that at which the greatest

number of individual policies will mature ; and this is, of course,

an advantage in practical working because the whole of the Z's

for policies maturing at this " fashionable " age can be entered

on the cards without any calculation or reference to the tables.

It is understood that Mr. Oakley has been good enough to hold

a number of copies of his ingeniously-arranged table at the

disposal of actuaries Avho may apply to him for the same ; or,

of course, the same result may be obtained from the original
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tables by pasting a manuscript column of maturity ages over

the existing printed values, so that the " fashionable " age takes

the place of 55 in the printed column.

Mr. E. H. Brown's tables are also similar in principle to the

original tables, from which they differ in tabulating Zji-.i, for

values of M proceeding by tenths of a year, instead of Z for

integral ages with proportional parts for each tenth of a year.

In the inverse operation of determining M from the mean value

of lOOOZ, this arrangement enables the value of M, correct to

the nearest tenth of a year of age, to be found by simple

inspection without the use of proportional parts ; and this is no

doubt an improvement on the original arrans:ement, although it

is thought that the amount of work saved is not very considerable

in any ordinary case, assuming the calculator to be familiar with

proportional parts in general.

Another distinguishing feature of Mr. Brown's tables is an

ingeniously-conceived movable slide by means of which the

mean valuation age (assuming this to be equal to the mean
maturity-age less the curtate unexpired term increased by 1, thus

corresponding to a classification in Form 1,J.I.A., xxxviii, 2-4-5)

may be determined without previously finding the value of M.
Opinions may perhaps difi"er as to the advantage of this process.

The advantage of working with the maturity ages, as originally

proposed, is that these are found, when large groups are being

dealt with, to change very slowly with the progressive values

of », the unexpired term ; and it is therefore useful to have the

maturity ages recorded in a column on the valuation schedule,

and to inspect them in order to detect and investigate any
abiu)rmal cases, a process which cannot be quite so readily

performed with the valuation ages, as these change much more

quickly. It the annuity-values employed are continuous

annuities of the form ^7^. it is convenient to use the specially

prepared tables published in the Journal, where the values are

tabulated according to the values of M (the maturity age), so

that it is not necessarv to use the valuation ases at all ; while, if

the latter are required for any other purpose, it is a very easy matter

to deduce them from the maturity ages. It may, perhaps, be

well to point out that if the policies are classified according to

the nearest integral unexpired term (Form II, J.I.A., xxxviii,

25-6), the valuation-age a:- is equal to M— n, whereas Mr. Brown's

tables are framed for Form I where .r=M — w-f-l. It follows

that in order to use the new tables for a classification in Form II,
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the slide must be moved until tlie age 31 (and not 30) is brought

opposite the number of future payments.

Mr. E. C. Coote's tables are quite new in form and principle

and very ingenious in arrangement^ and they have the great

practical advantage that the mean maturity ages are found without

the necessity of first calculating SZh-SS^ which is required

by the method originally proposed and also by Mr. Brown's

modification. This undoubtedly saves a very considerable amount

of calculation with its attendant risk of error^ and the tables are

so easily used that they appear to give the best practical means-

of determining the maturity ages^ though perhaps some may

prefer as a matter of precaution to calculate the M's by one

method and check them by the other, thus giving a very

complete verification. Mr. Coote points out that the use of his

Tables may possibly produce in individual cases values of M not

strictly correct to one decimal place, but in the writer's opinion

this is of no importance in practice, for the reasons stated by

Mr. Coote himself. In the practical application of Mr. Coote's

method it would be convenient, as he suggests, to use tables of

annuity-values arranged according to the argument M— 55 instead

of M, and the new arguments (which may be either positive or

negative) could easily be pasted over the old headings in the tables

already printed in the Journal.

A few remarks may now be made on the method of valuation

variously known in this country by the names of Karup and

Altenburger, but properly to be attributed to its original inventor

Zillmer. The writer of this note refrained from intervening

in the discussion of Mr. King's paper, as he had no wish to

appear to defend the Z method through mere parental instinct,

the fact being that his only desire is to find and to use the

method of valuation ofi'ering the greatest practical advantages.

In fact, in the words of ]\Ir. Woods, he would desire " to point

out the objections to each method and to weigh them"; though

this weighing process can hardly be replaced by a mere count of

columns in the valuation schedule—as Mr. "Woods appears, in one

place, to suggest—especially as but few of the columns in the

schedule proposed {J.I.A., xxxviii, 31) are peculiar to the Z
method; while others are included only for completeness, and

might in many cases be omitted.

Mr. King thus sums up the advantages of his own modification
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of the Karup method as applied to endowment assurances

(reference numbers being here added for convenience) :

(i) That with the minimum of trouble an exact valuation

and not merely an approximate one, even if close, is

effected.

(ii) That the method is applicable, no matter how entry

ages and valuation ages are computed.

(iii) That it does not matter whether the policy mature on

its anniversary or on the next succeeding birthday,

and, in the latter case, whether n or ?i+l premiums

are payable, and policies of all these kinds may be

grouped together.

(iv) That complete and very accurate adjustments are made

for the distribution of the premium income and for

half-yearly and quarterly cases.

To these Mr. Elderton adds :

(v) That owing to the policies being grouped in the ofRce

year of birth the actuary is able to get an accurate

estimate of the expected death claims or the expected

number of claims [whereas by the " Z " method the

estimate is approximate only, unless the mortality

table rigidly follows Makeham^S law]
;

and we may further add :

(vi) That the final valuation is effected by multiplying

by simple valuation factors not requiring any

interpolation or any prior determination of a mean
age.

Of tbese advantages, Nos. (ii) and (iv) are not peculiar to the

Karup method, but may be equally secured by the " Z " method

by suitable arrangement of the classification.

As regards Nos (i) and (v), it has been abundantly shown

that the results produced by the " Z " method are so close to the

exact results that the difference is of no practical consequence in

its effects unless, for any particular purpose, rigorously exact

results be required as, e.g., when for bonus purposes the reserves

brought out by a group valuation bave to be exactly balanced

with the total of individual reserves.

As regards (iii), if an office bas on its books endowment
assurances of different kinds and if effect is to be given to these
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differences in the valuation=^; the fact that they can be vakietl

together and without distinction (other than that involved m
different constants) undoubtedly constitutes an advantage^ and

this is increased if there are any considerable number of policies

converted into endowment assurances by the application of bonus,

for manv of these will have to be valued as maturing at very

advanced ages, and in this case the " Z " method is unsuitable.

It may, however, be remarked tliat the case of /? and (n + 1)

premiums can easily be dealt with by the "Z" method, bv the

simple process of scheduling separately (for each value of n) the

premiums in the two cases, and valuing the totals by the

appropriate annuity-values. The additional labour thus involved

will be slight, especially as the (u + 1) premium class will be

continually reduced and there will be no fresh cases of the

kind—and it would not conipare with the extra work involved in

Karup's method, which is fully discussed below.

IN'o. (vi) has been added for the sake of completeness, but the

advantage under this head amounts to very little in practice and

is probably much more than counterbalanced by the labour of

castino: two or moi'e columns of constants instead of only one.

We may now consider some of the counterbalancing

advantages of the '' Z " method as compared with Karup\s.

(i) The *" Z " method requires only one constant which, in

a considerable proportion of cases, is identical with the sum
assured, and moreover it depends only on the maturity age

and the sum assured, so that one compact table calculated

for the most usual sums assured and for different maturity

ages enables the constants to be found without any calculation

whatever in the great majority of cases.

Karup's method requires at least two constants even if the

value of the office premium be found only approximately by

proportion, as suggested by ]\Ir. King. The second constant,

namely, that applicable to the net premium, depends upon

the age at entry as well as on the maturity age and the sum
assured, so that the prepared tables must be more elaborate and

the exceptional cases requiring special calculation more numerous.

Moreover, if the values of the sums assured are required apart

* As regards policies payable on the birthday and not ou the anniversary, the
writer has given reasons {J.L^., xxxiv, page 74, paragraph 28; for thinkino-

that it is preferable to value the policies as though they matured on the
anniversary, and thus to defer taking the profit due to the postponed payment
until it has actually been realized. Similar arguments apply to valuing the
additional premium, in (n + 1) premium cases, unless a special net premium
(n-iPxiii) te used.
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from the values of the bonus additions (as must always be the

case when profits are allotted according to the simple reversionary

bonus plan) there must be a third constant applicable to the bonus

additions. Further, it would appear that a trial bonus constant

would also be required for policies in their first bonus period,

which take bonus for only a proportion of the period.

(ii) The " Z " constant once recorded remains unchanged so

long as the valuation basis and the status of the policy are

unaltered. With Karup's method each new bonus allotted, and each

surrender or alteration of existing bonus, involves a recalculation

of the bonus constant, or the constant for the sum assured and

bonus combined if that form be adopted ; while each reduction

of premium involves a similar change in the constant for

premium less reduction, or the calculation of a fresh constant for

the reduction of premium separately.

(iii) The "Ti" method classifies the policies in such a way that

an approximate check valuation can easily be made by using an

average maturity age. Moi-eover (as before remarked, see page

410) the mean maturity ages change very slowly and within

very narrow limits, so that any gross error in totalling or

generally in the handling of the constants would show itself in

abnormal maturity ages. The power of applying such a check is

a very valuable and satisfactory one to the actuary who is unable

to supervise personally all the details of a valuation, but requires

to satisfy himself as to the general accuracy of the work. No

such general checks, so far as the writer is aware, can be applied

to Karup's method, because the various constants lead to no well-

defined and slowly-changing functions (like the mean maturity

age) which can easily be tested, but the totals of the constants

enter directly into the results of the valuation ; so that any error

—such as might quite possibly occur in the casting of the

constants—might sensibly affect the results of the valuation.

It has also been mentioned as an advantage of the " Z ''

method, that it is convenient to have the policies recorded so as to

show the amount maturing in each future year, but not much stress

can be laid on this, for an independent record in this form could

quite easily be kept, though the policies be scheduled for valuation

according to the year of birth as required by Karup's method.

As compared with the " Z " method, it appears clear that

Karup's method requires much additional expenditure of labour

in the calculation of the constants—both at the inception of the

policy, when two or more constants have to be calculated instead
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of one, and on the occasion of each change in the bonus or

reduction of premium. With all respect to Mr. Searle^ the difficulty-

is not ''only a question of having the cards properly ruled^'',

a matter which is one rather of inconvenience than difficulty. =^

The point is rather the additional labour and the greater liability

to error in consequence of having to make, examine and cast,

many thousands of additional entries on the cards and in the

classification books or schedules. In many cases, moreover, the

bonus constants would have to be individually calculated, and

could not conveniently be extracted from a prepared table, unless

this were of a ver^' elaborate and lengthy character. Take, for

example, the commonest and most important case, namely, the

compound reversionary bonus system of division. Here the

bonus constant would vary with (1; the maturity age; (2) the

duration of the assurance ; and (3; the sum assured. Thus, a

prepared table of constants would have to be very voluminous in

order to cover the cases commonly arising in practice ; while, if

the table were prepared only for a standard sum assured, say £100,

practically all the bonus constants would involve multiplications

which, though simple, must in the aggregate represent a

considerable amount of work. In the case of a special bonus

system depending also on the age at entry, the prepared table

would have to be still more len^thv and elaborate: in fact, the

simple reversionary bonus system seems to be the only one m
which a compact table might enable the bonus constants to be

simply extracted from a table.

Mr. Ernest Woods and his colleague Mr. Elderton, (the

principal advocates of the Karup method from practical

experience), have had to deal with a case where the method

offers the maximum advantage—owing to the fact that their bonus

system required an exact balance between individual and group

reserves, and that, moreover, this special bonus system leads to a

very ingenious plan of checking the bonus constants by a

continued process {vide Mr. Elderton's remarks, J. I. A., xlii,

150). In these circumstances, it may well be that the method is,

on the whole, the most advantageous, and it undoubtedlv also has

many advantages for limited premium cases, whether whole-life or

endowment assurance. But in the case of ordinary endowment

assurances of a uniform type and with a bonus system not

involving the individual reserves, the writer remains of opinion

that the balance of practical advantage clearly lies with the

" Z " method, for the reasons already given. G. J. L.

* Mr. F. Bell has published sj^ecimens of valuation cards adapted to the
Karup method. See J. LA., xaxIx, 39-46.
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II.

On Mr. Lidstone's Formula fur the value of a complete Annuity,

payable by mthly instalments. By R. D. Anderson^ A. I. A.

UX page 97 of vol. xli of the Journal, Mr. Lidstone published

a new method of obtaining the formula

Mr, Lidstone showed that, for intervals of —th of a year
m

which [x) survives, the annuitv o ^'' may be replaced bv an

annuity of -.— payable continuously,

Uj. — —. ux

together with the correction for the period of -th of a vear in

which (x) dies.

By combining the corrections for a.'J"^ and (/.j. on the basis of

uniform distribution of deaths durins; each interval of — th of a
.m

year, which lie took as
1

fm
_

tdtXj.
..

1

cm

and m\ Ij dtXX
Jo

i.e., the average at the moment of death, Mr. Lidstone obtained

the net correction,

f'V S \ -
m\ it— ?7i

• -.— ]dtAa;
JoV Jin.) J

Mr. Lidstone, therefore, only deals approximately with the

operation of interest for the remainder of the interval after death,

and, as is pointed out in the Text-Book, Part II, chap, xi,

§§3 and 4, the values are consequently too large.

It is plain, however, since the result is correct to the second

order, that the approximation, as applied to t—-.— ?,], involves
Jim)

an eiTor of the third order only, and does not affect the validity

of the proof.
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The correct expression for the present vahie, on the assumption

of a uniform distribution of deaths for — th of a year, is
ill

"

1

III

1

m rft- J~ Sri) {l + i)'" ' dtA'^"^

Jo ^ J(m) J

which can easily be shown to give the formulaj and might just as

well have been used.

We have

S'(i-^i-\\^iy.-'dtk^i,
Jo ^ J(/n) ^

= m(H-i) "^Af ) {tv^- ^^~- ]dt

Jo hm) /

= m(l+J)^AS"')r
tv^ V* 1

logeU log/i' >,,

1 1

t-
logei-

1 I m yi/i
t-m — 1

h' '>^U(m,

=Ar(-^ + ^-^^J^^ +
'

8^
'("0 )

V 0- 7,„,, JJ'»';

ov, since {l + i)"^ =e"^, and, on the assumption of uniform

distribution of deaths for — th of a year.
m

At-)= 8A a:

Jim)

S

we have
'1 Be'>'^\ —

IAxa-t)J(ni)

V 2m

J(m)
^'j^)=^da,+

Bern \ —

.hm, J

p
nm'..+ j(i-"'0

= (i-:77:K+T^.
iiii

by neglecting higher powers of S than the second.

VOL. XLII.
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THE INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES.

Memorandum as to Alterations in Examination Syllabus.

The Council of the Institute having adopted a revised Examination

Syllabus, to come into force in 1909 as regards Faii I, and

in 1910 as regards the other Paiis, it has been thought desirable

to issue a short statement as to the scope of the alterations that

have been made. The general intention of these alterations is

to re-arrange and re-apportion the subjects on a more systematic

basis, and thus to ensure that each stage of the ivork shall more

fidly prepare the candidate for succeeding stages.

Preliminary.

Applicants for admission to the Class of Probationer will,

in future, be requii-ed to satisfy the Council as to their general

education on the lines laid down in the Rules of Examination.

A similar rule will apply in the case of Colonial and Foreign

candidates who apply for admission to the Class of Student, subject

to passing Part I, without becoming Probationers.

Part I.

Experience having shown that candidates for Part II are

frequently handicapped by the want of previous study of the

principles of the DitFerential and Integral Calculus, this subject has

been introduced into Part I of the Syllabus. The questions set will

be of an elementary character.

The subject of Compound Interest and Annuities-Certain has

been transferred to Part I. The questions set will be of a standard

corresponding to that of the questions that have in recent years

been set on the subject in Part II of the old Syllabus, and may
involve the application of the Calculus.

Part II.

Section (l) is intended to cover practically the same ground as

Sections (2), (3), (4) and (5) of the old Syllabus. Questions set

under this heading may involve the application of the Differential

and Integral Calculus.

Questions under Section (2) will relate only to the processes of

Valuation where the basis has already been settled, and no questions

will be set as to the merits of different bases.

For Section (3) candidates will require a knowledge of the

principles of book-keeping both by double entry and by other

methods, but no questions will be set involving points of purely

mercantile book-keeping. The Section may be regarded as leading

up to Section (l) of Part IV.

Sections (4) and (5) are intended to lead up to Sections (5) and
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(6) of Part lY. Under Section (5) candidates will be expected to

show a competent knowledge of the details of Stock Exchange

transactions, and of documents relating thereto, such as contract

notes, transfers, certificates, Ijonds, etc. Questions may be set as

to the characteristics of various classes of Securities, but such

questions will not involve a knowledge of Life Assurance Finance.

The Council, with the view of assisting students, propose to

arrange for a course of lectures on the subjects of Sections (4) and
(S), and in due course to publish such lectures.

Part III.

Sections (l) to (5) are intended to cover the same ground as the

corresponding sections of the old Syllabus, with the addition of

Accident Statistics and the Valuation of Employers' Liability

Insurance Companies.

Under Section (6) candidates will be expected to show some
knowledge of the statistical information available in works not

professedly actuarial in their nature and scope.

Part IV.

Sections (l) to (6) practically correspond with Part IV of

the old Syllabus. Questions on Section (l) will be of a fairly

elementary character, and will not involve specially difficult or

recondite points. The questions to be set under Section (2) as to

the Law relating to Emi)loyers' Liability Insurance Companies will

not extend to the general Law of Employers' Liability.

Section (7) will involve the same standard of knowledge as

Section (6) of Part III of the old Syllabus.

REVISED Rules and Syllabus of Examinations.

RULES prescribed Inj fhe Council of the Institute to regulate

Examinations qualifying for admission to the Class of Student,

Associate, and Fellow, respectively.

These Rules and Syllahiis v:ill come into fmxe, and cancel the

previous Rides and Syllahus, in 1909 as regards Part I of

the Examination, and in 1910 as regards Paris II, III and

IV. In 1909 the Examinations in Parts II, III and IV will,

therefm'e, be conducted, under the previmis Rules and Syllahus.

The Ride as to evidence of general educMion of future

candidates for admission to the Class of Student will be

enfoixed from the date hereon.

General Regulations.

1. The Examinations held by the Institute are four in number,

distinguished as Parts I, II, III and IV respectively. They will,

until further notice, be conducted in writing, at such places within
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the British Empire and under such conditions as the Council may
prescribe.

2. The subjects of the Examinations are as set out in the

Syllabus annexed to these Rules.

3. The Examiners shall place successful Candidates in two Classes

according to merit, and the names in each Class shall be arranged in

alphabetical order.

4. No Candidate will be allowed to present himself for

Examination until he has paid all Entrance Fees, Subscriptions,

and Examination Fees that may be due, and complied with the

requirements of the Byedaws and of these Rules.

5. Examinations will be held in April of each year, or at such

other time as^he Council may prescribe.

6. No Candidate shall present himself for examination in any

Part of the annexed Syllabus until after passing the pre^aous Part,

except that a Graduate in Mathematical Honours of any University

in the British Empire may present himself for examination in Part II

in the same year as Part I, but in the event of failure to pass Part I,

he will be deemed to have failed in Part II also.

7. The Examination Fee payable in connection with each Part of

the Syllabus is £1. l.s., but no additional fee will be payable in the

case of a Candidate for Part II who is also taking Part I, Section 3,

or a Candidate for Part III who is also taking Part IV, Section 7, as

hereinafter prescribed.

8. In these Rules the expression "those who have passed" any

particular part or section of a part shall be construed as including

any persons who under the Byedaws or any prcAious Rules of

Examination shall have been exempted from passing that particular

part or section of a part.

9. Candidates who have passed the prescribed Examinations will

be admitted to the Class of Student, Associate, or Fellow after signing

the proper Form of Obligation or of Transfer, as the case may be, and
paying the Subscription of the Class for the current year.

Exaniinafions uifhin the United Kingdom.

10. At least one month's public notice ynW be given of the days

and hours, and of the place or places, of the Examinations.

11. Candidates for any Examination must give to the Honorary

Secretaries fourteen days' notice in writing of their intention to

present themselves for Examination, specifying the particular

Examination and paying the prescribed fee.

Examinations outside the United Kingdom.

12. Public notice of the places at which Examinations are to be

held, and of the dates of such Examinations, will be given not later

than Xovember of each year.

13. Candidates for any Examination must give to the Honorary

Secretaries notice in writing of their intention to present themselves

for Examination, specifjdng the particular Examination and paying

the prescribed fee. Such notice must reach the Honorary Secretaries

in London not later than on the 31st January preceding the date

of the Examination.
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Class of Student.

14. Applicants for admission to the Class of Student shall, unless

already Probationers, satisfy the Council as to their general education

by producing such e^•idence thereof as the Council may from time to

time prescribe (see § 1.5), and shall thereafter be required to pass

Part I of the annexed Syllabus.

15. As evidence of general education, the Council will require a

certificate showing that the Applicant has passed one of the following

Examinations :

(a) The Matriculation Examination of the University of

London, either as the ordinary Matriculation

Examination or as the School Examination
(Matriculation Standard) for the School-leaving

Certificate.

(b) Any Examination of a similar nature at any University

in the British Empire.

(c) The Oxford or Cambridge Senior Local Examination.

(d) Any other Examination that may be included in a list

approved by the Council from time to time or be

accepted by the Council on indi\'idual application.

Class of Associate.

16. Candidates for admission to the Class of Associate shall be

members of the Class of Student, and shall be required to pass

Parts I and II of the annexed Syllabus, provided that :

Those who have passed Part I only of any previous

Syllabus will be required to pass Part I, Section 3,

of the annexed Syllalms before passing Part II. Such
Candidates may take that Section in the same year as

Part II, but in the event of failure to pass such Section,

they will be deemed to have failed also in Part II of

the annexed Syllabus.

Class of Fellow.

17. Candidates for admission to the Class of Fellow shall l:)e

members of the Class of Student or Associate, and shall be retpiired

to pass Parts I, II, III and IV of the annexed Syllabus, provided
that :

(a) Those who have passed Part I only of any previous
Syllabus will be required to pass Part I, Section 3,

of the annexed Syllabus before passing Part II. Such
Candidates may take that Section in the same year as

Part II, but in the event of failure to pass such Section,

they will be deemed to have failed also in Part II of

the annexed Syllabus.

(//) Those Avho shall have passed Parts I and II of any
previous Syllabus will be exempted from passing
Parts I and II of the annexed Syllabus.
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(r) Those who shall haA^e passed Parts I, II, and either

Part III, Section A, or Part IV of any previous

Syllabus, will be exempted from passing Parts I, II,

and Part IV, Sections 1 to 6, of the annexed Syllabus,

but will be required to pass Part IV, Section 7, of the

annexed Syllabus, as well as Part III thereof. They
may take Part IV, Section 7, in the same year as

Part III.

{d) Those who shall have passed Parts I, II, and either

Part III, Section B, or Part III of any previous

Syllabus, will be exempted from passing Parts I, II,

III and Part IV, Section 7, of the annexed Syllabus,

but Avill be required to pass Part IV, Sections 1 to 6

thereof.

By order of the Council,

J. E. FAULKS, 1

r Hon. Sees.
W. P. PHELPS, J

16fh June, 1908.

SYLLABUS OF EXAMINATIONS
Referred to in the Annexed Eules.

Part I.

(1) Arithmetic and Algebra; the theory and use of Logarithms;

the Elements of the Theory of Probabilities.

(2) The Elements of the Calculus of Finite Differences, including

Interpolation and Summation ; Elementary Differential and
Integral Calculus, excluding questions necessitating the use

of Trigonometry.

(3) Compound Interest and Annuities-Certain, including the con-

struction and use of relative Tables.

Part II.

(1) Life Contingencies, including Life Annuities and Assurances,

and the construction and use of the Life-Table, and monetary

and other tables based thereon ; excluding questions on the

compilation of Tables from Statistics, or on Graduation.

(2) The Classification of Policies for Valuation, and the Preparation

of Valuation Class Books.

(3) Book-keeping, with special application to Life Assurance

Accounts.

(4) The constitution and operations of the Bank of England ; the

National and Local Debts of the United Kingdom.

(5) The principal classes of Stock Exchange Securities, and practical

questions arising in connection with theii' purchase and sale.
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Pakt III.

(1) The Methods of compiling Mortality, Sickness. Accident, and
other similar Statistics, of deducing Tables therefrom, and of

adjusting or graduating such Tables.

(2) The History and Distinctive Features of existing Tables.

(3) The Valuation of the Liabilities of Life Assurance and Employers'

Liability Lisurance Companies.

(i) The Principles and Methods of the Distribution of Surplus.

(5) The Determination of Office Rates of Premium for Assurances,

Annuities, and other Risks, excluding Rates of Contribution

for Sickness, Pension, and AVidows' and Orphans' Funds.

(6) Extra Premiums for L'nder-Average Lives, Hazardous Occupa-

tions, and Residence in L'nhealthy Climates ; and the Materials

available for their Determination.

Part IV.

(1) The Elements of the Law of Contract, and of the Law of Real
and Personal Property.

(2) The Law relating to Life Assurance Contracts and to Life

Assurance Companies, Employers' Liability Insurance

Companies and Friendly Societies.

(3) The Formation and Valuation of, and Calculation of Rates
of Contribution for, Friendly Societies, Pension Funds, and
"Widows' and Orphans' Funds.

(4) Life Assurance Accounts ; Preparation of Schedules, Statements,

and Reports ; Drafting of Policies and Endorsements ; and
other practical matters arising in Life Office Administration.

(5) The Elements of Banking, Finance and the Foreign Exchanges

;

the London Money Market and the principal foreign Money
Markets as influencing International Monetary Relations.

(6) The Investments of Life Assurance Companies.

(7) The Practical Valuation of Life Interests and Reversions, and
of Policies for Surrender or Purchase.

Regulations for Probationers.

The Council has established a Class of Probationers, who while
not being Members of the Institute, shall be allowed the folloT\-ing

privileges, vdz. :

—

Probationers will be entitled to join the classes for Students, in

accordance vvith the rules prescribed for such classes, and
to attend the Ordinary General Meetings of the Institute,

but not to vote or take part in the discussions thereat.

Probationers may borrow books from the Library for the
purposes of their studies, but this privilege is subject to the
discretion of the Librarians, and to the rules Avhich the
Council may from time to time prescribe.

Persons desiring to become Probationers shall apply to the
Council on the prescribed form, and shall satisfy the Council as to

their general education by producing such evidence thereof as the
Council may from time to time prescribe (see § 15, "Class of
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Student"). If their applications are approved they shall become

Probationers on payment of an entrance fee of 10s. 6(/., but the

Council may at any time withdraw their approval, and thereui)on

the person shall cease to be a Probationer. Should the Probationer

subsequently be admitted a Member of the Institute, this fee of

10s. Qd. will be taken as paid on account of the entrance fee as

Student.

The annual subscription for Probationers is 10s. 6f/., payable on

admission and on 1st October in each year. If the subscription

for any year be not paid before the 31st December, then the

defaulter shall no longer be a Probationer.

ERRATA.

Mr. Lidstone has kindly communicated the following notes

of corrections to his paper ''On the Rationale of Formulae for

Graduation by Summation ", in the present volume of the

Journal—
(i) (P. 108), 2nd line of par. 28, for "rates", read

'' ratios."

(ii) (P. 119), 3rd line from end of par. 47, for

" '/20.^/8"^
^.^^^^ 'V8.a/20"^

•w* pqr pqr n^

(iii) (P. 121), last 4 lines of par. 51 (ii), delete all words

following nbo, and read :

" it follows that the numerical sum must always

" exceed unity, and the sum of the squares will

" generally (though not necessarily) exceed unity;

" but the smaller the sum of the squares the

" smaller the smoothing coefficient."
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The Select and Ultimate Method of Valuation. By Miles

Menander Dawson, F.I.A., F.A.S., Consulting Actuary,

New York.

[Read before the Institute, 4 May 1908.]

JjEFORE proceeding to examine the different methods pursued

" in the valuation of the liabilities of an office under its policies,

" I will briefly state what appears to me to be the true principle

" upon which the valuation should be based. On the establish-

" ment of an oflSce it is assumed, or ought to be, that a certain

" table will exactly correspond with the mortality likely to prevail

'• among the persons whom they will insure ; and that a certain

'' rate of interest (generally 3 per-cent) is what they may with

" certainty depend upon realizing. Under these circumstances,

" premiums calculated upon such data, increased by a small

^' addition sufficient to cover all expenses likely to be incurred,

'' are charged. "We will leave out of consideration the addition

" made for bonus, as it is only charged to be returned again.

" Suppose now that all these conditions are realized, and that

" after a few years it is found that the mortality experienced

" corresponds exactly with the table adopted ; that the rate of

" interest realized is exactly 3 per-cent ; and that the additional

" charge, technically called the loading, has exactly covered all

" the expenses. How much ought the office to have in hand ?

" The answer naturally will be,—the total net premiums received

" in each year, less the claims paid in that year, accumulated at

'' 3 per-cent compound interest. This has been mathematically

VOL. XLII. 2 F
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*' proved by Mr. Sprague in the Assurance Magazine, vol. xi, p. 104,
^' and practically illustrated by Mr. Meikle in the same volume,
*'

p. 245. Thus, if we suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that

" all who assured did so for £,\, at the age x ; and let n represent

^' the number of years elapsed from the date of their entry to that

'' of valuation, it can be easily proved, by the aid of these

" papers, that the amount in hand will be represented by

« Xi
Nr_i-N^+«_i M,. M^-M^+„l

( ^x+n -^^.r —

1

-L'.r + w

'^ X being the number of policies then existing.

" The amount standing to the credit of each person, will be

N^-i-N^+«-i M.^ M,.-M.,.^„

^x+n ^x—l ^x + n

'' which Mr. Sprague has shown can be reduced to

t + Clx+n1-
1+ffa;

*' the well-knov/n formula for the value of a policy.

" This then must be the true value ; for, all the conditions

" assumed at the outset remaining the same, it is impossible for

" the office to have either more or less than this amount to the

" credit of each policy."—Mr. Henry William Manly, F.I.A.,

in J.I. A., vol. xiv, p. 252.

The reasoning of Mr. Manly commends itself to the approval

of all actuaries. In considering the availability of any method of

valuation, therefore, keeping these principles in mind, it is first

necessary to investigate the assumptions which are in fact made in

the computation of premiums. The valuation should follow these

assumptions, and faithfully represent the conditions intended to

be met by them.

The conditions actually " assumed at the outset " in Great

Britain in the computation of premiums for non-participating

policies, are fully disclosed by the mere inspection of the typical

standard formula for such premiums :
*

P'^= l-075f—f^^i^^ +m\2h) = l-(d74^rri+ -^ +•00125')

* See Heir's "Office Premiums", Transactions of the Faculty of Actiiaries,

vol. ii, p. 212.
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The assumptions are :

(a) Mortality by a select table^ fairly representing the

expected costs.

(Z») Interest at a rate pretty certain to be realized.

(c) Initial expenses^ 1 per-cent of the sum insured.

(</) Expenses, varying with the premiums, covered by

74 per-cent thereof.

(e) Expenses, varying with the sum insured, covered by

adding |^ pei'-cent of the sum insured, to each

premium.

From the standpoint of the net accumulations from the

premiums paid, on the basis that the assumptions have proven

precisely correct, the retrospective formula for the nth. reserve

becomes

1

^lx\+n

s-r-r]

Again paraphrasing Mr. Manly's well-chosen language,

^' This, then, must be the true value ; for, all the conditions

'' assumed at the outset remaining the same, it is impossible for the

" Office to have either more or less than this amount to the

" credit of each policy.'^

The foregoing is arrived at by omitting both the factor and the

constant •00125 as just covering the expenses other than initial,

that are currently incurred. Proceeding upon the same

assumptions from the standpoint of what will be required

over and above premiums receivable in future to meet future

.claims, the prospective formula for the nth reserve becomes

01 \
-A-[j,]+„— ( P[r] + ^ J^\_x]+n

— V _-01 ^W + 'i

2 F 2
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•01
If for a[^] in the expression , the value by a table of

mortality and discontinuance is substituted, say a'[-,.], the

deduction from the net level premium reserve by a select table

would be smaller, except in the case of the first initial reserve,

when it is in each case "01 . If it be made B.\x]T\, e.g. by a table

of mortality and discontinuances and also to be made good in the

limited period of t years, then after t years the nth reserve

would be wV[j.] , In such case, the net premium would be larger

than Pj-^] for t years only—or rather for ^-1 years, for the

first rear it would be smaller by '01—instead of throughout life.

In other words, the reserve would be " made good " as it

is called, e.g., brought up to the net level premium select reserve,,

in t years. The effect of this Avould be to diminish the loading

margin—in the case of a participating policy, the bonus or

dividend provision—by —,— for t years and thereafter enlarge it
a [x]t

by so much; while by loading , it is permauentlv diminished

by so much [a less amount than , ), but the current earnings

are enhanced by the gains from discontinuance.

Mr. Manly premised :
" We will leave out of consideration

" the addition made for bonus, as it is only char£;ed to be
" returned again. ^^ The calculation of participating premiums

is usually upon more favourable interest assumptions than

it would be safe to use in valuing as a test of solvency and as a

means of determining the reserve which may be prudently held..

It will be seen, however, that a method of valuation which fairly

squares with the facts, conduces both to bonuses from the outset

and to that steady increase in earnings which assures their

reliable continuance.

So far as concerns valuation as a test of solvency, or as a

guide to prudent strengthening of reserves, it has been the well-

advised custom of actuaries to value participating policies, except

as to the values of vested bonuses, precisely like non-participating

policies, except that a conservatively low rate of interest should

always be assumed, thus strengthening the reserves so as to

maintain the rate of bonus.

In order to make the formula for a non-participating premium

perfectly general, substitute (l + A-)for r075, c for -00125 and
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F for -01. We then have :

^'H'^-^^^y^"^

In the United States and in Canada, select tables have not

yet been used in computing insurance premiums. In the

former country, the 17 Offices' Table, there known as the

'^ Actuaries '', or the " Combined Experience'^ Table, has been

employed very extensively. It is about equivalent to the

H^*^ Table and, while constructed from aggregate data, corresponds

pretty closely to the "ultimate^' section of the 0--^^- Table,

i.e., to the O'-"^^"'. The American Experience Table is also widely

used. It is not so nearly equivalent to any known " ultimate "

section of a select table as the 17 Offices' or the H^ is to the
Q[3i](io)^ But it is believed to represent reasonably well the

" ultimate " portion of the experience of American companies
;

and,accordingtothe statement of Mr. David Parks Fackler, F.A.S.,

in Transactions, Actuarial Society of America, vol. viii, p. 71, it

was derived from experience with lives that had been insured more

than five years. In Canada the H"^^ Table is used, which, though

an aggregate table by origin, corresponds so closely to the O'^^-''^"^

that it may fairly be regarded as representing the " ultimate "

experience.

In neither country have computations of office premiums

been made by providing, directly and openly, any sum, F, for

initial expenses, except presumably by certain companies of the

United States, which I shall mention more particularly in the

course of this paper. But, as a matter of course—for it is notorious

that initial expenses of procuring proposals for life insurance are

not lower, but on the whole higher among these companies than

in Great Britain—a provision must have been made, and in

fact was made. It remains, therefore, only to discover what

provision was made, how it was made, what conceals it, and

what it is.

Omitting F from the general formula already given, and

bearing in mind that either c or 1 +fc may be omitted by individual

companies, the formula for office premiums is the same in the

United States and Canada as in Great Britain ; but as has been

said, with mortality assumed to be as per an ''ultimate" table,

instead of a select table.
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It becomes, then, x signifying that the ultimate table is

used :

'A,,

^''<t*¥+'^

a[,.]

^- +c /(1 + A)

} va^ ^+01(1

Equating with the general formula for P'^-, we have :

\hn±^ +c (l+fc) = l ^ - + c[{l + ^

From which, by inspection :

r=^-^^A.-A,.,

This, then, is in fact the formula for \alue of the loading for

initial expenses, w^iich is provided by the companies of the

United States and Canada in computing their i)remiums.

It is also equivalent (in value but reversed in sign) to the

following

^M"! a;9'M

which is the value of a policy about to be issued, upon which the

net premium has been computed by the ultimate table, and

the reversion and annuity by a true select table. This is the

initial margin by the method of valuation which was first

desci'ibed by me in the Transactions of the Actuarial Society of

America, vol vii, p. 418, in 1903, and, in 1904, in the Zeituny

of the Deutscher Vereiii fur Versicherungs-Wissenschaft, vol. v,

and also by Mr. Henry Moir, F.I. A., F.F.A., in the Proceedings

of the Fourth Internatio7ial Congress oj Actuaries, vol. i, p. 954,

in the same year.
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It "was also in 1906 adopted as the minimum standard of

valuation for the State of New York, using the American

Experience Table as the ultimate section and modifications of its

mortality rates for the select rates for the first five years ; and

the margins of the first year's premiums released thereby were

also made, together with the loading on new premiums, a

statutory criterion for justifiable initial expenses and a limitation

upon the same for all companies admitted to do business in

XeAv York. The following are the portions of the laws relating to

this subject

:

" No domestic life insurance corporation shall in any calendar

" year after the year nineteen hundred and six expend or become
" liable for, or permit any person, firm or corporation to expend
" on its behalf or under any agreement with it (1 ) for commissions
'• on first year's premiums, (2) for compensation, not paid by
" commission, for services in obtaining new insurance exclusive

' of salaries paid in good faith for agency supervision either

" at the home ofiice or at branch offices, (3) for medical
'•' examinations and inspections of proposed risks, and (4) for

'' advances to agents, an amount exceeding in the aggregate
••' the total loadings upon the ])remiums for the first year of

" insurance received in said calendar year (calculated on the
'' basis of the American experience table of mortality with
'•' interest at the rate of three and one-half per centum per
" annum) and the present values of the assumed mortality gains
'^ for the first five years of insurance on the policies on which
'' the first premium, or instalment thereof, has been received
'•' during said calendar year, as ascertained by the select and
" ultimate method of valuation as provided in section eighty-four^

" of this chapter."—From section 97, Insurance Laws of New York.
" And a statement showing separately the margins upon

" premiums for the first year of insurance ascertained according
'^ to the select and ultimate method of valuation as provided in

'•' section eighty-four* of this chapter and the actual expenses
" chargeable to the procurement of new business incurred since
'•' the last annual statement, as enumerated in section ninety-
'•' seven of this article.'^—From section 102, Insurance Laws of

New York.

It was also prefen-ed by the Royal Commission of Canada,

though a roughly equivalent method was substituted on the

suggestion of the Life Officers' Association. The following are

* See text of this section on p. 448.
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the passages in tlie Royal Commission's Report, relating to this

subject

:

" Two other methods of solving the question were before the

" Commission. One was recommended by the actuary, and,

*' in connection with another mortality table was adopted by the

" New York Committee, and the other was suggested by the Life

'' Managers' Association. Both methods are based upon the fact

" that the H*^ table of mortality, upon the basis of Avhich

" Canadian reserves are now computed, requires larger reserves

" to be set apart during the earlier years of a policy than are

*' needed according to actual mortality experience. Both

" methods accordingly suggest that advantage should be taken

" of this circumstance and that the borrowing to implement*

" initial loading should take the form of appropriating, during

'^ the policy's early years, the difference between the reserve

" w^hich the H'" table requires and the reserve which accords

" with actual experience.

*' The actuary of the Commission, Mr. Dawson, who
" is entitled to be called the author of the method adopted

" in New York, has recommended taking the British table

" to which reference has already been made, the O^^*^'^ table, in

'^ what is known as its select form, treating the reserve, so as to

" take the benefit of selection during the first ten years of

" the policy, and subsequently treating the reserve upon the

" basis of ultimate mortality. This is called the Select and

'' Ultimate method.
" The method suggested by the Life Managers' Association

" is applicable only to cases where the net premium equals or

" exceeds the ordinary whole life net premium. A deduction

" is made from the initial net premium equal to the difference

" between the standard reserves for five years and reserves

" calculated upon the basis of one year's term insurance followed

'' by four years during which the deduction is made good.

" Both methods are really founded upon the theory that

" the new business is itself the direct cause of the favourable

'' mortality, and that the necessary borrowing may well be made
" from the gain so resulting."

•5f -Jf -X- * * * -^

'' Your Commissioners are of opinion that the method

" suggested by the Life Managers' Association should be

* " Implement, v.t. To complete, fill up, supplement, provide, fulfil, satisfy."

—Murray's English Dictionary.—[Ed. J.I.A.'\
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" recommended. It pei-liaps lacks, theoretically, the scientific

" accuracy of the Select and Ultimate method, but its results do

" not very widely differ. It possesses the merit of requiring the

" early restoration of an unimpaired standard reserve, and
" fixes a somewhat higher standard of economy. But your

" Commissioners would have thought it wise, even if it had not

" seemed to them to possess these advantages, to fix, if possible,

" upon a method suggested by the special experience and skill of

" the gentlemen upon whom will rest the duty of administering

" it."—From Report of Royal Commission on Life Insurance.

The general formula for valuation by the method advocated in

this paper is

M » [x] = -^ [a-] + n— l^.r^ [x] + n

It can, of course, be resolved very readily into a general

formula for accurate valuation of policies with a loading for

initial expenses
;

in which F= Arrn— P„a

as we have seen, = — - A_—

A

' a

with sign reversed, or,

_ ^ [J-] A _ A
[r].

That this is a suitable formula for making an accurate

valuation of policies, the premiums of which have been computed

in the manner described, is obvious. That it is, when

supplemented by the loading upon new premiums, an excellent

criterion to judge initial expenditures when the premium is

thus computed, is also clear. That there should be a limitation

on this basis—or any other— is, of course, debatable, as also

is the question whether or no it is the best method of loading

for initial expenses and so should be set up as a common
criterion, without regard to whether companies actually compute

their premiums in this fashion or not. It is also open to

discussion whether this method of valuation is a proper

minimum standard to test the solvency of companies, so far

at least as concenis their being permitted to take new business,

and whether it tends to bring out satisfactory rates of bonuses

and to maintain the same. To the solution of these questions,

therefore, I address myself.
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1. Is it the best method of loading for initial expenses,

and should it be used as the common criterion of first year's

expenses ?

In the United States and Canada, where commissions are

usually paid as percentages of the first yearns premium, the

method accommodates the facts as to necessary expenditure very

well. With the scales of commissions modified, as they should

be, so as not to trench upon the net portions of endowment

insurance or limited premium life premiums in excess of the net

whole life premium for the same age, which net portions ought

on eveiy ground of sound underwriting to be reserved sacredly,

the correspondence would be yet closer.

In the United States, before this law was enacted, several

companies, securing a good new business annually, were keeping

their initial expenses within the margins now allowed by the laws

of New York. In 1907 no less than 46 companies complied

with these laws. In Canada, some of them were operating very

nearly within the margins by the 0^-^^^ select and ultimate

method.

In both countries, under the cover of " deferred dividends '^

without ad interim accounting, moi-e than one company was

so far exceeding the provision for initial expenses made in

computing its premiums, that it was absorbing the entire

loading for bonuses upon participating premiums for the

whole periods of the policies and so, under false pretences,

was virtually selling non-participating insurance at participating

rates.

It offsets against the cost of new business precisely the gains

and advantages to the company as a whole, which the new^

business brings, i.e., the first year's loading as an equivalent for

bringing future loadings to help bear future expenses and

the estimated value of the mortality salvages upon the full

ultimate table costs.

It corresponds, as we have seen, to the actual method

of making provision for initial expenses used by all Canadian

companies and by most of the important companies of the

United States.

The method of providing for initial expenses, employed by

some 15 other companies of the United States, is ''modified

preliminary term", f.e., whole-life by valuing P^+i, and endowment

insurance and limited premium life policies, also by the same

provision of P.^.— P]j- . This is very nearly the same as the select
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aud ultimate margin : and all of these companies, if permitted

to use it, prefer the select aud ultimate method. =*=

The method of providing ior initial expenses^ employed by most

of the other companies of the United States which do not value by

the net premium method, is by valuing all policies by the V^+i

method, i.e., allowing P.^.— P^^ for life policies, ,„Pa-— P^r for life

policies with premiums for m years only, and P^^^^, — P^Pi ^°^'

endowment insurance policies, maturing in m years or at prior

death. That such a criterion for justifiable initial expenses as the

select and ultimate method supplies is needed badly^ is })ainfully

apparent from this very fact.

One other State has passed laws, providing for a maximum

limited allowance of w^x— ^li', two others for a minimum

standard of valuation on that basis; two others for P^— P].f
for

all policies excepting limited premium life with payment periods

of 20 years or more, and for them 7„Pj,;— P^f ; one other for

Pj.— P^j- throughout, as a minimum valuation standard and a

limitation if that standard is used ; and another for aoPx—P^r, foi"

limited premium life policies, but P^oo,— P'y for endowment

insurance policies maturing in 20 years. The Canadian Life

Officers' Association has recommend P.^.— Pi^^.

Prom all these facts, the variations as well as the coincidences,

the inference is irresistible that, so far as the companies of the

United States and Canada go, the select and ultimate method is

the most suitable for loading for initial expenses, and should be

ised as a common criterion for such expenses.

In Great Britain, where commissions are usually a percentage of

the sum insured, independent of plan, age or amount of premium,

this is not so clear, but the following quotations from members of

the Institute show that it mi^ht be 2;enerallv satisfactory :

" There were one or two important questions in

'^ connection Avith the new^ 3xperience which would no

" doubt have to be dealt with in the future. One of these

" was the advisability or otherwise of using two mortality

" tables in combination for the purpose of valuation. Was
" it desirable to use a combination like the 0^^ and 0^

'", or

" the H-^^ and H-" ' ? The use of such a combination had
'•' become rather a fashion. It was found that the H"*^ and
a jjir J) combination gave higher reserves than the H-" table

" alone, and it was at once concluded that it must be a

* It must, however, be understood that in fact the companies which compute
premiums by the not level premium method, using au ultimate table, really fix

the rates for the others by competition.
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" better basis foi* valuation. That was a non sequitur.

" The most suitable basis of valuation was not necessarily

" that which brought out the highest reserve. It might
'' be seriously considered whether, from many points of

" view, it was not desirable to go back to the use of a

" single table for valuation purposes. It was long ago said

" that the effect of selection might vertj conveniently be set

"' against the initial cost of obtaining business. Although
" the effect of selection was so considerable in the new
" experience, in these times, when competition was so

" strong, the saving to an office by the light mortality of

" the first few years of assurance was generally less than

" the cost which the office had to incur in getting the

" business, and it seemed to him there was nothing in

" principle against the use of a table like the 0^''^ for all

" purposes of the office, both for the calculation of premiums
" and for the calculation of reserves. The effect of that

" was to provide from the outset for a rate of mortality

" which would ultimately prevail ; the premiums and the

" valuations being both based on that assumption and this

" provision for heavier rate of mortality in the early years

" than that actually experienced, enabled reserves to be set

" upon an expanding business, which could not always be

" done conveniently when a combination such as H^^ and

" H'^^'- was employed as the basis of valuation.
^^

Mr. G. r. Hardy, F.I. A., in J.I.A., vol. xxxvii, p. 185.

" As between a select and an aggregate table, there is

" no question but that the former is more suitable for

" premium calculations. It is not by any means so clear

" that the select table is better than an ultimate table

" (excluding the light mortality of the early years) for

" certain classes of premiums. When a select table is

" adopted, the benefits arising from the light mortality of

'' the first few years of the policies are given to the new
" policyholders themselves in reduction of their premiums.

" If an ultimate table were used, such benefits from light

" mortality would be distributed amongst the policyholders

" generally. It is well known that the writing of new

business causes heavy expense which the old policyholders

' have to bear, and it seems right that they should get the

' benefit of the light mortality from the introduction of

ee
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'' new policyholders, in consideration of the outlay incurred.

" By using ultimate mortality rates a large portion of the

" initial expenditure would be refunded to the older policy-

" holders within two or three years after the issue of a new
" policy ; whereas by the use of select rates, and an expense
" loading spread over the entire duration of the new policy,

" the older policyholders who had to hear the outlay would
" be all dead and gone before repayment could be effected."

Mr. Henry Moir, F.I. A., F.F.A., in Transactions of the

Faculty of Actuaries, vol. ii, p. 209.

" I think the net premiums on the O^''-' table may be

" considered reasonable and practical. The reserves are not

" quite so strong as on some other tables, but I believe are

" satisfactory, and are only slightly less stringent than the
'' H--"- table. The great advantages to an office of a table

" graduated by the Makeham method far outweigh any
" minor preferences that might exist, and the table being
'"' an ultimate one takes note of the gains in mortality which
" may be justly set against the initial expenses of procuring
" business, thereby returning a large portion of the heavy
" outlay to the older policyholders who are properly entitled

" to the benefit."

Mr. M. S. Hallman, F.A.S., A.I. A., in Transactions of

Actuarial Society of America, vol. x, p. 16.

2. Should there be a limitation of initial expenses by this

method ?

In general and on principle, surely the answer should be

—

No. A business should not be hampered by restrictions and

limitations. Moreover, if enforced as a minimum standard of

valuation and as a criterion to judge initial expenses, and if the

division of profits be not too long deferred, publicity should and

would be sufficient to punish extravagances^ and so to prevent

them.

But, as has been said, the conditions in this regard in the

United States and Canada were and still are exceptional, save as

modified by the restrictions of the New York laws. The e\il

of extravagant initial expenses was rampant. Agents were

accustomed to these conditions, and bitterly resented interference.

Their clamour even caused a few excellent companies to withdi'aw

from New York^ rather than reduce commissions.
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There was also little courage and a feeble inclination to be

found in most offices^ and in many a resentment against all

interference (not restrictions merely) as hot as that of the agents;

and not a few companies had exhausted their bonus loadings

utterly to get the policies on the books.

Under these conditions, it cannot be doubted, and it is now

generally conceded, that limitation of initial expenses was

necessary, for the time at least. It has also been very benefieial.

If necessary, the select . and ultimate method furnished the

most suitable measure, because it accorded with the actual

method of loading for initial expenses in the most important

companies, very nearly accords in the cases of some fifteen others

and suitably restrains the others which were making an improper

and extravagant provision.

3. Is the select and ultimate method suitable for a minimum
standard of valuation as a test of solvency, so far at least as

concerns a company being permitted to accept new business ?

As a test of bare solvency, of course, the entire profession is

agreed that the valuation should be made by actual office

premiums, less what is really required to pay necessary expenses.

In the State of New York, provision is made for a net premium

valuation on a 4i per-cent basis as a test of mere solvency

;

whilst its reserves on that basis are unimpaired, the company may

continue in business, but may not accept new business, unless it

holds at least the select and ultimate reserve on a 3^ per-cent

basis.

But should a company, offering participating policies, for

instance, be permitted to seek new business when, in fact, utterly

unable to do more than show itself solvent on the basis of no

provision for future bonuses ? Or, if offering only non-

participating policies, if so near to the insolvency line that

there is not ample security behind its policies ?

Obviously, for this purpose a standard is needed which fairly

and accurately measures the accumulation which a soundly

managed company should hold out of its premium receipts,

after providing duly for expenses and losses, and which it will

require, in addition to premiums receivable in future, to carry

out its promises and also to fulfil the reasonable expectations of

its policyholders.

It is, of course, well that it should, if it can do so without

unduly reducing or deferring its bonuses, strengthen its reserves

voluntarily up to a stringent net level premium basis, for
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instance, at a low rate of interest. It will thus- assure the

maintenance, or even the increase, of its rates of bonuses.

But that this net level premium reserve should be made

a test of solvency, is to render that a peril which should be a

safeguard.*

On the other hand, every prudently conducted company

of the United States or Canada should be able to attain year by

year to the ' minimum standard by the select and ultimate

method, using a suitable select table, and to show good profits as

well. To do less means for a participating company that

it is trenching upon its loading for bonuses, and for a non-

participating company that it is in danger by reason of

exhausting in advance the margins on future premiums. This is

clearly seen from the general formula

If the initial expenses exceed F, either the constant loading,

c, or the percentage loading, k, is trenched upon in advance,

if the policy is non-participating, thus rendering performance

of the contract doubtful by so much ; or, if the policy is

participating, the additional loading for bonuses is trenched

upon. In the United States and Canada, where the maximum
rates of premium by reason of competition are really fixed

by companies which compute their office premiums by the

formula P'a;=| — +c j(l + /t-), the effect of providing for

initial expenses a larger amount than the select and ultimate

margin, P^a-,,] — A-^.-, is in like manner to trench upon either

the provision for bonuses or the margin for safety, as the case

may be, or, sometimes, upon both.

These considerations appear to demonstrate conclusively that

valuation by the select and ultimate method is suitable for

a minimum standard of solvency in the United States and

* Thus, since

is the true general formula for the value, taking into account the cost of new
business, it follows that, in effect, to use, instead, the formula :

F / F \
nV[a;]= A(j;]-l-n— P[x]a[x]+„= A[a:j4.„+ -— a[x]-i-,i — ( P[j] + -— )a[x]-i-n

is to charge a liability still for expenses, paid n vears ago, for the net premium
F

Pc^i + — is still receivable,
aw
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Canada, sq far as concerns permitting a company to seek

new business.

Actuaries of other countries, who are accustomed to liberty

as to methods of valuation and who do not know the conditions

in the United States, may be inclined to question this. These

conditions are

—

[a] The State is held responsible for determining- the

solvency of Companies ; this is fully established,

with no room for argument.

{b) Except in New York, and, in a limited way, in New
Jersey, the net premium method ostensibly is in

force as a test of solvency,

(c) Except in Massachusetts and in the District of

Columbia—and in these, with some special reser-

vations—the net premium method is held to permit

any of the (^+1) or preliminary term methods,

if the policy is so written, but not otherwise.

{d) The harvest of the legislation of the last two years

in the United States has been, besides the laws of

New York, no less than six new varying minimum
standards, with another proposed for Canada, each

of them being a thing " to be availed of " in some

way, usually by writing the policy in a special

manner.

The only thing which offers uniformity as opposed to

this confused heterogeneity, is the select and ultimate method,

which is so rigid that, given the mortality table and rate of

interest, the value is fixed thereby.

The following tables illustrate some of the values by each of

these minimum standards, and also the margins for initial

expenses set free by them :

Besewes at end of Policy Year—3| per-cent.

Whole-Life Assurance—Issued at Age 35.

Year

^] Select and Ultimate
m. Ex. „
111. Ex. (x + 1) .

iiiadian Life Officers'

.

1

•202
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20-Premium Life Asmrarice.—Issued at Age 35.

Year

0[>l] Select and Ultimate

Am. Ex. „ „
Am. Ex. (-r -r 1)

New Jersey .

Canadian Life OflBcers'

.

1
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This provision for bonuses is not a matter concerning which

most American or Canadian actuaries have carefully inquired in

the past, although it has been a subject of much discussion in

Great Britain. " Deferred dividends " beclouded the issue; but

shorter distribution periods now make such a discussion more

pertinent.

Actuaries of the United States and Canada have loaded

premiums for bonuses, of course, as they have for initial expenses
;

else, participating premiums would not be higher than non-

participating. But they have not loaded them in a scientific

manner or Avith direct reference to any rate of bonus. The

usual method has been to increase the constant c, or the percentage

k, or both of them, in the general formula, already given.

There is one thing which is at once evident upon inspecting

the formula :

namely, that if the valuation is made at the same rate of interest as

was used in computing the premium, the reserve embraces nothing

which belongs to the loading for bonuses. Therefore, the payment

of bonuses can commence, if the assumed conditions have been

realized, just as soon as was originally contemplated when the

loading for bonuses was added. Certainly, this is an advantage

not to be despised.

The same thing is true, likewise, all the w^ay along ; so that

the intended rate of bonus can be sustained, if the assumptions

are realized, the policies being valued by this method.

Of course, if the valuation is made at a rate of interest lower

than is likely to be realized, it will tend to equalize reversionary

bonuses.

It may be desirable voluntarily to strengthen reserves beyond

this standard, both to meet contingencies, such as a variation in

mortality experience, or in interest earnings, or such as losses on

investments, or even merely to secure more amply the maintenance

of the rates of bonus. For these purposes, valuation by the net

level premium method, and at a low rate of interest, may very

well be made voluntarily ; and companies which can do so,

without unduly reducing or deferring their bonuses, are fortunate.

It is obviously not necessary or wise, however, to abandon the

scale of bonuses, to pay which the premiums were loaded, in order

to set up reserves by such a standard.

One advantage of reserving by the net level premium method,

voluntarily^ usiua: an ultimate table for the uremium, reversion and
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annuity, is that virtually the company has so strengthened itself

from its earnings that it could go on and pay both claims and

bonuses at the intended scale, even though its mortality, by

reason of unexpected adverse selection, became " ultimate " at

once. Of course, the reserves by the select and ultimate method

are the same as net level premium reserves by the ultimate table,

in any event, so soon as the period affected by fresh selection is

past.

A patent advantage of valuation by the select and ultimate

method—which, however, it shares with all methods of valuation

by which the reversion and the annuity are according to a select

table—is that it reduces the "mortality salvage" element in

computing bonuses to a minimum, so that it may be disregarded,

or nearly so, and what incidental gain or loss there may be mav
with propriety be apportioned with other merely incidental profits.

So far as suitability to conditions in the United States

and Canada is concerned, the pro\nsion for initial exjjenses

bv the select and ultimate method has but one rival, namely,

Px— P^f, for all forms of policies the net premium of which

= Pj or > Pa-, and tt^— PJf for other forms, the net prennuin

of which, TTj, <Pa:. The suitability of this method, however,

rests chietly upon its rough equivalence to the margin bv

the select and ultimate method as applied to the American

Experience table under the present valuation laws of New York;

for no company of the United States or Canada really computes

its premiums, making such an allowance ; companies that reserve

in this manner merely adopt premiums of other companies, or

virtually so. The argument for the method—which is chietly

objectionable because the principle so readily lends itself to

vicious variations—may be given as follows

—

(fl) The most that can be paid for new insurances, out

of the premiums received fur them, is the whole

premium, less the cost of the insurance.

(6) That this limit may be approached in the case of whole

life premiums is defensible (1) on theory, because, the

whole premium being paid for life insui-ance, it is

sound finance and sound actuarial practice, that the

distribution of costs, both mortality and expense, mav
follow actual requirements and (2j in practice because,

as has been attested by the most eminent actuaries, in

economical offices the initial cost pretty well exhausts

the whole premium for a life policy.

2 G 2
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(c) That this limit, i.e., the whole premium, less the cost of

the insurance, is not a proper one in the case of a policy

the premium for which > Yx, the whole life premium

for the same age, the excess of which is for prepaying

whole life premiums that would otherwise fall due after

m years or for maturing the policy at the expiration of

m years ; because sound finance and actuarial practice

will not tolerate the discounting into a present margin

or gain, payments that are to be received in future

as an investment, but merely the taking of the gains or

margins as they actually accrue.

The formula, F= P.^.— P^yt ^^ more general than

Thus, it would obviously apply though there were no initial

salvage in mortality cost, due to fresh medical selection. The

formula P^^— PAy] (i^ which P^, is the net premium by the

ultimate table for the policy in question) is, of course, a limit in

any case to the value at which F= P_j,a[;,.]— A^^] niay be taken, as

a margin or provision for initial expenses, contained in the first

premium, P.^..

But that the select and ultimate method is, on principle, more

suitable for use in the United States and Canada, appears at once,

when it is considered that (a) there are extensive salvages in

mortality costs because of fresh medical selection and (6) the rates

of premiums have been computed so that the present value of

these salvages is in fact the provision made for initial expenses.

A special application of the F= Pa-— P^y] method is that the

net ultimate reserve is to be " made good " in five years

(Canadian proposal) or seven years (New Jersey minimum

standard). The method proposed is, in Canada accurately, in

New Jersey virtually, to increase each reserve after the first until

"made good", by an amount, computed by assuming that an

annuity has been added to the net premium, sufficient to " make

good" the provision in the selected period. This method is

manifestly designed as a mere approximation and substitute for

the select and ultimate method. In theory, it employs a portion

of the loading as the annuity added to the net premium ; in

practice, it cannot have done this in the cases of non-participating

policies, because the loading is less than the required annuity,

nor in the cases of participating policies, except by rendering

them non-participating during the period.
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In point of fact, the premiums are still to be computed by

the formula

—

i.e., by an ultimate mortality table. This means that the

mortality salvages are, in fact, relied upon to ''make good'' the

reserves. The war in which, under this method, this is to be

done is subject to valid criticism, for the reason that no part is

reimbursed the first vear, when the mortality salvage is largest :

the company, therefore, must carefully husband this sah'age,

until needed, the necessity for which only the most astute

managers will see, and upon which hint only the most resolute

managers will act.

The avowed purpose of this plan is to make a moderate

allowance the first year from the reserves toward covering initial

expenses and to ''^make good '^ the reserves in five years, as does

the American Experience, select and ultimate ; and, though

avowedly intended to do this without recourse to salvages in

provisions for mortality costs, it really relies upon such salvages.

It is, therefore, pertinent to inquire how the sums annually

" made good " accord, or fail to accord, with the mortality

salvages. The following is given in Traiisactions of the Actuarial

Society of America, vol. x, p. 332, to illustrate this, applying

this method to the American Experience table, and contrasting

the same with the assumed salvages by the American Experience

select and ultimate standard :

Marie good in
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same as by the ultimate 0^-^^^^"^ table. The following is such a

comparison :

Made good
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by taking into account gains from discontinuances, i.e.,

forfeitures, surrender charges, &c., as well as mortality and

interest.

In this case, also, on principle the allowance will be " made

good^' by equal stages throughout the premium-paying period.

It appears, therefore, that there is no room, on principle, for

"making good^' the allowance in a shorter term, except by

the select and ultimate method. Such is, in fact, the case ; the

principle of that method, however, must, to support this view, be

extended to cover valuing by a premium, not computed with

reference to gains from discontinuances, and by a reversion and

an annuity computed icith reference to such gains—a very

appropriate variation of the select and ultimate principle if

gains from discontinuances are to be so applied. By this

method, assuming such gains for m years only and their present

value to constitute the only allowance for cost of new business,

the formula is

which, after m years, becomes, by virtue of the elimination

of such gains from the basis of computing A'j-j.-+,, and a';j.]+„,

Of course, also, there could be a combination of this with

the select and ultimate principle applied to mortality salvages,

resulting in

V — A' — P n'M * [j] — '»- [a-j + 'i -'- x* ^x]+n

which, if both gains after m years were left out of the account,

would after that period, become

n^ x^^ ^x+n -l^ x"'x + n

all values then being by the ultimate section of the table and

unaffected by further assumed gains from discontinuances.

None of these could conceivably bring out a restoration of

P — P^
^ X xl\

reserves by applying ~—
, exactly, each year for four years

;

which must, therefore, be regarded as purely arbitrary, not

defensible on principle, and useful, if at all, because approxi-

mating the results bv some better method
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Moreover^ in the United States and Canada, the customary

values allowed upon surrender at least equal the select and

ultimate reserves, or, to put it otherwise, all that can have been

accumulated, according to the assumed mortality and interest,

after payiug mortality and expense costs ; and this is peculiarly

true of the earlier years, from the third on in all cases, from the

secoud usually, and in more than one case from the first.

The superior fitness and suitability of the select and ultimate

method, properly applied, for a minimum standard of reserves,

both in the United States and Canada, where such standards are

applied as tests of solvency, appears, then, to be demonstrated,

both because coincidins; accurately with the method really used

in computing premiums for providing for cost of new business

and also because, upon analyzing all proposed substitutes for

this method, they are found to be unsound in principle, to give

grotesque results when applied, and not to coincide with the

method employed in computing premiums.

Section 24 of the Act to amend the Insurance Law generally

(ch. 326), passed by the State of New York, on 27 April 1906,

provides that Section 84 of the Insurance Law shall be amended,

so as to read as follows :

84. Fahiafion of Policies.—^The superintendent of insurance shall

annually make valuations of all outstaudiug policies, additions

thereto, unpaid dividends, and all other obligations of CA^ery life

insurance corporation doing business in this state. All valuations

made by him or by his authority shall be made upon the net

ineniium basis. The legal minimum standard for contracts issued

before the first day of January, nineteen hundred and one, shall be

the actuaries' or combined experience table of mortality'' with

interest at four per centum per annum, and for contracts issued on

or after said day shall be the American experience table of mortality

with interest at three and one-half per centum per annum
;
provided

that the legal minimum valuation of all contracts issued on or after

the first day of January, nineteen hundred and seven, shall be in

accordance with the select and ultimate method, and on the basis

that the rate of mortality during the first fi^^e years after

the issuance of said contracts respectively shall be calculated

according to the folloAnng percentages of the rates shown
by the American experience table of mortality, to wit, first

insurance year fifty per centum thereof, second insurance year

sixty-five per centum thereof, third insurance year seventj--fi"\"e

* That is, the Seventeen Offices' Experience Table.— [Ed. J.I.A.]
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per centum thereof, fourth insurance year eighty-five per centum
thereof, and fifth insurance year ninety-five per centum thereof.

The superintendent may vary the standards of interest and
mortality in the case of corporations from foreign countries as to

contracts issued by such corporations in other countiies than the

United States ; and in particular cases of invalid lives and other

extra hazards, and value policies in groups, use approximate

averages for fractions of a year and otherwise, and accept the

valuation of the department of insurance of any other state or

country if made upon the basis and according to the standards

herein required in place of the valuation herein retiuired if the

insurance officer of such state or countrj' accepts as sufficient and
valid for all purposes the certificate of valuation of the superin-

tendent of insurance of this state. Xo policy issued after the

thirty-first day of December nineteen hundred and six, shall be

valued as term insurance luiless premiums are based upon net term
rates ; and no policy with level premiums issued after said date

shall be valued as term insurance for the first policy year. As soon

as jjracticable after the first day of January nineteen hundred and
seA'en, the superintendent of insurance shall fix legal minimum
standards for the valuation of industrial policies and annuities

which shall be valued in accordance therewith. Any life insurance

corporation may voluntarily value its policies, or any class thereof,

according to the American exi^erience table of mortality at a lower

rate of interest than that above prescribed, but not lower than

three per centum per annum, and ^^ith or ^nthout reference to the

select and ultimate method of valuation, and in every such case

shall report any excess of its valuations over those computed by the

said legal minimum standard, and also the standards used by it in

making the same, to the superintendent of insurance in its annual

statement, yjrovided that no such standards if adopted shall be

abandoned without the consent of the superintendent of insurance

first obtained in •writing.

Ajbstkact of the Discussion.

Mr. GEOEGE KIXG said that the subject was an important

one, because it dealt with the question of valuations, and in such a

way as to show how very urgent the whole question was on the

other side of the Atlantic. The author had shown his power
there, and had managed to bring his method into operation in the

State of Xew York and other States of the Union, and to urge it

upon Canada. Therefore it was very useful to examine the system

in a dispassionate spirit, and see exactly what was its meaning, and
whether the plan was a Anse one to adopt or not. The paper was

very ^^^de in its scope, and brought in a great deal about Government
super\'ision, or what might be almost called Government coercion,

but he proposed practically to confine his own remarks to the subject
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stated ill the title of the paper, the Select and Ultimate " method
of valuation, to try to examine it in as few words as possiljle in a

scientific spirit, and to see whether it could lay claim to the
" scientific accuracy " which had been attributed to it by the

Royal Commission in Canada, and by Mr. Dawson himself. To do

so, it was desirable to compare it with that other method which

Mr. Dawson said was its only rival, and see how those two methods
worked out when placed side by side.

The first thing that struck one in reading the paper was that in

America, as well as in Canada, an advance had been made, because

it was admitted there, now, that under certain circumstances the net

premium method of valuing might be aliandoned. The Canadian

Royal Commission in their report said that the H^' Talkie required

larger reserves to be set apart during the earlier years of a policy

than were needed according to actual mortality experience, that

advantage should be taken of this circumstance, and the borrowing

to implement* initial loading should take the form of appropriating

during the policy's early years the difl:ereiice between the reserve

which the H'^^ Table required and the reserve which accorded with

actual experience. That was an admission that the net premium
method of valuation might under certain circumstances be abandoned,

and he thought most actuaries would agree -^^-ith that conclusion
;

but he did not think many of them would agree with the reasoning

by which it was leached, which appeared to him to be superficial,

and to fail to recognize the real facts.

He himself adopted the \'iews expressed in the quotation made
by the author from Mr. Manly, who assumed, for the sake of

argument, a true table of mortality, and a true rate of interest,

and that the premium was loaded to cover the exact expenses,

and that all those three assumptions worked out absolutely

accurately. Looking at it from that point of view, it was first

necessary to construct the premium, and obtain it by a true table.

He (Mr. King) would take the British Offices O'-^^^ Table as the

nearest representative of a true table that had yet been constructed,

and he would take 3i per-cent interest as the present true rate,

and add a loading for expenses. There was a certain initial

expense which it was admitted must be incurred. That was a

lump sum, but it was not possil^le to load the premium by a lump
sum, and therefore it was loaded by an addition to the annual

premium, to recoup the initial expenses as the instalments came in.

Then provision was required for the ordinary expenses incurred

in working the office, not specially connected with the acquisition

of business. In that way the premium was constructed. Then,

if all the conditions laid down at the start were fulfilled, the way
to value the policy would be, to take the value of the sum assured,

A[x]+t, by the extended Select Table, and deduct the premium loaded

for initial expenses, but not for the annual expenses, multiplied into

the annuity-due, l+a[x]+t, also taken from the extended Select

Talile. That gave the A'alue of the policy, and there could be neither

* See footnote on p. 432
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more nor less in hand. All the conditions Avere realized, and there

could not be any surplus or any deficiency, and therefore there was
no fund from which to "make good" what Mr. Dawson called the

'impaired reserves." But he himself said that there were no
impaired reserves, and that no portion of the loading had 1)een

anticipated. Every item of loading had heen used exactly for the

purpose for which it was intended, and therefore nothing had Ijeen

anticipated. Therefore he submitted that the Eoyal Commission in

Canada were mistaken when they spoke of making good the

impaired reserves." They practically proposed to value by the

ultimate tal)le alone, and hj that talkie alone they made smaller

reserves, although it was nominally a net premium valuation, and
the reserves were just as much impaired permanently as the

reserves he had spoken of ; in fact, the two methods practically

gave the same policj'-values.

A further step might be taken. Having got that theoretical

premium it might be loaded further for profits and for contingencies.

Again, no portion of that profit loading was anticipated ; everything

remained intact, exactly for the purpose for which it was intended.

A concrete example might be taken—the premium quoted from
Mr. Moir. He did not admit that that was a typical premium, and
he did not admit that it was constructed in the way in which
British offices calculated their premiums, but still it was very fair

to take it. At age 35, Mr. Dawson's representative age, the

premium calculated by Mr. Moir's method on the O''^^' 3j per-cent

table came out at 2-297 per 100 assured, and that gave a net

premium of 1-959, an initial loading of -091, and a general loading

for contingencies and renewal expenses, and so on, of -247

;

which was exactly lOf per-cent of the gross office premium. The
initial loading that he himself now assumed provided that the net

premium was the premium for an age one year older, upon the

method which was called the " pjreliminary term method" in

America. The premium for age one year older was P[:r]fi, the

premium by the second column of the extended select table for a

life now aged (.»;+l), assured at age x. That method gave initial

expenditure of 1-704, or £1. 14.s. per 100 assured. The formula

for valuing it was the same he had spoken of Ijefore, the

premium valued being taken for an age one year after selection.

Everything was intact, every fraction of the premium had been

used in the way it was intended, and that method of valuation

under certain circumstances was perfectly legitimate, because it

took account of facts. It was even necessary for young companies,

if they were to deal fairly by the policyholders. If they insisted

upon a net premium valuation at the outset, they reduced the

bonuses of the early policyholders, who had borne the brunt of

establishing the company, for the benefit of posterity. Therefore

with suitable limitations, and in suitable circumstances, he was of

opinion that the preliminary term method was a perfectly jiroper

one. To make a strict net premium valuation was desirable

later on, but that was equivalent to making a reserve in addition
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to the actuarial reserve required, or one might again vahie at a

lower rate of interest. That, however, was always making reserves

in addition to the actuarial reserves, and, while it was desirable

to do so, it required time, and a young company could not do it.

He thought, however, that the preliminary term method, as

worked in America, went too far, because, when the older ages at

entry were reached, and for endowment assvirances, it allowed an

unnecessary amoiuit for the initial expenditure, and depleted the

reserves too much. It threw into the bonus fund, at the outset,

money supposed to have been spent but which had not been spent,

and increased present bonuses at the cost of future bonuses. He
himself always limited the allowance to 2 per-cent on the sum
assured, and that point would be reached, for ordinary whole-life

policies, somewhere between ages 40 and 45, according to the

mortality tal)le used. Thereafter the premium valued was
Aa.+ -02.

1 + «.i-

That gave very good working premiums for all kinds of policies, not

only whole-life but endoAvment assurances, and it made an allowance

for new business of, on the average, from about 60 to 75 per-cent

of the first premium, and that was not moie than the best

companies spent. One advantage of that " only rival " to the Select

and Ultimate method was that it showed exactly what the company
was allowing for initial expenses. For instance, by different tables

it was nearly the same. At age 25 by the O'^^^ table it was 1-243,

and by the H'-^^^ 1-224. At age 35 it was 1-704 by the 0^^^\ and
1-715 by the tf"^^^ Table. Then as to the reserves, the difference

between the reserves by one table and by another on that method
of valuation was almost the same as the difference where the

valuation was made by net premiums strictly, so that there was no

difficulty in changing the basis of valuation and passing from one

table to another. The follo^nng table showed the reserves per

100 assured by the O'^' net premium, and the O^^^^ Preliminary

Term ; and similarly for the H'-^^^ :

—

Reserves, by Xormal Formula, and by Preliminary Term Valuation

3rdry Age 35. Interest 3| per-cent.

Duration
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0^^^ basis and the H^-^^' basis. Another advantage of the method
was that it was possible to reduce the allowance from time to time

by taking li or 1 per-cent instead of 2 per-cent for the limit, as the

case might be. He was bringing forward those points to show how
well it worked, and to contrast it with the Select and Ultimate
method.

HaA-ing taken that rival of the Select and Ultimate method, he

came to the Select and Ultimate method itself. This was to take

the reversion by the extended select table, and value the premium
for the age at entry by the ultimate table, by the extended select

annuity value, the formula being X[x]^t-Vx{\+a[x\-^t). Instead

of ha^dng a premium specially loaded in the way he had suggested

for the initial exi^enses, there was the ultimate premium only. The
result of that method was that, after the select term had passed,

the valuation was made for the older business by the ultimate

table only, a net premium valuation. It had been claimed in

America that the imjiaired reserves had thereby been made good,

and that the method had the great merit of making a net premium
valuation ; but as a matter of fact the valuation by that method of

the policies of long duration gave almost identical results to those

of the modified preliminary term method he had already mentioned,

so that they had no more made good the impaired reserves than in

the case of the preliminary term method. The continued allowance
for new business was concealed and not eliminated. The principal

objection, however, in his mind to the Select and Ultimate method
was that the allowance for new business depended, not on the cost

of new business, but upon the table of mortality used in the

valuation. He had worked out specimens of the allowances per
100 assured, bv three select tables on the Select and Ultimate
method—the 0^^^' table, the H^^^ table and the 0^""'^ table—of
course that last table would not be used in a valuation, but for

scientific puriioses it was desirable to see what allowances it brought
forth. The specimens were as follows :

—

Select and Ultimate Valuation. Initial Margins, 3i per-cent Interest.

Age
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by the 0^^^^ talile made by the Select and Ultimate method than

that made by the H'^^\ whilst the 0^"'"^ table ran at the early ages

between the two. Then \yiih regard to the reserves made by the

two tables, he took the example that Mr. Dawson himself had taken,

ase at entry 35, and interest 3i per-cent. The reserve after one year

by the O'-^^ table was -202 for a policy of 100, and by the H^-^^Hable

738, or more than three times as much. The difference gradually

diminished until it practically A'anished, later on, with increasing

duration of the assurance. It would be veiy difficult to change the

taljle to be used in a valuation when valuing by the Select and

Ultimate method, because that would disturb everj^hing. The
Preliminary Term method made no more disturbance than when
changing a table for a net premium valuation. The Select and

Ultimate method made a great change, and the result of that change

from the H'-^^^ to the 0^"^^^ table, was to release a large amount of

the previous reserves. He did not know whether ^Mr. Dawson had

realized that or not. The following table would make clear his

remarks upon that i)oint

:

Reserves per 100 assured.

Enti-y Age 35.

Select and Ultimate Valuation.

Interest 3| per-cent.

Duration
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Mr. a. H. bailey said that he had been very much struck

with the term '"
.scieutific accuracy " frequently employed in the

jmper. It seemed to him that the author supposed there was a law

of mortality corresponding to the laws of gravitation or the laws of

optics ; but there was no rigid law of mortality. So that the result

of every valuation was an estimate only, and that l.ieing the case,

he questioned whether it was worth while to undertake such a

detailed investigation 1 Perhaps he might go back to his own
experience. In his earliest days, the rule of valuation was to value

every policy separately, and always according to the law of mortality

and the rate of interest by which the rates of pi'emium were

computed. Some modifications were made in the generally-used

Xorthampton table—one by Griffith Davies in which the

Northampton premiums were untouched above the age of 60 and
reduced under that ag-e. The mortality table brought out the

premiums, and in these cases, but only in these, the policies

Avere valued by this table. Joshua Milne, who had done a

great deal for life assurance work, was the first who computed
the premiums on a right principle, namely, on the Carlisle

Table of Mortality at 4 per-cent interest, and loaded 40 per-cent.

That loading of 40 per-cent was not made for initial and other

expenses, lint Avas the addition for gTOSs profit that competition

Avould bear. Another assurance society adopted a table of

mortality compounded of the Equitable Experience, the Government
Annuities, and the Carlisle, at 4 per-cent interest, and the

premiums so computed Avere loaded 30 per-cent. Then came
another Avhich adopted the same basis, but loaded the premiums
20 per-cent only. Everybody A'alued according to the table

of mortality and the rate of interest on Avhich the premiums
Avere computed. His OAvn idea of the A-aluation Avas this. There
Avas a certain amount of assurance in force at certain premiums,

and one AA^as bound, according to the best judgment one could form,

to divide those premiums into Avhat Avas called in commercial

language the prime cost and profit. The prime cost should be

according to the table of mortality and the rate of interest it AA^as

thought Avould be realized in the future. The Carlisle 4 per-cent

might be taken noAv, and it Avould not be A'ery far out ; and, having

made the A'aluation, Avhat should be diAdded AA^as another question.

If there Avas a considerable amount it might be expedient not to

diA'ide the Avhole suri^lus, but make a reserA'e for future con-

tingencies.

Mr. H. AV. MAXLY said that, at the beginning of his paper,

^Ir. DaAvson had referred to something he (Mr. Manly) had
Avritteu about forty years ago, and it Avas extremely gratifying

to him to think that forty years after that Avas AATitten it should

be still quoted as a standard paper Avhen anything upon the

valuation of life companies Avas discussed. Mr. King had very

closely analyzed the author's formulas, but in attempting to debate

a paper Avhich Avas submitted by a brother actuary from the United
States, a paper Avhich really dealt more Avith a question of policy
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than of niathematical accuracy, he thought an endeavour should be

made to realize the position of the actuary in that country. In

Great Britain the actuary had not been bound down by any hard

and fast rules ; there were no laws fixing the standard of valuation

—and what was more, none were wanted. (Hear, hear.) The
British actuary could adjust his valuations according to A'arying

conditions and cii'cumstances, always bearing in mind the object of

the valuations. In this country, public opinion has been educated by
the actuaries through the Insurance press, and was powerful enough

to keep the companies within right lines. Again, in this country,

from the very commencement of life assurance based on scientific

principles, the actuary had generally been the manager of the company,

and, possibly, excepting the notorious examples of the two great

companies which failed prior to the passing of the Act of 1870,

it might be taken, he thought, as a fact that the majority of the

offices had been managed by actuaries. Occasionally a manager
had been appointed who was not an actuary, but he generally knew
the value of the actuary, and, as a rule, worked harmoniously with

him. In the United States, however, it was the reverse. The
managers of the companies there had generallybeen either financiers or

successful agents, men who had been able to get a large amount of

business, and were, therefore, thought to be best qualified to conduct

and manage such companies. The actuary had generally been put

in a back office, like the typewriter, and was looked upon very much
as a typewriter—a machinist. The American public looked upon
the management of the companies in the United States in a different

way from what it was looked iipon in this country. They saA\-

the managers dealing somewhat recklessly with the funds, and tried

to put a check upon them. About 1857 they passed the first Act,

by which companies were required to disclose the whole of their

assets and liabilities, the particulars of the income and expenditure,

the numbers and particulars of the policies granted, and they had

to answer about thirty interrogatories. Subsequently came the

establishment by law of a standard basis of valuation, the American
Life Tables with ih per-cent interest, and the interrogatories

disappeared. The eftect of this legislation was to put a Government
stamp of solvency on the companies, and it was said that if they

came up to the Government standard there was not the slightest

reason why they should save any more money. If any company
endeavoured to make a larger reser^-e it was told it was robbing the

present policyholders. There could be no competition in the way
of increasing the reserves, as was the eflect in this country of the

Act of 1870, but the competition directed itself to increasing the

amount of new business. Then, of course, in time, the Legislature

found out that the legal reserve was not sufficiently strong, and

they called upon the companies to make it stronger. All new
business was to be valued on a 3 per-cent basis. Then there arose

a financial scandal, a Committee of Investigation was appointed,

and, finally, the Legislature said :

" We will give you a time limit

;

you will have to bring your valuations up to -i per-cent in the next
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ten years and to 3j per-cent in the following five years." The
companies found themselves in a somewhat difficult position. They
were still supposed to go on declaring the same dividends or

bonuses, and yet they had to strengthen the reserves. But the

Government said :

" Xot only vnW we do that, but we are going to

limit your expenses
;
you shall not spend more on obtaining new

business than the dift'erence between your office premium and the

net premium which is calculated in the reserve." That seemed to

be almost an impossibility, and legislation of that kind was generally

got over in some way. After the establishment of the first

standard reserve the Tontine system of bonus was invented,

which, as the late Mr. Winston, of the Mutual of New York, said,

was in order to hide the paucity of their profits. Then came the

assessment scheme, and assessmentism ran like wildfire over the
States, in order to avoid the difficulty of the legal standard. Xow
they were cribbed, cabined, and confined ; they had to declare a
surrender-value which was based upon the method of valuation

;

they had to have uniform policies and uniform premiums, and, in

fact, legislation had defined exactly what they should and should
not do, and the only thing left out was the appointment of the

managers. He thought if, in the first instance, the law had said that

the manager of a life assurance company should be a fully qualified

actuary, they would never have got into all that trouble at all.

Mr. Dawson brought his method forward as a certain way
out of difficulties. Xo doubt it was a very ingenious method, and
probably he would rather like the actuaries of this country to

endorse it as a legitimate one for "ascertaining the value of

solvency." As English actuaries were strongly opposed to legislation

of the kind, to supervision and control, they should decline to endorse
any method which was to be set up as a standard. Mr. Dawson
seemed to argue that it was something better than Dr. Sprague's

valuation on the basis of P^+i, but there was very little difference,

as Mr. King had shown. If the valuation by select tables was
the true one, then the select premiums must be valued by the select

annuities, and if, instead of select premiums, the ultimate premiums
were valued, the fviture profits would be anticipated by the present

value of the difference between the net premiums by the ultimate

table and by the select table, exactly in the same way as

Dr. Sprague's method anticipated loading by the difference between
Vx+\ and Pa:. So that there was no difference in effect between the
two methods. There was one thing to be said for Mr. Dawson's
scheme ; there was a certain finality about it. After five years, it

was necessary to come to a net premium valuation by the ultimate

tables, whereas there was no reason why the P^+i should not be
made P^+o or Pa;+3 if circumstances called for it. Mr. Dawson
spoke in his paper of " tables of valuation for the test of solvency

"

and "valuation for the determination of profit", as being identical.

In this countrj' there was a totally ditterent idea of a test of

solvency. It was quite evident that in America they had got used
to that form of legislation, and seemed rather to like it. Solvency

VOL. XLII. 2 H
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for the purpose of carrying on new business is practically unknown
to us, as far as Mr. Dawson's interpretation goes. Solvency depends

upon the future gross premiums receivable, and the rate of expen-

diture at which the business can be carried on. Sometimes there

was a remarkable recuperative power in companies, if certain means
were taken to reduce the expenses, and no one here was prepared

to brand any company as insolvent if it could not come up to a

3 per-cent net premium valuation, or a valuation on the basis

proposed by Mr. Dawson. Under certain circumstances, the use of

the method of valuation set forth might be legitimate ; but as

British actuaries strongly objected to the establishment of any

legal standard, they should aA'oid giving any encouragement what-

ever to the establishment of this or any other method of valuation.

Mr. T. G. ACKLAND welcomed the present contribution to

their proceedings, from one who had qualified himself as a

Fellow of the Institute. The method dealt with in the paper was,

he believed, first published by Mr. Dawson in the autunui of 1903,

and according to the practice followed in America (a practice one

sometimes wished could be followed on this side of the Atlantic) it

Avas fully discussed by the Actuarial Society of America some six

months afterwards—in the spring of 1904. It was evident

on a careful perusal of the discussion that the method was not

altogether received by the American actuaries as one that

commended itself to them at the outset. A good deal was said

about the desirability of increasing reserves rather than diminishing

them, and other criticisms were made on the method, although in

some individual cases it received acceptance. Since 1904, 'a great

deal of water had flowed under the bridges " on the other side, and

the American actuary was perhaps now more disposed to accept

the method of Mr. Dawson than he was a few years ago, especially

as the Legislature of at least one State, that of New York, had

been induced to accept the method as a legal standard for valuation,

and apparently to some extent for solvency. British actuaries had

by no means arrived at the same point, partly because they had

not passed through the strenuous times which the American

actuaries had experienced recently, and partly because the method
had not been imposed by the English legislature ; indeed, it was

opposed to the principles on which British legislation as regards

assurance companies had proceeded, with much success, for nearly

forty years past. He was sure, however, that British actuaries

would exhibit an open mind in connection with the matter, and be

very willing to consider fully and fairly anything that Mr. Dawson
and others might put before them.

The method, as far as he had been able to understand it, seemed

to him to be one of a class with which actuaries in this country

were not altogether unfamiliar, in which allowance was made for

initial expenses which exceeded the loading, by making a charge

upon the future net premiums. That had been done by

several methods, which had been put forward from time to

time. There was a valuable discussion upon a paper read
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Vjefore the Actuarial Society of America l)y Mr. Colin C.

Ferguson on " Some Modern Methods of Valuation ", published in

the Transactions of the Actuarial Society of America for May 1907,

the discussion taking place in October 1907. Mr. Ferguson was an
Associate of the Institute of Actuaries, and an Actuary in Canada.

Mr. M. S. Hallman, who was also an Associate of the Institute and
a Canadian Actuary, discussed at some length, and in a very

interesting manner, the various methods that had been suggested

for dealing -with the question of initial expenditure, setting out

formulas which were very clear and concise.'' Mr. Hallman dealt

only with four of the methods. There were a number of varieties

of the four, Ijut probably those were considered as repre-

sentatiA'e of the methods which had been suggested or followed.

Mr. Hallman referred to Dr. Zillmer's method of 1863, familiar in

this country as the method by which 1 per-cent, or some definite

percentage of the sum assured, was applied towards initial

expenditure, and distributed over the whole term of the policy by
an addition to the net i^remium in later years. He referred also

to Dr. SpragTie's method, published in 1870, usually applied by
taking one year's addition to the net premium for the whole

duration of the policy, and thus obtaining the larger portion of the

first premium for initial charges. Then the " Select and Ultimate

Method" introduced by Mr. Dawson was discussed; and, lastly, the

method suggested by Mr. Ferguson, which method was the one that

had been recommended by a Royal Commission in Canada as on the

whole most appropriate to Canadian circumstances. That method,

if he understood it rightly, was not quite what Mr. King appeared

to indicate ; it was not identical with Dr. Sprague's method, but

differed from it in this respect, that whilst in the first year all that

was charged on account of the risk was the term assurance, instead

of proceeding, as in Dr. Sprague's method, by increasing the net

premium after the first year so as to correspond with Px+i for the

rest of life, the difference between the full initial net premium and
the charge made for the first year's risk was distributed over the next

four years, after which the full net reserves Avere provided, and
there was no longer any question of charge on the future net

premiums. That was a very important distinction, because after the

fifth year the normal net reserves were fully provided ; whereas hy the

method that had been suggested by Dr. Sprague, the reserves were

diminished throughout the whole duration of the policy. He thought

that distinction was borne out Ijy the explanations which were given

in the Transactions of the American Society for October 1907.

Mr. Dawson's method proceeded on the lines of absorbing what
he called " mortality salvage " in initial expenditure, the difference

between Select and Ultimate Mortality in the early years being

anticipated and spread as a charge over the whole duration of

the policy. That did not seem to distinguish the method
from others, in kind. It really was an arbitrary, and not,

perhaps, a very scientific addition to the net premium, with

See p. 471, infra.

2 H 2
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valuation factors so selected as to enable the actuary to make
small reserves in the early years of the policy, and so provide

for initial allowances, and later on to arrive, not at the full

reserves, but at the reserves according to the 0'^^^''^ Table, that is,

by the ultimate table with ultimate net premiums. Mr. Dawson's

method did not arrive after the five years at the full reserves,

because he started out with the assumption that the life was

select, and adopted select factors during the first five years with

an ultimate net premium, thus in^"olving the apparently inconsistent

assumptions that during the earlier years the life was exposed to

select mortality, and at the same time, for net premium purposes,

to ultimate mortality. That seemed a little unscientific, but it

might lend itself conveniently to practical results. After the fiA'e

years had elapsed, Mr. Dawson still adhered to his ultimate net

premium, and therefore deduced, not the value of a policy allowing

for selection, after the period of selection had expired—in which

case one would still continue to use the select net premium—but

the value of a policy based throughout on 0^^^^^ factors and with

the net premium also on an ultimate basis. Reserves on this

latter Ijasis had been defended, under certain circumstances, by

Mr. G. F. Hardy, and he fully agreed with Mr. Hardy that such a

valuation had, in many respects, advantages, in that it automatically

brought the "mortality sah'age" into the calculation : but with the

very important distinction that such a valuation brought out the

mortality profit as it arose ; whereas, by Mr. Dawson's method,

the profit was all anticipated at the outset, and applied in initial

expenditure. The method Mr. Hardy had suggested would not, of

course, be suitable for Mr. Dawson's purpose, who wanted a formula

that brought out a small reserve at the outset, and gradually passed

to ultimate reserves, and his method, no doubt, attained this object

quite successfully.

Turning now to the paper itself, it was a little difficult to see

the bearing of the quotation from Mr. Manly's paper of 1S68. He
thought Mr. Dawson had unnecessarily clouded the issue by dealing

with the retrospective method, and it was somewhat difficult to

follow the steps of his argument in this respect; and sometimes

one would have preferred fuller statements of the steps of the

demonstrations, and it seemed that the author assumed, too

suddenly, the soiuidness of his results, before they appeared to be

fully proved. The demonstration on page 430 that had been

referred to by Mr. King was somewhat remarkable, and was based,

apparently, on the idea that although American actuaries had, in

fact, founded their premiums upon ultimate tables, an expression

could be deduced for the amount that would have been available

for initial expenditure, if they had based their premiums on select

instead of ultimate tables, with the same percentage and constant

loadings. Mr. Dawson's apparent object was to deal first with the

retrospective method, then to pass from the normal case to the

case of provision for initial expenditure, and so to lead up to the

demonstration referred to, and ultimately to deduce his Select
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and Ultimate " formula ; and the remainder of the paper was
devoted to discussing the applicability and advantages of the

methods under difterent heads.

Summing up the matter generally, from the point of view of

the English actuary, it seemed to him that in this country there

was no need for the particular methods mentioned, as generally

speaking the large proportion of the English companies, at any rate

those who limited their operations to home and European business,

were able to attain an adequate standard on the normal net premium
basis, vrvth. a reasonable rate of interest, and to cover their

expenditure by what was called the "mortality salvage", and by
miscellaneous sources of profit; and it had not been up to the

present necessary, except in comparatively few cases, to adopt such

devices, using the word in no invidious sense, as were set forth in

the paper. English actuaries were quite content to follow the net

premium method as approijriate to their circumstances, and it was a

standard of honour with the English actuary that this was the ideal

to which he desired to attain. In conclusion, he might add that he

would like Mr. DaAvson to include the text of section 84 of

the Laws of the State of New York, referred to on page 431,

which appeared to set out the "Select and Ultimate" method in

legal language. It would be A'ery interesting to have reprinted in

the Journal, the actual form of words used by the Legislature in

adopting this method."
Mr. a. R. BARRAND thought it was common knoAvledge

that Mr. Dawson's method of -valuation was not arrived at in an

endeavour to find a new and improved method of valuation, but

rather was de-vised as a mode of valuation which should require a

smaller reserve than the ordinaiy net premium reserve, and yet pass

muster with the Insurance Commissioners of the different States

Avhere a net premium reserve was required by law. It was eAddent

from the remarks made in the paper that the deA^ice had proved
successful from that point of view, and that certain Insurance

Commissioners—many of whom appear to be elected to their offices

rather from political considerations than by reason of their actuarial

knowledge—had l)een persuaded to accept that method as a net

premium valuation. Xow, whatever the English actuaries' opinions

of the formula might be, whether they went to one extreme, and
regarded it as the last and best word in actuarial science, or to the

other, and considered it as a curiosity suitable only for an actuarial

museum, in either case it seemed to him it could not by any possibility

1)6 described as a net premium formula, and he thought the Institute,

if it was of that opinion, should express itself in that sense in no
uncertain tones that evening. Whatever the A^irtues and advantages

of the formula—and he was not for a moment asserting that in

certain circumstances it might not have some adA'antages—it ought

to be made clear that in Avhatever conditions it might be suitable

for use, a valuation made by means of it was not, and Could not

properly be described as, a net premium valuation.

* The text of the section referred to is given on page 448.

—

[Ed. J.I.A.']
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Mr. G. F. hardy said that he had found considerable difficulty

in discovering the exact scope which the author claimed for the

method he had termed the " Select and Ultimate " method of

valuation. From the concluding paragraph of the paper it would
appear that Mr. Dawson regarded it merely as the most suitable

minimum standard of reserve in the United States and Canada,
where such standards were actually applied by the State as tests of

soh'ency ; but, as Mr. Barrand pointed out, the paper went a great

deal further than that. From certain sections of the paper it would
appear that Mr. Dawson put it forward as a general method of

valuation, suitable practically in all circumstances, and for all

classes of societies. For example, he said it Avas a suitable formula
for making an accurate valuation of policies, the premiums of Avhich

had been computed in the manner described. And again, further

on, he seemed to consider that any A'oluntary strengthening of

reserves beyond the standard was to be regarded entirely as a work
of supererogation. In the earlier part of his paper, after the
quotation from Mr. Manly's classic essay, Mr. Dawson said " In
considering the availability of any method of valuation, therefore,

keeping these principles in mind, it is first necessary to investigate

the assumptions which are in fact made in the computation of

premiums. The valuation should follow these assumptions and
faithfully represent the conditions intended to be met by them."
He did not think that British actuaries could admit the force of

that argument. The dictum that valuations should invariably

follow the basis of the premiums seemed much too sweeping and too

general, besides the practical difficulty that in the majority of offices

there existed policies issued on various scales of premiums, some of

which had become obsolete and been superseded. The argument, if

pressed to its logical conclusion, would lead to the declaration that

although experience might prove the assumptions on which the

premiums were based to be wrong, they must be still adhered to in

the valuations.

Certainly, this method of A-aluation, whatever might be the

limitations under which it might lie relevant, was not applicable to

the majority of the strong and well-managed offices in this country,

as such offices invariably had large reserves beyond those corre-

sponding to the Select and Ultimate valuation which Mr. Dawson
had described. Most often, in fact, those offices would have a

considerable margin, over and above a strict net premium valuation

based on the net premiums as they were charged by the company.
The function of those reserve funds was to maintain the bonuses of

the office, to carry the society safely through adverse fluctuations in

mortality or in the value of securities, and, in fact, to add a general

character of steadiness to its operations and stability to its financial

position. They formed, as it were, the fly-wheel of the engine.

Moreover, they were not the property of the existing generation of

members, who had only in part contributed their share towards
their formation, and who had equitably only a life interest in them.
To employ the Select and Ultimate method of valuation as a
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method to be applied generally to all offices would have as a result

that such reserves, and all the advantages they jielded to the

offices which possessed them, would at once disappear. He thought
that, if any further argument were needed to show that the Select

and Ultimate method was not suitable as a general method of

valuation, it was to be found in Mr. Dawson's own conclusion. A
method, which he held he had demonstrated as the best as a test

for solvency, so that any office falling short of it should be stopped
from doing new business, could hardly be regarded as a suitable

method by which to value a strong company.
LeaA-ing that side of the question, which he thought was rather

an important one, Mr. Dawson raised three points. He regarded
the system first of all as a method of loading for initial expenses,

then as a criterion for initial expenses, and, finally, as a method of

valuation for test of solvency. With regard to this method of

loading for initial exi^euses, ]\Ir. Ackland had referred already

to it, and also to the quotation which Mr. Dawson made of his

(Mr. Hardy's) opinion of the O^^'"^ Table as a suitable basis for

premiums and valuations. It was, of course, one thing to base

premiums upon the O'^^"^ Table and to value those premiums by
O'^^^^^ annuities, and quite another thing to value 0^^^^ premiums
by select annuities. The objection to the system as a method of

loading premiums was that there was no necessarj- agreement
between the initial expenses and the sa^-ings from mortality which
Mr. Dawson spoke of. As a matter of fact they appeared to

represent fairly well what an office might be expected to spend in

initial expenditure, but that was a mere accident. If there had
been another set of tables instead of the O'^'^^^ there would have been
quite a difterent kind of mortality salvage, and, therefore, a different

loading for initial exi^enses, although the expenses would remain
the same. Another point was that the author apparently applied

the mortality salvages deduced from the O''^^' Table to all classes

of policies. These were in respect only of the whole-life with-profit

assurances, and the British Offices experience showed that the

mortality salvages, to adopt Mr. Dawson's term, were very much
smaller on the non-profit than on the with-profit business.*

The remainder of the paper, he could not help thinking, was
mainly of academic interest for British actuaries. Until it became
a question of imposing on British offices tests as to expenditure and
solvency similar to those which were imposed in America, which
most actuaries hoped would never be the case, they could not regard

the question as a very practical one in this country, and under those

circumstances they might feel some little delicacy in discussing what
was best for their friends across the Atlantic. As a test of bare

solvency, of course, no method which ignored the actual premiums
paid could be a sound one. But it was obWously the intention of

the Xew York law to do something more than secure bare solvency

;

* The value of the initial provision by Mr. Dawson's formula, deduced at

3j per-cent, in respect of a life aged 35, according to the 0-^'^'j Table, is '663

per 100 assured.

—

[Ed. J.Z..1.]
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they endeavoured to make certain that the societies should not only

be solvent, but should have a fair prospect of returning something
in the way of bonus to the with-jirofit policyholders. Of course, if

the principle of imposing a test for solvency Avas once admitted, it

might also be conceded that such a test ought to be a sound one ; it

ought not to leave the society just on the border line. But whether
Government control was not going a little too far, in endeavouring
to secure that an office should be so managed as to fulfil the
reasonable exi^ectations of its policy-holders, was a question about
which British actuaries would have very little doubt.

AYith regard to the use of the method as a criterion for initial

expenses, much the same difficulty arose. At present, at any rate

in this country, British offices Avere not prepared to admit that any
case had been made out for Government control of life office

expenditure, and that being so, the discussion of various methods of

checking such initial expenditure did not concern them very much.
Whether such limitation as had been proposed in the United States

might be found effective could only be discovered by experience.

It would be noticed that the items of expenditure defined in the

paper did not cover all expenditure connected with initial expenses
;

there was no reference, for example, to advertisements, to salary of

staff, directors' fees, rent of offices, and so on, in all of which there

might be extravagance, although they might not come under the

criterion proposed in New York. So far as legislation in America
was concerned, he thovight most members were rather inclined to

take the attitude of onlookers, and wait the result of experiments
that were being tried, rather than dogmatize on the subject. But
he thought they would generally agree that, whatever the merits of

Mr. Dawson's Select and Ultimate method as a test of solvency for

particular companies in particular circumstances, it was not suitable

as a general method for valuing strong companies, either in this

country, or on the other side of the water.

The PRESIDENT said that his own view of the plan of

valuation advocated by the author coincided so closely with what he
gathered to be the general expression of opinion that it seemed
hardly necessary to enunciate it. He fully appreciated the justice

of Mr. Manly's remark that it was necessary to take into

consideration the history of life assurance in the United States,

and also the object of the plan of valuation proposed, and that it

should be recognized that the method was not put forward
necessarily as an improvement on the method of valuation adopted
in this country. Mr. Dawson had been confronted -with a very
difficult subject, and he had invented a plan which doubtless

satisfied him as being fully applicable to the circumstances of the
case. Mr. Ackland had pointed out that the plan under discussion

certainly did not meet with the unanimous approval of American
actuaries a few years ago, and it would be of great interest to know
whether their opinions had undergone a change, especially in ^-iew

of the fact that the plan had received legislative sanction in America.
His own view was that the actuary in America had not been
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sufficiently consulted about the matter, and that the new legislation

had been brought about largely by the intervention of the Insurance

Commissioners and other persons not sufficiently versed in the

principles of actuarial science. As they were aware, a Commission

had recently been considering suggestions for new life assurance

legislation in Canada, and a Bill was now before the Dominion
Parliament embodjang these suggestions. He had been given to

understand that it was very probable that the Bill would be

withdrawn, at all events for the present, and he believed that such

^vithdrawal was not unconnected with the adverse views strongly

expressed by certain well-known English actuaries. He hoped that

when the Bill again came up for consideration the Council of the

Institute, or some of its leading Fellows, would be consulted,

before life assurance in Canada had imposed upon it restrictions

in any way approaching those imposed in the United States.

Mr. G. F. Hardy had pointed out that the plan of valuation

under discussion had only an academic interest for them, Ijut it

would be borne in mind that many actuaries considered that the

net premium method, as generally understood, was susceptible of

improvement. His own opinion was that the particular plan

advocated by Mr. Dawson in his paper could not be considered as

an improvement, and that it was wholly unsuitable for the valuation

of the liabilities of a life insurance company in this country.

A hearty vote of thanks Avas then accorded to Mr. Dawson for

his paper.

Mr. DAAVSOX, not being able to be present at the meeting, sent

in a supplementary statement, which was read by Mr. AVarner
[Hon. Secretary), and of which the following is an abstract :

—

For use in the United States and Canada and countries which

provide for valuation by the State, premiums are in fact computed
in a manner which makes F = (Pa; - P[2-])a[x] = Vx^ix] - A[x], and it is

clear, I think, that the minimum reserve standard should be by the

Select and Ultimate method. Only by the acceptance of that

method is there likely to be anything like uniformity or adherence

to sound principle. That this is necessary to secure uniformity

is apparent from the fact that, as the result of an effort to

escape accepting it, no fewer than nine'' different minimum
standards are now in use in different States of the Union, with

another, distinctly different, proposed for Canada. The Select

and Ultimate method, once accepted, admits of no variation in the

standard, except as to the mortality table or rate of interest, or

both. Each of the ten standards referred to is distinguished by a

variation in method.

That it is necessary to ensure adherence to sound principle may
be shown as follows : There is no question that the reversions are

correctly valued by a select table, nor that the annuity by which to

value the premiums should also be computed according to the select

* Since my paper was written the authorities of one State have declared that

reserve on the hasis of F = Pa:+i — Pz:il is the standard there.
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table. It cannot successfully be disputed that the premiums
subsequently payable, together w-ith the reserves, must proA-ide for

the benefits, for management expenses, for cost of collection and for

contingencies and profits. AVe may suppose three cases and three

only, namely

:

1. That the pro'S'isions in the iiremium

'Am + Fw =
a[:r]

+ c)(l+;;)

are precisely equal in each ease to the burden imposed upon them.
Then the net premiums to be valued as an offset to the reversion

are of course of the form,

P'w _^^ A[j-i + F
1 + k a[^]

To value smaller premiums, e.g.,
—'^-^ appears to make an

F
additional provision in the renewal premiums, — for which there

a.[x]

is no requirement. It is, in fact, on the contrary, really to add to

the present value of the reversion — 3i'ix]+n, i.e., to proceed as if

&lx]

the cost of procuration remained still to be incurred as a liability

to be paid in future, to this amount, whereas it was all paid for

}i years earlier.

2. That these pro'S'isious in the premium are one or all larger

than ^Yi\\ be needed. Ob^viously, the requirements for mere solvency

might still be met by valuing —^ - c, in which /; and c would

represent actiiai cost of collection, management expense and the

necessary proA^sion for contingencies and profits. This would now
Af i + F

exceed -^
. But in valuing by a minimum standard to

determine (a) the success of the company's plans, (b) the profits to

be distributed, and (c) the ad^-isability of continuing the business

and the propriety of seeking new business, —^ is the net
a[j]

premium to value, Ijecause it does not anticipate and discount

future margins in any way.

3. That some at least of these pro^'isions in the premium are

too small. In such case, again, the requirements of solvency might
P

be met by valuing -—^ - c, k and c being the actual requirements.

In such case, -—^ - c might be less than —^ even to or beyond
1 + k B,[x]

p
the point of extinguishing — . This would not, however, impair

^Ix]

A 4- F
the validity of the proposition that -^ should be valued in
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determining the pure risk reserve ; it merely indicates the necessity

in some cases for setting up an extra reserve,

7Am + F\ /P'm
^x-.

to supply expense or safety margins not pro\'ided by the premiums.
Therefore, M-hen 7 = {Vx-V[j:])di,[x] = Vx^[x]~ M^h the minimum

standard for the pure risk value is :

)i^ [x] = Mx]+n - ^x^[x]+n-

The British process of making group valuations brings out much
more clearly these correct principles than does the process of

summing individual policy reserves, which is in use in the United
States and Canada ; because there is clearly before the actuary the

fact that he is on the one hand computing the value of benefits to

be pro^ided in future, and on the other, the value of net premiums,
i.e., the portion of the premiums that will be available, after

pro%iding for unavoidable expenses, towards supplying the benefits.

Yet it is not always apprehended that every such net premium
A'aluation is merely an abbreviated gross premium valuation, the

value of the provision for future expenses being offset against the

present value of the exi^enses, and that by this process the same
value is eliminated alike from the minuend and the subtrahend of

the formula for the reserve, not altering its value. And in order

that the net premium valuation shall be a correct method, it must
not alter the value of that formula ; for, if it does, that means that a

greater or smaller value has been deducted from the minuend than
from the subtrahend, which is bad mathematics, and worse business.

Xot only is this a correct inference which ought, it seems to me,
to be clearly understood when valuing by the group method as in

Great Britain, but I am led also to marvel that the special fitness

of a calendar (or fiscal) year select mortality table, such as the

H'^^^^ combined with original select data for the first five calendar

years, for use in making such valuations, has escaped observation.

For, surely, to measure from the last day of the calendar year the

future mortality among a group admitted at age o: in this calendar

year, in the calendar year next previous, &c., nothing could be so

exactly suitable as a select mortality table, showing how lives

admitted at age x failed in the next calendar year after the year of

entry, the second calendar year after the year of entry, tl'C, until the

numljer of entrants was exhausted by the inroads of the destroyer.

Mr. Dawsox, having had the opportunity of perusing the

full report of the Discussion, has since sent to the Editor a

written reply, of which the following is an abstract

:

It is needless to say that I am honoured by the extensive
discussion of my paper by so many of the most distinguished
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Fellows of the Institute. The discussion, it seems to me, leaves

the demonstration which I essayed completely undisturbed, i.e.,

that (a) when premiums are computed by what is, in fact, if not in

name, an ultimate table, (J) when no proA-ision is made for initial

expenses in computing the premiums excepting the assumed gains in

mortality, and {c) when the laws and the customs of the country
call for a minimum standard of valuation as a test, at least of the
right to effect new insurances, that test of solvency should square
with the facts, which are: (l) deaths will actually take place

according to the select table, and, therefore, accuracy calls for

calculating the re-\'ersion and the annuity (by which to value the
premiums) according to the select table, in order that the lienefits

may not be over valued or the premiums be under valued ; and (2)

the true net renewal premium, that is, on the basis on which the
premiums were constructed, the net renewal premium which will

be realized, offsetting the provision for future expenses and profits

against the expenses and profits they were imposed to cover, is the
net level premium calculated according to the ultimate table,

which net premium, therefore, should be valued as an offset

to the liability measured by the reversion. This much only was
asserted ; I do not see that the demonstration has been shaken at

any point.

Mr. King has proceeded to show, in a manner not so clear as

would doubtless ha\-e been the case had he addressed himself to

that alone, that the U'+l) or preliminary term method, the
allowance, F, being limited for all policies to P[i] or -02 of the sum
assured, whichever may be the larger, is of more universal appli-

cation as, for instance, when there are no ''
gains from mortality "'",

or when (Px - P[j])a[x] is less than the initial expense actually

required. This Avas acknowledged in my paj^er ; and, indeed, was
demonstrated in an earlier paper of mine, read in April, before the

Mathematical Congress in Eome, but with the additional limitation,

which I shall not here discuss, that F should never be taken so as

to exceed Pw-Pwli, even when the "select and ultimate" method
is employed. The limit of -02 of the sum assured could not be

accepted in the United States or Canada, however, for the higher

ages on the whole-life plan, because commissions are there paid as

percentages of the premiums : nor ought it, in my opinion, to be
accepted anywhere for limited pajniaent or endowment assurance

plans, when -02 of the sum assured exceeds P[x] - P[2-]ii . Mr. King
is in error in construing anything I said to mean that I consider

that under this system there are "impaired reserves "' to be made
good. The facts being as stated, select and ultimate reserves are

both as large as could have been accumulated, and as large as will

be required. That the use of different mortality tables gives

different provisions for expenses Avhen this method is employed is

set forth clearly in my paper, and (Px - P[x])a[z] might even be a minus
quantity as Avhen policies are issued -tt-ithout medical examination.

But in the United States and Canada, it would, in fact—in Xew
York, it does, in fact—bring out the " from about 60 to 75 per-cent
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of the first (ordinary whole-life) premium " which Mr. King
prudently proA"ides, when computing premiums and reserves, I

have made no claims as to its suitability for use in Great Britain,

but this fact indicates that it might be of use there. The method
of (x+l) or preliminary term valuation, which Mr. King favours,

i.e., with the allowance, F, in all cases limited to Px, was first

developed by myself some ten j-ears ago and introduced by me in

the United States. Some fifteen companies were using it in 190.5,

I believe. For a long time, there were no actuaries, except
myself and a gentleman who collaborated with me in bringing out

the ''
select and ultimate "' method—Mr. Emory McCliutock—who

urged it. By means of his testimony I caused it to be presented

before the Armstrong Committee "", side by side with the newer
method, and without prejudice, and should haA'e been well pleased

had it been chosen. It did not appeal, however, to the Committee
or its Counsel; and it would also have been subject to the objection

that where fifty states separately legislate, it would ine^atably lend

itself to the variations (aside from a change in the table of mortality

or the rate of interest) that have been set forth in my paper. My
remarks concerning the applicability of the " select and ultimate

"

method for use in the United States and Canada, even if not suit-

able for Great Britain, of course were not because '"apparently

America was in a bad way and required it ", but .merely because

{a) commissions are, ^^ith us, a percentage of the premium,
instead of a percentage of the sum assured ; ih) the pro'S'ision for

initial expenses actually made by American actuaries is the select

and ultimate margin ; and (c) a legal standard of minimum reserves

will certainly be insisted upon, and to oppose it is worse than useless.

All these things are true in Canada like-nise, and are ^-irtually

recognized by Canadian actuaries in bringing forward an almost
identical minimum standard there.

Mr. Manly seems to me to err in A^thholding his independent
opinion as to the suitability of the method under the conditions in

the United States and Canada as a minimum legal standard, it

being certain that such a standard will be demanded. The
President of the Institute has ex|)ressed the hope that the counsel

of eminent Fellows of the Institute may be required by the

Canadian authorities. I venture to join in that hope : but in that

case they will be confronted with the same problem which I have
already faced :

' What will you, yourself favouring freedom and
publicity as to methods of valuation notwithstanding, recommend as

a suitable minimum standard for adoption, if one is at all events to

be adopted "
1

Mr. Ackland has misapprehended the real significance of the

method, introduced by Mr. Ferguson and recommended by Canadian
actuaries. It is, to be sure, theoretically a method under which
" after the fifth year the net reserves were fully provided " ; but
practically the pro%-ision for initial expenses must be "made good"'

out of mortality salvages, or these salvages must be applied to pay
current exi^enses in order to enable the loading to "make good"
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the initial exiDcnses, which is precisely the same thing. In other

words, were a true select table used in the valuation, which
is necessary in order to realize what Mr. Ackland means by
"after the fifth year, the net reserves were fully provided",

the method would break down utterly. What is proposed,

is to continue the use of the H"^^ Table, which is a somewhat
redundant ultimate table by Avhich to measure the mortality

among insured lives in Canada.

Mr. Barrand is misinformed concerning the " select and
ultimate" method being put forward in the hope that "it would
pass muster with the Insurance Commissioners of the different

States where a net premium reserve was required by law." This is

true of the preliminary term or (.I'+l) method, which method
has been accepted generally, whenever the policies have by their

conditions been for preliminary term" insurance the first year.
" Select and ultimate " was chosen as the name of the new
method, to distinguish it from net leA'el premium ; and it was
made the minimum standard by an actual amendment of the law,

specifpng it by name.

^Ir. G. F. Hardy has misunderstood my meaning and intention.

I have not put the method forward as a general method of

valuation." Indeed, I endeaA'Oured first to give the general formula
and then to show that this special formula, being a mere application

of it to special conditions, was suitable for a minimum standard in

the United States and Canada. Concerning its suitability elsewhere,

others who are more familiar with the conditions may judge. In

Great Britain, were Mr. King to employ it, it would give his

com])anies the "about 60 to 75 per-cent of the first premiums"
which he deems requisite and sufficient. I am in entire agreement
with ^Ir. Hardy that a company should voluntarily strengthen its

reserves beyond the minimum required by law, as soon as it possibly

can, in order "to maintain the bonuses of the office, to carry the

society safely through adverse fluctuations in mortality or in the

value of securities, and, in fact, to add a general character of

steadiness to its operations and stability to its financial

position." To make this higher reserve the test of solvency

hoAvever, would be to imperil the company by rendering the same
unavailable M-hen needed for the purposes mentioned. I was
discussing an actual condition in the United States and in Canada,

where tables that are in fact ultimate are in use for valuation,

and not a mere theory ; and the following statement by Mr. Hardy
is a full justification of the method for the purpose for which it was
designed: "As a matter of fact, they (the 'savings in mortality')

appeared to represent fairly Avell what an office might be expected

to spend in initial expenditure, but that was a mere accident." It

was not an accident, but the gist of the whole matter, and precisely

what I have claimed for the method. American actuaries were in

effect making this very proA-ision for initial expenses ; the method
merely took cognizance of that fact.
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Extract from Transactions of the Actuarial Society of America,

vol. X, No. 38 (October 1907). Discussion on Paper by

Mr. C. C. Ferguson, A. I. A., on " Some modern methods of

valuation ^^ (referred to by Mr. T. G. Ackland in the discussion

on page 459).

A contribution to the discussion by Mr. M. S. Hallman, A. I. A.,

includes the followins note :

There are four methods that have been discussed in the past

which are practically the same in principle, namely :

(1) Dr. Zillmer's method of 1863.

(2) Dr. Sprague's method of 1870.

(3) The select and ultimate method by Mr. Dawson.

(4) The method by Mr. Ferguson.

The principles involved in each of the above methods are :

(a) Capitalization of a part of the loading which is borrowed
from the first year's reserve, and is replaced by a

fixed annual charge of the loading extending over

either the whole or part of the premium-paj*ing period

of the policy.

(&) The present values of the level net premiums, and the

net premiums as adjusted, are equal at the issue of

the policy.

[After showing, on lines familiar to English actuaries, that

these two conditions obtain (1) in Dr. Zillmer's method,

(2) in Dr. Sprague's method, Mr. Hallman proceeds to

demonstrate their application to the American and Canadian

methods, numbered (3) and (4) respectively, as follows :]

(3) The Select and Ultimate method of Mr. Dawson.

(a) The capitalized loading is - (A[-r] - ~x2»{x\)-

The annual fixed charge is {ttx - Tq^]).

The present value of the loadings capitalized {-x - '!^x])^[x] •

The proof that

- (A[x] - -xB,[x]) = {-X - -[j])a[x]

is seH-e\ddent.

{h) -[a;](l + 0(2;]) = -;^— (-z-'nTz])a'[z] the first year's premium

+ ~z«[x] the subsequent years' premiums

(4) The method of Mr. Ferguson.*

(a) The capitalized loading is {-^ -~l:i)
__i _

The annual fixed charge {-^ + ——^^^ - tz).

* Recommended by the Life Managers' Association and the Eoyal Commission
in Canada.
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The present value of the loadings capitalized

"x-^ ^x Ox
axl\ /

The proof that

(- -^ \ f- A.
~-y ~ •^^ iT _ V, -

\i>X — "x:l\/ — \i'X-] — "X r^J:i\
\ axi\ /

is self-evident.

(b) (1 +fl_j.)~a; = -i:Ti first yeai''s premium

+ {~x+ ——^^-"^ Vxli ; subsequent four years' premiums
V Clxi] J

-^--x-iC-x] subsequent premiums after five years

= ^x :l] + \T!'3flx4\ + TTa; — TTj; :IJ j + TTj; . 4 I fl^

= "a: + 'i^x\(^xi + 4 %)
= TT^ + TT-j .

(Z^ = \ 1 + (lx)~X •

LEGAL NOTES.

By Arthur Rhys Barrand, F.LA., Barrister-at-Law.

Liabuity to -L HE question as to whether estate duty is payable
estate duty in . ii^i'i" !• • • l.^ •

respect of poucy lu respcct 01 lite assurauce policies coming withm
moneys where ^ l kj

doLfcuS*'^
'"'" section 19 of the Revenue Act, 1889, has been

abroad.
discussed in an earlier volume of the Journal {J. I.A.,

xli, 192). Some further light, is, however, thrown uj)on the

matter by some recent correspondence between the Inland

Revenue authorities and a leading life assurance company, for

particulars of which I am indebted to Mr. C. R. V. Coutts,

F.I.A. It appears that on a claim arising in respect of a policy

on the life of a man domiciled abroad at the time of his death,

the executors claimed that the policy moneys were not liable to

estate duty, and the matter was referred to the Inland Revenue

authorities. The latter then enquired of the assurance company

as to whether the policy in question was under hand or under

seal, and where it was situated at the date of death. The

company replied that it was under seal and in the custody of the

deceased at the time of his death, upon which they were informed

that, in these circumstances, the Commissioners of Inland

Revenue made no claim for estate duty in respect of the policy

moneys. It is probable that the view taken in this particular

case by the Inland Revenue authorities is not unconnected with
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the recent case of TVinans v. The King [1908] 1 K.B. 1022.

That case was concerned with the question of the liability to

estate duty of certain foreign Government and Railway Bonds

payable to bearer and marketable on the Stock Exchange here.

The bonds were physically situate in England at the time of the

death of the owner, who was an American citizen, and it was

held that they were liable to estate duty, but it is, I thmk, clear

from the terms of the judgment, that had the bonds been

physically situate abroad at the time of the owner^s death, they

would not have been so liable. Buckley, L.J., said: "The question

"therefore resolves itself into this, 'where was the property

" situate at the death of the deceased ' ? It has long ago been
" laid down that, while a simple contract debt is situate where
" the debtor is, a specialty debt is where the instrument happens
" to be."

Although, in the instance referred to, the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue decided that no estate duty was payable, it must

not, of course, be assumed that they will take the same view

with regard to all cases of policy moneys payable in respect of

assurances on the lives of persons who die domiciled abroad. So

far indeed is this from being the case that it was explicitly stated

in a later communication, received by the office in question in

reply to a letter seeking to elicit a general ruling on the subject,

that "the Commissioners of Inland Revenue are advised that

" section 19 of the Revenue Act, 1889, does not exempt the policy

" moneys from liability to estate duty under the Finance Act,

" 1894, that under section 9 (1) of the Act, the Crown has a

" charge on the moneys to the extent of its claim, and that an

" injunction may be obtained on the part of the Crown to

" restrain the insurance company from paying over so much of

" the policy moneys as represent the duty, until the satisfaction

"of the Crown's claim", and the communication went on to

request that before any policy moneys were paid over, due notice

should be given to the Inland Revenue authorities, together with

full particulars of the case.

Questions connected with the exercise by a mortgagee

Exercise of of his statutorv powcr of sale not infrequently come
statutory power « i i. j

mortgagee. bcfore life assurance companies, and the case of

Barker v. Illingworth [1908] 2 Ch. 20, which deals

with that subject, may therefore be of interest. Here, by a deed

dated 12 April 1906, certain property was mortgaged to secure

VOL. XLII. 2 I
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£3,100^ the date fixed by the covenant for repayment being

12 October 1906. The mortgage money was not repaid on the

latter date, and on 7 January 1908 notice was served on the

mortgagor requiring him to repay the principal and interest at

the expiration of thi-ee calendar months from the date of notice,

and stating that, in default of such repayment, the mortgaged

property would be sold under the statutory power of sale. The

mortgage was not redeemed within the time named, and on

9 April the mortgagees advertised the property for sale by

auction on 1 May. The mort2;as:or thereupon brought an action

for an injunction to restrain the mortgagees from selling, on the

ground that there was no default in payment of the principal

until the day fixed by the notice for payment, i.e., 7 April 1908,

and that the power of sale given to the defendants by the

Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, 1881, could not be

exercised until the expiration of three months from that date,

namely, 7 July 1908. The application for an injunction was,

however, refused, and, in giving judgment in favour of the

mortgagees, Swinfen Eady, J., said :
*' It is contended by the

'' mortgagor that no default can arise until the date fixed for

" payment by the notice requiring such payment, and the three

" months must run from that date. . . . The mortgagees point

" out that the words of the statute are not three months from
" the time fixed for payment by the notice, but three months
" from the service of the notice ; and they contend that the
'' default in payment commenced when the money became due
" according to the tenor of the mortgage deed. In my opinion

" the mortagees' contention is well founded. The power of sale

" arises when default has been made in payment according to the

" tenor of the deed. Section 20 of the Act does not confer the

" power of sale, but regulates and restricts the power already

" given by section 19. That power arises when the money
" becomes due and is not paid according to the provisions of the

" deed. Section 20 only applies when this default has occurred.

'' It requires, by way of condition precedent to the exercise of

" the power, that notice should be given requiring payment

—

" that has been done—and that there should be default in

" payment for three months after such service. In my opinion

" there has been such default. There is nothing misleading
'^ about the notice, for it states that if the money is not paid

" within the three months the mortgagees will then proceed to

" exercise their power of sale."
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XSectof
iiiisiitli(tru«d

representations

The case of Comerfurd v. The Britannic Assurance

Company {Limited) "1908], 24 T.L.R. 593 is of
representsMOOS ' 1 V 1

* 1 *

made by local Considerable interest and importance to assurance
agents of

.

^

^^^^* companies, dealing as it does with the effect of

unauthorised representations made by local agents.

Here an assurance was effected by the plaintiff on the life of her

husband with the defendants in October 1905. The policy, on

the face of it, was for £150, but it bore an endorsement as

follows :
" It is understood and agreed by the within named

'' parties that the sum assured under the within written policy

" shall be £37. 10^. for the first year, after which it shall increase

" at the rate of <£37. 10s. per year until it shall have reached the

" full sum of £150 named within. '^ The assured's husband died

from accident in the second year after the issue of the policy, so

that the total amount payable in accordance with the above

condition was £75, together with a small bonus. The plaintiff

contended, however, that the assurance was effected on the

understanding that the endorsement was only to apply if the

death was caused by disease, and that if caused by accident the

full face value of the policy would be payable. She stated,

moreover, that when the policy was handed to her after the

payment of the first premium, with the condition in question

endorsed upon it, she at first refused to accept it, and demanded

back the premium she had paid, and only withdrew her objection

on being assured by the defendants' local superintendent that she

would receive the full amount if her husband died from accident.

The defendants denied that such a promise was made, but

Eray, J., before whom the case came, arrived at the conclusion

that the plaintiff's story was true, and that there was such a

promise. It was, however, further contended on behalf of the

assurance company, that even if such a promise had been made,

it was invalid, because it was an oral agreement inconsistent with

the terms of the policy, and also because there was no authority

on the part of the local representatives to make such a promise

;

and on the second of these two grounds, judgment was given in

favour of the defendants. In the course of his judgment,

Btay, J., pointed out that there was " no evidence of any special

*' conduct on the part of the defendants showing that they were
'' holding out the local superintendent as having authority ; and
'^ it was impossible that a local superintendent should have
^' ostensible authority to make such a promise. The document
^' which contained the promise of the insurance company was the

2 I 2
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" policy, and to say that a branch superintendent shoukl have
" authority to alter the terms of the policy in a vital matter

" seemed to his Lordship to be contrary to the practice of

" insurance companies. As to actual authorit}'^, he thought it

" would be for the plaintiff to show that there was actual

" authority, but here there was evidence for the defendants that

" there was none. . . . Therefore, though he was satisfied that such

" a promise was made, he was satisfied that in law it was invalid.

" There must therefore be judgment for the defendants.^' In

these circumstances it was not necessary to give a decision on the

other contention of the defendants as to the promise being an

oral agreement inconsistent with the terms of the policy, but it

was suggested by the learned judge that while the case of

Horncastle v. Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United

States (1906, 22 T.L.R. 534, 735, J.I.A., xli, 135) was

conclusive to show that the promise by the local assistant

superintendent during the negotiations for the policy Avas invalid,

there might be a difference as to the promise by the local

superintendent which was alleged to have been made as a term of

the acceptance of the policy, which latter was not signed by the

plaintiff but only by the defendants ; and he thought that

perhaps this case might be distinguished from Horncastle's case

on that point.

The case of Anstey v. British Natural Premium Life

^^ies'lor Association {Limited) [1908], 24 T.L.R. 594, has.

attracted considerable attention, not so much on

account of the principles involved in the case itself, as by reason

of the strong, and in some respects uncalled-for, criticisms of

Lord Justice Fletcher Moulton on the practice of life assurance

companies, when the matter came before the Court of AppeaL

The facts of the case are as follows : A policy was issued in July

1904 on the life of one Hannah Anstey, who died in October

1907. The application for the assurance contained, inter alia,

the questions "Have you had any illness or infirmity'^? and
" If you have had any illness or infirmity, have you fully

recovered from it^'? The answer was, " Had none.'' As a

matter of fact she had had a miscarriage in 1894 which had

necessitated an operation. One of the conditions of the policy

was to the effect that " This policy, except as provided herein,

" will be indisputable from any cause (except fraud) after it shall

" have been continuously in force for two years." As will be
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seen^ at the time of death the policy had been in force for more

than two years. The assurance company disputed the policy hut

lost their case. In giving judgment in favour of the plaintiff,

Bray, J., held " that the miscarriage was not an illness or

^^ infirmity, and that, therefore, the answer to the questions was
" not untrue. But even had it been so, the

c^^^oucy. '' plaintiff was entitled to the benefit of the above

" condition in the policy. It was contended . . .

" in effect that ' herein ' meant ' therein '—namely, the declara-

'•' tions of the deceased. He thought it referred to the other

'' ' terms and conditions ' printed in the policy, under which the

" policy was stated to be granted, none of which w^ere material to

" the present case. He thought it was a monstrous thing for

" the defendants to raise this point." As indicated above the

case has since gone to the Court of Appeal, where the judgment

of Bray, J., was affirmed. In delivering judgment on appeal,

Fletcher Moulton, L.J., as already stated, made some severe

strictures on the methods of life assurance companies, and,

although towards the end of his judgment he seems to have

limited them, to a great extent, to the company then before him,

the impression given by his earlier remarks is that he considered

them applicable, at least, to some extent, to many other assurance

companies. At the time of writing these notes the report of the

hearing on appeal had not appeared in any of the reports, but a

fairly full account will be found in The Times of 30 July 1908.

Some remarks of a similar nature w^ere made by the same judge

in the case of Joel v. The Law Union and Crown
Union <fe Crown Insurance CompaniJ, which came before the High
Insurance r J ^ o
Company. (-^^^^.^ ^ short time ago ([1908] 2 K.B. 431) and

which has since been heard on appeal {^The Times 31 July and

4 August 1908). It was intended to have dealt with this case

in this number of the Journal, but as the Court of Appeal has

now ordered a new trial, and as, on the hearing of the appeal,

judgments of considerable interest and importance were delivered

by the members of that Court, it has been thought better that

the matter should be left over until the appeal has been reported

in The Law Reports.

The subject of voluntary settlements often exercises

Jjtti^me^ta. the mluds of life assurance officials, and the case of

tion is sufficient Jn re Fopc Ex parte Dicksee [1908] 2 K.B. 169 is
to take a settle-

ment oat (

category.

the Courts will consider sufficient, in the way of

mentoutofthis
tj^grefore likely to be of interest, as indicating what
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consideration, to uphold such a transaction as being for value,

and to remove it from the category of voluntary settlements.

Here, by a settlement dated April 1906, the settlor conveyed

certain property to trustees upon trvists for the benefit of his

wife and children. The consideration stated in the deed was

that of natural love and affection, but, as a matter of fact, the

settlement was made in consideration of the wife abstaininjr

from taking proceedings against her husband for a divorce and

an allowance in the nature of alimony. In October 1907 the

settlor was adjudicated a bankrupt, and the trustee in his

bankruptcy applied to have the settlement set aside as void

under section 47 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883. Bigham, J.,

before whom the case came in the first instance, upheld the

validity of the settlement, and on the matter coming before

the Court of Appeal, this decision was affirmed by a majority

of two to one, Buckley, L.J., dissenting. In delivering

judgment in favour of the validity of the settlement. Cozens

Hardy, M.R., said :
" No consideration is mentioned on

" the face of the settlement, but this is not material, for

" consideration may be proved by parol testimony. . . That
" there was valuable consideration is plain ... I am unable to

" adopt the view that there must be either money or physical

" property given by the purchaser in order to bring the case

" within the exception. In my opinion the release of a right

'' or the compromise of a claim, not being a merely colourable

" right or claim, may suffice to constitute a person 'a purchaser'

" within the meaning of section 47."

The question as to what constitutes an " accident "

"accident"? is of interest and importance, not only to accident

assurance companies, but also, occasionally, to those whose

operations are confined to life assurance. Attention may there-

fore be called to the recent case of In re an Arbitration between

Etherington and Lancashire and Yorkshire Accident Lisurance

Company [1908], 24 T.L.R. 784. This was a claim under an

accident policy, and turned on the question as to whether the

cause of death was an accident within the meaning of the policy.

The latter, in condition 3, provided " That this policy only

" insures against death . . . where accident within the meaning
" of the policy is the direct or proximate cause thereof, but

" not where the direct or proximate cause thereof is disease

'' or other intervening cause^ even although the disease or other
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'' intervening cause may itself have been aggravated by such
'•' accident or have been due to weakness or exhaustion consequent

" thereon, or the death accelerated thereby." The assured

while hunting was thrown from his horse and received a severe

shock to his nervous system, whereby the general vitality of his

body was impaired, and in addition, owing to the ground being

very wet, he was wet to the skin. After the fall, the assured

remounted and rode home, arriving there about an hour and

a half later. The arbitrator found as a fact that the effect of

the lowering of vitality, due to the fall and its consequences,

was to enable the pneumonia germ, which is nearly always

present even in health but unable to do any harm until the

vitality is impaired, to effectually attack the assured, and that

such onset occurred about one and a half hours after the accident.

On the following dav the assured, asainst the advice of his

medical attendant, and although still in great pain, went to

London to transact business, and about six o^clock that evening

the tirst physical signs of pneumonia developed, and the assured

died from that disease about a week later. On these tindings

as to fact, the question came before the Court as to whether the

death was occasioned in such a manner as to give rise to a claim

under the policy. Channell, J., in giving judgment in favour

of the representatives of the assured, said that he "thought,

" though not without doubt, that the special finding of the

" arbitrators had brought the facts of this case within the terms

" of the policy, and he must hold that the death was within the

" words of the policy, and give judgment for the claimant."

This decision is being appealed against, but at the time of

writing these notes the appeal had not been heard.

The subject of insurable interest has been very much

^ab^i^the iu cvideuce during the past few months, and the case

^Lfi^^'- of GrOnths v. Fleming [19081 24 T.L.R. 700, which

turned on that subject, and in which the doctrine

received, apparently, a distinct extension, is well worthy of note.

In that case a joint life policy was issued by the United Kingdom

Temperance and General Provident Institution on the lives of the

plaintiff and his wife. Shortly after the issue of the policy the

female assured committed suicide, and it was stated that at the

Coroner's inquest a verdict of felo de se was returned. The

defendants contended that, in view of this verdict, they were

relieved of liability, but as, at the trial, the plaintiff was prepared
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with evidence that his wife was of unsound mind at the time, this

defence was abandoned. The defendants then contended that

the plaintiff had no insurable interest in the life of his wife, but

Pickford, J., held that, in the circumstances, such an interest

existed in this case. In delivering judgment to this effect he

said that '' it appeared in fact that the wife had been performing

" household duties, looking after the children and so forth, and
" that on the cessation of her life, the plaintiff had had to incur

" extra expense and engage a servant. That was sufficient to

" create an insurable interest. The defendants argued that it

" should not do so, for this consideration would apply in practically

" every case where a husband who was in humble circumstances

" insured his wife. . . . But he did not think this point a good
" one, for even where the wife had done housework, her death

" would not by any means necessarily put the husband to

" expense ; the work might be done by some other members of

" the family. But where there was clear proof of actual loss, he
" could see no reason for holding that there was no insurable

'' interest. ... As he was satisfied that the plaintiff had an
" insurable interest, there must be judgment for the plaintiff."

The decision has given rise to much adverse criticism, going, as

it does, considerably beyond, if not indeed contrary to, the ideas

on the subject previously held in this country. In view, however,

of the fact that the case has been entered for appeal, any further

comment on it had, perhaps, better be deferred for the present.

THE INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES.

EXAMINATIONS OF THE INSTITUTE, April 1908.

Examination for Admission to the Class of Associate

(Part I).

Examiner—Peof. S. L. Loxey, M.A.

Supervisors—Messes. R. R. Tilt and R. ToDHryiEE, M.A.

First Paper.

, ^ -190176 X -904761 , , .

1. Express -. : -. r as a %'ulgar traction.
•476190 X -761901

2. Explain how meanings are given to the quantities a^,
r

a', and a~^, where _p, r, s, are any positive integers.

Divide 3-. -a;"-^ - 2u^ -a; 7 + 2\a;«-a; v by xJ -x ^.
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3. Solve the equations

—

(1) ax + by = bx-ay = a- + b'.

(2) 3x^ + 2xy-5y-=lQ,]

X + txy + iy'= - Qj

4. Show how to find the greatest, or least, vahies of the

expression au? + bx + c.

The hourly consumption of coal of a train is kv" tons,

where v is the velocity of the train in miles per hour ; the cost

of the coal per ton is £A and the other expenses of running the

train are £B per hour ; show that for each mile run the cost is

least when the velocity is a/— miles per hour, and that the cost of

the train per hour is then 2B£.

5. Sum the series

1 + ( v/2 - 1) + (3 - 2 ^^2) + (5 ^/2 - 7) + ... to infinity.

2 + 12 + 28 + 50 + 78 + . . . to ti terms.

6. Assuming the truth of the binomial theorem for a positive

integral exponent, prove it, with a certain limitation, for a negative

or fractional exponent.

If x= -8, find the greatest term in the expansion of (l - x)~*.

7. Define a logarithm, and find the logarithm of 9 to base 27.

Find the value, by help of the Tables, of

3

(1) -„ where .7; = 3-U16 and ?/- 2-7818
;

1-34

(5-761)

(2) (8-326)

8. Explain what is meant by the terms convergent series,

divergent series.

Show that the series

^ + ^. + ^. + p3+- to infinity

is convergent when p is greater than unity, and divergent when p is

equal to or less than unity.

9. Explain what is the mathematical meaning of expectation.

A bag contains 3 sovereigns, 4 shillings and 5 pennies. "What

Avould be a fair price to offer for the right to receive two coins,

chosen at random, from the bag ?
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10. Given the probability of the happening of an event in one
trial, find the chance of its happening (l) exactly r times, (2) at

least r times in n trials.

A certain event may occur once in each clay, and the chance
of its occurring on any one day is p. Show that the chance of its

happening at least once in n days is P, where w= —^^~—^^—
.

logd -p)

11. Show how to find the value of a missing term in a series of

equidistant terms.

Given

/3o = 89685, /34 = 86866,

/3i = 88994, /3.3 = 86137,

/3o = 88294, /3o = 85395,

find the value of /33.

12. Show that

.n-l,.
. A.. ,

n{n-\).n-2^.
. a2,.

Work out the value of A'\aV.

Second Paper.

13. Show that compound interest reckoned quarterly at

195. dshcl. per-cent is very approximately the same as compound
interest reckoned yearly at 4 per-cent.

14. An oarsman can row 9 miles with the tide in the time that

he takes to row 6 miles against it. Also he can row 2 miles in still

water in four minutes more than he takes to row the same distance

with the tide. At what rate does the tide flow 1

15. Break into factors

(1) 8«3-22.r + 3./;+18;

(2) 27./;^ + 8.

Arrange the latter exi^ression as the difference of two squares.

16. If a and /3 are the roots of the quadratic equation

aor + Ihx + c = 0, show that_ their arithmetic, geometric and

harmonic means are - -, a/~'j ^^^ ~ 7 respectively.
a ^ a

Find the value of k so that the equations

a:+2).r-lLoj + 3 =

and (X'-2)a;^ + 5.r-12 =

may have a common root.
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17. Find the sum of n terms which are iu arithmetic

progression.

A pyramid of cannon-balls stands on an equilateral triangular

base, having n balls in each side. Find the total number of balls

in the pyramid.

18. Prove the formula for the number of permutations of n

things taken r at a time.

In how many ways can a crew of an eight-oared boat be

arranged if one man cannot row on the stroke side and two men
cannot row on the bow side ?

3
19. When x is equal to -, show that the sum of the series

5

X Xx+ — + — +... ad inf.
3 5

is equal to logg2.

Hence find the value of log^S correct to three places of

decimals.

Show that the sum of the series

2 .5 8 11 . • « V • , 1 -1
iT+|3 + '^ + y+---to nifinity, is e -l- ^ e .

X - 3
20. Resolve the expression r--

—

—-r,, into partial fractions,
(1 - 4.r;(l - dx')

and obtain the coefficient of .'/' in its expansion in powers of x.

21. Prove that the product of any n successive integers is

always divisible by jtl

Show that the expression

3"(lw^-6n- +12/1-11) -5

is always divisible by 8 without any remainder.

22. If three dice are thrown, show that the number of ways, in

which the sum of the numbers that turn up is n, is equal to the

coefficient of a;""^ in the expansion of (l - o:^)'^ x{l -o:)~^.

Hence prove that 10 or 11 is more likely to be thro^A^l than

any other number, and that the chance for each of these is —

.

8

23. Solve the equation ?fx-i-i"2--i = "x("z + a:«x-l)•

Show that

^(^-1) ^. n{n - l){n - 2) 3, , ,

no + nAiiX+ -h-—-^ii2X'+ —— '
^%a;^ + . . . to n terms

= {l+xy\co + n{l+xr-\rMo+'^^^{l+or-'x'A\o + . .

.
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24. Explain what is meant by the " differences of zero."

Show that

(1 ) A". 0'^ = n"' - n{n - 1
)"' + I^^H-lI'' (n - 2)"^ -

. . .

(2) A'\0"+' = ?i.A".0" + 7iA"-^0'\

Examination for Admission to the Class of Associate

(Part II).

Examiners—Messes. H. T. Adlaed, A. D. Besant, B.A., A. C. Thobne,

and A. T. Winter.

First Paper.

1. It is desired to raise a loan of £100,000 at 97. A nominal

yearly rate of interest of 4 pei'-cent would be paid, and it is under

discussion whether repayment should be made by means of an

accumulative sinking fund of 2 per-cent, or by uniform annual

drawings of £2,000. What difference would there be in the rates

of interest paid over the whole transaction in the two methods *?

2. If a be the value of an annuity-certain to continue for

n years, and h the value of an annuity-certain to continue for

2 n years, find the rate of interest assumed in terms of a and b.

3. Immigration takes place into a population hitherto

stationary and supported by births alone, there being an influx

at the beginning of each year of k persons at age 25. What
would be the death rate and the average age at death of the whole

population in the fifth year after immigration had commenced '?

How would you expect these values to compare with the

corresponding values before immigration had commenced 1 Give

reasons for your views.

4. Express „V!^"' in terms of nYx, m, and Px"', and give a

verbal interpretation of the result.

5. A life aged x requires to secure an annuity to commence
after the expiration of n years and to be payable for the remainder

of his life, with the condition that, on his death, whenever that

occur, the balance of the net premiums paid over the annuity

payments received (if any) is returnable. Deduce in commutation

symbols the net annual premium, limited to t payments {t being

less than ^O, required to provide for this benefit.

6. Find the annual whole-life net 3 per-cent premium for a

deferred assurance upon a child aged 5, the assurance to commence
at age 21 and all premiums paid, with 3 per-cent compound interest,

to be returned if death occur before the attainment of age 21.
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7. Show by means of central differences that

1 dr-^ — Wt4-1 •
j^ 1

yiz = qx+ - '
-^—

*^
—^^ approximately.

•i ix

8. ExiDlain exactly the methods you would employ to form, by

means of the arithmometer, a complete Table of Policy values of

Endowment Assurances maturing at age 60, and state how you

would check the results.

Second Paper.

9. Find the amount of an annuity-certain of £9. 35. 6r/. payable

bv half-yearly instalments for 25 years at a force of interest of
fX - 1

10 per-cent, having given that the function logio^ =-0109026
X

when re = -05, and •6505989 when ;6- = 2-5, that logio2 = -30103, and

logao9-175 = -9626061.

10. Show how you would construct columns of /, d, p, q, L, and
m from returns gi^•ing the population in each year of age at the

middle of any calendar year, and a record of the deaths in each

year of age during the same calendar year.

1 1

.

Show algebraically and by general reasoning that the value

of a pure endo^\^nent on the life of (x), payable in n years and
subject to annual premiums, is equal, after it has been t years in

force, to the annual premium for that endowment di\'ided by the

annual premium for an endowment of equal amount on (a) payable

in t years.

12. Find the net annual premiums at 3 per-cent interest in

respect of a life aged 30 for

(a) An assurance of £100 under which a claim arises at the

end of 20 years if that term be survived or at the end
of the year of death if death occur during that term,

it being pro^-ided that paj-ment of the sum assured be

deferred until 10 years after the claim arises, and that

in the meantime the company pay interest yearly on

the sum assured at the rate of 6 per-cent.

(b) An assurance pro^"iding for £10 at the end of the year of

death and £10 at the end of each year thereafter

until 20 payments in all have been made.

13. The value is required of an annuity of 1 paj^able during the

joint lives of (:';) and (y) and for t years longer if the survivor live so

long. Obtain an expression for this, invohing only single and joint

life annuities for the Avhole term of life and the commutation

function D for single lives.

14. Prove that =—'^—r^ = -(/x^-f-8) and that this is equal ta

^"^^
~—^^ if second diflferences of T>x are constant.
2D,
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15. Find the value of ~i\ . What summation formula would you
IJZ\X

adopt to find the monetary A'alue of such a benefit ? Taking as an

example fl-2 , explain, by setting out the headings of the various
45:60130

columns you would require on your working sheet, exactly how you

would proceed to calculate a monetary value.

16. Give a formula for finding, according to policy years, the

rate of mortality among assured lives, defining the symbols used

and explaining how the ages at entry, the durations and the ages at

exit are obtained. What advantages has this system over one

based on calendar years %

Third Paper.

17. A company can exercise the following methods of redeeming

its debentures, interest on which, at 5 per-cent, is payable annually :

(1) It can repay them at the expiration of 10 years at

106 per-cent, but cannot exercise this option at any

other time.

(2) It can purchase them in the market.

(3) If any debentures remain so long outstanding, the

company must redeem them at par at the expiration

of 30 years.

What is the maximum price that a purchaser can now give

in order to realize, in any event, not less than 4^ per-cent on his

investment ?

18. An advance is to be repaid by an annuity-certain for

n years to include interest and sinking fund. The borrower is to

pay this during the n years if he live so long, and, in addition,

at the beginning of each year, the annual premium necessary

to secure the remainder of the payments after his death. Prove

algebraically, using net premiums and the same rate of interest

throughout, that the present value of his payments is equal to the

amount of the advance.

19. Show that »V;r= 1 - (l - iVj(l - iV^+i) ... (1 - iV^+,,-i).

Prove that an increase in the rate of interest has the effect

of reducing policy-values.

20. Given 5P3o = -06637, 10^30= "03713, 20P30 = -02305, find, by

means of these premiums only, the net annual premiums for an

assurance of 1 payable at the end of the year of death of a life

aged 30, such that the premiums cease after 20 payments and that

the premium for the first 5 years is twice that payable for the

following 5 years and four times that payable for the last 10 years.
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21. Find the quarterly premium for a whole-life assurance in

terms of the annual premium Px, and the rate of interest i,

(a) AYhen the instalments of premium for the current year

of assurance remaining unpaid at the death of (x)

are deducted from the sum assured.

(b) "When they are not so deducted.

22. Assuming Makeham's law, show that

Oxn = oo + r log g{ai - ao) + r^'ilogg) r^ + . . .

where Aq, ai, a.2 . . . represent continuous annuities-certain for n years

at rates of interest corresponding to Vo = vs, Vi = vsc, v^ = vs<?, . . .

23. "\Miat is understood by the law of uniform seniority ?

Investigate its application with regard to Gompertz's law and
Makeham's first and second developments of that law.

24. Describe fully how you would construct, by means of

the life year method, a table of qx from the records of an
office transacting annuity business only.

Examination for Admission to the Class of Fellow

(Part III).

Examiners—Messes. W. S. AKDESsoy, W. H. Hodgson, A. Letine, M.A.,

and J. Spenceh.

First Paper.

1. State how you would proceed to investigate the rate of

mortality at each age under 5 :

(a) From population statistics,

(5) From the records of a large industrial assurance
company.

2. Compare the methods followed in the construction of the
ungraduated H^ and 0^ Tables, showing the assumptions made in

determining :

(1) The age at entry, and

(2) The duration,

in the case of (a) deaths, {h) withdrawals, and ic) existing.

AVhich method do you prefer, and on what grounds 1
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3. "What are the general characteristics of the experience of

each of the following special classes comprised in the British Offices'

Life Tables :

(a) Temporary assurances
;

{h) Endo^^'ment assurances ?

"Would you employ either experience in the calculation of

office premiums for the corresponding class of assurances ? Give
reasons for your answer.

4. Discuss the question as to whether it is desirable to insure

female lives on the same terms as males.

Mention any data known to you bearing on the question.

5. Give an account of the graduation of the O'^^^^^ Table, showing
the formula employed, the function operated upon, and the steps

taken to secure a satisfactory agreement between the unadjusted and
the adjusted data.

Explain the relationship between the graduated 0*^ and the
qM(o)

Tables, and show generally how the former was built up from
the latter.

6. Explain what data joyx would require to construct a

combined marriage and mortality table.

Having gi^-en that in such a table, J:\ represents the ratio of

the number of bachelors at age x to the total number living at age x

{i.e., bachelors, husbands, and Avidowers combined), find an expression

for the " central marriage rate " at age .r.

7. "What function would you operate upon in graduating a

mortality table :

(a) According to Makeham's hypothesis,

{h) By a summation formula,

(c) By the graphic method 1

State fully in each case the grounds on which your selection

is made.

8. A company has on its books two classes of endowment
assurances, namely

—

(i) Policies maturing after definite terms of years, subject to

pajTiient of a corresponding number of premiums
;

(ii) Policies maturing at certain ages, premiums being

payable on every renewal date until maturity.

Draft a memorandum of instructions for the scheduling of

the contracts for the purpose of a net premium valuation by

Mr. Lidstone's method, and state what valuation factors you would

use for each class in order to obtain the values of the sum assured

and of the net premiums.
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Second Paper.

9. A certain method of distributing profits is by way of a
reduction of premiums each year, after policies have been in force

for a definite period, the amount of each reduction being determined
by annual valuations. State the advantages or disadvantages of

this method, and ex^jlain how in your opinion the premiums should

be constructed in order that the method of distribution may be
equitable.

10. An industrial assurance company which has previously

valued its whole-life business by throwing off a fixed percentage of

the gross premiums (and eliminating negative values), decides to

introduce into its valuation a rate of lapse based on its actual

experience.

Discuss the probable effect upon the reserves :

(a) If the same proportion of the gross premiums as before be
valued

;

ih) If a strict net premium be employed, computed with full

allowance for rate of lapse.

1 1

.

Discuss the various methods of valuing a whole-life policy

which has been granted on a rated-up life :

(a) "When the assured pays the premium corresponding to

the rated-up age :

{h) When the premium paid is the tabular rate for the true

age, and the extra is converted into a fixed debt upon
the policy for a term representing the expectation of

life at the true age.

12. An assurance company whose investments are earning

4 per-cent interest, strengthens its valuation basis by passing from a
net H'^^ 3i per-cent valuation to H"^^ 3 per-cent, and in consequence
reduces its divisible surplus to about one-half of that distributed

on the last occasion.

Discuss the bearing of the results of the valuation on the
method of distribution, and state in what circumstances you would
ad^-ise some modification in the method.

13. On what terms would you allow the conversion of a whole-
life policy into an endo^Tnent assurance ?

How would you proppse to deal with existing bonuses, if

they have been declared as

(i) Simple reversionary additions ;

(ti) Compound reversionary additions ?

In what circumstances, if any, would you consider it equitable

to allow the conversion on pajTnent of aiTears of premium with
compound interest at 5 per-cent ]

VOL. XLII. 2 K
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14. Dealing with an ordinary whole-life assurance, and assuming

the same mortality basis throughout, investigate the circumstances

in which variations in the rate of interest leave the iDure-premium

policy-values unchanged.

15. Having given the results of a net premium valuation of the

endowment assurance business of a company by the H*^ Table with

3 per-cent interest, show how you would estimate the reserve

required under the 0"^^ Table at 2i per-cent interest, with 0"^^ 3 per-

cent net premiums :

(«) By means of a model office ;

{h) Without the aid of a model office.

16. "What principles would guide you in framing a scale of

surrender-values for discounted bonus policies ?

Deal separately AWth the eases where the bonus discounted is

(fl) A cash bonus,

{h) A uniform simple reversionary bonus.

Third Paper,

17. How would you calculate the office annual premiums in the

case of two lives aged 30 and 35 for :

(1) A joint whole-life assurance, without profits
;

(2) A joint life 10-year endowment assurance, without

profits

;

(3) A joint life temporary assurance for 10 years 1

State the formulae you would employ, and give your reasons

for the bases adopted.

18. On what basis would you calculate office premiums for

reversionary annuities 1

Would you adopt the same mortality basis for estimating

the reserve under these contracts at periodic valuations 1

Give reasons for your answer.

19. Explain in detail how you would ascertain the profit or loss

on mortality in an office in respect of

:

(1) Endowment assurance business
;

(2) Deferred annuity contracts (without return of premium).
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*20. A whole-life policy for £5,000 on a male life born 15 April

1843, was issued in 1876 at an annual premium of £137. 105.

payable on 5 July. The company makes net premium valuations

quinquennially, and after each valuation distributes its profits by way

of a temporary reduction of premium for the next 5 years only. The

last valuation was at 31 December 1906, by the 0^ Table at 3 per-

cent, when the annual premium under the policy in question was

reduced, for the years 1907,1911 only, to £50. Estimate the

present market value of the policy.

*21. " A " is entitled absolutely on the decease of a lady aged 70

to the follo^\^ng fund :

£10,000 Consols; £5,000 North-Eastern Consols; £6,000

India 3 per-cent Stock ; £500 East Indian Railway,

class " B " Annuity.

How would you value " A's " interest :

(1) For Estate Duty
;

(2) For sale in the open market

;

(3) As security for a loan? State what margin

should be reserved in this ease, and why.

What value Avould you place on the fund ]

*22. A partner in a firm having recently died, the value of the

following interests, to Avhich the firm is entitled, is required in

order to adjust the interests and liabilities between the deceased

partner's estate and the survi\dng partners :

(1) A moiety of certain funds worth £4,800, and of the

income thereon amounting to £192 per annum
subject with the other moiety to an annuity of £120
to a lady, aged 56.

(2) A contingent reversion to a moiety of certain freehold

property worth £3,000 and producing a net rental

of £130 per annum, receivable on the death of ./•, a

male, aged 53, provided he leave no issue who shall

attain age 21, and subject ^nth the other moiety to

an annuity of £80 to any widow whom he may leave

{x has been married 22 years to a lady now aged 52,

and has had no children).

At what amount would you value the firm's interests '?

*23. A lady, aged 55, and her husband, aged 50, have successive

life interests in a fund of £50,000 invested at 3 per-cent. On the

* In answering these questions the Candidate is to set out his work as in an

actual numerical valuation, but to exhibit the final results in terms of the

actuarial functions involved, without inserting the numerical values of the

functions, stating, however, the mortality tables and rates of interest which he

would use.

2 K 2
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death of the survivor of the lady and her husband, the fund is

divisible in equal shares among such of her children as may be living

at her death. She now has two children, aged 22 and 25. If the

lady leave no children surviving her, the fund will revert to another

family. At what price would you advise an insurance company to

pui'chase the interests of the wife, husband, or either child, if sold

separately 1 If all four interests were sold together, would you
adA'ise the company to make any change in the total price 1

*24. An endowment assurance policy for £2,000, with profits^

taken out at age 30 in December 1891 and maturing in December
1921, is offered for sale. The annual premium is .£66, due in

December, and existing reversionary bonus additions which have

been declared quinquennially (the last as at December 1906)

amount to £480.

The policy carries the option of being converted at the

present time into a paid-up non-profit assurance of £1,613.

What preliminary enquiries would you make, and subject to

these, what price would you ofler for the policy 1

Examination for Ad^hssion to the Class of Fellow

(Part IV).

Examiners—MesSKs. J. Blaeet, J. Burn, C. B. V. Coutts, and

W. P. Phelps, M.A.

First Paper.

1. Define the following terms

—

Copyhold,

Easement,

Executor,

Eent charge.

"What is the distinction between a covenant and a condition

in a lease ?

2. In what circumstances, if any, can the Settlor or Assignor of

(a) Land

{h) Goods

give a better title than he himself possesses ?

"- In answering this question the Candidate is to set out his work as in an
actual numerical valuation, but to exhibit the final results in terms of the

actuarial functions involved, without inserting the numerical values of the

functions, stating, however, the mortality tables and rates of interest which he-

would use.
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3. Describe in general terms the objects and provisions of the

Settled Land Acts, and state for what acts the consent of the

Trustee or an Order of the Court is necessary.

Give in detail the powers of leasing conferred on the tenant

for life by the Act of 1882.

4. Draft the form, or forms, in which you would request a

Friendly Society granting sick pay ceasing at age 65, deferred

annuities conmiencing at 6-5 and a payment at death, to supply the

data required for a valuation of these benefits and for obtaining

the mortality and sickness experience during the preceding

quinquennium.

5. An office invests largely in the purchase of policies in other

offices and reversions. Descril^e the books required in connection

with the purchase and subsequent management of these investments.

6. What alterations, if any, would you suggest in the Bank Act

of 1844 1 What are the main points which influence the Directors

of the Bank of England when deciding upon the Bank Eate of

Discount 1

7. How is the gold coinage of this country prevented from

falling below its legal weight, and what would be the effect if the

matter were neglected ?

8. Certain Indian Railways have been purchased by the

Secretary of State for India, the considei'ation for the Capital Stock

being Terminable Annuities. Discuss the position generally from the

point of view of

—

(a) A holder of Capital Stock of a Company about to be

purchased

;

(b) A prospective Investor in such annuities.

Second Paper.

9. In the case of default by a Mortgagor under a Legal

Mortgage, the Mortgagee has the following remedies :

(1) For recovering the interest in arrear

—

(a) Taking possession.

(b) Appointing a Receiver.

(c) Taking action on the covenant.

(2) For recovering the XJi'incipal

—

(a) Foreclosing.

(b) Selling.

(c) Taking action on the covenant.

Explain fully the nature of these remedies and contrast them.
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10. What alterations, if any, would you suggest in regard to

the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870 ?

11. What are the principal acts of Bankruptcy on which a

petition can be based and within what period of the date of the

petition must they have been committed ?

"What is the procedure up to the time of adjudication and
on adjudication what rights and property immediately vest in the

Official Receiver 1

12. What are the statutory pro^•isions in force relative to the

audit of the accounts of

—

(a) Life Assurance Companies registered under the Companies
Acts,

{h) Registered Friendly Societies 1

13. What, in your opinion, were the causes of the recent financial

crisis in the L^nited States, and do you consider that a similar

crisis is ever likely to occur in this country ?

14. What securities constitute the L^nfunded Debt of this

country and how do they differ from each other 1

15. Draft a report to the Directors of a Life Office giving your

A'iews as to the apportionment of the Company's investments among
the various classes of securities.

What class or classes of investments would you specially

recommend when the tendency is for the general rate of interest

—

(a) To rise,

{h) To fall,

(c) To remain stationary 1

16. Distinguish between Gold, Sterling, and Currency Bonds of

Railways in the United States and express your views as to the

suital)ility of well-secured bonds of each class as an investment for

your Company.

Third Paper.

17. What amendments would you suggest in tha proWsious of

the Married Women's Property Act, 1882, affecting policies of

life assurance ?

Mention briefly any recent legal decisions affecting policies

under the Married Women's Property Acts.
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18. In view of the present position of the law of income-tax in

respect of

(a) Life assurance premiums,

{h) Annuities paid by Life Offices,

(c) Interest and profits of Life Offices (both mutual and
proprietary),

what alterations would you suggest ?

19. The employes of a large Company contribute a fixed

percentage deduction from their salaries to a Pension Fund ; the

Company pays a fixed sum annually to the Fund and also guarantees

a certain rate of interest on all money belonging to it ; the

contributions of the employes are returnable without interest on
withdrawal from the Company's ser\-ice and with compound interest

at the guaranteed rate in the event of death ; retirement takes

place at 6.5 years of age and the pension is a percentage of the last

year's salary for every year of ser\ace. How would you value the

Fund?

20. What are the principal arguments for and against free

mintage of gold and silver at a fixed ratio 1

21. Describe generally the form of register which should be

kept for Sinking Fund purposes in connection with terminable

Stock Exchange Securities and give an example in schedule form.

22. Discuss the various methods of treatment in the balance

sheets of Life Offices of

—

(a) Stock Exchange Securities,

{h) Policies in other offices and reversions.

Which methods do you recommend ?

23. "What practical steps would you take to keep in touch with

life tenants under reversions and lives assured under policies in

other offices which have been purchased by your office ?

24. What is the present position of the law as to the pajTuent

of claims where the policyholder dies out of the United Kingdom 1
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE.—Session 1907-1908.

First Ordinai-y Meeting, 25 November 1907.

The first ordinary meeting of the Session 1907-1908 was held at the Hall

of the Institute, on the 25th daj' of November 1907.

The President (Mr. Fbank B. Wyatt) in the Chair.

Two pajjers entitled " On the Valuation of Staii Pension Funds,

Part 2—Widows' and Children's Pensions (continued)", b}' Mr. H. W. Manly,
with Tables by Mr. W. A. Workman ; and "A Pension Fund Problem, with

some remarks on the deduction of Salarj'-scales ", b}' Mr. J. Bacon, were

read by the Authors.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion:—Messrs. E.G.
Thomas, G. King, W. 0. Nash, and T. G. Acklaud.

Second Ordinai-y Meeting, 16 December 1907.

The President (Mr. Feank B. Wtatt) in the Chair.

Mr. John Tasker Smith, F.F.A., was duly elected an Associate of the

Institute.

Two papers entitled " On the Method of Dr. Johannes Ivarup, of

Valuing in groups Endowment Assurances, and Policies for the Whole of

Life by premiums limited in number", hx Mr. George King; and " Bonus
Eeserve Valuations ", by Mr. C. R. V. Coutts, were read by the Authors.

The following gentlemen took jsart in the discussions :—On Mr. King's

paper, Messrs. W. P. Elderton, T. J. Searle, H. J. Rietschel, H. W. Manly,
and F. J. Vincent. On Mr. Coutts' paper, Messrs. S. G. Warner,

S. J. H. W. Allin. G. King. W. 0. Nash, and H. \V. Manly. The debate on

both papers was closed b}' Mr. Ernest Woods.

Third Ordinary Meeting, 27 January 1908.

The President (Mr. Feank B. Wyatt) in the Chair.

A paper entitled " On the Construction of Mortality Tables from Census

Returns and Records of Death ", by Mr. George King, was read by the

Author.
The following gentlemen took part in the discussion :— Sir Edward

Brabrook, C.B., Sir Shirley Murphy, Dr. J. Dunlop, and Mr. A. C. AVaters

(Visitors) ; Messrs. W. C. Sharman, G. F. Hardy, and the President. A
communication from Mr. G. J. Lidstone, on the subject of the paper, was
introduced and read by the Honorary Secretar}- (Mr. S. G. Warner) in the

course of the debate.

Fouiih Ordinary Meeting, 2-4 Fehi-uary 1908.

The President (Mr. Feank B. Wyatt) in the Chair.

Messrs. George Graham, Jr., F.F.A. , and James Gray Kyd, F.F.A. , were

duly elected Associates of the Institute.

'a paper entitled " A Review of the Investments of Offices in recent

years, with notes on Stock Exchange fluctuations and the future rate of

interest", by Mr. Philip L. Newman, was read by the Author.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion :—Messrs. A. T.

Winter, A. D. B'esaut. W. 0. Nash, A. H. Bailey, A. R. Barrand,

D. C. Eraser, and G. Marks.
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Fifth Ordinai-y Meeting, 30 March 1908.

The President (Mr. rEAj.-K: B. Wyatt) in the Chair.

A paper entitled " On Reversionary Bonuses as affected by Expenses and
Variations in Rates of Mortality ", by Mr. H. H. Austin, was read by the

Author.
The following gentlemen took part in the discussion :—Messrs. H. J.

Rietschel, C. W. Kenchington, E. Woods, and ^\ . P. Phelps.

Sixth Ordinary Meeting, 4 Maij 1908.

The President (Mr. Fea>-e B. Wtatt) in the Chair.

Mr. Charles Keith Granger, F.F.A., was duly elected an Associate of the

Institute.

A paper entitled "The Select and Ultimate method of Valuation ", by
Mr. Miles M. Dawson, was i-ead by the Honorary Secretary, Mr. S. G.
Warner.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion :—Messrs. G. King,

A. H. Bailey, H. W. Manly, T. G. Ackland, A. R. BaiTand, and G. F. Hardy.
3Ir. Warner communicated some notes sent by the Author in anticipation

of the discussion.

The Sixty-first Annual General Meeting, 1 June 1908.

The President (Mr. Feank B. Wtatt) in the Chair.

The Proceedings of the Annual General Meeting will be found on

page 50-4.

REPORT, 1907-1908.

The Council hare the pleasure to report to the Members upon the

progress of the Institute during the Session of 1907-1908, the sixtieth

year of its existence.

There has been an increase of 53 in the number of members, as

compared with the previous year. At the end of the official year in

which the Institute was incoi-porated by the Royal Charter the number
of Members was 434, wliile ten years later, at 31 March 1895, it was 775.

Since that time the numbers have been as follows

:

On 31 March
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The followiiioj schedule shows the additions, changes, and losses iu tlie

membership, whicli have occurred during the year ending 31 ]\Iarch last

:

Schedule of MemlersTiip, 31 March 190S-
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The stock in hand of the Institute publications on 31 March was as

follows :

No. of Copies Description of Work
16,242 .... Parts of Journal.

814 ... . Index to Vols. 1 to 40.

581 ... . Text-Book, Part 1 (New Edition).

936 .... „ Part II (Second Edition).

668 .... Government Joint-Life Annuity Tables.

755 .... Select Life Tables.

258 .... A Short Collection of Actuarial Tables.

1,660 .... Frequency-Curves and Correlation (W. P.

Elderton).

172 .... Messenger Prize Essay (Friendly Societies).

23 in cloth ") f Lectures on Finance and Law (Clare and
2,792 in paper i

• • \ Wood Hill).

1,608 .... Lectures on the Companies Acts (A. C.

Clauson)

.

1,501 .... Lectures on the Law of Mortgage (W. G.

Hayter).
792 .... Lectures on the Measurement of Groups

and Series (A. L. Bowley).

343 ... . South African War Mortality (F. Schooling

and E. A. Rusher).
410 .... Barrand's Paper on Life Assurance Law.

1,797 .... British Offices Valuation Tables.

688 .... Transactions of the Second International

Congress of Actuaries.

1,800 .... Syllabus and Examination Questions,

submitted at the sessional meetings ofs were

16

27

The following papen
the Institute, namel3' :

25 November 1907.—"On the Yaluation of StafE Pension Funds.

Part 2.—-Widows' and Children's Pensions (continued).

—

Mr. H. W. Manly (with Tables by Mr. W. A. Workman).
" A Pension Fund Problem, with some remarks on the

deduction of Salarj'-scales."— ]\Ir. J. Bacon.

December 1907.—" On the Method of Dr. Johannes Karup of

valuing in groups Endowment Assurances and Policies for

the Whole of Life by premiums limited in number."

—

Mr. George King.
" Bonus Reserve Valuations."—Mr. C. E. Y. Coutts.

January 1908.—"On the construction of Mortality Tables from
Census Returns and Records of Death."—Mr. George King.

24 February 1908.—" A Review of the Investments of Offices in

recent years, with notes on Stock Exchange fluctuations and
the future rate of interest."—Mr. Philip L. Xewman.

30 March 1908.—"On Reversionary Bonuses as affected by
Expenses and Variations in Rates of Mortalitv."—
Mr. H. H. Austin.

4 May 1908.—"On the Select and Ultimate method of Valuation."

—Mr. Miles M. Dawson.

For the Examinations held in the United Kingdom and the Colonies

ou 27, 28, 29, 30 April, ] and 2 of May 1908, 297 entries were received,

namely :

114 for Part I.

118 „ „ 11.

52 „ „ III.

13 „ „ IV.

\Continued on page 502.]
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33r. Revenue Account for the

Amount of Funds at the beginning of the year, made up as £ s. d. £ s. d.
under

—

General Fund 7,971 1 10
Messenger Legacy Fund ..... 377 4 1
Brown Prize Fund 277 8 2

Subscriptions— 8,625 1-i 1

Fellows 732 18
Associates 620 11
Students 435 15
Probationers 75 12

Fines for Re-iustatement
Application Fees

—

Associates

Students

Probationers

Examination Fees for year 1907
Class Fees for Parts I and II

Sales of Publications

—

Journal
Text- Book, Part 1

Text- Book, Part II

Government Annuity Tables
Select Life Tables

Frequency-Curves and Correlation

Short Collection of Actuarial Tables .

Hardy's Friendly Societies .

Legal, Financial, and Statistical Lectures
Transactions of Second International Congress
British Offices Valuation Tables .

Barrand's Paper on Life Assurance Law
Syllabus and Examination Questions .

British Offices Life Tables .

Dividends and Interest—
General Fund .....
Messenger Legacy Fund
Brown Prize Fund ....

Refunded by the Faculty of Actuaries, being one-half share
of final expenditure on account of the Combined
Volume of British Offices Select Tables

1,864 16
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year ending 31 March 1908. ©r.

Journal

—

Printing of Xos. 228, 229, 230, and 231 .

Clerical assistance .......
Final e.xpenditure on account of Index to Forty Volumes

New Edition of

ud II

Library

—

Binding, Purchases, and Index Cards
Final expenditure on account of the

the Catalogue

Publications' Account—Binding .

Meetings ......
Examination charges ....
Lecturer, and Tutors for classes in Parts I

Office Expenditure

—

Eent
Salaries ....
House expenses

Corporation Duty .

Fire and other Insurances

Stationery and Printing
Postage and Telegrams
Sundries ....

Final expenditure on account of the Volume of British

Offices Valuation Tables ......
Final expenditure on account of the Combined Volume of

British Offices Select Tables .....
Amount of Funds at the end of the year, as per Balance

Sheet '
. . . .

£ s. a.

705 14 -i

86 5

190 9 9

66 13

192 13 9

600
290 14
85 3 3

14 2 2

31 15 6

162 12 4
47 11 10
5 9

£ s. d.

982 9 1

259 6 9
23 6 10
77 2 11

82 4 1

396 18

1,237 8 1

444 4 11

166 3

8,782 6 7

Examined and found correct, 8 May 1908.

HUGH LUGTOX,
STANLEY HAZELL,
ALBERT G. SCOTT,

A-nditors.
£12,451 7 6

31 March 190S.

ASSETS.

£3,000 Natal 3 per-cent Inscribed Stock at 82 .

£1,200 Metropolitan Railway 3A per-cent Debenture Stock at 94 .

£1,750 Great Eastern Railway 4 per-cent Debenture Stock at 114

£1,000 Great Northern Railway Preferred Ordinary Stock at 96^
£1,350 Great Western Railway 4i per-cent Debenture Stock at 123

Cash on Current Account

tThe Institute also possesses certain copyrights"!

and stocks of publications (see p. 499). J

Examined and found correct, 8 May 1908.

HUGH LUGTOX, )
STANLEY HAZELL, V Auditors.

ALBERT G. SCOTT,

£ s. d.

2,460
1,128

1,995

965
1,660 10
833 8

£9,041 18
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The results of the Examinations will be dulj' amiouuced. (See below.)

The Council warmly acknowledge the valuable services of the Honorary
Examiners and Supervisors.

In their last Report the Council announced the early publication \)j the

Institute of a volume of Valuation Tables based upon the 0^^ Experience.

The Council have now the pleasure to state that the volume referred to was
published shortly' after the issue of that Eeport. It is believed that the

book has been found useful hj all members of the actuarial profession, and
will be increasinglj' so in future.

The revised Catalogue of the Institute Library and the Combined Index
to the first Fortj' Volumes of the Journal have also, since the issue of the

last Report, been published, and it is believed that these also are appreciated

and found useful by the profession generally.

Preparations are in active progress for the Sixth International Congress
of Actuaries to be held in Vienna in June, 1909. Several members of the

Institute have promised to contribute papers to the Proceedings of the
Congress, at which it is hoped that there will be a large and representative

attendance of English actuaries. The subjects to be di.><cussed are of varied

character and great i^rofessional interest.

For some time past the Council, with valuable assistance from special

committees and from examiners, tutors and other gentlemen of experience

in the matter, have been considering the subject of the Institute's Examina-
tions with a view to the revision of the Examination Syllabus. The
Council have much pleasure in reporting that the new Syllabus has now
been settled and will shortly be published. In this connection it vnvij be

stated that, in future, evidence of adequate general knowledge, as shown
by the passing of some matriculation or other approved examination, will

be required from all applicants for admission to the class of Probationer or

that of Student.

EXAMINATIOXS, 1908.

Examinations were held on the 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th of April, 1st

and 2nd of May 1908, in the United Kingdom and the Colonies, at London,

Liverpool, Edinburgh, Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, Sj'dne}-, Perth

(W.A.), Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg, with the following results,

the names in each class being arranged in alphabetical order:

—

Paet I.

One hundred and fourteen candidates sent in their names, of whom
one hundred and five presented themselves, and forty-nine passed,

namely :

—

Class I

:

Breuton, W. P.

Cammack, E. E.

Gawler, 0.

Stoc

Hawes, E. E.

Johnston, H. F.

Shurrock, C. W.
iS, J.
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Class II:

Carpmael, C.

Eames, G. S.

Fielder, T. L.

Finlayson, G. D.
Harrison, W.
Lever, E. H.

Aldridge. ^\ . H.
Armon, T.

Bazell. H.
Bell, W. F.

Blake, L. S.

Chase, H. P.

Evans, C. O.

Frisbv, H. R.
Golding, C. H.
Gravatt, H. C. A.
Hams, S. E.
Harrison, A. L.

Holgate, T.

Hull, E. P.

Jones. E. W.

Class III:

Maun, F. C.

Meakin, W. L.

Pickworth, E. B.
Richardson, G. R.
Williams, C
Wolfenden, H. H.

Kubota, T.

Lithgow, J. H.
Lons, W. M.
MacMullen, W. A.
Marshall. C. G.
Meredith, C E.
Phillips. E. W.
Proddow. W. X.
Purry, W. B.
Robinson. A.
Stiver, C.F.
Thomlinson, H.
Tyler. D. E".

Walters, A. H.
Warner, A. J.

Paet II.

One hundred and eighteen candidates sent in their names, of whom
one hundred and six presented themselves, and thirtj-five passed.

namely :
—

Class I

:

Laird, J. M.

Alder, M. C.

Anderson, R. D.
Beattv, S.

Cai-penter, T. B. B.
Duflell, J. H.

Addey, L.

Barnett, I.

Bennett, S.

Bradbury, A. C.

Bradshaw, F. L.

Brown, J.

Clemens, F. B.
Coward, C. E.

Dark, T. A.
Dawson, H. J.

Doucet, G. D.

Class II

:

Watt, A. W.

Class III:

Humphreys, J. A.
Lewty, F. A.
Osborne, W. A.
Peter, J. C.

Yaughan, H.

Haroack, Y . W.
Henry, A.
Jerrold, A. L.
Owen. D. J.

Perry, S. J.

Pickup, J. R.
Robertson, B.

Simmonds, R. C.

Strong, G. G.
Thompson, J. H. R.
Walker, D. A.

White, 0. D.
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Part III.

Fifty-two candidates sent in their names, of wliom forty-seven

presented themselves, and sixteen passed, namely :

—
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the same excellent way as in the many years past, its position and prestige

would be still greater in the future. For the first time, their membership

had exceeded 1,000. At the time of the Charter, which was only twenty-

four years ago, there were 775 members ; so that, roughlj', the membership

had increased since then by 30 per-ceut, to 1,009. The number of Fellows

showed a slight advance—from 248 to 253; the Associates had increased

from 303 to 313 ; but in the number of Students there was an increase of

38—from 883 to 421—or 10 per-cent. He, therefore, thought they need be

under no fear that the ranks of the profession would not be recruited by

suitable men. In the matter of deaths they had been peculiarly fortunate,

for not a single Fellow had been lost to them during the year. They bad,

however, to lament the death of four Associates, some of them members of

many years' standing.

With regard to the account, as this stood it did not give them an exact

idea of the position of the Institute, for it included abnormal, as well as

normal, receipts and expenditure. The normal receipts of the year were

£2,766, and the nonnal expenditure was £2,675 ; therefore, leaving out of

account such matters as the sales and the cost of publications other than

the Journal, there was only a balance of about £90. There had been

exceptional cost in producing the Journal, which was a more extensive and

valuable publication now than it used to be. They were much indebted to

the Editor, Mr. Ackland, who gave unceasing care to the publication. The

papers read during the session had been, the President thought, of a high

level of merit. Some were by new contributors, and others by their oldest

and most valued Fellows. He ventured to hope that the type of papers in

the forthcoming session would be at least of the same standard.

The sixth International Congress of Actuaries was to be held almost

exactly a year hence. Mr Ernest Woods had been good enough to act, pro

tern., as Hon. Correspondent for the Congress, and he (the speaker) hoped

this arrangement would become permanent. Mr. Woods had already

secured promises of nine papers from English actuaries, and, as they would

have noticed from a reminder in the insurance press, there was still a little

time left for giving in names, if any other members were disposed to

contribute.

During the past year the completion and publication by the Institute of

the Valuation Tables based on the 0-^^ Experience had to be recorded. The

work had occupied a great deal of time, and had been almost entirely in the

hands of a small committee, consisting of Mr. K. P. Hardy, Mr. Ackland,

and Mr. Lidstone. They had already thanked those gentlemen for their

services, but he should like to do so again, for only those who had had that

kind of work to do could appreciate all that it involved. They had further

to thank the Library Committee, and especially its Chairman (Mr. Ackland),

for the completion of the Index and the Catalogue. The cost of these works

had largely increased the abnormal expenditure of the year, but future sales

would doubtless restore a large portion of this. He ventured to think that

they should maintain a sufficient margin to enable them to carry out the

object which the Council of the Institute had at heart, namely, to provide

VOL. XLII. 2 L
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the best tuition for students and others, and to arrange for suitable lectures

as opportunities arose.

As regarded the Examinations, when the report of the Council was

drawn up, the examiners had not completed their work, and the results not

being before the Council, no mention was made of them in the report. It

was desirable to bring all the results together, including those from the

Colonies, which were not yet available. The individual candidates, however,

had been advised, and, generally speaking, he thought they would agree

with him that the results in the United Kindom showed a decided

improvement. With regard to Part I, only 45"6 per-cent of the candidates

had passed; but in Parts II and III the percentages were 32"8 and 34'1

respectively, against 23'5 and 21"4 last jear. Therefore, in Parts II and

III the results were considered decidedly satisfactory. In Part IV he did

not think much importance could be attached to the percentage, as there

were only 11 candidates, of whom live passed. He offered his own

congratulations to those who had been successful, especially to the six

gentlemen who had now gone through the whole curriculum, and who in the

course of a few days would be numbered among their Fellows. (Hear, hear).

The most important statement in the whole report was contained in the

last paragraph, where it was brieflj' set forth that " The Council, with valu-

able assistance from special committees and from examiners, tutors and other

gentlemen of experience in the matter, have been considering the subject of

the Institute's Examinations with a view to the revision of the Examination

Syllabus. The Council have much pleasure in reporting that the new

Syllabus has now been settled and will shortly be published." It would

probably be issued early in July. The first alteration of importance was

that in future any person wishing to join the Institute must, first of all,

show that he had good general knowledge, by the production of a certain

class of certificate, which would be settled hj the Council—such as the

School-Leaving, Matriculation of London, Senior Oxford Local, or other

certificate of that nature, which boys leaving school should have no

difficulty in obtaining. It would be absolutely necessary for an}' person

wishing to join to show that he had a good general education, b}' the

production of such a certificate. With regard to Part I, the principal

alteration was that the Calculus would be brought into that Part, and the

practical subject of Compound Interest and Annuities-Certain would also

appear in Part I. Part II would not be much altered, but would be slightly

added to by bringing in preliminary subjects of a financial nature, leading

up to the larger study of finance in Part IV. He might mention that the

new Part I would come into operation in 1909, but the new Parts II, III

and IV not until 1910, as the Council thought it only fair that men who

were working for those examinations should have very full notice.

It was usual on these occasions to say something about the profession,

which did not appear in the report itself. Speaking for himself and the

Council, they had observed with much pleasure that the sphere of the

actuary's influence had been largely extended, and that there was now a very

much greater conception of his functions held by people outside the Institute.

During the past year a Government Department and a Royal Commission
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had consulted the Council on certain matters which thej'' were considering.

The Patriotic Fund Corporation still looked to them for actuarial advice,

as they had done since Mr. Higham, a former President, was instrumental

in getting the Council to advise them. The High Commissioner of Canada

had intimated that Mr. Fielding, the Finance Minister in Canada, would

like, as opportunity arose, to consult the Institute of Actuaries with regard

to the Life Assui'ance Bill which had been promoted in Canada. That Bill

had been withdrawn, but he ventured to hope that, when it came forward

again, the Council would again be consulted before the Bill passed into law.

With these remarks he would now formally move that the report and

accounts be adopted.

Mr. F. Schooling, in seconding the motion for the adoption of the

report and accounts, said that reference had been made to the number of

times the Institute had been consulted by outside bodies, but the President had

not mentioned that he was one of a deputation which waited on Mr. Asquith

and Mr. Haldane with reference to the Patriotic Fund Corporation, and

that it was perhaps mainly through his instrumentality that a large sum of

money was saved. The President had pointed out that the War Office had

put a limit of two years from the death of a soldier after which a widow

could not be put on the War Office Funds, and that the funds of the

Corporation would not bear the strain, and thereupon, after a good

deal of persuasion and argument, the War Office undertook liabilities to

the extent of £150,000, instead of leaving them upon the Patriotic Fund.

Sometimes the question was asked : What was to become of the 1,000

members of the Institute in these days of amalgamations? He, however,

believed that the training of a Fellow was, and alwa3-s would be, for his

good, whatever position he might ultimately hold, that he would be a

sounder and broader man for his training and capable of holding any

position, not necessarily an actuarial one. He found from the study of the

lists of officers of many companies much to confirm this belief, for many
posts were held by Fellows which need not of necessity be held by members

of the Institute. In one respect, the Institute differed from a great many
other chai-tered bodies. It might be said of it in the very best sense that it

was an Imperial body, for it was looked upon from all parts of the Empire,

and, indeed, from all parts of the world, as a teaching body and an authority

upon all actuarial matters.

The Peesidekt having invited discussion, and no remarks being

forthcoming, the motion for the adoption of the report and accounts was

then put and carried unanimously.

The ballot was then opened for the election of the President, Vice-

Presidents, Council, Treasurer and Honorary Secretaries, Messrs. Byers and

Winter being appointed Scrutineers, and reporting that the following

gentlemen had been elected :

—

President.

Geoege Feancis Haedy.

Vice-Presidents.

Feaxcis Eenest Colenso, M.A.Thomas Gans Ackland.
Geoege Todd, M.A. Samuel Geoege Waenee.

2 L 2
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Council.

Thomas Gaxs Acklaxd.
Hexey Walsixgham Axdras.
Aethce Digbt Besant, B.A.
Thomas G. C. Beowxe.
Hexry Cockbuex.
Francis Eexest Colexso, M.A.
*Eexest CoLQUHorx.
Joseph Ebxest Faulks, B.A.
Gzoege Feaxcis Haedt.
Aethue Geoege Hemmixg.
Chaeles Daxiel Higham.
William Huttox.
*Geoege Kixg.
Abeaham Levixe. I\r.A.

Hexby William Maxly.

Geoffeey Maeks.
William Peytox Phelps, M.A.
Edwaed Aethue Rushee.
Geeald Hemmixgtox PiYax.

*JoHX Spexcee.
Edwaed Eobeet Steakee.
Robeet Ruthvex Tilt.

Geoege Todd, M.A.
Ralph ToDHrxxEE, 31.A.

Haeold Moltke Teocxceb, M.A.
Samuel Geoege Waexee.

*James Douglas Watsox.
Eexest Woods.
Feaxk Bebteaxd Wyatt.
Thomas Emley Youxg, B.A.

Treasurer.

Ebxest Woods.

Honorai-y Secretaries.

Joseph Ebxest Faulks, B.A. | William Peytox Phelps, M.A.

Mr. Beexaed Woods moved that Mr. J. S. Hazell and Mr. A. G. Scott

be re-elected, and that Mr. H. Doughartv be elected, as Auditors for the

Mr. 0. T. Falk seconded the motion, which was carried.

Mr. G. F. Habdy said that he regarded it as a very great honour indeed to

have been elected to the Presidency of that Institute, an honour which, until

quite recently, was not anticipated ou his part. He felt that it would have

been very easj' for them to have selected one who could have served in

the office better than he, although not one who had a greater regard for the

Institute, or its interests and influence. More than thirty years had elapsed

since he first became a member of the Institute, and during the whole of

that time it had been a great happiness to him to be associated with it, most

of all on account of the many lasting and valued friendships which it had

been his privilege to make. Their outgoing President had set them a very

high standard, and he should try to follow in his footsteps, and, as far as

he was able, to maintain the position, influence and prestige of the Institute.

In this he was quite sure he would have the assistance of all the gentlemen

whom they had selected to be his colleagues on the Council and in office.

Mr. J. Douglas Watsox proposed a vote of thanks to the President,

Vice-Presidents, Council, Officers, Examiners, and Supei-visors for their

services during the past year. The first name was the President, and he

thought it was unnecessary for him to say more than that, not only in

the Institute, but in the wider sphere outside, Mr. Wyatt had been most

useful to the Institute in every way. With regard to the Vice-Presidents

and Council, the Vice-Presidents acted as Chaii-men of Committees, and on

the innumerable Committees held during the session they and the members

of the Council did an immense amount of work. (Hear, hear.) The next

section of the vote referred to the Examiners and Supervisors. Xo doubt

* New Members of the CottnciL
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to the President and Council the Examiners and Supervisors appeared nn

excellent hody of gentlemen, doing their work in a painstaking Ynanner, and

if the Council only had a vote on the motion there would he no difficulty in

the matter ; hut there were other people in the room who had suffered, like

himself, under the Examiners, and he had rever yet heard of a vote of

thanks being sent up to the Examiners by candidates at an examination.

(Laughter.) At the same time, the Examiners had done their work with

extraordinary care, and sometimes, he thought, with a leaning in favour of

the candidates. The final part of the vote referred to the Officers, and

everyone knew how much the Institute depended on the services of the

Honorary Secretaries. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. A. E. Baeeaxd, in seconding the motion, said that he might with

safety pass by all reference to the President, the Vice-Presidents, the

Council, and the Ofiicers, because their work was so much before the

members and they all knew how thoroughly and satisfactorily it was done.

He wished to endorse and emphasize the remarks made by Mr. Watson with

regard to the Examiners. It was often said there was no more thankless

task in this world than that of taking on the duties of a tnistee, but those

who made such a remark must have entirely overlooked the duties of an

examiner. Those who had seen the examiners at work knew perfectly well

what a difficult task they had to perform, and what hard and conscientious

work it entailed. He happened to know a conscientious examiner—not a

member of the Institute—who was one of His Ma]"est3''s inspectors of

schools, and he was so impressed with the duties of his position that when

examining scholarship papers he worked for sixteen hours continuously in

order that he might retain the same state of mind in dealing with all

the papers. He had no doubt but that some such conscientiousness

characterized the Institute examiners.

The resolution was carried with acclamation.

The Pbesidext, replying on behalf of the various officers, thanked the

members very heartily for their vote of approbation. He thought they

hardly needed any further incentive to work for the Institute ; it was

enough to know from time to time that what was being done met with

general approval. He wished to add to the testimony of others as to the

exceptional work that fell on the Honorary Secretaries. It was not mere

secretarial labour, but work of the highest character, without which the

Institute could not get along. The present was the last occasion on which

he should have the honour of occupying the Chair, and he therefore took

the opportunity of thanking the members very heartily for the manner in

which they had always received him.

Mr. W. OscAE Nash proposed a vote of thanks to the Auditors,

Messrs. Lugton, Hazell and Scott, for their services during the past year.

Mr. C. W. Kexchixgtox seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Stanley Hazell briefly responded on behalf of the Auditors.

The Pkesident then announced that the meeting stood adjourned to

Monday, 30 November 1908.
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Additions to the Library.

The following works have been added to the Library since the

publication of the Journal for October 1907:
By whom presented

{v:lien not purchased).

Accountants and Auditors, Society of

List of Members, &c., 1907-8. The Society.

Accountants, Institute of Chartered, in England and Wales.

List of Members, 1908. The Institute.

Actuarial Society of America.

Transactions, 1907-8. The Society.

Containing inter alia—
" Valuation of Policies on the Select and Ultimate

basis", by H. N. Sheppard.
" Recent Insurance Legislation", by E. E. Rhodes.
" Valuation and Distribution ", by H. Moir.
" On Surplus Distribution ", by D. E. Kilgour.
" Mortality Experience of Yale Graduates,

1792-1901 ", by E. B. Morris.
" Mortality Table for Female Beneficiaries in

Survivorship Annuities", by C. Jensen.
" StafE Pension Funds, with special reference to a

lietirement plan for U.S. Civil Service

employees ", by B. D. Flynn.
" An instructive Mortality Experience ", by

M. M. Dawson.
" The Rates of Sickness, with special reference to

the Experience of the Travelers Insurance

Company of Hartford on tlicii- Health

Policies ", by H. J. Messenger.
" Mortality in Senii-Tropical and Tropical

Countries : Rates of Premium charged, and
Valuation basis of these Countries", by
A. Hunter.

" Misstatements that avoid the Policy ", by

J. M. Langstaff.
" Permanent Disability Benefits ", by C. W.

Jackson.
" Note on the calculation of Insurance Values

based on any mortality that follows ]\Iakeham's

Law and an arbitrary rate of interest by

means of available Tables", by C. Jensen.
" The Genesis of the American Experience Table ",

by D. P. Fackler.

Actuaries, Faculty of

Transactions, 1907-8. The Faculty.

Containing inter alia—
" The uses of mathematical and legal ideas in

economic problems ", by J. S. Nicholson.
" Principles of Book-keeping for insurance

Students", by R. Murrie.
'• The improvement in Vitality as disclosed in the

British Life Offices' Experience ", by Dr. J.

Buchanan.
" Redemption Values ", by J. NicoU.
" Notes on an Investigation of the Sickness and

Mortality Experience of a Friendlv Society",

by V. Marr.
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A souvenir of the Centenary")

1808-1908, by A. W. Yeo. >

American Mathematical Society.

Transactions^ 1907-S.

American Statistical Association.

Transactions, 1907-8.

Amtmann (Dr. H.).

Xeue mathematische Theorien der Witwenversicherung. ")

8vo. Jena, 1908. ^

Atlas Assurance Company,
" Atlas Keminisceut."

of the Company,
Sm.-8vo. 1908.

Austin (H. H.) and Symmons (I. P.).

British Offices Life Tables (1893) . Tables on Two Joint

Lives of equal age deduced from the graduated
Experiences of Whole-Life Participating and Non-
Participating Assurances on Male Lives. Aggregate
and Select Tables. 8vo. 1907.

Tnvo farther Copies.

Australian Mutual Provident Society.

Fifty-ninth Annual Report, 1908.

Austria.

Bericht der Arbeiter-Unfall-Versicherungs-Anstalt fiir )

das Konigreich Bohmen, 1906. j
Yersicherungswissenschaftliche Mitteilungen der '^

Mathematisch-Statistische Vereinigung, 1908. )

Bache (N. H.).

Uber die Anzeigepflicht des Yersicherten beim ">

Abschlusse der Versichei-ung. Wien, 1903. )

Bachelier (L.).

Le Probleme general des Probabilites dans les epreuves "^

repetees. )

Bagehot (Walter).

Lombard Street. Xew and revised edition, with notes, ")

by E. Johnstone. Sm. 8vo. 1906. >

Bankers.

Journal of the Institute of Bankers. ")

List of Members, 1908. j

Barriol (A.).

Theorie et Pratique des Operations financieres (Ency. )

Scientifique). 8vo. Paris, 1908. i

Belgium.

Bulletin de "Association des Actuaires Beiges.

Bulletin du Comite permanent des Congres inter-

natiouaux d'Actuaires. 1907.

By whom presented
(when not purchased).

The Society.

The Association.

The Author.

The Company

The Authors.

Purchased

.

The Society.

The Austrian
Government.

Bulletin de la Prevoyauce. June, 1907.

Compte Rendu des Operations et de la Situation de la |
Caisse Generale d'Epargne et de Retraite, 1907. )

Bendix (L.).

Die Lebensversicherung in der Reichstagsvorlage des
")

Gesetzentwurfs iiber den Versicherungsvertrag. >

Berlin, 1906. )

Browne (Willis).

Valuation Report on the Indian Military Service ")

Family Pensions, as at 31 March 1903. FoL 1906. j

The Society.

Dan ish Ins ttranee
Library.

The Author.

Purchased

.

The Institute.

The Publisher.

The Association.

Le Comite.

L'Association des
Actuaires Beiges.

The Belgian
Government.

Danish Insurance
Library.

India Office.
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•' Biometrika."

Index to Volumes I to V. "^

Volume VI, Parts I, II and III >

Containing, inter alia—
" The Probable Error of a Mean ", by " Student,"
" On the generalised Probable Error in multiple

normal correlation", by Karl Pearson and
Alice Lee.

" Some notes on Interpolation in ?2-dimension

Space ", by W. Palin Elderton.
" The effect of Errors of Observation upon the

correlation coefficient ", by J. A. Cobb.
"On certain points concerning the Probable Error

of the Standard Deviation ", by R. Pearl.
" Probable Error of a Correlation Coefficient ",

by " Student."
" Note on Inheritance in jNIan ", by Karl Pearson.

British Offices Life Tables, 1893.

Annuitants' and Assurance Experiences. Synopsis of
^

the published Tables. Three Copies. 3

Business Encyclopsedia and Legal Adviser.

By W. S. B. Knight. Volume VII. (Supplement). 8vo.

Canada.

Canadian Annual Financial Review, compiled by W. R. ~\

Houston. With Appendix. Ob. 8vo. Toronto, >

1907, 1908. )

Chambers' Mathematical Tables.

Consisting of Logarithms of Numbers 1 to 108,000, ~\

Triffonometrical, Nautical and other Tables. >

Edked by J. Pryde. 8vo. 1892. )

Charlier (C. V. L.).

Researches into the Theory of Probability. La. 4to. ")

Luno, 1906. j

Czuber (E.).

Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und ihre Anwenduug auf
Fehlerausgleichung, Statistik und Lebensversicher-

ung. 8vo. Leipzig, 1903.

Denmark.

Beretuing fra Forsikringsraadet for aarene, 1905-6. "^

4to. Copenhagen, 1907. J

Statsanstalten for Livsforsikring. Beretning oni "^

Opgorelsen af Dodeligheden, 1900-5. 8vo.
^

Copenhagen, 1907. )

Deutscher Verein fiir Versicherungs-Wissenschaft.

List of :Mcmbers, 1908.

Veroffentlichungen, 1907-8.
Zeitschrift fiir die gesamte Versicherungs-Wissenschaft,

1907-8.

Dowell (S.).

The Acts relating to the Income Tax. 6th Edition, "^

by J. E. Piper, LL.B. 8vo. 1908. )

Economic Journal.

(Journal of the Bi'itish Economic Association). Edited "^

by F. Y. Edgeworth. Volumes 1 to 17. 8vo. >

1891-1907. )
Volume 18, Nos. 69, 70, 71.

By whom presented
(ivhcn not jnirchased).

Purchased.

Official.

Purchased.

Purchased.

Purchased.

W. P. Elderton.

R. S. P. Sai-ery.

J. F. Sieffensen.

Danish
Government.

The Society.

Purchased.

E. A. Rusher.

Purchased.
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By vjJiom presented

(when not purchased).

8vo. Edinb., 1901-6.

Insurance," by

Edinburgh, Insurance Society of

Transactions, 1901-6. 3 volumes
Containing, inter alia—

" Stray thoughts on Accident
H. Brown.

" The ideal Life Office ", by D. Paulin.
" The future of Accident Insurance," by A. W.

Wamsley.
" The Value of New Business to a Life Office ",

by D. Y. Mills.
" Statistics—Their use and value ", by D. Pauliu,
" Life Assurance Trading", by A. D. L. Turnbull.
" Accident Insui^ancefrom various points of view ",

by J. Elder.
" Legal aspects of Life Assurance ", by J. L.

Mounsey.
" Some aspects of Tubercular Disease in relation

to Life Assurance"^ by Dr. J. J. P. Brown.

Encyclopsedia of Accounting.

Edited by (i. Lisle, C.A. 8 volumes. 8vo. 1907.

Vol. I. " A " List—Buying in.

A'ol. II. Calculating Machines—P^arm Bookkeeping.
Vol. III. Farthing— Judicial Factor.

Vol. IV. Judicial reference—ilanifest.

Vol V. Manufacturers' accounts— Rupee.
Vol. VI. Sale of Goods—Index.

Vols. VII and VIII. Forms—Abbreviations

—

Judicial Trustees—Landlords and Tenant
—Writings.

Engelbrecht (Dr. G.).

Das Dekungskapital in der Lebensversicherung, 1907.

Der Einfluss der Versicberungsdauer auf die Ster-

blichkeit in der Lebensversicherung, 1907.

Die Bebandlung nicht vollig normaler Kisiken in der

Lebensversicherung, 1907.

Die Wirkung der Auslese auf die Sterblichkeit in den
ersten Versicherungs-jahren, 1907.

^

Foot (A.).

The Practice of Insurance against Accidents and
|

Employers' Liability. 8vo. 1907. )

France.

Bulletin de I'lnstitut des Actuaires Fran^ais.

Galton (Francis).

Inquiries into Human Faculty and its development. "^

Sm. 8vo. 1883.
^

Probability, the foundation of Eugenics. 1907. )

Gannett (H.).

Statistical Abstract of the World. 1st. Edit. Sm. 1

Svo. 1907. i

Germany.

Zeitschrift des Koniglich Preussischea Statistischen ^

Landesanits (containing an article by C. Bailed (

on " Sterblichkeit und Lebensdauer in Preussen." (

Fol. Berlin, 1908. )

The Society.

Purchased.

The Author.

The Author.

The Institute.

W. P. Mderton.

W. Denham.

C. Ballad.
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By whom presented

(when not purchased).

Girard (J.).

Vers la Solidarite par les Societes Cooperatives de"\

Consommation. 8vo. Paris, 1904. j

Gotha.

Recheuschaftsbericht der Gothaer Lebensversicher- ")

uugsbank auf Gegeuseitigkeit zu Gotha, 1907. J

Hankar (F.).

A. Barriol.

Gotha Life

Office.

Xouveau systeme de remboursemeut des pretes
_
con-

"^ Banish Insurance
sentis par les societes d habitations ouvrieres. > r,ipa
Brux. 1904.

Hardy (G. L.).

The Law and Practice of Divorce. 8vo. 1907.

Hardy (E. P.).

Eeport upon the Sickness and other Experience of the

'

Hearts of Oak Benefit Society, for the year 1906,

and upon the result of a valuation of the Society's

Liabilities and Assets, with Appendices, as at the

31st December 1906.

Hewat (A.).

Actuarial report on the septennial investigation of the

Writers to the Siaruet Widows' Fund. 4to.

Edinburgh, 1907.

Holland.

Library.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Society.Archief voor de Yerzekerings-Wetenschap. 1907-8.

Jaarboekje van de Yereenising voor Levensverzekering, "^ The " Algemeene

1908.
''

) "
Mededeelingeu der Yereeniging voor Levensverzekering,

1907-8.

Maatschappij."
The Society.

Hunter (A.).

An Investigation of the Mortality experienced in Semi- "^

Tropical and Tropical Countries, with the Rates of '

Premium charged, and a Yaluation basis. j

Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics.

Jouraal, 1907-8.
|

Insurance Institute of Ireland.

Joui'nal, 1907-8, containing inter alia—
" The leading Provisions of the Workmen's

Compensation Act, 1906 ", by D'Arcy
Edmondson.

" Life Agency Work ", by W. M. Forsyth.
" Notes on the recent Government Enquiry into

'Bond Investment' Companies", by W. R.
Mcllveima.

The Author

Liverpool
University.

The Institute.

C. 4" E- Layton.Insurance Kegister, 1908.

Italy.

BoUettino della Associazione Italiana per I'incremento ') m. < ^ < v
, ,, „ . 11..,, .

^
} 1 he Association.

della Scienza degli Attuari. i
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By ichom presenUd
{when not purchased).

Journal of the Federation of Insurance Institutes.

Yol. X, containing inter alia—
" Assignations of Life Policies and legal decisions

thereon ", by A. H. B. Constable.
" Industrial Assurance ", by J. Bum.
" On the significance of Urinary abnormalities in

persons applying for Life Assurance ", by
Dr. A. Rabagliati.

" The Agency System of Insurance Companies ",

by R. Chapman.
Another Copy.

Laurent (H.).

Statistique Mathematique. (Ency. Scientifique). Svo.

)

Paris, 1908. i

Lefebre (L. C).

Notions Fondamentales de la Theorie des Probabilites. ")

8vo. Paris, X.D. i

Life Ofices Association.

Memoranda as to the Meetings of the Standing ")

Committee, 1907-8. )

London Mathematical Society.

Proceedings, 1907-8.

Macaulay (T. B.).

Insurance Legislation.

Canadian. 1907.

British, American, and")

i

Manes (Dr. A.).

Einfiihrnng in die Praxis der Privatversicherung. Eine

Sammlung von Formularen und Aktenstiicken aus

dem Betriebe aller Privatversicherungsweige.

4to. Tiibingen, 1908.

Einfiihrnng in die Praxis der Sozial-Versicherung.

Eine Sammlung von Formularen und Aktenstiicken

aus dem Betriebe der Sozial-Versicherung szweige.

La. 8vo. Tiibingen, 1908.

Mietverlust-Versichemng. 8vo. Berlin, 1908.

Manly (H. W.).

On the Valuation of Staff Pension Funds. With Tables

by E. C. Thomas, J. N. Lewis, H. Foot, and
W. A. Workman. Being a Collection of Papers

reprinted from the " Proceedings of the Second i'

International Congress of Actuaries" and from I

the " Journal of the Institute of Actuaries." J

Manockjee (M.).

Tables of Interest, for Rupees, at various rates of ^

interest. To which are prefixed Rules for casting I

up interest, at any rate, for any number of days,

months, or years, and for any currency. &vo

Bombav, 1858.

The Federation.

Furchased

.

The Fublisher.

Furchased.

The Association.

The Society.

The Author.

Marr (V.).

A Card System for Friendly Societies' Acconnt^s and ")

The Author.

The Author.

"[

Statistics. 1908. i

The Clerical,

Medical and
General Life

Assur. Society.

The Author.
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Marsh (Dr. E. J.)

Mortality from Suicides. (Mutual Life of Xew York ')

Experieuce.) 1896. >

Meiji Life Assurance Company.

Mortality Experience, 1881-1898. 8vo. Tokio, 1899.

Merrimau (M.).

A Text-Book on the Method of Least Squares. 8th Edit. \
Svo. 1907. 3

By whom presented
(ii'/ien. not purchased).

}

Napier (John), Baron of Merchiston.

Mirifici Logarithmorum cauonis descriptio, See., &c.

Editio princeps. Sm. -ito. 1614.

New South Wales, Insurance Institute of

Transactions, 1906, containing inter alia—
' Rise and development of Life Assurance in

Australasia", by D. Garment.
" The functions of the State in relation to Life

Assurance ", by A. M. Laughton.
" The Valuation of a Staff Pension Fund ", by

T. W. Bremner and E. M. Moors.
" Office System and Methods in the business of

Life Assurance ", by A. M. Eedy.

Norwich Union Society.

" Peeps into the Past." A Souvenir of the
Bi-centenary of the Old Amicable Society, and
the Centenary of the Norwich Union Life Office,

1706-1808-1908. 4to. Norwich.

Parliamentary Papers.

Acts of Parliament.

Companies, 1907.

Employers' Liability Insurance Companies, 1907.
Finance, 1907.

General Accident, Fire, and Life Assurance
Corporation, 1907.

London and North-Western Railway (Superannua-
tion Fund), 1907.

Married Women's Property, 1907.
Metropolitan Railway (Pension Fund), 1907.
Public Works Loans, 1907.

Banki'uptcy.

Report of Departmental Committee on Bankruptcy )
Law and its Administration, 1908. )

Censuses.

1906, New Zealand. Results of Census. Fol. "^

Registrar-General's Report. 4to. 1908. )

Colonial Acts and Bills.

Companies. Victoria, 1892, 1896, 1900, 1903, 1906.
Contracts of Life Insurance for the benetit of wives ")

and children. New Brunswick, 1903. (Vol. I
'

of Statutes.) )
Defunct Companies. Victoria, 1897.
Families' Insurance. British Columbia, 1895.

S. Cockburn.

H. Cockburn.

Purchased.

Purchased.

The Institute.

The Society.

Purchased.

Purchased.

The Government
ofN.Z.

Purchased.

M. D. Grant.

Purchased.
M. D. Grant.
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Parliamentary Papers

—

(continued).

Colonial Acts and BiMs— {continued).

Foreign Companies. Tasmania, 1895, 1898, 1901,
1902, 1905.

Income Tax. Queensland, 1902. 1906.

Insurance. Ontario, 1897.
Insurance, 1897. Amending Clauses. Ontario,

1899-1904.

Insurance. Dominion of Canada, 1906.

Life Assurance Companies. Commonwealth of
Australia, 1905.

Life Assurance Companies. Newfoundland, 1906.
Life Assurance Companies (Assessment). New-

foundland, 1907.

Life Assurance Companies. Tasmania, 1885,
1889, 1906.

Life Assurance Companies. W. Australia, 1905.

Life, Fire, and Marine Insurance. New South
Wales, 1902.

Life Insurance. Queensland, 1879.
Married Women's Property. New South Wales,

1901.

Married Women's Property. W. Australia,

1892, 1895.

Public Service Superannuation. New Zealand, ")

1907.

Stamps. Queensland, 1894, 1904.

Colonies.

Australia, Commonwealth of.

Official Statistics, 1906, 1907, 1908.

Official Year-Book. Statistics for 1901-7.

Canada.

Province of Ontario. Appendixes to the
Reports of the Inspector of Insurance
and Registrar of Friendly Societies, 1897,
1898, 1901-6.

New Brunswick.
Acts of the Legislative Assembly, 1903, 1904,

1906. 8vo. Fredericton.

Consolidated Statutes, 1903. 8vo. Fredericton,

1904.

New South Wales.
Official Year Book, 1905-6.

Preliminary Report of the Bureau of Statistics

on Vital Statistics for 1907.

Report on the Vital Statistics of Sydney and
suburbs for 1907.

Statistical Register for 1906, and for 1907
and previous years.

Vital Statistics for 1906 and previous years.

New Zealand.

First quinquennial Investigation. Annual
Report, 1875-6, on the Government Life

Insurance Department. Wellington,

1876.

Annual Report of the Insurance Commissioner,
1907.

Official Year Book, 1907.

By whom presented
{when not purchased).

Purchased.

Insurance Dept.

of Ontario.

M. D. Grant.

Purchased.

M. D. Grant.

Purchased.

Morris Fox.

Purchased.

\ The Common-
' icealth Bureau of

S

Census and Statis-

tics.

Insurance Dept.

of Ontario.

M. Z>. Grant.

The Government
ofN.S.W.

H. Cockburn.

The Government

of N.Z.
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By lohoin presented
{when not purchased).

Parliamentary Papers

—

Ccontiiiued).

Colonies

—

(continued)

.

New Zealand

—

{continued).

Public Service Superannuation Bill. Report
on, with Minutes of Evidence and Reports

by the Actuary on the Civil and Public

Ser%ace Superannuation Bills, 1906 and
1907 respectively. Wellington, 1907.

Public Service Superannuation. (Press

Extracts.)

Statistics of the Colony for the year 1906.

South Australia.

Fifth Report of the Public Actuary relating

to Friendly Societies for the period 1900-

1904, also Mortality and Sickness Ex-
perience during the periods 1895-99 and
1900-1904, and the combined period

1895-1904. Fol. Adelaide, 1907.

Victoria.

Friendly Societies. Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Reports of the Registrar, 1906, 1907.

Twenty-ninth and Thirtieth Annual
Reports of the Actuary, 1906, 1907.

Statistical Register for 1906.

Western Australia.

Friendly Societies. Report of Proceedings

by the Registrar, 1906.

Sixth Annual Return and Report of

Proceedings under the Industrial

Conciliation and Ai'bitration Act, 1902.

Perth, 1906.

Friendly Societies.

Building Societies.

Twelfth Annual Report of the Chief

Registrar for 1906. Parts I and II.

Chief Registrar's Report for 1906. Part A,
Part A, Appendix (O), Parts B and C.

Life Assurance Companies.

Index and Digest of Evidence to the Report from \

1

the Select Committee (H.L.).

Returns, 1907.

1906.

National Debt.

Annuities. Account to 5 January 1908.

Military Savings Bank. Account to 5 January
1908.

Return showing Liabilities and Assets at the

close of each financial year, from 1835-6
to 1907-8.

Savings Banks and Friendly Societies. Account
to 20 November 1907.

Moms Fox.

The Government
of N.Z.

The Government

of S. Australia.

The Government
of Victoria.

The Government
of W, Australia.

Old Age Pensions.

Tables; with a preliminary memorandum. 1907.

Purcliased.

Purchased.

The Board
of Trade.

Purchased.
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Parliamentary Papers

—

{continued).

Registrar-General. England.

Sixty-fir.st Annual Report of Births, Deaths and )

Marriages, 1887. )

Sixty-ninth Annual Report of Births, Deaths and ^

ilarriages, 1906.

Supplement to the Sixty-fifth Annual Report.
Part II.—Occupational Mortality, 1900-1902,
8vo. 1908.

Registrar- General. Ireland.

Forty-third detailed Annual Report of Births,

Deaths and Marriages, 1906.

Registrar-General. Scotland.

Fifty-first detailed Annual Report of Births,

Deatlis and Marriages. (Abstracts of 1905.)
Fifty-third Annual Report, 1907, and Forty-third

Annual Report on Vaccination.

By whom presented

(when not purchased).

The Reaistrar-

General.

Superannuation.

Civil Service.

1903.

Report of the Royal Commission
on.

School Teachers. England and Scotland. Deferred ">

Annuity Fund. First Septennial Actuarial
^

Report by G. King. 1908. )
Workmen's Compensation.

Report of the Departmental Committee appointed ^
to consider whether the Post Office should
provide facilities for Insurance under the
Acts, with Minutes of Evidence. 1907.

Statistics of Proceedings under the Acts of 1897
and 1900, and the Emplovers' Liabilitv Act,
1880, during the year 1906.

Purchased.

S. CocJchurn.

Furchased.

Fiirchased.

Pearson (Karl).

A first study of the Statistics of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

1907.

A Mathematical Theory of Random Migration. 1906.

National Life from the standpoint of Science. Sm. 8vo.

1905.

On further methods of determining Correlation. 1907.

The Scope and Importance to the State of the Science
of National Eugenics. 1907.

On the General Theory of Skew Correlation and Non-
linear Progression. 1905.

On the Theory of Contingency and its relation to

association and normal correlation. 190-4.

\

W. P. Elderton.

Periodicals.

Accountants' Magazine.
Insurance Record.

Post Magazine.
Post Magazine Almanack.

Purchased.
The Editor.

The Editor.

Perozzo (L.).

Ricerche demografiche fondate bul

Vai-iazioni Notta. Torino, 1908.

calcolo delle|
The Author.
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Poort (Dr. W. A.).

Wettelijke verplichting van werklieden om Zich en
hunne weduwen te verzekeren tegen geldelijke

gevolgen van ouderdoni. Onderzoek naar het
evenwicht van baten en lasten der ontworpen
ouderdomsverzekering. Fol. Leeuwardeu, 190l\

By whom presented
{when not 'purchased).

The Author.

Rea (C. H. E.).

Report on an Investigation into the

Disability and Secession Experience
of the I.O.F. Toronto, 1902.

Mortality,
")

(1891-99)
[

(Ency. Scienti- "^

Richard (P. J.) and Petit (E.).

Theorie mathematique des assurances.

fique.) 8vo. Paris, 1908.

Robertson (W. A.) and Ross (F. A.).

Actuarial Theory : Notes for Students on the subject-
^

matter required in the Second Examinations of

the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of

Actuaries in Scotland, with numerous practical

examples and exercises. Svo. Edinburgh, 1907.

Russia.

Rechenschaftbericht der Verwaltung der Warschauer ')

Unfall-versicherungs-Gesellschaft.

Warsaw, 1907. )

Rye (R. A.).

The Libraries of London.
Svo. 1908.

Gegenseitigeu

4to.

A Guide for Students. ")

i

Schaertlin (G.).

Die indirekte Methode zur Berechnung der Anwart- ">

schaft auf Witwenrente. Bern, 1908. \

Schuster (E.) and Elderton (Ethel M.).

The Inheritance of Ability. Being a statistical study \

of the Oxford Class Lists and of the School Lists

of Harrow and Charterhouse. 1907.

Schuster (E.).

The promise of youth and the performance of man-
hood. Being a statistical enquiry into the question

whether success in the examination for the B.A.
Degree at Oxford is followed by success in pro-

fessional life. 1907.

H. Cockbttrn.

The Publisher.

The Authors.

The Company.

The Universiti/

of London.

The Author.

) W. P. Elderton.

Scientific and learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland.

Official Year Book, 1907.

" Skandia " Forsakringsaktiebolaget, 1855-1905.

Historik ; Ekonomiska tabeller ; Dodligheten bland de
frivUligt uttriidda ; Dodligheten lifrantetagare,

etc. La. 4to. Stockholm, 1905.

Statistical Society (Royal).

Journal, 1907-8.

Stock Exchange Official Intelligence, 1908.

Purchased.

Danish Insurance
Library.

The Society.

Purchased.
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By whom, presented
{v:hen not purchased).

Switzerland.

Bulletin de I'Association des Actuaires Suisses. Bern.) ~, . ...
-^qr^Q \ 1 he Association.

Rapport du Bureau Fcdenil des Assurances sur les

'

Entreprises Privees en Matiere d'Assui-ances en
Suisse, 1906.

The Swiss
Government.

Tillyard (F.).

Bankins: and Negotiable Instinmciits. 3rd edit. 8vo. '^

1908. 3
riirchnsed

.

Tyler (E. A.).

Insurance Companies' Accounts. 8vo. 1905. The Author.

United States of America.

UfTieial Publications.

Connecticut.

Forty-third Annual Report of t!ie Insurance
Comini.«sioner, 1907.

Massachusetts.

Fifty-second and Fifty-third Annual Reports
of the Insurance Commissioner (Life and
Miscellaneous). 1907, 1908.

Xew York.
Acts of the Legislature passed at the Session )

of 1906, upon the recommendation of the [-

Joint Committee of the Senate and \
Assembly. 8vo. Albany, 1907. ^

University of London.

Hand-Catalogue of the Library, with accession lists. '^

Svo. 1897. [1907]. )

The Commissioner.

Purchased.

The Universitif

.

Weber (Dr. F. P.).

A Note on Syphilis in relation to Life Assurance. 1902. II. Cocklurn.

Webster-Brown (J.).

Finance Acts, 1891-1907, so far as they relate to Estate
^

Duty, and other Death Duties; with Notes, Rules, [- Purchased.
and Table of Forms. Svo. 1908. )

Yorkshire, Insurance Institute of

Proceedings, 1906-7, containing inter alia—
" The Medical Aspects of Life Assurance ", by

Dr. H. J. Campbell.

Yule (G. U.).

On a Property which holds gootl for all groupings of a ^
normal distribution of Frequency for Two Variables,

with applications to the study of Contingency-
Tables for the inheritance of Unmeasured qualities. ,

1906.

On the Theory of Correlation for any number of

variables, treated by a new System of Notation.

1907.
^

The Institute.

W. P. Eldertov.

VOL. XLII. 2 M
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By whom presented

(when not 'purchased).

Zillmer (Dr. A.).

Aus^efjllcheiic Sterblichkeitstafeln bcrechnet im "^
^^^ Banish

sver- >Auftrage des (2.3) Vereins Deutsclicr Lebeiisv

sicheruiiffs-Gesellschaften. Berlin, 1883.
I Inst(ranceljibrary

.

Die matliematischen Eechnuiigen bei Lebens-und
^

Reuten-Versicherun<rcii, systeniatisch entwickelt. 'r R. S, B. Savery.

2te Auf. 4to. Berlin, 1887. )

The following additional copies of works already in the

Library have also been added :

—

D'Ocagne (M.).

Lc Calcul siiuplifie par les precedes mecauique et '^

ffrapliiqucs. 2n(l edit. 8vo. Paris, 1905. )

Eedy (A. M.).

Office System and Methods in the Business of Life
\

Assurance. Sydney, N.S.W. 1906. )

Journal of the Federation of Insurance Institutes.

Volume IX, 1906.

A. Barriol.

The Author.

The Federation.

Journal of the Institute of Actuaries.

Volumes I to XI, and General Index to Volumes I to X. Purchased.

Parliamentary Papers.

Colonial Acts and Bills.

Companies. Victoria, 1890, 1900.

Friendly Societies, W. Australia, 1894.

Life Assurance Companies. Queensland, 1901.

Life Assurance Companies. S. Australia. 1882.

Life Assurance Companies. Tasmania, 1874.

Life Assurance Companies. W. Australia, 1889.

Policies Protection. S. Australia, 1887.

Special Policies. S. Australia, 1899.

PiircJiafted.

SYNOPSIS OF BRITISH OFFICES LIFE TABLES (1893).

The Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of Actuaries in

Scotland have jointly issued a Combined Synopsis, on card

(8 pp.), of the several j)ublislied volumes of Monetary Tables,

deduced from the O^S 0^^^^), O^^], QC^'M]^ Qian^i ^nd 0^"^'^ Tables,

including the volume of Tables on Two Joint Lives recently

compiled by Messrs. Austin and Symmons.



1908.] Original Tables. 523

OEIGINAL TABLES.

Annuity-Values on Two Joint Lives, by 0^^ Table, at

2f per-cent.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Listitute of Aetuarif.t.

Dear Sir,—I have had occasion to form a taljle of a^y by

the 0^^ Table at 2f per-cent, and now beg, with much pleasure,

to submit it for insertion in the Journal of the Institute.

The method adopted in construction Avas grounded on that

indicated on p. 171 of "Principles and Methods", that is to say :

—

Commutation columns were formed, and the annuities then

computed from the formula, \ogaxy = \ogl1x+i:y+\-^ogDxy."

Great care was taken to secure accuracy, and, wherever possible,

a second check on the subsidiary tables was obtained by casting.

Five-figure logarithms were employed throughout, but, in deriving

a^y from loga^;,;, seven-figure anti-logarithms were used and cut

down to the requisite number of figures, the resulting table being

checked from Scott's five-figure anti-logarithms. Finally every

tenth value was compared with the mean of the 2^ per-ce4it and

•3 per-cent annuities already calculated by the Institute, and no

discrepancies were brought to light.

The proofs have been checked both by reading over and by

casting.

I hope there are some readers of the Jmtrnal who will find

the Table useful.

Yours very truly,

X. BLANCHARD.

18, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London, IV. C,
11 September 1908.

2 M 2
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Whole-Life Participating Assurances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities on T^co Joint Lives. 2f per-cent.
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QM
"Whole-Life Participating Assurances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities on Two Joint Lives. 21 per-cent.

X
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AVhole-Life Participating Assuramces.—Male Lives

Values of Annuities on Two Joint Lives. 2| per-cent.

10
1

2
8
4

15
6
7
8

20
1

2
8
4

25
6
7
8
9

30

81
80

79
8
7

69
8
7
6
5

64
8
2
1

60

y

30 31 32 33

19-443

19-391

19-335

19-275

19-211

19-143

19-070

18-993

18-911

18-821

18-731

18-631

18-532

18-424

18-310

18-192

18-068

17-937
I

17-802

17-660

17-513

30

8i

1-985

2-067

2-148

2-227

2-304

2-378

2-450

74
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QM
"Whole-Life Pakticipating Assltian'ces.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities on Two Joint Lices. ^i per-cent.

X



kM
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Whole-Life Participating Assui^ances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities on, Two Joint Lives. 2$ per-cent.

X
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kM

Whole-Life Participating Assurances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities on Ttoo Joint Lives. 2j per-cent.



\Ii

530 Original Tables. [Oct.

AVhole-Life Participating Assurances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities on Ttoo Joint Lives. 2| per-cent.

X
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QM
Whole-Life Participating Assurances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities an Two Joint Lives. 2f per-cent.
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QM
Whole-Life Participating Assurances.—Male Lives.

Values of Annuities an Two Joint Lives. 2| per-cent.

X
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THE LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Suinmary of the Life Assurance and Annuity Meveniie Accounts.

[Extracted from the Parliamentary Returns for 1907, published in 1908.]

INCOME



534 The Life Assurance Companies [Oct.

Summary of the Balance Sheets

LIABILITIES



1908.] of the United Kingdom. 535

Inceease ( + ) 0)' Deceease (— ) in the Chief Items of this Year's

SuiiMAET as compared irith the corresponding Items for the

previous Year.



536 Life Assurance Companies nf the United Kingdom. [Oct. 1908.

Summary of the Assubances in Force, as shown hy the last Returns of the Compan
ORDINARY BUSINESS.

Assurances.

VVhole Term of Life

Limited nmiiber of

Premiums .

Endowments .

Endowment Assnv

ances .

Joint Lives

Last Survivor

Contingent
Issue

Miscellaneous

Annuities.

Immediate
Deferred

With Profits

No. Amount

789,852 375,081,01:

Without Profits

No. Amount

.58,313 36,276,019 15,946 7,104,006

848,165 411,357.031

1,449 332,301

i,:263,64o 203,706,904
15,915, 3,134,495

741

30,

25!

5,904

634,507
66,076
65,005

2,596,560

2,135,874 621,892,879

Total

No. Amount

153,901 72,017,814 943,753 447,098,826

74,259

169,847 79,121,820

24,646 6,058,055

121,815

2,586,

1,162
4,3S6i

1,833

23,990,

28,506,316

938,510

1.585,800

6,808,180

6,592,261

16,280,100

353.265 145,891,042

43,380,025

1,018,012 490,478.851

26,095 6,390,356

i,3SS,4C0 232,213,220
]8,.501

1,903

4,416

1,858

29,894

4,073.005

2,220,307

6.874,256

6,657,266

18,876,660

2,489,139 767,783,921

41,160 2,178,607

15,685 421,102

56,845 2,602,709

Re-assur-
ances

Amount

Net
Amoun

£ £
28,241,300 418,857,;

2,378,005 41,002,'

30,619,305 459,859,!

19,2o0j 6,371,

3,376,401 !228,836,(

244,100
312,017

1,801.160

3,82S.i

1.90N,:

5,073,1

2,056,6041 4,6()0,(

2,480,0721 16,396,;

10,908,912 726,875,(I
55,606: 2,123,{

26,020 39S,(

81,626 2,521,(1

INDUSTRIAL BUSINESS—(Sickness and Friendly Society Contracts not included).

Assurances.

Whole Term of Life

Limited number of

Premiums .

Endowments .

Endowment Assur
ances .

Joint Lives

Miscellaneous .

Annuities.

Immediate
Deferred

With Profits

No. Amount

252

252
140

45

437

£
16,381

16,381

42,475

2,599

61,455

Without Profits

No. Amount

£
23,713,112 231,550,297

317 6,300

23.713,429 234,556,597

2,083,712 19,732,869

629,927
431,105

8

26,858,181

6,274,393

6,841,797

4,660

267,410,316

Total

No. Amount

3,713,364 234,566,678

317 6,300

23,713,681234,572,978

2,083,852 19,775,341

629,972 6,276,992

431,105] 6,841,797

8 4,660

26,858,618 267,471,771

51

58

1,761

132

1,893

Re-assur-
ances

Amount

£
1,670

1,670

88

400

2,158

Net
Amount I

£
234,565,(1

6,1

234,571,.-

19,775,^1

6,276,£|

6,841,7

H
267,469,(

1,7

ll

M
The above iigm-es are based on Retui-ns deposited, for the most part, during the past five years, i

are, therefore, merely an approximation to the amount of contracts in force at the present time, ^j

figures of the Colonial and Foreign Companies have been excluded, as their Returns do not separalj

show the extent of business in the United Kingdom.
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Acklaud (T. G.). Koinarks on StafiP

Pension Fund Proljlenis, 72.

Remarks on Select and Ultimate
Method of Valuation, 458.

Act of Parliament. Employers'
Liability Insurance Companies, 1907,
90.

Order in Council, 92.

AcTUAKiAL Notes :

Karup's method of valmng in

groups Endowment Assurances
and Limited Premium cases.

G. King, 145.

Lidstone's " Z " method for valua-

tion of Endowment Assurances.

E. H. Brown, 211.

E. C. Coote, 213.

H. J. P. Oakley, 217.

G. J. Lidstone, 409.

Lidstone's Formula for the value

of a complete annuity, payaljle

by wthly instalments. R. D.

Anderson, 416.

Actuarial Society of America. Trans-

actions. Extract from discussion on

paper by C. C. Ferguson on Valua-

tion Methods. M. S. Hallman's
remarks, 471.

" Actuarial Theory ", by W. A. Robert-

son and F. A. Ross. Review, 205.

Allin (S. J. H. W). Remarks on Bonus
Reserve Valuations, 169.

Anderson (R. D.). On Mr. Lidstone's

formula for the value of a Complete
Annuity, payable by ??»thly instal-

ments, 416.

Annuity, Apportionable. Lidstone's

Valuation Formula. R. D. Anderson,
416.

Values on Two Joint Lives,

0*^ 2f per-cent. N. Blaueliard,

523.

Austin (H. H.). On Rcvci'sionary

Bonuses as affected by Expenses and
variations in Rates of IMortality, 336.

Original Table-s 353.

and F. P. Symniuus. " British

Offices Life Tables, 1893. Joint Life

Tables." Review, 208.

B.

Bacon (J.). A Pension Fund Problem

;

with some remarks on the deduction
of Salary- Scales, 36.

Bailey (A. H.). Remarks on Invest-

ments of Offices and Stock Exchange
fluctuations, 324.

Remarks on Select and Ultimate
Method of Valuation, 455.

Barrand (A. R.). Legal Notes, 80,

177, 401, 472.

Remarks on Investments of

Offices and Stock Exchange fluctua-

tions, 325.

Remarks on Selcctand Ultimate
Method of Valuation. 461.

Besant (A. D.). Remarks on Invest-

ments of Offices and Stock Exchiinge
fluctuations, 323.

Bhuuhard (N.). Original Tables, 523.

Board of Trade Returns, Summaiy of,

for 1907, 533.

Bonuses, Bonus Reserve Valuations.

C. R. V. Coutts, 161.

Reversionary, as afl'ected by
Expenses and Variations in Rates of

Mortality. H. H. Austin, 336.

Brabrook (Sir E.). Remarks on Con-
struction of Mortality Tables fi-oni

Census Returns, 285.

"British Offices Life Tables, 1893.

Joint Life Tables." By H. H.
Austin and F. P. Symmons. Review,
208.
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522.
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" Z " metlioil for valuation of

Eiiilouinent Assnrances, 211.

Buchanan (Dr. J.). Letter on the

K.\pression for Spurious Selection,

141.

Osculatory Interpolation by
Central Differences ; with an
apjilicatiou to Life Table construc-

tion, 369.

Census Returns and Records of Death,
Construction of Mortality Tables

from. G. King, 225.

Children's and Widows' Pensions.

H. VV. Manly, 1.

Congress of Actuaries, Sixth Inter-

national, 219.

Coote (E. C). On Mr. Lidstone's
" Z " method for valuation of

Endowment Assnrances, 213.

Original Tables, 216.

COREESrOXDENCE

:

E.vpression for Spurious Selection.

Dr. J. Buchanan, 1-il.

Valuation of Endowment Assur-

ances in groups. R. S. B.

Savery, 222.

Contts (C. R. v.). Bonus Rc^-crve

Valuations, 161.

D.

Daw.^on (M. M.). The Select and
Ultimate Method of Valuation, 425.

Dinilop (Dr. J.). Remarks on Con-
struction of ilortality Tables from
Census Returns, 279.

E.

Editorial Remarks. Employers' Lia-

bility Insurance Companies Act,

1907, and Order in Council, 93, 94,

103.

Elderton (W. P.). Remarks on method
of valuing in groups Endowment
Assurances and Limited Premium
cases, 150.

Review :
" Actuarial Theory ",

liy W. A. Robertson and F. A. Ross,
205.

Employers' Liability Insurance
Companies Act, 1907, 90.

Order in Couucil, 92.

Endowment Assurances. Karup's
Method of Valuation. G. Kiiiir, 145.

R. S. B. Savery, 222.

Lidstone's "Z" Method of

Valuation. E. H. Brown, 211.

E. C. Coote, 213.

H. J. P. Oakley, 217.

G. J. Lidstone, 409.

Errata. H. N. Sheppard's remarks on
Standardized Policies, 79.

G. J. Lidstone's paper on Grad-
uation Formulie, 424.

E.xaminations. Memorandum as to

alterations in Syllabus, 418.

Revised Rules and Syllabus,

419.

Papers set, April 1908, 480.

Results of, April 1908, 502.

Expenses, as affecting Reversionary
Bonuses. H. H. Austin, 336.

Eraser (D. C). Remarks on Invest-

ments and Stock Exchange fluctu-

ations, 328.

G.

Graduation, Summation Method of.

G. J. Lidstone, 106.

H.

H;dlnian (M. S.). Bemarks on Valua-
tion Methods. Extract from Trans-
actions of Actuarial Society of

America, 471-

Hardy (G. F.). Remarks on Con-
struction of ilortality Tables from
Census Returns, 289.

Remarks on Select and Ulti-

mate Method of Valuation, 462.

Hardy (R. P.). On F. Bell's plan for

valuing Special Policies. Extract
from Insurance Record, 158.

Historical Notes. T. E. Young, 188.

I.

Institute of Actuaeies :

Additions to Library, 510.

Examinations. Memorandum as

to alterations in Syllabus, 418.

Names of Successful Can-
didates, April 1908, 502.

Papers set April 1908,480.

Revised Rules and Syllabus,

419.

New Members of Council, 507.
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Institote of Actcakies (coiifd.)—
Proceeding's at the Aunual Gcueral

Meetiiiij, 190S, 504..

Session 1907-8, 4-96.

Report, 1907-8, 497.

Revenue Account and Balance-

Sheet, for the year ending 31

Marcli 1908, 500-501.
Insurance Law, New York State, 1906.

Extract, 418.
" Insurance Record." E.\tracts from :

" On F. Bull's plan for vaUiing

Special Policies ", 158.

Interest, future rate of. P. L.

Newman, 294.

International Congress of Actuaries.

See Congress.

Interpolation, Osculatory, by Central

Differences. Dr. J. Buchanan, 369.

Alternative demonstration of

the Formula for. G. J. Lidstone,

391.

Investments of Offices, P. L.

Newman, 294.

Karup's Method of Valuing in groups,

Endowment Assurances and Limited
Premium cases. G. King, 145.

R. S. B. Savery, 222.

Kenchington (C. W.). Remarks on
Reversionary Bonuses, 362.

King ((>.). On the Method of Dr.

Johannes Karup of Valuing in

groups. Endowment Assurances and
Policies for the Whole of Life by
Premiums limited in number, 145.

Construction of Jlortality

Tables from Census Returns and
Records of Death, 225.

Original Tables, 265.

Remarks on Staff Pension Fund
Problems, 6G.

Remarks on Bonus Reserve
Valuations, 171.

Remarks on Select and Ultimate
Method of Valuation, 449.

Legal Notes. A. R. Barrand, 80, 177,
401, 472.

Lidstone (G. J.). On the itationalc

of Formula; for Graduation, by
Summation, 106.

— Alternative demonstration of

the Fornmla for Osculatory Inter-

Lidstone (G. J.) (coutd.)—
Remarks on Construction of Mor-
tality Tables from Census Returns,

283.

"Z" Method for Valuation of

Endowment Assurances. E. H.
Brown, 211.

E. C. Coote, 213.

H. J. P. Oakley, 217.

G. J. Lidstone, 409.

Life Assurance Companies of the

Uiuted Kingdom, 1907, 533.

Limited Premium Policies. Karup's

Method of Valuing in groups. G.

King. 145.
^ R. S. B. Savery, 222.

M.

M;inly (H. W.). On the Valuation of

Statf Pension Funds, 1.

Remarks on Method of Valuing
in groups. Endowment Assurances

and Limited Premium eases, 155.

Remarks on Bonus Reserve
Valuations, 173.

Remarks on Select and Ulti-

polation, 394.

On Graduation Formula
Errata, 424.

mate Method of Valuation, 455.

Marks (G.). Remarks on Investments
of Offices and Stock Exchange
fluctuations, 331.

Mortality, Variation in Rates of, as

affecting Reversionary Bonuses. H.
H. Austin, 336.

Mortality Tables, Construction of, from
Census Returns and Records of

Death, G. King, 225.
•— Application of Osculatory

Interpolation by Central Differences.

Dr. J. Buchanan, 369.

Murphy (Sir S). Remarks on Con-
struction of Mc^rtality Tables from
Census Returns, 286.

N.

Nash (W. 0.). Remarks on Staff

Pension Fund Problems, 71.

Remarks on Bonus Reserve
Valuations, 172.

Remarks on Investments of

Offices and Stock Exchange fluctu-

ations, 330.

Newman (P. L.). Review of the In-

vestments of Offices, wiih Notes on
Stock Exchange Fluctuations and
the future rate of Interest, 294.

New York Insurance Law, 1906.

Extract, 448.
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Okiginal Tables :
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OM 2| per-cent. N. Blancliard,

523.
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constructed. G. King, 225.
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Coote, 216.
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Austin, 353.
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Valuation of. H. W. Manly, 1
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Original Tables. W. A.
Workman, 24.

Phelps (W. P.). Remarks on Rever-
sionary Bonuses, 363.
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Method for the Valuation of. G.
King, 145.

R.
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Robertson and F. A. Ross, 205.
" British Offices Life Tables, 1893.

Joint Life Tables ", by H. H.
Austin and F. P. Symmons, 208.
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cases, 152.

Hemarks on Reversionary
Bonuses, 360.

Robertson (W. A.) and F. A. Ross.
" Actuarial Theory." Review , 205.
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Pension Funds. J. Bacon, 36.

Savery (R. S. B). Letter on Valuation
of Endowment Assurances in groups,
222.

Senrle (T. J.). On F. Bell's plan for
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Select and Ultimate Method of Valua-
tion. M. M. Dawson, 425.
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Tables." By H. H. Austin and
F. P. Symmons, 208.
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Staff Pension Funds. See Pension
Funds.

Stock Exchange fluctuations, P. L.

Newman, 294.

Summation Method of Graduation,
G. J. Lidstone, 106.

Symmons (F. P.) and H. H. Austin.

See Au.stin (H. H.) and F. P.

Symmons.
" Synopsis of British Offices Life

Tables, 1893." Notice of publication,

522.
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Thomas (E. C). Remarks on Staff

Pension Fund Problems, 61.

Valuation. Bonus Reserve Valuations.

C. R. V. Coutts, 161.

Karup's method for Endowment
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cases. G. King, 145.

R. S. B. Savery, 222.

Lidstone's "Z" Method. E. H.
Brown, 211.

E. C. Coote, 213.

H. J. P. Oakley, 217.
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Select and Ultimate Method.
M. M. Dawson, 425.

Staff Pension Funds. H. W.
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of valuing in groups, Endowment
Assurances and Limited Premium
cases, 155.
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Pension Fund Problems, 75.
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